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To Donna. Thanks for making the writing process livable, life fun to live, and for being
not only a well-rounded renaissance woman, but also the coolest Mac chick in the
world.

Foreword

T

here's an old joke, based on fact, that goes like this: According to NASA
scientists, given its ratio of body mass to wingspan, the ordinary bumblebee
is technically incapable of fl ight. But the bumblebee doesn't know that, so it goes
ahead and flies anyway.

And so it is with the Mac. Thanks to strident r eporting in the mainstream
press, Apple is supposed to be dead, Microsoft triumphant, and the Macintosh
extinct. But we 20 million Mac fans don't know that, so we go right on happily
using our Macs.
Par t of our happiness with Macs is due to their not becoming obsol ete nearly as
quickly as Windows computers. The average Windows user must buy a new
machine every two years; the average Mac fan keeps a Mac model runn ing for five.
This book points out a prime reason why: The Mac's simplicity extends beyond its
software design to its hardware. With a bit of good information and surprisingly
little money, the Mac on your desk today can be accelerated, expanded , fixed, and
given lease after new lease on life. In this age of cheap memory, G3 processor
upgrades, and plummeting prices on every conceivable piece of add-on gear ,
keeping your Mac forever young is a more attractive option than ever.
Macworld Mac Upgrade and Repair Bible is clearly a labor o f love, months in the
making; it is rich w ith model-by-model advice, vast amounts of tro ubleshooting
expertise, and enough bac kground to help you make informed choices. I predict
you'll be surprised , as I w as, at the breadth of the cover age; my only suggestion
to the editors w as that they consider a more accurate title, along the lines of Mac
Upgrade, Repair, Troubleshooting, ISDN, Multimedia, Networhing, SCSI, USB,
Windows-Compatibility, and Hardware Bible.
They told me the cover would have to be 17 inches wi de.
Anyway, here's hoping that you and your Macs remain partners for years to come.
Thanks to this book, that fu ture is a distinc t possibility.
-David Pogue

Preface
I t feels so good to be right.

Although I'm a die-hard believer in Macintosh superiority, there was one particular
day when I finally knew- in spite of the widespread counterintelligence I read daily
in business and technology publications - th at I'd made the correct decision when I
bought a Macintosh . It was the day that a Mac-oriented peripheral manufacturer
announced a PowerPC G3 upgrade card for my Power Macintosh 6100 computer.
I bought that Power Macintosh 6100 soon after it w as r eleased in 1994, becoming
an early adopter of PowerPC technology. I w as on the cutting edge, I thought, and I
computed happily for nearly three-and-a-half years using that Mac- quite a l ong
time for a business computer, especially when you consider I make my living
writing about computers. But after that many years, my Mac was ready for
retirement.
Then came the announcement of a G3 upgrade. Six months later, after tes ting one of
those upgrad e cards in the 6100, I can r eport that it will add years to the life of that
machine. Although I now work daily on a newer Mac, that 6100 is still in my office,
used by interns and contractors for desi gn, Adobe Photoshop work, and Web
programming. And it's more powerful and useful than Macs many years younger.
Upgrading a Mac is more than satisfying - it's fun . The actual upgrade is rarely
difficult, it almost always works, and it's not even terribly expensive most o f the
time. By performing various upgrades, you can end up with a machine that i s
not only faster ; it might also be more capable and more exciting.
You can do so many interestin g things with a Macintosh to make it faster, more
productive, or more powerful. Upgrading and troubleshooting a Mac isn't just about
keeping up with the Joneses vi a speed boosts. It's about raising your awareness
level of other things you can accomplish with your Mac, and then going out and
making those new things happen. Want a bigger monitor? More RAM? A network
between your Macs or fast er Internet access? You can have any of these things,
and in many cases these upgrades don't req uire any special tools.
Not all Macs are a joy to work with, but many models are wonders of industrial
design. The Color Classic, the PowerBook, and the iMac include some amazingly
well-implemented design features (although not without some trade-offs) that
make them a joy t o upgrade, if you can get your hands on the correct parts. Other
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Macs- workhorses such as the Mac llvi , the Quadra 650, the Power Macintosh
7500, and the Power Macintosh G3 Minitower - are met al and plastic t estimonials
to high-end power computing. You can do a l ot inside these machines to extend
their power and usefulness, and you can accomplish quite a bit with them.
The ultimate goal of Macworld Mac Upgrade and Repair Bible is to give you a more
enjoyable computing experience. With a little understanding of the basics and a
few golden rules to live by, you'll be able to upgrade and troubleshoot any Mac
out there, adding years to its life and discovering many exciting new things you
can do.
Above all else, this book will help you to continue to enjoy that Mac.

Who Should Use This Book?
Have you ever w anted to do something with your Mac, but weren't sure if it was
possible? Things like recording COs, adding RAM, using a cable modem, getting
better 30 video performance fo r games, printing photographs, or implementing a
sophisticated backup plan? Or maybe you need to troubleshoot a particular Mac
(or number of different Macs) that keeps crashing, bombing, freezing, or hav ing
trouble starting up.
If so, this is the book for you.
But who, specifically, is qualified to read this book? Obviously, Mac folks or people
who need to work with Macs. You should probably know the basics of using your
Mac - how th e hard-drive icon works, how to enter data, and how to move around
on the screen. If you have that basic level of Mac knowledge, you may be surprised
at your ability to grasp computer troubleshooting. It certain ly isn't as complicated
as carpentry, modern dance, or auto repair (at l east, not often). In most cases,
computer troubleshooting is much more straightforward and, in some cases, much
less likely t o cause minor injuri es.
Here are some of the people who should consi der this boo k:

+ Creative types. If you're a writer, artist, edi tor, producer, publisher, or other
creative type who uses a Mac often, you'll find this book handy for upgrading
and t roubleshooting day-to-day and catastrophic problems alike.
+Professionals. If you're a real estate, finance, marketing, public relations, or
senior-level profess ional business person, you may find it v ery convenient t o
use a Mac on a day-to-day basis, but less t han convenient to have i t fail for
some reason. Flip through this book quickly to find the answers you need to
get back to work sooner.

.
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+ Small business owners/worl?ers. In small-business settings, you can't always
afford a network administrator or consultant. This book may serve as a
palatable substitute. Get up and running with new capabilities or fix serious
problems quickly, even when your business may be on the line. Plus, t here's
cover age of topics such as sharing printers, obtaining high-speed Internet
access, and managing your backup strategy.

+ Hobbyists/ home users.

If you're a Mac aficionado, you'll enjoy learning some
new things about your Mac, including its inner workings and opportunities to
increase performance. If you use a Mac at home, you may find that learning
more about it helps you upgrade it for less money, makes it more useful when
used in the off hours, or gives you a leg up at work or in school.

+ Technology professionals.

If you're in charge of managing Macs, getting them
connected to networks, or working with them in a cross-platform (Mac and
In tel-compatible PC) environmen t, this book should be a big help. It discusses
not only upgrading and repair, but also network configuration and
troubleshooting, along with DOS/Windows compatibility issues.

Ultimately, Macworld Mac Upgrade and Repair Bible is designed for any Mac owner,
user, or administrator who wants to learn more about how Macs work and how
they can be upgraded or fixed. This is a no-nonsense, comprehensive guide to just
about everything you can do to augment a Mac OS computer, along with tips and
instructions for actually getting the job done. It's also a resource for you if you
have an immediate or chronic problem w ith your Mac that needs to be isolated
and fixed.
Here are a few of the upgrading issues this book will help you resolve:

+ Should you upgrade your Mac, and is it something you'll feel comfortable
doing?

+ What different upgrade paths does your particular Mac offer?
+ What are the bottlenecks in your particular Mac, and what's the smartest way
to upgrade to get the best bang for the buck?

+ What capabilities can you add to your Mac? Will

they alleviate your current

limitations?

+ Why do things go wrong with Macs?
+ How can you pinpoint and isolate problems?
+ What 's the best way to troubleshoot problems with your Mac?
+ How can you get an " unhappy" Mac to start up so you can recover data or
continue working?

+ What's the best approach to preventative maintenance?

Preface

A l arge part of this book is focused on the actual technologies you can use to
upgrade your Mac, as well as hints, advice, and step-by-step instructions for
performing an upgrade. I believe this book will give you a strong feel for all sorts of
upgrades, allowing you to apply some wit and wisdom to the instructions that come
wi th the upgrades t hat you buy for your Mac. It'll also help you d ecide which
upgrades are best for you and where you should focus your upgrading energy.
Another huge part of this book focuses on t roubl eshooting problems - both
hardware and software - to help you figure out what's happening when somethin g
goes wrong. Not only do I cover known issues t hat crop up in the cases of
particular peripherals, Mac models, and software combinations, but I also give you
t he tools you need to explore Mac troubleshooting on your own.
Here's the bottom line. You can use this book in two ways: First, you can refer to
individual chapter s t o find the answers to speci fic questions or problems that
involve upgr ading and/ or troubleshooting. Second, you can read all or part of the
book to understand quite a bit about how Macs work and how they can be
upgraded or repaired. This general knowl edge can be useful if you'll be working
with Macs (or any computer) as a hobbyist or a professional.

Whars in This Book?
This book is organized into four parts. The book can certainly be read from cover
to cover, but you'll find that the parts differ somewhat in their approach, making
some of them more narrative than others. The first two parts are primarily about
upgrading, whereas the second two parts cover troubleshooting:

+ Part 1: Getting Ready to Upgrade.

Many beginning-to-intermediate users may find
this part interesting to read from start to finish. It begins w ith the very
basics- reasons for upgrading and the subsystems of a Macintosh that can
be upgraded. It then provides a primer on how a Macintosh works, including
the various add-ons and upgrades you can use to augment your Mac. The next
step is to get serious about bottlenecks, or t he slowdowns that your particular
Mac is experiencing. With those identified, you can plan your upgrades,
deciding what to do immediately, what can wait, and what needs to be sent out
to a ser vice center. Finally, you take a look inside most Macintosh models,
including how to get the case open and where to find certain parts of the
computer.

+Part II: Performing the Upgrade. Organized more as a reference tool, this part
includes individual chapter s t hat each discuss different types of upgrades:
what's possible, what's necessary, and how to perform them. Each chapter
discusses a particular upgrade goal or subsystem of the Macintosh (for
example, printing, sound, net working, storage), along with the related
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technologies and different possible upgrades. These chapter s tell you w hat
technologies are available, how they work, and even give a littl e help w hen it
comes t o decid ing which upgrade technology i s bes t for you. You'll also learn
about rel ated software topics, such as implementing a backup system, getting
on the Internet , and creating a local area network.

+ Part Ill: Troubleshoot and Repair: This part begins with a discussion of
t he most general level of t roubleshooting: deciding whet her the problem i s
most likely in the hardware or in the softwar e. If yours i s a so ftware-only
problem, you'll probably find the solution in Part IV. In the remainder of
Part III, hardware and software/hardware integration issues are discussed.
This entails anything from hard drive and scanner problems to downed
net works and troubled PowerBooks. These chapters also feature in formation
and adv ice on major troubleshooting issues, such as what to do when t he
Sad Mac icon appears or when you have trouble wi th the logic board, power
supply, and system memor y.

+ Part IV: Tweak and Recover/he Mac OS.

If your problem is in t he Mac's
oper ating system software, t he solution will likely be found in these pages.
Part IV introduces you to the basic t echniques and specific problems
associated wit h the Mac OS, including how t o troubleshoot crashing
programs, freezes in t he Finder, and specific error messages. You'll al so
t ake a look at preventative measures you can take to avoid syst em software
problems, including intelligent approaches t o managing your System Fol der
and other parts of the Mac OS installation. Finally, if t hat installation needs
a compl ete refresher, you'll find strategies for backing up your Mac and
startin g all over again wit h a clean installation of (or an upgrade to) your
Mac OS software.

You'll find th ere's a logical progression to the parts and t he chapters. In almost
ever y case, t he primar y know ledge you need to under st and a concept or topi c is
found eit her in an earlier chapter or ear lier in a particular chapter t hat covers
something highly t echnical. Al though you cer tainly don't need to read from cover
to cover, if you find you're reading something that confuses you, fl ip back a few
pages to see if it's explained in better detail.

Navigating This Book
This book is designed to make it easy for you to get as little or as much informat ion
as you want on a par ticular topic. Each part offers a short explanation at the
beginning; each chapter features introductory points that explain t he chapter's
over all themes and a complete summary at the end. Use these t o help you determine
whether or not a particular chapter has the information you're seeking.

Preface

Within each chapter you'll encounter different icons in the margin of the text. These
alert you to the adjacent paragraphs, which offer extra information, tips, and
warnings, depending on the icon:

~
Note

These paragraphs are generally filled with related information that's of particular
importance for some or all Mac owners. These can include cautionary notes, sideline
information, or something that might help you pinpoint a particular problem or issue.

Tip
1..

':)

This tidbit offers a shortcut, interesting fact, or other information that w ill help you get the
most out of the component, peripheral, or procedure being discussed.
This icon alerts you to a resource on the World Wide Web that offers additional
information. Fire up your Web browser and check out the suggested site if it interests you.
(If you find a site that seems to have changed or disappeared, let me know through my
Web site or e-mail address, both of which are listed towards the end of the Preface.)
If you see this icon, the software being discussed can be installed from the CD-ROM that
accompanies this book. It also should be catalogued on the Mac-Upgrade.com Web site,
just in case your Mac can't work with CDs.
In some cases, I'll discuss an item or concept that's more fully explained in another
section or chapter. If you see this icon, you can turn to the recommended section or
chapter to learn more about the topic being discussed.

Interesting tangents and tips appear in sidebars
You'll also find other important and interesting information in sidebars throughout the
book, although this information usually isn't necessary to complete the task at hand or to
finish troubleshooting the problem; it's more often another way to do or think about the
current topic.

On the CD-ROM
In the back of thi s book y ou'll find a CD-ROM that includes many of the shareware
and freeware programs recommended throughout these pages. I hope you 'll find
the CD-ROM contains some welcome additions to your library of utilities for
keeping a Mac happy, as well as a few surprises for gettin g your Mac to fork over
information and otherwise cooper ate.
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The authors and publishing companies represented on the included CD-ROM
have all generously allowed me to present t heir software to you in this convenient
format; in that spirit, I recommend you pay the shar eware author for any shareware
program on the CD-ROM that you find useful. This will likely entitle you to the latest
version, more features, and, perhaps, individualized support for using the software
product.
The CD-ROM features an HTML interface that nearly any Mac user should have
no trouble using; in fact, th e CD-ROM includes Netscape Navigator t o enable you
to view the contents of the CD-ROM if you don't already have an HTML (Web)
browser. Insert the CD-ROM, and double-click the Read Me file for more
information, instructions, and last minute changes. Appendix C also discusses
the CD-ROM in detail.

Experts and Evangelistas
In 1996, Guy Kawasaki, Apple Fellow and Chief Evangelist, st arted an e-mail mailing
list called the Evangelist. Every day, people write to a special e-mail address at
Appl e, where messages are gathered together, judged for their interest and appeal
to a larger Macintosh community, and then dispersed through the Internet to tens
of thousands of mailing-list recipients. These folks, called Evangelistas, read the
message, and then respond as appropriate.
Often Evangelistas respond to individual requests for help from Mac usersproblems they're having convincing their officemates to buy Macs for their
department, issues they're having with a technical glitch, or requests for information
on a product that can perform a particular task. The typical Evangelist question will
often get tens or hundreds of responses from friendly Mac aficionados and experts.
In the course of writing this book, I tapped this enormous resource by sending my
own requests to the list for tips and anecdotes about Macintosh upgrading. The
best and most pertinent of those are included in sidebars throughout this book,
along with the names of the senders and some information about t hem. I did this
for two reasons: first, to let you in on some great tips that were new to me when I
read th em and deserve to be heard; second, to let you know that such a valuable
resource exists for you, too, and that I certainly recommend reading the Evangelist
if you have an interest in working with and maintaining Macs.
For more information on the Evangelist, see
the Web.

~M~I. eva nge 1 is t. ma ca dd i c t . com

on

Preface

Getting More Information
Wit h th e adven t of t he Wor ld Wide Web, information dissemination and publishing
have changed somewhat dramatically. When I first started writing computer
books, it wasn't common for author s to include an e-mail address in their prefaces.
These days, something above and beyond that is usually necessary t o properly
satisfy t he rights and needs of readers. In the case of a topic like upgrading and
troubleshooting Macs, I believe t his book needs to cont inue to breathe and expand
beyond the snapshot of histor y that's enclosed within its shiny covers. On t he
World Wide Web, I'm able to do that .
The Mac-Upgrade.com Web site is designed to fill two needs: First, it will be a forum
for discussion of this book and related topics, allowing me t o chat directly with you
about upgrad ing and repairing Macs. Second, it will allow reader s to discuss
problems among themsel ves or d irec tly w it h the manufacturer s and experts. You'll
find cover age of newer Mac models, tips, explanations of new upgrades, new s of
new t echnologies, and m ore.
The site will also ser ve as the o ffi cial errat a and bug-report page for this book. I
recommend that you peri odically stop by t he pages specific to this book t o see if
anything abou t the printed copy has changed or has been updated .
The Mac-Upgrade.com site URL is •Mw. mac - upgra de . com. For book-sp ecific updates
only, enter www. ma c - upgr ade . com/ bibl e/ in your Web b row ser. This book also
features a number of different resources for instant answer s to y our upgrading and
repairing questions. See Appendix B for the best places to find help on the Web.
You can also wr it e me directly w it h questions or comments, although I'd certainly
recommend you check the Web site fi rst. I love getting mail, and I'm happy to
answer any question - but I'm only one person, and it can take me a few days
to respond. If you happen to be asking a frequently asked q uestion, it's probably
already answered on t he Web site, so you'll be better served by checking there first
and getting the answ er immediately.
If the Web site has not answered your question, however, send me a message at
questi ons@mac-upgrade.com. In the subject line of your message, let me know
how urgent the question is and tell me something about its content, as in: "3 days:
Error on Page 59?" In the body of your message, t ell me ever ything you can about
your Mac (i f relevant) and describe the probl em in as much detail as possible.

If for some reason you can't reach me through the preceding add ress, I will always
maintain the e-mail address t st auffer@aol.com on America Online (at least , as long
as AOL cont inues to exi st). Please send your message with a similarly complete
subject line and descri ption.
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Feedback
This is a first edi tion of Macworld Mac Upgrade and Repair Bible, and as such,
your feedback is most welcome and very necessary at this stage in the book's
development. I certainly hope to have the opportunity to update this book
frequently and comprehensively, but I can't do that without learning your opinions
on the subject matter, organization, and coverage. Please feel free to send any and
all cri ticism my way. You can even toss in a compl ement every now and then. I'll
read every e-mail and try to incorporate as many suggestions as possible.
If you can, send th e message to feedback@mac-upgrade.com and put the words
uBible Feedback" in the subject line. Or, check out the Feedback page on the JOG
Books Worldwide Web site at ~11'11'1. i dgbooks . com, or send postal mail care of
Macworld Mac Upgrade and Repair Bible, JOG Books Worldwide, 919 E. Hillsdale
Blvd. Suite 400, Foster City, CA 94404.
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In This Part

T

his part begins with the very basics - reasons for
upgrading and the subsystems of a Macintosh that can
be upgraded. It then provides a primer on how a Macintosh
works, including the various add-ons and upgrades you can
use to augmen t your Mac. The next step is to get serious
about bottlenecks, or the slowdowns that your particular
Mac is experiencing. With those identified, you can plan your
upgrades, deciding w hat to do immediately, what can w ait,
and what needs to b e sent out to a ser vi ce center. Finally, in
this part you take a look inside most Macintosh models,
including how to get the case open and w here t o find certain
parts of the computer.
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Is It Time to
Upgrade?

• • • •
In This Chapter

S

hould you upgrade? That's not the easiest question in
the world to answer. If you're like me-scared to death
of missing out on cutting edge technology-then it's a
question you'll ask yourself all the time. If you're like some
other Mac owners I know, the question almost never comes
up-your Mac works and that's that.
But it is something you should ask yourself every once in
a while. And, in gener al, it's an easy question to answer.
However, here's a more clever way to ask it. Instead of "Should
I upgrade?" ask yourself this: "Is my current Mac driving me
crazy?"
Even if your Mac is driving you just a little crazy, you've
probably identified a potential for an upgrade. If there's
anything you want to do but can't-or if everything is just too
slow for you to bother-then you're a candidate for an
upgrade. Whether you're interested in speed, new capabilities,
or better response times from hardware and software you
already have, you can probably add these things to your
existing Mac at a reasonable cost. All it takes is a little knowhow and a logical approach. First and foremost, you need to
follow the scientific method one learns in grade school:
Identify the problem.

Does Your Computer Meet
Your Needs?
You probably spent an absurd amount of money on your
Macintosh when it first came out, and back then it probably
met every one of your needs. Thousands of dollars were
dropped in a store, or sent in the mail, and a shiny new system
ended up in the trunk of your car, on your doorstep, or
otherwise on your desk. For quite some tim e, everything
hummed along nicely (see Figure 1-1).

Does your current
Mac meet all your
needs?
Why different people
need d ifferent
computers
Should you buy a
new system?
Is your problem a
software issue?
Different reasons and ways- to
upgrade your Mac

• • • •
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Figure 1-1: I bought this Power Macintosh 6100/60AV in 1994. At
the time, it was a serious screamer. These days, it might be sitting in
a closet if it weren't for a couple of key upgrades that make it still
very useful and usable.
As time went by, though, updates to the system software appeared, new versions
of progr ams came out, and cool, new application s (such as those for Web browsing,
30 rendering, and high-end graphics) started popping up. Then one day, you
realized you were drinking a lot of coffee or nervously swiveling in your chair ever y
time you l aunched a program, saved a file, or started to print.
When thi s happens t o many computer users, they just grin and bear it, assuming
that upgrades or a new system would be an expense best left for next year, or
somewhere down the road. Waiting to upgrade is not necessarily a good idea,
however.

The Investment Principle
I encourage you to think seriously about your computer as an important
investment. I know you spent quite a bit of money up front, but you·may have
used up those investment dollar s already, especially if it's been a few year s.
What's your time worth to you now? If you're doing something basic such as
entering your finances and storing a household inven tory, maybe you don't
desperately need to spend much money on upgrading. But if you sit in front of
your computer for hours and hours per clay -as I do-you need to think carefully
about the worth of your time and how much of it your computer is chewing up.

Chapter 1

Tip

+ Is It Time to Upgrade?

Here's a suggestion: Check your calendar for an upcoming day during which you will
be required to use your computer for a lengthy stretch of time. While you work that
day, keep a pen and paper handy. Make note of every time it takes your computer a
few extra seconds to "think" about something: printing, copying, loading a program,
signing on to the network. Assign a dollar amount to your hourly wage, and then multiply the dollar amount by the amount of time you were waiting on your Mac.
The trick then i s to quantify your computing experience. Say your computer wastes
$20 of your time per day. If $20 represents time wasted on an average business day,
the comput er is wasting about $5,000 of your time per year.
$20 x 250 working days per year

=

$5,000

That may seem like an extreme example, and it tends to assume you're not wasting
much time on your own. In addition, you need to understand t hat not all upgrades
are going to completely do away wit h wasted time. Even the fastest Macs force you
to wait a few seconds for this and that. Nevertheless, it's still a useful number for
gauging how benefici al it might be to upgrade for better pr oductivity.
Next, take into account all the other issues you might have with your current
computer setup, such as:

+ Anything that just drives you crazy. Is there something in your setup ( printer,
modem, keyboard) that you want to replace now?

+ Anything that could be harming you. Is your monitor fuzzy? Is your mouse
cramping your wrist? These sorts of upgrades should be considered
whenever using your computer isn't comfortable or pleasing to you.
Remember, you probably work on your Mac for hours at a time. It should be a
physically comfortable experience.

+Any upgrade that could significantly increase productivity. I used to have an
inkjet printer that I swore by - I claimed that anyone who owned a laser
printer was just asking for trouble and wasting money. But I'm also well-known
for pushing deadlines. Every few weeks, during a book project, I'd need to
print 75 to 100 pages of text and images to send to a publisher. I woul d usually
start that process at about four o'clock in the aft ernoon to make the 7 p.m.
FedEx drop-off time. I oft en missed it.
These days, with a l aser printer, I can print 50 pages in about ten minutes. The
printer cost a bit up front, but I feel much more productive on deadline days.
And-surprise! - each page printed using the laser printer's toner is cheaper
than a page printed using an inkjet's ink.

+ Anything you think might be really cool. Mi ght as w ell toss this one in. Would
you like to upgrade for video conferencing? How about adding a digital
camera or a scanner to help post images on the Web or place them in your
newsletters? Whatever you want, include it in your list - especial ly if you
think you deserve it.
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By now you must hav e at least $7,000 worth of justification for a new system . (If
you've got a corpor ate-based Mac, jump out of y our cubicle, storm into the boss'
office, and demand a new computer ri ght now.) Even if you can' t come up w ith that
much money immediately, you now know it's probably worthwhile to perform some
choice upgr ades right away. The ques ti on is, which upgrades should you perform?

The 75/25 Rule

,

Note

I made this rule up, and over the year s more than a few of my computerbook- writin g colleagues have disagreed w ith me. But I still think it stands, and I
offer it here for your perusal. It's the 75/25 Rule.
Why do a lot of computer book writers disagree with this rul e? I can only assume it's
because they constantly get cool computer toys to play with - for free- from the
public relations departments of various computer companies. They then go on to proclaim that every computer user should spend thou sands of dollars each year to
upgrade to the latest and greatest. Fortunately, that isn't usually necessary - especially in the Mac world. Less expensive upgrades can often make your computing
experience enjoyable again.
Basically, the rule goes like this: If you're on a limited budget for computing, you
should make sure your equipment works very well for at least 75 percent of the
things you do. T he other 25 percent is where you can scrimp, if necessar y.
Let me elaborate, using my own setup as an example. I'm a writer, and as such, I
need a good monitor. My Main Mac has a ver y, very nice Sony 17" monitor, shown in
Figure l-2, which is incredibly crisp, displays millions of col ors, and doesn't strain
my eyes.
I'm also a freelance writer, so I spend a lot of time using the Internet for e-mail and
accessing the World Wide Web for research. For this reason I have a very fas t
modem connection for my computer and would consider a higher-speed option if it
were currently offered up here in the Rocky Mountains.
I also like to w ork with gr aphics and building Web sites, so I have a nice scanner.
And, as should nearly everyone who works with important data and stores large
fil es, I have a removable media drive (an Iomega Zip drive, currently) to help me
back up all these important documents. I've also spent a little extra money for a
comfortable, w ell-designed keyboard that promotes decent hand posture and
doesn't annoy me with funny cli cking sounds or oddly placed keys.
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Figure 1-2: I deal with some graphics, but I'm not a professional

artist, so this 17" monitor is the perfect size for my work.

What don't I have? I'm not a serious gamer, so I don't have a 3D-enhancing video
card, an ultra-fast processor, or a major joystick or flight controller. (Actually, I did
have all three of these while writing this book, because a couple different
companies sent me their evaluation units. I may soon become a serious gamer.) I'm
also not a high-en d artist, so I don 't need an expensive video card capable of
extremely high resolution and acceleration. Likewise, I don't create many digital
movies, so I don't need a full-blown audio/visual setup.
For me, the things I do that take up 75 percent of my time -lookin g at a monitor,
writing, communicating, working with graphics, backing up data, printing - are all
handled by equipment that's more than adequate. In fact, I enjoy using a fast
Internet connection, a good mo nitor, and an expensive keyboard.
The t hings I only do 25 percent of the time- playing games, creating images, and
working with video - aren't handled by the best and fas tes t add-ons. My computer
is capable of doing these things, but it's not a barn burner.

Why different people need different computers
You can see from th e description of my 75/25 distributi on that differ ent sorts of
t asks require different types of computers. My computer tends to focus on input
and output, because I mainly use it to write and print things. In fact, the demands I
typically place on a Mac don't come near to requiring the high power that you can
get in today's microprocessors.
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On the other hand, a graphic artist, especially one using Photoshop for imaging or
30 programs for creating animat ions or illustrations, definitely needs a computer
with a powerful processor. A high-end artist also needs a good monitor and
scanner, but might only use a printer for proofing w ork, so a less-expensive color
inkjet would su ffice. Whereas an artist might need only the most minimal of
modems, he or she will requir e access to high-end .Jaz or SyQuest removable
cartridges for storing huge data files.
In general, you can separate computer s into a few different categories. Although
your ideal Mac may borrow from two or more of these categories, this shoul d giv e
you a starting point for deciding w hat sort of focus your Mac should have:

+ Input/Output oriented. Good for designer s, writer s, administrators, and
professi onals. This sort of Mac is capable of dealing with graphics, but is not
designed specifically for that function. It has a midrange monitor, a good
printer, a good keyboard, a decent scanner, and a mouse or trackball. It also
has a modem and/or a basi c network connection (if it's located in an office
setting) .

+ Graphics oriented. This Mac is desi gned for ar tists, mul timedia specialists, and
archi tects. It features a huge monitor (or two or mor e monitors) , a powerful
graphics subsystem on an expansion card , a lot of RAM memory, and
probably a speci al input t ablet for freehand drawings. This computer also
uses a high-speed processor and a reasonably high-capacity hard drive. The
inkjet or dye-sublimation printer may only be for col or proofing, and a
minimum modem or network connection is necessary for e-mail or light
browsing. In mos t cases, files are transferred using removable cartridges that
can hand le huge documents.

+ Multimedia orie nted.

The audio/video (AV) professional or hobbyist ,
depending on th e specialty, might need a special video-in card to help receive
and compress live vi deo signals for editing on the Mac. Multimedia-oriented
computers need high-end processors, lots of RAM, and, quite often, expensive
expansi on cards for v ideo editing. The monitor may not be par t icularly
special, and the printer may not even be necessary, except for t he occasional
scr ipt or memo. There's probably not much reason for such a computer to be
on a network (unless you have an office fu ll of t hese AV monsters), but it will
need a hi gh-capacity removable drive. Th e modem is opti onal, as is a scanner
and cool input device, although a graphics tablet and pen is nice for select ing
and playing back v ideo segments on screen.

+ Communications oriented.

This Mac is good for the home offi ce or small
business, salespeopl e, telecommuters, managers, and executives. It's
per fectly good for reports, memos, and spreadsheets, but isn't designed for
ten hours of use per clay. Inst ead, it has a smaller monitor, decent keyboard,
and typical mouse. T he printer is a low-end laser or a fas t inkjet , a scanner is
ei ther page-fed (for faxing through the computer) or nonexistent, and the
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processor is midrange. The modem or other Internet connection is fast,
though, and this computer might even be equipped with telephony devices to
keep an electronic log of long-distance calls , track appointments, and identify
incoming calls using Caller 10 information.

+ Home/Games oriented.

The home machine is midrange, enabling it to perform
a variety of tasks- it can be used for business communications, desktop
publishing, and connecting to th e Internet. But its focus is on affordability
and, in many cases, multimedia for games and educati onal titles. The printer,
modem, and keyboard are all adequate, but a gamer's Mac will feature a
quality joystick, a midsized monitor, and a special video card. Even a 3Doriented gaming card can be plugged into this machine. It also feat ures a fast
processor, a fast CD-ROM drive, and good speakers. That's not just for gaming;
you can also play audio COs over this high-quality system while entering
checkbook information or creating a database for your volunteer
organization.

Where do you fit in? Perhaps with none of them-or several of them all at once.
But you can see where your system is most likely hybridized , and what you'd
typically want to concentrate on for a given task. If you're dealing with a t i ght
budget, pick 75 percent of those tasks you most need t o accomplish and build a
Mac that tackles them elegantly and completely.

Should you upgrade or buy something new?

,

Note

This is a tough question to answer, because it depends on a number of different
factors, including what you already own, what you do with it, and how interested
you are in spending money on the computer. The Macintosh is well known for i ts
ability to stay useful for many, many years, even without significant upgrades. Macs
built ten years ago can still be upgraded to all but the very latest Mac operating
systems. That sure isn't the case with many other computers, including Intelcompatible PCs. But eventually you may need to take a look at your system and
determine whether or not you should try to upgrade it now or just buy a new one.
This section assumes you know a bit about the different processors and other technologies your Mac is based on. If numbers like PowerPC 601 and 68040 are foreign
to you, read about them in Chapter 2, "Figure Out Your Mac:·
Here are some starting points:
• How old is your computer? You're either satis fied with an older Mac or you're
not. If you're not, you can do only a certain number of things with it before
buying a new Macintosh. In the Mac world, the term old can apply to two
different types of setups. The first is a computer based on a 68030 (or earlier)
processor. That includes most of the Mac Classics, Mac II series, and LCII
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seri es, and the even older Mac SE/30, SE, and Mac Plus series (see Figure 1-3).
Al though these computers can be upgraded a bit, few of them can be
upgraded t o Power PC technology. The fast est speeds they can generally reach
were state-of-the-art around 1993. (Computers based on 68040 machines can
often be upgr aded to PowerPC or better.) Certain original equipment,
PowerPC-based Power Macintosh setups make up the second type of "old"
Macintosh . If you've got a first generation Power Macintosh or Power PCbased Performa, your options may be a bit limited.

Figure 1- 3: The Macintosh Plus can't be upgraded to t he latest
PowerPC technology, but it can still be made into a reasonably
useful computer.

+ How upgradeable is your computer? It may sound like a silly ques tion, b ut
it's not. For instance, the Quadra 650 is an older-technology 68040-based
computer that was very popular with professionals, art firms, and corpor ate
grap hi cs departme nts. It's a lso very u pgradeable , wit h t h ree NuBus s lo ts a nd
the ability t o accep t 136MB of system RAM. Apple even built a special
PowerPC Upgrade card for that Quadra. Compare that system to the Quad ra
660AV, which was an amazing system for i ts t ime. With built-in audio/visual
capabilities and a special digital signal process ing chip, it was the standard
for media pro fessionals in 1994- a lat e-generati on 68040 Mac with Power-
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PC-like abilities. Unfo rtunately, it wasn't quite as upgradeable, with a fi xed
amount of vid eo RAM, roo m for only 68MB of system RAM, and only one
path to PowerPC: Pull the entire logic board and install a new one.
Although I intend to cover the upgradeability of most models in depth throughout this
book, one way to get a quick snapshot of your system's configuration is to head to
Apple's Web site. Buried there you 'll find a gem called the AppleFacts Online Archive
at http : //p r oduct . info . app le . com/prod uct i nfo/datasheets/ i ndexhtm l
on the Web. You can look up your current system's specifications and some of the
upgrades Apple has made available over the years, and check for a match. (If you have
a clone machine, you should check Appendix B and the included CD-ROM for links to
sites that can help you determine the upgradeability of your particular model.)

+How much will it cost to upgrade? The basic problem with upgr ad ing nearly
any computer is new er computer s tend to be pretty cheap to begin w ithsometimes ch eaper than the cost of getting y our older Mac back in fight ing
shape. You can always spend a little less, but make sure the money you're
spending is contributing t o either satisfaction of the 75/ 25 rule or staving off
insanity until you get a large enough windfall to buy a new Mac. Oth erw ise,
you might as w ell squirrel that money away at 4 percent interest and save up
for a new computer.

+How happy will you be with an upgraded system? It's not just th e shiny chrome
and the new tires - there's a good chance you really will be more productive
with a new machine. If you look at all y our options and realize you're just not
getting the bang for your upgrading buck - or if you think all your cur rent
equipment is t oo dingy and you want some of that new stuff- you should
probably start shopping the computer stores or some of the Mac-ori ented
Web-based stores.
With all that in mind, it's important to decide what exactly you need to upgrade,
about how much it'll cost , and whether o r not it'll be wor th it. If you decide it is a
good idea to upgrade, just keep 01' Faithful computing. If you decide to buy a new
system , continue reading to arm yourself with some valuable tips on what
components ar e important in y our Mac and what to look for while you're shopping.
Don't forget, there's a thriving aftermarket for used Macs sold among individuals.
Check your local classifieds, the America Online Mac classified message boards (if
you're an AOL member), or type ne1~s : comp . sys . mac . wanted in your Usenet
message group reader program or your Web browser. If you need to know how much
a system is really worth, check out the American Computer Exchange's regular listings
at WvM . amcoex . com on the Web.
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The What and Why of Upgrades
Before you can decide what upgrades are right for you-and how much they
cost-you need to know a little about the different upgrades that are even possible
with most Mac models. In this section, you'll look closely at the different reasons to
upgrade your computer, and then you'll see many of the specific upgrade tasks that
can be performed, including:
+Software upgrades
+ Upgrading for increased speed

+ Enhancing your productivity with upgrades
+ Doing more things with your Mac
Great places to shop for ivlac stuff on t~e Web
Other good stops may pop up along the way, but I find myself regularly visiting all the following Web sites in my constant pursuit of the perfect peripheral. At these sites you're
bound to find plenty of great supplies, accessories, and, if necessary, new Power Macs and
PowerBooks:
+ The Apple Store (http : I Is tore. apple. com)- Some call it the "Great
Configurator" because it's so much fun to shop the site for great systems and
components, and then head back to the other Web stores, where they are cheaper.
+Club Mac (www. club -rna c . com) -A fairly consistent player in the Mac-Web market
so far, Club Mac really does feel like a club, of sorts, especially when you sign up for
their weekly e-mail sales sheet. Plus, they often have great prices, discounts, and
closeouts.

+ Cyberian Outpost (www. cy be r i an . com)- A complete resource for software,
books, accessories, Macs, and peripherals. Another good place to shop, Cyberian
Outpost is known for its "Coming Soon" lists, long rosters of not-yet-released
products that have been announced by their manufacturers.
+Other World Computing (www. mac sales . com)- This site has been improving its
look and feel for quite a while now, but you often can't beat Other World for great
prices on Macs, PowerBooks, and other equipment. It's a no-frills kind of Web site,
but that's part of what makes it fun.
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Keep in mind that your particular model may not be able to handle every type of
upgrade outlined in this section, although nearly every Macintosh model offers
some level of upgrading ability that can improve performance and capabilities.
Obviously, most of what you'll see in this section is just the tip of the iceberg; if any of
these upgrades confuse you or if you'd like to learn more about them, check out the
chapters in Part II of this book. In those chapters, you'll find details for nearly every
imaginable upgrade (and how most Mac systems can benefit).

Is your problem a hardware or a software issue?
Alt hough most folks automatically assume upgr ading requires buying new
hardware for t heir computers, that's not always the case. In some instances, it's
perfectly possible that a quick software fix will speed up your computer or
otherwise give it a little more life. But how do you know i f your problems can be
addressed with a software fix? Here are some guidelines :

+

You haven't upgraded the Macintosh operating system in quite some time. The
Mac OS (or System, as it used to be called) i s responsib le for all the
computing and inter action between the various components of your Mac. As
newer versions have come out, Apple's engineers have occasionally made
improvements that increased the performance of older Mac hardware.
Assuming you have enough RAM to support the system update-and your
system hasn't aged beyond t he support of the latest Mac OS (only a few have)
- you might seriously consider updating the operating system before doing
anything else. (This is discussed in more depth in Chapter 31.)

+ You haven't checked for system-specific updaters. App le has to make little
tweaks to the Mac OS for every single Macintosh computer model i t creates .
Sometimes, Apple improves those tweaks or releases new ones as bugs are
found or new capabilities are created. In these cases, it's often up to you t o
find the updates and apply them your self. The best way to start is to head
over to vl\vvl. apple . com/support where Apple has posted updated files on
the Web. (This is also discussed in Chapter 3 1.)
Tip

Here's one that people miss a lot. If you have a GeoPort-style modem (or any modem
that you bought directly from Apple), Apple tends to post the upgrades for the
modem software on the Support Web site just listed. Apple also includes them on
upgrades to the Mac OS. Believe it or not, you may be able to use a software upgrade
to increase your modem speed for free. (See Chapter 16 for a lot more on modems
and GeoPort adapters.)

+

You haven't checked for new device drivers in a while. For many of the
peripherals your Mac uses - such as t he printer, scanner, and modemspecial software drivers are loaded as extensions and/or Control Panels that
help your Mac communicate w ith those devices. Over time, the manufacturers
of those devices will often release new versions of th e drivers th at can
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improve reliability and speed, or even add (or activate) new features. Check
the Web sites or call the customer-support lines of the manufacturers of your
peripherals to check for possible updates.

+ You haven 't updated your applications in a

while. Again, many applications go
through compl etely free updat e versions intended to improve performance,
fix problems, and add new features. These ar en't always heavily publicized, so
you should stop by the Web sites put up by the publishers of your favorite
(and/or most often used) software programs.

+ You have a Power Macintosh and some older programs you use a lot.

When
Apple switched to the PowerPC processor in Power Macs, it built in the ability
to use the same programs that older Macs - such as Mac lis and LCs and
Quadras-had been using. However, these programs don't run very fast on
PowerPC computers, because they aren't optimized for the new CPU. Instead,
the Power Mac emulates an old-style 68040 Mac, which slows everything
down (at least, relative to running PowerPC-based applications - the latest
Power Macs still run 68040 applications faster th an the original 68040
machines). To avoid this, you need to upgrade older software applications
that weren't optimized for PowerPC when you got them. Upgrading some of
them will be free- just consult the publisher's Web site. Others may charge
for the privilege, but it's a great way to get better performance from a
Power PC.

+ You do a lot of copying from one hard drive to another.

Using some third-party
utilities, it's possible to make your file copies run smoother and more
efficiently. For instance, SpeedDoubler, a utility package from Connectix ,
increases copying speeds by more effectively using free RAM. Of course, Mac
OS 8 and above al so feature improved copying speeds, so it may just take
upgrading to the latest version of the OS to see an improvement.

+ Your only real problem is you don 't have enough RAM to run more programs at
once. Most Macs using Syst em 7.0 and above (and certain, late versions of
System 6.0.x) have the built-in ability t o run more than one program at once, a
capability called multitasking. Th e problem is each program needs its own
fi xed amount of RAM memory in which to run. Often hardwar e presents the
solution - you need to install more RAM. And RAM can be pretty cheap these
days. In som e cases, though, it might be more useful to use Connectix's
RAMDoubler, a progr am that causes your Mac to believe it has more RAM
than it really does. This enables you to r un more small progr ams at one time
than you otherwise might be able to. It's not recommended for slower Macs,
but if all you want to do is work with one or two more program s on a faster
Mac, it might solve the problem. (See Chapter 6 for more on RAM upgrades
and RAMDoubler.)
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How do I know what version I have?
If you're following some of these suggestions for upgrading software, you may have noticed
that many of the ideas require you to compare the version of a piece of software you currently have to any new versions that might be available. But how do you find out which version you have?
There are three basic ways to figure out what version you have of a program or driver software. The first way makes use of the Get Info command in the Mac's Finder. Find the program, extension, or Control Panel for which you need to know the version number. Next,
use the File <!> Get Info command. In the Get Info dialog box that results, you should see the
version number of that particular program (see Figure 1-4).
The second way to determine the version number of most applications is to start the program itself. Next, from the Apple menu- in the top-left corner of the screen- select the
About command. (The command's name actually changes for each program, so the command for Microsoft Word would be About Microsoft Word.) In the resulting alert box, you'll
see the version number of the program (see Figure 1-5). You can usually click the OK button or just click the alert itself to return to the program.
The third option? Look at the floppy disk or CD-ROM that the program came on. You'll often
find the version number printed on it. This method is low-tech, granted, but it often works
like a charm.
D
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Figure 1-5: Another option for finding version numbers is to view
the program's About box.

Knowing all these things can help you in the first part of your upgrade quest deciding whether your problem is hardware or software. The best place to begin
(usually because it's the cheapest) is scouting the Web and other resources (such
as America Online, local Mac user groups, your local librar y or universi ty, or even a
Mac guru you may know) for updates to your system software, drivers, and any
applications you use frequently. You may also rind programs such as SpeedDoubler
and RAMDoubler help you get through a rough patch in your upgrading plans, at
least for the time being. But if all this comes to nothing, or if you're sur e your
software is already up-to-date, your problem may be on another front- hardware.

Speed up your Mac
One of the main reasons to upgrade the hardware in your Macintosh is to simply
speed it up. That can mean a l ot of things-you'll need t o know a little about the
specific slowdown before you can identify what about your computer needs t o be
upgraded. In general, thou gh, a computer needs a speed boost when it takes a long
time to load programs, spends quite a while preparing to print a document, drives
you crazy while you wait for a new Web page to come up- anything like this.
Usually, these sorts of problems can be fixed.
I'll begin by discussing some of t he components of an aging Mac that tend to slow
down the system, and what you can do to upgrade or otherwise improve those
speeds. Chapter 2 discusses the actual workings of these items, but for now I just
want you t o be aware of the different options you have for increasing the speed and
performance of your Mac.
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+ Memory. Believe it or not, the RAM memory in your computer can be the
most important upgrade you make to increase the speed of your computer.
Not only is it an easy upgrade, but it's also relatively inexpensive. I've seen
posters that said, "You can never be too thin or have too much RAM. " It's true
(at leas t , the part about RAM). Adding a few megaby tes of RAM can really free
up your computer to do more things while speeding everything up a little bit.
Chapter 6 discusses your RAM needs in depth.

+ Processor. One of the main reasons your com puter might slow d own is the
processor, or Central Processing Unit (CPU). It's here that ev erything is
calculated - from what should be drawn on the screen to how to calculate a
formula in a spreadsheet , how to change the spacing of text in a desktop
publishing document to how to change the direction of an enemy plane in a
flight simulation game. If these calculations seem slow, it might be time to
upgrade the processor. In many Macs , t he processor can be easily upgraded.
Nearly all modern Power Macs include some sort o f upgrading solut ion, as do
many older Macs. Not all Macs are easily upgraded; you'll need to find out
about your specific setup. Most of them are detailed in Chapter 6.

+ Logic board. Th e logic board, or main circuit board, is the control center of
your Mac, and may be worth upgrading in certain situations (especially when
you move from Quadra-level Mac to Power Mac). In this sort of upgrade, you
generally also get a faster processor; in fact, almost ev erything speeds up a
little bit. This is a good upgrade because it essentially gives you a new
computer, but at the same time enables you to keep the hard drive, video
cards, and anything else you may have invested in significantly. The down
side: Logic boards can be really tough to install. Additionally, upgrad ing t he
logic board can be expensive. (See Chapter 5 for details on the logic board .)

+Hard drive. An older hard drive can slow down a lot of things - loading
programs, saving data, even playing QuickTime movies and multimedia games
-because the computer wastes time trying to retrieve the data before it can
compute and show you th e results. Fast , new hard drives are especially
important to graphics and multimedia professio nals, because they're the folks
wh o tend to save the larges t fil es. However, even home users and garners can
benefit from faster hard drives.

+ Modem. In a home office or sm all business, you probably use a modem to
connect to the outside w orld and the Internet. Modems are all about speed some fairly sp eedy modems are available, and you need them for a highquality Internet experi ence. Even America Online user s can benefit from a
faster modem.

+ Networking. If y ou already have your Macs networked, you can get a big
speed boos t by changing th e type of hardware you use for your networ k. A lot
of Macs still use LocalTalk-the basic telephone-wire-and-printer-port
networking that Macs have always had. Move up to Ethernet, thou gh, and
you'll see an extreme difference. In special situations, you might even
consider Fast Ethernet, which can really move files quickly.
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+ Video. If you work with complicated drawings and paint images on the
computer screen, you may be well served with a new video card. Many new
cards are designed with tons of memory to display millions of colors, along
with special 20 and 30 acceleration capabilities, which enables them to draw
images on the screen more quickly. You can also get specialty cards designed
to help you render 30 images and add effects to video more quickly.

+ Printing. Move up from an inkjet (or a dot matrix) printer to a laser printer,
and you'll see a speed boost. Or, if you already have a laser printer, you can
get a faster laser printer (especially if you've added computers to your
workgroup) or connect your networked laser printer via Ethernet instead of
LocalTalk networking hardware.

Improve your productivity
Obviously, you'll probably be increasing your productivity if you speed up your
Mac. But that's not the only way to increase productivity. You can also add
interesting and sometimes unique products to your machine that will help you do
things with your computer that you haven't done before, perhaps making you more
efficient or productive. For example:

+ Telephony and Internet. Using certain modem and telephone upgrades, you
can integrate your computer with your telephone, enabling you to track calls,
take messages, get CalleriD information, and automatically add callers to a
database of contacts. Access to the Internet or online services can often save
a trip to the library when it's time to research current events or check the
address of a contact.

+ Scanning. Adding a scanner to your computer can increase productivity in a
number of ways: You can scan documents for electronic storage (making them
easier to retrieve than paper-based files), you can scan text and use optical
character r ecognition to translate the scan into a word processing document,
or you can scan documents for faxing directly from your computer (thereby
saving the cost of a fax machine and avoid the tim e wasted by standing over
the machine to feed pages).

+ Printers and Accessories. The faster the printer, the more productive you
might be. But what about color? Having a color printer, a printer capable of
l egal-sized pages, or even a printer with an envelope-feeder could increase
your ability to be productive with your computer.

+ Input Devices. A new keyboard, more comfortable mouse, or pen-based input
device can help anyone be more productive with their Macs.

+ Backup/Storage Devices. The worst way to lower your productivity levels is
to lose documents and have to recreate them because you didn't save them
on a backup device. To stay productive with your Mac, you must implement a
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strong backup plan. That usually involves upgrading your system to include a
removable media drive such as a tape drive or a Zip dri ve. You can al so toss
in some backup software t o help you keep on top of your backup needs.

+Networking. If you've got a couple of Macs in your office, being able to shar e
files and print t o a high-speed printer without swapping flo ppy disks o r Zip
disks can be a maj or boon to productiv ity, because it keeps you planted in
your seat while you work. (O f course, you shoul d still get up and stretch
occasionally.)

Do more things with your Mac
This last categor y of things to do with your Mac may or may not enable you t o be
prod uctive. Some Mac user s report they've gotten into complet ely new businesses
because they started playing with t heir M ac one day. (I know Web designer s and
Mac programmers w ho star ted out t hat way.) And, you m ight also want to add
some hardware to your Mac that's desi gned for nothing more t han having fun
with it.
Here ar e some upgrades that add capability to y our Mac:

+ Multimedia. This can be for wo rk or for play. Card upgrades enable y ou to
sav e digital vi deo t o your hard drive so you can edit th e video and send it
back out t o a VCR as an ed ited presentation. Or, you can add 3D cards for
render ing images, special accelerators for gaming, and surround-sound
speaker syst ems. Of course, plenty of joy sticks and weapon control systems
are availabl e for adding r ealism to the gaming experi ence.

+ DOS and Windows emulation. A number

of hardware solutions enable you to
install an actual Int el (or clone company) processor inside your Mac. With a
quick keystro ke com binat ion, you can switch between Windows (or DOS) and
the Mac OS- in fact , both can be r unning simultaneously. T his can be
productive, too - especially if your company has some Windows-only
programs you need to run. Or, it can be stri ctly for gaming. Pow erMacs can
even run software-o nly solutions (such as VirtuaiPC or SoftWindows) that give
them similar capabilities at lower cost. And , yes, most of these solutions can
run Windows 95, as shown in Figure 1-6.

+ PowerBooks. Upgr ades for the Power Book run t he gamut, from docks that
make it sim ple to p lug your Power Book into a full-size monitor and keyboard
to PC Card expansi on cards that make short work of adding modems and
Ethern et to y our notebook. In addition, some Pow er Books can be upgr aded
with new processors (the Power Book 500 can even be upgr aded t o a Power PC
pr ocessor!), and mos t of them can accept new RAM, external CD-ROM drives,
and removable media.
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+- CD-ROM and DVD-ROM. Speaking of CD-ROM and DVD-ROM drives, if you
don't have one, you've got to change that situation. Most new programs come
on CD-ROM, and having a CD-ROM drive (any CD-ROM drive) makes upgrading
your software, your Mac OS, or your utilities much eas ier than using floppy
disks to do the same thing. Plus, tons of cool programs, clip art galleries,
sound clips, shareware librari es, and even more seri ous stuff (law librari es
and magazine archives, for example) are av ailable on CD-ROM. Th e best titles
are also being released on DVD-ROM medi a, which allow for even more data to
be stored, includ ing video and audio for full-length movies and realistic
multimedia software.
·
So, that's what upgr ading means, and that's what's possible with a little cash and
some know-how. I hope you've decided you're ready to tackle an upgr ade that's
been haunting you for a w hile- or maybe you've come across some new ideas that
will add to your Mac experience. If either is the case, you're ready to move on to
Chapter 2, which discusses how your Mac works and what ever ything in your
Mac does.

Figure 1-6: That's right . .. if you absolutely have to, you can run Windows 95

applications on many Mac models.
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Summary
+ When do you upgrade your Mac? When it's driving you crazy. Even if you're
on a budget, your Mac should perform at least 75 percent of its tasks quickly,
flawlessly, and in a pleasing way. It can struggle a bit with the other 25
percent, but if it has more trouble than that, it's time to upgrade.
+ You probably need a Mac setup that i s differen t from what many other people
might need. Whoever you are, you're special, and your Mac should reflect
that. Get to know all your upgr ade options so you can make an informed
choice.
+Upgrading and repair doesn't j ust refer to the nuts and bolts of your Mac - it
can mean upgrading your software and your Mac's operating syst em, too. In
fact, a lot of improvements can be accomplished for very little money by
installing free upgrades and patches on your Mac's hard drive.
+ There are many different reasons to upgrade your Mac, including gaining
computing speed, increasing your productivity, and doing more things with
your computer.

•

•

•
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In This Chapter

B

efore you can upgrade and/ or repair your Mac, it is
helpful to kn ow a little about how your Mac works. If
you're already up-to-speed on y our Mac's innard s, feel free to
skim th is chapt er and move ri ght on to Chapter 3. If you're
mor e of an intermediate user, and you haven't quite learned
ever y thing there is to know about a Mac's hardware, y ou can
delve a bit deeper into those topics here; this will make the
terminology a bit easier to stomach when you get aroun d to
upgr ading and tro ubleshooting your Mac in upcoming
chapters.

How Your Mac Computes
You may hav e been clicking and typing aw ay for years on your
Mac without ever really wond ering what process is
underneath that makes ever ything happen. You press a key,
for inst ance, and most of the time a charact er shows up on the
screen. You choose Sav e from a program's menu, and an open
file is stashed away for use some oth er day. Fire up Am erica
Online or your Web browsing program, and somehow your
modem (or networ k connection) manages to t alk to a dist an t
computer and exchange information.
So how does all this work?
Your Mac can be seen as three different subsystems working
together to make ever ything happen t hat needs to happen.
Each of these subsystems communicate data back and forth at
amazing speed , making the oper ating of your computer
appear seamless . Th ese subsystems are as follows:

+ Processing. Th e processing subsystem is the brains
of the sys tem, ultimately responsible for all th e
computations your Mac makes to displ ay things on the
scr een. These computations might include recalculating
an average in a spreadsheet , deciding how to rot ate a

How does a Mac
compute?
The processor and
memory revealed
How your M ac stores
data for long-term use
Input and outputkeyboards, mice, and
other w ays to get
data into your M ac
Communicating with
MS-DOS and
W indows

• • • •
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3D object in a game program , or determining the correct spacing for a
particular font face and kerning setting in a desktop publishing progr am.

+- Input/Output. This subsystem is responsible for communicating with human
beings and the outside world. It includes devices such as a keyboard, mouse,
digital drawin g tablet, modem, monitor, network interface, or printer. Any of
these devices is designed either to get information into the computer ( like a
keyboard) or to send information from th e computer ( like a printer) .

+- Storage . All Macs also have a subsys tem that is responsible for storing
relevant data so th at it might be used again. Storage devices include f loppy
drives, hard disk drives, CD-ROM dr ives, Zip drives, SyQues t drives, and
anything else that can store data in a permanent w ay. The storage subsystem
then keeps track of the Mac OS, your applications, and any data files or
documents that you specifically save while you're working.
Take, for instance, the process of startin g up Cl ari sWorks (or Appl eWorks, if you
have a newer version), opening a saved document , and working with that
document. Doing so involves all three subsyst ems, which work together t o creat e
the experience, as fo llows:
1. You begin by using the mouse (input/out put) to double-click the ClarisWorks
icon in the Finder.

2. The Finder, on receiv ing this command, decides how it will load ClarisWorks
(processing). ClarisWorks is found on the hard drive (storage) and st arted.
3. You then choose the Open command (input/output) , and ClarisWorks
responds by br inging up a dialog box (processing). The file you choose is
loaded from the hard drive (stor age). You then edit it using th e keyboard
(input/out put and processing).

4. Finally, you choose the Print command (input/output), ClarisWorks creates a
printer image (processing) and sends the image to the printer, which prints
t he document (input/output).
This description could go on forever, but you get the point. Essentially, th ese three
subsystems work together to enable y ou t o get data into and out of the computer
so you can get w ork done, as shown in Figure 2-1.
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Mac's Subsystems Working Together

Input/Output

Data to be shown on
screen and/or printed

Processed data
files to be saved
Data from user

Storage
Application from
hard drive

Figure 2-1: 1/0 peripherals, the processor subsystem, and storage devices
all work together to help your Mac compute.

Within each subsystem are various components important to th e function of that
particular subsystem. In fact, many, many different components can exist in your
Mac, more than I'll have space to discuss in this chapter. Throughout t he rest of
the book, however, I cover nearly all the components you are able to install in
your Mac.
Ultimately, upgrading your Mac requires digging into each subsystem and replacing
various components. What you' ll find, though, is it's important t o look at each
subsyst em as a whole, making sure you're upgrading in the most efficient way. To
do that, you' ll need to understand the internal workings of each subsystem.

Processor and Memory
The first subsystem I'll discuss is the processing system, which comprises the
central processing unit (CPU), Random Access Memory (RAM), and other types of
memory, such as cache RAM, you may have installed in your system. These three
components work in concert to perform all of the data manipulation your Mac
undertakes.
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The CPU
At the heart of any computer is the CPU, w hic h is ultimately responsible for
processing all of the data the computer deals w ith. In your Mac, the CPU is a
relatively small, squ are computer chip that sits directly on the logi c b oard - the
main circuit board in your Mac's computer. (Actually, some M ac's CPUs are
installed on daughtercards, w hich are smaller circuit boards that plug into t he main
logic board. This is discussed in more depth in Chapter 6.) Figure 2-2 shows a logic
board and CPU.

Figure 2-2: A Macintosh logic board (a Performa 6200 series board)

_,
Note

The CPU is the brain of your Mac, enabling it to perform mathematical operations,
reorder data, or step through logical processes that , when taken together, add up to
something useful in a computer application.

Plenty of Mac owners refer to their Mac's entire case and power sup ply (the box with
switches and disk drive openings built in) as their Mac's "CPU:' This isn't exactly accurate, as the CPU is actually just a little chip that's attached to the Mac's logic board.
You can still call it that, but it's probably more accurate to say, "I'm going to install a
new hard drive in my Mac's case," than it is to say, "I'm going to install a new hard
drive in my Mac's CPU."
If you actually planned to install something in the CPU, you'd need much, much
smaller tools.
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CPU speed
One of the fore mos t concerns most owners have with the ir CPU is gauging the
speed at which it runs . Two different factors contribute to the s peed of a CPU. One
of those factors is the megahertz speed of the CPU's clock.
The s peed at which a particular CPU computes is governed by a quartz clock
crys tal that is insta lled on the logic board. This c rystal oscillates at a given
frequency, in megahertz, acting as a timing mechanis m for the CPU. As long as two
processors are basically the same internally, you can compa re their speeds by
comparing their megahertz (MHz) levels, for example, a 68030 running at 25MHz is
slightly slower than a 68030 running at 33MHz.

,

Note

But you can't just compare two completely diffe rent CPUs by the ir megahe rtz
speeds . For instance, a Macintos h running a 68030 processor at 33MHz would not
be faster than a 68040 running at 25MHz, because the 68040 is a more advanced
processor, capable of many more ins tructions than a 68030 at the same (or even at
a slightly lower) megahertz level.
The Motorola 680x0 family ranges from the 68000 processor (the original Mac and
Mac Plus) to the 68040 processor (Quadras and Centris models), with stops at 68020
(Mac II) and 68030 (SE/30, Mac llx, and others) along the way. Each series got progressively faster, even at the same megahertz level.

CPU architecture
The Macintosh OS has actua lly run on two diHerent series of CPUs. While the Mac
OS itself is backward compatible (meaning the current Mac OS can run most of the
programs that have ever been written for older Mac OS ve rsions), the two differen t
series of processors are not compatible.

+The Motorola 680x0 series. From the fi rst Macintosh model (the Mac l28K)
through the powe rful and popula r Quadra a nd PowerBook 500 series, the
Motorola 680x0 processors reigned s upre me. These processors were based on
Complex Instruction Set Computing (CISC) a rchitecture, a popular way to
build microprocessors in the 1970s a nd 1980s. By compa rison, the Intel x86
family of processors (including the Pentium processors, to a degree) a lso use
CISC arc hitecture.
Tip

It's not a hard-and-fast rule, but Motorola processors are generally referred to (when
speaking) by their last three numbers, each digit read individually, as in "Oh-Four-Oh"
when discussing a 68040. (You'll also hear it said "Oh-Fort{') If you wanted to
include the megahertz level of the processor, you could say, "I have a 25 megahertz
oh-four-oh in my Quadra," and come off sounding like a pro.
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+The IBM/Motorola PowerPC series. Starting in early 1994, Apple int roduced
a new line of CPUs to their customers - th e Pow er PC processors built by
Motorola and IBM. Based on the more advanced Reduced Instruction Set
Comput ing (RJSC) architecture, these chips were able to run faster than the
older Mot orola series. Additionally, Apple has been able to increase the
abilities of new Pow erPC chips in an exponent ial fashion, going from 60MHz
processors to 300MHz processors (and beyond) in about four years' time.
Like the 680x0 series , the PowerPC has also been through a few different it er ations.
Each new numbered seri es has made improvements on the former, in most cases
including a boos t in speed. Table 2-1 shows how the currently available PowerPC
processors stack up.

Table 2-1
PowerPC Processors Used in Mac OS Computers
PowerPC Processor

Megahertz Range

Improvements

601

6Q-120MHz

Original PowerPC chip

603/ 603e

75- 300MHz

Consumes less power, slightly faster
than 601

604/ 604e

120- 350MHz

Faster than 601, 603; 604e is lowpower

740/ 750

233-300 (and above)MHz

Low-power, faster than 601 , 603, 604

Not e that the Power PC 740 and PowerPC 750 processors are generally refer red to
by Apple as the GJ processors, presumably meaning third generation.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Apple recognized a growing need in the future of
Macintosh computers. The Motorola 680x0 architecture, on which Apple had relied for
years, wasn't getting much faster. It was taking a long time for newer, exciting processors to
come out - so long that Apple was concerned they'd lose customers to the Intel standard.
So they reconfigured Macs to use a completely new and exciting chip designed jointly by
Motorola and IBM, with a little help from Apple.
But the new PowerPC architecture created some interesting challenges for Apple. Because
the PowerPC was completely different from the old Motorola chips, regular Mac softwareeven the Mac OS - wouldn't run on PowerPC chips. For programs to run on the PowerPC
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architecture, which is a completely different type of processor from the older Motorola
680x0 chips, Apple had to rewrite the Mac OS so it would do two things.
First, the new PowerPC-enabled Mac OS had to run applications that were specially rewritten to take advantage of the fast PowerPC processor architecture. These are called native
applications, because they're written specifically for the PowerPC processor that's native to
a Power Macintosh. (If you were a Mac owner around 1994, you might have heard a lot
about "Made for PowerMac" and "PowerPC Native" software.)
Second, Apple enabled older applications to run on the new PowerPC machines in an emulation mode. In essence, the Apple team rewrote the Mac OS so that it could, if necessary,
pretend the PowerPC processor was actually one of the older Motorola chips. That is, older
programs could be fooled into running correctly.
The only caveat: Emulating the old chip is slow. Even on newer Power Macs, it's always recommended that you upgrade any 680x0-style programs to a PowerPC-native version. The
speed improvement is very noticeable.

Main memory
The CPU isn 't the only component in the processing subsystem. An important
part of this process involves the RAM installed in your Mac. RAM is one of the
places in whi ch the processor keeps documents and application data that is
currently being processed. The CPU can't process everything simultaneously, so
important stuff is put into a holding pattern until the processor is ready.
In this way, computer memory is a l ot like human memory-at least, short-term
human memory. Things you remember for a long time, like a bygone birthday or
your high school graduation, are events that would be more appropri ate for a
compu ter's storage subsyst em; things need to be written t o a st orage device, like a
hard drive, if a computer is expected to "remember " it for a long time.
But RAM, on the other hand, is the short-term memor y of a computer. For instance,
ever ything you see at any given time on your computer screen is actually in RAMas is a good portion of the document you're working on in a word processing
program or the image you're editing in Photos hop. RAM is a repository of space
that's used by the processor to keep track of current data the processor needs for
the task at hand.
That's why adding RAM can significantly boost the performance of your computer.
The reason? RAM is much faster than any storage option - even a high-speed hard
drive. The more RAM (short-term memory) your Mac has, the less it has to access
the hard drive (long-term memory) t o fetch an important piece of data. Every time
your computer stops to check something on th e hard drive, it slows things down a
bit. The more RAM you have, the l ess this speed bump shows up.
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The RAM module
So what is RAM? Physically, RAM is usually a collection of chips, called DRAMs
(for Dynamic Random Access Memory), placed on a module that can then be easily
installed in a RAM socket on the logic board of your Mac. The module, depending
on its design, is either a Single lnline Memory Module (SlMM) or a Duallnline
Memory Module (DIMM) (see Figure 2-3). SIMMs have been the standard with
nearly all Mac models since the Macintosh Plus (the first Mac with upgradeable
memory) was first introduced. DlMMs are relative newcomers, common only on
high-end PowerPC 604 and PowerPC 750 (and above) Macs.

Figure 2-3: On top, a SIMM; below, a DIMM

RAM modules are designed to b e easily added to a Mac's logic board, allowing the
amount of RAM to b e fl exible to your needs- although there are limits for most
Mac models. PowerBooks are the exception; they generally don't use standard
SlMM or DIMM designs, but each particular PowerBook model requires particular
upgrade modules.
Nearly every Mac model has sligh tly different RAM requirements. You'll want to
check your manual carefully and read Chapter 6 in this book before buying RAM for
your sys tem; depending on the model, your Mac may not be able to accept
additional RAM. If you can add RAM, though, it tends to be one of the easiest
upgrades to accomplish (see Figure 2-4), and the additional RAM can have a
significant impact on the p erformance of your computer.
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Figure 2-4: A RAM SIMM being installed in a free SIMM socket. This
is usually all it takes to add RAM to your Mac.

Measuring RAM

_/
Note

RAM is measured in megabytes (MB), each of which represent roughly millions of
bytes. A byte is the amount of computer memory necessary to store one text
character, like the letter g. Millions of bytes, then, represent millions of characters.
Kilobytes (K), or thousands of bytes, is also an important measurement in computing,
but not so much when discussing system RAM. (It's been over a decade since a viable
computer had less than one megabyte of system RAM.) Other types of RAM (discussed a bit later in this chapter) are measured in kilobytes, however.
In general, SIMMs are av ailable in increments of 1MB. Common SIMM sizes include
1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, 32-, 64-, and 128MB modules.

Other memory
Aside from short-term computational needs , your computer uses RAM for a couple
of other purposes. In fact , your Mac usually has more than one set of RAM modules,
with modules designed for differ ent purposes aside from the main system memory.
One of those purposes, v ideo RAM, is discussed l ater in the "Input and Output"
section of this chapter. Another use for RAM, called cache memory, is an im portant
part of most mod ern Mac processing subsystems.
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I mentioned before that having a sufficient amount of RAM can speed up your
system . Any time the computer can't find data in RAM, it has to seek it out on the
hard drive, which slows everything down. Adding RAM makes your Mac less likely
to consult the hard drive, making operations proceed more smoothly.
Cache memory takes that th eor y one step further. Just as a squirrel might have a
cache of nuts close by for easy consumption in the winter, many modern Macintosh
processors take advantage of a bit of cache RAM that hol ds frequently needed data,
making it available at a moment's notice. This cache RAM is usually a higher speed
than common system RAM, and it uses sophisti cat ed mathematical formulas to
attempt to determine what data will be necessary for the processor's next
funct ions. When the processor is forced to consult standard RAM for data, the
process is somewhat slower t han when it consults cache RAM . So, every hit, or
successful cache RAM prediction, speeds the computer a bit more.
Cache RAM is also much more expensive than typical system RAM-usually three
to five times more expensive. That's why it's used more sparingly. Where you might
have 64MB of RAM for your main system, you might only have 1MB of cache RAM.

Types of cache
To add to the overall complication, there are actually a few different types, or
levels, of cache memory:

+Levell. Level l cache is a small bit of memor y -usually 8 or 16 kilobytesthat sits on th e processor chip itself. Thi s memor y is used by the processor to
hold the very next instructions and/or data that will be needed so t he flow of
data isn't impeded by slower forms of RAM.

+ Level 2. Level 2 cache is a larger amount of very high-speed RAM -

between
256 kilobytes and 2 megabytes- that acts as a buffer between the processor's
on-board cache and t he sys tem's main RAM. Level 2 is usually a module of
faster, more expensive RAM. In many newer Macs, it can be added or
upgraded to increase performance. Level 2 cache RAM is often added using a
specially designed module that plugs into the Mac's logic board.

+ Level 3. Level 3 cache only shows up in the r are system, alt hough it's
becoming a bit more common. Level 3 cache is really i dent ical to level 2
cache-a high-speed RAM module on t he logic board . The difference is level
3 cache refers t o this type of RAM only when another level 2 cache module
is also present. This happens mos t often with PowerPC 750 and similar
processors that feature l evel 2 cache on the processor daughtercard. If bot h
types of cache are present, the cache on the logic board is level 3. (Level 3
cache is rarely useful and most often disabled when a new level 2 source is
installed in an upgr adeable Mac.)
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What is backside cache?
With the popularity of the PowerPC 750 has come a new type of cache memory that has
entered the Mac maven's lexicon- backside cache. So, what's the difference?
You already know that traditional level 2 cache RAM is a very fast memory module designed
to hold data that th e computer believes the processor will be using over and over againthus cutting down on relatively slow requests to the system RAM for new data. Backside
cache works the same way (and, in fact, is also level 2 cache), but it's even faster.
Whereas regular level 2 cache lives on the motherboard, backside cache lives on a special
daughtercard, right next to the processor. In fact, both the processor and the cache are on
their own separate memory bus, enabling them to transfer data at very high speeds- usually between so percent and 1oo percent of the processor's clock speed. (So, a 300M Hz
processor might have a backside cache that runs between 150 and 300MHz.) This makes
accessing a backside cache much quicker than accessing a traditional level 2 cache, which
is limited to the speed of the system bus (40-83MHz or so).

Storing Data on Your Mac
One of your Mac upgrade priorities is likely its storage capabilities - that is,
the ability to save information, applications , and data that you use in your daily
computing. Although your syste m's hard drive is the most obvious form of storage
in your Mac, you might need to upgrade or augment others as well. In many cases
you'll know when you need a new storage solution: Either you're unable to store
as many applications and data files as you need to store, or you're having a lot of
trouble storing and transporting files between locations, service bureaus, or among
friends and colleagues. In that case, you'll want to know your options and upgrade
you r Mac to handle your current storage requirements.

Types of storage
Although your Mac likely came with a floppy disk d rive and a hard drive (and
perhaps a CD-ROM drive), you certainly have other options to consider. Before you
can decide exactly how to add storage to your machine, though, you need t o know
what's available. Consider the major types of storage:

+ Hard drive. The hard disk drive, sometimes called a fixed disk or hard disk, is
the main storage unit for many Mac users. The hard drive is generally capable
of storing many different data and application files - both large and s malland files on a hard drive can easily be erased and overwritten. It's certainly
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possible (and fair ly easy) to add an external hard drive to your Mac, which
you could conceivably t ake w ith you and attach to another Mac, if necessar y.
Howev er, hard drives are generally considered l ess portable than other types
of storage.

+ Floppy drive. Also called floppy disk drives, every desktop Mac model and

~
Note

most PowerBooks feature a floppy drive capable of storing data on removabl e
floppy disks , as shown in Figure 2-5. (Actually, t he disks don't seem floppy at
all, because th ey feature a hard plastic shell, but the disk on th e inside of the
casing is floppy.) Floppy disks are for storing a few smaller files or (in some
cases) applications. Whereas floppy disks can only store a fraction of t he files
that a hard drive can handle, the floppy is much more portable and easily
exchanged w ith colleagues or friends.
At the time of writing Apple was just beginning to introduce Mac models that don't
come with floppy drives, specifically the consumer-oriented iMac. In the past, only
PowerBook Duos, the PowerBook 100, and the Power Book 2400 have been released
without built-in floppy drives, requiring an external drive to access a floppy disk.

Figure 2-5: A floppy disk being inserted into a Mac floppy drive

+ Compact Disc drives. Although the most common CO-based dr ives for Macs
are Compact Disc-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) drives, t hey're not the only
type. CO-based drives are able to store hundreds of megabytes of data that
can be retrieved at speeds fast enough to r un multimedia applications such as showing digital video on screen. CD-ROM drives can only read that
data, however. Instead , a special drive like a CO-Recordabl e (CD-R) drive or a
CD-Rewritable (CD-RW) drive is necessary for storing data on a CD. COs are
capable of around 700MB of storage and are easily transported and shared.
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+ DVD drives. Alternatively called digital video disc and digital versatile disc,
DVD is a standard for CO-like discs that can store many, many times the
information of a standard CD. Like CD-ROM drives, most consumer DVD-ROM
drives are read-only; however, recordable drives do exist fo r media
professiona ls and others. DVDs can ho ld many la rge files and a re easily
transported and shared. (Note that DVD drives require Mac OS 8.1 or greater.)

+ Removable media drives. Although in a c lass s imilar to CD and DVD
technologies, removable drives run a wider gamut of formats, capacities, an d
capabilities . In general, removable media drives include an easily removed
cartridge or media container that. like a fl oppy disk or a CD, can be
transported and shared. Popular versions of removable media drives include
the Iomega Zip d rive (shown later in Figure 2-7) and the SyQuest SyJet d rive.
SyQuest is also the pioneer of o lder SyQuest removable technologies that are
popular with many Mac users, prepress houses , and print shops.

+ Tape drives. Although not as popular in the Mac world as in the lntelcompatible PC indus try, tape drives are s till a viable a lternative for users
wanting inexpensive back-up capabilities. Whereas tape is transportable and
can store quite a bit of information, it is also more d ifficult to deal with than
regular removable media, often using proprietary file formats. In addition,
tape drives a re much slower than other removable media drives.

+ DAT and 8mm tape. These tape drives (DA1" stands for digital audio tape) are
a little different, offering large capacities and higher-s peed retrieval. Although
mostly found in larger offi ces, these high-end tape mechanisms offer a
convenient and reasonably affordable way to back up large a mounts of data
on a regular basis.

Reasons to add storage
There are a couple of reasons to upgrade your Mac 's storage capabilities, and
certain recommendations I can make based on those needs. See whic h category fits
you most complete ly:

+ Add storage space for permanent files and applications. Sometimes you simply
run out of space on your hard drive. Upgrades to older applications tend to
require more space, and you're constantly creati ng and storing data files as
you compute. In cases where a lot of s torage is more important than
transportability, your best solution is usually to upgrade by adding a larger
hard drive. (You can also replace your existing drive, but desktop Macs are
very eas ily upgraded by simply adding a new drive.) You might also consider
a removable media drive, like the Iomega Jaz, which is capable of storing 1GB
(1,0241\18) of data or more on a removable cartridge.
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+ Transport files to others. Many creative Mac owners have a need to carry with
them large graphics and animation files that are to be processed by others
who s pecialize in preparing the tiles for print or media production. Business
people and professionals might have s imilar needs, or they might simply want
to trans port their work home without lugging the computer along with it. In
these cases, a removable media drive us ually serves them well, with
capacities ranging from the 100- or 200MB Zip drives to 2.5GB media and
beyond. In s ome cases, it can a lso be worthwhile to create writable or
rewritable COs for distributing to a large organi zation or among friends and
cowor kers.

+ Back up important files. One of the most important reas ons to upgrade your
storage capabilities is to add a complete back-up s olution to your Mac
system. Backing up files is one of the most important tasks in a professional
or creative setting, yet not enough small and large businesses (or home
offices) have a complete, workable back-up plan. Either inexpensive tape
drives, OAT drives, or removable media drives can be useful in creating yo ur
back-up sys tem.

Hard drives
Hard disk drives are s mall, self-contained metal boxes responsible for the main
storage duties of almost every desktop and laptop Macintos h computer made. The
d rives themselves conta in disks, or platters, that are covered in a special coating. A
magnetized head- something like a magnetic vers ion of a phonograph's needle passes over the platter, reading and writing tiny bits of data, and then sending
those bits to the main system RAM, whe re it can the n be processed by the CPU.

Drive capacity
Very early hard drives- those that came as ad d-ons to the first few Mac modelsheld about 10- to 20MB. Since then, Macs have featured a variety of popular sizes,
from 40MB and 80MB to 230MB, 500MB, and even 810MB. These days, hard drives
tend to be measured in the gigabytes of data they can store; a typical new
Macintosh computer can come with hard drives that can store anywhere from two
to nine gigabytes of data, or more. Add-on drives you buy for expansion purposes
tend to offer a simila r range of capacities. Hard drive technology is continually
improving, suggesting that capacities will continue s piraling up for a number of
years. Figure 2-6 s hows an internal hard drive.

Drive technology
For years nearly every Mac that had a ha rd drive was relying on Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI) technology. SCSI ha rd drives tend to be a bit quicker than
the alternatives, whe reas the SCSI bus in Macs offers a number of interesting
expans ion options. (Not only can you add hard drives, for insta nce, but also
scanners, CD-ROM drives, removable media drives, a nd other more s pecialized
devices, too.)
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Figure 2-6: A typical internal hard drive- this one came directly
from a Power Macintosh 6100.

Some mode rn, midrange Macs offered by Apple and a few of the clone vendors
feature Integrated Drive Electronics ODE) hard drives and internal interfaces. IDE,
a popula r inte rface for Intel-compatible PCs, is a more inexpensive te chnology that
offers good p erformance. Most of these Macs, however, can accept external SCSI
devices for expans ion purposes.

Drive speed
A number of different s ta tistics, ta ken together, give you a n idea of a drive's overall
s peed. These numbers are only reasona bly interesting; nearly any modern hard
drive designed for SCSI- or IDE-bas ed Macs is going to prove fast and capa ble
enough, as long as you buy a drive with a large enough capacity for your tastes.
The re are reasons to worry over these numbers, though. The faster the drive, the
more capably it will run more storage-intensive a pplications, such as those for
recording di gital audio and video . If you expect to make professional-caliber
QuickTime movies, for instance, you'll want a fast drive.
Here are the specific s ta tistics to watch for:
• Seek time. This is the average amount of time it ta kes a drive to find a

particular piece of data. What 's measured here is the elapsed time, in
milliseconds, that it takes the read/write head to find data on the s pinning
platter ins ide the drive. Seek times between 8 a nd 17 milliseconds are optimal.
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+ RPMs. The revolutions per minute (RPMs) st atistic is an important
measurement of over all speed. Thi s number r epresents the speed at which
the drive's spindle (on which t he platters are mounted) spins. Speeds of 4,BOO
and 5,400 RPMs are typi cal; speeds of 9,600 RPMs or greater are generally
considered AV-rated.

Floppy drives
Every Mac, wit h the exception of a few mini-Pow er Book models and the iMac, has a
floppy dr ive built right in. Depend ing on the age of your Mac, its floppy drive may
have certain capacities and features that different iat e it from other models' drives,
but for the most part the drives accept 3.5" floppy disks to which they can read and
wr ite data. Some of t he differences over the years ar e list ed here:

+ Capacity. Original Macs featured floppy drives capable of storing 400
kilobytes of data on a single disk. Lat er Macs (Mac 512e, Plus, and early Mac II
series) featured double-density BOOK drives capable of reading and w riting
both to 400K and BOOK disks. Finally, t he Mac llx and up are capable of reading
and w riting to high-density 1.44MB floppy disks as well as BOOK and 400K
disks. (Some modern fl oppy drives can only read, not write to, 400K disks.)

+ Injection. All Apple Macintosh floppy drives have an auto-eject feature, which
automatically ejects the disk from the floppy drive once the disk is no longer
needed by the Mac OS. Early Macs (up to and including some Centr is and
Quadra model s) offer ed auto-inject as well, meaning a disk would be grabbed
by the floppy drive and pulled in through its opening when placed ther e. Later
Quadra and all Pow er Macintosh models use l ess expensive drives that
require you t o push the disk complet ely into the drive.

+ SuperDrive. The 1.4MB high-density drives in most

Mac models are called

SuperDrives because, with the correct software (called PC Exchange, part of
the Mac OS since System 7.5), these drives are capable of reading, w riting,
and formatting MS-DOS, ProDOS (Apple 10, and similar format s. That makes it
possible for you to stick a DOS-formatted disk Into your Mac, read data from
it, write data to it, and return it to a fri end who uses an lntel-compat ible
computer.

Compact disc and DVD
Th ese removable disc drives - especially t he CD-ROM drive- have become pretty
much standard issue for mos t modern Macs, and were optional in most new
Quadra, Centris, LCIII, and Power Mac model s. As a result, CO-ROMs are becoming a
standard format for commerci al software and Mac OS system software inst allations;
rarely do programs and updat es arrive on floppy disk nowadays. For the most par t,
these installations are much less t ime-consuming and t roublesome for the user,
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enabling you to inse rt the CD-ROM into the drive, begin the installation program,
and move on to another task while allowin g the install ation to complet e.
This convenience also makes CD-ROM drives a fairly important upgr ade. H your
system doesn't already feature a CD-ROM drive, add ing one is certainly
recommended , especially if you plan to use your Mac for multimedia or gaming
applicati ons, or if y ou need to install new applications on a fairly regular basis.
Both external and internal CD-ROM drives can be added t o many systems. Most
Macintosh-oriented CD-ROM drives use SCSI technology for connecting t o the Mac.
DVD drives are backward-compatible with CD-ROM drives, meaning you can insert
a disc using either CD-ROM or DVD t echnol ogy and have no t rouble r eading it w ith
your Macintosh. If you expect to run games, watch commercial movies, or use
multimedia educational (or r eference) titles, a DVD drive would be a good upgrade.

CD technologies
Aside from reading data from compact discs, CO-based drives have other
capabilities, each slightly differ ent:
+ Compact Disc-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM). These ver y common drives are
for reading CD-ROM mater ial only. Most modern Macs com e equipped wi th
these drives, enabling progr am CO-ROMs to be used for installations and
reference CO-ROMs to be used for dat a access.
+ Compact Disc-Recordable (CD-R). These drives are capable of writing dat a to
special CD-R media. Th e drives can only write data once, however, and speci al
software is required. The media is reasonably inexpensive, enabling you t o
distribute or archive info rmati on in CD format t o share with friends or
colleagues.
+Compact Disc-Rewriteable (CD-RW). Often, drives are both CD-R and CD-RW
capable, depending on the media. CD-RW medi a tends t o be quite a bi t more
expensive, but in exchange you get the added ability t o overwri te data you've
previously saved to the CD. Thi s makes using the drive for backing up or
temporary archiving a more viable solution.
+ Digital Versatile Disc-Read Only Memory (DVD-ROM). As the DVD standard
emerges, the most affordable DVD drives are actually DV D-ROM drives,
capable of reading both CD-ROM and DVD-ROM media, but incapable of
writing data to either.
+Digital Vesatile Disc-Random Access Memory (DVD-RAM). Thi s is anoth er
emerging standard using DVD media. In this case, th e media can be written to
by your Mac.
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CD speeds
For comparison purposes, CD-ROM drives offer two important statisticsthroughput levels and seek times:

+ Throughput. CD-ROM drives measure throughput in kilobytes per second
(KBps), but in practical terms this number i s usually expressed as a multiple
of audio CD speeds; for instance, a 4x, or 4 speed, drive is four times the data
throughput rate of an audio CD player. Au dio CD players transmit data at I 50
KBps, so a 4x drive is capable of transmitting 600 KBps. In more recent years,
the speed at which CO-ROMs are capable of transferring data has skyrocketed
to 24x and beyond. The popularity of DVD, in addition, has driven the prices
of CD-ROM drives down to the point that even the fastest made are very
inexpensive.

+ Seek time. Not often reported by the manufacturer's marketing department,
seek time is still a reasonable gauge of a CD-ROM drive's speed. Times of !50
milliseconds or less are adequate.

Removable media
Many different standards and types of removab le media exist, including the popular
Syquest, Bernoulli, and Zip systems. In general, the point with any removable media
is to enable you to st ore a good chunk of data (tens o r hundreds of megabytes) on
one removable element. You can then transport that data, share it with others, or
store it in a safe place for backup purposes.
The following are some of the more common types of removables and their
ty pical uses:

+ SyQuest. SyQuest, Inc.'s SyQuest cartridge drives were a popular standard for
Mac creative professi onals in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The removable
SyQues t cartridges work a little like hard disk drives, with a drive head and a
platter. Popular capacities Include 44MB, 88MB, and 200MB, along with
smaller 135MB, 230MB, and 270MB SyQuest cartridges. Although these
cartridge drives have been supplanted somewhat by new offer ings from
SyQuest Oike the 1.5GB SyJet drive) and competit or Iomega, they are still very
popular w ith cr eative agencies and prepress services.

+ Bernoulli. This competing standard by Iomega was similar to SyQuest drives
in form and function . Sizes ranged from 35MB to 150MB.

+ Magneto Optical. A popular buzzword in th e early

1990s, this drive
t echnology was heralded as a l aser-based replacement for many drive
t echnologies because of its ablllty to reach higher into impressive storage
capacities. Other drive t echnol ogies, however, have largely st olen its
thunder, although it's made something of a comeback in recent times.
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+ Zip and Jaz. Taking the industry by storm, Iomega introduced and fiercely
marketed the Zip drive as an inexpensive 100MB storage solution to supplant
the floppy drive. Since then, millions of Zip drives have sold, including many
that are now preconfigured in Apple and clone Mac OS machines. The Jaz
drive, Zip's bigger brother, is a 1-2GB drive capable of hard drive speeds.
Figure 2-7 shows a Zip drive.

Figure 2-7: The Zip drive, popular fo r both its convenience and
its blueness (on external versions), is preinstalled in many Power
Mac models. (Photo courtesy Iomega Corp., www.iomega.com)

+ SyJet and EZ Flyer. Not to be outdone, SyQuest has retaliated with a similar
line-up of high-speed removables. The E.Z Flyer works at hard drive speeds
(faster than a Zip drive) and stores 230MB of data, wh ereas the SyJet stores
1.5-3GB of data at a higher speed still. Unfortunately, SyQuest hasn't been
able to grab the mindshare that Iomega has, makin g it less likely that a print
shop or ser vice bureau can accept one of these cartridges. They remain,
however, great for personal transporting and backup.
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Input and Output
Your Mac computes, and your Mac stores data. So far, so good. But to think this is
all your Mac does is to overlook the most important part of most computing tasks
- interaction with human beings. That's where input and output come into play.

Input means getting data into the computer- and this can be done through any
number of different devices: keyboa rds , mice, trackballs, graphics tablets. Macs
have traditionally been graphically oriented, so input devices have followed suit by
attem pting to duplicate other interfaces- like pencil and paper - found in the
a rtis t's real world (see figure 2-8). Even scanners and cameras can be used to get
digital data into your Mac.

Figure 2-8: Graphics tablets are a great substitute for a mouseespecially for freehand artists and other tactile types.

Output means the different ways your computer turns data into something more
tangible by human senses: In most cases, that's sound or visual display. To generate
output, you need special output devices- such as monitors, printers, and a sound
interface- that can take computer data and turn it into something a little more
Interesting and meaningful to people.
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Hooking up 1/ 0 devices
Input/outpu t devices (or l/0 devices, for shor t) are generally external devices that
hang off your comput er's case (some of these t hings can be built in, t oo). In
general, these devices are connec ted to your Mac in one of five ways:

+ Serial Ports. Your Mac has at leas t one and probably two serial ports, located
on t he back of the computer. On most models, one of the port s is labeled with
a picture of a phone, whereas t he other one features a small pr inter icon.

+ SCSI. All Macs also feature an external SCSI port, enabling you to hook up
multiple SCSI devices by daisy chaining them togeth er. SCSI devices can
includ e hard d rives, CD-ROM drives, scanners, cameras, and other devices.

+ ADB Ports. ADB, or Apple Desktop Bus, is a special por t used for keyboards,
mice, and graphics tablets, and serves as a power sour ce for some other
peripherals (some modems, for example). ADB can also accept mul t iple
devices dai sy chained together.

+ Periph eral-specific ports. Most Macs also feature a moni tor port, a port for
speakers, a line-in ( microphone or audio device) port and, in some cases, a
telephone jack or an Ethern et networking port. All these are designed to
accept particul ar types of peripherals to expand t he Mac's capabilities.

+ Expansi on cards. Modern Macs also feature t he capability to accept internal

~
Note

cards, enabling you to add circuit boards, called expansion cards, that add
input/ output capabiliti es to yom Mac. Three major types of expansion cards
exist: processor d irect slot (PDS) card s, NuBus slot cards, and Per ipheral
Component Interconnect (PCO cards. Which type of card you get depends on
the type o f expansion slots your Mac has to offer (see Chapter 4 for more
details).
The very latest Macs - so new that they haven't shipped at th e time of w ritingprom ise to offer two new ways to con nect devices to your Mac: Firewire and USB
ports. Firewire is t he next generation of SCSI, and it promises fewer headaches and
higher speeds for applications like digital video production. Universal Serial Bus
(USB) is a new, cross-platform take on t he old idea of serial ports, offering higher
speeds and more compatibility. Both are expected, at some point, to replace their
aging counterparts in future Mac models.

Types of 1/ 0 devices
It's odd t o thi nk of th e Macintosh in any shape or for m as a relat ive of t he huge
mainframe computers of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. (A few are still around,
believe it or not.) But both types of machine are computers. And both need to
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use input and output devices to inter act wit h humans. Whereas t he creators of
supercomputing dyn amos probably never wor r ied about allowing you t o scan
family pictures t o add them t o a Web page, they did have to enable basic input and
out put devices to connect to the computer, just as your Mac does.
Although sever al devices might come to mind immediately - keyboards, mice,
monitors - you'll probably find a number of different 1/ 0 devices you've never
heard much about. Adding different ways to communicat e with your Mac (or simply
going with a higher quality of 1/0 devices) can go a long way to making you more
productive and/ or more pleased with time spent computing. Let 's look at four basic
categories:

+ Getting data into the computer. Using keyboards, t ouchpads, trackballs, mice,
joysticks, and graphics tabl ets, you can get all sorts of dat a into your
computer.

+ Gelling images and sound into the computer.

Using digital cameras, MIDI
devices, AV capabilities, and scanners, you can add images to your
documents, file them away in databases, or use sound in your presentati ons.
Power Macs and a few other models can even accept voice commands using
special software and an Apple PlainTalk microphone.

+Receiving visual results from the computer: Monitor s and printer s are popular
upgr ades for serious Mac users. Th e more you sit in front of your computer or
you look at the printed pages it spi ts out, the higher you'll probably want th e
quality of th ese devices to be.

+Receiving audible results from the computer. Using the Mac's built-in sound (on
most models), you can hook up a stereo receiver or powered speakers to hear
sounds that are gener ated digitally. You can also hook up MIDI dev ices on
which your Mac can actually play songs. Or, your Mac can speak selecti ons of
text using Apple's Text-t o-Speech technol ogy.

Keyboards
The keyboard is generally consi dered requisite by nearly everyone but Apple, who
made a play at selling Macs wi thout them in the ear ly 1990s. (This unbundling was
actually done to lower the suggest ed price and allow users to buy a keyboard they
prefer red on their own, but it's still a bit odd.) Most of us probably use a keyboard
for the majority of our input needs, although a few other options exist.
Keyboards ar e connected to Macs using the ADB port l ocat ed on the back of the
Macintosh's case. Most ADB devices can be daisy chained, enabling you to do
things such as hooking a keyboard t o y our Mac, and th en hooking a mouse t o your
keyboard . The ADB i s a Mac exclusive; it's not compatible with the majority of
keyboards in the lntel-compatible PC world, which rely on two other connecting
standards (PC serial ports and the IBM PS/2 connector). Although you can adapt PC
keyboards to work with Macs, it's often a more expensiv e solution than even the
most pricey Mac keyboard. With newer Macs, USB por ts enable y ou to share input
devi ces between Macs and PCs.
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Although earlier keyboards offered fewer keys, these days the 105-key extended
keyboard is standard for most Mac configurations. Such a keyboard includes a
numeric keypad, inverted-T cursor keys, and a row of function keys from Fl to Fl5.
In addition, Mac keyboards are set apart from other keyboards by including three
special keys-Control, Option, and Command ( 38) - on either side of the space
bar. (Figure 2-9 shows a standard 105-key layout.)

Figure 2-9: A typica l 105-key extended keyboard, designed for a
Macintosh.

Obviously, keyboards other than the standard U.S. English QWERTY keyboard exist ,
supporting non-English characters, high-performance layouts Oike Dvorak-s ty le
keyboards), and even some devices that can be operated with one hand or by
individuals with limited mobility. Many of th ese keyboards are available in ADB
versions compatible with Macs, although some may follow a PC standard, which
would then have to be adapted to ADB. (Doing so is discussed in Chapter 10.)

Mice and pointing devices
The standard Mac mouse is a single-button, ADB device that can be either
connected directly to a Macintosh's ADB port or daisy chained by connecting it to
an available input on a Mac-compatible keyboard. Earlier mice ( for systems like the
Mac Plus and before) were serial devi ces that connected directly to a 9-pin port on
the back of the machine.
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A ball in the base of a Mac's mouse tracks across the tabletop or mousepad as you
drag the mouse. Those movements are translated into digital signals , which the
Mac interprets and responds to by moving the on-screen mouse pointer in relation
to the movement you make with the mouse. Because the mouse tracks relative
movement, you can pick the mouse up and put it back down in another locat ion
without affecting the position of the mouse pointer. (This is not true of all pointing
devices.)
Nearly all Mac systems include a mouse as part of the package; it's difficult to get
by without one. Alternatives to the mouse, however, abound. For a variety of
reasons, a new mouse or another ADB (or USB) pointing device is certainly an
upgrade to consider:

+ Two-button programmable mice. Mice with two or more buttons are
becoming more popular among Mac owners who have upgraded to Mac OS 8.0
and beyond. The latest versions of the Mac OS support contextual menus that
pop up whenever the user holds down the Control key while clicking. This
Ctrl-click can be programmed into some mice, enabling a second button to be
used to bring up the contextual menu.

+ Ergonomic mice. Some users and manufacturers have found that paying close
attention to how a mouse fits in your hand can go a long way to avoid strain
and wrist injuries. Special mice have resulted that offer different sizes and
contours.

+ Trackballs and trackpads. Both of these types of devices enable you to use a
few fingers to move the mouse pointer around on the screen instead of
dragging a mouse around on your desktop. Although these devices still
promote repetitive movements, some users feel less strain than with mice.
Others simply feel more comfortab le or accurate using these input choices.

+ Joysticks. Usually used for games, many Mac joysticks can also double as
mouse-like pointing devices, enabling you to use the joystick to manipulate
the mouse pointer on screen.

+ Drawing tablets. Probably the most fun of these optional pointing devices is
the drawing tabl et, which enables you to use pen-to-paper motion to move the
mouse pointer around on the screen. Useful for intensely graphical projects,
these tablets also come in inexpensive consumer versions that can just as
easily be used by professionals or home users.

+ Touch screens. Special monitors or add-ons to existing monitors can be used
to upgrade your Mac to include touch-screen capabilities, allowing the mouse
pointer (and/ or mouse clicks) to be manipulated by pointing at or touching
the screen.
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Scanners
All the data yo ur Mac works with is digital data, meaning it's been translated into I s
and Os for interpretati on by a computer. When it comes to a digital picture, your
Mac has no real understanding of th e overall image; instead, it knows the d igits that
represent that image as a grid of pixels composed of light, brightness, and color
levels. This is es pecially easy to believe with a progr am like Adobe Photoshop or
Macrom edia FreeHand, which enables you to edit those pixels as you work.
But what about a printed 35 mm photograph? Or a charcoal sketch? For a Mac to
work with medium like this, it has to turn it from something solid into something
digitally rendered. To make this conversion happen, Macs r equire the services of an
input device called a scanner.
Like photocopier s, scanner s use special light-sensitive receptors to pass over a
printed image, collecting information about the lights and darks, the color values of
red, blue, and green in the image, and the dimensions of the grid of pixels it 's trying
to create. Although scanners can var y greatly in quality, the price of most models
has been coming down rapidly, allowing nearly everyone t o get their hands on a
scanner that will fill their needs. Types of scanners include the following:

+ Handheld scanners. These scanners

are increasingly rare. At one point a v ery
popular alternative to flatbed scanners, handhelds included the scanning
internals in a unit about five inches wide that could be dragged slowly down a
document to scan it into th e computer.

+ Flatbed scanners.

These scanners have seen amazing price drops over the
past few year s, causing the market for handheld scanners t o disappear.
Flatbed scanners enable you t o lay a document or open book face down on
glass, like a photocopier, and then scan the image into your Mac. Flatbed
scanner s tend to offer th e bes t quality and color reproduction.

+ Page scanners. A relatively new class of scanners, page scanners are designed
to be small, unobtrusive scanner s that are fed a page at a time. M ost of th e
scanning mechanisms ar e less sophisti cated than a flatbed 's, resultin g in
lower overall image quality. Page scanners are inexpensive, though, and offer
a good solut i on for professionals and home user s who want to scan
documents for nongraphic tasks such as copying, fax ing, and digital archiv ing.
Figure 2-10 shows a page scanner.
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Figure 2-10: The PaperPort page scanner is a convenient way to

make lower-quality scans for faxing by modem or making printed copies.
Most flatbed scanners connect to Macs using the external SCSI interface, because
they have a lot of information to transfer. Many page scanners, on the other hand,
use a serial (modem/printer) port for transferring the image back to the Mac; this is
done for the sake of convenience, enabling you to use the scanner with more than
one Mac. Some page scanners, however, do feature SCSI connections for incr eased
speed. And there are other specialty scanners, t oo, designed to scan 35mm slides,
transparencies or other special media.

Digital cameras
Growing steadily more popular each year is a new class of digital camera geared to
small business and consumer users. First spearheaded by Appl e with the original
QuickTake camera (codeveloped with Kodak), consumer digital cameras have
become a popular hardware niche featuring companies such as Kodak, Olympus,
Nikon, Casio, and Canon.
Digital cameras don't require film . Instead, they use camera-like lenses and settings
to capture digital information, which is then stored in static RAM or on cards or
expansion modules of some kind (the type of memory used by the camera can var y
widely). The picture can then be transferred to a computer, viewed on a television
screen (with many models), or, occasionally, saved t o a disk or printed to a color
inkjet printer.
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Most of th e time, you'll want to transfer the images to your Mac for editing in
Photoshop or a similar program. They can th en be used for desktop publishing,
Web publishing, digital archiving, or other tasks.
Most digital cameras communicate with Macs using a serial port. Some models can
also use a Video In connection (on AV-equipped Macs) to transfer still images
and/ or live motion video to your Mac.

Tethered cameras
Also called digital video cameras or videoconferencing cameras, these popular addons for Macs t end to have small camera lens t hat can be focused on a computer
user while he or she is viewing the Mac's monitor, as shown in Fi gure 2-11.

Figure 2-11: Th e QuickCam is a popular, low-cost tethered camera for Webbased video conferencing. (Figure courtesy Connectix Corporation,
www.connectix.com)

Such cameras are useful for sending live v ideo images over phone lines or the
Internet or for di git izing v ideo to be sent v ia removabl e media. Many of th ese
cameras are also capabl e, like d igi tal cameras, of taking still images. The
difference: Teth ered cameras have to stay connected to your Mac at all times for
them to work. They're usually connected via a serial port or a Video In connector
on AV-equipped Macs.
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AV upgrades
Many Mac model s in the pas t few years have come with onboard audio/visual
features, usually in the form of inputs for video using RCA-style (or S-v i deo and
stereo mini plug) adapters and cables. Th ese inputs enable you t o hook up a TV,
VCR, camcorder, or other compatible video source for getting video streams into
your Mac. Whereas nearly all Macs have sound input, AV Macs feature st ereo sound
inputs that can be used in conjunction with the v ideo inputs to digit ize t he audio
along with video images .
The most basic AV cards do little on their own, instead relying on Apple's
QuickTime mult imedia software working together wi th an application program
designed to digitize the video that comes in from your video source. Your Mac then
digitizes the video by applying a special v ideo compressor/ decompressor (CODEC)
to compress the amount of storage space required by the movie. The video is then
stored as digital information on a large disk drive.
Some higher-end upgrades, however, feature circuitry designed t o speed the Mac's
ability to turn the video signal into digital information by supporting various
codecs w ith acceleration hardware. This hardware acceleration enables t he mov ie
to be digitized more quickly, at the same time creating smaller files on the hard
drive. This means the movie can be larger on the screen than a movie digitized by a
Mac equipped with basic AV capabilities.
AV upgrades come in the form of expansi on cards (using either the older NuBus
interface or the newer PCI standard, depending on what your Mac suppor ts) that
you install inside your Mac. A few Mac models have the basic capability built in, but
also allow you t o add expansion cards that speed the digitizing process.

Mac video upgrades
To display a video image on a computer monitor, most Mac models come with
some sort of video capability included: Either the video circu itry is built into the
logic board or it comes on an installed expansion card. What I'm talking about here
is different from the capability to display images on a TV screen, which requires
different circuitry. (That's called video out and it's usually included on AV Mac or
AV upgrade cards.)
Just because this monitor-driving ability is included doesn't m ean it can't be
upgraded. In fact, there are a number of reasons t o consider upgrading your Mac's
computer video capability:

+ More colors. Depending on the size of your screen (and the resolution of the
display, as described next), your Mac's onboard v ideo may be limited to a
certain amount of colors - often the limitation is either 256 colors or
"thousands" of colors. For true professional resul ts, you may want to be able
to vi ew millions of different colors on the screen at once. In cases like that,
you need to upgrade your video capabilities, usually by adding a special
memory module to your video circuitry.
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+ Higher resolution. The larger your Mac's monitor, the more desktop space
you can display at one tim e. An original compact Mac has a 9-inch (diagonal)
monitor, making it nearly impossible to view (and read) an entire page of text
at once. Large monitors used for desktop publishing can be more like 20
inc hes d iagonally. That allows you to easily view an entire page because the
monitor shows you more of the Mac's desktop. To get all this desktop space
on a 20-inch monitor, you may need to upgrade your video's memory or add
an expansion card. Otherwise, you may be stuck at a lower resolution,
meaning the image is larger, but you can see less of it at one tim e.
+Use two monitors. If you've never seen this in action, you're missing
something. Nearly any Macintosh can actually use two or more monitors at
once, employing all of the space as wor kspace on the screen. (For instance,
you could put your e-mail progr am on t he screen to your right, but design
Web pages on the screen to th e left.) To do this, all you need is more than one
computer video output. Some Macs already have more than one (especially
the AV Mac and many PowerBook models), but others require an expansion
card update.
+ Better response times. Finally, you can upgrade (or add) a video card in your
Mac to take advantage of accelerator technologies built into new cards. Some
accelerate 2D manipulations (such as in drawing programs), whereas others
accelerate 3D applications (such as computer-aided design [CAD] modeling or
gaming). Whichever you opt for requires an additi onal expansion card,
although some accelerators work together with your existing v ideo card.
Video circuitry is b uilt into many Macs, but that circuitry may be able to accept
expansion memory modules. Video circuitry can also be added using a NuBus or
PC! expansion card, depending on t he card technology supported by your Mac.

Monitors
You can use a computer without a monitor. Trust me. But there isn't much point,
unless it's a computer sitting somewhere in a closet acting as a file server or Web
server. Otherwise, for most people, most of the time, Macs need monitors.
Monitors are another very popular upgr ade, because a lot of computer users tend
to find over time that the monitor they bought originally isn't as crisp, large, or
capable as they'd like it to be. Before people become serious about their Macs, they
t end to think a nice monitor is a luxury they don't need. After users become more
serious, they're more likely to deci de that a good monitor i s worth having. (After
all, you spend hours and hours looking at it!)
Over the years, monitors have been made in many shapes, sizes, and forms.
Although some of that variation no longer exists, you still need to consider a
number of factors when you buy a new or used monitor for your Mac, as follows.
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+ Multiscan or fixed? Depending on th e age of your Mac, its video circuitry
probably supports both multiscan monitors or fixed-resolution monitors. The
difference is multiscan monitors can synchronize to different resolutions,
making it possible for the monitor to change the size of the Mac desktop
pictured on screen. This can be used to make more working space available or
t o make the images on the screen bigger for easier reading. Older Macs may
require a speci al adapt er to work with certain multiscan monitors.

+ Color or grayscale? Although very few monitors these days aren't color, some
very interesting used monitors display only shades of gray instead of colors.
It may not sound like it, but they're not impossible to work with, especially for
certain applications (reading e-mail, typing letters, or watching over a
network of other Macs, for example).

+

What size? Monitors come in various display sizes, measured diagonally. In
recent years, monitor vendors have been required to det ail the specific
dimensions of the viewable area of t heir monitor (for example, 13.7 inches),
but monitors are still known by more general, accepted si zes (for example, 15
inches). Traditionally, Mac monitors have fallen into one of these sizes: 12, 14,
16, 19, or 21 inches. More recently, Macs hav e been designed or adapted to
work with th e popular and widely available VGA and SuperVGA monitors used
by lntel-compatible PCs. So now si zes such as 15, 17, and 20 inches are
common, too.

+

What dot pitch? The distance between the reel , green, and blue dots on a color
monitor can affect the overall appearance and quality of that monitor. Most
modern monitors have a dot pitch of .28 millimeters or lower, which is
perfectly adequate. Larger monitors (16 inches and above) can get by w ith a
.3 1 millimeter dot pitch. Monitors above this dot pitch level can be harder to
look at for an extended period of time.

+ CRT or Trinitron ? Sony's Trinitron technology uses stripes instead of pixels on
the screen (along with some other t echnological differences) that creates an
image pleasing to many computer users' eyes. Although high-quality CRTs are
certainly availabl e, you might want to compare them to a flat Trinitron display
before making your final decision.
Monitors are always connected to Macs via computer video ports (assuming the
monitor isn't built into the Mac itself). These ports are either built into the logic
board or are part of an expansion card. Only one monitor per port is allowed , but
addit ional monitors can be hooked up to other available ports connected to
different video circuitry.

Printers
Once you get something interesting on the screen, you may find reason to print it
out and take it with you. Printer s have been at the heart of Macintosh computing
since the very beginning, when the Mac and Adobe PageMaker ushered in the
desktop publishing revolution. App le introduced the original LaserWriter around
that time, making professional output from a computer a reality.
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Since then, printing technology has gone in all sor ts of directions. Prin ters exist fo r
many different needs and desires. You should consider a few different technologies
in printing:

+ Dot-matrix printers. The original Apple lmageWriter was a dot-matrix printer,
meaning it used pins to create small dots on a ribbon that was p ressed against
paper, somewhat in the same method employed by modern typewri ters.
These printers are fairly cheap to keep running, but very, v ery uncommon.
They tend to be slow, loud , and the quality of their output is low. They are
useful for multipart (carbon copy) forms, however, because the pins actually
strike the page.

+ Inkjet printers. Available in both black-and-white and color varieties, inkjets
represent a low initial investment (rar ely more than a few hundred dollars)
that can result in great image and text quality. Inkjets are also the only
affordable way to print color documents. lnkjets can be reasonably speedy,
but they don't compete with laser printers. They're also somewhat more
expensive to equip with such consumables as paper and ink.

+ Laser printers. These also come in a variety of shapes and sizes, r anging from
hundreds to many t housands of dollars. Al though color laser s aren't yet
common, Apple does make a few for more professional endeavors. On the
l ower end, lasers are a fast , inexpensive way to print black-and-white pages
quickly. Consumabl es (like laser toner) can be expensive one-time purchases,
but they last much longer than inkjet inks.
Macs can actually use two different types of printers (directly), and those printers
can be connected t o the Mac in two different ways. Quiclillraw printers use the
Mac's own screen and page description technology to print a page, meaning the
printers can be cheaper and easier to service. It also means the printer can only be
connected to a Mac and can't be easily shared with a network of lntel-compatible
PCs. Addit ionally, it uses TrueType font t echnology, which is a decent font
technology, but not always the best choi ce for graphics professional s.

Postscript printers, o n the other hand, use the standard Adobe Postscript page
description language to print the page. This usually means more professional
quality. It also means that other computer s, such as t hose based on Windows and
UNIX, can print to the printer, too.
Some Mac printers (especially QuickDraw prin ters) can be connected directly to
the printer port on the back of th e Mac. Others can be networked using LocalTalk
or Ethernet cabling. Ethernet is especially useful for powerful network printers that
need to be shared with groups of Macs and/or Mac and Intel-compatible users.

Speakers
Most Macs can accept speakers connected to the Sound Out port on the back panel
of the Mac. The speakers can't be garden variety, though. They need to be
somewhat special.
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The connector on the back of a Macintosh is actually a line-out connector, meaning
it needs to be sent to an amplifier before it can be played over speaker s. Powered
computer speakers can be used in this case; the speakers have t o plug into a wall
power outlet or run on batteri es. Your oth er option: Hook your Mac up to your
home ster eo syst em's ampliHer.
Computer speaker s should also be properly shielded so th at the magnet s inside the
speakers don't arrect any of the surrounding computer equipment. Magnets can
dist ort monitor images and erase data from fl oppy disks and removable media.

MIDI

sound

The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) specification enables you to hook
electroni c instruments, such as keyboard synthesizers, up to your Mac using a
special conver ter box. The box itself is usually connected to a ser ial
(modem/ printer) port, and then the device is hooked into the conver ter box.
This allows you to pl ay notes on the instrument that are then recognized by
specialized MIDI software. The music isn't just recorded by your Mac, however.
MIDI so ftware can actually diHerentiate th e notes and, for instance, display them as
annotation on a music staff. You can have your computer write, tr anspose,
harmonize, and do many different things with music, ultimately enabling you to
compose directly on the screen. The resulting music can then be played through
your Mac's speakers or sent back ou t to the instrument and played automat ically.

Communication Between Computers
One other form o f inputjoutput hasn't really been ment ioned so far- input and
output to-and-from other computers. Although your Mac will probably spend a lot
of tim e inter acting with you, you may al so want it to inter act with other computers
(especially when it's younger). Not only will it grow up to be well adj usted, bu t it
will enable you to access the Internet, work with files from other plat forms (such as
DOS and Windows), and even r un programs written for other compu ters.

Communicating with other computers
At some point you'll want to move your Mac from its isolated little island out into
the world of network communi cati ons. Or maybe i t's already net worked, and you
want it to go faster. In either case, you can upgrade to get your Mac talking directly
to other Macs, InteJ..compatible PCs, or all sorts of computers out on the Internet.
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Modems
A modem (modul ator/ demodulator) is th e most basic form of networking,
enabling you to call other computers over regular phone lines and share data.
Modems work by turning digital information into an analog (or audible) signal that
can be transmitted over phone lines. When the data gets to another modem, it's
translated back into a d igital signal that can be interpreted by its computer.
Modems come in different speeds, measured by the number of kilobits they can
transmit per second (Kbps). Al though modems were once made to communicate at
rates as low as 150 bps, the current range for acceptable performance is 14.4 Kbps
to 56 Kbps. Technol ogical limitations may keep modems at 56 Kbps for the
foreseeable future, although these sorts of hurdles are usually ov ercome eventually.
Modems connect to the modem port on the back of your Mac and then directly to a
phone line.

Digital modems
Although there's really no such thing as a d igital modem (a modem by definition
means a digital-to-analog conver sion), it's popular to call some long-distance
networking devices "modems" because th ey 're for use in homes or small
businesses over existing lines of communication - phone lines, satellites, or
cable TV lines. These technologies include the following:

+ ISDN. Integr ated Services Digital Network is a refit of the current telephone
service designed to offer more services th an a typical phone line as well as
hi gh-speed computer communications. Typical ISDN modems can transfer
data at about 128 Kbps.

+ xDSL. An emerging technology that allows for very fast digital transmissions
over exist ing telephone lines. Speeds var y but run in the hundreds of Kbps.

+ Cable. Offered by your cable TV prov ider, these modem-like connections offer
high-speed Internet access over t he existing cable line. Speed varies
depending on t he number of subscriber s in a given area, but averages at least
a few hundred Kbps.

+ Satellite. A sat ellite dish ( usually t he smaller

18-inch version) i s used to
receive Internet-related transmissions. Usually high-speed in one direct ion
(toward your Mac) but requires a traditional slower modem connection to
send dat a back to the Internet.

For t he most part, t hese d igital modems are still emerging, and standards and/or
capabilities may change dramatically. Currently, those that are available use either
an expansion card slot, an Ethernet connection, or the modem port to connect to
your Mac.
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Local Area Networks
When you connect a number of Macs (or Macs and lntel-compat ible PCs) in an
office, you're creating a local area network, or LAN. You can do this to share files,
send e-mail, collabor ate on documents, or share other resources, such as printers
or Internet access. To create a LAN, though, you'll need to string some cable
between all your machines.
Small, slow er networks can use LocalTalk cabling, which direct ly connects Macs
us ing special LocalTalk (or PhoneNet) adapters and cabli ng that stretches between
them. Usually Macs are connected together in a daisy chain (or bus topology) so
that one Mac accepts a connection from another Mac before it extends a
connection to the next Mac in line. The Macs at ei ther end have terminators t hat
force the dat a to bounce back down the cabling, if necessary. LocalTalk can be a bi t
slow, sending dat a at about 230 Kbps.
Larger networ ks can use Ethernet cabling for a much higher speed connection
(ideally, 10 Mbps, or megabits per second). In this case, it may be necessar y to
install a networ k hub, which is used to help data find it s way to t he appropr iate
Mac. Fast Ethernet cabling and connectors bump t hat speed up to 100 Mbps, but
r equire Fas t Eth ernet equipment for all connected Macs .
Special software is al so necessar y. An all-Mac network can use AppleTalk for
shar ing files and printers, whereas add-on so ftware may be necessar y to
incor porate lntel-compatible PCs into your LAN.
LocaiTalk runs dir ectly off the printer por ts of nearly every Mac made, but Ethernet
can sometimes require an expansion card. Ethernet capabilit ies are built into many
business Macs (Centris, Quadra, most Power Macintoshes), although y ou m ay still
need to buy a special adapter.

Working with DOS and Windows
The other par t of being a well-rounded communicator is learn ing t o read, wr ite, and
think in other languages. The Mac equivalent of a foreign tongue includes files and
di sks form atted for use in the MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows wor ld. Fort unately,
mos t modern Macs are fully equipped to handle just about any thing a Windows
user can throw at them. Some Macs go even further, offerin g enhancements t hat
can enable you to actually r un Windows and DOS software on your Mac.

Files and floppies
At its most basic, nearly ever y Mac (bey ond the Mac Plus and original Mac II)
features a special floppy driv e, called the Superdrive, that is capable of reading
floppy disks in formats other than t hat specific to Macintosh. Using PC Exchange, a
Macintosh control panel t hat ships wi th System 7.5 and above, your Mac can
actually accept and read a PC-formatted floppy disk w ith no real intervent ion on
your part. Just pop the floppy in the drive. The PC-formatted disk appears on your
desktop, as shown in Figure 2-12.
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Figure 2-12: The PC floppy appears on the desktop with a special icon.

How do you get PC files into your Mac applications? For your Mac to read the PCbased files, it needs a compatible program. For instance, Microsoft Word 98 for
Macintosh can easily read just about any sort of Microsoft Word for Windows file
(Word 97, Word 95, Word 6.0) that you'll come across. Plus, updates for new
versions of Word for Windows can usually be downloaded from Microsoft's site in a
timely fashion. Similarly, a program like ClarisWorks has built into it the ability to
read and write data files in PC-oriented formats like Microsoft's RTF and
WordPerfect for DOS.
Check ~~~-~~~-mi croso ft . c om/ma coff i ce for updates and other information on
Word and other Microsoft Office applications.
If you have Mac OS 7.6 or above, you may also have r eceived MacLinkPius, a
bundled set of translators that can be used with most Mac applications to load files
created by different Mac or PC applications. In this case, you have an entire arsenal
of file translators at your disposal, enabling you to load a ton of different file
formats into the Macintosh application of your choice. Figure 2- 13 shows my
ClarisWo rks File Open dialog box, enhanced by MacLinkPius.
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Figure 2-13: With the addition of MaclinkPius, your Mac applications can load and
work with many, many PC file formats.

~
Note

In most cases, you'll want to use a program that's actually similar in function to the
application that originally created the data file you're trying to import. If someone
sent you a PC-based lotus 1,2,3 (spreadsheet) document, you should probably try to
open it using Microsoft Excel or ClarisWorks' spreadsheet tools.

Windows/PC emulation software
As advanced PowerPC processors have tons of power to b urn, some enterprising
software companies have come up with a way to allow Windows and DOS programs
to actually run on top of the Mac OS. Double-click a file, and you 've suddenly got
Windows 95 (or t he operating sys tem of your choice) chugging along in a window.
Not only are these emulators used for playing games (which is certainly a popular
reason to own one of t hese programs), but th ese Windows solutions are great for
professional Mac owners who need access to an occasional Windows application
or an in-house DOS program. They're also a good idea for telecommuters who want
to dial into their Windows net work using a home-based Macintosh.
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SoftWindows 95, from Insigni a Cor poration, is a popular example of t his software,
enabling users to r un nearly any Wind ows 95 applicat ion on top of their Mac OS
desktops. It can require a bit of RAM to operate (at leas t 20MB of free RAM is
recommended for good performance), but it's a good way to run Windows if you
have a pressing need. ( Figure 2-14 shows SoftWindows in action .)
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Figure 2- 14: SoftWindows enables you to resize the Windows desktop so it fits in a
window along with your other Mac applications.

Although SoftWindows emulates Windows itself, other programs have also been
written to emulate an actual lntel-compatible PC on your Mac. It doesn't look much
di fferent- the PC env ironment still r uns in a window on your Mac's desktop - but
t he result is an emulator that's more flexible in its abili ty to run DOS, Windows,
OS/2, Linux, OpenSt ep, and almost any other operat ing sys tem designed to work
on a typical PC. Insignia makes one of t hese applicat ions, called ReaiPC. Connectix,
of RAMDoubler and SpeedDoubler fame, offers a popular alternat ive to ReaiPC
called Virtual PC.
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DOS-compatible cards
The final option for DOS compat ibility is a specially designed expansion card called
a DOS-compatible card. Made by companies like Apple, Reply, and Orange Micro,
these cards are NuBus or PCI expansion cards that feature an actual lntelcompatible processor on the card. Using a keystroke sequence (usually :!€-Return) ,
the control of your monitor, keyboard, and mouse is transferred to the DOScompatible card, enabling you to work in Windows, DOS, or (sometimes) another
PC-based operating system. You can even add a second monitor to observe the DOS
card's progress while you work on the Mac, and then use the keystroke sequence to
return to the DOS side.

Summary
+Three major subsystems- processing, input/output, and storage - work
together to make your Mac compute. Data is gathered by the input devices,
placed in memory, processed by the central processing unit (CPU), and sent
back out to the user via output devi ces. It can then be saved for a later date
using storage devices.
+The "brains" of your Mac include the CPU, main system memory (RAM), and
any cache memory your Mac may have. This is the "short-term" memory,
where data and instructions are stored until your Mac has the opportunity to
compute based on that data. RAM is probably the most necessary and useful
upgrade a Mac owner can make, although upgrading the CPU can certainly
speed up your computing experience.
+ All Macs include some sort of storage device- a floppy drive, hard drive,
CD-ROM drive, or all three - but the included storage options sometimes
aren't enough for the intrepid Mac user. The technology now exists to store
100MB or even 2GB of data on a single, removable cartri dge that's easy to
carry with you or store for safe-keeping. Plus, they're usually reasonably
inexpensive.
+ There are plenty of different devices to help you get data into and out of your
Mac, including keyboards, mice, scanner s, monitors, and printers. More
exciting options include drawing tablets, digital cameras, and audio/ visual
technology that can even be used to digitize and edit movies or recorded
audio.
+ What else do you need to do? A Mac can be hooked up to other computer s
using modems and networking cables, and it can access the Internet. Or, you
can read PC-formatted floppies if you need to share files with friends and
colleagues. In fact, many Power Macs (and a few earlier models) can even run
Windows and DOS progr ams in a window, right along side your Mac
applications. All you need is th e ri ght upgrad e.
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In This Chapter

A

s any computer ages, it begins to exhibit signs of
slowing down. Some of these signs can be attributed
to maintenance issues: It's import ant to upgrade your
operating sys tem, delet e unused files, and run disk-utility
programs to maintain order inside your Mac. Over time,
however, it's inevitable that computers will begin to slow
down without more extreme measures, usually involving a
hardware upgr ade.

When it's time to upgrade, the key to doing it successfully i s
finding where exactly the traffic jams are occurring in your
system. Wh at subsystems are slowing down? Processing?
Storage? Are a number of different factors coming together t o
slow down your Mac's operation?
You've got to know w here the slowdowns-the bottlenecks are occurring before you can make an informed decision to
upgrade.

Why Is My Mac Slowing Down?
Once you understand the various components in your Mac
and the possible upgrades you can perform (as discussed in
Chapter 2), you might still be left puzzling over the common
question, "Why is my Mac gett ing slower?" After all, when
you bought your Mac, chances are you were perfectly happy
with its speed. At th at time it r an the Mac OS and all your
applications, the windows snapped around the screen, and it
didn't even take terribly long to print. But since that time
(especially if it's been quite a while), things seem t o be taking
l onger.

What causes a Mac
to slow down?
Memory and
processor issues
How storage affects
performance
How to pinpoint
the slowdowns in
your Mac
Quality-of-work
bottlenecks
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There are two main reasons a computer begins to slow down over time:

+ The Mac's storage subsystem is poorly maintained or overloaded. Having a wellmaintained hard drive, with at least 5 to 15 percent free space, is important to
the operation of any computer. As a hard disk becomes filled, it has a
tendency to become fragmented, forcing the disk's read/write heads to race
around more and more to find the necessary data. All this hard drive
accessing (called thrashing by nerdy types) can severely affect the Mac's
performance. Figure 3-1 shows an exampl e of fragmentation.
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Figure 3-1: Norton Utilities' Disk Doctor can tell you the level of
fragmentation on your drive.

What does frag~entation mean?
When your Mac writes data- either application files or documents- to its hard disk, it does
its best to write the data sequentially. When you first buy (or reformat) a hard drive, this
sequential writing is relatively easy to do. The drive simply finds some free space and
begins writing; more than likely, enough space occurs in one area so that the data file can
be put down in its entirety.
But once a hard disk has seen quite a bit of use, those free spaces become more scarce.
As a result, the Mac is forced to write data wherever it can manage to find some empty
space- even if it can't write the whole file sequentially. Instead, it will keep track of the
various places, all over the hard drive, where it was able to squeeze in some data. These
haphazardly written data files are then considered fragmented, because small fragments
are littered all over the drive.
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This can happen even when the hard drive isn't full, especially after months of use. As you
add and delete files, the linear, sequential areas on the drive get filled and wiped and filled
again, to the point that even a drive that's only half full is forcing files to be saved all over
the place. To further illustrate, imagine working with a stenographer's pad and pencil. If you
fill the pad and then use the pencil's eraser to do away with every third paragraph, the pad
is only two-thirds full. But filling it again would require writing only in the available space,
resulting in a lot of page turning, which would slow your note-taking.
To speed up a fragmented drive, it should be defragmented using Norton Utilities or a similar program. These programs rearrange the data files sequentially so that they're no longer
as fragmented. As an added bonus, the free space is organized sequentially, too, so that
new data files are also written in the most efficient manner. If your drive is heavily fragmented, you might get a nice little speed boost from running such a utility program.

+ You 'ue added new programs, system software enhancements, or new tasks that
require more advanced technology. This is the real reason most Macs seem
to slow down. Whereas new Mac OS versions can sometimes actually speed
things up a bit (especially for Power Macintoshes) , often Apple adds new
features and technologies that can slow down older computers. Other
applications can do the same thing by adding new features that become
more and more power hungry. Microsoft Word 5.1, for instance, ran on most
Mac II series computers with plenty of gusto. Mac Word 6.0, however, required
even faster Quadra and Centris machines. Mac Word 98, taking things even
further, doesn't run particularly speedily on anything below a secondgeneration (PowerPC 603- or 604-based) Power Mac.
Even if you've been diligent in your fight against hard-disk fragmentation, the fault
for your Mac's slowdown can be laid squarely on your shoulder s. If you d idn't want
all those new-fangled software programs, you wouldn't be in the performance
crunch you are now! A Mac Plus running Mac System 6.0.1, PageMaker 1.0, and
MacPaint would still be a perfectly serviceable machine. Not a very exciting one,
but it wouldn't be incredibly slow. Of course, if you've already used the later
versions, you're probably hooked on the features. To speed up all that new
software, you'll need to find your hardware bottlenecks.

Understanding bottlenecks
A bottleneck is a point of congestion that retards or halts free movemen t, such as
a traffic jam. In fact, the use of the term " bottleneck" in computing may be directly
related to the high frequency of automobile trafric jams in the computing mecca
of California. (California's famous traffic jams actually seem to attract millions of
people to the state, apparently so they can be seen talking on a cellular telephone.)
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In much t he same way that too many dist racted cell-phone user s can cause a
bottleneck on Californ ia's highways, a relatively minor par t of your Mac's
subsystems can easily create an impasse that retards or halts t he free movement of
data between your Mac's processor, st orage devices, and input/output devices.
This is especi ally true i f, by using newer programs, Mac OS versions, or mor e
unwieldy data files, you're causing the pathways insi de your Mac to deal wi th more
data than they have in the past.
Of course, another way to illustrate the problem with bottlenecks is to remind you
that the term is meant to conjure the image of th e neck of a bottle. The neck is usually thinn er than the rest of the bottle, retarding t he flow of liquid out of the bottle
(especially if you turn the bottle completely upside-down). When you do away w ith
the bottleneck in your computing subsystems, you can likely speed the flow of data in
your Mac.

~
Note

That 's a computing bottleneck. Determining which bottlenecks are likely occurring
in your Mac is part of the process you need to go through to get t he most bang for
your upgr ading buck.
For example, a ver y common bottleneck for many Mac owners is not having enough
RAM; without enough RAM, even a normally speedy Power Macintosh can slow way
down. RAM is necessary for running more than one program, dealing wit h large
documents (like digi tal images), and even setting a disk cache or RAM disk t hat can
speed the flow of data through your Mac (see Figure 3-2) .
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Knowing this about RAM, you might be inclined to r un out and buy RAM r ight now.
(Always a good i dea, by the way, unless your Mac i s already at its maximum or you
don't have an available RAM upgrade slot.) But if you hadn't considered t his
bottleneck, you might have incorrectly assumed your pr ocessor needs upgradingit may not, depending on the sor ts of t asks you perform. A new motherboard or
CPU upgrade is considerably more expensive than 16 or 32 more megabytes of
RAM. And you'd find, even if you bought and installed the processor upgrade, you
might still need extra RAM to get it working at full speed.
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Finding the bottleneck
Finding the bottleneck usually amounts to determining w hat has changed in your
sys tem and what subsystem has been affected by the change. In Chapter 1, I
mention the 75/25 rule. If your system is now too slow for comfort, something
about your needs has changed. Perhaps you're creating many more flyers, but you
haven't updat ed your printer. Or maybe you're working with much more advanced
graphics, but you don't have a specialized video accelerato r. In any case, you need
to get back to the point where at least 75 percent of your computing tasks are
handled with grace and speed by your Mac.
Most likely, you've upgrading a piece of software or two (or you've upgraded the
Mac OS), and that software now r equires more advanced Mac hardware to r un at an
acceptabl e speed. Tabl e 3-1 shows some examples of popular Mac software and
how, from one version to t he next, software can require you to upgrade your Mac's
hardware to keep up. The question is, w hat exactly is slowing the software down?
That's what you'll need t o determine before upgrading.

Table 3-1
Up the Ante: Software Requirements from Version to Version
Software Title

Version

Requirements

Version

Requirements

ClarisWorks

4.0

68020, 4MB RAM

5.0

68020, 8MB RAM,
55MB HD

MS Office

4.2.1

68030, 8MB RAM,
62MB HD

98

PowerPC, 16MB
RAM, 120MB HD

Quicken

7.0

68030, 6MB RAM,
12MB HD

98

68030, 16MB RAM,
45MB HD

HyperCard

2.3.5

68000, 2MB RAM

2.4

68020, 16MB RAM

For starters, t ake a look at some common bottlenecks:

+ RAM. It's a fact of computing: New programs simply require more RAM. Mac
OS 8 and later, for instance, require that at least 16MB of RAM be present in
your Mac, j ust for starter s- and that certainly doesn't guarantee optimum
performance. RAM is the most common bottleneck in most Mac systems, and
it's among the easiest upgr ades.

+ Cache. Cache RAM, if your Mac is capable of accept ing it, can speed up your
computing considerably. In many cases, a Mac's processor isn't being fully
tasked, even if your system is slowing down. The problem may be that the
processor is w aiting for data to arrive. When that's the case, cache RAM can
certainly help.
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+ Processor. If your processor is aging, it may begin to choke on all the new
instructions, features, and lines of programming code in new er applications.
The more 3D, image manipulation and number crunching your applications
do, the more y our CPU can become a bottleneck.

+ Network. If you're using LocaiTalk for your network, you 're not
communicating at a tenth of the speed you could be using Ethernet. You
should also have an efficient network setup- with file and print servers, if
necessary- to speed things along, especi ally in a larger workgroup.

+ Modem. If you use a dial-up connection for access to networks or the Internet ,
a slow modem can mean the difference between frustration and productivity.
Even the latest Power Macs can be brought to their knees by slow modem
connections.

+ Video card. Accelerated video cards can jazz up the performance of Macs for
artists, designers, multimedia professionals, and, of course, garners. By offloading some of the processing req uirements relative to graphics, accelerat ed
v ideo cards enable the system's CPU to devote t ime to other tasks.

+ Hard drive. If you're r unning out of space on your hard dr ive, y ou may be
affecting your Mac's ability to use Virtual Memory ( megabyt es of st orage
space on your hard drive reserved for use by the Mac OS), which could affect
performance when you're working with many different applications open at
once. Older hard drives can also be relatively slow, making audio/ visual and
QuickTime-relat ed t asks crawl along.

+ Printer. If your Mac hums along just fine, but you're waiting interminable
amounts of time for your final work to appear in print, y ou may need to
upgrade your printer ( by installing more pr inter RAM, for instance). You
might also need t o buy a completely new printer with a faster page-per-minute
rating.

+ Port choice. Serial ports (printer/modem port s) are much slow er than
some other upgrade options you may have, such as an internal card or a
SCSI connectio n. Some devices, such as certain page scanner s (those little
scanners that can sit in front of your monitor and be fed a page at a time,
like a fax machine) connect v ia slow serial cable connections. The fast er
ones use a SCSI cable to connect.
Obviously, other bottlenecks may exist- for instance, you may find a specialized
digital v ideo card helps you record and edit video at a fast er pace. These
bottlenecks may be import ant to you or not , depending on the specific work you're
doing. (Eventually, I discuss them all in t his book.) But the main bottlenecks just
discussed are those that most Mac users wlll encounter when it's time to upgrade.
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Speed versus quality
The other important question t o ask when it comes t o upgr ading your Mac is
wheth er the problems you 're having are more r elat ed to speed or quality. Although
most bottlenecks are about speed, you can also have quality bottlenecks if t he
quality o f y our computing experi ence or th e output your computer generates is
affecting your productiv ity or livelihood. Some quality issues are relat ed t o your
actual time sitting in front of the computer: Maybe yo u're squinting at a low-quality
monitor or you're trying to hear your computer through inadequate speaker s. In
these cases, produc tivity might be affected because y ou and the computer don't
get along. Other quality issues have to do with th e usefulness and professionalism
of the output gener ated by your computer.
Upgr ading to improve the quality of your w ork- buy ing an exceptional printer, for
instance -might enable you to get better clients, do a better job of teaching, or
manage your t eam more effectively. A quality-related upgrade might also keep you
from running o ut to your local print shop or calling a consultant every time you
need a particular task accomplished. Whatever the r eason, you should not only
consider the speed bottlenecks that physically affect your Macintosh system or
network, but also take int o account the quality bottlenecks that might be slowing
your day-to-day produc tivity.

Improve Your Mac's Speed
If you've identified speed as your major interest in upgr ading, your next step is t o
determine the exac t bottlenecks slowing your syst em down. To do this, you need
to spend time o bserving your Mac as you work-deciding specifically when it
performs well and when it doesn't. It may surprise you where the bottlenecks
really lie.

Diagnosis: Slow computer
To decide wher e th e slowdowns in your Mac ar e occurring, you need to take careful
not e of the symptoms it 's exhibiting. Understanding these sym ptoms can help you
find the ri ght upgrade path to address your Mac's particular bottlenecks. Here are
some of the slowdown symptoms you may encounter:

+ My Mac is slow when I have a

lot of programs running at once. Although a
processor or l ogic board can help this situati on, the most important upgrade
is RAM. Memory is necessar y for you t o run more than one program at
once -the more RAM y ou have, the more progr ams you can run (see
Figure 3-3).
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(found in the Apple menu when the Finder is active)
shows you how much RAM you have available and
how much is being used by the programs you have
running.

+ My Mac is slow when I'm dealing with a 2D graphic document. These sorts of
files-found in Photoshop or a similar program-can be serious memory
hogs. If you don' t have much RAM, the graphics program is forced to write a
lot of data to the hard drive, slowing everything down. Get more RAM first and
a processor second. You might also consider a floating-point unit (FPU)
upgrade if you have a 68030 or older machine.

+ My Mac is slow when I work with 3D graphics, multimedia programs, and games.
This can take RAM and a speedy processor, but you might also look into a
video card upgrade. Newer video cards offer better 3D performance for
graphics and games. Cards specifically designed for multimedia professionals
can speed up 3D rendering and video editing, too.

+ My Mac is slow when !load and save dowments.

Your RAM could be low, your
processor could be aging, but the real problem may be that your hard drive is
too slow - especially if you're dealing with ver y large files. A new SCSI hard
drive using Fast/ Wide technology or higher-speed RPMs might help you save
those large documents more quickly. (You may also need a SCSI expansion
card to take full advantage of a high-speed drive.) A cache RAM upgrade may
also help you here, especi ally with newer Macs.

+ My Mac is slow when I try to work with almost any document.

If typing is slow
when working with a relatively short word processing document, or it takes a
while for the cursor to move to the next cell in your spreadsheet program,
you're using so ftware that is taxing your Mac's ability to process information.
(Also, not enough RAM may be available.) When most or all your applications
are unbearably slow, that's a good indicator a processor or logic board
upgrade is necessary.
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+My Mac is slow when using a Web browser or AOL. This can be a RAM and
processor issue, but it's mos t likely a slow connection to th e Internet or
online service. For home user s, that means a faster modem (or a different
modem technology, like cable or xDSL) is needed. For corporate users, it may
mean you should look into an Ethernet connection to the Internet. (Realize
that this isn't always the case. Sometimes your Internet connection will be
slow because of bottlenecks on the Internet itself. If you experience chronic
slowness inst ead of occasional slowdowns, you' re a better candidate for an
upgrade.)

+ My Mac is slow when I copy files over the ne twork. If you're still using LocaiTalk
connections, you may have outgrown them. Consider using Ethernet cards
and cablin g. Also, troubleshoot your network to make sure you're using the
latest AppleTalk and Intern et access software.

+ My Mac is slow when it prints.

If you're using an inkj et or personal laser printer,
you might need more RAM or a processor upgrade for your Mac. If you 're
using a PostSc ript l aser printer, you might get away with a RAM upgrade or
processor upgrade for the printer itself. You should also consider a faster
connection for network-style printers - Ethernet is much quicker for printing
than LocalTalk.

+My Powe r Mac is slow. Although aging Power Macs can use a speed boost from
more RAM or a new processor, you can also breathe new life into any Power
Mac by upgr ading its cache RAM. Power Macs make very efficient use of
cache RAM to speed operations considerably. Power Macs also tend to speed
up slightly with each new Mac OS release and perform much more quickly
with native applications, that is, Mac OS programs that are accelerated for the
PowerPC processor.

Speed options
Once you've determined the bottleneck(s), you decide what action to take to
eliminate them. Take into account a couple of different thin gs while you decide
what bottlenecks need to be attacked and in what order:

+ Should I get a ne w logic board? If you identify a number of different bottlenecks
that are all choking your system - the speed of your expansi on cards, your
processor, your RAM, and your cache, for instance - you may need to
consider a complete upgrade of the l ogic board. Mov ing t o a faster logic
board can bring along speed benefits of all sorts, including the chance to
address many of these bottlenecks at once. Of course, updating some Mac
logic boards can be both expensive and difficult. Make sure you're
comfortable performing such an upgrade and that a logic board upgr ade
is available for your Mac model. If one isn't , you may need to consider a
new Mac.
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+ What are my priority bottlenecks? If you need to be productive immediately,
you may find that adding RAM, plugging in a cache RAM module, or adding a
SCSI peripher al will result in an immediate speed boost that can help you get
through a crunch; you can then spend time upgr ading more compl ex
components lat er.

+ Can it be fixed with a simple upgrade card? Say you want faster 20 or 30
gaming capability. Video speed problems can usually be fixed quickly with an
upgrade card. PowerPC upgrade cards exist for some Quadra, Mac II, an d
Performa m od els, too. You'll need to make sure your Mac can handle another
upgrade card (do you have a free sl ot?) and that you get the r ight type of card
- POS, NuB us, or PC I. (See Chapter 4 for information on expansi on cards.)

+ Am l willing to perform the upgrade? If y our Mac is still under warranty (and
the upgrade would void that warranty), you may need to factor in the cost of
consulting a qualified Apple technician. Or, if you' re simply not sure you want
to perform the upgrade yourself, remember that getting help can add to the
over all cost of upgrading.

+ Should l just get a new Mac? If you suddenly realize you'll be spending quite a
bit of money for the upgrade, don't for get to consider the possibility of
buying a new or used Mac. New Macs tend to have a nice amount of RAM, a
fas t processor, and a new logic board, which, w hen they're all put together,
can add up to much better speeds than you get when you upgrade an older
sys tem.

Improve Your Mac's Quality
The flip-side of upgr ading involves improving t he quality of work you're able to do
with your Mac. You won't necessarily speed up with these sorts of upgr ades, but
you may find that you're more productive. In most cases, these upgrades are also
easier t o perform, because t hey tend to involve either expansion cards or external
peripherals. Quality - especially of the output you generate from wor king- is an
important part of any business or home Mac. The better your final product, the
happier you'll be with your Mac's abilities.

Diagnosis: Poor quality
What follow s are some common complaints about a Mac's ability to generat e
quality output or otherwise make the computing experience enj oyable. If any of
these apply, you can begin t o see what you' ll need to do to improve life with your
Mac, and decide which upgrades, if any, are worthwhile.

+ My monitor is difficult to look at. Some older monitors can be too small, too
fuzzy, or t oo dim to enjoy wor king wi th for long periods of t ime. The solution,
in most cases, is to buy a new moni tor. You can also do a few other things to
revive a monitor, detailed in Chapter 25. But if you have the budget, you
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should certainly consider getting a new monitor if you find that yours bothers
your eyes or affects your ability to concentrate.

+My Mac doesn't display enough colors. You might find when you're dealing with
computer images, whether on Web pages or in a program like Photoshop,
your Mac isn't capable of displaying as many colors as you might like.
Although the fix could be as simple as changing a control panel or similar
setting (see Chapter 25), it's t rue that some Macs simply don't have enough
video RAM (VRAM) to display more than hundreds or thousands of colors.
You might be able to upgrade that VRAM, however, or add another video card.

+ I'd like more desktop space in which to work.

You could get a larger monitor, or
you can hook up addi t ional monitors to your Mac. If you add a video card and
a second monitor, it's possible to extend the virtual d esktop of your Mac so
that you 're using both screens at the same time (see Figure 3-4).
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Sound on some Macs) control panel can be
used to choose which monitor is positioned
where and how the virtual desktop will be
arranged.

+ My print quality is low.

If you have a dot matrix printer, an old inkjet, or even
an aging laser printer, you may not be completely happy w ith the quality. In
most cases, the best plan is to upgrade to a new printer, although you should
also t est your printer tho roughly to ensure you're getting the most ou t of your
ink or toner cartr idges. (Printer troubleshooting is covered in Chapter 26.)

+ I want my inkjet to print in color. A few Apple and Hewlett Packard inkjets
(especially if they're a few years old) shipped as black-and-white printers, but
could be upgraded to color using a special add-on kit. If you fit in this group,
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you can upgr ade ver y quickly to color. Others w ill probably need to buy a new
printer, t hough.

+ I need Postscript quality output, but my printer isn 't capable of it.

The con fusing
world of Mac fonts rear s its head every once in a w hile, r esulting in j agged
print, con fusing problems, and poor print quality. But you can t ry a few other
t hings before you ru sh out to buy a new pr inter, including software ad d-ons
and font fixes .

+ I need to print more images on a page,

but my laser p rinter can 't do it. If you
don't have enough pr inter RAM or your printer 's settings are a tad screwy,
you might not be using the RAM most effectively. A laser pr inter needs
enough RAM to create a digital image of the entire page before it can be
printed . If t he printer runs out of RAM before it's ready to print, you get an
error message, and an incomplete page comes out of the pr inter.

+ I hate my keyboard. You can easily buy and install a new keyboard for your
Mac. You can even install it many feet away from t he Mac, along wit h a
monitor and other peripherals for presentations or kiosks, lf necessar y.

+ l want a new mouse. Mac OS 8 and above includes contextual menus, w hich
pop up when you Ctri-Ciick a window or document on your Mac. With an ADB
mouse that has two or more buttons, you can often program a button to do
the Ctri-Click for you, making it a simple matter to pop up contextual menus
all over the place. Figure 3-5 shows t he Kensington Turbo Mouse progr am in
action.

+ I hate driving, flying, shooting with the l?eyboard. All sort s of gaming controls,
such as steering wheels, flight yokes, and joysti cks, ar e available for the Mac.
Some of them wor k in conjunction with your m ouse (or in addition to it),
enabling you to use the devices in normal programs, too, which may be
help ful for people wit h wrist pain, arm t rouble, or ot her physical challenges.

+ I need to work with lntel-compatible PCs.

Reading and wor king with PC floppies
takes nothing more than System 7.5 (or above) and the correct settings in
software. To r un PC (DOS, Windows, OS/2) programs, you'll need a soft ware
emulator or a hardware upgrade card that includes a Pentium processor (or
Pent ium-like processor from Cyrix Cor p.) and connector s that let you hook up
PC peripherals. You can al so network your Mac to a PC l ocal area network,
netw or k a PC into a Mac workgroup, or pr int from a Mac to a PC printer - all
with the correct hardware add-ons, of course.

+My Mac doesn't sound very good. Most Macs have stereo outputs that can be
used w ith stereo receiver s or powered speaker s to enrich the mul timedia
experience. If you need it, you can also add expansi on cards t hat enable
you to use your Mac as a digital mixing board, accepting multiple inputs and
mixing t hem together as t hey're digitally recorded. Or, hook up a MIDI device
and have your Mac read music and play instruments automatically.
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Figure 3-5: Using a programmable mouse, you can add
functions to mouse buttons to make them more convenient
than keystroke combinations or selecting menu items.
None of these are bottlenecks in your Mac system itself; instead, they're
bottlenecks that keep you from getting quality work done. Any of these upgrades
that you consider important should be addressed just as you might address speed
issues. In fact , you might want to upgrade or repair a couple of these problems
before you focus on speed. If your business is about writing, designing, or printing,
for instance, you may want to get a better monitor, printer, or scanner right now even before you boost th e processor in your Mac.

Summary
+ A big part of upgrading is determining the bottlenecks in your system. Like
automobile traffic, bottlenecks are jams in your sys tem that don't allow data
to flow quickly and effi ciently. Sometimes freeing up a relatively insignificant
bottleneck results in great performance for your entire Mac.

+ Your Mac may seem to be slowing clown for one of two reasons: First , you
haven't properly maintained your hard drive. Or, it can slow clown if you
install newer programs that require more RAM and processing power than
the older programs that you're replacing.

+ Determining the exact nature of your bottleneck means diagnosing the
problem based on the symptoms. What slowdowns or quality problems is
your Mac exhibiting?
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any Mac owners make the mistake of upgrading
without a proper plan of attack. That's not to say I'm
much of a list writer or flowchart guy myself- but I do try to
ruminate a bit over additions to my Mac. After all, you want to
get the best performance and quality you possibly can for the
least amount of money, and you need to do it in a way that
makes sense for the way you compute. That's why it's
important to know what upgrades are possible, understand
how your Mac works, and learn the secrets of rooting out
your Mac's bottlenecks.
If you've read the chapters before this one, you probably

have that much knowledge under your belt. Now you're ready
to make the upgrading (and repair) decisions that will affect
your system. You'll then need to prepare for the upgrade itself,
including a look at the tools you'll want to have handy and
some of the software diagnostics that might help you in your
quest.

Determining Your Needs
and Wants
As discussed in Chapter 3, bottlenecks can be any s ingle part
of your Mac that s lows down the entire system because, like a
traffic jam, that component doesn't let enough data get
through. After you've identified the potential bottlenecks in
your system, it's important to figure out exactly which need to
be addressed immediately and which should be dealt with

Chart: Upgrade
paths for every Mac
Can you do this
upgrade on your
own?
Tools you need for
upgrading
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later, especially if budget is an issue. In this case, you need to decide what you
absolutely have to upgrade r ight away (to maintain acceptable productivity levels)
and what you want to upgrade as soon as possible (to maintain acceptable fun-towork-with level s).
Unless you 'll have to gr ab money out of your family's weekly food budget to
upgrade your Mac, I recommend that you consider any productivity-enhancing t ool
a "need-to-have-it" upgrade. That includes things like drawing tablets, faster
printers, and big moni tors (if these things could possibly help). I also want you to
consider upgrades t hat are more comfortable, ergonomically pleasing, or just a tad
bit of fun to work with. You may not have the budget for all t hese things
immediately, but t hese "wants" should really be high enough on the list that you
consider them soon.
Now make your list. Fire up Cl arisWorks, SimpleText, or just grab a pen and make a
note of the upgrades you think fall in the "Need" column and those that go in the
"Want" column. Don't forget to prioritize based not just on preference, but also on
which bottlenecks are most extreme in your system. If you desperately need RAM,
put it at the top of the needs list. If you really think a new CPU would help
immeasurably, put it high on the needs list, too. If you can't think of anything cooler
than a fighter pilot's j oystick, consider putting that one high on the wants list.
Maybe you can get around to it if your needs don't overwhelm your budget first.

What will it cost?
With your list in hand, you're ready to figure out how th e upgr ade can be
accomplished and how much, roughly, it will cost. Table 4-1 focuses on the major
upgrades for overcoming speed and quality bottlenecks.

Table 4-1
Upgrade Possibilities, Results, and Costs
Upgraded
Component

Subsystem Affected

How Upgraded

Cost

Memory

Processing

RAM module

$2-$1 0 per MB

CPU

Processing

Expansion card
Daughterboard
Clock enhancement
Chip upgrade

$500-$2,000
$500-$2,000
$75-$250
$250-$ 1,000

Cache RAM

Processing

RAM module

$75-$250 per MB

Logic board

Processing

Replace board

$500-$2,000+

Hard drive

Storage

Internal/External drive

$50-$150 per GB
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Up graded
Component

Subsystem Affected

How Upgraded

Cost

Removable
drive

Storage

Internal/External drive

$100-$ 1,500

Modem

Input/Output

Internal/External
device

$50-$400

Network
adapter

Input/Output

Expansion card

$100-$400

Network
transceiver

Input/Output

External cabling

$25-$150

Hub

Input/Output

Connect networked
Macs

$50-$500

ISDN adapter

Input/Output

Internal/External
device

$250-$750

Video card

Input/Output

Expansion card

$250-$2,000+

Video
accelerator

Input/Output

Expansion card

$150-$500

Printer

Input/Output

External device

$200-$5,000

Monitor

Input/Output

External device

$300-$2,500

Scanner

Input/Output

External device
(serial); External
device (SCSI)

$100-$500;
$250-$2,000

Speakers

Input/Output

External device
(sound-out)

$25-$500

Microphone

Input/Output

External device
(sound-in)

$5-$250

MIDI

Input/Output

External switch box

$50-$ 150

Take each item and add it to your list, prioritizing based not only on need, but also
on cost. If you find that your list is getting out of hand costwise, you have a
different decision to consider first -whether you s hould spend a great deal of
money up front for an overhaul or a new system.
Obviously, there's quite a bit of play in many of these prices. One way to get the
latest prices is to pick up a copy of a recent Mac-oriented magazine (such as
Macworld) and check the pages of ads that generally appear toward the back of the
magazine. Once you know how much these upgrades are going to set you back, you
can make a better decision as to what needs to be upgraded immediately and what
can wait for a while.
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List for my Power Macintosh 6100 system
As I w rite this, I'm personally interested in upgrading a Power Macintosh 6100 system for
use as a workstation here in my office for people I bring in as Web designers and for other
jobs. It needs to be capable of handling graphics, but it doesn't have to be decked out for a
high-end artist. It's already an AV model, meaning it includes a video card that can accept
video input from a VCR or camcorder. I don't use it that much, but, along with built-in video,
this 6100 can already drive two monitors- one can even be a 20" monitor with millions of
colors.
What it's lacking though, is hard drive space and speed. So, for my list, I'm looking at a few
different options (text in parentheses represents an alternative choice):

To Be Upgraded

What Upgrade?

Cost

'Processor

To G3

$700

(Processor

To 604e

$400)

(Cache RAM

To 512k

$75)

(Processor clock

To 83MHz

$75)

Hard drive

Add 2GB

$250

Adding a 604e processor and cache RAM would amount to nearly $500, so I'm probably
better off going with the high-end G3 upgrade. (The cache RAM is rendered fairly useless
once a G3 upgrade is installed.) I could also choose to boost the clock speed on the 6100
from 60MHz to 83MHz, which might result in a 30 percent gain in processing power. Along
with the cache RAM, the clock upgrade would offer a slightly perceivable speed gain. It
wouldn't last as long as a G3 upgrade, though, which offers a 500 to 800 percent speed
gain and might make the system very usable for two or three more years.
More hard drive space is immediately necessary. Because of the nature of the Power Mac
6100's case, I'm limited to either replacing the existing hard drive or installing an external
SCSI model. I'll opt for the external drive, even though it's a bit more expensive than an
internal drive, because it will bring the total drive space to about 2.5GB for this Mac.
For me, this is a business Mac that still has about one-and-a-half years of (tax-related)
depreciation left before its been completely written-off. So, I'm going to invest for a longhaul solution that can make the Mac worth using for at least two years or so. Otherwise, I
might opt for a cheaper solution that would keep the machine in service only six months or
a year, especially if I see reason to buy a new system down the road.
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Don't forget to check the Web-based stores mentioned in Chapter 1 if you're trying to
find pricing for upgrades to your Mac.

How can you upgrade?
Before you can move forward with your upgrading, your plan needs to include a
look at your current system and your options for upgrading. Every Mac system is
slightly different, with different types and numbers of upgrade s lots, different RAM
requirements and capabilities, and, occasionally, even diffe rent ports on the back of
the machine.
You may decide that you' re more adept at external upgrades than internal ones, or
that you only have a certain amount of available slots and ports, and you'd like to
save one of the internal s lots for a more important upgrade. Or, maybe your Mac
has a special s lot for a particular upgrade- knowing that beforehand can help you
decide what sort of add-on you need and how much it'll cost you.

Upgrading questions
To plan your upgrade, you'll need to know a few things about your partic ular Mac.
Specifically, you need to ask yourself the following:

-+ What slots do I have available? Whether you're upgrading by adding a RAM
module, an expansion card, or even a CPU daughtercard, you'll need to know
how many s lots your Mac came with and how many you have available for a
particular upgrade. Consult the chapter in Part I! that relates to the upgrade
you're trying to perform to learn more about the s lots available in most Mac
models.

-+ What ports do I have available? Again, different Macs have varying numbers of
ports and types of connections available. If your SCSI port is already taken by
a number of external peripherals, are you able to add another SCSI device to
that chain of devices? Does your Mac include a stereo sound-in port, or would
you need to add a sound card for audio recording? De pending on your needs,
you'll need to explore the back side of your Mac to see what ports you have to
work with.

-+ Is anything full or overloaded? If you have a non-network printer and an
external modem, your serial ports (modem and printer ports) are probably
completely full. If you want to add a page scanner, you'll need to either
consider a SCSI version or some sort of contraption to help you switch
between one or the other of your peripherals (see Figure 4-1). If you have
a few inte rnal SCSI devices, you may be filling up that chain; you'll need to
determine what SCSI addresses , if any, are left. You also need to avoid
overloading any one port or expans ion card with devices-you may be
slowing your SCSI chain down if it includes several small hard drives
(you'd be better off with one large one), or you might have to switch your
ports so often that it becomes tiresome and counterproductive.
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Figure 4-1: A simple data switch (this is a Mac serial version made

by Belkin Components) can be used to switch a serial port between
two devices, such as a printer and a page scanner.

Specific upgrade paths
Almos t eve ry Mac model has its own unique upgrading abilities, although some
later Mac models s hare similar characteristics. Over the years Apple's approach
has been reactio nary -designing machines that complied with cus tomers' wis hes
as they were made known. The origina l Mac 128k was hardly upgradeable at allan interesting gambit that was later overturned with the six-s lot Mac II. Since that
time, nearly every Mac and Mac OS clone model ma kes it easy for you to get into
the case for a little user upgrading, although the o ptions for upgrading can vary
widely.
Table 4-2 shows you many of the more popular Mac intos h and Mac OS clone
models and their bas ic component upgrade paths.
If your model isn't listed, it may be too new for inclusion. Check ht tp : I lvMvl . rna cupgrade . comfor updates.
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Table 4-2
Upgrade Slots and Ports for Major Mac OS Models
Mac OS
Model

Modem
Port?

Printer
Port?

ADB Port?

Other
Ports?

Slots?

Mac 128k

Yes 1

Yes 1

No

N/A

None

Mac 512k

Yes 1

Yes 1

No

N/A

None

Classic

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/ A

None

Classic II

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

None

Color Classic

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

1 LC PDS

Plus

Yes

Yes

No

N/A

None

SE

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

1 SE PDS

SE/30

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

1 SE/30 PDS

Mac II, llx

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

6 NuBus

llci, llcx

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

3 NuBus

llfx

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

6 NuBus, 1 PDS

Ilsi

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

1 NuBus or PDS

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

3 NuBus, 1 PDS

Performa 400,
405, 410, 430,
450; Performa
475, 476; LC,
LC 475, LC 520

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC PDS

Performa 550,
560; LC 550

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

LC PDS

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC PDS,
comm

Performa 580;
LC 580

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC PDS,
comm, video

LC II

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC PDS

llvi, llvx,
Performa 600
/600CD;
Centris 650,
Quadra 650

Performa 575,
577, 578;
LC 575

(continued)
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Table 4-2 (continued)
Moe OS
Model

Modem
Port?

Printer
Port?

ADB Port?

Other
Ports?

Slots?

Performa 450,
460; LC Ill

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC Ill PDS,
Quadra 605

Mac TV

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

None

Performa 630,
630CD, 631 CD,
635CD, 636CD,
637CD, 638CD;
LC 630

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC PDS, comm,
video

Performa 630/
640005

Yes

Yes

Yes

PC game4 comm,
video

Quadra 610/
610005

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

PC game4 LC PDS

Quadra 630

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC Ill PDS,
comm, video,
TV

Centris, Quadra
600AV

GeoPort

Yes

Yes

Video
in/out

NuBus or
PDS3

Quadra 700

Yes

Yes

Yes, 2

N/A

2 NuBus, 1 PDS

Quadra 800

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

3 NuBus, 1 PDS

Quadra 840AV

GeoPort

Yes

Yes

Video
in/out

3 NuBus

Quadra 900/950

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

5 NuBus, 1 PDS

es

Video
in/out4

1 6100005;
NuBus or PDS23

M 6100, 6100AV,

GeoPort

M 7100, 7100AV

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

Video
in/out4

PDS,3
NuBus 2

PM 8100, 8100AV

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

Video
in/out4

3 NuBus5

Performa 6200,
6218

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Performa 6205,
6214CD, 6290;
PM6200

Yes

LC Ill PDS,

comm, video
Yes

Yes

N/A

LC Ill PDS,
comm, video,
TV
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Mac OS
Model

Modem
Port?

Printer
Port?

ADB Port?

Other
Ports?

Slots?

Performa 6216,
6220,6230

Yes

GeoPort6

Yes

N/A

Comm, video,
tuner

Performa 6300,
6320

Yes

GeoPort6

Yes

N/A

LC Ill PDS,
comm, video,
TV

Performa 6360

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

PCI, comm,
video, TV

Performa 6400,
PM 6400

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

2 PCI, comm,
video, TV

Performa 5215CD,
5260

Yes

GeoPort6

Yes

N/A

LC Ill PDS,
comm, video

LC 5200/5300

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

LC Ill PDS,
comm, video,
TV

LC 5500, PM 5500

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

PCI (7"), PCIbased comm,
video, TV

PM 4400, 4400PC

GeoPort

GeoPort6

Yes

PC game 4 2PCI 2

PM 6500

GeoPort

GeoPort6

Yes

N/A

2 PCI, PCI
comm, video,
TV

PM 7200

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

2 PCI

PM 7200/
120, 7200PC

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

PC game4 3 PCI 2

PM 7500, 7600

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

Video
in/out

PM 7300, 7300PC

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

PC game

PM 8500, 8600

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

Video
in/out

3 PCI, DAV
codec

PM 9500, 9600

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

6 PCI

iMac

N/A

N/A

N/A

USB,2

N/A

3 PCI, DAV
codec

(continued)
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Table 4-2 (continued)
Mac OS
Model

Modem
Port?

Printer
Port?

ADB Port?

Other
Ports?

Slots?

20th Mac

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

Video
in/out

PCI {7"}, PCIbased comm,
video, TV

PM G3

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

video{8}
in/out

3 PCI

Mac

N/A

N/A

N/A

USB,2

N/ A

3 NuBus, 1 PDS

Power Computing Systems
Power 100/ 120

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

PowerBase
180,200, 240

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

PS/2
3 PCI
mouse/key

PowerWave
120, 132, 150

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

3 p(l2

PowerCurve
120; 3 PCI
PowerCenter
150/ 166/180

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

120/ 132;

PowerCenter
Pro 180, 210,
240

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/ A

3 PCI2

PowerTower
Pro; 180, 200,
225,250

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/ A

6 PCI2

MT

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/ A

5 PCI2

StarMax 3000 DT

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/ A

3 PCI

StarMax 4000

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

5 PCI2

StarMax 5000

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/ A

5 PCI PCI27

Motorola Systems
StarMax 3000

UMAX Systems
cSOO series

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

c600 series

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

3 PCI

N/A

3 p(l2

c600x/240

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

2 PCI
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Mac OS
Model

Modem
Port?

Printer
Port?

ADB Port?

Other
Ports?

Slots?

cGOOx/280

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes

N/A

3 PCI7

j700 series

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes,2

N/ A

4 p(l2

s900 series

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes,2

N/A

6 PCI2

5900/250, S900i/
250, S900DP/250

GeoPort

GeoPort

Yes,2

N/A

6 p(l7

1 Early Macs had a 9-pin seri al port configuration that differs from the rounded Din-8 connectors of modern Macs.
2 A DOS-compatible, AV, Video or SCSI card fills one available expansion slot.
3 Requires NuBus adapter for PDS slot.
4 Only on AV or DOS-compatible model.
5 Features high-speed NuBus burst mode.
6 Used by Communications Sl ot modem.
7 Two expansion slots are already filled.

Alt hough most PCI cards are 7-inch cards, it's important to know the size of the
card and the available slots in your Mac before upgr ading. In some cases, a 12-inch
slot is required, and your Mac may or may not have a 12-inch slot available. Other
caveats include Macs that are built with cases too low to hold NuBus or PCI card s
that t hemselves are built to a nonstandard height- check your Mac's
documentation to ensure correct si zing. And, you may notice t hat some of t he
"pizza box" st yl e of Macs (that is, those that have very low profile cases- Quadra
610 and Power Macintosh 6100, for example) often require an adapter for their one
PDS slot so that it can accept a NuBus card. (The adapter actually enables you to
install the card sideways so that it will fit in the l ow-slung case.)
Most Power Macintosh-equivalent computer s feature GeoPort-compatible serial
ports, allowing for fast er t hroughput and some uniq ue features when compared to
older Macs. GeoPort Macs can use the Apple GeoPort adapter, for instance, and
connect to online servi ces and the Internet w ithout using a dedicated modem;
instead, the modem is emulated by the Mac's PowerPC processor. On the cases of
non-PowerPC AV Macs, modem capabilities are emulated on a separate multimedia
processor.) This also enables you to hook the Mac up to a phone line and use it as a
speaker phone, a digital answering machine, and more-all w ithout a modem.
Figure 4-2 shows a GeoPort adapter.
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Figure 4-2: The GeoPort adapter, often called a pod, can be used
to connect your AV or Power Mac to a phone line, forgoing the need
for a modem.
Nearly all Macs also feature Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) ports, which enable you
to install additional peripher als, usually for input and output. The ADB port is
used for the keyboard and mouse, but other devices- drawing tablets, trackballs,
telephony devices, and even some modems - use the ADB port to connect to th e
Mac and draw enough el ectricity to operate.
If your Mac is a DOS-compatible version, it most likely includes additional ports for
Windows or DOS to work with, including a PC game port (whi ch can accept two PC
joysticks for game play) and a special VGA port for hooking up PC video. Most DOS
cards enable you to use either two monitors (one for DOS, one for Mac) or a single
monitor, employing a special patch cable to connect both the Mac's internal video
and the PC's video connector t o a single monitor.

The iMac, introduced in the summer of 1998, has none of the traditional Mac
ports, opting instead for two Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports that will support
the keyboard, mouse, and all upgrading options. The iMac has a proprietary
internal slot.
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Expansion cards: PDS, NuBus, and PCI
When the original Mac 128k was designed, a conscious decision was made (many
say it was made specifically by Steve Jobs) to avoid including an expansion slot,
even though such slots were available and popular on the existing Apple II series of
computers. The thinking seemed to be that Macs were supposed to be the easiest
computers in the world t o use, so they should not have confusing technical
capabilities like internal expansion.
Yet despite the potential for confusion, enough early Mac users and potential Mac
users requested slot upgrades to warrant a compl ete change in tactics by Apple.
The Mac SE featured a special PDS slot. The Mac II was an even more r adical change
from the original Mac philosophy, rolling off the assembly line with a total of six
NuBus slots.
Since that time, nearly every Mac made (aside from PowerBooks, Mac Classic
models, and the Mac TV) has had some number of internal slots, although the
number certainly varies w idely. If you've already looked up your Mac earlier in
Table 4-2, you're aware of the slots you have available for internal upgrading. The
question becomes this: Why are there so many different kinds of slots?

Processor Direct Slots
PDS slots were first introduced in the Mac SE, enabling that model of Mac to be
upgraded for better vid eo capabiliti es or faster processing. As would eventually
be the case with most PDS slots in Macs, theSE's slots were designed specifically
to accept a card created for the SE. In fact , because a PDS slot is directly tied to the
processor in a Mac, it must be designed specifically to work with your Mac model
(or a series of similar models). Unlike PDS cards, NuBus and PCI cards both use an
intermediary on the logic board for communicating with the processor; this is why
NuBus and PCI cards are interchangable between Mac models.
Table 4-3 shows the different types of PDS cards that must be used with particular
Mac models.
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Table 4-3

Mac Models and PDS Types
Mac Model/Series

PDS Type

Looks Like

Notes

MaeSE

SE PDS

96-pin connector

MacLC

LC PDS

120-pin connector

Many PDS slots are
LC-compatible,
including Performa and
PowerMac models

Mac SE/30

SE/30 PDS

120-pin connector

Compatible with some
llfx, llsi cards

Mac llfx

llfx PDS

120-pin connector

Compatible w ith some
SE/30, llsi cards

Mac llsi

llsi PDS

120-pin connector

Compatible with some
SE/30, llfx cards

LC II, LC Ill

030 PDS

96-pin connector

Also LCI II PDS;
compatible w ith LC
PDS

Quadra, Centris

040 PDS

140-pin connector

On all 040 models
except Powerbooks and
AV Macs (The
Centris/Quadra
610/660AV can share
some PDS cards.)

Power Macintosh
6100, 7100,8100

601 PDS

91-pin co nnector

Also on Performa
61xx series

NuBus cards
A NuBus card is a 32-bit-wide expansion technology that sits on an expansion
bus- t hat is, it doesn't have a direct line to the processor, like a PDS slot does.
That also means you can have more than one NuBus slot. Theoretically, the limit
is 16 NuBus slot s, although no Mac model has ever come close. The most you'll
see in a shipping model is 6 slots (Mac II, Mac Ilfx), and that many NuBus slots i s
pretty rare. More often, Macs are configured with 3 NuBus sl ots or so, as shown in
Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: The NuBus slots in a Mac II series computer

NuBus cards are self-configuring: You simply install t hem in their slots and start up
your Mac to begin using them. The Mac OS Slot Manager software assi gns each
NuBus card a slot number as the Mac goes through its startup process. Data i s then
t r ansferred between th e CPU and the NuBus cards by w ay of bus interface units, or
chips on the logic board that are responsible for managing the data flow.
NuBus is a Texas Instruments standard that was used pretty muc h exclusively by
Apple in Macint osh computers, enabling i t to be optimized for use wit h Macs in
later iter ations. Both the NuBus '90 and the PowerPC NuBus standards enabled the
cards to work more quickly as new, faster Macs w ere released.
Although still immensely popular for upgr ading aging Macs, NuBus i sn't qui te the
star of the Mac OS industry that it once was. Instead, the PC! standard has taken
over for both Macs and lntel-compatible PCs.

PCI cards
If your Mac is a Power Macintosh or a Perfor ma- or Mac OS clone - based on the
second-gener ation Pow erPC processors (the 603 and 604 family of processors),
your Mac also comes with a PC! expansion bus. This bus, originally developed by
Intel Corporation as a replacem ent fo r the !SA bus, fits in very nicely in Macs, as
well as in Intel-compatibl e PCs. (Note that not all Performa models include an
available PC! card slot , even though they use the PC! bus.)
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This means two things: Firs t, the PCI standard allows for faster connections and
thro ughput than NuBus cards, making it better for video, multimedia, and network
communicatio ns cards that can take advantage of the extra speed. Second,
adhering to the PCI standard means t hat in many cases all an Intel-compatible PCI
card vendor has to do is w rite Mac OS driver software for their card, and it can then
be used in a Macintosh. That results in more choices for Mac users.
Web

Having trouble finding a Mac-compatible PCI card? Apple's Tech Info Libra ry
(ht t p: I It i l . i nf o . ap pl e . com) recommends that you look for a blue "Designed
for Macintosh computers with PCI" sticker on the box of the expansion card. Apple
also advises th at certain cards, originally designed for lntel-compatible PCs, can be
easily repurposed for Macs, so long as they don't have to be active as your Mac starts
up (for instance, a video card needs to be active, but a communications card doesn't).
Check the manufacturer's Web site for Mac driver software you can download.
PCI cards come in two basic sizes-7 inches and 12 inches - and which to use
depends on how much circ uitry is required to get the board up and running. Some
Mac sys tems ar en't equipped to handle the full 12-inch cards. You should find out
about you r system before yo u buy a PCI upgrade card. (Figure 4-4 shows both card
sizes.)

Figure 4-4: Make sure the PCI ca rd you buy will fit your Mac.
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· Speciiil slots for special Macs
PCI, NuB us, and PDS are the standard types of upgrade cards in the Mac industry- but
they're not the only ones. In the past, Apple has also offered computers special upgrade
slots designed specifically for one function or another, instead of being upgrade generalists
like PCI- and NuBus-standard slots.
For the most part, these special slots have been in the Performa line of Macs. These homeoriented systems were given special slots that could be used with Apple brand and some
third-party upgrades for high-end capabilities like networking, adding a TV tuner, and capturing digital video. Instead of the more expensive professional versions of these cards,
Apple's upgrades were cheaper (usually less than $200 new) and easy to add to the consumer-oriented Performa systems.
These days, upgrades for the Performa Communications (comm) slot, the video in/out
slot, and the TV tuner slot are harder to come by, but not impossible. If you own a compatible Performa or Power Mac series computer that includes comm slots, and want to
upgrade using these slots, your best bet is to shop the Mac catalog stores and Mac-oriented
classified ads.

Can You Do It Yourself?
For quite some time I've hosted a r adio call-in show dedicated to answering
people's questions about both lntel-compatible PC and Macintosh upgr ading.
And just as often as I get a caller who seems to be incredibly excited about
upgrading his or her system, I come across another who isn't thrilled at the
prospect of opening the computer 's case and messing around with the innards.
In fact , I've talked to folks who would rather just sell a computer and start over
before they tackle something like upgrading. "Should I get more RAM or just buy
a new computer ?" sure isn't a dumb question, but it does suggest a certain
trepidat ion.

Three types of upgrades
Just in case you need som e reassurance, here it is: You can easily perform most
upgrades on your own. Most of them barely even invo lve a screwdriver (you can
thank Apple's engineer s for that) , and the upgrades that do require some assembly
are still designed for regular folks to accomplish. In fact, I look on upgrading as
having three basic l evels. Anyone can accomplish any of these, but if upgrading
makes you uncomfortable, you can decide to leave the more complex operations to
the professionals. Here are the three types of upgrades:
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+External upgrades. Rarely requiring any special tools, an external upgrade
us ually involves plugging a peripheral into an available port on the back of
your Mac.

+ Slot upgrades. These require you to open your Mac's case, but they're usually
very straightforward : If you have a free s lot, you just plug the expansion card
into it. This goes for RAM, too, which is easily inserted into a SIMM or DIMM
socket without requiring a degree in any of the hard sciences.

+ Logic board-level upgrades. These can get a bit more serious, but they're by
no means frightening. Replacing a CPU chip, daughtercard, ROM chip, PRAM
battery, a nd s imilar upgrades do require that you ground yourself electrically
and dig into the innards of your Mac. But it's certa inly not impossible to do. In
fact, some folks find it fun to get into their Mac, add a s mall chip or two, a nd
fire the computer back up at twice its old speed!
Tip

External upgrades are a cakewalk. Anyon e should feel comfortable doing them. The
only real rule of thumb to remember is this: Turn off your Mac before plugging or
unplugging peripherals into ports on the back of your Mac. There's enough power
discharge possible to damage the ports. I've seen it happen.

The other two require tools, and you will need to get ins ide your Mac. It can be fun
though, even if you're not the Indiana Jones of s ilicon. Go ahead and explore a bit,
as long as you take the precautions discussed in the following sections.

Tools you'll need
You do have to admit that, in many ways, computers are weird. What other
major electronic devices are we actually encouraged to take apart and mess with
ourselves? Any individual caught taking a screwdriver to the back of a television
set is immediately branded an engineer or a daredevil, if not worse. The idea of
popping a few more chips into your VCR is equally ludicrous. But with computerseven Macs- it's de rigueur. Never mind that what you paid for your Mac would
probably keep you in TVs and VCRs for decades.
If you're planning to upgrade, you'll need to get inside that case. And while you're

there, you' ll be making a few changes, so you'll need tools for that. For the most
part, you don't need to buy s pecialized Mac or PC upgrading tools from the
computer s tore. Ins tead, a few typical household tools will s uffice, along with a
specialty item or two:

+ Flathead screwdriver
+ Phillips-head screwdriver
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+ Small flashlight
+Paper clip
+ Antistatic containers/bags
+ Grounding stra p
Flathead screws aren't terribly typical on your standard Mac, but flathead
screwdrivers can be useful nonetheless. Many Mac cases are designed to be pried
open with no tools other than your fingers. Unfortunately, it seems that in some
cases Apple didn't actually mean human finge rs, as their cases can stick together
sometimes, even if they were designed with the best intentions. In those cases a
flathead screwdriver can be used to gently create space between a Mac's chassis
and its outer shell of plastic. (With the original Mac classic form-factor Macs, a
putty knife or case spreader is a better option.)
The Phillips screwdriver is used more conventionally- to remove screws. Whether
or not your Mac has a quick-release case, it'll still probably need to have some
screws removed, because they're used for everything from mounting hard drives to
keeping expansion cards inline.
The flashlight can be a penlight or something slightly bigger, just to help you look
around inside a full Mac. Get enough expansion cards and internal drives in your
Mac and you'll find that a little light is necessary to see components on the logic
board.
The jack-of-all-trades in your arsenal is a common, but sturdy, paper clip. Paper
clips are handy for at least two situations- reaching hard to switch DIP switches
(on/off switches usually used to change SCSI ID numbers on storage devices) and
ejecting problem disks from floppy drives and removable drives.

,

Note

You may also want a can of compressed air handy for blowing dust out of the case
and away from your internal components. Remember that compressed ai r can be
very cold and cause condensation, so don't spray it directly on or closely to circuit
boards and other exposed electronics. Instead, keep it a few feet away and just
blow the dust out. An amazing amount of dust in a system can cause overheating
and/or sporadic behavior from the Mac.
If you have a classic-style (all-in-one) Mac or a PowerBook, you'll also need a Torx
screwdriver if you plan to open the case. The process is described in Chapter 5 for
Mac Classics and Chapter 20 for PowerBooks.

The screwdrivers make sense, but what about that other stuff? Most likely, any
hardware upgrade you receive will come with an antistatic bag or packaging of
some sort. If you're taking a component out of your Mac, try to place it immediately
in such an antistatic bag or container. (If one didn't come with the components
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you've bought, you can probably buy or borrow an antistatic bag from a local
computer store.) Static electricity discharge-even from your fingers-can be
very damaging to compute r components, potentially rendering them useless .
That's also why you'll want a grounding strap for serious upgrading. A grounding
strap is fixed to your wrist or ankle, effectively grounding you against s tatic
discharge. That enables yo u to work with computer components without fear that
you'll discharge electricity into any of the components.

11

The great plug-it-in" debate
A grounding strap should be your first line of defense in upgrading, but it's not necessarily
the most popular way to guard against static electricity - at least among a certain school of
upgraders. Another way to avoid discharge damage is to keep the computer electrically
ground. That means leaving it plugged into the wall socket while you work on its innards.
While a computer is plugged in, touching any metal part of the power supply of chassis will
discharge static, enabling you to work in relative peace- except that there's now electrical
current running the computer and trickling through other components.
I know from personal experience that you can create quite a light show if you have your
Mac plugged in and you drop a screwdriver on the logic board. It's not a pretty light show
though, because it could give you a jolt, and it's almost always expensive when a computer
component fries.
I think the best advice I've heard on the subject is this: Keep your Mac plugged in if you're
more worried about your components getting shocked than you are about your body getting shocked. If you feel very strongly that your person should not be exposed to any electric shock, work with a grounding strap instead.

Tips for the upgrade
Finally, let's take a look at some advice, both compiled from experts and from my
personal experience, that I can offer you before you undertake your upgrade. In
almost every case, your upgrade s hould come off without a hitch --after all, these
are Macs. But jus t to ens ure success, take a look at these hints:

+ Take your time. Give yourself quality, quiet time to complete the upgrade.
Studies show that nearly every task takes two-and-a-half times longer than
you thought it would to complete. When it comes to computer upgrading, we
can comfortably round up the time it will take to complete an upgrade to at
least three times longer than expected. If something goes wrong, it's best that
it goes wrong during a slow evening, weekend, or some other time you've set
aside for improvements. Don't start upgrading right before a big deadline.
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+ Back up your important data.

I know it seems silly to backup your data if you're
installing a new 3D video card, but it's not. If you fry the computer and render
it useless, you'll be wishing you had a removable media backup (like a .laz
cartridge or a rewritable CD) that includes all your important spreadsheets,
songs, and journal entries. Otherwise, your Mac might be going to the repair
shop for a few days along with your important files.

+ Make space for upgrading.

I like to have an entire table top, completely clear of
obstructions and junk, to finish an important upgrade. Give yourself six feet
by three feet or so, and don't clutter the table with stuff you don 't need.
Include just your tools, hardware, instructions, and enough space for this
book.

+ Keep an empty bowl or coffee cup handy. Well, you've got to have someplace to
drop loose screws. A coffee cup or two for the screws you take out of your
system will save you the trouble of finding them again in the carpet- or the,
uh, pain of finding them again for those of you decide to store them in a
pocket or in your mouth. (You can use paper cups, but that's not very ecoconscious of you.)

+ Think things through.

Here's something I've actually done before: "I'll just get
the instructions off the Internet while I'm upgrading." The problem: I can't get
on the Internet if my computer is lying in two on the table in front of me. A
little planning can go a long way in cases like these. Print out re levant
information, and don't take your computer apart if you're expecting an
important e-mail or fax.

+ Malle one change at a time.

If you plan to install both new RAM and a new
video card, for instance, install each separately, and then piece things
together and test them out. Change one thing at a time, and then test between
each upgrade. This helps keep variables to a minimum if you need to
troubleshoot your Mac after completing each upgrade.

+ Don't leave the case off It's usually OK to leave your Mac's case cover off
while you're testing a new upgrade, but don't compute long-term with the
case cover off. Mac cases are designed so that air flows a specific way, and the
case requires its outer shell to make that happen. If the air doesn't flow, your
components may overheat, regardless of the temperature in the room.
Finally, read the chapters in this book carefully and check out the sidebars
containing advice from the professionals. Someone somewhere has probably been
through a particular upgrade before and passed that information on, so you don't
have to make the same mistakes.
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Summary
• Before you upgrade, you should have a plan. Determine your needs and
wants, a nd then come up with a plan fo r attacking your Mac's bottlenecks
while staying within your budget.
• Every Mac is a little different. Check yours for ports, s lots, and other ways of
upgrading, and know what options you have available before you start
shopping for the upgrade.
• Know your cards. Does your Mac have a PDS slot or NuBus slot, or does it
need PC! cards for upgrading?
• Get the right tools. You'll need a few common household items and one or two
things from the computer store before you begin your upgrad ing adventure.
• Lastly, take a few tips along for the ride. Before you start peeling that case
apart in the next chapter, take a moment to reflect on all the things others
such as myself have done wrong in their upgrading career. Most importantly,
take it slow and have fun.

• • •

,...I
E R

Inside Your Mac

R

eady to take your Mac apart? In this chapter, you'll focus
almost completely on your Mac's case-what's on the
outside of it, how you get it off, and what's inside when you
get there. You'll determine the model of Macintosh that you
have so you can know exactly what upgrade paths you have at
your disposal. Once you know the model, you're ready to take
the case off and peer inside.
With the case open, you'll see what the internals of your Mac
look like, including the power supply, upgrade slots, memory
sockets, and CPU. Most importantly, opening the case gives
you an idea of what options you have left. What's already been
upgraded, what slots are open still, and is there room for
internal peripherals like hard drives or CD-ROM drives? You'll
know by the end of this chapter.

Determine Your Mac Model
The key to your Mac's identity is the type of model and model
number found on the name badge that your Mac proudly
displays right up front for all to see (at least it's up front on
most models). This model name and number will determine
what upgrades you can use, what system software you can
load, and what programs you can buy off the shelves at
computer stores.
The Mac model will also be useful for telling you what
processor you have, what upgrade options you have, and
other tidbits, such as how much RAM you can use and what
sort of memory modules you need to buy for upgrading. The
model name and number will also help you determine what
ports you have available and, in some cases, what the
limitations are on s peed and storage upgrades.

.. .. .. ..
In This Chapter
What model do
you have?
Opening your
Moe's case
The innards revealed
How much space do
you have available?

.. .. .. ..
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Note

Knowing your Mac's model number will prove vital to using this book. Nearly every
upgrading chapter in Part II includes a comprehensive chart that tells you the vital
statistics involving your Mac or the Macs you support. You'll want to know your model
pretty intimately so you can find it easier on those charts.
I'll discuss the naming conventions used by both Apple and the major clone
vendors. They a lways follow some sort of logic, but it may not be the logic you
were hoping for.

What's in an Apple's name?
You can make two generalizations about the way Apple comes up with model
names. Firs t , the word portions of the names almost always indicate the market to
which Apple plans to sell the machine-which means the model names are not
necessarily indicative of the power that particular Macintosh offers. Second, the
numbers s hould go up when a Mac offers more speed and features, and they often
do. But numbers us ually only go up relative to a product that Apple believes the
new product is replacing. Bottom line: Apple's product numbers can end up being
more confus ing than this paragraph.
I'll try to elaborate. Apple has had about eight different product brand names over
the years, for example, Mac II, Mac LC, Performa, and so on. For the most part (at
least , since about 1989) these names have been designed to s uggest which market
Apple is trying to sell the machine to. In many cases, the actual computer will be
identical Qike the Quadra 630, Performa 630, and LC 630), with the only difference
being the peri pherals that come with the machine and the bundled software.
Take a look at the different Mac brands and how they fit into Apple's marketing
plans a nd their history. It's an interesting story.

Macintosh
The original Macs weren't really aimed at a particular marke t, because, for a while
at least, only one or two Mac models were being sold at a time. These Macs rarely
had numbers , opting instead to denote the amount of RAM the Mac had (such as
the Mac 51 2k) before moving on .to exciting name add-ons, s uch as Mac Plus , Mac
SE, and Mac SE/30. (Mac SE/30 isn't a product number. The number is meant to
suggest that the SE/30 model uses a Motorola 68030 processor, unlike the 68000 in
its predecessors.)
I'm including the Mac Classic models in this category, although you could certainly
debate that the Macintos h Classic series was a s lightly different brand. After all, the
Classic line would go on to include the Mac Classic II, the Mac Color Classic, and
others. They all fit the all-in-one form factor though, so it's safe enough to call them
all just Macintosh when it comes to branding.
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Let me also t oss four other odd-ball machines in here th at Apple has made over the
years - the Mac T V, the Mac Portable, the 20th Anniversary Macintosh, and the
iMac. Although each of them couldn't be any more different from the other, they've
all had a unique place in Apple's marketing and history of trying t o reinvigorate the
amazing design success enjoyed by t he ori ginal Macintosh. Apple's latest attempt,
the iMac (see Figure 5-1), fits this category because I like it here; whether or not th e
iMac becomes a str ong model name that features add-on words or numbers as
Apple r eleases improved models remains to be seen.

Figure 5-1 : The iMac is Apple's PowerPC G3-based foray into
t he world of inexpensive but stylish home computers.

Macintosh II
Apple may have originally envi si oned continuing the Mac series with a Mac II and a
Mac !II, but ultimately this Mac series with the roman numeral came t o be a brand
unto itself. The Mac II seri es represented an expandable Mac with a separate
monitor, making it distinc t from the regular ali-in-one Mac line of computers. The
Mac II also follow ed a unique lettering scheme for calling out different models.
Inst ead of the Mac II Plus, Appl e opted to append lowercase letters t o the II for
successor s to the original Mac II, as in Mac llci, Mac llsi, and M ac llfx. Unfortunately,
the lettering scheme seemed to have absolutel y no basis in logic: The llci is more
powerful than the Hex, for instance, and the llx is one of the earlier Mac II series
computers, whereas t he llsi came along l at er. See w hat I mean? Clearly the
est ablished order of the English alphabet had little influence on Apple's naming
scheme.
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The funny thing is, there really is some reasoning behind it, according to technical
edit or Dennis Cohen. (1 d idn't know any of t his stuff myself.) Here's the deal: The
Hex was the IIx in a compact form, hence the addi tion of t he c. The Ilci was a
compact II with internal video , so it gets both a c and an i. The llfx w as the faster llx;
t he llsi was a smaller Mac II with internal v ideo. Now you know.
Although it was never official, rumor had it that a Mac advertising campaign centering
on music sensation Lawrence Welk's late 1980s comeback was part of the original
naming scheme. "And a Mac, and a Mac 11..:' were tough for the seasoned band director to spit out on a steady beat, so the idea was canned after a few rehearsals. (Okay,
I made that up.)

Macintosh LC
LC originally stood for low cost, I believe, but histor ically LC is the Mac brand that's
market ed directly to education customers. Although Apple doesn't use the LC
brand much anymore, at the time regular retail consumers couldn't really get their
hands on LC equipment unless it was through a "parent buy" program or some
similar promotion out of Apple's education sales group .
The early LC models included roman numer als (LC II, LC Ill) but eventually t urned
to product numbers that usually relat ed t o similar Quadra, Performa, or Pow er
Macintosh computers. The Quadra 630 and LC 630 are similar machines, for
instance, as are the LC 575 and the Performa 575. LC syst ems can include a monitor,
and many of the 500 and 5000 series LCs have built-in monitors (usually larger 14and 15-inch models). But that's not a hard-and-fast rule-LC models just as often
don't include monitors. LCs often come with Ethernet , differentiat ing them slightly
from the consumer models (which usually include modems). Today, Apple tends to
offer different models of th e Power Macintosh line for education customers only
(for instance, the Power Macintosh 5500 line), but even that seems to be a dying
trend, as Apple continues to offer more build-to-order syst ems to all its customers.

Centris/Quadra
Although two separate brand names, the Centris line was fairly short-lived and,
occasionally, the same exact machine as the like-numbered Quadra. These w ere all
68040-based Macs that were the progeny of the Mac II line and the predecessor s to
the original Power Macintosh line. Ai med at business and creative professi onals,
the Quadras and Centr ises (Centrisi?) usually came without monitors or keyboards
and with very little software. They were powerhouses for their time and relied on a
fairly straightforward numbering scheme that told you both the form factor ( tower,
desktop, big desktop) and relative speed.
As far as numbers went, some made perfect sense: The Quadra 605, 610, 630 and
650 all st epped up in speed and features (although the 630 was a later addition
than the other s). Other numbered schemes were a bit more odd-the Quadra
700 is less powerful than the 650, but comes in a tower case (it was also introduced
earlier than the 650) . Th e 660AV offered a less powerful processor than t he 650,
used a 610's case, but offered advanced multimedia abilit ies and upgraded serial
ports. Go figure.
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The Quadra 650 and 800: Upgrade heaven
A lot of Quadra 650s and Quadra 800s were sold in the early 1990s. These were very popular machines made in the heyday of Mac market share and sales volumes, and they
offered plenty of room for expansion, upgrades, and add-ons. Funny thing is, they're still
good machines to own for a lot of these reasons.
Both the 650 and 800 can take on over 100MB of RAM, they both can accept PowerPC
upgrade cards, and both have logic boards that can be swapped out for Power Macintosh
7100 and 8100, respectively: that means not only first generation PowerPC performance,
but 604e or G3 performance with upgrade cards from Sonnet and Newer Technologies.
There are other tweaks, too, including plenty of NuBus slots for adding graphics cards and
other speed enhancements. In many cases, you can do this upgrading for less than the cost
of a new system- especially if you're already heavily invested in NuBus cards and peripherals for your 650 or 800. If you've got one of these Macs, hold on to it. Or, if you're shopping
the used market, you might consider grabbing one of these Macs for a rock-bottom price,
and then upgrading it. (Early Power Macs, like the 6100 and 7100, are great upgradeable
secondhand buys, too.)

Perform a
Performa is the long-running consumer brand that Apple has traditionally orrered in
home electronics and department stores such as Sears and Best Buy. The Performa
brand lasted about as long as Apple's presence in these st ores, ending its reign as
the consumer brand in early 1997 (in early 1998, Appl e announced an exclusive
retail relationship with CompUSA, pulling its products from many consumerelectronics stores). The name Performa is all about branding in Apple's eyes;
Performas often come with monitors, always come with keyboards and mice,
usually feature modems, and always include a broad range of home computing and
educational software titles. Th e Performa 5400, for instance, offered a little bit of all
these things (see Figure 5-2).
The Performa line has often overlapped with th e business and education brands
from Apple, including similar product numbers in many cases. For instance, the
Performa 6116 and the Power Macintosh 6100 are nearly identical computers. The
Performa has been around so long th at it's impossible to call it more or less
powerful than other Mac brands-some Performas are the same power level as
LCs, Mac lis, Quadras, and even Power Macintoshes. The Performa 6400, l as t in the
Performa line, was based on a second-generation PowerPC 603e processor, no
speed slouch for its time. The Performa 400, by contrast, was the same basic
computer -processor, monitor, features - as the Mac Classic II.
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Figure 5-2: Not only does the Performa 5400 feature a built-in

monitor and a home software package, but it honored another
Performa tradition of sharing its design with other Mac models. It's
a relabeled version of the Power Macintosh 5400, which is available
only to education customers (in the U.S.).

In almost all cases, a Performa will not feature built-in Ethernet for networking, as
do most business-oriented Macs. Instead, Performas almost always include a
bundled internal or external modem that can be used to access online services and
the Internet over phone Jines.
You might notice something else unique about the Performa line- tons and tons of
model numbers. The expansion chart back in Chapter 4 showed entries like
"Performa 575, 576, 577, 578"- many more model numbers than you'd generally
find for other Mac models. (There was only an LC 575 and LC 580, by contras t.) This
is because Performa numbers changed slightly based on the software bundle and
(sometimes) t he hardware included . A particular model, say the Performa 63ICD,
might include a faster modem, slightly different software, and a larger hard drive .
compared to the similar 630CD. This might be because it was a follow-on product or
because it was sold in a diHerent venue; at one time, Apple had different models for
computer stores ver sus electron ics stores versus department stores.
Since that time, Apple's focus on consolidating its brands has resulted in a two-step
process for consumer brands. First , the Perform a brand was rolled into the Power
Macintosh line-specifically, the Perform a 6400 became the Power Macintosh 6400
(bri efly) followed by the Power Macintosh 6500 ser ies. The 6500 series was sold as
Home, Small Business, and Creative Studio models, depending on included
expansion cards and the software included.
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Once Apple moved to a b uild-to-order system, a single brand name became
applicable for pretty much the entir e line of Macs offered - th e Power Macintosh
G3 seri es. (fhe follow-on t o this will likely be the Power M acintosh G4 series.) With
t he build-to-order system in pl ace, a customer can configure a Power Macintosh in
many different ways, according to t heir individual needs. This makes it convenient
for all sorts of customer s, as well as for Ap ple, because th e company no longer has
to creat e different br ands and bundl es to try to please all comers.
The only caveat in this pl an so far is the iMac, a consumer-and-education-or iented
Mac (in some way s, a successor to the Performa) th at comes in a single, standard
configurat ion. Whether the iMac becomes its own series of models (like Mac II and
Mac LC eventually did) remains to be seen . Apple is likely, t hough, t o cont inue
sticking to only a few product names, at least for a while, as·t heir business model
has become more o riented tow ard sim plicity in r ecent years.

Power Macintosh
The Power Macintosh line began in ear ly 1994 with t he r elease of the first Mac
models based on the Pow erPC processor and ar chitecture. Or iginally positioned
as business machines only (and fairly expensive ones at that) , Power Macintosh
comput ers used Quadra-style cases, were sold without keyboards and d idn't
include hefty software bundles. Eventually, however, the Power Macintosh line
would encompass mos t o f the computers sold through business and consumer
retail out lets, including online stores and t he Web-based Apple Store. First
generation Macs were the 6100, 7100, and 8100 models, all based on preexisting
Quadra cases and fo rm factor s. These Macs used NuBus expansion cards, enabling
Mac owners to make the transition more comfortably to the new Power PC
architect ure.
The Power Macintosh has gone t hrough at least one significant transition since the
jump to the PowerPC processor-the second-gener ation Macs ( unofficially called
"G2") featured PowerPC 603 and 604 processors along w i th being the first Macs to
use t he lntel-compatible st andard PCl expansion bus. This gener at ion of Macs
includes the Power M acint osh 6500, w hich represented the inclusion of Per formastyle machines in the Pow er Macintosh lineup. Other second-generation Power
Macs include t he 4400, 7300, 7600, 8600, and 9600 models.
Second generat ion Power Macs have another thing going fo r them unprecedented upgr ade capabilities. With the exception of the 4400 and 6500
models, all t hese Macs can accept daughtercard processor upgr ades, allowing the
addition of a fas ter PowerPC 604 or a PowerPC 750 (G3) processor t o the computer
by simply swapping an internal circuit board. This has resulted in quite an
aftermarket of processor upgrades.
The Power Macintosh G3 line is the t hird generation o f Power Macintosh
computer s, featuring the Pow er PC 750 processor (alternatively called the Power PC
G3 processor) - a high-speed processor capable of reaching w ell beyond 300MHz.
The PowerPC 750 processor is also specially optimized for t he Mac OS, enabling it
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to perform re markably well for a low-power, low-cos t processor. The G3 and G4
processors beyond it hold serious promise for a new era of 500MHz to IGHz
(gigahertz) computing.

PowerBook
The PowerBook line of Macs represent Apple's second foray into the world of a
portable Macintosh (the third, actually, if you include the original all-in-one Macs
that could be carrie d around in a huge bag). The Macintosh Portable was a rathe r
large Mac with a handle - somewhat in the spirit of an IBM Selectric typewriter that never really took off with consumers. (More successful was the Outbound
2030, an early attempt at a portable Mac OS clone machine. The Outbound was
very much like a laptop with a 33MHz 68030 processor, 14MB of RAM, and a decent
9-inch screen. Outbo und bought old Mac Plus machines to retrieve the ROMs in
order to run the Mac OS legally on a clone. Outbound went out of bus iness
sometime after Apple introduced its very popular first round of PowerBook
computers.)
The PowerBook was a completely different story. Beginning with the simultaneous
release of the Powe rBook 100, 140, and 170, the PowerBook was an almost
overnight sensation , with a reputation as a technology tool that was also a s tatus
symbol in urban centers a round the world. Later PowerBooks added to that
mystique when the 500 series became one of the most lauded portable compute r
designs in the indus try. (See Figure 5-3).

Figure 5-3: The PowerBook 500 series offered a sleek case,

upgrade options, and stereo sound, making it a popular Mac OS
portable.
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Apple made the t ransition to PowerPC w ith the PowerBook 5300 series, which was
notable for more bad char acteristics than good, included some issues that are still
covered by Repair Extension Progr ams implemented by Apple. Later, t he
PowerBook 1400 and 3400 series pulled Apple's reputation for great Power Books
back out of the mud, followed by the r aging success of the G3 and faster models.
The PowerBook had offered another branding element aside from the numbering
scheme- the Duo moniker had been used for a smaller line of compact
PowerBooks. PowerBook Duos offered no built-in floppy drive, for instance, but
tended to be a few pounds lighter t han regular PowerBooks. The Duo series also
had the ability t o hook up t o a speci al Duo Dock, enabling the portable computer to
be used with a full-size monitor, keyboard, and additional peripherals.
The Duo line has been discontinued, although the Power Book 2400 extends many of
its metaphors, as d oes t he compact Apple eMate and its progeny. (Although t he
Newton OS i s no longer being develo ped as of this writing, a " consumer portable"
device is expec ted from Apple to fill the need for an ultra-compact Mac portable.)
App le will most likely continue to make compac t Power Book and notebook
computer solutions into the foreseeable future, probably under the Power Book
brand name.

What about the clones?
A thriving Mac OS clone market existed for only a few years in the mid-1990s. These
compatibles had their own names and numbering schemes to help buyers
understand their branding. Al though each company had a unique (and occasionally
annoying) methodology for naming their machines, most of them were easy to
grasp if only because they didn't offer as many models as Apple.
In this book, I focus almost exclusively on the three largest Mac OS vendorsPower Computing, Motorola, and UMAX. Other Mac OS vendor s tended to base
t heir systems on the offerings of t he later two companies anyway, because
Motorola and UMAX both have had the right to sublicense the Mac OS.
The most complete reference I've seen regarding Mac OS models is a site called
EveryMac (wvtw. everyma c . c om), w here host Brock Kyle maintains detailed technical, configuration, and pricing information on every Mac model in the world.

Power Computing
Power Computing Corporation (PCC) was the original Mac clone manufacturer
and, over time, the most successful. In l at e 1997, when Appl e decided to curtail t he
sale of Mac clones, it did so by buy ing the assets of Power Computing for over $100
million. Apple is now responsi ble for maintaining Power Com puting t ech notes and
Web-based support, and any warranties are handled by a third party.
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Power Computing information is maintained as a part of the Apple Tech Info Library,
available at ht t p: I I t i l . in fo . appl e . com.

In its time as a Mac OS clone vendor, Power Computing came up with seven
different model names: Power, PowerWave, PowerBase, PowerCurve, PowerCenter,
PowerCenter Pro, and PowerTower Pro. Table 5-1 shows the differences.

Table 5-1
Power Computing Corporation Models
Mode/Name

Model Numbers

Description

Power

100, 120

First PCC machines, based on PowerPC
601

PowerWave

120, 132, 150

PCC's first PCI-based Mac, based o n
PowerPC 604

PowerCurve

120

PCC's second PCI-based Mac, based on
PowerPC 601

PowerBase

180,200,240

PCC's consumer-oriented PCI Mac,
based on PowerPC 603e

PowerCenter

120, 132, 150, 166, 180

PCC's third PCI series, based on
PowerPC 604

PowerCenter Pro

180,210,240

Update of PowerCenter for speed,
based on PowerPC 604e

PowerTower Pro

180,200, 225,250

PCC's high-end graphics workstation,
based on PowerPC 604e

No other ve ndor's machines are based directly on the Power Computing models .
They tend to be fairly well behaved and were popular until Power Computing went
out of business (after Apple had paid for its core assets) . The models can have
occasional odd problems due mostly to performan ce tweaks Power Computing
engineered on logic boards sold to them by Apple. Apple will probably be trac king
Power Computing-related issues for s ome time to come.
Every Power Computing machine sold is daughtercard-upgradeable, meaning you
can add higher-speed processors to exis ting Power Computing machines. These
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cards are availabl e from a number of upgrade vendors, although slight di ffer ences
between Apple, Power Computing, and other Mac OS models make it necessary that
you read carefully before buying an upgrade daughtercard for a PCC machine. Very
little trouble has been reported for PCC compatibles that have been upgraded to
high-end 604e and G3 processors.

Motorola
Motorola clones are generally based on the Tanzania moth erboard, sharing t raits
with the Power Macintosh 4400 computer. Moto rola's marketing strategy foc used
on selling Macs into the corporate sector, both for creative and regular business
tasks . Motorola machines are generally not daughtercard-upgradeable, and the
models that Motorola mass produced were rarely performance leader s. Motor ola
d id have a CHRP-compatible Mac OS machine that was introduced sho rtly before
Apple refused to upgrade Motorola's clone license to include Mac OS 8.0. Th e
Motorola CHRP system would have used G3 technolor,>y well before Apple's own
offerings, making it one o f the faster desktop computers available in late 1997.
Motorola's shipping models featured straightforward names; they were all called
StarMax. and numbers were used to suggest the power levels associated with the
machines. In the case of the 3000 and 4000 series machines, both series were
available in desktop and minitower cases - the numbers don't suggest physical
form, just processor type and market placement. Table 5-2 shows the Motorola
models .

.

What~s

CHRP?

. ·

·

. .

·· . '· · _. ... :;·

The Common Hardware Reference Platform, or CHRP, was a specification hacked out by
Motorola, IBM, Apple, and other companies to enable Mac OS computers to incorporate
traditi onally lntel-compatible hardware, including PS/2-style ports and PC-style serial and
parallel ports. The big news was the clone vendors would have been able to run the Mac
OS on PowerPC-based hardware that didn't require special Mac OS ROM chips for operation, meaning they wouldn't have had to rely on Apple for hardware parts in their clone
machines.
Unfortunately (at least, for consumers), Apple has shied away from the CHRP platform and
shut down most Mac OS cloners. Apple's high-end operating system, currently known by its
code name, Rhapsody, promises to run on a variety of hardware platforms, including both
PowerPC and lntel-compatible machines. At the same time, Apple has begun incorporating
more lntel-compatible ports and specifications (such as PCI slots and USB ports), giving
Macs access to a much greater variety of computer peripherals and ad d-ons.
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Table 5-2
Motorola StarMax Product Numbers and Features
Product Number

Megahertz
Levels

Features

StarMax 3000 series

180,200,240

Desktop or minitower, based on PowerPC 603e

StarMax 4000 series

160,200

Desktop or minitower, based on PowerPC 604e

StarMax 5000 series

300

Minitower, based on PowerPC 603e

Motorola appended the letterS to the end of a product name (for example, StarMax
3000/180/S) to suggest it came bundled with the SOHO package, which included
software and hardware appropriate for a home office. The letter E was used in the
same way to suggest an Enterprise package bundle.

UMAX
Emerging from the Mac licensing wars of 1997 relatively unscathed, UMAX was the
last Mac OS clone maker, having decided to slowly work it's way out of the Mac OS
clone business throughout 1998. You may still be able to find new UMAX systems to
purchase, especially as direct-mail catalog vendors deplete their inventories .
UMAX systems seem to be aimed directly at Apple's main markets-cons umers,
creative professionals, and small enterprise settings. UMAX Mac OS desktop
systems are actua lly sold under the famili ar SuperMac brand, which was originally
a different company name and brand of Apple Macintosh-compatible peripherals
(along with some software, like the first color paint program for Macintosh). The
models are differentiated using single alphabetic lette rs, followed by numbers that
don't quite seem to represent anything. Table 5-3 s hows the UMAX models.

Table 5-3
SuperMac Mac OS Compatible Models and Features
Product

Megahertz Levels

Features

C500 series

140,160,200,240

Desktop case, based on PowerPC 603e, CPU
upgradeable

C600 series

180,200,240,280

minitower case, based on PowerPC 603e, CPU
upgradeable

J700 series

150, 180, 233

desktop case, based on PowerPC 604e, CPU
upgradeable

5900 series

150, 180, 200, 233,
250, 250DP

Tower case, based on PowerPC 604e, CPU
upgradeable
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UMAX uses a number of different letter codes to represent various things in the
model name (for example, C500i/200). An i usually means Internet (that is, the
model includes a modem), an e is for enterprise ( the model includes Ethernet), uPC
means th e model includes Virtual PC software, and DP means dual processing (th e
model includes t wo PowerPC processors that can be used simultaneously by some
programs and operating systems, such as t he BeOS, if they support that particular
model).
We.b

The BeOS is an altern ative operating system designed to run on many PowerPCbased Macintosh models. Check out ~~w~1. be . com on the Web for more information.

Is your Mac PowerPC-based7
This is probably the first thing you'll want to know about your Mac once you've
learned the model name and number. In some ways, it's vital to know whether your
Mac uses a PowerPC processor, because that fact can determine quite a bit about
how to troubleshoot and speed up your Mac.
How can you tell? With Apple products it's easy-every Mac that was originally
sold with a PowerPC processor (not including special aftermarket upgrades) has a
four-digit model number, except those that include information about the chip right
in the name (like the Power Macintosh G3-a dead giveaway). Performa, LC,
PowerBook, and any other model s that feature four digits (in other words, the
PowerBook 5300, the Performa 6400) are PowerPC-basecl.
Also, all major Mac OS clones are PowerPC-based, because Mac OS licensing didn't
begin until after App le had transitioned completely to PowerPC processors. The
last new Macintosh computer made to support the 68040 processor was the
PowerBook 190, introduced in 1995. It is now a discontinued product , as are all nonPowerPC Macs.

What type of expansion bus does your Mac use?
Part of getting to know the model and specifications of your Mac includes
determining what sort of expansion bus- NuB us, PDS or PC I - the Mac uses. This
is of vital importance if you plan to upgrade using internal expansion cards. In
nearly all cases, a Mac designed for a certain expansion technology is incapable
of using cards designed for another expansion t echnology. (There are add-on
adapters for some special cases.)
If your Mac is a second-gener ation Apple Power Macintosh or newer, a secondgener ation Power Computing machine or newer, or nearly any other Mac OS
clone, it is probably based on the PCI bus. Older Apple Macs and the first Power
Computing models usually accept NuBus cards, but not always. PDS is the norm
for many Performa, LC, and a few Power Macintosh models.
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Chapter 4 has a more in-depth explanation of the different bus technologies.

Is your Mac AV capable?
Another capability that varies from Mac to Mac is AV capability. Usually, this means
the Mac's ability to receive video input ( from a VCR, camcorder, or similar device)
and digitize it into a QuickTime movie that can be saved to the Mac's hard drive.
This enables the user to edit the movie, add effects and titling, and then output the
movie to another video source for tapin g or compress the video file and transfer it
to other computers for use as a movie or presentation.

,.
Note

To determine if your Mac is AV capable, consult Table 4.2 in Chapter 4, looking for
Video In capabilities listed in the Other Ports column. Also, note that many 68040
and PowerPC-based Performa and LC models include a special v ideo slot that
enables them to be easily upgraded to AV functions.
Oddly enough, even though these Macs are called AV Macs (suggesting that they
have special audio and visual capabilities), the only real differentiator is usually
enhanced video capabilities. Because most Macs have advanced audio built in, this
isn't really a feature special to AV Macs.
If your Mac isn't an AV-enhanced model, it can probably still be upgraded to AV capability. Check Chapter 13 for more on the subject.

Your Mac's hard disk technology
Yet another important fact to know is the hard disk technology used by your
particular Mac model. Once you know the name and model number of your Mac,
use it to determine the type of hard disk technology options you have for upgr ading
your Mac. (See Table 7-1 in Chapter 7.) There are basically two types to concern
yourself with: IDE and SCSI.
SCSI is the faster and more capable of the two, whereas IDE is a bit less expensive
and the lntel-compatible standard, making IDE drives more readily available. Most
Macs offer SCSI technology for upgrading, although many newer Macs come with
internal IDE drives. Even these Macs, as a rule, offer external SCSI upgrading for
adding external hard drives and other SCSI peripherals.

Opening Your Mac's Case
Macintosh computer cases have been many and varied over the years. As Apple's
philosophy regarding user upgrades of Mac systems has changed (the company
now thinks it's an okay, if not a great, idea for consumers to upgrade their Macs), so
has the ease-of-entry for cases. With some exceptions, corporate and professionally
aimed Macs have been pretty easy to open and upgrade-especially the bread-andbutter Mac II, Quadr a, and Power Macintosh series computers. Original Macs can
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be very tough, LCs vary somewhat, and Performas can range from simple to
downright scary, depending on the configuration.
Mac OS clone machines tend to vary less , although they also don't usually use very
creative cases. Borrowing from the lower-cost case designs in the Intel-compatible
world, clone vendors such as Power Computing, Motorola, and UMAX have
generally opted for simple case designs, in either desktop or tower configurations,
that are taken apart by removing a few screws and lifting the case off the
computer's chassis. With these cases, your best bet is to consult the manual that
came with your Mac OS clone computer to learn exactly how you open it. Once
opened, it'll l ook a lot like some Apple Macintosh models.

Opening any computer's case
Before looking at the specifics, it's important to first discuss some universal rules
for opening any computer's case. In general, these rules are designed to keep both
the computer systems and the humans involved out of harm's way.
Whenever you prepare to open your Mac's case, follow these guidelines:

+ Create a good workspace with room on a flat tabletop. Mac cases and
equipment can be sharp-edged, so protect the table from damage. Don't use
conductive materials like fabric, plastic, or metal under the systems nonconductive rubber mats or wood surfaces are best.

+ Keep food and drink away from open Mac systems, and try to avoid the
possibility of spills on or in your Mac.

+ Electrically ground yourself when upgrading any computer components. A
wrist or ankle grounding strap is the best alternative.

+ Avoid static electricity at all costs -

it can kill computer components. Try not
to upgrade in a carpeted room. When upgrading, touch a shielded computer
power supply (or other metal surface) to discharge static often, and don't
wear clothing that promotes static electricity.

• When handling computer components, avoid touching the metal contacts or
other parts of a circuit board. Handle boards and drives by their edges and
corners as much as possible.

+ Use the right tools. Make sure you do your best not to strip the screws used
to hold your Mac together. Use hand tools to tighten and loosen screws on
your Mac's case. Don't use power tools, so as to avoid stripping and
overtightening. You should also avoid magnetized tools for working inside a
computer.

+

Handle circuit boards with care. Avoid dragging objects across the surface of
the logic board or other circuit boards.

• Hang onto screws, wires, and connectors. Keep containers on hand for
holding small parts so they don't get lost.
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+ Label everything. If you remove or unplug any components, be ready with
labels and/or masking tape and a pen to label wires or connectors. Also, when
possible, label the directi on in which a connector should be reattached.

Open your Apple Macintosh case
Apple cases have gone through many, many iterations, and all the various nuances
can't quite be covered here. I will try to hit the most popular models, including
some of the original Macs that were never specifically designed for upgrading.

.,
Note

If you have your ori ginal manuals, they may be of some help. You'll find that some
Mac models make it difficult for you to get to the RAM sockets or cache RAM slots
for upgrading, even once you have the case off. (The Power Macintosh 8100 is a
wonderful example of a very tough upgrade, requiring you to pull all the cables
connecting th e logic board to the rest of the Mac to do something simple, like
upgrading RAM.)
Instructions for upgrading an iMac model Macintosh were not available at the time of
writing, although early indications are that these Macs can be upgraded using methods similar to those for upgrading other Mac ali-in-one designs, due to a slide-out
logic board on the back of the machine. Check your iMac's documentation for details.

Can I use

my Mac while the case is off?

You can definitely start up and test your Mac with the case off, as iong as you take care to
avoid touching any internal components while power is streaming through the system.
Shut down your Mac and take proper precautions before touching or installing anything
internally.
That said, you definitely should not run your Mac with the case off all the time. Apple or the
clone manufacturer designed that case with the flow of air over components in mind. That's
why the power supply has a fan and the Mac case has a little opening with grilles. Leaving
the case off disrupts the flow of air and- regardless of the room's temperature- can actually cause the Mac to overheat.
Your Mac is designed to run with the case on, so put it back on and leave it properly
installed once your upgrading session is finished.
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Mac Classic form factor
These are the original all-in-one Macs, including the Mac SE, Mac SE/30, Mac
Classic, Mac Classic II , and the Performa 400. These models require a T-15 Torx
screwdriver to open them. It's recommended that you wear a grounding strap when
working with these Macs.
·
Caution

The CRT connections inside a pre-Mac SE model (Mac Plus, Mac 512k, Mac 128k)
can be very dangerous. I don't recommend upgrading these machines on your owninstead, have a qualified technician look at them for you. In the case of a Mac SE or
newer, you should wait 30 seconds after powering down the Mac before attempting
the open the case, which gives the Mac enough time to discharge electricity that's
built up in the CRT. Even this is sometimes not enough, though. Professionals dissipate this charge with a grounding tool, as shown in Figure 5-4. Without this, the Mac
could potentially hold a charge for months that could hurt or (possibly) kill you.
Again, I don't recommend upgrading these machines yourself. If you do, either properly discharge the CRT or avoid touching it at all costs.

Figure 5-4: You should always wait at least 30 seconds after
powering down a Mac before attempting to open the case.
Professionals dissipate the charge with a grounding tool.
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Here's how to open a Classic form-factor Mac:

I. Place the Mac screen-down on your workbench.
2. Loosen the Torx screws on the back of the Mac (you'll find two of them up
under the Mac's handle).
3. Remove t he plastic reset switch (on the right side) of the Mac. It lifts str aight
out of t he air vents (you may need to pry it up a bit).
4. Using a case spr eader (there's a special Mac "cracker" tool you may be able to
get from Mac shops) or a flat wall scraper/putty knife, gently pry the front
plasti c away from the back of the case, as shown in Figure 5-5.

Carefully pull the front plastic from the rest of the
case to avoid scratches and cracks.

Figure 5-5:

5. Remove the foil base from the Mac (depending on t he model).
You now have the logic board exposed. To install more RAM or otherwise upgrade,
follow instructions in later chapters specific to your desired upgrade.

Color Classic, Color Classic II
The Color Classic offers more expandability than the original Classic series,
enabling you to eas ily pop open the back and pull out the logic board for adding
RAM or an expansion card.
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To open the Color Classic , follow these steps:
1. Unplug any wires attached to ports on the back pane l.
2. Remove the two retaining screws on e ither side of the back panel.
3. Push down and pull on the tabs (see Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6: The Color Classic's rear panel swings off for easy access
to the logic board.

4. The rear pane l s hould pop open, giving you access to a s ma ll handle fo r the
logic board. Pull that handle straight outward to upgrade components (like
RAM) located on the logic board.

Mac II, llx, llfx
The larger form fac tor Mac II series boasts 6 NuBus slots for expansion, so the case
needs to be fairly easy to get into- and it is.
To open one of these Mac II series machines, follow these steps:
1. Remove the retaining screw, which holds the top of the case and the rear
panel together.

2. Press in on the tabs located on their side of the rear pa nel, near the top of
the case.
3. While pressing, lift up on the top of the case, as shown in Figure 5-7. It should
lift com plete ly off.
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Figure 5-7: The top of the Mac II chassis lifts completely off,
affording plenty of room for expansion.

Mac llcx, llci, Quadra 700
The slightly more compact llcx, llci, and Quadra 700 are also fairly easy to get
into for upgr ading purposes. Although th ese cases are designed to include a
retaining screw, the case will stay together without it, so you may find yours no
longer has one.
Here's how to get it open:

1. Remove the retaining screw (if there is one). It's located in the center of the
rear panel, near the top of the case.
2. Pull up simultaneously on the two tabs on either side of the retaining screw
(see Figure 5-8).
3. Lift the top of the case up and off of the res t of the chassis.

Mac llsi
A machine all to its own, the Mac llsi is also a bit tougher to get into than some of its
II series siblings. The thought is the same, but the case itself takes a bit more brawn.
To open the Mac llsi, follow these steps:

1. Remove th e retaining screw (if there i s one). The screw is near the top of the
rear panel, just t o the left of the air-vent grille.
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2. Snap up each of the tabs holding the top of the case to the rear panel. To do
this most e ffectively, place your thumb on the s mall plastic ledge near the tab,
and then use your forefinger to lift the tab with a s light twisting motion (see
Figure 5-9).

Figure 5-B: This more compact Mac II (and early Quadra) is also
designed for easy upgrading.

Figure 5-9: Releasing one of the tabs on the Mac llsi (You can
use both hands to release both tabs at the same time.)
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LC, LC II, LC Ill, Quadra 605, Performa 400 series
These low-s lung, pizza-box-style Macs still manage to offer a few reasons to get
ins ide of them. Doing so is s imilar to the Mac II series, but you' ll need to put a little
elbow grease into it:
I. Remove the re ta ining screw in the top cente r of the rear panel of the case.

2. Snap the tabs on the case top up from the rear panel. Note that this is easiest
to do if you place your arm on top of the case and pull back to release the
tabs (as shown in Figure 5-10).

Figure 5-10: Getting into an LC's case is a little like popping the top
on a can of soda.

Mac llvx, llvi, Centris 650, Quadra 650, Performa 600, Power Macintosh
7100, Workgroup Server(WCiS) 70, WCiS 7150
One of the more po pular cases with Apple's manufacturing folks (and one of the
more enduring case designs), this form factor is also somewhat unpopular with
upgrading experts. I've been told by Mac upgrading exp erts that this case is the
worst of them all.
Actually, the case itself is quite easy to open. The problem is the case doesn't often
give you much access to the logic board in these Macs, which is often obscured by
the hard drive and CD-ROM drive, if one is installed. That means you have to
remove them to get to the logic board . For more on the exciting upgrading tasks
that await the owner of one of these machines, cons ult your user's guide.
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To open the case, fo llow these steps:

1. Remove the large ret aining screw located in the top center of the Mac's back
panel.
2. Slide the case slightly forward, as shown in Figure 5-11.

Figure 5-11: Unlike earlier Macs, this case needs to be slid forward

a bit before it's lifted off the chassis.
3. Now, lift the case directly up and off t he Mac's chassis.

Centris 610/660AV, Quadra 610/660AV, Power Macintosh 6100,
Performa 6110 series, WGS 60
The other Mac pizza boxes (Mac folks in gener al can't seem to decide whi ch series
more rightly deserves the name, although this second seri es corresponds more t o
the shape of the large, deep-dish pizza favored by tech ty pes) offer fairly easy
access. And, once you get the case off, the upgrade slots and sockets could be
more convenient in these machines.
To open these Macs, fo llow these steps:

1. Release t he t abs that hold the case's top to the back panel of the Mac. You
may find it easier t o release these tabs by placing your arm on the lid while
you pull up on the t abs (see Figure 5-1 2).
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Figure 5-12: These tabs can take a little muscle to release the first

few times.
2. Lift the case's top slightly, and then slide the case forward a bit to move it
away from the undercarriage of the case and a Jlow it to clear the front panel of
the Mac's chassis.
3. Grab the top of the case from both the back and the front and lift it
completely off the Mac's chassis.

Quadra/ Centris 630, Performa 630, 6200, 6300 series
This was also a popular form factor, especiaJly for Performa series Macs that could
be upgraded with a TV tuner card. The case itself is designed for easy upgrading
(Performa-style), enabling you to puJI the logic board out of the machi ne without
removing the entire case.
To puJI the logic board for upgrading:
1. Locate the two tabs on the back panel of the Mac and push them down until

they release from the case.
2. Pull the tabs until the small panel covering the Mac's ports comes apart from
the rest of the back panel (see Figure 5-13).
3. Remove the retaining screws that hold the logic board in place. (There are
generally two, located at the top left and right corners of the metallic surface.)
4. Grab the small metal handle (you may have to press down on it a bit to unlock
it from its casing) and pull straight out of the machine. The logic board should
slide out easily, as shown in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-13: This small panel swings away, enabling you to get at
the logic board.

Slide-out logic boards on this and similar Mac designs
makes it really simple to add RAM and other board-level components.

Figure 5-14:
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,

Note

Of course, this process o nly really helps you get to the logic board of your Mac.
What if you want to get at the internal hard drive or other components? Firs t, be
warned-this is n't nearly as easy, and yo u need to be careful to avoid bending or
breaking the plastic ho using o n your Mac.
If you do break the housing on your Mac, run down to your local Mac repair shop and
ask them if you can buy another housing. You don't want to run your Mac for long
without it because it can affect airflow, resulting in an overheated Mac and/or components.
Here's what you do:
1. Locate the two tabs under the front panel of the Mac. They s hould look

something like those shown in Figure 5-15.
2. Using a screwdriver, gently lift one of the tabs up into the front panel while
pulling the panel away from the Mac's chassis slightly. (This is a delicate
operatio n, but once it works the front panel should move toward you a halfinch or so.)

Figure 5-15: Use the screwdriver to press up on the tab slightly so

it can release from the Mac's chassis.
3. Do the same with the o ther tab. Once both are released, the front panel
should come easily away from the Mac's chassis, exposing the internal drives.
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Who needs access to a Performa's internal drive,
anyway?
I was close to a deadline on an important project a while back when the power supply on
our Performa 6215 went down for the count. Unable to get it up and running without a service call, I was helpless to recover the data on that Performa's hard drive. Unless ...
I rolled into a major computer chain store, got lucky with a floor model, and walked out
only a few pounds lighter in the wallet, but with a brand new (at the time) Performa 6400
minitower. Because both machines use internal IDE drives, we swapped the drives in the
two Performas and booted the 6400 using the 6215's drive. The work was done on time,
the Performa 6215 was fixed, and both machines are now used daily-although their hard
drive transplant has never been reversed.
By the way, I speak from experience about breaking this front panel. I broke the panel on
the Performa 6215 while performing this drive swap. Fortunately, the machine had to be
serviced anyway and the local shop gave me a new front panel for a nominal fee.

Quadra 800, Quadra 840AV, WGS 80, Power Macintosh 8100, WGS 8150
The first real t ow er c ase (with apologi es to t he Quadra 700) from Apple is
somewhat less upgrade-friendly th an you might imagine, with thumbscrews
replacing the quick-release tabs that other Mac models tend to sport. Still, it's
certainly not that tough:

I. Unscrew the four thumbscrews on the back panel of the Mac.
2. Slide th e case forward a few inches to pull it away from the screws in back
and from the drive o pening in front.
3. Tilt th e back of the case's lid up a bit, and then lift t he case's lid completely off
th e Mac's chassis, as shown in Figure 5-1 6.

Quadra 900/950, WGS 90, Power Macintosh 9500, WGS 9150
On these huge ser ver-ori en ted Macs, the ent ire side panel will come off for your
upgr ading pleasure. Mos t feel these are pret ty nice enclosures t o work in -not as
easy as the new er minitow ers, but not as small either. These six-slot machines can
take a lot of upgr ading for ser ver duties, digital video, and oth er important tasks.
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Figure 5-1 6: Thumbscrews aren't common to most Mac models,
but they don't make it too tough to get into the Apple's first real
minitower enclosure.
To open one of them, follow these steps:

I. Remove the r etaining screw, if you can find one (the sl ot for it is to the l eft of
the large cooling grille on the back panel, but th ere's rarely an actual screw
there).
2. Push in the small tabs at the top and bottom of the side panel where it meets
t he back panel.
3. Slide the side panel away from the back panel (as shown in Figure 5-17), and
then remove it completely.

Performa 6400, Power Macintosh 6500
These Macs, in the Performa tradition, feature pull-out logic boards that make it
fairly simple to add RAM and upgrade card s. But what about hard drives and the
like? To work with those, you'll need to remove the front facing.
To pull th e logic board, follow th ese st eps:

1. Remove t he r et aining screws found next to the two t abs on the back panel of
the Mac.
2. Gras p the tabs and pull directly back away from the Mac (see Figure 5-1 8).
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Figure 5-17: Although the case was left upright for this image, feel
free to put your Mac on its side for easier upgrading.

Figure 5-18: The logic board on these Macs is simple to access.
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To remove the front panel on these Macs, follow these st eps:

1. Grab the front panel from below and feel for the two buttons up underneat h
the panel.
2. Push those buttons in as far as possible while simultaneously pulling the
panel away from th e bottom of th e case (see Figure 5-19).
3. Once it's free of th e buttons on the bottom, remove the panel completely.

Figure 5-19: Don't be shocked if this makes a little noise - it's tough
to do the first few times .

.Note/

You'll find that it's easy to upgrade the logic board on many of the relatively simpleto-upgrade Performa and all-in-one models, but a real bear to upgrade internal drives
and such. If you're intimidated by the process, feel free to simply pass on opening the
case and install external SCSI hard drives instead. If you do mess up the plastic on
your Mac, though, don't worry about it too much. A local Mac service center should
be able to sell you the front panel for popular models at a reasonable price.

LC and Performa 520, 550, 575, 580, MacTV
In the spirit of the original Mac, these 68040-based (MacTV has a 68030) all-in-one
units were popul ar choices for schools and homes that wanted machines that were
easy to work with and somewhat less cumbersome than t ypical units. They also
turned out to be machines that are a bit less upgradeable than others, although
access to the logic board is generally simple.
To access the logic board in an all-in-one Mac, follow these steps:
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I. Remove the retaining screws that hold the back plate to the back panel of the

Mac. (Remove any cables that are plugged into the ports on the back of the
Mac, too.)
2. Press down on the tabs at the top of the back plate and pull, as shown in
Figure 5-20.

Figure 5-20: The ali-in-one Macs offer quick access to the logic board.

3. Grab the exposed metal handle and pull straight back to reveal the logic
boa rd.

Performa and Power Macintosh 5200/SlOO series
These PowerPC ve rsions of the all-in-one Macintosh are a little larger, a bit more
ca pable, and usually feature larger s creens than their predecessors . They're only
about as expanda ble, however, offering similar logic-board access.
Here's how to get at the logic board:
I. Remove the two retaining screws on the back plate that hold it to the Mac's

back panel.
2. Reach under the back plate, locate the tabs, and pres s down to release them.
3. Lift the plate up and off the back panel, as shown in Figure 5-21.
4 . Grab the exposed metal handle and pull straight back to reveal the logic

board.
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Figure 5-21: Unlike most all-in-one models, the back plate for this

series is latched at the bottom.

Power Macintosh 7200, 7300, 7500, 7600, G3 Desktop, WGS 7250/7350
Another popular case design, these Macs aren't the most pleasant to get into, but
they're very much easier to work inside of than are the s imilar cases they replace the long-lived llvx to Power Mac 7100 desktop case. This one releases witho ut
screws , but watch out for the metal retaining braces that like to jump off the drives
in the front of the case.
To open this case, fo llow these s teps:
I. Reach up unde r the front panel and locate the tabs.

2. Push the tabs up while s imultaneously sliding the case toward you, as s hown
in Figure 5-22.
3. Slide the case complete ly off the machine (if desired) to gain access to the
internal drives and logic board.
It's interesting to note that you can actually flip this case completely open by
swinging the drive cage up and away from the logic board (see Figure 5-23). The
ins tructions that follow show how to open it up.
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Figure 5-22: Pull slowly on the case to get it to slide smoothly away
from the front-mounted internal drives.

Figure 5-23: One of Apple's more interesting cases, the 7300

(and similar) series e nables easy access to the logic board.
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1. Unplug the Mac - it can't be swung open if it's plugged in.

2. Releasing the foot that helps the drive cage to stand. The foot looks like a
small, square box that might be designed for holding screws or thumbtacks or
something. Swing it around so that it's settled outside of the case. Once you
swing up the drive cage, the foot will rest on the table surface, enabling you to
leave the logic board exposed without being forced to hold the drive cage up.
3. Find the releases on the other side of the drive cage. These are green, plastic
tabs that, when pushed down, release the drive cage from its lockdowns in
the s ides of the case.
4. Grab the cage's handle and swing it away from the logic board.

Power Macintosh 8600, 9600, and G3 Minitower
This minitower case is as innovative as the Power Macintosh 7300 series case; it
also allows you to swing components out of the way to get at the logic board. If
there's any competition at all for the top s pot, this minitower case wins out by a
hair for its simplicity.
Here's how to open this case:
1. Place the case on its side. The side housing the large green button should be

on top. Unplug the Mac.
2. Press the green button down into the case while pulling that s ide of the Mac
away from the rest of the case.
3. Pull the side completely off the case by carefully opening it completely until it
comes free.
4. To expose the logic board , release the two tabs that anchor the drive cage to
the rest of the case.
5. Swing the drive cage up and away from the logic board. (Figure 5-24 shows
how to swing these drive cages out of their cases.)

The Innards Revealed
Once you have your Mac opened up and exposed to the world, you'll probably want
to take a look a round and familiarize yourself with things. Not everything in here is
replaceable or repairable, but a lot of it is. And if your primary motivation is
upgrading, you'll definitely want to explore some parts of the Mac.
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Figure 5-24: One of Apple's most innovative cases, the 8600 is

easy to get apart.
For some, the innards of a computer may seem like a strange world, but it's really
rather tame. You have components that need to be connected to the Mac (so it can
manage them), you have expansion cards that need to be connected to the logic
board, and you have wiring that does the connecting. Taken separately, they all
make a lot of sense.

Components
To begin, let's look at the d ifferent components you may encounter when upgrading
a Mac. The Power Mac 6100 isn't representative of all Macs, but it's a great place to
get started , because it's very open and easy to view. Take a look at Figure 5-25,
which shows the Power Mac 6100 with its case off.
For the most part, these are the compone nts you'll be working with when
upgrading: the hard drive, floppy drive, CD-ROM drive, RAM sockets, cache RAM
sockets, the PRAM batte ry, and upgrade slots. You'll also want to know where the
power s upply, SCSI controller, and CPU are, because you may have reason to use
the m in conjunction with other upgrades to accomplish your goals.
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Floppy drive

CD-ROM drive

Hard drive

CPU
Cache RAM
socket
Upgrade slot

SIMM sockets

SCSI Controller

PRAM Battery

Figure 5-25: Some of the elements you'll typically find when you open a
Mac's case.

Here's a quick rundown on identifying each:

+ Power supply. The power supply is always a metallic box set into the case of
the Mac you're working with. It should have power connectors for a threeprong power cable coming out the back of the Mac, with smaller power
connectors (usually four col ored wires and a connector) coming into the case
for connecting to internal components.

+ Hard drive. An enclosed metal box with no openings, connected to the Mac
by a power connector and a SCSI (or IDE) ribbon cable.

+ CD-ROM drive. Similar to the hard drive, but has an opening on the front
(exposed through the front of the Mac's case) for the CD tray or caddy.

+ Floppy drive. Similar to a hard drive and a CD-ROM drive, but with an opening
for a 3.5-inch floppy disk in the front.

,.
Note

+ SCSI controller. Usually on either the motherboard or an expansion card, the
SCSI controller offers a 50-pin connector for attaching a ribbon cable that then
is used to connect SCSI internal drives .
Some Macintosh systems (incl uding many Performa models, the Power Macintosh
4400, 6500, and many Power Macintosh G3 systems) offer IDE hard drives instead of
SCSI. Most of these Macs still offer external SCSI connections, and those that include
free internal expansion bays often offer an internal SCSI connection as well.
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+Memory sockets. Memory sockets accept 36-, 72-, or 128-pin mod ul es,
depend ing on your Mac model. Almost all Mac models off~r at least two of
these sockets, gener ally located right next to one another.
+ Cache RAM. Level 2 cache RAM is usually added t o a Mac using either a
special mem or y module or an expans ion card (especially o n older models).
Thi s generally adds 256K t o 2MB of high-speed RAM that can be used as a
repos itory for frequently needed information, enabling the processor to avoid
waiting to retri eve this data from the hard drive.
+ Upgrade slot. M ost Macs have at least one upgrade slot , whereas others offer
mor e than one. These allow cards in st andard sizes, usually bet ween 6 and 12
inches long, to be installed in the Mac, adding functio nality. Th e cards must
be of the same ty pe as the available sl ot - PDS cards fit in PDS slots, NuBus
cards fit in NuBus slots, and PC! cards fit in PC! slots. (Some Macs offer
other specialized slots.) Upgr ade sl ots are gener ally found d irectly on the
motherboard and usually offer access to the back side of the Mac (see
Figure 5-26).

Figure 5-26: Upgrade slots in a Performa 6200 series Mac include
a special communi cations slot and room for a Performa-specific
video input card.
+ CPU. The CPU i s a fairly sizable chip on the motherboar d or an attached
daughtercard. In newer Mac models, it's usually obscured by a heat sink, a
speci al d evi ce that dissipates heat quickly while the computer is r unning. T he
CPU should be labeled clearly as either a 680x0-level processor or as a
par t icular Pow erPC processor.
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+ PRAM battery. This small lithium-ion battery sometimes looks like a battery
for a wristwatch or camera, and other times looks like a slightly warped C
battery. This battery offers a continuous trickle of power to your Mac's
Parameter RAM (PRAM), where boot-up settings such as the system date,
AppleTalk preferences, and screen resolution are all stored. If this battery
fails, you'll experience interesting symptoms, most of which are outlined in
Chapter 22.

Wiring and cables
In most Macs, you 'll find three different types of wire. The power wires run between
the Mac's power supply and any internal components that require power. The
second type of wires are ribbon cables, which are used to connect componentslike hard, floppy and CD-ROM drives- to the logic board or an input/output
expansion card. The third internal wire is a thin, low gauge wire used to connect
the logic board to indicator lights and switches that are wired into the case. These
wires can also be used for things like connect ing the Mac's sound capabilities to a
CD-ROM drive. Figure 5-27 shows these different wires and cabl es.
Externally, you'll probably find yourself dealing with a few different styl es of cabl es.
These cables are usually used to connect external components to your Maccomponents like removable storage drives, modems and network connections.
Figure 5-28 is a quick identification guide to some of the cabling you'll come across.

+ SCSI cable. Used to connect external storage devices (and some others, like
scanners) to your Mac. Usually has a 25-pin connection to the Mac and 25 or
50-pin connection to peripherals.

+ Modem/serial cable. Standard Mac cables have small, round DIN-8
connectors for connecting to the Mac and to peripherals.

+ Ethernet. Ethernet cabling actually comes in two different types: 10Base2
(coax) cable, which r esembles the cabling used for cable TV hookups, and
IOBaseT (twisted-pair) cable, which looks a little like tel ephone wire. I OBaseT
cabling uses a different connector than telephone wire, and the cabl e itself is
slightly thicker.

+ Audio. Most Mac audio patch cables (between speakers and the Mac or the
Mac and a receiver) use 1-8-inch stereo RCA connectors. Macs require specially
built line-level microphones, some of which are sold under the Apple brand.

+ ADB. ADB cables are used to connect a variety of input/output deviceskeyboards, trackballs, mice- to the Mac. The ADB is also a source of power
for some other devices, like modems and telephony managers.

+ Mac video. This cable ends in a 15-pin connector, which can be used to hook
an Appl e monitor to a Macintosh computer. Many non-Apple monitors requir e
a VGA adapter, which allows the monitor to sync with the Apple built-in video.
Some video cards include both Mac video and VGA ports on the card.
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Figure 5-27: The three different
types of internal wiring: (from the top)
ribbon cable, power cable, device wiring
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Figure 5-28: Cables used to
connect components to the
back of your Mac for external upgrades
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Expansion cards
Cha pter 4 discusses the different technologies that a Mac might use fo r its
expansion card capabilities. Once you get your Mac open, you may want to see for
yourself what expansion cards look like and how you go about installing them.

What expansion cards look like
In Figure 5-25 you can see the PDS slot for the Power Macintosh 6100. Figure 5-29
shows the PCI slots available in a Power Macintosh 7300.

Figure 5-29: PCI slots are actual slots instead of socket-style

connectors, which are used in NuBus.
Some basic differences include:

+ NuBus. Connectors are usually gray in appearance and are actually sockets
that accept pins from the card. The card's connector housing fits over the
connector on the logic board. The number of NuBus slots varies between one
and six, depending on the Mac model.

+ PDS. Connectors are usually black in appearance and are actual slots,
accepting a flat circuit-board connector that slips into the slot from the card.
All Macs with PDS slots have only one PDS s lot.

+ PCI. Similar to PDS slots in appearance, but usually white in color. Most PCIbased Macs have either three or six slots, although some Mac models have
one specialized PC! s lot that can only accept certain types of upgrade cards
(such as the PC! communications slot on Performa 6200/6300 models).
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Installing expansion cards
Installing an expansion card is usually a straightforward process, and i t tends to
work the same for any sort of board. Give yourself a little time for adding an
expansion board- at least I 0 o r 15 minutes to get the case off and the card
install ed for testing. Also, keep track of your screws -there's a chance you'll be
dealing with at least a few when you install a new card.
Here's how it all works:

I. Shut down your Mac and el ectrically ground yourself.
2. Open the Mac 's case and locate an empty expansion slot. (Visually inspect it
to ensure it's the right type of slot for your card.)
3. Remove the screw and metal dust plate that covers the hole in back of the
case for the slot you'll be using.
4. Position the card so that t he card's interface is directly over the slot. If it's a
NuBus card, make sure the card's housing fits over the NuBus slot on the logic
board. If it's a PDS or a PCI card, make sure the card's connector fits snugly in
the slot.

~
Note

5. Press down lightly and uniformly on the top corners of the expansion card
until it's firmly installed in the slot.
Be sure that the card is fully installed in the slot. If one end is higher than the other,
parts of the connector may not be making proper contact, and the card will fail to
work.
6. Try restarting your Mac while the case is still off and see if the card is
recognized. If all goes well, the card should be installed and working w ith no
trouble. (You can use the Apple System Profiler to check.) Shut down the
computer and reinstall the case.
An Internet link to download the Apple System Profiler is available on the included
CD-ROM and is usually installed with Mac OS 7.6 or higher-check your Apple menu
or the Apple Extras folder on your main hard drive.

Serial ports
Your Mac likely has two serial ports -a printer port and a modem port. In some
ways, these ports are the same. They can both accept any sort of serial device and
they can both (on AV Macintosh and Power Macintosh models) accept GeoPort
devices. There i s one difference - the printer port is also designed to be a
LocalTalk connection for printer and network connections. The modem port isn't.
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Generally, connec ting devices t o these ports is simple; y ou power down your Mac,
align the seri al connector so that the arrow (or other logo) is pointing toward the
top of the port, and then insert the connecto r. If it doesn't go in easily, you probably
have it slightly misaligned. (I f you have a non-Apple Macintosh, you may also find
that the manufacturer had an interesting definiti on for the word top when it comes
to finding t he top of the port. Try rotating the connecto r 90 degrees or more.)
From th ere, whatever is connected to the port is managed by its software drivers,
usually in the form of a control panel. You may be asked to t ell the control panel
whi ch port the device is connect ed to- printer or modem. In almost every case,
expanding vi a a seri al port is simple. (See th e chapter on the particular devi ce in
question for more help.)
There's only one pro blem that you'll often encounter with working serial por ts t hat
come r ight out of the box with your Mac -there's only two of them , th e modem
port and th e printer port. (And that's on desktop models - many Power Books have
one.) Sometim es, you'll need more than two of them .
A lot of peripheral s can require the use of a seri al port, including modems, printers,
some scanner s, some small printers, digital camer as, PDA clocking devices (for a
Palm Pilot or Newton, for inst ance), or, of course, a Loca!Talk network. If you have
more than two of these peripher als- or any other s than I didn't mention-you'll
need some way to switch between them.
Here's what to do when you need a free serial port:

+ Shuffle.

One way to get around this problem is to change the way you'r e
hooking things up. For instan ce, if you have a l aser printer that could be
connect ed via Ethernet, you could disconnect it from the printer port,
connect it via an Ethernet connection, and t hen use the printer port for
something else.

+ Get a switch box.

Manual switch boxes for serial ports are reasonably
inexpensive and generally available in good computer stores (remember to
get the Mac's Din-8 seri al port variety). These boxes feature a manual A-8
switch that enables you to pick between two different serial peripherals at
any one time. There are a few caveats - some printers (many Hewlett-Packard
models come t o m ind) don't like to be on a switch box, and you may have
poor connections t o some other peripher als, such as digital cameras and PDA
docking devices. Overall they work pretty well though, as long as you
r emember to l oad only the correct driver (don't t ell two control panels that
they can both have the serial port at the same time) and, of course, you need
to remember t o switch to the device you want to use.

+ Try powered switching. If the switch box doesn't work for you, try a powered
switching devi ce instead. These boxes sense which device you're trying to
use (using th eir own cont rol panels), and then route the data to that device.
The PortDoubler series from Momentum, Inc. (vMvl . momentumi nc. net/) and
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the Port X pander offerings fro m MacAlly (1~ww. ma ca 11 y. com/) both boast
these capabilities as well as being compatible with more devices than typical
switch boxes.

+ Add more ports.

Ready for the big guns? You can actually add more ser ial
ports using an expansion card, such as the PCI offerings from Keyspan
(1~wv1. keys pan. com/), which also plans t o sell a USB card that will be
available to Macs that don't yet have USB ports.

Summary
+ Before you can upgrade or troubleshoot your Mac, it's a good idea to know
what model you have. This knowledge will go a long way to help you out not
only in your Mac repai r shop or parts store, but also with this book. Most
chapters feature a chart that helps you run through the system specifications
for upgrading your particular Mac model.

+ Almost every Mac has a slightly different procedure for opening the case, and
certain rules apply both to specific Mac models and to opening any computer.

+ You need to have certain tool s on hand before upgrading. You should also
carefully consider your surroundings and make sure you're ready to put forth
the time, energy, and organization required to upgrade successfully.

+ Finally, you should know some univer sal s about upgrading Macs, includ ing
the wires you're going to find inside the system, what cabling to use on the
outside, and how to identify th e different types of upgrade cards. Now, at lo ng
last, you're ready t o upgrade .
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In This Chapter

I

f you 're upgrading to change the speed of your Mac, this
chapt er is certainly one of the places to start. The Mac's
logic board and processor are responsible for most of the
technology that your Mac uses to "think," or process data.
The logic board includes the system bus (the path for data t o
travel around the logic board) and the expansion bus, wh ich
determines what sort of expansion cards you'll be able to use:
PDS, NuBus, or PCI. The logic board also houses the processor
or processor daughtercard, and is responsible for making sure
the processor and the res t of the Mac communicate w ell with
one other.

The processor and
logic board
Chart: Upgrade for
speed
Memory and settings
Chart: Add RAM to
your system
Add cache RAM

The speed of the process ing subsystem in a Macintosh is
based on the coming together of a number of different
variables, including the system bus speed, the processor, the
amount of RAM in th e syst em and the amount of cache RAM
that's inst alled . With these four factors covered, you can
consider ably speed up the performance of a given Mac.
Of course, that also depends on an important conditionexactly how upgradeable your particular Mac model is. Some
models are capable of amazing leaps in technology, whereas
others are rather limited in w hat they can do. In mos t cases ,
Macs can accept more RAM, even if they require the
replacement of existing RAM modules to do it. However, the
various Mac models differ in their capacity to accept new
processors and cache RAM.
Thi s chapter discusses all the processing subsyst em upgrades
you can perform on a Macintosh. Read on to find out what all
your parti cular Mac model i s capabl e of doing and how you
can go about boosting y our Mac's processing speed.

... ...
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The Processor and Logic Board

~
Note

The processor and logic board in a particular Macintosh model w ere designed ver y
specifically to go togeth er. The logic board is the heart of the Mac, responsibl e for
dealing with ever y thin g else th at makes up the computer, including the storage
subsystem, v ideo, expansi on cards, RAM, cache RAM- even the batter y for
Par ameter RAM (PRAM) sett ings.
Parameter RAM is a small section of memory reserved for permanent settings on the
Macintosh, most of which are governed by your control panels. These settings have to
be maintained when the Mac is shut down, so a small battery is used to constantly
power the RAM that the settings inhabit.

All these components need to work together w ith the processor to make the
computer's processing t asks run smoothly. This, too, is managed by the logic
board.
In fact , the l ogi c board and processor are so int ertwined that the two must have a
speed-based relati onship for them to work together. Th e processor's speed is
measured in megahertz, as first mentioned in Chapter 2. For the processor and the
logi c board to work together, the speed of the logic board 's system bus (which get s
data to and from th e processor) needs to be in line with the speed of the processor:
Either the speeds must be i dentical or the processor speed needs to be an exact
multiple of the speed of the logic board. This is one way computer companies
decide what the exact speeds of their processor s are going to be.

The speed game
Consider t hat a processor can be t he same speed as t he l ogic board 's system bus.
In pre-Power Macintosh computers, this was almost always t he case. A 25MHz
68030, like t he Mac Ilci, has a 25MHz syst em bus.

~
Note

In lat er systems, t hough, it became popular for processor s to be clocl?-m ultipli ed,
meaning t hey actual r un internally at a clock speed that is an exact mult iple of the
system bus speed. The first time this really became common was with the 68040
chips in the Quadra and LC ser ies, in which the processors were clock-doubl ed. In
many cases, t hat meant they featured a 66MHz processor running on a 33MHz
system bus. In fact , even the Quadra 800 and 650 models, which were advertised as
33MHz syst ems, wer e actually cl ock-doubled so th at the internal processor ran at
66MHz.
It's interest ing to note that Apple was originally shy about advertising the interna l
speed of its processors, even thou gh its competition in the lntel-compatible PC w orld
w as already making a science of it with the 486DX2-66-style naming conventions.
(DX2 suggested a dock-doubled processor.)
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With the advent of the Power Macintosh models, Apple started focusing less on
marketing the bus speed of Macs and more on pushing the processor speeds,
especially as it became common for the processor speeds to reach multiples
beyond double-speed. The 66MHz PowerPC 601 in the Power Macintosh 6100
was still a clock-doubled processor (the system bus ran at 33MHz), but the next
generation of Power Macs started going beyond double-such as the Power
Macintosh 7200/120, which featured a 40MHz bus, meaning the processor was
clock-tripled. The 300MHz PowerPC 750 processor, available in some Power
Macintosh G3 configurations, is actually cheating just slightly; it's based on a
66MHz bus and 4.5 as a multiplier. Do the math and you get to about 297MHz.
Actually, the 66MHz bus is about 66.6MHz, resulting in a 4.5 multiplier that brings
the Power Macintosh G3 to 299. 7MHz. And if you're not willing to give them that
one, multiply it by a 66.66MHz bus. Now it's 299.97. Fair enough?
The point is two-fold. First, it's important to realize that processor speed and
system bus speed are this closely related-especially when you get into upgrading
those Mac models that have upgradeable processors. In many cases, the cards
enable you to choose speeds for the processor and system bus that will affect both
performance and stability. When you're picking numbers for the system bus, you
may pick something slightly higher than the original rating, which could result in
crashes. Scale that back a bit and you may actually hit a range that will enable you
to use a multiplier that gives you a higher processor speed, even at a lower bus
speed.
For instance, a 66MHz bus setting might work at 231MHz, but a 60MHz bus setting
might allow you to boost the processor to 240MHz. It may not speed things up
much, but people do this sort of thing anyway for the bragging rights.

Upgradeable processors
This and the previous discussion assume you're in a position to choose processor
and system bus s peeds because you have a Macintosh capable of accepting the
upgrade. This is certainly not true in many cases, although a surprising number of
Mac models truly are upgradeable. Exactly how upgradeable is anothe r issue.
Some general things can be said about processor upgrading. First of all, it's rare
that you can jump more than one major revision in the tec hnology. For instance,
a lot of Mac II series machines can be upgraded us ing a PDS card that increases
the processor to the 68040 level, making it capable of running at 50- or 66MHz,
depending on the bus speed of the origina l Mac II series machine. But a Mac II
series machine-except in isolated incidents - can't be upgraded to a PowerPCbased Mac.
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Many 68040 machines can be upgraded to Power Macs. Likewise, PowerPC 601based machines can be upgraded to PowerPC 604e machines (which is actually a
direct generational leap, because the PowerPC 603e is not the logical successor of
the 601), and PowerPC 604e machines can be upgraded to G3-level PowerPC 750
processors. One of the few exceptions to this rule is the first generation (6100, 7100,
8100) Power Macintosh models, which can be upgraded to G3 processing power
using special PDS cards from Sonnet Technologies and Newer Technologies.
Where else can you get upgrades? See Table 6-1 for a little help. (Note that the Leve l
of Products category represents the products currently shipping as of this writing.
The companies listed may have shipped products designed for earlier Macs in the
past, but have since s topped selling them new.)

Table 6-1
Proc::essor Upgrade Manufacturers

,

Note

Company

Level of Products

URL

Apple Computer

PPC

Sonnet Technologies

030,040,PPC,G3

Newer Technologies

PPC,G3

MacTell

PPC,G3

Powerlogix

PPC,G3

XLR8

PPC,G3

Micromac

030,040,PPC

www.apple. com/product s/
www.sonnettech.c om/
www.newertech.com/
www.ma cte l l . com/
www.powerlogix.com/
~t1ww . xl r8. com/
www.micromac.com/

Aside from selling a wide variety of upgrading products, Micromac also offers an
excellent specifications search service on their Web site. Just choose your Mac model
from a menu, and the site will give you all the specifications for the model, including
RAM types and possible upgrades.

Types of upgrades
Before looking at the specific upgrades available for the various Macintosh models,
take a look at the different types of upgrades you'll encounter when you set out to
augment your system. There are really only four major types of upgrades out there,
although they vary a bit within each type. You'lllikely only have one choice,
although a number of mid-life Macs-those built in the early 1990s-offer a few
choices.
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Here are the types of upgrades:

+ Expansion card. It's rare-to-never that you'll see an expansion card upgrad e
that's based on NuBus or PC!, but the processor direct slot (PDS) that was
popular on earlier Mac models has proved to be a big hit with upgrade
manufacturers. From the Color Classic to the Power Macintosh 8 100, PDS slots
can almost always be filled with an upgrade that takes your model to the next
level. The only exception to thi s rule are some PowerPC-based Performa
models that offer PDS slots but never really used them fo r much of anything.
Unfortunately, those models don't seem very upgradeabl e. Figure 6-1 shows a
processor upgrade expansion card.

Figure 6-1: The Sonnet Presto 040 is a PDS expansion card
for many of the Mac II series comp uters.

+ Logic board. In this case, the entire logic board needs to be replaced for the
Mac to be upgraded . A logic board upgrade is a tough but not impossible task;
Apple generally recom mends that the logic board upgr ade be completed by
an authorized servi ce cen ter. Depending on your Mac model (and how much
interest you have in keeping the Mac under warranty and/or functional), you
can probably manage the logic board upgrade yourself. Unfortunately, you're
unlikely to find logic board upgrades at the retail level, requiring you to shop
the used market and the used/ refurbished computer mail-order houses.

+ Processor. A Mac's processor is usually either soldered on the motherboard meaning it's affixed by heating metal t hat then cools to form a seal - or it's
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socketed, meaning it's installed in such a way that it could, if necessary, be
removed from its socket. This second sort of processor is interesting, because
it means - i f a manufacturer expends enough ingenuity t o solve the problemyou can often add a different processor to make t he Mac oper ate at higher
speeds. This is exactly the approach taken t o upgr ading many Mac II series
machines to 68040 and some Performa-series machines t o Power PC. It's also
the approach used to upgrade G3-level machines to higher speeds.

+ Daughter card. This las t ty pe of upgrade is the most common with later
syst ems. In mos t Apple and many clone models based on the PowerPC 604e
processor, the CPU is actually mounted on an expansion card complete with
settings, heat sinks, and (sometimes) cache RAM. To upgrade the processor,
all you have to do is pull the existing daughtercard and plug in the new one.
With some daughtercards, it's even possible to set the speed of the system
bus (within certain par ameter s dictated by the logic board) . Figure 6-2 shows
a CPU daughtercard.

Figure 6-2: This is Apple's 200M Hz 604e daughtercard.
Notice the heat sink that covers the processor and other
components.

It's almost laughably simple t o upgrade most Macs when they provide an upgr ade
path. Per sonally, I think most Mac processor upgrades are a j oy to perform because
you just open the Mac, install the upgrade, and start computing at incredible new
speeds.
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Still, there are a few caveats, which I'll cover after you take a look at the options
available for your pa rticular system.

Individual upgradeability
Time for one of those big tables. Table 6-2 shows you the upgradeability of major
Macintosh models including some of the clones. Whe n a particular Mac is
upgradeable, all the ways in whic h it can be upgraded are listed in the
Upgradeable? column. 030 stands for 68030, 040 stands for 68040. Note that if a
computer is a lready a 68030 and the table indicates it's upgradeable to a 68030, this
is usually because the upgrade doubles the speed of the processor (or better),
usually via a PDS card.

Table 6-2

Macintosh Processor Upgrades
Mac OS Model

Processor

Speed

Upgradeab/e?

Upgrade Technology

Mac 128k

68000

8MHz

No

N/A

Mac 5 12k

68000

8MHz

No

N/A

Classic

68000

8MHz

No

N/A

Cl assic II

68030

16M Hz

No

N/A

Color Classic

68030

16M Hz

030, 040

PDS

Color Classic II

68030

33M Hz

040

PDS

Plus

68000

8MHz

No

N/A

SE

68000

8MHz

030

PDS

SE/30

68030

16MHz

030

PDS

Mac II

68020

16MHz

030

CPU

Mac llx

68030

16MHz

030

CPU

I lex

68030

16MHz

040

PDS

llci

68030

25M Hz

040

PDS

llsi

68030

20M Hz

040

PDS

II vi

68030

20M Hz

040, PPC 601

PDS, logic board

llvx

68030

32M Hz

040, PPC 601

PDS, logic board

llfx

68030

40MHz

N/A

N/A

LC

68020

16MHz

030,040

CPU, PDS

(continued)
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Table 6-2 (continued)
Mac OS Model

Processor

Speed

Upgradeable?

Upgrade Technology

LCII

68030

16MHz

030,040

CPU,PDS

LC 111/111

68030

25/33MHz

040

Logic board (LC475)

LC 520

68030

25M Hz

040, PPC 601

Logic board, CPU'

LC 550, Performa
550,560

68030

33M Hz

040, PPC 601

Logic board, CPU'

Performa 200

68030

16MHz

No

N/A

Performa 250,
400,405,
410,430

68030

16MHz

040

Logic board (LC 475)

Performa 450

68030

25M Hz

040

Logic board (LC 475)

Performa 600,
600CD

68030

32M Hz

040, PPC 601

PDS, logic boa rd
(71 00)

Performa 460,
466,467

68030

33M Hz

N/A

Logic board (LC 475)

Performa 475,
476

68LC040

50MHz

PPC 601

CPU

Performa 520

68030

25M Hz

N/A

N/A

Performa 575,
577, 578 LC 575

68LC040

66MHz

PPC 601

CPU

Performa 580,
588, LC 580

68LC040

66MHz

PPC 601

CPU

Mac TV

68030

33M Hz

No

N/A

Performa 600/
600CD

68030

33M Hz

040, PPC 60 1

PDS, logic board

Performa 630, 0
630CD, 63 1CD, 3
635CD, 636CD,
637CD, 638CD,
LC 630, Quadra 6

68LC040

66MHz

PPC 60 1

CPU

Quadra 605

68LC040

50MHz

PPC 601

CPU

Centris 610

68LC040

40MHz

040, PPC 601

CPU, PDS/Iogic board2

Quadra 610/
610005

68040

50MHz

040, PPC 601

CPU, PDS/Iogic board2
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Mac OS Model

Processor

Speed

Upgradeable?

Upgrade Technology

Centris 650,
Quadra 650

68040

66MHz

040, PPC 601

CPU, PDS/Iogic board2

Centris, Quadra
660AV

68040

50MHz

040, PPC 601

CPU, logic board

Quadra 700

68040

50MHz

040, PPC 601

CPU,PDS

Quadra 800

68040

66MHz

PPC 601,604

PDS, logic board
(8500)

Quadra 840AV

68040

80MHz

PPC 601,604

logic board (8500)

Quadra 900

68040

50MHz

040, PPC 601

CPU,PDS

Quadra 950

68040

66MHz

PPC 601

PDS

PM 6100, 6100AV,
61 00/DOS, Perform a
6110, 6112,6115,
6116,6117, 6118

PPC 601

60/66MHz

PPC 604, G3

PDS

PM 7100, 7100AV

PPC 601

66/80MHz

PPC 604, G3

PDS
Logic board (8500),
PDS

PM 8100, 8100AV,
8110,8115

PPC 601

80/100/
110MHz

PPC 604, G3

Performa 5200,
5210, 5215, 5220,
Power Mac 5200/75

PPC 603

75MHz

No

N/A

Performa 5260,
5270, 5300,
Power Mac 5260/100,
5300/100

PPC 603e

100MHz

No

N/A

Performa 5260/120,
5280, 5320, 5400,
5410, 5420, PM
5260/120,5400/120

PPC 603e

120MHz

No

N/A

Performa 5400/160,
5430

PPC 603e

160MHz

No

N/A

Performa 5400/
180,5440, PM
5400/ 180

PPC 603e

180MHz

No

N/A

PM 5400/200

PPC 603e

200M Hz

No

N/A

PM 5500/225

PPC 603e

225MHz

No

N/A

PM 5500/250

PPC 603e

250M Hz

No

N/A

(continued)
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Table 6-2 (continued)
Mac OS Model

Processor

Speed

Upgradeable?

Upgrade Technology

Performa 6200,
6205, 6210, 6214,
6216, 6218, 6220,
6230

PPC 603

75MHz

No

N/A

Performa 6260,
6290,6300,6310

PPC 603e

100M Hz

No

N/A

Performa 6320

PPC 603e

120M Hz

No

N/A

Performa 6360

PPC 603e

160M Hz

No

N/A

Performa 6400/
180,6410

PPC 603e

180MHz

No

N/A

Performa 6400/
200, 6420

PPC 603e

200M Hz

No

N/A

PM 4400/160

PPC 603e

160M Hz

No

N/A

4400/200, 4400PC PPC 603e

200M Hz

No

N/A

PM 6500

PPC 603e

200-300MHz

No

N/A

PM 7200, 7215

PPC 601

75-120MHz

PPC 604e

Logic board {7600)

PM 7220/200

PPC 603e

200M Hz

PPC 604e

Logic board {7600)

PM 7300

PPC 604e

166-200MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard

PM 7500/100

PPC 601

100MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard

PM 7600

PPC 604e

120-200MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard

PM 8500, 8600

PPC 604/604e 120-300MHz

PPC 604e, G3'

Daughtercard

PM 9500, 9600

PPC 604e

120-350MHz

PPC 604e, G3'

Daughtercard

PM 9500/9600MP

2 PPC 604e

180-200MHz

2 PPC 604e

Daughtercard

PM G3 series

G3 (PPC 750) 233-300MHz

G3

CPU

Power Computing Systems
Power 100/120

PPC 601

100- 120MHz

PPC 604e

PDS

PowerBase 180,
200,240

PPC 603e

180-240MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard

PowerWave 120,
132, 150

PPC 604

120- 150MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard

PowerCurve 120,
PowerCenter 120,
132 150/166/180

PPC 604

120-180MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard
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Mac OS Model

Processor

Speed

Upgrodeoble?

Upgrade Technology

PowerCenter Pro
180, 210, 240

PPC 604e

180-250MHz

PPC 603e, G3

Daughtercard

PowerTower Pro
180,200,225,250

PPC 604e

180-250MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard

cSOO series

PPC 603e

140- 240MHz

PPC 604e, G3

CPU

c600 series

PPC 603e

180- 280MHz

PPC 604e, G3

CPU

j700 series

PPC 604e

150- 233MHz

PPC 604e, G3

Daughtercard

s900 series

PPC 604e

150-250MHz

PPC 604E, G3

Daughtercard

UMAX Systems

1 Must be upgraded with a logic board upgrade to an LC 575 or Perfo rma 570 series before the processor
upgrade can be installed.
2 These Macs can be upgraded to PowerPC using either a PDS card or a logic board upgrade to a Power
Macintosh 6 100.
3 The Mach 5 series of 604e processors (which boosted speeds to 300- a nd 350M Hz in the shipping versions of
some 8600 and 9600 model Power Macs) can't be upgraded with 604e processors, because more powerful 604e
processors were never made (they can still be upgraded to G3 and beyond).

As you can see from the ta ble, upgrades are slightly more popular and via ble in
Macs than you may have realized. A lot of models have some sort of upgrade path
to keep them up to s peed for many years. It's especially inte resting to note that the
Mac market has gone through s ome fairly d efinitive tra ns ition points that trace the
contemporary theory (and market demands) that gove rned upgradeability. Some
major issues in the his tory of the Mac market can suggest why certain mode ls are
added to in one way whereas othe rs a re upgraded in another.
First, many 68030 machines (especially those inte nded for business use) can be
upgraded to 68040-level processors, making them capa ble, in many cases, of
running Mac OS 8.0. (Mac OS 8.0 was the first Mac OS to exclude 68030 machines.)
This upgradeability is almost always offered by third-party vendors and really
became popular only after ve ndors realized that the PDS slot was a good way to
boost performa nce to 68040 levels or better. The 68040 was a s light de parture from
the earlier 68000 series processors, with a differe nt cache scheme and slightly more
advanced internals . This made it attractive for an upgrade, especially after a lot of
softwa re programs were upgraded to 040 compatibility. These upgrades remain
popula r because the Mac OS has stopped supporting processors older than 68040s
in Mac OS 8.0. Some cards can upgrade to 68040 but don 't support later Mac OS
vers ions, so shop for that capability if it interests you.
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Unofficial upgrades: Logic boards and clock chipping
Table 6-2 pretty much focuses on uofflcialn upgrades, by which I mean upgrades offered by
Apple or another reasonably well~received vendor that seem to have gone through an
engineering and testing phase on the released product
If you find you're stuck with a machine that's not officially upgradeable, there might be
other ways to go about speeding things up- but you'll need to be a bit handy with electronics.
One way to upgrade a nonupgradeable Mac is to simply swap motherboards with a similar
model that uses the same case, cabling, and other miscellany. This isn't always the easiest
thing to do; there are minor differences in many Mac models that seem similar. But you'll
find that, in some cases, you might be lucky with this approach. For instance, you might be
able to upgrade an aging 68lC04G-based Performa all-in-one model (like the Performa
630) with a similar pull-out logic board from a Performa 6200 series. At least, I've heard of
that working. I've also heard of it not working. Many Performa and education-oriented
Power Macintosh machines have similar logic board designs, making it possible to upgrade
through many leaps in technology. I've seen a Performa 575 running a 200MHz 603e processor; an upgrade like changing a Performa 6200 into a 300MHz 603e (from a Power
Macintosh 6500) should be a no-brainer.
Check around in Usenet newsgroups and on the Web to see what type of motherboard
swaps have brought people luck, but realize that you're taking matters into your own
hands -like your warranty and the likelihood that certified technicians will tell you to fly a
kite if something goes wrong. So where do you find the boards? For starters, try Shreve
Systems (www. shrevesystems. com/ ), NEXCOMP (www. nexcomp . com/), MilagroMac
(www. mi 1ag roma c. com/u pgrades. html) or We love Macs (www. 1 ovema cs . com/).
Usenet and used Mac Web sites are also good bets.
If you're really a hobbyist type, you might enjoy clock chipping your Macintosh's processor.

Clock chipping is a process that increases the clock speed at which your Mac's processor
runs, based on the assumption the processor was originally set at a lower clock rate than
the Mac's logic board can handle to avoid quality-control problems. This is usually a safe
bet, but it doesn't necessarily make clock chipping a great idea.
If you're the sort of person who will perform a dock-chipping upgrade anyway (the basic process replaces the existing quartz oscillating clock on your logic board with a faster- or a variable- clock), this won't deter you. I'm not actually against the process. In my view, the problem is two-fold: Clock chipping too often introduces errors, including heat problems, that
affect stability. Plus, it usually just isn't that overwhelming of a speed gain. Instead of clock
chipping, I recommend saving your pennies for more RAM or cache-or even a new Mac.
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Second, the transition from 68040 to PowerPC was a big deal in the Mac world in
1993 and 1994, with many models of that time reflecting Apple's desire to give
everyone upgrade options. Most of those cards and logic board upgrades are no
longer available for retail sale; you'll need to comb th e upgrade mail-order houses
and the used markets t o see if you can find what you're looking for.
Third, mos t Macs based on the 604e processor are easily upgradeable t o faster 604e
and/or G3-level processors, with th e excepti on o f the Moto rola clon es and others
based on Motorola sublicenses. Those particular models don' t really have much of
an upgrade path at all for the time being, other th an extra system and cache RAM.

Performing the upgrade
If you've gotten your hands on th e information and parts you need to move ahead
with your upgrading task, you're pretty much ready to ro ll. In all cases, you'll
probably need to review the instruction s in Chapter 5 for getting your particular
Mac model open and exposed for the upgrading. You'll likely be working through an
enjoyable experience that's free of Mac internal headaches, but you'd best have a
set of tools on hand anyway to contend with Phillips-head screws, the occasional
flathead screw, and, in rare instances, a TIS Torx screw or two.
Her e are a few other things you'll want to consider before performing the upgrade:

+ Bacl? up your data.

Even if you don't want t o, you should back up the system
you're about to upgrade. Th ere's a chance you' ll either destroy th e Mac, and
then run screaming out the room with your arm on fire ( in which case neither
I, Apple, nor IDG Books can claim any culpability), or you might install a
processor upgr ade that goes nuts and starts overwriting everything on the
drive. Although these things aren't terribly likely, I imagine some folks have
managed to live through worse and were very pleased that they 'd decided to
back up their hard drives.

+ Electrically ground yourself

Even if you take a cavalier approach to stati c
electricity around your RAM, hard drive, and small pets, remember that a
grounding strap cost s about $10, whereas a new high-speed processor is
usually worth hundreds or thousands of dollars. It's the most expensive
component in most Macs, so you should handle your processor w ith staticfree care.

+Handle with care. Use the antistatic bags, software packaging, and anyth ing
else that comes with your processor upgrade to store it until you're ready t o
install it. Then, if you're replacing a card or daughtercard that you 've removed
from your Mac, store that component in th e same antistati c bag and software
packaging to keep it safe. (You may need it again or decide to sell it.)
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+ Know your system. When you're upgrading the logic board or processor, it's
incredibly important to know what's really going on inside your Mac. Get a
good feel for what components you're supposed to be removing or replacing,
and make sure you're doing ever ything according to procedure.

+Label everything. If you're in doubt when you're inside your Mac, label
something with a piece of masking t ape or an office-supply sticky label. (Don't
use Post-It-style stickies, because th ey'll fall off of hot surfaces and wiring.)

+ Consider a clean install.

If you perform a clean install of the Mac OS soon after
installing your upgrade (and making sure it's fairly problem free), you may
have better luck with it over th e long haul. Any assumptions the Mac OS made
about your computer (certain portions of the OS can only be installed on
Macs with particular power capabilities) might be changed when you reinstall
with your upgrade in place.

The most important advi ce I can give you is to know your limits. If you're not
comfortable performing this upgrade, admit that to yourself and move on. Most of
these processor upgrades aren't complicated, but they do involve very expensive,
somewhat delicate components. If you consi gn the task to an official Apple
authorized dealer, they're responsible if something gets messed up. They'll also
perform the upgrade by the book, test it, and perhaps even guarantee the
workmanship for a period of time.

Expansion card upgrades
This sort of processor upgrade is, bar none, the simplest to complete. All you really
need to do is locate the available PDS slot in your Macintosh and plug in t he
upgrade. You 'll then install a little software that will activate the card, accelerating
the Mac the next time you res tart.
The only real i ssue w ith PDS upgrades is you'll need the PDS slot to be available for
you to perform the upgrade. If the slot is taken up by something else- such as a
video or multimedia card- you'll have to remove i t before you can install the
processor upgrade. This can be an importan t issue if the card is cri tical t o your
work or if you don 't have any available NuBus slots for similar cards.
Some Macs will also require an adapter (the Mac llsi comes to mind, as well as
some other Macs in slimline cases), so make sure you get the adapter when you
purchase the accelerator.
The following walks through a Mac llci upgraded with the Presto 040 card from
Sonnet Technologies. In this case the new processor is a clock-doubled 68040
processor that runs internally at 80MHz but communicate with the res t of the
system at 40MHz. That's quite a boost over the standard Mac llci, which runs with a
25MHz 68030 processor. Read the warnings in the "Performing the upgrade"
section, and then fo llow these steps:
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1. Shut down the Mac, ground yourselr, and pull the power cord. Remove the
Mac's cover.
2. Locate the PDS sl ot, which sho uld be l abeled. (Make sure you've chosen the
PDS slot and not a NuBus slot.) Jr th ere's a card already in t he slot, remove i t.
( Make sure it isn't connected to any wires through the back of the case, and
then grab the card at each top corner and pull straight up.)
3. Make sure you've discharged static electricity, and then open the static-free
bag that contains the upgrade card . Remove the card.
4. Line the card up carefully over the PDS socket. Note th e notches in PDS
connec tor on the card and how they match up correctly in only one direction
relative to the PDS slot.
5. Press the card into the socket (see Figure 6-3). It should go in fairly easily. If
you find yourself forcing it too hard, you may have the card facing the wrong
direction. Look at the connector on the card and on th e logic board to orient
the card correctly, and then install the card again.

Figure 6-3: Press the card gently into th e socket with even pressure
on each side of the top of the card.

6. Close up the case (or you can test your Mac for a short time with the case
open) , and then plug the Mac in and start it up.
7. You probably won 't experi ence a speed boos t until you install the software
that came wit h the accelerator. Install th at software, and restart the Mac.
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Now you can sit back and watch the Mac to see if things seem accelerated. The
startup process may not seem very speedy-it involves the hard drive, ROM, and a
number of different things that you haven't sped up with the accelerator. Instead,
watch for telltale signs in applications that, in the past, ran a bit slow.

If you're having t rouble just getting started, read the instr uctions and any
troubleshooting issues in the accelerator's documentation closely. Remember that
you've changed t he processor after you've installed t he Mac OS, so it may be a bit
confused about t hings - specifically, issues like 32-bi t addresses (in the Memory
control panel) and t he 040 cache sett ing (in i ts own control panel) . Other modelspecific settings may get con fused, too.
If you really feel as though you're not seeing much acceler ation, you shoul d
troubleshoot t he card by isolating the card's extension and restarting. Next, test a
particularly tough processing challenge (something like recalculating a
spreadsheet, creating a complicated chart, or performing a Photoshop special
effect). Then, test w ith the extension enabled and see if the card does things faster.
If not, check to make sure the extension is loading as the Mac starts up. Shut down
the Mac and open it up t o make sure t he card is seated correctly.

~
Note

If everything looks good and it still seems things aren't working, you might need to
troubl eshoot for a conflict or software problem (see Chapter s 30 through 33) or call
the manufacturer to see if they have new software drivers and/or troubleshooting
tips for the parti cular Mac model and accelerator you're using.
Don't forget that RAM is a big part of speeding up your Mac, as discussed in Chapter
2. If you're squeezed for RAM, you may not see the speed boost you're expecting
from your accelerator card.

Logic board upgrades
Although a walkthough of a complete logic board upgrade is beyond the scope of
this book (the main pr oblem is that every different Mac case requires a different
procedure), I hit some high points here on this subject. Most importantly, don't
approach a logic board upgrade lightly. In one sense it's a great idea if you know
that the logic board will fit correctly in the case; if you install the new, factory-built
logic board, there really can't be a conflict that crops up, because you're not using a
third-party acceler ator or something similar.
Installati on is cri t ical, however. It's not impossible to do, by any stretch of the
imagination, but you'll need to take some precautions. Most of all, consider
whether or not you want t o spend the time it'll take for the upgrade. Also, rat her
than putting a used motherboard in your Mac, w hy not just buy and use t he
complete, newer Mac from which it came?
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~
Note

Of course, if you have a slide-out logic board (like many ail-in-one and Performa
models), you probably don't have too much to worry about in this arena. Just be carefully grounded and prepared with antistatic materials when you pull the logic board
out according to the instructions in Chapter 5. (Don't forget to transfer RAM and
cache RAM to the new logic board.) Slide the new logic board back into the Mac. If all
goes well, you'll have a new, faster computer.
If you've gotten past those issues, here are some other things to consider :
+Read the warnings in the "Performing the upgrade" section.

+ Check the ratings.

Make sure the case and power supply are r eally rated t o
handle the new logic board. Just because the cases look the same doesn't
always mean the innard s are. Specifi cally, check the rating on the power
supply to make sure your old case's supply can handle the new logic board.

+ Be organized.

A real pro at this sets aside a few hours for the changeover,
reads up on the particular models in quest ion, and even keeps a written log of
what he or she does throughout the surgery.

+ Root around to find out if anything in y our current Mac is incompatible or known
to cause trouble with the logic board you 'll be installing. For instance, is the new
logi c board known to have a conflict with the hard drive model in your Mac?
(fhis could be a tough one to answer, but you might find help in Usenet
discussi on gr oups or on Mac acceleration-oriented Web sites.)

+ Ground yourself electrically

and be very careful with components inside your
computer. In particular, keep metal from coming in contact with the logic
board or scraping across it , particularly if it's still plugged in . You'll have to
unplug the Mac to remove t he logic board, so a grounding strap is absolutely
necessary.

+ Keep track

of everything! If you go into this upgrade without a plan, you will
either (a) lose a screw or (b) have a screw left over. Don't count on yourself to
remember where everything went or keep track of parts left on the table or in
the carpet. Instead, label everything (cables, wiring, r i bbon cables) and keep
glasses or cups around to hold screws and parts. A lso, make a note of the
direction th at something is connected or plugged into something else,
especially if it can clearly go more than one way. Label s that tell you which
side is "left" or "up" are perfect , as long as you decide befor e hand what
exactly "left" and " up" are going to mean in thi s context.

+Know what you 're doing. Before removing a cable or touching a setting, reason
out what, exactly, the function of that parti cular gizmo is. If you know w hat
something is supposed to do, you'll be less likely to forget wher e it goes when
you' re reinstalling it later.
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Assuming you've grounded yourself, opened t he case, and you're ready to do the
swap, here's a ver y gener al description of the process:

1. Remove any expansion cards and store them safely in a static-free area.
2. You'll need to focus on removing any connect ions to t he logic board. This
includes labeling the ribbon cables for your drives an d removing them,
labeling and removing the power connec tion to the logic board from the
power supply (note carefully how they're connect ed), and labeling and
removing any sm all wires that connect LED lights and the speaker to the logic
board. You should al so l abel and remove any port connections - serial, SCSI,
and so on - to the logic boar d (at leas t , those th at aren't already part of th e
logic board).
3. You'll need to remove obstructions from th e logic board. If necessar y, remove
the hard drive and floppy dr ive. (They may swing out, they may be anchored
to the logic board, they may not be in the way at all.) Keep track of screws
and learn how the drive assembly or drive cage is pulled apart and put back
together. You may also need to remove the power supply. Be aware t hat
everything in a Mac isn't always held t ogether by screws; often there are
lever s and notches that you need to push or pull to get things to pop apart.
4. Make note of how the logic board is connected to the case. (A diagr am on
your notepad can be a good idea.) It probably uses a combinati on of plastic
standoffs, screws, w ashers and other mo unting braces or parts. Once you've
got it fi gured out, carefully disassemble it, and t hen remove the logic board.
You've got ever y thing out. Now, just reverse the preceding process to reinstall
ever y thing along w i th the new logi c board. Once you're done and it seems
everything has been a big success, you might want to do any other transferring you
need to do between logic boards - RAM, cache, accelerat ors, an d so on - and then
test the Mac with th e box open so you can get back in if something isn't right. You'll
likely have a cable or two backward-check all t he lights, sounds, and other
indi cators on your Mac. If t hey're not working or are working in an odd way, you
may have messed up a connect ion. Shut down, and head back into the machine to
fi x things.

CPU upgrades
Agai n, t hese ar e ver y specific to the model of Macintosh t hat's being upgraded, as
well as being r easonably r are compared to t he other ty pes of upgrades. Although I
recommend you strongly consider having a profess ional install your logic boar d
(and prefer ably a professional who is then financially responsible for any error s), I
really recommend it for CPU upgrades. Actually, it's not am azingly di fficult to install
a processor upgr ade -just amazingly delicate. A CPU chip connects to the logic
board by way of some ver y spindly little pin connec tors that can easily bend or
break. And when you bend or break one, you're well on your way t o having r uined
the processor, w hich can be worth quite a bit of money.
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On newer Macs, the CPU chip is inst alled in a Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) socket,
which is a bit easier t o work wi th. These sockets are designed so that a small lever,
l ocated on the side of the socket , can be easily lifted. Once it's lifted, the pressure
that holds each pin in place in the socket is released, and the CPU can be pulled out
with just one finger on each side of it. Reinserting the CPU is just as easy: You
properly align the chip, and then give it a tiny tap. As a result, the chip will slide
into the socket, enabling you to lower the l ever and tighten the chip back into
place.
Interestingly, touching these ZIF sockets, when installed new on a Power Macintosh
G3, for instance, will void the Apple w arranty. Apple puts a seal over t he ZlF socket
that must be broken to access the processor. Even though ZIF is a better w ay t o go,
Apple still believes it's complicat ed enough that you should t ake the machine to an
authorized service center to upgrade the processor chip.
But in mos t cases, you won't have to worry about that , because your chip upgrade
will probably not inv olve a ZIF socket or any of t hat stuff. Yours will be much, much
t ougher.

.,
Note

Seriously, with older Macs, you'll need a chip puller and som e patience (work the
chip slowly out of the socket, moving to one side, lifting a slight amount, and t hen
moving to the next side and lifting a slight amount). You'll also need good
instructions; if you're performing a chip upgrade using a third-party kit, make sure
the kit is designed specifically for your Mac mod el and the instructions are
complete. Go slowly, ground yourself, and don't bend a pin .
If you do bend a pin- but you don't break it- stop right there and take the w hole
mess immediately to a service center. They should be able to salvage the CPU.

Daughtercard upgrades
These, thank the maker, are easy enough t o accomplish. A daughtercard is really a
simple ext ension of the PDS idea -instead of being an open slot on the logic board
for various upgrades, it's a single slot designed to take a board that contains the
Mac's CPU. This makes Macs incredibly easy to upgr ade and has become something
of a fixture in new systems, at least for the time being.
Every daught ercard-upgrad eable Mac is a Power PC 604e or abov e, so you'll only be
using thi s method on the more recent machines. When y ou're shopping for a
daughtercard upgrade, you need to be careful that the part i cular upgrade you're
looking at supports your M ac model, as the bus speeds and processor speeds need
to sy nc up in an exact mult iple. (A SOMHz bus will w ork w ith a 200MHz processor,
but not with a 233MHz processor.) Some daughtercards hav e auto-synching bus and
processor speeds that enable you to just drop one card in a number of different
Mac models, where it will sync itself t o the best speed possible.
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There's another type of processor upgrade you'll encounter-the variable speed
daughtercard upgrade. Wit h these, you have a dial or other sort of setting that
enables you to try to push the envelope a bit; you can set the bus speed and
processor speed to see if you can sweat t he las t little bit of performance out of your
machine. Personally, I'd w alk away from one of these cards if it was more expensive,
unless you want the flexibility to put the card in different systems. If you like the
idea of all the settings, though, grab one of these cards and get ready to install it .
Installing a daughtercard is a pretty straightforward process. With the excepti on of
th e Power Computing Power Center Pro (I can' t speak for other models in the
Power Computing, but that particular machine, which I own , is a bear), every
daughtercard-upgradeable Mac has had a very clear, wide-open w ay to get at the
card. This example shows a Sonnet Crescendo G3 upgrade card being installed in a
Power Macintosh 7300.
As far as precautions, there are only a few:

+ Read t he w arni ngs in the " Performing th e upgrade" section.
+ Be aware of stati c electricity discharge and wear a grounding st rap. Be aware
of your surroundings as well (get rid of any liquid, kids, and free-flowing
molten lava), because t he cards you're holding in your hands are likely wor t h
hundreds or thousands of dollars.
+ Speaking of hands, don't reach into a Mac that's been r unning awhile and grab
the daughtercard - th e accordion-like metal all over th e card is a heat sink,
designed to dissipate heat from the processor. Wait for it to cool for a few
minutes or more before touching it, and then be careful at first.
Here's how to install th e typical daughtercard upgrade:

I. Shut down the Mac, ground yourself, and pull the power cord. Remove the
Mac's cover and open t he case so you can see the daughtercard.
2. The current processor will already be in t he daughtercard slot. Check it to
make sure it's not hot. Make sure you've discharged electricity, grab it by each
top edge, and remove it from the slot. Put it down in a safe and static-free area
on your desktop or work table.
3. Open the st atic-free bag that contains the upgrade card. Unwrap the card .
4. Line the card up carefully over th e daughtercard slot . The card will only fit in
one direction because one section of the card's interface is slightly l arger than
the other part.
5. Press the card into the socket (see Figure 6-4). It should go in fairly easily. If
you find yourself for cing it too hard, you may have the card facing the wrong
direction or misaligned .
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Figure 6-4: Press the daughtercard into the socket with even

pressure on each side of the top of the card.
If your daughtercard doesn't have special settings, all that's left is to button up the
Macintosh and start it up. In some cases, you might experience the speed gain
immediately. In others, you'll need t o load the included software so th at th e
accelerator's extensions are inst alled, and then restart the Mac to enjoy your
newfound wonder machine.
If your daughter card does feature settings for the bus speed and processor speed ,
you might w ant to experiment with the case open for a while. Following the
instruc tions that came w ith the card , pick and choose to find the best settings fo r
your particular Mac. While you search for the best settings, look for a balance
between over-revving your Mac and getting the best speeds that keep the system
st able. If you suspect there's extra crashing as a result of the daughtercard, try
backing it cl own a notch or so in bus and processor speed, and then mak e sure
you 're using the most recent version of the card's extensions and utilit ies.

Remem ber that the card is the only processor you've got in the machine, which is
different from some upgrades, where both the old and new processors can be in the
Mac at the same time. If you experience trouble getting the Mac to start up, check
the card. If it isn't p lugged in correctly, your Mac doesn't have a processor, making
it less th an useful.
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Other difficulties may be attributabl e to problems with the extension software
(especially i f you've recently upgraded the Mac OS) or to the card not being
completely compatible with your Mac. If you have such trouble, contact the
manufacturer to see if they recommend another unit or a slightly slower one that
might prove more compatible.

Upgrading Memory
Maybe I should have made this section appear first in this chapter. After all, in
almost all cases, memory is the most important upgrade. Too often the RAM
requ irements are spiraling past our aging machines, leaving them slower than they
really need to be, if only because they don't have enough RAM to really shine. Once
you've used all the physical RAM in your Mac, you're left with solutions like Virtual
Memory and Connectix RAMDoubl er - solutions that take processor time to
implement and access the hard drive constantly, which sl ows down everything.
So, if your Mac run s the software you need it to run (that is, if you're not upgrading
so you can still take advantage of the lates t Mac OS version or to move up to some
l evel of PowerPC performance), and your Mac j ust seems a little sluggish , you
should look into getting mor e RAM for your system.
Of course, there are other things you can do with memory that can increase your
Mac's speed, including managing well the memory you do have in your syst em and
adding cache RAM. (For more on the basics of RAM, see Chapter 2.)

System RAM
In fact , RAM can be usefu l for more than just running programs. You can hand RAM
over to your Mac's disk cache, which tends to speed up accesses to the hard drive.
You can also use RAM to create a RAM disk, which acts as a regular floppy or hard
disk, but is accessed at the speed of RAM. Thi s is a great way to speed up a Web
browser, for instance, enabling i t to place all its browser dat a fi les on the RAM
disk so that they can be easily accessed when you visit a particular Web page more
than once.
The amount of RAM your Mac needs keeps going up and up. At the time of writing,
Apple doesn't seem willing to sell a Mac OS system wi th less than 32MB of RAM and
t hat's a r easonable, if not stellar, minimum. Recently, a glut of RAM (and minor
improvements in RAM technology) has kept prices so low for months and months
that programmers and computer manufacturer s are getting used to RAM being
cheap. This means they're willing to be a bit frivolous with it when they're cr eatin g
their programs or adding features to operating system versi ons.
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So, if you use your Mac on a daily basis in a professional capacity, you probably
want between 48- and 64MB of RAM to work with office applications like Microsoft
Office and FileMaker Pro. If you use your Mac for professional gr aphics and layou t
work, relying on Photoshop, PageMaker, QuarkXPress or similar programs, you
might want 64MB as a lower limit, with 128MB of RAM not being an unreasonable
amount.
For high-end t asks such as full-time Photoshop work, running a server computer,
rendering animation, and application development, you 're more likely to want
256MB of RAM. Apple has made Macs capable of accepting 1GB of RAM, which is
quite a lot, but probably won't seem so in just a few more months or years
(especially with more and more convergence between video production, audio
production, and computing). QuickTime on its own will likely drive people to install
much more RAM, as d esktop video and audio production slowly become as popular
as desktop publishing.

Check your RAM settings
If you're not sure how much RAM you currently have in your Mac, it's easy enough
to find out. In the Finder, choose About This Computer (or About This Macintosh)
from the Apple menu. In the resulting d ialog box, you can see all the applications
that are currently running and how much space each of them takes up (see
Figure 6-5).
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Notice that this dialog box tells you a number of things, including the amount of
built-in RAM (based on th e physical, actual RAM chips) that's installed in y our Mac
and the amount of Virtual Memory available, if you have Virtual Memory turned on
in the Memory control panel. Virtual memory enables you to use hard drive space
as a way to increase the amount of system RAM available to your Mac; thi s w ay i t
can quickly swap progr ams that aren't being used or bits of data to the hard drive,
and then make room for something that is being used. Although convenient,
because it allows you to run more demanding programs than you might other
wise be able to, Virtual Memory, no matter how sophisticated, will always slow
your Mac down .
You can set Virtual Memory on or off via the Memory control panel, as well as
decide how much of th e hard drive you'd like set aside for v irtual memory. Usually,
setting it right at 1MB over th e amount of ph ysical RAM you have in your Mac is a
good balance between speed and usefu lness. You can set it higher if your Mac is
struggling to run a particular program or two, and you're willing to take a
performance hit.
The Memory control panel will also enable you to create a RAM disk and manage
the amount of RAM you dedicate to a cache. This cache reads ahead on the hard
drive and tries to store data -in high speed RAM-that it thinks your programs
may need next. If it's right, that's a hit to the cache, which gives you a little speed
burst. If it's right often enough every second, you'll begin to see a decent speed
increase as you wo rk on th e Mac. Th e rule of thumb is t o add about 96K of cache
for every megabyte of physical RAM you have in your syst em. II you're running low
on RAM for your progr ams, though, you can get a li ttl e more back by turning clown
your cache settings.
A RAM disk is great if you've got some extra RAM to play with . Creat e a RAM disk
and you can store data files in a portion of RAM that's been set aside to act as
though it's a floppy disk or a small hard drive (see Figure 6-6). The difference is, it's
really RAM, which is must fas ter than any sort of physical storage. Of course, the
downside is that a RAM disk is just as volatile as RAM itself; although a RAM disk's
data will survive a soft rest a1·t (Speci al ¢ Restart), it won't survive the Mac being
shut down. In th at case, you'lllose what's on th e RAM disk. The best plan ? Place
data that isn't mission-critical, such as files from a game program or Web browser
cache files , on the RAM disk to provide speedy access.
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Figure 6-6: I always have a RAM disk on my desktop to store noncritical tiles where
I can get at them quickly.

Working with RAM
Your Mac's progr ams have to actively deal with RAM too. In fact , they have to
request RAM whenev er they 're launched so that they have space in m emor y to
store their data and progr amming code. Without enou gh RAM, the program won 't
run well or at all; with too much RAM, th e program is h oarding syst em mem or y
from the rest of your programs.
You can check a program 's RAM allocation by selecting th e program's actual i con
(not an alias) in the Finder and choosing file , . Get Info. You'll then see t he m emory
requirements for th e progr am in th e lower-right com e of the Ge Info box.
You can change those settings to something higher if you are getting ''Out of
Memory" error messages when workin g w ith the progr am or if it runs more slowly
than you believe it should. You can also set the request ed value to a higher number
so that the application tries to get a lot of memory, but w ill take less if you're
already running many other progr ams.
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Interestingly, all of this allocatin g and reallocating of RAM can lead to a fairly
common problem that people have with their Macs -fragmented memory. In the
last section of this book, you'll read about software problems that can be caused by
a hard drive becoming fragmented: Too many files have been written and r ewritten
to portions of that drive so that there are small, left-over fragments everywhere.
That same sort of thing can happen in RAM.
If you've opened and c losed a lot of applications ( usually over days or weeks) since
the last time you shut down or restarted your Mac, little bits of that memory may
not have been deallocated every time a program was shut down. After a little time,
this fragmentation can cause trouble when you launch other applications.
Eventually, you'll get "Out of Memory" error messages or other more problematic
crashes. If you experience something similar, and you've been using your Mac
nonstop for quite some time, consider restarting in order to defragment memory.
(When you shut down or r estart, most of your Mac's system memory gets wiped
clean, and you can start ov er again.)

Adding RAM

/
'
Note

If you've decided you're ready to dig in and change the amount of RAM in your Mac,
you'll need to figure out how much RAM your Mac can handle. That's what Table 6-3
is for, and the information it contains will also tell you what sort of RAM to buy and
how many RAM modules you need to add at once.
If you're serious about adding RAM, I recommend you download the Apple Memory
Guide document from Apple's Support Web site (vMw . app l e . com / s upppo r tl). It
not only has memory requirements for different Macs, but it even includes diagrams
that show you how and where to add RAM to your particular Mac system.

The RAM Table
Each Mac model ships with a certain amount of RAM and generally offer s at least
one slot for upgrading (often some of the Mac's base RAM is soldered onto the logic
board). Each model also has a certain type of RAM t echnology that i t needs to use,
and the RAM has to be a certain speed, in nanoseconds. Finally, in some cases you
can't just install one RAM module. Instead, you're forced to install two or more to
fill a memory bank or series of modules that ar e accessed as one.
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Table 6-3

Macintosh RAM Upgrades
M odel

Base RAM

Max RAM

Slots

Type

Speed

Groups of...

Mac 128k

128K

128K

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mac 512k

512K

512K

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

Classic

1MB

4MB

2

30-pin
SIMM

120 ns 2

Classic II

2MB

lOMB

2

30-pin
SIMM

100 ns 2

Color Classic

4MB

lOMB

2

30-pin
SIMM

100 ns

Color Classic II

4MB

36MB

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

Plus

1MB

4MB

4

30-pin
SIMM

150 ns

2

SE

1MB

4MB

4

30-pin
SIMM

150 ns

2

SE/30

1MB

32MB

8

30-pin
SIMM

120 ns 4

Mac II

1MB

20MB

8

30-pin
SIMM

120 ns 4

Mac llx

1MB

32MB

8

30-pin
SIMM

120 ns

4

llcx

1MB

128MB

8

30-pin
SIMM

llci

1MB

128MB

8

3D-pin
SIMM

80 ns

4

llsi

1MB

17MB

4

30-pin
SIMM

100 ns

4

llvi, livx

4MB

68MB

4

30-pin
SIMM

80 ns

4

llfx

4MB

128MB

8

64-pin'
SIMM

80 ns

4

Mac TV

4MB

8MB

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

LC, Performa
200

2MB

lOMB

30-pin
SIMM

100 ns

2

2

(continued)
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Table 6-3 (continued)
Model

Bose RAM

Max RAM

Slots

Type

Speed

LC II, Performa
250,400,
405, 410, 430

4MB

l OMB

2

30-pin
SIMM

100 ns 2

LC 111/111+,
475, 520, 550,
575; Performa
275, 450, 460,
466, 467, 475,
476, 520, 550,
560, 575, 577,
578

4MB

36MB

72-pin
51MM

80 ns

Performa 600

4MB

68MB

4

30-pin
SIMM

80 ns

Performa 580,
588, LC 580

8MB

52MB

2

72-pin
51MM

80 ns

Performa 630,
630(0, 635(0,
636CD, 637CD,
638CDLC630,
Quadra 630

4MB

36MB

72-pin
51MM

80 ns

Perform a
8MB
630005, 631 CD,
640005

52MB

72-pin

80 ns

Quadra 605

4MB

36MB

72- pin
51MM

80 ns

Centris 610,
Quadra 610,
6 10005

4MB

68MB

2

72-pin
51MM

80 ns

Centris 6 50,
Quadra 650

4MB'

132MB 2

4

72-pin
51MM

80 ns

Centris,
Quadra 660AV

4MB

68MB

2

72-pin
51MM

70 ns

Quadra 700

4MB

20MB

4

30-pin
SIMM

80 ns

Quadra 800

8MB

136MB

4

72-pin
SIMM

60 ns

Quadra 840AV

4MB

128MB

4

72-pin
SIMM

2
51MM

Groups ol..

4
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Max RAM

Slots

Type

Speed Groups of...

Quadra 900, 950 4MB

256MB

16

30-pin
SIMM

80 ns

4

PM 6100,
8MB
6100AV, 6100/
DOS; Performa
6110, 6112, 6115,
6116, 6117, 6118

72MB

2

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

2

PM 7100,
7100AV

8MB

136MB

4

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

2

PM 8100,
8100AV, 8110,
8115

8MB

264MB

8

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

2

PM 8100/110

16MB

264MB

8

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

2

Performa 5200,
5210, 5215,
5220,5260,
5270 PM
5200/75

8MB

64MB

2

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

Performa 5260, 16MB
5270, 5300,
5320, Power Mac
5260/100, 5260/
1205300/100

64MB

2

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

Performa 5400, 16MB
5400/160,
5400/ 180, 5410,
5420,5430,
5440, PM 5400/
120, 5400/ 180

136MB

2

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 5400/200

24MB

136MB

2

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 5500/
225,5500/ 250

32MB

128MB

2

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

Performa 6200,
6205,6214,
6216,6260,
6290

8MB

64MB

2

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

(continued)
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Table 6-3 (continued)
Model

Base RAM

Max RAM

Slots

JYpe

Speed Groups of. ..

Perform a 6210,
6218, 6220,
6230,6300,
6310,6320

16MB

64MB

2

72-pin
SIMM

80 ns

Performa 6360

16MB

136MB

2

168-pin
SIMM

70 ns

Performa 6400/
180,6400/
200,6410

16MB

136MB

2

168-pin
SIMM

70 ns

Performa 6420

24MB

136MB

2

168-pin
SIMM

70 ns

PM 4400/160

16MB

96MB

3

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 4400/200

16MB

160MB

3

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 4400PC

32MB

160MB

3

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 6500 series

32MB'

128MB

2

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 6500/300

64MB

128MB

2

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 7200 series

8MB

256MB

4

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 7215/90

16MB

256MB

4

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 7220/200

16MB

160MB

3

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 7220/200PC 32MB

160MB

3

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

PM 7300/
166,7300/180

16MB

5 12MB

8

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 7300/
180PC, 7300/
200

32MB

512MB

8

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 7500, 7600

8MB

512MB

8

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 7600/200

32MB

512MB

8

168-pin
DIMM

10 ns
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Model

Base RAM

Max RAM

Slots

Type

Speed Groups of...

PM 8200/100

8MB

256MB

4

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 8200/120

16MB

256MB

4

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 8500

16MB

512MB

8

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 8515

32MB

5 12MB

8

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 8600

32MB

512MB

8

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 9500/120,
9500/ 132,
9500/200

16MB

768MB

12

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 9500/
150 9515/1 32

8MB

768MB

12

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 9500/
180MP

32MB

768MB

12

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 9600/200,
9600/200MP,
9600/233

32MB

768MB

12

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM 9600/300,
9600/350

64MB

768MB

12

168-pin
DIMM

70 ns

PM G3 Desktop

32MB

192MB

3

168-pin
DIMM

10 ns4

PM G3 MT

32MB

384MB

3

168-pin
DIMM

10 ns4

20th Anniversary 32MB

128MB

2

168-pin
DIMM

60 ns

1 The llfx requires a unique 64-pin SIMM.
2 The Quadra 650 later came with 8MB of base RAM, which raised its limit to 136MB.
3 The Power Macintosh 6500 Small Business Edition bundle came with 48MB of RAM.
4 G3 series computers use high-speed 50-DIMMs.

Before you run out and buy more RAM for your Mac, it's always a good idea to pop
open your Mac's case and take a look at how your RAM is distributed, it's possible,
for instance, to have 4MB of RAM that's filling your four RAM slots, because you
have four 1MB SIMMs. Or, you coul d have one 128MB DIMM in your Mac and still
have one or two RAM slots open for even more upgrading.
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,

Note

You should also read your Mac's manual to check and see if interleaving will increase
the performance of your Mac. In some models that are capable of being upgraded
one RAM module at a time, you can get a better performance gain if you install two
at a time, because each module then becomes a separate part of the main memory
allowing the Mac to take advantage of interleaving. When that happens, the processor can alternate between the modules when it retrieves data, thus speeding up the
process of gathering data from RAM. The speed boost usually hovers around 10 to 15
percent.

Adding the RAM
Adding RAM is certainly one of the easier upgrades, at least in most cases . You
won't void your warranty or upset Apple or your clone's manufacturer if you add
RAM- unless you have a very special circumstance or a new system yet-to-beintroduced when this was written. (Check your manual just to be sa fe.) In general,
anyone can add RAM to a Mac.
The things you need to be careful of are the same things you worry about with
other upgrades-electrically grounding yourself; keeping your RAM modules away
from static, liquid, or other trauma; and not forcing or breaking anything inside the
Mac. Otherwise, RAM is very straightforward. The only problem you 'll have may be
getting your Mac's case open and the RAM module slots exposed so you can reach
them (Apple and the clone vendors haven't done a great job on every Mac in this
respect).
You also shouldn't touch the contacts on a RAM module-handle it by the top
corners instead.
From there, adding RAM is straightforward in most systems, although one or two of
them can be slightly more challenging. Consult your manual and/or the Apple
Memory Guide document available from their Support Web site for more details on
your particular machine. SIMMs and DIMMs can be a little different, so take note.
(Also, don't forget my admonishment regarding earlier compact Macs-Pius, SE,
SE/30-back in Chapter 5. Upgrading the RAM in these models ranges from tough
and annoying to simply dangerous. Strongly consider taking these Macs to a
qualified service center.)

tr it were a perfect world, every single RAM SIMM upgrade would go like this:
1. Shut down the Mac, ground yourself electrically, and unplug the Mac.

2. Open the Mac's case. Find an empty RAM module slot.
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3. Make sure you've got th e module turned the right direction. To fit into the
memor y slot , th e modules should go in at a 45-degree angle to the logic board
(see Figure 6-7).

Figure 6-7: Inserting a SIMM in a memory slot

4. With t he module pushed into the memory slot at a 45-degree angle, tilt the
module up until it Jocks into the slot at 90 degrees. In some cases, little metal
or plastic hooks will grab the module and hold it in place.
5. Insert any oth er modules if your Mac requ ires more than one at a time.
That's all you need to do. You can close your Mac and start it up to test if the RAM
module is working correctly and r ecognized by th e Mac. Check the About This
Computer window or the Apple System Profiler to see the added RAM.
For a RAM DIMM installati on, things are sometimes slightly different.
If it were a perfect world, every single RAM DIMM upgrade would go like this:

I. Shut down the Mac, ground yourself electri cally, and unplug the Mac.
2. Open the Mac's case. Find an empty RAM DIMM sl ot.
3. You'll install the DIMM directly into the DIMM sl ot (not at an angle), so you
need to visually line up the not ches on the bottom of the DIMM w ith th e
ridges in the DIMM slot t o make sure it'll fit.
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4. Push the DIMM down into the slot. If all goes well, the release lever on the
side of the DIMM should lock into place (see Figure 6-8).

Figure 6-8: Inserting a DIMM into a memory slot

,

Note

To release the DIMM, simply push down on the locking lever on the side of the
DlMM slot. This should pop the DIMM ri ght out.
Does the RAM module just not seem to fit? It happens. These slots and modules are
supposed to be pretty standard, but that's not always the case. Try to buy RAM from a
Mac-knowledgeable dealer who can tell you which modules are best for your particular model. But if you get a module that doesn't fit, don't try to force it. Return it for
an exchange, probably on a slightly different make or brand of module.

Cache RAM
Cache RAM, as discussed in Chapter 2, is incredibly high-speed memory that's
designed to hold important information between regular RAM and the processor,
such that th e processor is almost always accessing this high-speed memory instead
of regular RAM. That keeps the processor running at peak performance, instead of
forcing it to sl ow down while it waits for data to arrive from the main memory.
Many Mac systems can accept cache RAM upgrades that are placed in a special
cache RAM slot on the l ogic board. Check your manual to see if your Mac has a
socket for cache RAM. If it does, you can upgrade it the same as you would a
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regular RAM module. Ju st shop for a cache RAM module for your particular Mac
model inst ead of a regular RAM module. (Cache RAM is usually much more
expensive than regular RAM. A megabyte of RAM can cos t $3- $5, whereas 51 2
kilobytes of cache RAM can cos t $25- $75, depending on th e Mac model.)

_/
Note

Oth er Macs, especially older models, can accept a cache PDS card , w hich u sually
helps to speed the m achine up by I 0 t o 20 percent or so. If you'r e pretty sure y ou
aren't interested in inves tin g in a processor upgrade that fits in the PDS slot of your
Mac II seri es m achine (or if you have a model th at can't be upgraded by a PDS
processor card), y ou might wan t to pop in a cache RAM PDS card to get a d ecent
speed increase over regular performan ce.
You can't really do much about the cache in a G3 system, as most G3 processors use
a backside cache that's built onto the computer's daughtercard. But in earlier Power
Macs, a decent-sized level 2 cache is a must, even with Performa models and some
others in w hich Apple didn't originally install a cache module. If you have a Performa
6000 series Mac or a Power Macintosh of any type with no cache or only 128- or
256K of cache, you should seriously consider upgrading to 512K or 1MB of cache.
Your PowerPC will thank you.

Summary
+ If you want speed w hen you're using your applications and t he Mac's Finder,
then upgr ading your process or is cer tainly one way to do that. Actually,
adding RAM is usually the first st ep, but many Mac m odels can b e upgraded
to handle a processor that 's a gener ation ah ead of th e processor originally
shi pped with t h e machine. Not only can th at speed things up, but such an
upgrade might even enabl e you to use a M ac OS versi on that has b een
upgraded so that it no longer supp ort s your original m achine. (This was t r ue
of 68030-based M acs and M ac OS 8.0 and above, w hic h no longer support
those earlier M acs, but do supp ort some of those Macs when they'r e
upgraded to 68040 processors.)

+ T here are four different ty pes of processor

upgr ade: expansio n card upgrades,
processor up grades, daughtercard upgrades, and logic b oard upgrades.
Expansion cards and daughtercards are the easiest , w hereas processor
upgr ades are the m ost delicate and l ogic board upgr ades are the t oughest.
Th at last tr ade-off is worth something, th ou gh, b ecause a logi c board upgrade
is the only upgrade that can give you all the features of a new Mac, like
support for mo re RAM, built-in AV features (if th ey exist), and other extras.

+ Upgrading w ith an expansion card or daughtercard is easy, but y ou sh ould
really think twice before performing a processor or logic b oard upgr ade on
your own. If you're not mechanically i nclined- or i f you're sim ply not
incli ned t o risk ruining a card worth t h ousands of dollar s - consult an Apple
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Authorized Servi ce center and see if they can upgrade it for you quickly and
safely.

+ RAM is even more important than processor upgrades, if only because the
fastest processor out there needs the breathing room that enough RAM
affords it. RAM and processor upgrades go hand-in-hand. Plus, RAM is one of
the easiest int ernal upgrades there is. Cache RAM isn't much tougher, and it
can easily boost your Mac's performance in an appreciable way.

•

•

•

Hard Drives

A

t one time, hard drives were incredibly expensive
components and it was difficult for the average user to
afford upgrading one. Inst ead, energy would be focused on
external removable drives, floppies, and tape backup. A few
years ago, Mac users pined for software solut ions that would
compress dat a and applications while working with them,
saving preci ous hard drive space.
I'm not trying to be cavalier about this, but you should forget
all that stuff. Hard drives are really cheap these days.
Although removabl e drives are definitel y still a good idea, you
should feel much more free about upgrading your Mac's hard
drive capacity when you reach your current limits. The drives
are much cheaper these days, and there's really no way to get
fas ter storage options for your Mac.

This can be really impor t ant if the Mac is going to be used for
graphics manipulation, desktop publishing, or mul timedi a
work. Fast, huge drives are necessary for those of us who play
with audio on a daily basis- not to men tion people creating
video presentations, professional advertising layouts and
building kiosk presentations or burning CO-ROMs. All these
applications can require tons of hard drive space.
In addition, you'll need some speed. Hard drive upgrades can
easily be tailored to the individual user, allowing you t o focus
on simply adding more space, adding space for use in
professional multimedia, adding space for use in a workgroup
server situation or adding space for the ultimate in speed and
security. Each technology gets progressively more
complicated, but I'll try to wade through them all, and you can
go as deep as you w ant to go. Whether you're just upgrading a
home system or looking to add a video-edi ting studio to your
mix of Mac t asks, there's a hard drive upgrade to help you.

• • • •
In This Chapter
The types of hard
drive upgra des
SCSI explained
Chart: What options
does your Mac offer?
Add a hard drive to
your system

• • • •
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Hard Drive Types and Upgrades
It's perfectly amazing how much hard drive space one person can use these
days. My current machine has 6GB of hard drive space, and the LAN in my office
features about 20GB of space on which I can drop files for backup, archiving, and
transferring between the different Macs. This book alone has over 75MB of
space dedicated to it to handle all the digital images and screenshots. And that
doesn't even include the CO-ROM's contents, which ar e being developed on yet
another Mac.
Whereas the purpose of most of the storage upgrades in my office has been to add
space (I've added internal and external drives to these Macs, most of the time just
to get a little more room for regular documents and applications) , I'v e also had to
prioritize the t ypes of hard drives, the speed of their interfaces, and the amount of
space dedicated to such activities as digital imaging and audio producti on. For
some jobs, har d drives need to be faster, not just bigger. In other cases, the drives
need to be easier t o work with and more convenient.
Although it may not seem so, there are actually a number of different types of hard
drive upgrades, and j ust as many reasons to perform a hard drive upgrade in the
first place. It's important to know not just the technologies involved in hard drive
upgrades, but the actual reasons for upgrading. You'll also need a little informat ion
on how to upgrade your particular machine; refer to Table 7-1 , which appears l ater
in this section.

Reasons to upgrade
Aside from the obvious ("! need more space!"), you probably have some specific
reasons in mind for upgrading. Let's take a l ook at those reasons, and then consider
the types of hard drive technologies best suited for solving your problem.

+ I need more space for my home/home-office/small-business computer. In this
case, you probably just need to store more documents, newer programs, or
more e-mail. Depending on your computer system, you have two or three
choices. First, you can upgrade the drive that's currently your main, internal
hard drive. Second, you can add an additional hard drive internally, if your
computer has that capacity. Third, you can add an external hard drive using
the SCSI connector on the back of your Mac. In any of these cases, you'll need
a basic IDE or SCSI hard drive, depending on the technology used in your Mac.

+ 1 need more space for professional images, des/Uop layout,

or multimedia. This
midrange need means you require a faster drive than the average, but you
don't exactly have a contract with Disney yet ( that is, you're not doing any
heavy-duty vid eo or audio editing). In this case, you want to focus on the
available SCSI technology in your computer. If it has an internal hard drive
option, chances are it offers you fairly speedy SCSI connections inside the
machine. Det ermine exactly what type of SCSI that is, and then get a hard
drive to match .
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+ I need space for editing digital

video, digital audio, and crazy stuff like that. This
time maybe you d o hav e a contract with Disney (or Pixar). Your Mac's built-in
SCSI technologies may not sulfice. Instead, you're likely going to call in t he
heavy guns- an upgrade card that features Fas t, Wide, or Ultra SCSI
t echnologies. You'll then need to get a drive to match it. Of course, you should
make sure your Mac doesn't already feature some advanced SCSI before you
jump out there and spend money on an upgrade card.

+ I'm really serious about high-end digital work.

Look into an AV drive- not just a
hi gh-speed drive, but a drive that actually only allows data to be written
sequentially. These drives ac t a little like tape recording mechanisms: They
lay every piece of data down right after the las t bit. That way, th e drive
doesn't skip around to find more space. They're also a bit t ougher to work
with and can't be used for any thing other than audio and video produc tion.
(These AV drives are less common these days, what with the faster speeds
available in general-purpose SCSI drives and RAID setups.)

+

You won't believe my high-speed, huge-capacity needs. If you're in this boat,
whether it's for digital work or high-end serving needs, you might need to
cons ider a Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) that can either speed
up your access, maintain the security of your data or a little of both. RAIDs
use special software to mirror data on a number of different high-speed di sks
at once, enabling the disks t o share the load necessary to speed up saves.
They' re also good for mirroring data on different drives, so that a single drive
failure can' t pull down your digital editing bay or your file server. This is
complex stuff, no doubt.

Hard drive technologies
After determining why you want to upgrade, the next step is figuring out how to
upgrade. You'll need a quick primer, though, so you know exactly what to look for
when you're shopping for your hard drive upgrade. (You may also need a new hard
drive interface card, especi ally if you' re l ooking to move up to some professionallevel artistr y.) Not only do different Macs rely on different drive technologies, but
th ey can even rely on different levels within thos e technol ogies, such as the
increasingly powerful levels of the SCSI standard.

IDE technology
IDE stands for fntegrated Drive Electronics, and it represents a speedy but l ess
expensive drive technology that Apple has only r ecently begun using. Seeing some
action in PowerPC-based Performa machines, IDE gained popularity by being
included in the Performa 6400, Power Macintosh 6500, and the early G3-level Power
Macintosh comput ers.
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IDE is actually the most popular lntel-compatible drive technology, which makes
the drives a bit less expensive while allowing them to be comparable in speed to
standard SCSI drives. (SCSI, discussed in the next section, is the preva iling standard
in the Mac industry). A lot of Mac veterans scarf at IDE, but the derision is only
partly warranted . Having SCSI in a Mac is a definite advantage, because it's a bit
easier to add SCSI devices than it is to add IDE devices, and you can add more SCSI
devices to a single Mac. SCSI also tends to be a bit quicker and is more extensiblehigh-end SCSI technologies can offer very high transfer speeds.
Apple has mitigated most of these disadvantages, however. The IDE drives that ship
with Apple's Macs can be a bit slower, but they're usually tolerable. IDE expansion
in Macs is usually severely limited- most Macs that s hip with IDE drives don't
orrer any additional drive bays. And nearly every Mac that's ever shipped with an
IDE drive s till orrers a SCSI interface, so you can upgrade using SCSI drives. So it's
not as scary as some folks think.
If you do need to buy a n IDE drive as a replacement drive for your system (check
Table 7-llater in this chapter to see if your Mac features IDE technology), you'll
want to know a couple of tidbits about Apple's implementation of IDE. In many
cases you'll probably shop for an IDE drive from a retailer or mail-order house that
sells IDE drives for lntel-compatible PCs. If this is the case, you'll need to watch out
for some of the ways Macs integrate IDE technology that differ slightly from the
lntel-compatible world:

+ Apple's internal IDE hard drives use the standa rd 40-pin ribbon connector
found in lnte l-compatible computers.
+ You can use IDE drives made by other companies as long as they support the
identify command, work at least at PIO mode 2 performance level, and have
write caching turned on. The most important distinction, though, is the drive
must support Logical Block Addressing (LBA). This a llows IDE drives to get
past an inherent 520MB limit. Be s ure to ask the retailer or the manufacturer
of the drive if these settings are all available in the particular drive you're
considering- for the most part, they're very common default settings .
+ Some early Mac systems that include fOE drives (Apple specifically mentions
the PowerBook 150, Macintosh 630 series, and Power Macintosh 5200/75 LC)
employ an internal IDE controller that may limit those machines to using the
first 2GB of their IDE drive (assuming you install one rated higher than 2GB).
Newer Macs shouldn't s uffer from this limit as long as the drive is otherwise
compatible. For instance, the Macintos h G3 series originally shipped with
4- and 6MB IDE options .
+In the Power Macintosh G3 and below, Apple doesn' t s pecifica lly support any
of the high-speed IDE interface standards like Ultra-DMA. These technologies
increase the speed of IDE drives in lntel-compatibles, but Apple has n't written
any drivers to support these drives.
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+ Although some Macs do have enough internal expansion to support a second
IDE drive, carefully read the specifications and manual for your specific
machines. In some cases - the Power Macintosh 4400 and the G3 machines,
for example -the IDE bus is full , because the model has an IDE hard drive and
an IDE CD-ROM drive. (fhe Mac's IDE interface can generally only handle two
devices.) On these systems, Apple usually includes an internal SCSI adapter
that enables you to add SCSI devices internally in any open drive bays.

.,
Note

Obviously, you could have some luck walking into an In tel-compatible-oriented
store and buying a bigger IDE drive for your Macintosh . The drives used in IDEcapable Macs aren' t significantly different from those used in lntel-compatibles. My
one caveat: Choose a store with a good return policy. In most cases, those drives
aren't tested in Macs, so any number of small issues could keep them from
performing optimally .
You may have heard of the unfortunately named master/ slave configuration settings
that lntel-compatible users focus on when adding or upgrading IDE devices. No such
system exists in Macintosh machines that include IDE technology. Although master/slave configurations allow two different IDE devices to coexist on the same bus
(one is set to be master and the other to slave, usually via a jumper or dip switch on
the drives themselves), Mac systems avoid this potential headache by only allowing
one IDE device per IDE bus. That's why lntel-compatibles can often support four IDE
devices (in machines rated for Extended IDE capabilities) whereas Macs only support
two. That means you work with fewer inexpensive IDE devices, but it also means you
get to avoid setting near-microscopic jumper sleeves on the drives' control pins, a
task most Mac loyalists like to leave in the lntel-compatible sphere where it belongs.
(Note: This is all true at the time of writing. However, I've heard rumors that the
newer Power Macintosh G3 models may have this capability. If your G3 has an internal IDE Zip drive or one was offered when you bought the G3, you may have the ability to support two IDE drives per bus. This may also be tru e in the futu re Power
Macintoch models.)

Should you upgrade your internal IDE drive?··· ··. ~·,~ ... '' ·.
It sure can be tempting. Those IDE drives on sale in the computer stores are usually fifty to
a hundred bucks cheaper than their SCSI counterparts. However, the Mac just doesn't quite
support IDE like lntel-compatible PCs do. Plus, you're going to have to swap the IDE drive
that's already in your machine and toss it or sell it in the classifieds: Most Macs only support
one internal IDE hard drive, and any external hard drives have to be SCSI. What to do?
If you're going to be adding a significant amount of space- say you're going from 1GB of
storage to 6GB- then certainly consider choosing a new IDE drive and sw apping it for your
existing internal IDE drive. Just be aware of all the issues surrounding such a move, like the
fact that early IDE-based Macs can only address 2GB on an IDE drive. (Swapping an internal
drive is covered later in this chapter.)
(continued)
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(continued)

If the move isn't as significant, I'd encourage you to look into an external SCSI drive for your
Mac. All Macs (barring the first few models in the mid-1980s and the iMac) support external SCSI drives, and there are two advantages to this approach. First, you keep the same
startup drive that you've always had (and that Apple installed in your system), minimizing
your exposure to incompatibility problems. Second, an external drive is handy and portable,
giving you the option of grabbing the drive and connecting it to another Mac if your computer ever fails or if you decide to upgrade to a new machine. The downside? The external
SCSI bus on most Macs operates at SMBps, which is slower than the internal SCSI bus in
many modern Macs. Fortunately, the speed difference is not terribly noticeable when compared to Apple's IDE drive performance.

SCSI technology
The old standard in the Mac world is Small Computer System Interface (SCSI)
technology, which varies quite a bit from IDE in both its performance
characteristics and flexibility. It also varies somewhat from IDE in terms of price,
and SCSI support continues to be one reason Apple's Macintosh systems are
generally priced at a premium over lntel-compatible machines that don't include
SCSI capabilities. Far be it for me to editorialize, but I certainly feel the presence of
SCSI is worth the extra cost.
Where IDE is limited to two internal drives (in Apple's current implementation),
SCSI allows up to 7 devices to coexist on a single bus (chain of devices wired
together). In Macs with two SCSI buses, that means (theoretically) 14 devices could
coexist on the same Mac-a feat that IDE technology is unlikely t o accomplish
during this millennium, if at all. Most Macs are limited to about 6 devices, however,
and SCSI headaches can be some of the worst troubleshooting for the typical Mac
users or administrator, so be warned .

.Note/

According to Apple, the grand-poobah of SCSI was the Workgroup Server 95 (and
presumably the WGS 9150), capable of dealing with a full 20 SCSI devices attached to
it. Other Macs that can handle 14 include the Power Macintosh 8100/8150/9150.
Newer Macs like the 7300, 7500, 7600, 8600, and 9600 can handle a theoretical
14 as well, but space limitations keep the practical limit closer to 8 or so. Earlier Macs
with internal drive bays (like the Quadra and Centris series) actually used two SCSI
buses, but treated them like one, meaning you still couldn't have duplicate SCSI IDs.
As always, check your manual.
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SCSI terms and basics
A number of terms are bandied about when discussing SCSI, so let's get the basics
out of the way right now. Let me start, though, by saying that adding and
troubleshooting SCSI devices (covered extensively in Chapter 23) is certainly not
as difficult as some computing tasks can be. In fact, it makes perfect sense. You do
need someth ing of a grasp on the te rms and concepts, though, to make sure you
pull through a SCSI operation unscathed.

A SCSI bus is simply a data path for information to flow between the computer
and peripherals. For every SCSI bus, there's a SCSI controller that's responsible
for being a traffic cop for data on that bus. (Newer Macs feature dual-channel
asynchronous SCSI, enabling a single controller to run two buses, but that's only
mildly interesting.)
Okay, now here's a challenge for you. Pick up a book about Macs-any book about
Macs- and try to figure out what I'm about to tell you. If you didn't have me, you'd
tear your hair out. (Actually, Macworld Mac Secrets, 5th Edition by David Pogue and
Joseph Schorr [lOG Books Worldwide, 1998) does a pretty good job, and not just
because it's another Mac title that would look good on your bookshelf right next to
this one.)
Each SCSI bus can have up to eight different SCSI IDs that are assigned to devices
on the bus. Those IDs are numbered 0 through 7. On any given bus, however, only
seven of the eight IDs are available, because the host Macintosh has to have one of
the IDs (usually number 7) on each bus. The Mac has to be a device on the bus,
after all, if it's going to talk to other devices.
So, you have seven SCSI IDs available for devices. Remember, though, that
preexisting devices also rate a SCSIID number, so your internal hard drive takes up
another ID number (often number 0). An internal CD-ROM drive takes another
number (usually number 3). Now, if your Mac has only one SCSI bus , you're down to
five devices that you can install either interna lly or externally. If you have an
internal Zip drive, say "see ya" to another SCSI ID.
But if your Mac has two SCSI buses, one is probably an internal bus and the other is
an external bus. In this case, you need to be careful that you know not only what
the SCSIID number is for a given device, but a lso what bus that particular device is
on. For instance, my Power Computing PowerCenter Pro not only has a regular
SCSI bus for connecting internal and external peripherals, it also has an Adaptec
UltraSCSI card, which offers high-speed 20MBps connections internally. This
creates a second bus, meaning another set of SCSIID numbers 0 through 7. You
can see what that looks like in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1: The Apple System Profiler shows two

different SCSI buses, each with its own set of SCSI ID
numbers.

SCSI ID numbers
When you install a new SCSI device, it has to have a new SCSI ID number. Amazing
problems (data integrity problems, crashes, freezes) can result when you ass ign the
same SCSIID number to two different devices. That's to be avoided at all costs.
Otherwise, not too many ru les govern SCSIID numbers.
Most external devices offer a small switch that enables you to change the SCSIID
number (see Figure 7-2). External devices may also have dip switch settings or a
similar switch for choosing 10 numbers.
Internal devices, on the other hand, usually rely on jumper settings. You place a
plastic s heath over two or more tiny metal posts on the drive to choose settings.
Jumpers are a barrel of laughs to play with, but important to know about if you plan
to add a second drive to your Mac. Most SCSI drives come from the factory set to
SCSIID 0. Howeve r, that's no good if you're adding a second drive, because the
original drive that shipped with your Mac is set to SCSI 10 0. You'll have to change
the new drive's number.
In case you're wondering, there isn't much method to choosing SCSI IDs.
Technically, the higher the SCSIID, the higher the priority- but that doesn't
really matter often, because the Macintosh itself is the o nly device that really has
priority over th e others. That said, if you have trouble with a SCSI drive showing up,
mounting, or working as a startup disk, you might try setting it to a higher SCSIIDor any different SCSI ID at all- and see if that changes things. (I'll cover SCSI
tro ubleshooting extensively in Chapter 23. And I mean pages and pages worth!)
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Figure 7-2: SCSI IDs are usually simple to set on external devices.

Types of SCSI
The second major concern when you want to add a SCSI device is the exact nature
of the SCSI connections you have available in your Mac. These come down to the
different types of SCSI technology that have been developed over the years to
improve -you guessed it-the speed of the SCSI connection. I'll start, though, by
complaining about how confusing this can all be.
In the SCSI world, there have been three standards: SCSI (or SCSI-1), SCSI-2 and
SCSI-3. These names and numbers are, for the most part, completely irrelevant to
our lives. The standards are only given names, according to rumor, so that in-theknow computer scientis ts can laugh a t the rest of us.
More important a re the SCSI transfer protocols, which coincide somewhat with the
SCSI standards. It may help to know that SCSI-I was ratified in 1985, SCSI-2 in 1990
and SCSI-3 is still a developing standard (at this writing) but seems intended only to
extend the SCSI-2 standard, not replace it. The standards, then, are only interesting
as dates in time. What you'll hear more often are references to the transfer
protocols, as outlined here:

+ SCSI. Although people use the word SCSI to mean jus t about a ny sort of SCSI
device (regardless of its standards or speeds), it's probably most useful to
think of SCSI as "basic SCSI," or the protocol that was part of the SCSI-I
standard. In this standard, data is transferred along 8-bit wide data paths at
about 5MB per second. In this case, the SCSI bus speed is 5MHz.
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+ Fast SCSI or Fast SCSI-2. Part of the SCSI-2 specification, Fast SCSI is a tra nsfer
protocol that do ubles the speed of basic SCSI to 10MHz, still using an 8-bit
path. That res ults in a maximum throughput of lOMB per second.
+Wide SCSI or Wide SCSI-2. Wide SCSI interfaces use a 16-bit bus at 5MHz to
trans fer data . This a lso res ults in a maximum throughput of lOMB per second,
but it also means that Wide SCSI buses can support up to 16 devices per bus
(instead of the regular 8 devices) . Wiele SCSI is usually internal only, and
requires a s pecial 68-pin cable to communicate with Wide SCSI devices. (Many
Wide SCSI cards also feature a 50-pln or 25-pin external connector for adding
slower external SCSI devices to the bus.)

+ Fast/Wide SCSI or Fast/Wide SCSI-2. Put these two SCSI-2 technologies
together and you get a 16-bit bus runni ng at 10MHz. That results in maximum
transfers of 20MBps, along with support fo r 16 devices.

+ Ultra SCSI or Ultra SCSI-3. Part of the emerging SCSI-3 standard, Ultra SCSI
uses an 8-bit bus at 20MHz for a maximum trans fe r rate of 20MBps.
+Ultra/Wide SCSI or Ultra/Wide SCSI-3. As you might guess, this is a 20MHz,
16-bit SCSI bus capable of data transfers up to 40MBps and support for 16
devices. This a lso requires a 68-pin cable for the highest-speed connections.
Technically, SCSI interfaces a nd d rives should be bac kward compatible. That is, a
fast drive can plug into a slo w in terface and run at the slower speed, and, by the
same token, a s low drive could also be plugged into a fast SCSI interface and
continue to work. In practice, this seems to be generally true, a lthough the early
SCSI-1 devices were reportedly quite a mess (you're probably better off shying
away from drives a nd SCSI interfaces bui lt before the late 1980s). Of course , those
drives tend to be s mall in capac ity and cumbers ome in the amount of space they
take up.
What is of interest here is buying the right drive for your Mac's SCSI interface - o r,
if you're not happy with its built-in capabilities, maybe you want to add an upgrade
card for better SCSI perfo rman ce and for the abi lity to support faster drives. If
you're not sure what SCSI technology your Mac offers, take a look at Table 7-1 later
in this chapter.
SCSI cables and connections
You may already have gathered that SCSI, while high speed a nd o nly getting faster,
can also be a bit te mperamental. Along with Postscript font handling, many an avid
Mac fan thinks of the SCSI cha in as the dar!? side of a Mac's personality. It's here
where even the slightes t inequi ties can result in poor or absolutely zero
performance.
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FireWire: Mega, Super, Uftra SCSI
Even as huge drives based on the Ultra/Wide SCSI standard spew megabytes-per-second of
recorded audio and video in production studios everywhere, it's still not enough. According
to a recent interview I read featuring George Lucas of Star Wars fame, he expects that the
last movie in the second trilogy of Star Wars films will be shot completely digitally- no
actual film will be used. Unfortunately, says Lucas, the technology hasn't been invented
quite yet to make that happen. It will be, though.
FireWire, which is less glamorously known as Serial SCSI, is the next step in SCSI technology
that may help Mr. Lucas's quest. As the SCSI bus speeds up beyond 20MHz, complexities
make it more practical to use serial technology (where data bits are sent one at a time)
instead of parallel technology (where data bits are sent 8 or 16 at a time, hence 8-bit and
16-bit buses of traditional SCSI). Although it seems like a step backward, it isn't because the
speed of a serial bus could reach beyond l ,OOOMHz and into the gigahertz (GHz) range.
Meanwhile, parallel technology is having trouble getting past 20MHz.

FireWire is also less complex, requiring a simple 6-pin connector to operate, and it's much
smarter about termination issues, which tend to be the bane of current SCSI connections.
Already FireWire is emerging not just as a hard drive technology, but as a popular way to
connect digital cameras to computers for transferring images. Eventually, perhaps, we'll
reach throughput speeds of 50MBps, lOOM Bps, or something greater for these connections
to finally quench the cinematographic desires of Mr. Lucas.

The biggest facto rs fo r SCSI involve the cabling used a nd the need for termination.
Both of these can contribute to interference o n the line that can ultimately bog
down performance.
First, SCSI cables need to be high qua lity, offer ing the proper s hie lding and
compo ne nts. Apple points o ut in their Tech Info Library (located at http: I I
t i l . i nfo. a pp l e. com) that poor quality cables are often respons ible for
seemingly mys terious SCSI pro blems.
Cable length is also an issue . Even though you can daisy chain SCSI devices, the
overall le ngth of a SCSI chain s hould never exceed 20 feet, a nd a chain longer than
10 feet can be proble matic. For this reason, cable lengths of 12 to 24 inches are
recommended between devices, with 6 feet being the a bsolute maximum for most
devices (some devices simply won't work with cables over 24 inches long). If you
need a SCSI device (for example, a scanner) to be placed farther away from your
Mac than that, you should cons ider placing anothe r Mac closer to it or o pting for a
network-based scanner that's connected by technology s uch as Ethe rnet.
Also, take note whenever yo u buy cabling for your SCSI devices: The externa l
connector o n your Mac uses a 25-pin connectio n, but many SCSI devices use the
s tandard (calle d Centronics) 50-pin connecto r. In some cases, you may need to buy
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an adapter cable so you can hook a device to your external SCSI connector. After
that, most devices can be daisy cha ined using 50-pin to 50-pin cables. But don't take
my wo rd for it-lomega Zip and Jaz drives, for instance, opt for 25-pin cables.
Check your devices closely to ensure you get the right cable and/or adapter.
SCSI termination
After you've connected your drives, you'll need termination. Because SCSI is
capable of daisy chaining devices, the SCSI bus actually works a bit like a network,
with address numbers (the SCSI IDs) allowing devices to communicate with the
Macintosh itself. But the SCSI bus also needs to know its limits. When data gets to
one of the ends of a SCSI chain , it "bounces" back, causing interference. Special
resistors, called terminators, prevent this problem. The las t device in a SCSI cha in
needs to be terminated; instead of having a cable that connects it to another
device, a special terminator is plugged into (or activated) within the device so that
data doesn't try to go further downline (see Figure 7-3).

Figure 7-3: A SCSI terminator keeps stray data bits from causing

interference on the line.
SCSI termination can also be important at different points in the connection. For
most chains, the bus should be terminated at both ends. The exception is a chain
that's less than 18 inches or so In length. (And It should probably still be
terminated, just to be safe.)
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For most of Mac users , that means terminating the last device in the external chain
of SCSI devices. For many Macs, the internal drive acts as the first termination
point, and the last external device is the second. If your SCSI chain reaches beyond
10 feet, adding a third terminator at a bout the 10-foot point can be useful if (and
only if) you're having SCSI-related errors. If you're installing a second internal drive,
the re's a good chance you'll need to play with the termination settings, because
your current internal drive is terminated. If you can add the internal drive in the
middle of the internal SCSI chain, so much the better.
You should know a few exceptions to these rules. The Mac Plus has no internal
termination (as it has no internal drive) so the first external SCSI device in the chain
should be terminated, as should the last (but only terminate the drive once if it's
your only SCSI device). The Mac Ilfx requires a bizarre 200-ohm terminator that is
different from every other Mac's and almost every other device (it's also used for
connecting ha rd drives to Apple LaserWriter Ilf/IIg and LaserWriter Pro 630
printers). This special terminator is black (when Apple makes it) to differentiate it
from regular external terminators, which are traditionally gray.
Aside from knowing the color, you'll need to figure out what these terminators look
like and how they work. SCSI terminators come in three bas ic flavors:
+ Built-in terminators. These terminators are resistors built into or connected
directly to the SCSI device. Generally used for internal devices, they can either
be removed o r switched off when another device is added to the SCSI chain.
Read your docume ntation carefully though, as these terminators can be
damaging if incorrectly reinstalled.
+ External terminator plugs. These terminators plug into the cabling
connectors on your external SCSI devices, or between the SCSI cable and a
particular device's SCSI connector.
+ Logic board terminators. These ofte n look like memory modules. They plug
into the SCSI port on the Macintosh when no internal hard drive is present.
Otherwise, the hard drive's internal terminator is s ufficient.
Good termination of the SCSI bus can be the difference between a no-problem
upgrade and error after error. In that spirit, let me iterate a nd reite rate a few
cautionary notes:
+Don't terminate devices twice. This can be an easy mistake to make on a
device that features both built-in termination and a second SCSI connector. If
you terminate at the connector while internal termination is active, you could
have big problems. You could damage devices or lose data.
+ Be aware that some devices offer an automatic or internal termination that
can sometimes be controlled by software. Read your hard drive's manual
carefully to make sure it doesn't offer some unique termination system.
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+ Check the manual on your Mac before installing a SCSI device that sends
termination power (TERMPWR) to the SCSI bus. Some modern Macs don't like
that at al l.

+ Look into drives and devices that offer active termination. This means the
device will decide on its own whether or not termination is necessary under
the circumstance. Often these devices (if they're des igned to be ins talled
externally) also feature an LED o r readout that tells you what its termination
decision was. If you're not happy with its decision, you can discipli ne it as
necessary.
Mac books dedicate untold pages to SCSI proble ms and troubleshooting-and this
one is no exception. Check Chapter 23 for starters, and then flip through the rest of
the troubleshooting chapters in Part Ill for advice on troubleshooting all sorts of SCSI
devices.

Add a Hard Drive
If you're ready to add some serious storage space to your Mac, a hard drive is a

good bet. These days a hard drive is a c heap, effective and fast way to add
gigabytes and gigabytes of storage. Altho ugh removable media and recordable COs
a re okay for backup and trading data, nothing beats a high-speed hard drive for
day-to-day data retrieval.
Which brings you to your firs t issue: How fast of a hard drive can your Mac handle?
Specifically, you're interested in knowing the drive technology you'll want to use for
your new drive (lDE or SCSI) and, if it's a SCSI connection, what transfer technology
it uses (Fast SCSI, Wide SCSI, Ultra SCSI, and so on). Armed with this knowledge,
you'll have a better idea of which drive to buy.
And you'll want to decide whether to upgrade internally or externally. If you've
been reading this chapte r from the beginning, you may already be aware of these
advantages and disadvantages:

+ External. External drives communicate more s lowly with your Mac than do
internal drives most of the time (very early Macs had similar speeds both
internally and externally) . External drives are easy to install, portable, and
usually have cool external cases (see Figure 7-4).
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Figure 7-4: An external hard drive will have its own casing, power
cable, and obvious SCSI connectors and SCSI ID controls.

+ Internal. Internal drives can be faster, can use advanced SCSI technologies,
and don't add another box to your computer setup. You'll need an extra drive
bay in your Mac, though, and internal drives can be much tougher to add,
usually requiring a screwdriver, good lighting and, in some cases, plenty of
patience. In addition, internal drives are naked compared to external drives,
showing up without plastic cases and LED indicators.

Evangelista tip: External hard drives
What if you feel like adding an internal drive, but you want an enclosure for your old internal drive so that it can live a second life as an external drive? Well, you can call one of those
hard drive specialists in the marketplace ads in the back of Macworld, but there's another
way. Here's a hint from Kevin Patfield, one of the corp of elite Evangelistas out there on the
Internet who give solid advice to Mac users:
''This one's pretty obvious, yet I still see people asking about it. The question usually goes
something like this: 'Where's the best place to buy an enclosure for a hard disk? I've just
installed a new quintillion gigabyte internal in my Mac and I'd like to use my old quadrillion
gigabyte drive as an external: The answer is to first buy an external drive and swap it with
the original internal drive. This is almost always cheaper than buying an internal drive and
an enclosure. It has an additional advantage in that you can easily back up everything onto
your new drive before you even reach for a screwdriver."
(continued)
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(continued)

One caveat is that not all internal drives will fit in external enclosures. When you buy the
external drive enclosure, ask the vendor or manufacturer if it's designed to accept a standard 3.5" hard drive from your Mac. If the vendor knows Macs and Mac upgrading, you
should be able to get a straight answer to this question.
Also, realize that the drive in your Mac is often an Apple~sp ecific drive that uses Apple's hard
disk driver software. Replacing it with another drive isn't impossible, but it does add
another layer of complexity, requiring you to update the driver software without help from
Apple's Mac OS installation CDs, for instance. You may also have trouble getting Apple's
included utilities (such as Disk First Aid) to troubleshoot the drive, so you'll need to have
the drive's own utilities handy at all times. (Make sure you have a backup diskette or
bootable CD-ROM that includes those utilities.)

What hard drive should you buy?
The short answer: You'll probably want to buy a Fast SCSI drive for upgrading most
Macs in most situations . If you're looking at a need for serious high-speed data
transfers, you might want an Ultra/Wide SCSI card and an Ultra/Wide SCSI drive to
go with it. If you're re placing an internal drive, you'll need a new drive that uses the
same technology (IDE or SCSO as the old drive. If you want an external drive, it's
probably going to be a plain SCSI model, unless you buy a special upgrade card that
enables you to hook up an external Wide SCSI drive.
The longer answer: When you go on your quest for a hard drive, you'll need to be
armed with a little information. First, does your Mac accept IDE hard drives, SCSI
hard drives, or both? If you'll be upgrading externally, you need a SCSI drive, and
most likely you can get away with a slower drive - most Macs' SCSI ports still
transfer data at SCSI-1 speeds. New Macs are an exception, especially those that
feature SCSI on an expan sion card instead of built into the motherboard. Check
your manual; your SCSI card may trans fer data externally at Fast SCSI or even
Ultra/Wide SCSI s peeds, so you' ll want to buy a hard drive to match. Remember,
any sort of Wide SCSI requires a 64-pin connector.
The fact that you need this information can only mean one thing - it's chart time.
Table 7-1 has the details about the various Mac models and the info you need to
upgrade your hard d rive, including whether or not there's room for an internal hard
drive and what technology the Mac's main drive uses. Because all Macs (aside from
the first two) offer a 5MBps SCSI port externally, that information isn't included in
the chart.
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The iMac, Apple's recently announced all-in-one consumer Macintosh, doesn't support any sort of external SCSI. Other co nsumer Mac models may follow suit in the
future.

Table 7-1
Hard Drive Upgrade Paths for Major Mac OS Models
Model

Main Drive

Available
Bays?

Internal SCSI Speed

Mac 128, 512, Plus

None

No

N/AN/A

Mac Classic series (includes,
SE, Plus, and so on)

SCSI

No

5MBps

Mac II series, Quadra 700

SCSI

No

5MBps

LC series.C/Q605, Performa
400 series

SCSI

No

5MBps

Mac llvi, llvx, Q/C650, 0
Performa 600, WGS70;
PM 7100, WGS 715

SCSI

5.25"'

5MBps

C/Q610, 660AV, PM6 100,
Perform a 61 00 series

SCSI

5.25"'

5MBps

Q630, Performa 630, LC 630,
6200, 6300 series

IDE

No

N/A

Q800, 840AV, PM 8100,
WGS 8 150

SCSI

5.25"', 3.5"

5MBps

Q900/950, WGS 90, PM
9500; WGS 9150

SCSI

5.25"', two 3.5"

10MBps

Performa 6400, PM 6500

IDE'

5.25"

5MBps

No

5MBps

LC/Performa 500 series; MacTV SCSP
Performa/PM 5200/5300

IDE

No

N/A
4

PM 7200, 7300, 7500, 7600,
WGS 7250/7350, 8500

SCSI

3.5"

lOMBps

G3 Desktop, G3 Desktop
Server

IDP

3.5"•

5MBps

PM 8600, 9600

SCSI

Three 5.25'"

10M Bps

G3 Minitower; G3
Minitower Server

IDE'

Three 5.25'"

5MBps

(co ntinued)
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Table 7-1 (continued)
Model

Main Drive

Available

Internal SCSI Speed

Bays?

Power Computing
Low-profile systems

SCSI

3 . 5"'~{5)

See below

Desktop systems

SCSI

5.25", 3.5""(5)

See below

Minitower systems

SCSI

two 5.25",

See below
3.5" "(5)

PowerCurve, PowerBase;
PowerCenter

SCSI

See cases above

5MBps

Power, PowerWave,
PowerTower

SCSI

See cases above

lOMBps

PowerCenter Pro

SCSI

See cases above

20M Bps

Desktop systems

SCSI

Varies

Varies

Minitower systems

SCSI

Varies

Varies

IDE

Motorola

UMAX
c500 series

None

N/A

c600 series

1

IDE

Two 5.25",
two 3.5"

5MBps

j700 series

SCSI

5.25", 3.5"

lOMBps

s900 series

SCSI

5.25", three 3.5"

lOMBps

1 One 5.25" bay filled by factory CD-ROM on certain models.
2 Internal expansion bays are prewired for SCSI devices.
3 1DE on 580 series models.
4 One available bay is filled by a factory Zip drive on certain models.
5 Power Computing machines allow two hall-height drives to fit in each full·height bay, so only half of the listed
bay may be available, depending on configuration. (Nearly all Power Computing machines can accept an
additional 3.5" SCSI hard drive, assuming a power connector is available.)
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If you plan to add a drive to your Mac (instead of simply re placing the old drive)
you'll probably need to buy a SCSI drive, even if your Mac uses IDE technology. In
every case I've encounte red, a Mac us ing IDE features an internal SCSI connection
for additional drives if that model supports additional internal drives. (Check you r
Mac's manual.) And, as always, exte rnal drives are SCSI every time.

So, in jus t about every Mac out there, you'll probably be upgrading with a SCSI
drive, and, unless your Mac has a s pecial Ultra/Wide SCSI card or a similar upgrade,
you'll most like ly be fine if you buy a Fas t SCSI hard drive. (They're as cheap as any
other drive.) Focus on the 50-pin connector, even fo r an interna l drive. Tha t'll most
likely work in nearly any Mac you could get your hands on.
If you own a G3 Macintosh or a UMAX S900 (among a few others), you might have a

68-pin Ultra/Wide card - it's a popular build-your-own upgrade for these machines.
Check your documentation. If you do have one of these cards, you'lllikely want to
buy a higher-end Wide SCSI drive fo r bette r performance.

~
Note

Read the documentation that came with your Ultra/Wide SCSI card carefully. Some of
these cards offer 68-pin ports externally as well, yet they sometimes can't handle an
actual external device because of wiring limitations. The original G3 Ultra/Wide
upgrade card is an example of one of these cards that limits you to internal Wide SCSI
upgrades.
Finally, owners of clone machines that use PC-style cases s hould be warned of one
other caveat: Jus t because you have a free drive bay doesn't necessarily mean
you'll have a SCSI connector and/or a power cable that can be used fo r that drive
bay. However, you can buy a power connector splitter from your local computer
s tore that will increase the number of peripherals you can connect. (Plus, you
should be able to get SCSI ribbon cables that offer more connectors, as long as you
limit your SCSI IDs to the number availa ble to your Mac.) You'll want to check the
rating on your power supply before adding too many power s plitte rs, though , to
make sure you're not adding more of a power drain than your Mac can handle.

Do you need a new SCSI card?
In most cases, you don't need any new expans ion cards for your Mac. If it has an
available inte rna l drive bay, you s hould also have an available interna l SCSI
connector. Even if you don't have an available drive bay, you can always hook up an
external SCSI drive, if you have any SCSI ID numbers left on your SCSI bus. With
most Mac models, you s hould have an available SCSIID if you don't have seven SCSI
devices, including internal drives, already hooked up.
Tip

?...

If you do have a full SCSI bus, or if you're interested in a high-speed SCSI connection,
you should look into a SCSI expansion card.
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You can find SCSI cards for most Macs, including versions for NuBus and PCI
expansion slots. (PDS cards are more rare, but you'll find them through special ty
shops and Macintosh classified/ used sources.) Look for a card that offers the level
of SCSI performance that you're interested in- Fast, Fast/Wide, Ultra, and so on.
Once you've got the card, you shouldn't have much trouble installing it. The
process is the same as for almost any upgrade card:
1. Shut down your Mac and el ectrically ground yourself.

2. Open the Mac's case and locate an empty expansion slot. (Visually inspect it
to ensure it's the ri ght type of slot for your card.)
3. Remove the screw and metal dust plate that covers the hole in back of the
case for the slot you'll be using.

,.
Note

4. Position the card so that its interface i s directly over the slot. If it's a NuBus
card, make sure the card 's housing fits over th e NuBus slot on the logic board.
If it 's a PDS or a PCl card, make sure th e card 's connector fits snugly in the
slot.
5. Press down lightly and uniformly on the top corners of the expansion card
until it's firmly installed in the slot.
Be sure the card is fully installed in the slot. If one end is higher than the other, parts
of the connector may not be making proper contact, and the card will fail to work.
6. Attach th e SCSI cable. The red line on the SCSI cable should line up with the
left side of the SCSI connector on the card itsel f (see Figure 7-5).

Figure 7-5: You'll need to hook the SCSI cable up to the SCSI card
correctly so you can install additional SCSI devices.
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7. Try res tartin g your Mac while th e case is still off and see if the card is
recognized. You may need to install a software driver or extension that
enables you to control the card.
Use the Apple System Profiler to check for the presence of the card- you should find that
installing a SCSI upgrade card created a new SCSI bus (probably SCSI bus 1 or 2). Notice
also t he bus is completely empty, except for the Macintosh, which is automatically
assigned SCSIID 7. The Apple System Profiler is installed with Mac OS 8.0 and above, or
you can use the link on the CD-ROM to download it from Apple's Internet servers.

Upgrading and installing a hard drive
Whether or not you've installed a new SCSI card, you may be itching t o create more
storage space by adding an internal hard drive to your Mac's case. It's easy enough
to do, as long as you have everything you need to get started . First, you'll need t o
make sure your Mac is ready for the upgrade, and that includes considering some
important SCSI issues. If you 're just planning to replace your older drive, you'll
want to take out your old drive.

Before you install the drive
You should know about a few important issues before you remove or install a hard
drive. The first two focus on SCSI, but note that the second two are applicable to
IDE and SCSI. Here are some preliminaries:

+ Using a program like the Apple System Profiler or any SCSI probing software
that com es with your new SCSI drive, check to see what SCSI ID numbers are
available in your Macintosh. If you'll be replacing the internal drive, its
number is likely SCSIID 0. Otherwise, you'll want to pick an available number
for this additional drive. (Actually, you should probably make note of two or
three SCSI ID numbers that are available, just in case you run into big
problems that make it difficult to get back into the Syst em Profiler progr am.)

+ Shut down your Mac, ground yourself, open the case and take a l ook inside.
Make sure the Mac has a free drive bay for your installation. Also make sure a
SCSI connection ( usually in the middle of the SCSI ribbon cable) and a free
power connector are availabl e.

+ Also make a visual confirmati on that th e bay you have is the correct size for
your drive. A standard 3.5" drive can fit in any available bay (unless it's a
PowerBook's drive bay), but a 5.25" drive needs a 5.25" bay. (If you have a 3.5"
drive destined for a 5.25" bay, you'll need to get an adapter or mounting kit for
the drive.)

+ Take a l ook at h ow your Mac is designed for installation of the drive. Notice,
for instance, the sort of mechanism that's used to slide the drive in and out of
its bay. You'll need t his sort of kit (it may be included with your drive or
available from a Macintosh dealer) to complete the upgrade. Some drives
simply screw into a drive cage inside the machine. Other s require more
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elaborate plastic or metal guides or rails (see Figure 7-6). If you have trouble
finding an appropriat e mounting kit, try Proline Distribution
(www. pro line. com) or an online Mac-oriented st ore.

Figure 7-6: Many Macs take a high-end approach to hard drive
mounting hardware. One type is released by pressing down on a
plastic tab, and then sliding the drive forward.
If you're replacing your older, main startup drive with a new one, don't forget that the
new drive is going to need a Mac OS System Folder on it so that it can load the Mac
OS for you once you have it installed. Of course, you can also use a Mac OS or utilities CD-ROM to boot your system, but be sure you have the hard drive utilities you
need handy (on floppy disk or boatable CD-ROM) so you can use them to format and
partition the drive.

Remove the old drive
Remov ing an older hard d rive so you can install a newer one is a fairly simple
process. If you don't plan to use the old drive anymore, you can even use the same
hardware to install your new dr ive. Here's the procedure:

1. Shut down your Mac, unplug it, ground yourself, and remove th e case.
2. Find the original hard drive and take a look at the type of guide attached to
the drive bay.
3. Remove the SCSI (or IDE) cable and the power connector from the back of the
drive (see Figure 7-7). Always gr ab the connector and pull-don't yank on the
cables or wires.
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Figure 7-7: Remove the connectors gently from the drive. Note
their orientation for installation of the new drive.

4. If necessary, unscrew any retaining screws holding the drive to its drive bay
(q uick-release plastic drive rails won't have any screws to worry about.)
5. Release the drive from its drive bay and slide it out of the bay. Depending on
your Mac model, you may find that sliding the drive out of the front of its bay is
easier, even if the cables are hooked up at the back of th e bay (see Figure 7-8).

Figure 7-8: Once the drive is unfettered, slide it straight out of
its bay.
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There's really nothing else to do. If you are replacing an old drive with a new one,
r emove the guide rails from t he drive and attach them to the new drive. (You may
have trouble getting them to fit, in which case you should contact the vendor or
manufacturer to see if they have a kit for your particular Mac model.)

SCSI installation
Installing a SCSI drive is basically th e rever se of removing one, except you'll need to
worry a bit about the drive's SCSIID and its termination. Here are the rules:

+ If you removed your original SCSI drive, you'll need to make sure your new
drive is terminated (it may be auto-terminating or it may require an addi tional
step- check your drive's manual). You probably won't have to change the
SCSIID on the driv~. because most internal SCSI drives come set to SCSI ID 0.
(You should still double-check, though.)

+ If you didn't remove your old drive, make sure you're installing your drive
in the middle of the SCSI ribbon cable. If you are, termination shouldn't be
necessary, so make sure your drive isn't terminated (check the drive's manual
for termination details). You will need to set a unique SCSIID, probably using
jumpers (see Figure 7-9).

Figure 7-9: You'll probably have to check the drive's manual
carefully for the jumper settings that enable you to change SCSI ID
numbers.
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+ Install the correct rails. You'll need to attach your new drive to a drive bay,
either by screwing it into place (this is more likely on non-Apple m achines) or
getting some guide rails that help you slide the drive into place. If the latter's
the case, get the proper inst allation kit for your Mac, and then screw it on to
the drive.

Connecting the drive
Finally, y ou're ready to install the SCSI or IDE drive. This will most likely be anticlimactic, because it's not tough once you've got everything set correctly:

1. Make sure your Mac is shut down, unplugged, and you're electrically
grounded. Remove the Mac's case.
2. Slide the new drive into an available drive bay. Note: There's usually an upside
and downside for the drive. It's unlikely to cause a problem from being
installed upside down, though it'll probably be tough to install it upside down
if your Mac uses guide r ails. But t ake a glance at your manual and m ake sure
you hav e the drive facing the correct direction, just to be sure you're
installing it correctly. Also, the drive should be installed with its SCSI or IDE
interface and power ports facing the interface and power cables. On some
Macs the cables are actually near the front of the drive bay-and therefore
near the front of the case -instead of at the back of the drive bay.
3. Connect the SCSI or IDE cable to the drive. Make sure you orient the cable
correctly, with the red stripe on the SCSI or IDE cable lining up with the
leftmost Pin 1 on the connec tor.

4. Connect the power wires to the drive. They can only be installed in one
direction, so if you have trouble plugging the connector into the drive, try
flipping it over.
5. Make sure the dr ive is firmly seated in its b ay and reinstall any protective
metal plates that cover the drive bay.
You can tes t the drive with th e Mac's case still off, but shut your Mac down again
and replace the case once you're sure everything is working.

Working with the new drive
If you're lucky, you were able to get a hard drive th at came preformatted for
Macintosh computers. Once it boots up and mounts, or appear s on your Mac's
desktop, you can simply double-click its icon and start using it (there may even be
some software utilities already on the drive). Check your m anual to det ermin e
wh ether your drive was preformatted for Macintosh.
If the d rive isn't Mac-formatted, you may be asked by your Mac if you wan t to erase
the disk. This format s it for the first time-you can cl ick OK if you're absolutely
sure the dialog box is referring to the new drive. The Format menu item shou ld give
you a clue by showing you the capacity of the drive. Click Cancel if you'd prefer to
run som e other formatting or hard drive utility software.
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Getting info off the older drive
If you're upgrading your system by replacing your older drive, you may be concerned about
transferring data between the two drives. After all, on many Macs there's only room for one
internal drive. What are your options?
The best plan is to back up the data from the original drive to an Iomega Jaz cartridge, a
recordable CD, or something similar. Copy all the data you need to one of these GB-sized
solutions, and then copy it all back to the new drive once everything is installed. If you don't
have such a removable drive and you can't borrow or rent one, you have another interesting solution.
If your Mac has a built-in CD-ROM drive, use this sneaky little tactic to solve this problem.
Just unhook your CD-ROM drive and uninstall it, and then reinstall your older hard drive in
the CD-ROM drive's place. You don't really need to install the guide rails and get it all to fit
perfectly- just make sure the drive won't fall, get liquid spilled on it, or get knocked around,
and then hook up the SCSI or IDE cable and power connector. Fire up your Mac and copy
data between the two drives. Immediately afterward, disconnect the drive and reconnect
the CD-ROM drive. (Note that this sort of configuration is never a long-term solution.)
If you're using SCSI drives, one additional word of caution - don't forget to choose an available SCSI ID for the older drive, as it's not the main disk (ID O) anymore. If you're temporarily replacing the internal CD-ROM, ID 3 should be available.

Most likely your new drive came with drive utilities to help you get up and on your
way, such as Apple's Drive Setup (for Apple-branded hard drives), Silverlining, or
the FWB Toolkit for third-party drives. Such a program will enable you to set all
sorts of par ameters, including the number of partitions (virtual hard drives) you're
going to create, their capacities and whether or not t hey'll support other computer
formats Oike Apple ll ProDOS or lntel-compatible DOS formats).
If you don't have much experience formatting and partitioning hard drives, you
might want to flip to Chapter 23 and read about your options.

Adding a RAID
lf you have serious multimedia or server storage needs, a single hard drive- even
a large, fast, wide, and r ather handsome SCSI drive-may not be enough. Instead ,
you may be ri pe for a Redundant Array of Inexpensive Drives or a RAID.
There are two basi c reasons to have a RAID: speed and data integrity. Using two or
more drives, RAID software is capable of writing data in parallel over two different
SCSI buses, which i s reason number one to have a second SCSI card or a dualchannel Mac such as a Quadra 900/950 or a Power Mac 8600 or 9600. Writing data
this way -it's called data siTiping -allows you to store data at twice the r ate of a
single SCSI drive. For speed, RAIDs are generally used by gr aphics, publishing,
scientific, and film pro fessionals.
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You can also set up a RAID to offer data mirroring, which simply means the software
writes every file t o each individual drive at the same time. If one drive goes down or
breaks, th e other is there as a backup. Data mirroring is an obvious favorite for
servers, especially Web commer ce server s or workgroup servers that have a
mission-criti cal r esponsibility to keep a company or organization running.
Either way, the RAID appears on your desktop as a single drive, even though you'll
need two drives or more to creat e it. You'll also need t o buy Ultra/Wide or
Fast/ Wide drives; for the most part, it's pointless to set up a RAID with slow drives.
After all, you want to get speeds faster than are currently available from the fast est
SCSI-3 drives by using two or more in tandem.

Setting up RAID
RAID software offers different levels t hat correspond to the type of RAID you'll be
creating. RAID level 0 is data striping. RAID level 1 is dat a mirroring, and RAID levels
2 through 5 are combinations of the two, either to speed up dat a mirroring or add
more physical drives to increase th e speed or data integrity.
If you don't already have RAID software (Apple includes AppleRAID or SoftRAID on
WorkGroup Ser ver systems and in other server software bundles they sell), you'll
need to get some. An example of RAID software is Conley 's SoftRAID, driver
software that enables you to take two or more high-speed drives and use them for
data striping or mirrorin g. You may also need a second SCSI card (or a RAID-specific
SCSI card) for y our system, such as Initio's Miles card (1~v1~1 . i ni ti o . com), whi ch
includes SoftRAID (see Figure 7-10).
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Figure 7-10: SoftRAID software makes it easy to install and monitor

a RAID for high-speed and data-sensitive operations.
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_,
Note

Using SoftRAID, you can set up flexible RAID situat ions, using drives on separ ate
SCSI buses or on the same bus. The process is straightfor ward: You install new
drivers for each physical hard drive, and then you (usually) initi alize the dr ive.
With that accomplished, you create partiti ons on the dr ives t hat you can use for
mirroring or striping ot her paritions. Finally, you tell SoftRAID which parti tion is for
what purpose, and t hen let it do its work.
As much as it seems like it, RAIDs really aren't a good substitute for a backup system.
For one, a RAID writes the same data to both drives (when mirroring), including data
you might not want written t o both drives- for example, a virus. Also, a catastrophic
system error, configuration problem, or a partially saved document appears on both
drives. And one drive in a RAID will rarely enable you to reload an earlier version of
something you've deleted. You'll need a solid backup strategy for your system as well
as a RAID for total data secu rity.

Summary
+ You've got two different types of hard drive technology in the Mac-compatibl e
wor ld: IDE an d SCSI. Although Macs have hist orically used SCSI, IDE is
becoming popular as a low-cost alternative. Because IDE is the lntelcompatible standard , it's easier to fi nd and usually cheaper th an compar able
SCSI drives. SCSI technol ogy is much more flexible, so all Macs still
incorporate some SCSI connecti ons, even if t heir main drives are IDE-based .
+ SCSI can be both amazing and annoying at the same time. There's a lot to
know about the t echnol ogy to connect a drive success fully, including how the
SCSIID numbering system works, how SCSI devices are connect ed , and how to
properly terminate a chain of SCSI devices. You may also w ant t o know t he
different types of SCSI technology so you can get the best one (or fastes t one)
that suits your needs.
+ Before you can buy t he drive, t hough, you'll need to know what your Mac can
handle. This chapt er's char t shows you t he type of t echnology your Mac's
main drive uses, what other drive technologi es are available to you, and
w het her you'll be able to add an internal drive.
+ Finally, it's on to adding t he drive. Electrically ground yourself, follow the
guidelines, and j ump int o your system and add that storage space!
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In This Chapter
CD technologies

J

ust as the audio compact disc (CD) replaced the LP record
in most home stereos (assuming t he current v inyl
comeback remains the domain of audiophiles), the CD-ROM
(short for compact disc- r ead only memory) has slowly
taken over the duties once reserved for fl oppy disks.
CO-ROMs are t he standar d for delivering new applications
to computer users, as well as the basis for nearly all games,
multimedia titles, art librari es, sound collections, and utilities .
Computer-related CD technology has been upgraded and
updated cons tantly to make it faster, more reliable and more
widely applicable. A big part of increasing the usability of the
standard has been to add recording capabilities to drives that
use CD media. This enables indiv iduals and workgroups to
create archives of data on l ong-lasting CD media, as well as
creating their own low-cost COs fo r distribution.

You may even find you have reason to create your own
audi o COs or data CO-ROMs, whether you're recording as a
music professi onal , cutting the first CD for your garage band,
or creating a CD-ROM of reference data for your volunteer
organization. The technology exists for doing this affordably,
and it's not at all difficul t to integrate such technol ogies into
your Macintosh setup.
The latest CO-like technology, DVD (digital versatile d isc is
the definition for this acronym, although the industry has yet
to agree on a standard definition), is growing in leaps and
bounds, promising t o offer unprecedented storage space on a
disc the same size as a CD. Thi s is not only opening up CO-like
technology to more storage options, but it's making it possible
to deliver better-than-ever mu lt imedia - even full-length
movies - for playback on DVD set-top players and DVD
computer peripherals.

Adding o CD-ROM
drive to your Moe
Software upgrades
for CD technologies
Recording your
own CDs

• • •

...
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This chapter covers the basics of CD technology including CD-ROM, recordable
COs, and COs that can be written to over and over again. You'll also see how to
install an internal or external CD-ROM drive, how to add CD recording technology
to your Mac, and how to use CD recording software. Finally, you'll take a look at
CD-ROM toolkit and accel eration software you can add to your Mac.

CD Technologies
The basic idea behind an audio CD (take digital music data and press it onto a
disc th at is then read by a laser) has been manipulated, cajoled, and ext ended by
computer peripher al manufacturers into t he computing CD standards of today.
Today's CD-ROM and related technologies offer higher access speeds, quick
transmission of data, and a nonlinear data retri eval option that is more convenient
than many comparable technologies. Additionally, recent times have shown that
the overall price of CO-related technology- especially for individual recording of
COs-has come down incredibly over the past months and years.
COs and DVDs of all sorts have made a strong showing in computing and other
consumer electronics tasks. If you don't already have a CD-ROM drive for your Mac,
you almost certainly should add one if you plan to buy any software, games, or
multimedia titles in th e future. If you have aspirations to become your own
multimedia producer, or if you want a nice, reliable way to backup your hard dr ive
or network (especially for long-term archiving) you should look into recordable
CD technologies.
Finally, i f you' re into the latest games, digital movies, and multimedia titles, you
might want to upgr ade your Mac with a DVD-ROM drive.

How CD technology works
All CD technology employs the same basic premise: using an optical sensor and a
laser, a read-only head (in most of the implementations) passes over the disc as it
spins, reading the disc. It looks for microscopic pits- tiny indentations - in the
media, which translate as slightly less light reflected back to the optical sensor.
These variances in light represent digital data -ones and zeros that, ultimately,
are turned into something meaningful for the Mac to feed to its processor and
display on screen. A ty pical CD-ROM uses this technology to store up to 650MB of
digital information in the form of audio, video, or computer applications and data.
CD-ROM media is designed to be written once, using special t ools, and read many
times using a CD-ROM drive. To create a CD-ROM, the pits and lands- the parts of a
CD that remain flat-are pressed into the media by a special CD-ROM press. The
press creat es identical copies of a master CD after the master has been burned- a
process in which a laser that's considerably stronger than the laser used in consumer
CD-ROM drives creates the microscopic pits that represent data. Each pressed
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CD-ROM now has a data imprint that's identical to the master CO's, impressed upon a
polycarbonate substrate at the heart of the disc itself.
After a CD-ROM is pressed, a thin aluminum coating is added on the top (that's the
shiny part that often receives a painted label), and a clear plastic coating is added
on the bottom. It's interesting to note that a typical CD or CD-ROM is actually read
by a laser that sweeps along the bottom of the disc, which explains why scratches
and painted labe ls on the top don't interfere with the reading of data. Scratches can
be compensated for and dealt with on the lower layer, as well (turn over one of
your COs and see if it doesn't have a scratch or two), but drives are more sensitive
to damage on the underside of a CD.
When you place a CD in a CD-ROM drive, the drive spins up to its rated speed
in revolutions per minute (RPMs). Depending on where the data is on the CD,
however, that RPM level can change to maintain a steady stream of data. This is
called constant linear velocity and it grows out of a very basic need that audio COs
exhibit - a uniform transfer rate. Because the concentric circles of data on a CD are
much smaller toward the middle of the media than at the outside (see Figure 8-1),
it's important to speed up the RPMs of the disc the closer the head gets to the
center of the disc to maintain a constant flow of data.

Figure 8-1: The disc shape means a CD needs to
slow down to read the same amount of data on the
outside tracks as it does on the inside tracks.
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Audio COs do this t o maintain a const ant flow because they' re playing music.
Traditionally, CO-ROMs were based on this mechanism to offer constant dat a rates
as well, even at much fast er speeds. The ver y latest dr ives, however, have swi tched
over to the constant angular velocity approach used by floppy drives and hard
drives: The media spins at the same speed all the time, meaning data is transferred
faster from the edges of the CD and slower from the inner parts of the disc. T his is
seen as an acceptable trade-off because the high RPM rates of today's drives make
it tough to change the speed at a moment's notice. The const ant RPMs also result in
an over all speed gain, allowing dr ive manufacturers to claim higher transfer speeds.

CD-ROM speeds
Dr ives are marketed and sold according to their dat a transfer rat e. (Some CD
technology manufacturer s also mention see/? time, or th e amount of time it takes
the CD to jump to a new set of data, which I'll discuss in a moment.) Dat a t ransfer
r ate's magic number is actually a multiplier: It's a number that suggest s how much
fas ter than an audio CD player the CD-ROM drive is. Originally, CD-ROM drives
transferred data at the same rate as audio CD play ers - a constant 150 kiloby tes
per second (KBps). This speed was t oo slow for many applications, such as
trans ferring vi deo clips, so manufacturers found a way to push the drives to 2x
speeds, or two tim es an audio CD player. That's about 300 KBps.
Th ese days, CD-ROM drives can reach up t o 24 KBps or higher (alt hough speeds
over 12x gener ally r eflect best-case data rates) . Table 8-1 shows you the data rat es
associ ated with part icular speed multiplier s.

Table 8-1

Theoretical Transfer Rates at a Given Multiplier
Speed Multiplier (versus Audio CD)

Transfer Rote
150 KBps

2

300 KBps

4

600 KBps

6

900 KB ps

8

1.2 MBps

12

1.8 MBps

16

2.4 MBps

24

3.6 M Bps
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Agai n, I emphasize that these data rates are best case scenarios. Ignoring things
such as the load on your Mac's processor, the SCSI bus to which the drive is
connected, the amount of L2 and disk cache used in conjunction with the CD-ROM
drive, and other fac tors that involve the computer, remember also that t he drives
themselves have limitations. Drives rated 12x and above tend to use constant
angular velocity, so their maximum data rate i s only applicable to the outer edge of
the CD. (Data on the inside of the CD may transfer at only slightly over 50 percent
of that rate.)
Another problem with this metric: Many CD-ROMs on the market today have been
optimized for 4x or slower drives. That means data is placed on the disc in such a
way that the slower drive can get to it quickly, giving faster drives no inherent
advantage except faster RPMs. That isn't to say a fast drive isn't a good t hing; it
does mean that incremental upgrades, as in upgrading from an 8x to a l2x drive, are
almost always a waste of money.

,.
Note

The bottom line is this: The multiplier is only good for telling you some relative
things about the speed of a drive. It probably isn't important to upgrade your
CD-ROM drive unless you have a 2x or slower drive. If you have the opportunity
to buy a faster drive at a reasonable cost, do so, realizing that the specific switch
from 12x to 16x can actually result in a slight slowdown due to the change to
constant angular velocity. Great drives can be had in the 8x to 12x range, and
then again at 24x.
You may even suffer some interesting slowdowns with 24x drives. If you ever have
the opportunity to load a CD-ROM in a 2x drive and a 24x drive at the exact same
time, try it, assuming both machines use the same version of the Mac OS. The 24x
drive takes longer to mount on the desktop. Why? Because it has to spin up all the
way to those 24x RPM heights, a process that takes a little extra time. In very informal
tests I've conducted on my systems, a 2x drive in a Power Mac 6100 brings a CD-ROM
to the desktop about one second faster than a 24x drive in a Power Mac 8600/300.
The 12x drive in a 7300/200 fared better, beating the 8600 by about two seconds.
Aside from comparing the multiplier ratings in a general way, the other impor tan t
measurement to look at is the seek time, or how long it takes the drive (on average)
to find a particular data frame. This is especially critical if you use CD-ROMs for
nonlinear tasks, such as accessing a database, looking up info in reference
materials, or playing adven ture games. Lawyers who use legal references on disc,
teachers who use electronic encyclopedias, and anyone who works with software
such as Microsoft Bookshelf (wi th its quotations, almanac, thesaurus, Zip code
lookup) will benefit from drives with faster (lower in milliseconds) seek times.
Linear tasks such as installing applications, watching digital videos, and playing
audio samples are much less affected by seek time.
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CO-Recordable
So far the discussion has centered on CD-ROM t echnology, which doesn't allow the
CD to be overwritten with new dat a; thi s is due to the CD burning process being
reasonably cos t-pro hibitive, and read-only drives being cheaper to install in new
computers geared for consumers. Recordable CD t echnologies have become less
expensive in recent years, however, enough so that hobbyists and freel ancers can
afford to add them t o their Mac workst ations. Oth ers recordable CD solutions are
designed for studio and production use, but are still more afford able - and easier
to use - than they were just months ago.
There are two basic methods for record ing to COs- CD-R (CO-Recordable) and
CD-RW (CD-Rewritable). The differences in function ality and price between the two
are fairly si gnificant.
CD-R i s a WORM (write-once read-many) technology. It allows you to write data to
a special CD-R disc once, and then read th e data back as often as necessary. Most
CD-R software supports multisession writes, which simply means you don't have t o
fill the contents of the disc at once; you can go back and write again and again to
the disc until you fill it up. What you can't do is overwrite data you've already
written to the disc. Once it's on the disc, it stays th ere.
CD-R media, in fact, are slightly different from CD-ROM media. Both have the
polycarbonate substrate, the refl ective aluminum backing (or gold backing on very
high-quality CD-R discs), and th e plastic protective layer. Between the substrate
and the aluminum, however, CD-R media have another layer made of organic dye.
The dye is "burned" by a special laser to create slightly different light reflections
that represent the changes from ones to zeros in binary data. In this way, CD-R
media is different from CO-ROMs, as no actual pits and lands are created. They
remain compatible with most CD-ROM drives, however, because the changes in dye
composition reflect light much th e same way as physi cal pits and lands do, so th at
the media appears iden tical to a pressed CD-ROM as far as a typi cal CD-ROM drive
is concerned.
CD-R creati on is a lot like burning mas ter COs for CD-ROM production, except the
media is slightly different and the process a little more forgiving. The files and
documents are arranged in a special program (such as Adaptec's Toast) that then
writes t he data sequentially to th e CD-R media. Essentially, the software enables
you to create a "master disk" on your hard drive that i s then burned onto the CD-R
media.
Note that this is different from the mass-production pressing method used to create
consumer CO-ROMs. CD-R drives aren' t designed for high-speed duplication as
CD presses are. It also means you can't interrupt t he process once a burn begins to
take place- the data must be wri tten in a smooth, sequential fashion. Many drives
manage to do this by including large RAM buffers or advanced caching t echniques
or creating " image fi les" that pl ace all the data needed in one contiguous section of
the hard drive.
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CD-R drives were once very expensive compared to CD-ROM technol ogy, but these
days they're typically only about twice as expensive as CD-ROM drives, \Vith CD-R
media being reasonably affordable as well . This makes t hem an interes ting solution
for someone who has room for the drive (see Figure 8-2) and th e inclination to
create COs for archiving or for dist ribution.

Figure 8-2: This CD-R drive, from
Yamaha (www.yamaha.com) doubles
as a 6x CD-ROM drive and attaches to
the external SCSI chain. (Photo courtesy
Yamaha Corp.)

CD-Rewritable
Of course, the problem with CD-R is you can only w rit e to it once. You can't reuse
the disc once it's been recorded to (except to add another r ecording session to it if
there's still room). CD-RW, on the other hand, is designed t o be erasable.
CD-RW does thi s by replacing the recordable layer of CD-R (created by burning in a
special dye, as previ ously mentioned) with a new ty pe of rewritable l ayer than can
be changed back to its original state. This CD-RW rewritable layer uses a chemical
compound that cr ystallizes when heated to a particular temperature, but r eturns
t o a noncrystal state when made even hotter, and then cooled.
The major problem with thi s approach is it's much more expensive to work with
than CD-R and t he medi a isn't quite as backward com patible, because thi s
approach doesn't mirror the pits and l ands of CD-ROM technology quite as
faithfully as does CD-R t echnol ogy. Still, it's great for sharin g CD-RW discs w ith
other CD-RW-capable drives or as a backup mechani sm to be used wi t h a
particular drive.

DVD
Digital Versat ile Disc (abbreviated DVD, and also known as Digital Video Disc) is, at
its most basic, a bigger, m eaner ver sion of CD-ROM technology. Capable of holding
a minimum of 4.7GB of data and a current maximum of about 17GB-depending on
the technol ogy used to create the DVD-ROM- DVD is being aimed at a number of
differ ent applicati ons, just as CD technology was. Where COs quickly became a
digital audio standard, DVD is projected to become the digital video standard ,
edging out both VHS tape in home entertainment systems and CD-ROM technology
on personal computers.
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DVD drives are backward compatible with CD-ROM drives, enabling them t o play
audio COs, CO-ROMs, and CD-R media (some early DVD drives can 't play CD-R).
DVD relies on the MPEG-2 standard for video compression, so it can' t play back
full-screen v ideo on a computer that lacks MPEG-2 decompression hardware.
(Stand-alone DVD players for home entertainment centers include this technology.)
It can, however, be used without MPEG-2 hardware for transferring data stored in
databases or st oring large-scale adventure games and clip art collections, just as
CD-ROM technology can. Most DVD-ROM drives do ship with MPEG-2 cards,
however, with some notable exceptions. For instance, Apple's first DYD-ROM drives
were inst alled in Power Macintosh G3 machines without MPEG-2 decompression
hardware.
The DVD standard also calls for support for the AC-3 Dolby Surround Sound standard
for audio, w hich the decoding hardware should also be capable of outputting to a
stereo receiver. Most DVD decompression cards offer S-video, composite, and audio
connectors. Even with this hardware, DVD tends to require a powerful Macintosh
(PowerPC 604 in most cases), built on a PCI expansion bus.
DVD drives transfer data at about 1.2 MBps, or approximately the rate of speed of a
9x CD-ROM drive. This is data throughput good enough for MPEG-2 compressed
video streams that are th en decompressed quickly using dedicated hardware. At
4.7GB, that's about 2 hours of MPEG-2 compressed v ideo - at 17GB, about 24 hours
of MPEG-1 video (which offers quality similar to VI-IS) can be stored .
Although the DVD medium is about the same size and appearance as a CD,
technologi cal advances have increased its capacity considerably. The basic
manufacturing process is similar; in fact, CD-ROM manufacturers can retool fairly
easily to support DVD production. However, the basic technology has advanced
consider ably since the CD specification was finalized.
For one thing, DVD media can be both dual-layer and dual-sided. Using a
semitransparent l ayer that sit s over a lower layer of data, a single side of a DVD can
store about 9GB as opposed t o the single-sided, singl e-layer capacity of 4.7GB.
Double that again ( nearly) if the media is doubl e-sided and double-layered.
The capacity of a singl e layer, however, has been improved by making more data fit
in the same amount of space as a CD-ROM. The minimum pit length of a CD i s 0.83
micro meters; on a DVD it's 0.4 micrometers. The tracks of pits and lands don't
have to be as far apar t , either, w it h only 0. 74 micrometers required for DVD vs. 1.6
micromet ers for CD technology.
And there are DVD r ecording solutions on the horizon, as well. DVD-R drives allow
write-once capabilities to DVD disks as large as 3.9GB, whereas rewritable DVD-RAM
will allow either 2.6GB or 5.2GB of storage per disc, depending on whether or not
the disc is double-sided. DVD-RAM works much like the CD-RW standard to enable
you to write t o DVD media. As of this writing the standard is still in flux, with a
competing standard, DVD+RW, promising 3.0GB capaci ty per side.
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As of this writing, DVD technology is still slow to arrive in the Macintosh. Early out of
the gate are three companies: Apple, with DVD drives for Power Macs and
PowerBooks; e4 (vMw. e4. com), with the Cooi-DVD kit; and Pioneer (vMvl.
pi oneer . com), with DVD-ROM and DVD-R units.

Add CD-ROM Technology to Your Mac
If you don' t already have a CD-ROM drive for your Mac, I wholeheartedly
recommend you look into adding one (or even a DVD-ROM drive, if one is available
for a reasonable pri ce) as quickly as you can. You'll need one- at leas t , if you ever
plan to update the system software on your Mac, play multimedia titles, or browse
a CO-based encyclopedia. Will you be installing Microsoft Office, for instance? In
th at case, I recommend a CD-ROM drive. (I'm not sure if Offi ce 98 even comes on
floppies, but if it does, i t probably takes at leas t 50 of them.) Same goes for
installing the M ac OS.
In fact, one of the best reasons for in stalling a CD-ROM drive might be to take
advantage of all those CO-ROMs that are being bundled w ith Macintosh,
programmin g, and Web development magazines these days. If you have a slower
Internet connection, these COs can be doubly h andy, giv ing you access to the
latest OS updates, utilities, and code samples without forcing an all-night download
on you.
If I haven 't y et tempted you, don't forget you can use a CD-R drive to put together
your own CDs of music, talk, or whatever else you'd like to create or produce. If
you're one of the growi ng numbers w ho has on ly got a CD player in your car, maybe
you'd like to transfer some tapes to CD-R for those lon g driv ing trips. (O f course,
observe all copyri ght laws in doing so.)

Evangelista tip: Boot fro.P a CD-ROM
If you're installing a third-party or external CD-ROM drive, you'll still want it to act like a
built-in Apple CD-ROM when it comes to rebooting off the CD media. There are plenty of
reasons for this: You can boot off a Mac OS CD-ROM to run Disk Tools or reinstall parts of
the system, or you can boot from the TechTool or Norton Utilities CD-ROM so you can run
some tests on your boot drive.
With an internal CD-ROM mechanism, all you have to do is hold down the C key as the
machine starts up and it'll boot from the internal CD-ROM drive. But if you've got either a
third-party drive or an ext ernal drive, Evangelista Mark Boszko, owner of DragonF/X, has a
tip for you:
(continued)
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(continued)

"Most of the time, if you want to upgrade your system software or run a disk utility on the
Mac's internal hard drive, you'll want to boot from the CD-ROM drive. I've found that some
third-party external CD-ROM drives won't boot from the CD-ROM when you hold down the
C key.
"I've found, though, that holding down the 00-0pt-Shift-Del keys will usually do the trick,
unless you have another external drive with a System file on it- then you'll have to press
00-0pt-Shift-Del and C"

Choosing a drive
Let me quickly give you an overview of the factors involved in choosing a CD-ROM
or DVD solution. You need to know a number of different things about your setup
before you can move on to buying and installing the drive:
+ Available space. Do you need an external SCSI model of CD-ROM or DVD-ROM
drive, or do you have an available drive bay? And, what technology do you
need for your drive? If it's DVD, there's a good chance it'll require an EIDE
interface, so you'll need to have a free EIDE connector in your Power
Macintos h 4400 or G3 or above system. Otherwise, external SCSI drives are a
bit more expensive, but much easier to add.
If you plan to replace the CD-ROM drive in a very new Power Macintosh system, you'll
likely be freeing up an EIDE connector. (Check your documentation.)
+Functionality. If you want to be able to record CDs, you' ll need to choose a
CD-R or CD-RW drive. Don't forget to shop around for the best media prices
and take that into consideration. In some cases, CD-R can be a lot Jess
expensive and more compatible with older CD-ROM drives. You can a lso get
CD-ROM changers that can hold more than one CD-ROM and switch them on
demand.
+ Speed. As discussed in the previous sectio n, you s ho uld balance speed with
price in a CD-ROM drive and make sure you're not upgrading for an
insignificant speed boost. Drives in the 8x to l2x range are perfectly
acceptable for use with most any games or multimedi a titles. Don't forget to
check the seek time (usually measured in milliseconds) and compare it to
others if you p lan to use the drive for reference and database lookups.
Finally, you'll find when s hopping for drives that the brand name o n the drive
doesn't always match the brand name of the actual components used to create the
drive; you might be more interested in the component manufacturer. These drives
are made by companies s uch as Sony, Panasonic, Phillips, NEC, and Mitsumi, but
they're branded and distributed (often) by companies such as APS Technologies,
Club-Mac, and Mactell.
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If you want to know the specificatio ns for a particula r drive, ask for the brand na me
and model number of the drive mechanism, and then check o ut the manufacturer's
We b s ite for de tails.

Installing a CD-ROM drive
Ins talling a CD-ROM drive does n't differ much from installing a hard drive, whethe r
it's inte rn al or external. If the re's any major difference, it 's that you'll probably need
special driver software for the CD-ROM drive (which is often, but not a lways, true
fo r new hard drives), and there's a s lightly higher chance that you'll want to install
a CD-ROM or DVD drive that uses an EIDE interface ins tead of a SCSI connectio n.

External drives
If you're installing an external CD-ROM drive, it's going to be a SCSI model. You a dd
it just as you would a SCSI hard drive:
I. Identify an available SCSIID number us ing the Apple System Pro filer o r a

s imilar tool.
2. Shut down the Macintos h and ground yourself e lectrically.
3. Determine where in the SCSI chain you'd like to put the drive, and then plug
the SCSI cables into the connectors on the back of the drive. If you have the
correct cabling, you can add it to the middle of your cha in to avoid moving
terminators ar ound. If this is your only SCSI device, connect the SCSI cable to
th e SCSI port on the back of th e Mac, and then connect it to the drive (see
Figure 8-3).

DVD: Special installation
These instructions, by the way, should work for any of the drives mentioned in this chapterCD-R, CD-RW, DVD-ROM. The only additional issue regards internal DVD drives which
(often) need to be connected to a special expansion card responsible for MPEG-2 and AC-3
digital audio decompression.
The card installs in a free PCI slot and is connected to the DVD drive via an included cable
(consult the drive's docume ntatio n). Video-out and audio-out ports on the back of the card
can then be used to connect the drive to a television, stereo receiver, or home entertainment system, if desired.
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Figure 8-3: External drives need little more than a SCSI
connection.Shown here is a Toshiba XM-6201 B 32x CD-ROM drive
(www.toshiba.com).

4. Terminate the drive connector if necessary. Some drivers are self-terminating,
and others offer a switch on the back of the drive to enable termination. Still
others require a special p lug for terminatin g the device.
5. With the SCSI chain properly connected and terminated, res tart your
Macintosh.

6. Install the software drivers that came with the drive. They should help you
identify that t he Mac recognizes the drive and is making it available for use on
the SCSI chain .
7. Restart your Mac.
After restarting, your Mac should load the extensions necessary to use the CD-ROM
drive. Test it by inserting a CD-ROM to see if the disc's icon appears on the desktop.
If it does, you've successfully installed the drive.

Internal drives
Installing an internal drive can be quite a bit more difficult than working with an
external drive. Depending on the type of case your Mac has and the drive bay itself,
you may have trouble getting the drive to fit correctly.
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Some of Apple's Macs were made to accept only a CD-ROM drive built by Apple, end
of s tory. An example of these included all-in-one Power Macintosh machines and
the Performa 630, 640, 6200, 6300 series of Macs. Take a close look at your Apple
Macintos h and notice that the button for the drive is actually built into the front
plastic of the Mac- it's not o n the face of the drive itself. Most third-party drives
are all-in-one units with a button on the face. To replace an Apple CD-ROM drive,
you'll need an Apple CD-ROM drive (see Figure 8-4). The exception is a Mac that has
a bezel, or front plastic facing, you can remove to reveal an available drive key for
the CD-ROM drive (see Figure 8-5).

Figure 8-4: On the top: front view of a typical Panasonic drive
mechanism. On the bottom: CD-ROM drive built into an Apple
Performa 6200 series.

If that works o ut for you, you'll probably be able to u pgrade (or add) an internal
CD-ROM d r ive. Jus t make sure a bezel kit or a complete mounting kit is available for
your particular Mac model. In t he Mac world, one of the main purveyors of these
bezels and mounting kits is Proline Distribution (wvnv. pro l i ne . com). You' ll find
their kits sold whereve r internal Macintosh drives are sold, including popular We b
sites.
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Figure 8-5: Pulling th e bezel off the CD-ROM bay for a Power
Macintosh 6100

~
Note

Because most Macs come with a CD-ROM or DVD drive, there i sn't as much of an
afterm arket for these drives and their mounting kits as there are for, say, Zip and
Jaz drives. You'll need to shop carefully for the mounting kit, making sure you do
your best t o match the manufacturer of the drive you're adding with the
bezel/ mounting kit that you're buying. You'll also have t o buy a bezel/ mounting kit
designed for your particular Macintosh model. Otherwise, the drive itself shouldn't
be too hard to find ; most of th e major CD-ROM manufacturers make SCSI internal
CD-ROM drives. (Cer tain Mac modeis have an internal EIDE connection available.)
If you buy a drive that isn't part of a kit designed specifically for a Macintosh, you may
need to buy software that can add a Mac driver for your CD-ROM drive. FWB CD
Toolkit (discussed later in this chapter) handles most major manufacturer's drives.
With the kit and drive in hand, you're ready to fit the two together. Here's how to
install an internal drive:
1. Choose a SCSliD number that won 't conflict with any of the other devices in
your Mac. (Make sure you choose one on the correct bus, too, if your Mac has
both an internal and an external bus.)
2. Shut down your Mac, ground yourself electrically, and unplug the machine.
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3. Remove the case and locate the open drive bay for the CD-ROM. (If necessary,
remove the existing CD-ROM.) Remove the front bezel that covers the bay
you'll be using.

~
Note

4. Install the mounting kit on the CD-ROM drive (see Figure 8-6).
You won't necessarily have to install a mounting kit on some Mac clone machines
that use lntel-compatible PC-type enclosures. In that case, you'll likely just slide the
drive into its bay (make sure the front of the drive is flush with the front of the case)
and then screw the drive into its drive cage. In most cases, holes in the drive cage will
line up with screw holes in the drive.

Figure 8-6: The CD-ROM mounting kit will enable the drive to slide

into your particular Mac's drive bay.
5. Select the correct SCSI ID for th e drive. You'lllikely do this by setting a jumper
or switching a series of dip switches. (The drive's manual should tell you
how.)
6. Slide the drive into its bay. Lock it into place (with most mounting kits the
drive s lides into the bay, locking into a plastic tab or lever).
7. Plug the SCSI cable into the SCSI connector and the power cable into the
power connector, bo th of which are on the back of the drive.
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8. Reassemble the case and install the new front bezel. Test it carefully to m ake
sure it lines up correctly with the new drive; otherwise, you may need to try
remounting or realigning the drive.
9. Reinstall the case. (You can skip this step for testing purposes.)

10. Plug the Mac in and start it up.
II. Run any software that was included with the CD-ROM drive. If no Macintosh
drivers were included, run FWB CD Toolkit to install drivers.
12. Restart the Macintosh.
If all goes well, your drive should be recognized by its drivers and available once
the Mac has completely booted up. Check it using the Apple System Profiler or by
i nstalling a CD in the drive to see if it mounts to the desktop correctly.

CO-Related Software
There are plenty of CD-ROM and DVD titles out there for you enjoy, whether you're
a teacher, a researcher, a professional, or a gamer-or, perhaps you're a little of all
those. However, another class of software may merit your attention when you're
ready to upgrade your CD-ROM, CD-R, or DVD equipment-CO utilities.
Some utilities are necessary just to get third-party CD-ROM and DVD drives up and
running. Other utilities help it run a little faster and might be worth some
consideration if you thi nk your drive is too sl ow. Still other utilities work with CD-R
and CD-RW drives to properly record, or burn, data into the CD for safekeeping.

CD Utilities
T his category is dominated by FWB, Inc., makers of the Hard Drive Toolkit and its
sibling, the CD-ROM Toolkit. If you buy a third-party hard drive or CD-ROM drive
that includes Mac software, FWB is probably the source of that software.
If you didn't get the software with your CD-ROM, you might consider looking into it.
The CD-ROM Toolkit makes it possible for you to install third-party drives from
various vendors to serve as emergency b oot drives or for system maintenance.
Table 8-2 shows the manufacturers supported by the CD-ROM Toolkit.
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Table 8-2
CD-ROM Manufacturers Supported
Vendor

Drive Type

Apple

CD-ROM

Chinon

CD-ROM

Hitachi

CD-ROM

NEC

CD-ROM

Panasonic

CD-ROM

Philips

CD-ROM

Pioneer

CD-ROM

Pinnacle Micro

CD-R

Plextor

CD -ROM

Ricoh

CD-R

Sanyo

CD-ROM

Sony

CD-ROM, CD-R

Teac

CD-ROM

Toshiba

CD-ROM

Yamaha

CD-R

by the FWB CD-ROM Toolkit

The Toolkit also features a number of speed enhancements, including flexible cache
settings that enable you to decide how much RAM to use for look-ahead, director y
st orage and other caching t echniques. The more RAM (and/or hard drive space)
you dedicate to the CD-ROM cache, the faster it will seem to r un: Data is moved
from the CD to RAM in the background, and then accessed directly from the muchfaster RAM when more data is needed.
The CD-ROM Toolkit gives you access to other options as well, such as the different
types of disc formats it should attempt to mount, wh ether or not t o have the CDROM tray eject whenever the Mac is shut down, and whether you want to be
warned w hen a badly mas tered CD-ROM has been inserted in the drive.
CasaBlanca Works (\'i vl\'1. pro li ne . com/c b\vi ndex . html ) offers a rival program,
CDWorks, that also acts as a driver for most SCSI CD-ROM drives, and includes the
capability to boot from the drive and to alter cache settings to speed up CD-ROM
access. CDWorks also touts a feature that enables you to di sable Appl e's built-in
cache, resulting in a speed-up, accord ing to the company's literature.
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A third utility, CD Mounter Plus, comes from Software Architects
(wv1w. soft arch . com). This one features a special audio CD remote for easy
playback of audio COs, as well as offering all the typical support for CD-ROM drive
brands and SCSI mounting.

Creating CD-R
Adaptec, Inc., leads the market for CD burning with a number of different software
offers, the most obvious of which is Adaptec Toast. Toast helps you do all the
things necessary to put together a good CD-R-organize the data, get it ready to be
sent to the CD-R disc, and manage the data flow so that it writes correctly,
smoothly, and sequentially. That's how you create COs for distribution or sharing
among typi cal CD-ROM drives.
Toast isn't the only way to create CD-Rs. New technology from Adaptec and others,
called pacl?et writing, focuses on individual packets of data that can be stored,
instead of a continuous data stream. This allows you to treat a CD-R more like a
typical hard drive: You just drag and drop new files onto the CD-R. The end result is
burning a CD-R becomes a Jot more like saving files to a typical removable media
device.
Drives have to be certified to run with DirectCD, Aclaptec's software for this sort
of drag-and-drop CD-R creation. At issue is the fact that DirectCD and similar
incremental CD-R approaches use the Universal Disc Format (UDF) to make their
magic possible. On the Mac OS, this magi c translates to the ability to simply drag
and drop files onto CD-R media in the Finder-a vast improvement for novice and
occasional use.) UDF essentially circumvents the need for multiple sessions every
tim e you write to th e CD-R, allowing you to leave the session "open" until you're
ready to remove the CD-R elise from the drive or use i t on another computer.
The CD-R drive you use must support UDF and the ability to open and close an
ISO 9660 (PC file form at) session without shutting down the drive. Because many
CD-ROM drives aren't capable of reading the UDF format, the CD-R must be
translated into ISO 9660 if it i s to be distributed to other users. Dir ectCD includes
the ability to read and write directly to UDF form at drives, and the Mac OS now
supports UDF natively with Mac OS R.l and above.
If you've got all th e requisites for DirectCD, you simply install it and configure its
control panel (see Fi gure 8-7). You'll t hen be able to drag files you want to store on
a CD-R directly onto that disc in the Finder.
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Summary
+ If you don't already have a CD-ROM drive, there's a good chance you'll need
one. Most new programs today are distributed on CD-ROM, as are most
games, reference, and multimedia software titles. A very old Mac may be abl e
to survive without CD technology, but a newer Mac shouldn't. In fact, owners
of the latest Power Macs might even want to look into DVD, the latest in
digital disc t echnologies.

+ If you've already got a CD-ROM drive, think before you upgrade; there's
usually not an amazing increase in the speeds of the drives. At least, the
increase usually isn't dramatic enough to warrant a hefty upgrade price. If you
don't have a CD-ROM drive at all, though, very fast drives are very affordable
and generally easy to add. All you really need to decide is whether you'll
install the drive internally or externally. If you want to install an internal drive,
you'll need to find out if your Mac will support SCSI or IDE for th e connection .

+ With the drive in place, you might want to look into some CO-related software
upgrades that can speed up your access and help you manage your drives.

+ You may also want to create your own COs for others to pl ay back or even
record to. If that's the case, you'll need to get special software that enables
you to record COs in conjunction with special drives (CD-R and CD-RW drives)
designed for the task.

•

•

•
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lthough removable media devices have always been a
good idea for professionals and Mac arti st s dealing in
large files, it's only been in th e las t few year s that r emovabl e
drives have become a viable way to significantly extend home
or office system stor age capacity. At one time, the floppy disk
was a great way to transport fil es and backup important
documents, because the files tended to be sm all enough to fit
on a floppy. These days, though, other alternatives are
necessary. In response t o these demands, r emovable media
devices have become easier t o use, work as fast as typical
hard drives, and offer reasonable enough cost s and capacities
that they're worthwhile to cart around or use for backing up
and archiving.

The Iomega Zip drive isn't compl et ely responsible for this
revival, but i t's fair t o say t hat it's done its part. In fact , w ith
the overwhelming popularity of the Zip drive, it's likely to
become a defac to st andard replacement for floppies. (Already
I'm sur prised when a colleague doesn't have a Zip drive
availabl e, es pecially if we plan to swap Web site data or
graphics.) It does have some heat ed competi t ion, including
t he LSI 20 standard, a revamp of the or iginal floppy drive that
handl es both high-capacity 120MB floppy disks and the
st andard 1.44MB floppies that everyone is used to.
The bot tom line is this: If you don't hav e a removable dr ive for
your Mac, you should get one ( unless you're struggling al ong
without something even more important like a j oys tick or cool
speakers). I'd recommend a Zip drive even for old Macs like

+

+

+
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the Mac Plus or Mac SE. In fact, I'd recommend them , in some cases, instead of a
hard drive for those models (see the Note that follows).

~
Note

But whatever your Mac, some sort of removable drive is a good idea, whether it's
for moving files around, backing files up, or both. The Zip drive may be tough to
resist (especially because it's built into many Macs), and it's cer tainly a good
choice. But consider some of the other drives as well-some of the l ates t store 1.5or 2.0GB of data per disk or cartridge, which can be a great way to back up a lot of
important data all at once.
Why recommend a Zip drive as a hard drive for a classic Mac (Mac Plus, the early Mac
SE)? As those Macs don't all have internal drive options, your only hard drive options
are external. Most modern SCSI drives, however, are too fast for the older Macs;
although you can use the drives, you have to purposefully slow the rate at which data
is transferred by those drives. At the same time, older (used) drives are usually in
40- or 80MB capacities for those machines. Zip drives are a tad slower than modern
drives- a deficit that works well with older Macs. Plus, Zips offer a lot of flexibility for
those older Macs, making it easy to get an additional 100MB of storage every time
you buy a new cartridge.

Removable Drives Explained
The Mac's ability t o easily add SCSI devices, along with the popularity of storageintensive images and desktop publishing files, made removable dr ives an early,
popular upgrade for Mac professionals. Back when In tel-compatible PCs were still
focused on number-crunching and word processing using a character-based
operating syst em, t he Mac was encouraging users to add photographic-quality
images to their layouts and presentations. This required removable media
technologies though, because getting the file to the local print shop or prepress
house was necessary for preparing it for public consumption. Professional Mac
users needed an easy way to do this.
This state of affairs encouraged companies like Iomega and SyQuest to come up
w ith a new sort of stor age device -the removab le cartridge device or removable
hard drive. Using fairly large cartridges and special ext ernal SCSI drives, Mac users
could wri te data to cartridges that could hold 20MB, 44MB, and in some cases
88MB of data at once. You could then take the cartridge with you to your fi nal
destination. (Figure 9-1 shows a newer SyQuest model that can work with these
cartridges.)
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Figure 9-1: SyQuest cartridges made it easy to transport data

from one place to another.
These days, people have largely moved on from the origina l SyQuest and Iomega
drives (especially the Bernoulli models). They're s lower, smalle r-ca pacity
technologies than many of the more exciting new a pproaches . You'll still find the
drives and cartridges for sale, of course, as they're around for posterity and many
shops still make use of the drives for backing up a nd trans porting d ocuments.
As the technology has progressed, the three fac tors that typify computing have
worked their magic on removable media: It's become faster, smaller, and able to
hold greater capacities. Now, the inexpensive Iomega Zip dr ive and the SyQuest
EZFiyer drives can hold between 100MB and 230MB (depe nding on the model
and manufacturer) on cartridges that are bare ly larger than flop py disks (see
Figure 9-2).
Speed, size, and c apacity have all reached a point where removable media drives
make sense for jus t about anybody, because a Zip o r SyQuest dis k can easily be
used for trans porting files, bac kin g up files, or simply extending the capacity o f
your compute r.
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Figure 9-2: Zip disks are thicker than floppies, but not much larger.

If you like computer games, for instance, but don 't have room for them on your
main hard drive, you can just grab the Jaz disk that holds all your games and pop it
into your Jaz drive; it won 't run much slower, and you' ll have your main hard drive
availabl e for other data. Plus, if you 've got kids, getting the games away from them
(or using the games as a reward for completed homework) is as easy as taking
control of the Jaz cartridge. You might similarly create a Jaz disk that has all your
Web development tools and documents on it, so you can pop it in and continue
working on a Web project. Or a Zip with all your personal documents on it might be
a convenient way to move from workstation to workstati on on campus or while
traveling.
The other factor that's made removable media popular is its ease of use. Tape
drives - though still av ailable and popular as a backup medium-are notorious
for being difficult to use, requiring special software and some downtime while the
backup takes place. And tapes often don't work like regular disks, so you can't just
use the Finder to save to them. Jaz, Zip and SyQuest technologies just pop up on
your desktop as icons, allowing you to open th em, copy fil es to and from them and
launch programs from them. This similarity to hard drives is part of what's driving
their success, especially with consumers and small businesses.
But they're not the only technologies worth looking into. Magneto-optical drives
can hold a great amount of information on CO-like media that lasts a long time in
storage, isn't t erribly volatile, and can be used for fairly fast retrieval. Digital audio
tape (OAT) and tape cartridge backup devices also have their niche as cheap
media. If you need t o back up an entire network for safekeeping, you'd need quite a
few Jaz cartridges to get it done. With tape, it's a different story. So, although you're
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likely to want one of the popular, hip removable drives that's on the market
currently, you'll still w ant to shop ar ound for the one that's best for you.

Removable cartridge drives
It's hard to know what exactly to call the Zip and SyJet class of drives. T he name is
already taken by actual removable hard drives that th e industry has exper imented
with in the past , alo ng with the PCMCIA ( or PC Card) standard o f hard drives that
can be p lugged into PowerBoo ks, eMat es and other portabl e computers. At the
same time, high-density floppy drives, although another popular way to refer t o these
drives, is extending the use of the word floppy t o th e point of being ridiculous.
There's nothing floppy about any of these hard plastic cartridges. (A typical 3.5inch floppy disk actually contains a floppy disc inside its shell, but these newer
cartrid ges offer completely differen t mechanisms.)
So I suppose I'll just call them removable cartridge drives. What ever you call them,
they're important to computing. Iomega has sold millions of Zip drives, and I've
seen reports that they continue to crank out over a million per month. With Zip w ell
on its way to becoming a de facto standard, the other s are vying for more
specialized niches, but they're import ant, too.
So how do they w ork? For the most part, these drives are actually combinations
of different technologies - a little magneto-optical here, a little hard-drive-like
mechanism there. On fact , the ori ginal SyQuest cartridges actually wer e removable
hard drives of a so rt, with little platters and spindles just like what hard drives
have.)
First, take a look at a chart th at shows you the specifications and speeds of each
(see Table 9-1). In the following sections, I introduce you to the most popular of
these drives.

Table 9-1
Popular Removable Cartridge Drives and Performance
Drive

Capacity

Interface

Max. Speed

Internal Available?

Iomega Zip

100MB

SCSI- 1

1.4 MBps

Yes

Iomega ZipPius

100MB

SCSI- 1

1.4 MBps

No

SyQuest EZFiyer

230MB

Fast SCSI

2.4 MBps

No

Iomega Jaz 1GB

1GB

Fast SCSI

6.6 MBps

Yes

Iomega Jaz 2GB

2GB

Ultra SCSI

6.7 MBps

Yes

SyQuest SyJet

1.5GB

Fast SCSI

6.9 MBps

Yes

SyQuest Quest

4.8GB

Ultra/Wide
SCSI

10.6 MBps

Yes

Castlewood Orb

2.16GB

Ultra SCSI

12.2 MBps

Yes
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No te that the maximum s peed number in the table is the maximum s ustained
transfer rate that's c laimed by the company in their technical specifications - most
of the time, the average ra te will be much lower. Also, although performance is
important, it's not the only factor in choosing a removable cartridge drive. All these
drives offer hard-drive-like performance, although the high-end models are
certainly better s uited for multimedia and s imilar needs.
In-depth statistics weren't available at the time of writing regarding the SuperDisk, a
USB-based LS120 floppy drive announced shortly after the iMac was announced. The
SuperDisk should work with both 120MB LS 120 disks as well as standard 1.44MB
disks in both lntel-compatible PC and Mac formats. The first of these drives has been
announced as a joint effort between Panasonic and lmation (www.imation.com).
Iomega Zip
Currently available in a 100MB capacity, the Zip drive may never increase that
number (at least, it will pro bably always be compatible with the 100MB car tridges).
After all, these are the most popular removable media drives ever - with apologies
to floppy disk drives and CD-ROM drives - and part of this success relies on
turning Zip cartridges into commodities. That is, you ought to be able to exchange
a Zip disk with anyone and have them be able to immediately read the d isk.
Apple itself addressed the issue of swapping Zip disks with the release of Mac OS 8.1,
which included a new version of the PC Exchange system extension. Not only does
the Mac OS support Windows 95 long fi le names, but it also has the ability to read
Windows and DOS-formatted Zip cartridges (and other removable media).
The Iomega drive comes in bo th interna l and external versions. The internal SCSI
version us ually requires a mounting kit that's specific to your Mac's model. If you
opt for the external model, it'll connect directly to your exte rnal SCSI bus. You'll
have to set the Zip's SCSI ID externally-you get a choice of ID number 5 or
number 6 on most mode ls . You can also use the Zip as a pass-through connector
to o ther SCSI devices on the SCSI bus. The drive has only 25-pin SCSI connectors,
however, so you may need an adapter for some SCSI cables.
The second generation of Zip drives-the ZipPius drive - switches back and forth
between SCSI and Intel-compatible para llel connections , enabling you to use the
drive with e ithe r platform. It also offers an on-off switch for users who'd like to
power down between uses.
The Zip disks (or Zip cartrid ges) have a 100MB capacity when unformatted, which
is lowered to about 95MB after the formatting process. You can buy the cartridges
preformatted for the Mac intosh, but if you can't find such cartridges, you can use
DOS-formatted cartridges and reformat them for the Macintosh. (Or, with Mac OS
8.1 o r greater, you can simply save files to the DOS-formatted cartridge.) You use
the included Zip Tools software to refo rmat the disk, and this takes about ten
minutes on a Mac for a full reformat (including a test of the cartridge) or a minute
or so for a quick format. (See Figure 9-3).
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Figure 9-3: The Zip drive comes
with its own software, including
tools for formatting, backing up
and other tasks.
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Chapter 23 discusses formatting Zip disks and other removable disks.
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Note

If you've ever flipped a Zip cartridge over and looked at the back, right-hand corner,
you may have noticed a little clear plastic section. What's it for? All it does is tell the
Zip drive it's dealing with an actual Zip disk that's been inserted. Without this identifier, the drive won't clamp down, thereby preventing it from engaging its read/write
head on some other sort of media that could damage the drive.

Iomega Jaz
The Jaz drive c urre ntly o ffe rs capacities of 1GB a nd 2GB o f d a ta s torage p e r
cartridge -quite a n a mount fo r med ia professionals or fo r backing up your Macs .
(fhe Jaz was o riginally re leased with support 500MB cartridges, which a re ra re
these days but s till useful.) The Jaz offe rs high-speed access to your data, o n p a r
with a typical h a rd d rive . This makes it a reasona ble alte rna tive to buying a nothe r
hard drive for seconda ry storage - especially if you like the idea of b eing a ble to
swap out one cartridge for anothe r a nd start over again with a nothe r one or two
gigabytes o f free space.

Not just Iomega anymore
The Zip drive is so popular that Iomega has seen fit to allow a number of companies to
build Zip-compatible drives and use their own brand names on them. Epson America
(www . epson . com) is the most visible clone maker, offering actual Zip-compatible drives
for internal and external use. Other companies focus on the media; Zip disks are made by
both Sony (wW\' I.so ny.com) and FujiFilm (vll'lw.fu j ifi l m. com). All these devices and
media should be compatible with one another, so even if you have an Iomega drive you
can feel secure buying media made by another company and vice versa.
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The Jaz 2GB version is the first t o offer an Ultra SCSI connector, allowing you to
hook the ext ernal drive up t o your Mac using a 50-pin to 50-pin connector. (For best
results you'll need an expansion card SCSI interface with an external connector that
supports Ultra SCSI speeds. Most built-in Mac SCSI connectors are limited t o 5MB
per second.) Sustained t ransfer rates can reach up to 8.7 MBps, with quick bursts
getting all the way up to the Ul tra SCSI limit of 20 MBps. The Jaz 1GB is slightly
slower, offering a Fast SCSI interface with a burst rate of 10 MBps and a maximum
sustained rate of 6.6 MBps.
Jaz drives provide an extremely nexible backup solution. Just the opportunity to
back up one or two gigabytes of data at one tim e is incredibly useful, especially
in workgroup situations. You' ll also find that it's easy to back up a workgroup
server on Jaz disks because they're fast , reliable, and can store quite a bit of data.
(H necessary, you can always compress the data using a backup utility or a
compression tool like Stufflt Deluxe from Al addin Systems - ~1w~1 . a l addi nsys . com.)
In many ways, t he convenience of Jaz and its ilk beats the other options, including
magneto-optical and tape-backup technologies. Jaz drives work just like hard drives
and offer a higher transfer rate, making them easier t o work with than some of t he
other backup solutions. Of course, the cartridges can also be a bit more expensive.

SyQuest EZFiyer
Seen as a competitor to the Iomega Zip drive, the EZFiyer is a removabl e cartridge
drive capable of higher transfer speeds and capacities than the Zip drive, with a
230MB cartridge capacity that's backward compatible with older EZ1 35 135MB
car t ridges. Unfortunately, the EZFiyer isn't compatible with the Zip's media, and
hasn't caught on th e way the Zip drive has.
The EZFlyer is very fast for its price range and is currently capable of over double
t he capacity of a Zip drive. Many users find i t's a great choice for simple backup
and data st orage solutions or for restoring stored applications and data to labbased computer s.
So, although you won't be sharing your data with as many people, t he EZF!yer is
still a great solution for a number of tasks, including quick and easy backup onto
media that 's cheaper than t he one-to-two gigabyte removable drives such as the
Iomega Jaz and SyQuest SyJet. For day-to-day backup of a single Mac, you can't
beat the EZF!yer. It's also a nice solution for aging Macs t hat never have had much
storage in the first place, enabling you to store applications, games, or data files on
the EZFlyer cartridge and t hen run them directly.

SyQuest SyJet
SyQuest's competitor t o Iomega's Jaz drive offers many of the same characteristics
and advantages, while competing on price and performance. Offering good speed,
1.5GB of storage space and features like a special A(V mode (for high sustained
rates of throughput), the SyJet offers a similar level of convenience and efficiency
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for backup and data-sharing tasks. The 1.5GB media makes it another ideal choice
for workgroups , graphics professionals, and multimedia artists. (See Figure 9-4).

Figure 9-4: The SyQuest SyJet drive and cartridge. Both are a little

bigger than the Zip, but they store a lot more data (www.syquest.com).

SyQuest Quest
The Quest is currently o ne of the higher-capacity removable media drives in
existence, offering the ability to save up t o 4.7GB of data on a single cartridge.
This fast removable drive is aimed at media professionals and larger servers and
workgroups that need the capability t o back up l arge amounts of data quickly.
All-digital record ing studios, v ideo editing workstations, and Macs in multimedia
studios can benefit from the Ultra/Wide SCSI connection offered by the Quest, with
sust ained r ates around 10 MBps and burst rates that can reach 40 MBps.
Although SyQuest builds the Quest, its real market is as an Original Equipment
Manufact urer (OEM) device, meaning other companies are focusing on packaging
and selling the drive in their own enclosures o r adding them to systems internally.
The Ultra/Wide interface demands an internal connecti on and special high-end SCSI
capabilities (see Chapter 7 for more on SCSI type). If you're interes ted in something
like this, shop t he Mac stores and cat alogs to see what companies are making the
Quest available.

Castlewood Orb
The Orb, although not an offering from one of the big hitters, Iomega or SyQuest ,
promises to be a special removable drive. Descr ibed as a magneto-resistive drive,
the Orb is a high-speed, high-capacity drive focused squarely on users who want
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such a drive at a low cost. Th e Orb compet es r ight up there with the Quest and
similar high-capacity, high-speed drives.
Web

Learn more about the Orb at \~vi\V. cast 1 e1~ood systems . com.

Magneto-optical drives
Magnet o-opt ical (M-0) drives certain ly aren't as popular as the low-cost, highperformance removable cartridge drives that have sw ept the industry. But, r ather
quietly, M-0 technology has come back into vogue for certain applications, offering
very high capacities and an incredibly long storage life, which makes it popular for
long-term archiving.
At one point, these drives languished in capacities of only a few hundred
megabytes, and historically they're known for being very slow. Yet M-0 has come
into its own recently. Now, transfer rates approach those of hard drives and highend r emovable cartridge drives, with many M-0 drives in the 1-4 MBps range.
Capacities are ranging upward too, with popular M-0 drives offering capaciti es of
230MB, 640MB, 2.6GB, and 4.6GB. Popular drive vendors include Pinnacle Micro
(1~vi\V . pi nna c 1 emi c ro . com) and APS Technologies (vH~vl . aps tee h . co m).
Magnet o-optical, like nearly any other driv e technology desi gned for Macintosh,
offers SCSI and Fast SCSI implementations. You 'll usually find the drives in external
casing but can occasi onally come across an internal version. Although they
certainly are rivaled by the increased appearance of CD Rewritabl e solutions, M-0
will probably be around for qui te some time, thanks t o increased capacities and
speed improvements.

Tape drives
Consider, if you will, the two reasons to buy a tape drive for your backup solution and the two reasons to avoid tape backup at all costs. These days, tape drives are
being designed t o hold amazing amounts of data in a single cartridge. In certain
implementations, tapes can hold 30-, 40-, or 70GB of data. Tape cartrid ges are
traditionally very cheap, too, offering data backup at pennies per megabytes.
Now the cons. Tape is slow. slow, slow. And, along with being slow, it's a near-line
solution, meaning it doesn't actually appear as a drive on your computer. That is, it
dosen't pop up on your Mac's desktop like a Zip, Jaz, or M-0 cartridge will. Instead,
you have to use special software to save your data to tape.
Tape can't reasonably be used to t ransfer dat a between computers, because, by
necessity, it has t o wr ite all its data sequentially. This means, as with a cassette
tape of music, you have to fast forward through the tape to find a particular file or
document. If you wanted to quickly share, say, five different documents with a
colleague, you'd have to wait quite a while as the tape skipped around to various
sections to find the documen ts and retrieve them .
But that's really not what t ape backup is about. Instead, it's an inexpensive media
for last-ditch, offsite backup storage - the type of backup that's done
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automatically, lat e at night, and then filed away in a fireproof box the next day so
that the network can be recovered some time in the future if something
dramatically bad happened .
So, how do you add tape? Here are the three major tape formats you might concern
yourselr with:

+ QIC. The popular standard for inexpensive backups is QIC technology.
Pronounced "quick," QIC is an impressive-sounding acronym until you realize
it stands for "quarter-inch cartridge," after which maybe you're not so
impressed. But QIC's various standards (ranging from QIC-40 to QIC-3220)
enable you to use tapes that st ore up to 10GB. Some innovative drive makers
have sped these drives up, too, resulting in throughput of 20 or 30 megabytes
per second. Not bad.

+ DAT. Digital audio tape i s popular for backups as well as for high-end audio
recording. Transfer rates aren't barn burners, usually hovering around 0.5
MBps. The tape capacities r ange from a few gigabytes to 12GB or more, with
data compression as a popular option. Lastly, although good and r elatively
speedy, OAT drives are expensive and have stayed that way for a number of
years.

+ DLT. Digital linear

tape is changing th e tape game a bit, offering huge
capacities and high (2.5 MBps) speeds. Capacities for these sorts of drives
range from 20GB to 70GB with the medi a costing around a dollar per gigabyte
or less. This is truly one of the best ways to back up entire workgroups and
servers with a hands-off system of auto mated software and safe physical
storage. But it's also the ultimate in expensiv e backup systems, often doubling
the price of already cos tly OAT drives.

Adding a Removable Media Drive to
Your Mac
Attaching mos t external removabl e media drives to your Mac is a cakewalk,
especially if you have experience adding a scanner or external hard drive. The
only exceptions occur wh en the drive you're using isn't particularly designed to
wo rk with a M acintosh or offers l ess-than-stellar software drivers. Most of the
popular removable cartridge drives rarely suffer from such deficiencies, and, in
fact , many of them can be used as startup drives or even be used to read DOSformatted media directly.
You may also decide that you'd prefer to install an internal removable device.
Aside from not taking up space on your desktop, an internal upgrade has the added
advantage of being able to access the fas ter internal SCSI buses on newer Macs.
This will go a l ong way t oward making your removabl e drive feel as though it offers
speeds that rival a hard driv e.
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Adding an external removable media drive
External removable media drives attach to the SCSI port on the back of your Mac.
(In the case of an iMac or s imilar USB-equipped Mac, you may find an external drive
designed to hook up to a USB port. Chapter 10 explains USB in more deta il.)
Depending on the Mac model, you may need an adapter- in general, the
removable drive will include a cable or adapter that connects to the standard 25pin SCSI port on the back of most Macs. (50-pin Fas t SCSI and 64-pin Wide SCSI
ports may also be supported by the remova ble drive and a re desirable for best
performance.)
To install an external drive:
1. Unpack the drive a nd check for all the necessary parts. Pay close attention to
any cards or inserts that the manufacturer installs in the drive for shipping
(check your manua l carefully). You'll need to remove any of these retaining
devices before you turn on your drive.

,

Note

2. Using the Apple System Profiler or a s imilar SCSI probe tool, check to ensure
you have a free SCSIID available for the drive (see Figure 9-5). (Remember to
select the correct bus if yo u have both an internal and external SCSI bus in
your Mac.)
To access the SCSI device information in the Apple System Profiler, choose Select <>
Device Information from the program's menu bar.
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Figure 9-5: The Profiler shows that SCSI ID 5 is
available on my Mac's SCSI bus.
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3. Change the SCSIID on the back of your drive to t he ID number you 've
identified as available in your Mac (see Figure 9-6).

Figure 9-6: Most external removable media devices have a SCSI
indicator w ith an up and a down button for changing SCSI IDs.

4. Turn off your compu ter. Apple and other Mac peripheral companies
recommend that you never have your computer on when installing or
uninstalling SCSI devices.
5. Decide where you'll be installing the drive in your SCSI chain. (If t his is your
only external SCSI device, skip to st ep 6.) If you have another external device,
for instance, decide whether you 'll be installing this drive using t he existing
device's SCSI port or if you 'll be plugging your new drive directly int o your
Mac. Remember that you sho uld only have one terminator at the end of your
SCSI chain, so don't allow more than one of your external devices to be
term inated.
6. Plug the SCSI cabl e into the SCSI IN port on the back of your removable media
drive (see Figure 9-7). If it doesn't have a port specifically labeled SCSI IN, you
can likely use either port.
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Figure 9-7: Check your SCSI connections for some indication that
one is the In port and one is the Out port. (Shown is a SyQuest SyJet.)

7. Plug the other end of the SCSI cable into your Mac, or plug it into the next
SCSI device in your SCSI ch ain if you have other devices.
8. If this removable drive is the last device in your SCSI chain, you'll need to
terminate it. Either add a terminator to its SCSI OUT port, flip the termination
switch, or, if the drive offers auto-sensing termination, do nothing at all. (Don't
forget to remove or deactivate any terminators you've installed or activated
on devices installed earlier in the chain.)
9. Plug the drive into an electrical socket (preferably a surge protector).

10. Turn on the drive and wait for it to spin up. (It should flash its lights, make a
little noise for a moment or two, and then calm down.) If your drive has no
power switch, skip to 11.
II. Start up your Mac.

12. With th e Mac activated and the drive on, install any software that came with
the drive. You may need to restart your Mac.
To test the installation, you can probably insert the appropriate cartridge for your
new drive and see if it mounts the cartridge on your Mac's desktop in the Finder. If
it does, all went well. (You may have to format t he media cartridge before it w ill
work properly.) If you don't see the drive, check the Apple System Profiler to make
sure it's been mounted using the SCSI 10 number you expected. If it has, and the
drive still doesn't work, consult your manual for any specifics this drive requires.
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If your drive doesn't appear to be mounted, you can troubl eshoot it as you would
any SCSI device:

+ Visually inspect the SCSI lD setting to ensure it's set for the expected number.
If it isn't (or if it's set for an ID number that is already taken in your Mac), shut
down immediately, change the lD number on the drive to an lD that 's available
in your Mac, and restart.

+ Check the cable connection to your device and check all the cable
connections in your SCSI chain.

+ Make sure only the last

device in an ext ernal SCSI chain is terminated.

If the drive still won't work, consult your drive's manual and check some of the
other SCSI troubleshooting tips in Chapter 23.

Adding an internal removable media drive
You'll notice that this process is very similar to installing an internal hard drive.
Usually the only difference is a removable media drive generally needs a full 5.25inch drive bay in your Mac OS computer. You'll also need a special mounting kit for
most Mac models to make the slightly smaller facing of the internal drive fit flush
with the front of your computer.
Here's a few things to know before you get started:

+ As with an internal hard drive, consider where exactly you're putting the
drive on the internal SCSI chain. Make sure you have an available SCSI
connection on the ribbon cable, as well as an available power connection
inside your Mac.

+ If you will be installing it in the middle of the SCSI cable that's inside your
Mac, the drive should not be terminated. If it's on the end of the SCSI cable,
you'll need to terminate the drive, while making sure th at no other drives
inside the Mac remain terminated.

+ You'll also want to make sure the SCSI lD is set correctly on the internal drive.
Check the Apple System Profiler for an available ID, and then consult the
drive's manual for instructions on setting the SCSIID. (It's likely set to SCSIID
4 or 5, which should be fin e if only the Mac's original SCSI devices are
installed- unless the Mac already has a factory-installed removable drive.)

+ Make sure you have the appropriate mounting kit for your Mac model.
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Nota

Macs that can accept internal removable drives include the Performa 6400, Power
Macintosh 6500, 7200, 7300, 7500, 7600, 8600, 9600, G3 Desktop, G3 Minitower
and G3 Server series, and subsequent full-size Mac desktop and minitower computers. Nearly all Mac OS clone models can accept an internal drive, if there's still a free
expansion bay in the case and the appropriate power and SCSI connectors are available inside- just be sure to order the correct mounting kit for your particular Mac o r
Mac clone model when you buy the drive. Some expandable Quadra-level machines
might have room for a removable drive if they don't already have an internal
CD-ROM drive, as the minitower machines (Quadra 840AV, 950, and so on) should
support an internal removeable drive, assuming you can find a mounting kit and front
bezel to fit that model.
To install an internal drive:

1. Make sure your Mac is sh ut down and unplugged, a nd you're electrically
grounded. Remove the Mac's case.
2. Install the mounting hardware on the drive so it can s lide into its drive bay.
3. Slide the drive into its bay.
4. Connect the SCSI cable to the drive. Make s ure you orient the cable correctly,
with the red strip on the SCSI cable lining up with Pinl, the leftmost pin on the
con nector.
5. Connect the power wires to the drive. They can only install in one direction,
so if you have trouble plugging the connector into the drive, try flipping it
over.
6. Make sure the drive is firmly seated in its bay, and then install the mounting
kit's faceplate so that it's flush with the front o f the case (see Figure 9-8).
7. Start up your Mac and install any softwa re that came with the drive. Restart
the computer if necessary.

~
Nota

Now insert a cartridge to test the drive. If things don't seem to be working, check
your ma nual, the troubleshooting tips at the e nd of the section "Adding an external
removable media drive," or most of Chapter 23.
As when installing a ny internal device, you can test the drive with the Mac's case still
off, but shut your Mac down again and replace the case once you're sure everything
is working.
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Figure 9-8: The front plate fits around the front of the removable
drive to provide an opening for inserting cartridges (shown is an
internal Zip drive).

Implement Your Backup Plan
Here's a true story: While wor king in the science department at my alma mater after
graduation, a major outage occurred on the administration's server computer (an
lntel-compatible PC) during a fairly stormy weekend. Perhaps due to a lightning hit
or some similar electric shock issue, the main hard drive in the server went
completely dead. The dat a on it, barring an incredibly expensive excavation, w as
irretrievable.
Of course, we had a backup. Th e syst em administrator had diligently run a tape
backup program weekly on the server over the pas t year since its installation, and
the process was going strong. A cartr idge or all our data existed. This was not just a
tragedy, but an opportunity; our system administrator, the consummate
professional, had done the ri ght thing and was likely going to impress the dean and
high-ranking academics. Foresight had won over chance.
Actually, chance had another card up its sleeve. As it turns out, the tape cartridge
that the system administrator had used for the mos t recent backup (about four
days old) was bad . He couldn't get any data from it. To make m atters wor se, he had
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done something t hat isn't exactly recommended-he'd used that same cartridge
for all his backups in the department for the last nine months. That's nine whole
months.

~
Note

Hard drives can (and eventually wilf) go bad. It's an engineering fact - they're
mechanical devices with a limited lifespan. But tape and other backup devices can
also go bad. In our sci ence department, anything that wasn't saved on individual
hard drives was forcibly reverted to files and folders that had been backed up nine
months prior to that time. Entire proj ects, budgets, me entries and papers were
lost. There w as a backup pl an in place, but it wasn't a terribly good one. Instead, it
only provided a false sense of security.
DriverSavers (1~v11~ . dr i ve s avers. com) is a company that's renowned for its ability
to revive destroyed drives. If you're ever in a situation where you have to get data off
a drive that's been waterlogged, burned, dropped, run over, or exposed to any other
fury of nature, contact Drivesavers and see w hat they can do. A bullet-proof backup
plan is a lot cheaper, though.

What to back up
You don't have to back up everything on your hard drive. After all, in most cases
(especially those where you've legally bought and licensed your software) you
won't need to back up applications, because you have the originally floppy disks or
CO-ROMs. You also may not need to back up the System Folder, because you have
your Mac OS CD handy and you could, in a pinch, rei nstall the operating sys tem.
So what do you need to back up? Of course, you should consider backing up
absolutely ever ything on your hard dr ive(s) or network. (See sidebar that follows
for some interesting ideas.) But if you just can't spare the space, here's what you
should make a point of backing up:

+ Documents. Anything you create using your hands and your brain should be
backed up. Likewise, back up any thing anyone else has created that's saved
on your hard drive. You don't want to have to recreate the documents if you
lose your main hard drive.

+ Upgrades and updates. You'lllikely download upgrades and updates to your
existing software programs at times when you find something new on the
manufacturer 's Web site. Make a point of quickly dragging t hose files to a
handy Zip or Sy.Jet cartridge while you're busy installing them. This includes
new extensions, con trol panel s, and fonts you install in t he System Folder.

+ Bookmarks. If you use your Web browser extensively, make a point of backin g
up the Bookmarks file that's in that browser's folder in the Preferences folder,
which is located in the System Folder.
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+ E-mail. If you're like me, you like to

keep your old e-mail. It allows you to root
around for an old phone number, keep a paper trail of communications, and
dig up that Web address someone sent you once. I keep hundreds of
megabytes of e-mail saved, and I back i t up (and archive it) regular ly so I don't
miss a beat.

+ Prefer ences. It won't kill you to lose these, but you might w ant to back up the
preference files for your favorite applications - especially if you've got them
set just r ight. Preferences are in the Preferences folder in the System Folder.

+ Saved Games. Do you want to start over on l ev el one? I thought not.

How to back up
Two different backup terms get bandied about often and deserve definitions. Not
everyone uses these terms as stri ctly defined as I'm suggesting here, but it's how I'll
try to use the terms in this book:

+ Backing up. By this I mean copying files currently on your Mac or your
network to another type of media on a regular basis, according to a
predefined system that rotates the backup media over a fixed per iod of t ime.
Backups are created using either a mirroring sys tem (where an exact copy of
your folders and documents is copied to the backup medi a) or an incremental
sys tem (where only folders and documents that have changed since the last
backup session are copied to the backup media) .

+ Archiving. In this case, I'm talking about copying files from your hard drive or
network to another media, with t he intention o f delet ing the files from your
hard drive and storing the archival med ia in a safe place. This is useful for
hol ding onto older files that you no longer need on a day-to-day basis, but
may need down the road.
Obviously, both have their place. But the single most common error in backing up
data is what I described happened in my alma mater 's sci ence departmentarchiving when one means to back up. A lot of programs that call themselves
backup programs w ill per form something very convenient for you - incremental
backups. They'll only update files that have changed since t he last time you
archived. This is a great feature but, by itself, is neither ar chiving nor a complete
backup system.
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Evangelista tip: Self-extracting Sy!!e!YJJ!.Cll~~~

It's true that the most important files to back up on your Mac are data files, as you can't
recreate them without hours of work once they're gone. And, if you're into economy backups, you can usually skip things like applications and the System Folder. They can be reinstalled from disks and installation CO-ROMs.
But backing up those files, too, really isn't such a bad idea, especially if there's a decent
chance that your Mac could get messed up - whether it's on public display, used in a lab
setting, or if you tend to install a bunch of beta software. System administrator Rich Barron
(from both the CSU Fullerton - Art Department and Santa Ana College in Southern
California) has a great tip- use the self-extracting archive option in the programs Stufflt Lite
or Stufflt Deluxe to create an archive that can open itself on most any Mac in your organization, resulting in a ready-made System Folder:
"I do a normal install on the Mac. I run it through its paces in all the programs and work out
all the glitches I catch. Next I take the System Folder and make a duplicate that 1compress
and turn into a self-extracting archive (.sea) so it is not dependent on its 'mother' program
to help it uncompress. I also make a very stripped-down version (few extensions, no fonts,
few control panels, and so on) of the same System Folder. The remaining software is also
compressed program by program in the same .sea format."
You might also find that the program ShrinkWrap, from Aladdin Systems (www .a l add in sy s . com), is a useful way to create System folder backups; instead of self-extracting
archives, you can create disk images that you can double-click and mount on the desktop,
causing them to act exactly like large floppy disks that you can then install or copy files from.
Use the Zip disk as a Startu p disk (31:-0ption-Shift-Del keys can be used together to skip the
internal hard drive and boot off an external system disk), and then copy the compressed
System Folder to the newly formatted (or otherwise repaired) hard drive. Double-click to
decompress the System Folder, and then restart. You should have a new system, ready to
let you get some work done. (fhe second half of this tip, including information for restoring
systems for Mac workgroups, can be found in Chapter 33.)

If you just continue to mirror the changes you make on your hard drive onto a
single backup cartridge, you can't use that car tridge to ret ri eve a documen t that
became corrupted or was inadvertently deleted a few weeks ago, as you could if
you created an archival tape or cartrid ge, and then stored it away. At the same
t ime, incrementally copying updated fi les to the same cartr idge isn't a proper
backup system, either, b ecause a flaw in th e cartridge itself negates any advantage
to performing the backup.
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In a seri ous backup sit uation, you need a generatio nal approach to copying your
data from your hard drive(s) or netw ork t o the backu p media. Depending on your
level of par anoia you can introduce as m any gener ations as you want into the
equati on. The bottom line is you always need to have more th an one backup t o
choose from at a gi ven m om ent.
Aladdin Systems seems to offer a lot of software entries in this category, but I've got
another one to discuss. Although it's not technically a backup utility, you may find
FlashBack (www . a 1 add i nsy s . com) to be convenient for archiving different versions
of the same document, allowing you to move backward through your document's different saves to find a version you like more. Other utilities, like Michael Kamprath's
Super Save (wv1w . kam prath .n etlc l ai re v1 are) will actually save each keystroke
you make in text documents, enabling you to pour back through them to recreate
documents if necessary. (It helps to be a great typist, naturally.)

A generational system
Here's how a three-generation backup sy stem would work. You start with three
different cartridges. One Monday, mir ror your hard drive or network t o the first
cartridge. On Wednesday, mirror your hard drive to the second cartridge. On
Friday, mirror the drive to the third cartridge. Now, a good idea would be t o drop
the Monday cartridge out of the rotation and store it aw ay (offsite, in a fireproof
casing, ln a safe deposit box, and so on). You might do this once a week or once a
month, depending on how many cartridges you feel safe u sing.
Next, with a new cartridge, mirror your drives on Monday. When Wednesday roll s
ar ound , do your mirroring on the Wednesday cartridge; on Friday, mirror over the
Friday cartrid ge. And so on. ( Note that these Wednesday and Friday backups could
be incremental, t oo, but for the sake of this example th ey 'r e all fresh, complete
mirroring b ackups.)
Notice what you're doing here. Ever y other business day, you h ave a fresh new
backup. If the network fails on Thursday, you can back up using the Wednesday
cartridge - i f the Wednesday cartridge is no good , you can try the M onday
cartr idge. Plus, you've got an extra little b onus - t hose archival cartridges that
slipped out of the rotation. If suddenly you find a corrupt or virus-infected file, th en
you have t h e option of fishing through y our archives for a copy t hat wasn't
corrupted, even if the corruption h appened weeks ago.
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~
Note

Obviously, if you' re not backing up incredibly important business files or an entire
network, you might be able to get away with backing up once or twice a week. But
seriously consider being vigilant about backing up, even if it's only a home system.
Your Quicken data or salary spreadsheet can change a lot in few weeks, and I guarantee you'll appreciate having that data backed up if you ever run into trouble. At the
very least, home users should set a weekly or semi-weekly alarm to remind them to
backup to a removable cartridge drive. Just remember to use a fresh cartridge every
few weeks and use the old one as an archive.

A software approach
If you' re a system administrator or in a similar position of responsibility, your first
order of business should be to think seriously about your backup issues. You will
probably also want to grab some software to help you out. Retrospect, from Dantz
Corp (w1vw. dantz. com), is among the most popular for Mac user s and networks
(see Figure 9-9). For other levels of user s, Dantz offers Disk Fit Pro and Disk Fit
Direct, for backing up the individual Macs of professional and personal users,
respectively. Disk Fit Direct tends t o be bundled with removable media drivescheck the product material if this interests you.
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Figure 9-9: Retrospect offers industrial-style backup capability

for networks and server computers.

If you feel you'd like to work up to professional-level software, or if you'd like to
give something a bit cheaper a try, you might look into a shareware solution. Be
aware that the shareware author may not offer any guarantees about the usefulness
or accuracy of the software. (Then again, most big companies don't either.) You can
try some of the downloadable options or gr ab one or two off the CD. One I've found
useful is called Drag 'n' Back.
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Drag'n'Back and Drag'n'Back Lite (with fewer features) are located on the CD-ROM
included with this book.
Drag'n'Back offers two options that you'll find on t he pro-level software, too -the
ability to update incrementally and th e ability to update using an archival system
(see Figure 9-10) .
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Figure 9-10: Drag'n'Back offers a shareware solution
to professional backup issues.

Incremental updates
In fact , most backup programs offer th e ability to update inc rementally. Remember,
incremental updat es add only the files th at have changed since the last time the
data was mirrored to the cartridge in questi on. It's okay to use t his feature as lo ng
as you continue to swap cartrid ges in a generational pattern. Consider the following
scenario (whi ch assumes you've already been backing up for at least a week):

1. You do a full backup to a new car tridge on Monday th e 6th (of a particular
month).
2. You change an important file on Tuesday.
3. On Wednesday the 8th, you do an incremen tal backup to the Wednesday
cartridge. This cartridge was last updated on Wednesday the 1st, so th e
changed file (on Tu esday the 7th) is noted and backed up.
4. On Friday the l Oth, you do an incremen tal backup to the Friday cartridge. The
change has occurred since last Friday (the 3rd), so it is not ed and backed up
here as well.
Now, if you have pulled the cartrid ge used on Monday and repl aced it with a new
o ne for the next Monday, you 'll have an o ld copy of the file (the one t hat was
recorded on the 6th), and two new copies of t he program (on the 8th and the l Oth).
Bot h bases are covered - if a user needs th e older copy of t he file, you have it. If
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they Jose the newer version, you've got that, too. If you're the system adminis trator
for a large network, eventually you' ll be a hero.
Caution

Don't get too cocky, though. Remember one last warning. Test your media regularly,
especially if you're using it over and over again. Even those Wednesday and Friday
cartridges (or whatever days you ultimately settle on) should be checked every few
weeks to see if they can really be used to restore data. If you do run into trouble and
need to restore data, you'll be glad you've tested your updates recently.

Evangelista and Expert tips: Thou shalt back up
0

As you might imagine, Evangelistas and experts alike have plenty of horror stories resulting
in lapses in their backup routines. Here's a quick look at some of the best of those, including some times for quick and better backups- plus the requisite scare tactics to get you to
promise yourself that you'll implement a backup plan:
"Obviously, you'll want to back up your data regularly, but why back up corrupted files? Just
before doing a backup, run your diagnostic tools, such as Tech Tool Pro or Norton Utilities
for a boatable disk. Repair all broken files, and then do your backup. That way, you'll know
that you have a clean backup:'- Win Stiles
"'I Lost My Entire Thesis ...and it was due two hours ago!' Losing an important document is
a common complaint among McGill students and faculty. As Murphy's Law would have it,
the likelihood of losing a paper is directly proportional to the importance it bears to the
author and inversely proportional to the number of backup copies the user has made.
"Here are several points to keep in mind: Hard disk drives are typically warranted for a maximum of five years. It's not a matter of if they fai l, but when they fail.
"Each time your computer hangs, freezes, or crashes, there's a good chance that at least
one file on your computer is slightly corrupted, and an even better chance that it's one of
the files that you were just working on.
"Accidents happen, like saving another document with the same filename or inadvertently
putting your file in the trash. Why tempt fate? You only have so much time to waste on
recovering your thesis when it was due two hours ago. Why not do your best to prevent the
situation from ever happening? It's not difficult and it only takes minutes to do. The Golden
Rule: Always have a backup of your work. Consider the effort of backing up versus the effort
of retyping or rewriting your entire thesis when it was due two hours ago."-James A.
Connolly, McGill University Computing Centre
(continued)
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(con tinued)

uBacking up doesn't need to be complicated. With at least two physical hard drives, you can
back up just the data partition to the other drive. That way if one drive dies, you've still got
the data on the other. It won't help if your house burns down, but the backup tape on your
shelf wouldn't help then, either:'- Marc Zeedar
Want some more expert advice on backing up? Craig lssacs from Dantz Corporation (the
same folks that make Retrospect and Disk Fit) has a few choice tips for people putting
together their backup plans. He tells me his one hope is that you will be encouraged to create a backup of your data before attempting any upgrade or fix. Here are his top tips:
Automate your backups. Get a backup device that holds about twice as much as your

hard disk so you can schedule backups for times when you're not there.
Back up every hard disk. Every hard disk contains critical data so don't just back up

servers. And make sure you include portable computers.
Back up more than just documents. Don't limit backups to just certain files- you'll

inevitably need one that wasn't backed up. Good backup software only backs up files
that are new or modified.
Make several copies. Make at least three different sets of your data. Even an old copy is

better than no copy at all.
Keep a backup set offsite. You never know when a fire, flood, theft, or earthquake

makes your offsite copy your only copy.
Verify your backup. You need confidence in you r backups. Make sure your backup
software has full read-back verification. And try restoring a few fi les yourself, just in
case.
Implement a network backup strategy. If you're on a network, network backup
software lets you share a storage device and ensures every Macintosh is backed up.
Don't procrastinate. Far too many new Dantz customers are people who recently lost

data. Develop your backup plan now!

Summary
+ Removable media drives have become very popular among all sorts of Mac
owners in the past few years, in part because of breakthroughs in their s peed,
capacity, and usability. These days, little cartridges store hundreds of
megabytes or even gigabytes of data, but they work pretty much like a regular
hard drive.
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+ Removable cartridge drives come in many shapes and sizes, including the
incredibly popular Iomega Zip drive and the equally famous Jaz and SyQuest
SyJet drives. Other drives offer even more capacity and fas ter access.
Al though removable cartridge drives are easily the most popular, they aren't
the only type of drives on the market. Magneto-optical and tape-backup
technologies are equally as viable for certain tasks.

+ Once you pin down the sort of removabl e media drive you'd like to use, you'll
want to install it. Both internal and external drives exist, so pick your versions
and install away. Be warned, though, th at inst alling these drives never fails to
involve the magical world of SCSI.

+ With the drive in place and working properly, you're ready to start backing up
your Mac or your workgroup. To do that requires some forethought and a
smart plan, as well as an awareness of the terminology. Of course, new
software won't hurt, either.
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Input Devices

S

o far we humans haven't perfected the "Com puter! I'd
like tea. Earl Grey- hot!" sort of speech-r ecognition that
the Star Trek characters are able to use when dealing with a
computer. We're getting close, though, and it sure won't take
400 years to get to that point, either. Of course, it isn't
completely clear that voice command is necessarily the
perfect interface (in all cases) for dealing with computers,
because we already have plenty of talking going on in the
office and down in the academic computer lab. Until we do
come up with something better, then, we're forced to focus on
the input tools we have - different types of mice, keyboards,
trackpacls, and touch-sensitive devices.
Ev ery Mac comes with a mouse, and, aside from a bizarre
period of cos t-conscious years in the early 1990s, all Macs
come with keyboards. These are the basi c means that we use
for communicating directly with the Mac OS. But there are
other ways.
If you've never explored the different options available t o you
for input, you may be missing out on something special. I
personally enjoy using a trackball for my daily mousing needs,
and the one I have offers extra program mable buttons I can
use for a vari ety of tasks. In Mac OS 8 and above, the
oper ating sys tem will actually respond to two different sorts
of mouse clicks (a regular click and a Ctrl+click) that can be
progr ammed into some mice to make th e process more
convenient. My mouse has still another button w hich, when
pressed, pops up a quick-and-easy application switc hing menu
that l ets me c hange the current application without heading to
the Application menu (see Figure 10-1) .

+

+

+

+

In This Chapter
Apple Desktop Bus
explained
Types of input
devices
Installing on input
device
Using Intelcompatible input
devices

+

+

...

+
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Figure 10-1 : Using a programmable Kensington Turbo Mouse, I'm able to bring up a

custom menu that enables me to switch between programs.

First, let's discuss how t he Mac's input/output technology, the Apple Desktop Bus,
works. I'll then move on to choosing and installing input devi ces.

The Apple Desktop Bus
The Apple Desktop Bus ( usually redundantly refer red t o as the ADB bus) is another
one of those fabulously simple and useful innovations on t he Mac side of t he
computing arena t hat hasn't taken off with lntel-compatible PCs. ADB has many
similar ities to SCSI, as it is a peripher al bus architecture t hat enables y ou to daisy
chain devices together, allowing them to all communicate with the Mac as
necessary. ADB has something else in comm on wit h SCSI: it's an asynchronous bus,
meaning data can be sent back and forth between dev ices and the Mac at any time
- the devi ce simply requests t he Mac's attention, and then proceeds t o send the
data once it has received t he go-ahead.
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ADB is dissimilar to SCSI in one not able w ay: It's very, v ery slow. According to
Apple's specifications, the ADB bus transmits at 154 bytes per second. (Compare
that to a 5MB per second maximum on the slowest SCSI bus.) ADB offers very little
bandwidth to data, communicating serially - that is, one data bit at a time. This
isn't usually a problem, because ADB is used to hook up fairly simple devices, such
as keyboards and mice, th at don't need to communicate a ton of complex data. It
does mean, though, that there's a practical limit to the number of devices you can
hook up to the ADB port, altho ugh t hat's mitigated somewhat by the fact that it's
difficult to use more than two input devices at once. (Just try it.)

ADB connections
ADB is cert ainly capable, though. Most recent Macs have a singl e ADB port,
although Mac II and Centris/Quadra models, among others, often offered two
ADB ports. Both are on the same bus, however, and most ADB devices offer more
than one ADB connecti on, so you can daisy chain the devices t o one another (see
Figure 10-2).

Figure 10-2: A daisy chain of input devices: An ADB mouse hooked
up to the Mac, ultimately, via its attachment to an ADB keyboard

The ADB cable uses a 4-pin DIN connector on both sides for connecting devices to
the Mac or to each other. No specific termination is necessary to make the devices
work correctly, although you may run into a practical t ermination - ADB d evices
that don't thoughtfully provide a second ADB port. In these cases, you may have to
rearrange your devices so that the single-port device is at the end of your chain.
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You may also noti ce th e tendency in the Mac world for some manufacturers to use
the ADB port as a source of power for their other, reasonab ly unrelated , devices.
Modems are a prime candidate: some models not only plug into the modem port to
communicat e with th e Mac, they also plug into the ADB port to draw a bit of power.
Usually a device that does this will also have a pass-through connector (see Figure
10-3). In these cases, you can connect your keyboard or mouse wiring directly to
the back of the pass-through connect or to prov ide power.
Don't think, however, that you can connect as many devices as you want with these
pass-through connectors. You 'll find there's a practical limit of about three or four
devices- even though the theoretical limit is about 14 devices - on an ADB bus
before thin gs start to get sluggish.

Figure 10-3: Some devices offer special ADB pass-through ports
for connecting other devices.

~
Note

Apple warns that signal degradation could set in if you attach more than three ADB
devices to your Mac, although I've personally worked with at least four with no
problems. If you do notice sluggishness or the occasionally lost character when typing, you might try working with fewer ADB devices connected to see if that solves
your trouble.
One other note about ADB connec tions-ADS connec tions are not hot-swappable,
meaning you need to turn the computer off before plugging and unplugging devices.
Although many Mac users report having no trouble connecting and disconnecting
devices while th e Mac is still powered up, I can only tell you what Ap ple tells us:
This is not recommended.
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ADB numbers
Although it's not terribly important in most cases, ADB, like SCSI, addresses its
devices with special numbers. These number s enable th e Mac t o identify the
device that needs attent ion and listen for its input. As a user, it's not something
you generally have to worry about. If prompted though , it can be useful to know
that the Mac keyboard i s gener ally device number 2, wher eas a mouse is usually
device number 3. (The occasionally third-party input device driver software has
been kn own to ask for this info rmation.)
A couple of other number s are import ant. The limit to the l ength of all your cables
should be about 5 meter s, says Apple's t echnical specs, which means you 'll need to
buy special add-on devices if you plan to use a keyboard and/ or mouse any farther
away from your Mac than that. ADB devices (when added together) can't draw
more th an 500 milliamperes ( rnA) t otal for all d evices. For comparison, Apple says
the Apple Standard Keyboard draw s a maximum of 100 rnA, and the Apple Extended
Keyboard draws a maximum of 85 rnA. You can check the technical specifications of
your oth er ADB devices, and then add their consumption numbers together.

Input Devices
So what can you hook up using those ADB ports? Quite a lot, actually. Aside from
the ty pical input devices -mice, trackballs, keyboard s - you'll find some
interesting devices t o consider purchasing. Input devices can range from graphics
pads, whi ch enable you to input data using a pen, to touch screens, and ev en
special devices for the physi cally challenged.
Where do you find these devices? Obviously the local computer st ore only carries a
few different keyboards and mice, usually those that appeal t o the w idest audience
of people. For more specialized devices, you'll often have to look around a little bit.
Try the Mac-based catalog vendor s and their associat ed online services. Also,
specifically fo r Mac peripher als, check out some of these companies:

+ MacA11ey (www. rna ca l l y . com) makes a number

of Mac ADB peripheral s,
including keyboards, mice, touch pads, joysticks, and gamepads. It's also a
good place to find stor age devices, cables, and adapt er s for Macs.

+ APS Technologi es (w'viw. aps tec h. com) builds some peripherals, but they 're
also a catalog company and clearing house for special item s such as advanced
mousing contro llers, cables, and the like.

+ A desso, Inc. (viW'vl. ad e s so i nc . co m) specializes in ergonomic keyboards and
mi ce for Macs and PCs.
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+ Microspeed
keyboards.

(1-JWitl . micros peec

. com) offers trackpads, mice, and Mac

+ Qtronix (1~1ti1V. qtroni x . co m) makes mice, trackballs, and unique keyboard
solutions with built-in mousing devi ces.
+Kensington (vl'vM. ke nsi ng t on. co rn), best known for trackballs, also offers
other accessories and mousing solutions.

Keyboard
The original Mac classic form factor usually went hand-in-hand with a smallish 58key keyboard that looked a whole lot like a disembodied typewriter. Later, Appl e
made the transition to larger keyboards, including some middling designs, and
eventually adopted the typical form factor of today, the 104-key extended keyboard .
Nearly any Mac keyboard you buy th ese days includes a Power key in the upper
right-hand corner, func tion keys across the top of the keyboard, and a numeric
keypad on the right-hand side. That still gives manufacturers some room to play
with, so keyboards tend to come in all shapes and si zes.

Does the carpet in your office develop a pretty strong static electricity charge? If you live in
a dry climate and/or you notice you get little shocks when you touch the door knobs, filing
cabinets, or computer components in your workspace, you might need to take extra precautions to make sure you're not damaging computer equipment with static electricity.
Evangelista Tony Hines had this to say about his workplace and their creative solution:
"About two years ago, our ad agency moved into a freshly carpeted office space; we
promptly discovered that said carpet had a knack for developing strong jolts. After knocking
out two keyboards and one mouse, we knew we had to do something to get rid of the
static.
"We invested in two large humidifiers, but didn't notice much of a difference. Then, the guy
who maintains our phone systems passed along a tidbit that proved to be the ideal solution: fabric softener. No, we don't put fabric softener on our Macs. We simply bought a
large, cheap bottle of fabric softener at the local grocery store, and then mixed it half-andhalf with water in a spray bottle. About once a week, we spray the carpets in our offices,
and it works great. Plus, the office carpets smell'spring fresh'!"
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Keyboard layouts
One thing you may already know about your Mac is its ability to support keyboard
layouts other than t he standard QWERTY format to which Engli sh-speaking t ypist s
have grown accust omed. If you use a keyboard wi th an internati onal layout, you
can change many o f the layouts using just the Keyboard control panel, as shown in
Figure 10-4, along with the menu bar-based layout switcher. (If your v ersion of th e
Mac OS is a localized one, you'll pro bably see other options.)
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Figure 10-4: Changing the way you r Mac interp rets the layout of a keyboard

One popular keyboard layout you might want to switch to is the Dvorak layout, a
1936 efficiency expert's answer to th e sl ow and somewhat injurious nature of th e
QWERTY layout. What the Dvorak keyboard layout does is change the way your
keyboard's keys are interpret ed by your Mac to match that shown in Figure 10-5.
You don't have to buy a special keyboard to implement this layout, although you
might find it handy to run to a cr afts store and buy some alphabet st ickers to put
on your existing keyboard 's keys.
You can find Joe's Dvorak layout, a keyboard layout file for the Mac, on the CD-ROM
included with this book. To install it, close all applications and then drag the file to the
System Folder. Click OK to add it to the System file. You can then change to the layout
in the Keyboard control panel.
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Figure 10-5: The Dvorak layout. Supposedly 70%

of the letters you type w on't require you to move
your hands.

Although I've never used th e Dvorak layout myself, I have colleagues who sw ear by
it. And frankly, after hacking out these hundreds of pages for your reading pleasure,
I think I'll look into something that gives my typing hands a little rest.
So how do you install a layout? All keyboard layouts reside in the Mac's System file,
which is in the root level of the System Folder. To add a layout t o the Keyboard
control panel, you need to drag and drop the layout file onto the System file. This
can also be accomplished (in System 7.5 and above) by dragging t he layout file onto
the Syst em Folder, whi ch will automatically put the file in the System file for you.

Ergonomic keyboards
Other keyboards you encounter will offer the typical QWERTY layout , but feature a
more comfortable (or, to employ an overused buzzword, ergonomic) arrangement
of keys. Ergonomic keyboards are desi gned to place your hands in a more
comfort able, more scientifically correc t posture than regular keyboards promote.
Often this is done by splitting the keys down th e middle and elevating the wrists
slightly so that y our hands curl over the t op of the keyboard-the same position
you may have been taught in ty ping or piano classes in grade school.
Of major concern is the possibility that the repetitive nature of typing and mousing
(especially for the eight t o ten hours a day that some of us spend doing i t) will hurt
us in the long run if not clone correct ly. My best adv ice to you is to t ry new
keyboards, and don't be afraid to spend some money on the right one. Again, go
with a store or mail-order house that offers a liberal r eturn policy, and test t he t hing
intensively for a few days before se ttling on it conclusively.

Other keyboards
There doesn't seem to be a parti cular shortage of keyboard solut ions, although
your selection may be limited to obvious choices in stor es like Cornp USA. Aside
from Apple's basic-but-q uality keyboards bundled with ev ery Mac (such as the
Ap ple Design Keyboard) and sold as replacements, third-party vendor s step in wit h
the occasional gadget o r interestin g add-on.
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Adesso, Inc., for inst ance, offers not only ergonomic keyboards, but also models
that enable you to use a t rackpad or small joystick-like pointer (centered on the
keyboar d) for mousing t asks. Visioneer has, in the pas t , m ade a Mac keyboard that
included a page scanner for quick document scanning tasks. Still other key boards
have been made fo r special purposes, includ ing those sui ted for point-of-sale
computer s or singl e-handed operation. For Macs th at l ack them (such as those with
classic form fact ors and PowerBooks), you can get add-on ADB keypads for
ent ering numerical data.

Mousing
You probably don't need a reprise of the w hol e stor y of how Apple came to t hink of
the computer mouse as an important componen t in computing, but suffice it to say
that t hey did and it is. (Steve Jobs and other Apple employees gained access to
Xerox's PARC laboratories, where mousing and gr aphical interfaces were being
developed on computers th at w ere destined to fail in the m ar ketplace.) The mouse
and similar devices are an impor tant part of how user s deal with computer s,
perhaps humanizing computer s in a way that makes it easier to use them
productively.
Not that the original mouse w as, by any means, the end o f the line. Al though
pointing devi ces remain basi cally subjective in their merits (you need to decide
for yourself what you like the most), th e standard Mac mouse has a few obvious
drawbacks. For instance, it's not a good idea to grab and hold o nto a small slab of
anything for hours at a time (see Figure 10-6), because it'll cramp your hand.

Figure 10-6: An early Mac mouse (Mac Plus) offers a number of
drawbacks, including sharp edges and a single button.
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Although Apple has, over the years, made various improvements to the basic
mouse included with ever y Mac, it cert ainly hasn' t reached a satisfactory
stopping point. Many third-party companies have stepped up to fill in some o f
the gaps, such as:

+ Size. Some mouse manufacturers and ergonomics experts argue that a larger
mouse i s better than a smaller one, enabling you to drape your hand over the
mouse and guide it instead of clamping down on a smaller mouse with your
hand.

+ Shape. Ergonomically shapped mice are also in vogue, offer ing shapes that
work specifically for the left or ri ght hand, supposedly to r educe stress on
your fingers, wrist , and/or arm.

+ Buttons. Al though die-hard Mac user s may argue that a one-button mouse
offers a simpler, more elegant interface, it's also true that you can do a lot
more with a multibutton programmable mouse. The Mac OS is even starting to
support dual-button mice, in spit e of the majority of Mac users having mice
with one button. (The Mac OS enables you to hold down the Ctrl key while
clicking the mouse button to access a second set of mouse button features.)

+ Wiring. Although of dubious value, some users enjoy spending a little extra
money to get a wireless mouse for their setup. Useful only in limited
circumstances, these mice at least offer the benefit of enabling you to place
them on a more com fortable surface.
The precision of a mouse or mousing device is measured in dots per inch (dpi). A
typical mouse has a precision of 200 to 400 dpi- anything less than that is too
little, and anything more than that is considered very precise. There are also three
basic types of technology used to create mice, some more common than others:

+ Mechanical. A mechanical mouse has a rubber ball that comes in contact
w ith the surface and rolls along with your movements. The sensors inside t he
mouse in th is case are mechanically-usually small rollers that detect the
direction and speed of the ball, moving the mouse pointer accordingly.

+ Optomechanical. This works the same way as a mechanical mouse -

with a
ball and sensor s - except that the sensors are optical, using light to detect
changes in direction and speed.

+ Optical. Optical

mice are more rare (and more expens ive). These mice use
only light to judge movements, usually reflected by a specially designed
mouse pad. Optical mi ce tend to be more precise than others, and are used in
computer-aided desi gn and similar pursuits.
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Trackballs and trackpads
Originally making t heir Mac debuts in PowerBooks, trackballs and trackpads have
mutated into popular desktop alternatives to th e mouse. (Actually, early non-Apple
trackballs predated the Power Book, although th eir popularity has grown in recent
years.) Although some people swear by them and some people swear at them,
trackballs get points for not fo rcing you to move your wrist in awkward directions
or stretch your arm while tryin g to make things happen on the computer screen. Of
course, the motion s are still repetitive and the physical benefits are best left to
scientists to determine. My only advice is to pick a device you enjoy using (see
Figure 10-7).

Figure 10-7: Trackballs are my favo rite for mousing, but only
because I'd prefer to keep my hand close to the keyboard. I find
mice to be more exact

Trackpads are often found integrated with ergonomi c keyboards like those offered
by Macally and Adesso. You'll find some sold separately, though, including the Alps
Desktop Glidepoint seri es made by Cirque (wvM. g 1 i de point . com). The MicroMac
trackpad from Micros peed (1vwv1. mi c r os peed . c om). for instance, is smaller than a
mouse, hooks up t o a standard ADB port, and wor ks as a direc t r eplacement for the
Mac mouse. (It also includes its own control panel for higher-precision control.)
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Programmable mice
I've personally found a programmable mouse to be quite a useful add-on for my
day-to-day computing. With four buttons on my personal t rackball (a Kensington
Turbo Mouse, although others are great, too), I can do an amazing number of
things: a single press of a particular button can bring up an application swapping
menu, or substitute for Ctrl-dick or even a double-dick. Silly as it may sound, you
do a lot of double-clicking on a Mac, and I've found the added convenience of being
able to use a single click instead i s worthwhile after many hours of mousing.
Of course, you can create your own behaviors for each button -that's what
programmable means. Options include cursor focusing (switching to a window by
simply pointing at it), snap to default settings t hat automatically place the pointer at
the default OK or Cancel button in a dialog box, and many others for the buttons
and various button combinations (see Figure 10-8). One of my favorites: When I
click the two bottom buttons on my Turbo Mouse, the pointer is constrained to t he
current axis, meaning it can only draw a straight line. That's perfect for some of t he
Web graphics work I do.
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Figure 10-8: The only thing that bugs me about this

software is the user has to decide which functions to
use and which to pass on, because there are a limited
number of buttons.

Digitizers
Often called graphics tablets (at least by me they are), digitizers are designed to use
a pen-like device for input, translating that into a digital manipulation of the mouse
pointer. This opens up a whole world of possibilities to the casual user, as well as
providing a professional-level input device for artists and graphics professionals
who need precision control over a mouse pointer.
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Art isn't the only application for these tablet s. Al t hough they're great for drawing
and painting, they can be used to substitute for a mouse in any application. Adding
musical notation, controlling transitions in a multimedia presentation, or
annotating a PowerPoint slide are all possibilities.
Most graphics tabl ets are pressure sensitive, meaning they only draw when you
place the pen on the pad and begin to move it. Others have a powered pen that
only writes when a button is held down or turned on. The technology you choose
is up to you, along with extra features (s uch as more sophist icated pens and
programmable buttons). You might also find some variance in resolution, although
even low-end digitizers tend to offer thousands of lines of resolution per inch . From
the low end (see Figure 10-9) to the very high end, digitizing products range from
hundreds to thousands of dollars in price. For instance, the SummaGraphics line of
digitizers (v1ww. cal comp. com) includes a monster tablet capable of 10,000 lines per
inch of r esolution.

Figure 10-9: The CaiComp UltraSiate (www.calcomp.com) is a small,
consumer-oriented art pad that's a great substitute for the standard
Mac mouse.

One important caveat: Not all graphics tablets can use ADB to connect to your Mac.
Because the ADB port is limit ed in the amount of inform ation it can transmit at one
time, a highly sophisticated graphics tablet will bog down the interface. In those
cases, most tablet manufacturers opt for a seri al (modem/ printer port) connection
instead.
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How sophist icated can they get? Wacom, maker s of the popular Ar tPad line of
digitizers, goes so far as to blur the lines between digitizer and touch screen with
one of their offerings, the PL-300- an actual LCD screen that you can draw and
mouse on direct ly.

Touch screens
Maybe you're already a multimedia professional or corporate IS type who knows
very clearly that you want a touch screen for a kiosk, electronic map or for kids to
use in schools. But, if you' re a bit more like me, you're constantly just a little
amazed that this stuff is available to the general consumer-and, intriguingly
enough, at decent prices.
A touch screen can work a number of ways. The actual glass on a monitor can be
made to sense touch or press ure, as can a glass or plasti c overlay. In other cases
the screen doesn't directly sense touch or pressure; sensors pinpoint the area
someone touches on the screen, and the mouse pointer moves correspondingly.
Over whelmingly, though, the affordable, consumer-level touch screens are those
that simply overlay a store-bought monitor. One such device, from Edmark, is
actually somewhat inexpensiv e, as it's designed more to appeal to parents and
teachers than high-end corporate types (see Figure 10-10).

Figure 10-10: This consumer-level
touchscreen is easy to add and a great
choice for parents of smaller kids. (Photo
courtesy Inc.)

Other touch screens are actual monitors, like those offered by PixelTouch
(vi\·IVI. pi xe l t ouch . com). These monitors range in size and technology, including
both CRTs and LCD scr eens. They feature not only monitor connections, but also
ADB connectors for transmitting the touch signals.
Other touch screen companies include the following:

+ ELO TouchSystems ( 1·/W\'1. el otouch . com)

makes a full range of touch screen
CRTs and LCD solutions, including comprehensive support for Mac OS. Their
Web site also features some other content, including tips for effective kiosk
presentati on.
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+ TouchWindows (lv\vvl . t ouc hwi ndov1. com) offers a number of different tou ch
screen products and add-ons.
+ KeyTec makes the MagicTouch series (~1w1v . magi ctouc h . com) of touch screen
add-ons and monitors that support Mac as well as Arniga and lntel-<:ompatible
machines.
• MouseTouch (v1ww. mouse to uch . com) offers t o integrate their system into
your existing monitor, and they sell LCD touch screens.
+Information Display Systems (vMw. i dis pl ay. com) features LCD touch
screens for business and kiosks.
+Troll Touch (v1ww. trol l t ouc h. com) makes cross-pl atform CRTs, LCD
screens, add-ons, and even screens for PowerBooks.

Special needs input/output
Not to be left behind are users who have special needs, w hether physically
challenged or recovering from injury, who still need to use their Mac on a regular
basis. Products aimed at such users run the gamut from o ne-hand keyboards to
head-mounted pointer controllers and speech technologies for the sight impaired.
M altron keyboards (www . ma l t r on . com) , for instance, makes keyboarding products
that run the gamut, from highly ergonomic keyboards des igned for people suffering
from repetitive strain injuries (RSJ) to people w ith limited use of their hands. Singlefinger or mouth-sti ck keyboards are also available from the company.
Companies that make special needs products include the following:
+Alva Access Group (w1vw . aa gi . com) makes the OutSpoken text-to-speech
program and products for t he visually impaired.
+ Duxbury Systems (wo rld. s td. com/ - dux bu ry I pr oducts . html ) offers
braille translation products for Macintosh and other platforms.
+ Dragon System's PowerSecretary (wv1w . d r agon sy s . com) allows for speechto-text recognizati on for creating reports and m emos.
+ R.J. Cooper and Associates (1vww. r j co oper . com) creates software and
hardware solutions for a variety of challenges, including keyboards and
trackballs for individuals lacking fine motor skills.
+ Synapse Adaptive (www. s yna psea dap t i ve . com) sells sophist icated adaptive
products including the Synapse workstation, a speech-recognition computer
that acts as a go-between for the user and a Macintosh or oth er computer.
They also offer the Headmaster Plus, a h ands-free pointing device that
swi tches between Mac and PC compatibility.
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Universal Serial Bus
An emerging standard seems bent on replacing the venerable ADB st andard that's
held sway over Mac peripherals for all these years- Universal Serial Bus (USB).
The USB standard i s similar to ADB in many respects, although it blurs the line
between SCSI, serial connections, and ADB in an interesting way. Th e most
important statisti c, USB's 12 Mbps transfer speed , puts it right at about Ethernet
speeds, with all the convenience of ADB.
USB will be a replacement for a number of different data ports you've gotten used
t o on your Mac, including the serial ports, ADB and, in some cases, SCSI. Although
Ultra SCSI and Firewire aren't going away any time soon for high-end needs, USB
promises to be quick and easy enough for other traditional SCSI devices, such as
Zip drives and scanners.
The other advantage is USB is also an lntel-compatible standard, meaning a much
larger market of peripherals is likely to appear sporting USB connectors. From
there, all a vendor has to do is write Mac OS software driver s to make their USB
peripherals compatible with the iMac and other Macs that will support USB in the
future.

How USB works
In fact, USB may even be slightly more convenient than ADB. Aside from being
much faster, USB also supports up to 127 devices, if you use a USB hub. On the
iMac, the first Mac model to feature USB, the keyboard serves as a hub, enabling
you to add other devices either directly to the machine or by way of the keyboard.
This speed and convenience means USB can be used for peripherals other than
input devices- printers, scanners, and even external storage devices are already
planned for USB on Macs.
There are actually two different speed standards for USB, 1.5 Mbps and 12 Mbps,
although both can operate through t he same hub at the same time. This enabl es
slightly l ess-expensive peripherals to use the slower speed for activities-such as
mousing and keyboarding -that don't require much bandwidth.
It's also worth pointing out that each USB port on the iMac (and presumably on
future Mac models that incorporate USB) each have full USB bandwidth (12Mbps)
at their disposal. This means that even if you had several USB devices humming
away on one port (for exam pl e, a scanner hooked up to the same port as your
keyboard and mouse), you could use the other USB port for more heavy-duty
requirements (such as an external removable media drive or a high-speed Internet
connection), and still get full 12 Mbps speeds through that second port.
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Although details aren 't yet available at the time of writing, the expectati on is the
M ac OS will be updated to include a USB Manager, perhaps in the form of a control
panel, that will feature basic device driver ser vices for USB-based peripherals. This
would mean you'd be able to hook up any PC-oriented keyboard or scanner and use
it-at a very basic level - with your Mac by plugging it into the USB port and
choosing one of the included driver s. Such a feature could apply to a number of
scanners, modems, and even printers that are based on industr y standards such as
TWAIN, Hayes-compatibility, and Postscript, respectively.
In other cases, USB peripheral manufacturers may need to write Macintosh-specific
driver s for th eir peripherals to work on Macs (or to ensure that their peripherals
are full-featured beyond the basic USB Manager driver services). This additional
work might keep some manufacturers from making their peripher als available to
the Mac market. Some manufacturers will make the leap, however, seeing that it's
much easier t o tap into the Mac market by creating a software driver than by
creating a hardware solution-such as different cabling for ADB, SCSI or the Mac's
version of serial connections.

Hooking up USB devices
If your Mac model has USB ports, you should certainly consider using ADB if you
have older devi ces, but I'd opt for USB peripherals whenever it's practical and
affordable to do so. The connections are about the same -just plug in the device,
load the Mac OS driver software, and start using the device.
USB features a four-pin connector that can only be inserted the correct way. There
are different cables for high-speed USB than for l ow-speed USB, so you need to
make sure you're using the ri ght cable for your device (the peripheral likely comes
with the correct cable, but you should take care when purchasing replacements).
The USB cabling carries power to USB devices, so low-power devices don't need
their own ext ernal power supply 01igher-powered devices will still need external
power). If you're hooking up a number of USB peripherals, a powered hub is
recommended to service th em all with USB-based power.
USB devices can't be daisy chained the way that ADB devices are- each d evice
needs its own port. That means you either need to limit your USB upgrading to the
number of ports you have available, or you need t o add a USB hub that allows you
to add more USB d evices. On the iMac, for instance, the keyboard acts as a hub,
because it has two additional USB ports- one for the mouse, and another for a
second device. Taking into account the second port on the iMac's side, a total of
two additional USB devices can be connect ed without the use of a special hub.
Indications are USB may be hot-swappable (meaning you don't have to turn the Mac
off or put it to sleep to plug USB devices in) and reasonably free of voodoo.
Unfortunately, there's not much I can say from personal experience, hav ing only
worked briefly with USB devices on an Intel-compatible PC (where they weren't yet
working very well) . It's just something we'll have to watch.
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I'll try to keep up on th e discussion regarding USB on the Mac-Upgrade Web site.
Check in for details at O.,.Mvl. mac - upgra de . com/ .

Installing Input Devices
For the most part, Macintosh input devices use the ADB port on the back of your
Mac's case to communicate with your Mac. Inst alling t hem is simple: Using the
included cable or a standard ADB cable, you connect the device t o the port. If you
hav e more than one ADB device (and I know you do!), you' ll want to daisy chain the
devices by plugging the second one into an available ADB port on t he first device.
In some cases, you'll need to switch the order of devices if the first one doesn't
offer a pass-through port.
In all cases, you'll want t o power down your Mac first.
Here's the procedure for installing an ADB device:

1. Shut cl own your Mac .
2. Find the ADB port on the back of your Macintosh or on any of the ADB
devices already plugged into the Mac. (The po rt should be labeled with the
ADB i con. You may also find that some Mac monitor s offer ADB ports. Usually
these monito rs need to be attached to the Mac's ADB port; addi tional ADB
connectors are offered on the monitor standard for easier connection.)
3. Using an ADB cable, connect the new device t o the available port.
4. Power up the Mac.
5. Install the software that came with the device. If it's a keyboard format , you'll
want t o sel ect it in the Keyboard control panel (or in the menu bar menu
created by the Keyboard control panel).
6. Test the devi ce.
Remember to keep your ADB devices to a maximum of t hree or four ; you may have
trouble with that many if any of your devices is particularly sophisticated (for
example, a digitizer o r a touch screen.) If you notice sluggishness or if one of your
devices isn't w orking properly, try disconnecting (after powering down your M ac)
one or more of the additional devices, power back up, and see if that improves t he
device's response. You'll probably always need a keyboard connected , but you can
leave the mouse disconnected for a while if you're using a t ouch screen, for
instance.
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~
Note

In its Tech Info Library, Apple makes a point of saying ADB ports are not designed for
the repeated plugging and unplugging of peripherals. Although you're unlikely to
damage the ports in any way, they weren't designed, for instance, to have the mouse
plugged and unplugged on a daily basis.

Longer cables
If your keyboard mouse or other device doesn't extend far enough away from the
computer, you may need to inves t in an ADB extension cable. If you do, remember
your 5 meter limit to the ADB chain and pick the peripheral that would add the
least length to your chain while enabling you to connect the others.
An example is the AppleDesign Keyboard, which includes a hard-wired ADB cable.
By attaching the extension to your trackball (assuming it features two ADB ports),
and then attaching your keyboard to the trackball, you'll be adding less overall
length to the ADB chain. This usually isn't a problem with two basic peripherals,
but can cause degradation of the signal if you've installed more devices or if you're
trying to get far away from the Mac.
For products that extend ADB and other Mac input cables by tens or hundreds of
feet, check out products like the ex•tend•it series of stand-alone and rack-mounted
devices from Gefen System (w~1w. g efen. com) . Th ese devices enable you to move
ADB devices hundreds of feet away and switch the same keyboard and mouse for
use with many different Mac OS computers.

lntel-compatible peripherals
Want to plug standard In tel-compatible peripherals into your Mac? In many cases
you can, with the right adapter. USR Systems (\vvl\'1. us r. com) offers their
AppAdapter product, which enables Mac owners to plug in PS/2-style keyboards
and mice, translating the PS/2 commands into Mac ADB data.

Summary
+ Although it may one day be very common to use voice recognition

to chat
with our computers, most of us continue to communicate with our Macs by
using pointing devices and keyboards. Within those categories, though, are
plenty of different options.

+ Before you can attach input devices , though, you'll need to know a little
something about the Mac's Apple Desktop Bus-the technology used to
connect input devices to the Mac. It's a flexible and easy-to-understand
system, but it does offer the power user some limitations.
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+ Once you know how you'll be getting everything connected, take a look at the
different devices you can use. Input devices range from standard and
ergonomic keyboards to trackballs, touch screens, graphics tablets, and even
input solutions for the physically challenged.

+ Finally, you're r eady to connect the devices. Above all else is the golden rule:
Turn off your Mac before playing around with ADB devices, unless your Mac is
specifically equipped with hot-swappable ADB ports (in which case it's just
plug and go).

+

+

+

Scanners and
Digital Cameras

+

...

+

+

In This Chapter

F

or some crazy, inexplicable reason, using a scanner is a
lot of fun. May be it has something to do w ith the scanner
letting you t ake real objects and interact with images of them
on your computer screen. Maybe i t 's because scanners can
make any of us feel like professi onal digit al ar tists. Or, maybe
scanners hold for humans the same fascination that copying
machines do: You can make fu nny shadow scenes by pressing
various parts of your body to th e glass and hitting the "on"
button.
Whatever t he reaso ns, scanners are pop ular add-on
accessori es for Macintosh computer s. T hey're made all the
more popular and easy to add because o f t he Mac's built-in
suppor t for SCSI; nearly all Mac-compatible scanners are SCSIbased , with a few notabl e exceptions. Scanner s also fare
reasonably well at external ("regular ") SCSI- I speeds. You'll
probably find that hooking up a scanner is sim ply a matter of
plug and go.
Digital camer as offer even more fun. If you've never shot
pictures wi thout fil m, you're in for an interesting exper ience.
And digital camer as have professi onal-level implica ti ons for all
sorts of different applications, from shooting houses for your
real es tate Web site to shooting fashi on for magazines and
catalogs. Per sonally, I haven' t picked up a regular camer a in
six mont hs, alt hough I've used my digit al camera to create
images that have appeared in all sorts of places: Web sites,
multimedia databases, magazine stories, and, yes, this book.
Digital cameras come in all shapes and sizes, and are cer tainly
compelling add-ons for a number of different professional and
amateur applications.
Let's begin by quickly discussing how a scanner works, and
look at the different types and quality of scanner s you' ll
encounter. You'll t hen see how to install a scanner. Al so in t his
chapter I'll discuss how digital camer as creat e images, what
t he various feat ures of t hese cameras are, and how you'll get
t he images into your Mac.

How scanners work
Picking and installing
the scanner
Digital cameros
revealed
Using a digital
ca mera

... ... ...

+
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All About Scanners
Scanners create an image by passing a light al ong the surface of a piece of paper (or
similar object) while charged-coupled device (CCD) sensors follow behind it, picking
up the information and turning it into ones and zeros. The sensors determine how
much lighter and darker parts of the image are in relation to each other, giving the
scanner a sense of how dark a particular part of the image is.
Doing this, the scanner can create a grayscale scan, which res ults in a fairly true-tolife, non-color image. For even faster scanning, the scanner can simply determine
which parts of the page are white, and which are not. This results in a t rue blackand-white scan, which might be useful for a page of text, a scan intended for faxi ng,
or a line-art drawing -something that doesn't need the distinction of many
different levels of gray (see Figure 11-1).
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Figure 11-1: An example of a black-and-white scan of line art, using a Visioneer

PaperPort scanner (www.visioneer.com)

Of course, you've probably heard that scanners can scan color images as well . How
do they do that? Instead of emitting a white light and then judging the dar k and
light spots, the scanner emits colored light: red, green, and blue. (Some scanners
use a filter over the sensor instead of a different colored light, but it's pretty much
the same result.) The scanning software can then react to the different levels of
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intensity on the page t o deter mine how much of a particular color is present. It
then mixes the colors together and comes up with a final, full-col or result.
Because col or scanners use three colors, you'll often come acr oss three-pass
scanners. Each color get s its own ch ance to examine th e image, wh ereupo n the
scanner software pieces ever y thing together. This can t ake some time, but it get s
good results. Of course, this also means it's very impor tant to cor rectly align the
document for each pass. If you move it slightly between passes, you' ll end up with a
patchwork final scan th at probably will only somewhat resemble the original.
More recent scanners, however, turn the color ed lights on and off quickly enough to
accomplish all that dat a gathering in one pass o f the scanner head. This makes it
possible for scans to come out mo re quickly with the sam e amount of colo r
information. It also requires that the scanner be fair ly effi cient in how it deals with
data, because scanned images can take up megabytes of data at a time-a 24-bit
(millions of colors) image scanned at 300 d pi for l ow-resolution printing can take up
3 megabytes of storage space or more. Images scanned at much high er resolutions
for professional printing (for example, magazine adver tisements or newspaper
inserts) can take up many tim es that amount of stor age space.

Types of scanners
Scanners come in a number of d ifferent shapes and si zes, each with its own target
applications. Most often you'll see flatbed scanners, especi ally if you're wandering
around the Macint osh aisles of your local com put er store. However, you can ru n
into a number of other ty pes as well, includ ing sheetfed scanners, handheld
scanners, slide scanner s, and other specialty d evices. Here's a rundown of the
different types of scanners available:

+ A atbed scanners. These are the mos t common variety of scan ner, generally
resembling t he top por t ion of a copier machine. By lifting t he lid , you reveal a
gl ass surface ont o which you place a document or sim il ar item for scanning.
Of the scanner s normally reser ved for consumers and professionals, flatbeds
offer th e best quality, the most color options, and the highest resolut ions.
• Handheld scanners. You won't see many of th ese around anymore, as they
were really an answer to the costliness of flatbed scanners in the past. The
fact is, though, that a good flatbed scanner can be had for little over a
hund red or so dollars these days, so cost-cutting o pt ions aren't as important.
For th e record , handheld scanners are usually about 4 inches wide and
require that you roll them down the surface you're scann ing. It's d ifficult to
get a perfect scan, because you need to hold th e scanner ver y st eady and
scan in a str aight line.

+ Sheetfed scanners. M ore common, although faltering somewhat , are sheetfed
scanner s. Al though they made quite a splash in the mid-1 990s, sheetfed
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scanners seem t o have succumbed to the affordability of flatbeds as well.
They're still a great i dea for document management and modem-based faxing
(I use one every day), if not great for high-end graphics use. Sheetfed
scanners are usually small devices designed to sit behind your keyboard or in
front of your monitor, and they resemble the tractor part of a typical fax
machine. A sheet of paper can be fed in the front, then little motors pull it
past the scanning sensors, finally spitting it out the other end. Most sheetfed
scanners are grayscale scanners, although a few of them have climbed into
the world of l ow-end col or scans. They're also often serial-port scanners,
requiring a connection through the modem or printer port on your Mac.

+ Photo scanners. Although not yet terribly common, photo scanners are
usually inexpensive, low-end devices that enable consumers to scan snapshot
photographs into their Macs, and then add them to Web pages or desktoppublishing documents. These are typically all-in-one bundles that include easy
image-editing software, and so on.

+ Slide scanners. A lmost in a cl ass by themselves, slide scanners are used by
imaging and publishing professionals to scan 35-millimeter slides into digital
images that can be incorporated into t he published page. These slides
generally result in reasonable quality at an affordable price, allowing product
and people photos to make it into high-end newsletters, newspapers, and
other midrange applications. Slide scanners may diminish in importance as
more publications and corporate media outlets begin to rely on d igital images
being passed back and forth over the Internet. For now, though, it's a simple
matter to pop a slide into an overnight envelope and send i t for publication
the next day (see Figure 11-2). In addition, it results in an amazingly high-end
image for creating color separations, film and otherwise publishing the image
traditionally, as opposed to sending the image d irectly to a laser printer.

+ Drum scanners. These sophisticated, expensive devices actually use
scanning sensors different from most consumer-oriented scanners. The
original document or image is placed on a fast, revolv ing drum that enables
an intense light source to pass millimet ers away from the original photo or
document. The scanner can then bring more color detail and scanning
information in front of a high-quality scanning sensor. The result is a
professional-quality scan that's ready for use in a glossy magazine or a
coffee table book.
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Figure 11-2: A slide scanner takes a standard 35-millimeter slide
and outputs a digital image to the computer. Pictured is a Polaroid
SprintScan 35LE (www.polaroid.com).

Scanner quality
The quality of a scanner is generally measured against a couple different statistics,
including the resolution at which the scanner scans and the number of colors it's
capable of seeing. Other technological i ssues- such as the number of passes the
scanner makes and the quality of the sensors - are also important. Of course,
the different types of scanner s can also be compared for various advantages and
disadvantages. In most cases you'll find th at flatbed scanners offer the highest
level of quality (at th e consumer level) while offering the most flexibility. Slide and
sheetfed scanners are designed for more specifi c tasks.
For starters, you should look closely at the scanning resolution offered by th e
scanner. Scanners are r ated by the number of dots per inch (dpi) th ey use to
convert documents into digi tal images. Inexpensive scanners scan at 300 dpi,
whereas more expensive scanners can go to 1,400 dpi or higher. In many cases,
more dots per inch results in higher-quality images, although it's a bit more
complicated than that. Suffice it to say that a scanner that offers th e ability to scan
at higher resolutions gives you more flexibility for various tasks. Outside of a
professional publishing settin g, though, you'r e unlikely to scan images at
resolutions higher than about 300 dpi (see the sidebar titled "Comparing
resolutions : Dots v ersus pixels").
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When shopping scanners, watch out for a number called interpolated resolut ion.
This may be the reason that you're seeing a 1,200 or 1,600 dpi scanner available at a
price that just doesn't seem to compute. Interpolated resolutions are those arrived
at by sophisticated software routines that artificially multiply the number of dots
per inch by assuming a linear relationship between two larger dots scanned at a
lower actual resolution. Although this process can sometimes result in a more
smoothly rendered image, it isn't really a substitute for actual high resolution especially if you're scanning very detailed images and art.
Most inexpensive scanners work with 24-bit color, meaning they can digitize as
many as 16.7 million colors, which also happens to be about as many colors as the
human eye can see. The 24 bits are divided three ways so that 8 bits are assigned to
each red, blue and green value for a particular color. Because computers can use 8
bits to store number values between 0 and 255, there are 256 unique possible
values for each of the three colors. Multiply those together-256x256x256 - and
you come up with the total number of RGB combinations-about 16.7 million.
More sophisticated scanners work at 30 or 36 bits per pixel, meaning they can
distinguish billions of colors. Even though this is outside the range of human
perception, these colors can be useful for setting off colors around them or offering
very gradual transitions between two colors that humans can distinguish. Of
cou rse, this level of nuance is probably unnecessary for the typical home or smallbusiness user who simply wants to scan images for a newsletter or Web site. But
the high-end scanners are there if you need them.
Of course, other factors differentiate inexpensive scanner s from t hose that offer
higher quality. One of those is the dynamic range of the scanner. Dynamic range
represen ts the breadth of tonal values that the scanner can register. This resul ts in
shading and low-contrast areas that scan at higher quality with more detail. By
con trast, a scanner with a low dynamic range won't map colors as correctly,
resul ting in more washed-out results. Generally, dynamic range goes hand-in-hand
with the number of colors (24-bit, 36-bit) the scanner works with. The additional
colors, even if they aren't in the v isible spectrum, add range to the image, giving it
more clarity.

Scanner software
Other factors in comparing scanners include the quality of the components used,
the type of light the scanner shines on your documents, and the overall packaging
of the device. One of the most obvious differentiators in scanners designed for Mac
user s is the software package included; many scanners offer versions of Adobe
Photoshop, the l eader in image manipulation programs. Because Photoshop cos ts
hundreds of dollars, a good deal can be had by buying it as part of a scanner
bundle. But watch the fine print. Photoshop Lite Edition (LE) is one way that
scanner companies include the software while lowering costs; however, the LE
version, while useful, offers far fewer features.
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Scanning resolutions, screen resolutions and printing resolutions -a ll of which tend to be
measured in dots per inch- have very little in common w ith one another. For that reason,
it's difficult to say to you, "Buy a 300 dpi scanner if you have a 300 dpi printer." Because
there's no international standards body that defines what, exactly, a dot is in this context,
dpi is only a relative term, not an absolute one. That makes it tough to choose a scanner.
For instance, a printer's dpi measure refers to a physical ink dot that's placed really close to
a bunch of other ink dots. These dots, eventually, make up an image. The more dots per
inch, the less jagged the printed text and images.
On a computer screen, dots per inch is a calculated number based on the size of your computer screen and the resolution your monitor is set to display. When you think about it, dots
per inch is almost meaningless on a computer monitor. What's an inch on a computer monitor? A user can set different resolutions on a monitor, as well as use monitor controls to
"squish" or otherwise distort the picture. Unless you adhere strictly to WYSIWYG resolution
rules (which is nearly impossible, but discussed in Chapter 12 nonetheless) or you hold a
ruler up to your computer monitor out of curiosity, inches are irrelevant.
The resolution of a scanned, digital image represents only the size of a displayed image, not
the quality. When printed, a 300x300 image will often look better than a 200x200 image.
On a computer screen, the 300x300 image is simply bigger than the 200x200 image.
So the question is w hat sort of scanner do you need to scan images that will print well? The
answer: Less resolution than you think. You can't just compare resolutions, however. Instead,
scanned resolution is more strongly related to the lines per inch (lpi) that your printer is
capable of printing. Once you determine your printer's lpi (check the printer's documentation), the math is easy: Scan at 1.5 times the lpi rating for your printer. In most cases, this w ill
translate to between 150 and 200 dpi scans for most inkjets and lasers. The only exception
is black-and-white line art (text, clip art and drawn images), which should be scanned at the
full resolution of the printer (300 dpi, 600 dpi, and so on), when possible.
If such low resolutions are recommended, why have high-end scanners at all? Those scanners are meant for professional color-separation work, usually. When outputting directly to
a computer printer, the resolution of scanned images can be pretty low. But digital output
intended for a print house needs to be much, much higher. You may also want to scan at
higher resolutions for some of the latest, photo-realistic color and photo printers on the
market today (check their documentation and Chapter 15 for details).

You should also take any other bundled software into consideration, as well as
learning what image capturing software the scanner is compatible with. Specifically,
you'll want to know if the scanner comes with any special optical character
recognition (OCR) software-and if it's a fully enabled version-so you can scan
text into your computer. You'll also want to know if any Photoshop-compatible plugins are available, or if the standard TWAIN plug-ins are completely s upported. If you
plan to use Photoshop often for yo ur scans, it's certainly convenient to use a plugin, which enables you to scan directly into Photoshop, instead of us ing an
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intermediar y program that just scans and saves the images (see Figure 11-3). H you
don't plan to use Photoshop (or if you don't have a copy and can't afford it), make
sure your scanner offers a decent image-scanning program that also features
editing and touchup tools.

Figure 11-3: Using a plug-in you can scan directly into Adobe Photoshop, which

enables you to manipulate and save the image directly.

So what's TWAIN? It stand s for (believe it or not) Technology Without An Important
Name, and, although the acrony m i s tongue-in-cheek, t he standard itself is very
interesting. In essence, any TWAIN-compatible scanner can be accessed using a
TWAIN standard plug-in or software program. In Photoshop, for instance, a T WAINcompatible plug-in is bundled with the program. This gives you access to your
scanner, even if it doesn't have its own Photoshop plug-in, assuming the scanner
itself is TWAIN compatible. Of course, TWAIN can't completely replace the scanner
company's software, because t he manufacturer is able to write much more
sophisticated controls for image manipulation, batch scanning (scanning many
documents at once), and any other advanced features.
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Finally, don't forget about optical charact er recognition (OCR) software. This class
of software can actually read scanned images, and th en turn th e t ext in t he image
into computer text that can be, for inst ance, loaded in a word processor o r desktop
publishing program. In essence, OCR replaces the need to retype documents.
Inst ead , the software takes a scanned image, analyzes it against soph ist icated
algorithms, and outputs a text file t hat , if you're lucky, bears a striking resemblance
t o t he original text (see Figure 11-4).
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Figure 11-4: Most OCR programs do a pretty good job of character recognition, as

long as the font in the original document is fairly standard, large enough, and easy
to read.

Choosing a scanner
Resolution, color depth, quality, and software are all fact ors that should come
together in your decision to purchase a scanner, although the most important issue
t o consider is pur pose. How do you plan to use the scanner? Your answer will give
you a m uch better idea of the scanner that 's a good fit for your need s. Here are a
few sample scenarios:
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+ I'll be scanning text documents only, mostly for archiving and faxing. In this
case, low cos t and convenience are probably primary. I personally use a
scanner this way often, and I've found that a PaperPort or similar page
scanner is often th e best way to go. These scanners are simple to deal w ith,
fire up immediately, and turn your computer into a full-featured plain-paper
fax machine. If you have a choice, though, get a SCSI version so you're not
struggling to find an open serial port whenever you go to use it.
+I want basic scanning and color for my home/small-office Mac. A 24-bit , 300-clpi
scanner will work fine for this sort of application, as will some of the high-end
page scanner s. In fact, part of t he considerati on of choosing flatbed versus a
page scan ner is whether or not you'll be using the scanner as a copier
replacement as w ell. If t hat's the case, a flatbed is easi er to use for copying
stapled reports, pages in books, and magazine stories. At the same t ime,
advanced page scanners also feature enough color support and quality
features for Web design and small-business newsletters.

+ I need good color for my creative business selling. A 30-bit or 36-bit scanner
with real resolutions of 600 dpi or greater may prove necessary for such a
task. In r eality, even th ese scanners are reasonably inexpensive, although you
may find that additional capabilities (such as large format scans for oversized
documents) and productivity add-ons (such as an automatic document
feeder) boost that cost significantly.

+ I need the top of the line. Consider some of th e 36-bit scanners made by
MicroTek, Agfa, and UMAX, among others. The opti cal resolutions can stretch
to 1,000x2,000, with the capability of scanning both transparent and regular
documents. Sizes t end to get larger, too, with support for full tabloid-size
scanning. They can often be faster, making them worthwhile for larger
workgroups that need to share the scanner.

+ I've got to scan some slides. A dedicated 35-millimeter slide scanner is your
bes t choice, with a t ransparency add-on as your second choice. Some higherend scanners can pull off scanning both, although you're unlikely to get the
same quality you get from slide scanners using a dual-pronged solution.
Tabl e 11-1 points you to the Web sites of some popular scanner manufacturers that
include Mac-compatibl e versions and bundles.

Table 11-1
Scanner Company Web Sites
Company

Web Sites

JYpe of Scanner

Agfa

1vww . agfa . com

Flatbed

Apple Imaging

imaging . app l e . com

Flatbed

Epson

w1vv1. epson . com

Flatbed
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Company

Web Sites

Type of Scanner

Hewlett-Packard

wvM . hp . com

Flatbed; page

Kodak

w1·1w. koda k . com

Slide/film

LaCie Ltd.

v1ww . 1ac i e. com

Flatbed

Linocolor

www . linocolor . com

Flatbed

MicroTek

www . mi crotek . com

Flatbed; page

Polaroid

www . polaroid.com

Slide/ fi lm; photo

UMAX

1vww . umax . com

Flatbed

Visioneer

www.visi oneer.com

Page

Installing a scanner
For the most part, scanners work like any ot her SCSI device, except (perhaps)
t hey're more widely repor ted to be picky about the SCSI chain than are some other
devices. Not all scanners are trouble, but some cer tainly can be. H you're having
t rouble with a scanner, you'll need to go into SCSI-t roubleshooting mode.
A few scanners offer serial port connect ions; usually these are the smaller page
scanners that offer only black-and-white scanning capabilit ies. (You probably won 't
find such scanner s new, but they're st ill available t hr ough many mail-ord er houses
and ads in the back of Mac magazines.) Because of the incr eased amount of digi tal
infor mation that a color scanner has t o provide, i t's unlikely y ou'll find one that
connects t o the relatively slow serial port. Ow ouldn't be surprised if USB versions
of all sorts of scanners hav e started appear ing on the market place, too, although I
haven't seen any for Macs at the t ime of wr iting.)
After you've decid ed what SCSI ID number is available for your scanner (consult t he
Apple System Profiler i f you're not sure what SCSI ID numbers are already taken),
you're ready to add t he scanner:

1. Shut down your Mac and ground yourself electrically.
2. Set the scanner up on a st urdy, level surface next to your Mac.
3. Find th e special shipping pin that holds the scanner mechanism in place when
th e scanner is being transported . ( Consult your scanner 's manual for
in formation on how to remove it.) Some scanner s may ship without this pin,
but it's important to know that ; otherwise, you could ru in the scanner simply
by turning i t on if the pin is sti ll in pl ace.
4. On t he back of the scanner, select a SCSI ID number for your scanner (see
Figure 11-5).
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As with many SCSI devices, scanners generally have a
SCSIID selector near their SCSI connectors.

Figure 11-5:

5. Plug the scanner's SCSI cable into the scanner and into your Mac's SCSI port
or into the last SCSI device in your SCSI chain. Unless the scanner is internally
terminated (check your manual), you'll need to insert the SCSI terminator
block into the other SCSI port on the scanner.
6. Plug the scanner's power cord in and turn it on. You should see the scanner's
mechanism come to life.
7. Turn on your Mac. Install any software that came with the scanner, and then
restart your Mac if the installed software requires it.
You're done. If you like, you can consult the Apple System Profiler to make s ure the
scanner appears as a SCSI device. Start up your scanner software (or Photoshop if
the scanning software is a plug-in) and test your scanne r.

~
Note

For serial-port scanners, the process is even s impler. Just power down your Mac,
plug the scanner into a free serial port (the printer or the modem port), plug the
scanner into the wall-power socket, and then power up the Mac. Run the software
installer that came with the scanner, and then restart the Mac if the installe r
requ ires it. When your Mac starts up again, you're ready to scan.

With many page scanners, you simply insert a piece of paper and the scanner comes
to life, scanning the page and loading the scanning softwa re. The only thing that has
to be "on" is the scanner software itself- usually a small application or a control
panel (see Figure 11 -6). The power to the scanner is managed internally, enabling
it to spin down and consume very little energy while it waits for another document
to scan.
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Figure 11-6: The Visioneer PaperPort
control panel determines whether or
not the PaperPort should be on the alert,
waiting patiently for a new document t o
scan (www.visioneer.com).

20 1

Digital Cameras
In a way, d igital camer as are sort of upright scanners. Instead of scanning a single,
small document or photo, however, digit al cameras enable you to point and click at
the world around you, turning an image in the lens into a computer image. They're
nothing short of amazing, in certain respects, and I can easily fo resee a day when
most of our daily photography is done digi tally.
In fact , not a lot about t he camera has to change. For professional uses, digital
camer a backs can be attached to traditional camera mechanisms, allowing your
trusty Nikon or Canon to take digital images instead of film ones. In other cases,
the cameras ar e des igned t o be digital from th e ground up -yet , they often have
a tendency to mirror their film-based cousins in appearance and functionalit y (see
Figure 11-7).

Figure 11 -7: The Apple QuickTake 200 camera looks almost exactly
like a typical point-and-shoot 35-mm camera. (Courtesy Apple
Computer, Inc.)
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Of course, the difference is the lack of film. Instead of stopping into t he drug store
to buy a few r olls of daytime or nighttime film, a digital camera stores images
internally- usually on a small storage wafer, in hard-wired static RAM, or, in
some cases, on a r emov able floppy disk.

How digital cameras work
In a way, digital cameras are video camer as that only have the internal electronics
for taking still images inst ead of moving video images . Actually, many of the
cam eras can act as live video cameras as well -you just need to lug a VCR along
with you. With video out ports (for RCA-style v ideo adapters that plug directly into
modern video equipment), you can use the viewfinder to frame a moving image and
display it directly on a TV. Similarly, you can hook one of these camer as up t o an AV
port on your Mac, if it's so equipped.
However, these cam eras are most ly for easy point-and-click shots. Via a regular
camera lens, these cameras use digitizing sensors to store the image instead of the
traditional exposure on chemically treat ed film. Usually, the sensors are an array
of CCDs, similar t o those used in consumer scanner s. The image is also fed through
to an LCD viewfinder (in most cases) that gives a fairly accurate rendering of t he
framed image. When you 've got the shot you want, you press the camera's picture
button, and the image that's on the viewfinder at th at moment is saved to memory.
Like regular cameras, digital cameras use a lens, requiring you to adjust focus,
macro settings (for extreme close-ups), and, often, aperture settings. In fact, many
digital camer as don't even include a flash or additional lighting of any sort, because
those camer as are capable of accur ately rendering the amount of light in the room
with little trouble. On some, a setting change brings more or less light into the
camera, depending on the natural or other types of light that 's in the room or
outside.

,

Note

After t he shot is t aken, the digital data i s stored in the camera or on a removable
storage medium . With no standards to go by, these storage options range from
manufacturer to manufacturer. Sony, for inst ance, makes a series of cameras t hat
save digital images directly to a standard 3.5-inch floppy disk. Apple opts for a tiny
memor y card that can be filled with images , removed, and r eplaced to extend the
usefulness of the camer a between download sessions w ith your Mac. Other
camer as use slightly different methods. Some have only an internal storage option,
relying on static RAM or a similar t echnology to store the images.
Static RAM is a type of RAM that's designed to store data even when the device that
holds the RAM is powered down. (In regular RAM, information is lost wh en you shut
down your Mac.) This is usually accomplished by feeding the static RAM a small
trickle of power - from a small battery, for example.
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Shopping for a digital camera
Digital cameras come in many shapes and si zes, although three useful categories
will jump out at you when you go shopping. On the low end ar e consumer-oriented
cameras, designed to give you decent picture quality, but more of a point-and-s hoot
experi ence. These camer as r ange from $150 to $500 or so and, generally, rival the
basic, fixed-focus 35-mm cameras you'd find in an electronics store for $35 to $50.
Actually, I'm kidding-a bit. Although the picture quality will probably be similar to
cheaper traditional cameras, almost any digital camera offers other inter esting
features, such as video output to TV devices and similar extras.
Higher-end digital cameras ($500 to $I ,000) offer the hobbyist or professional more
choices and features. These cameras still don't output high enough quality for many
tasks- magazine print work, professional product shots, and similar pursuits- but
t hey're a good solution for real-es tate agents, brokers, attorneys, investigators, book
authors, and anyone el se who needs a convenient way to take good-quality ar chival
photos. These cameras tend to offer more storage space for images, higher
resolutions, zoom l enses, and more sophisticated focusing and light handling.
In the professional photography arena ($ 1,000 and up), digital cameras come in two
types - really high-end all-in-one camer as and digital camera backs for traditional
camera bodies. Th ese expensive digital camer as tend to sport all sorts of goodies,
including amazingly high resolutions, good storage, and professional touches such
as very fast processing of images , higher-quality CCDs , and other element s that
combine for better pictures. Where lower-end digital cameras are great for
snapshot s, these high-end camer as are expensive outfits designed for t op-quality
editorial and advertising needs.
No matter what the price range, you should ask some basic questions when
comparing th e quality and performance of digital cameras:

+ Resolution. Lower-end cameras tend to shoot pictures designed more fo r
computing applications than for printing, so their resolutions are smaller ;
640x480 is a standard field of pixel s for inexpensive camer as. Others offer
better resolution, usually up to 1,024x768, or, in the case of digital camera
backs, 1,012x 1268 resolution images with over a million pixels.

+ Color depth. On the low end, you'll find cameras capable only of 8-bit color
(256 colors), with thousands of colors becoming more commonplace. Like
scanners, th e higher-end cameras offer 24-bit , 30-bit, and even 36-bit color for
di spl aying colors beyond the visible spect rum (although they still add to
image quality).
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+ Compression. To get these large digital image files to fit into a finite amount

,

Note

of storage memory, most digital cameras use a compression scheme. These
can certainly vary in qua lity, with some of the schemes introducing errors or
artifacts within the image. Depending on the camera, you'll probably have a
choice of compression schemes. Compression is the norm on the Web and in
lower-end tasks, but a very sophisticated approach to compression is
necessary for photographic-quality images for professional applications.
On the World Wide Web, JPEG and GIF image file formats are the norm. Both are
compressed formats, enabling them to transmit more quickly over a network. They
also tend to be lower quality than either TIFF or EPS (Postscript) image files. So, if
you're working with images destined for print, you'll probably want a camera that
saves images in TIFF format. l ow-end cameras often won't, opting instead for JPEGcompressed files. (Some PICT image files, by the way, are actually JPEG compressed,
even if they're not in the JPEG format.)

+ Storage. As mentioned earlier, these cameras rely on an internal storage
mechanism for holding onto the images until they can be downloaded onto
your Mac. One feature of the more expensive cameras is a unique or highcapacity approach to s torage. If you can easily get additional storage
modules, for instance, or if the storage inside the camera can hold many,
many images, the camera might be worth the extra investment.

+ Interface. Although most low-end digital cameras offer a serial cable
interface, this can be an incredibly slow way to transfer images. (Not only
s low, but many Mac-based transfer programs also tie up the computer while
downloadi ng the images, forcing you to fi nd other things to do while the
images are transferred. You may even find yourself- gulp- read ing.) Highend cameras offer a SCSI interface instead, enabling images to be transferred
much more quickly.
Other factors may influence your choice as well. Most cameras, like scanners, come
with an image-editing program (most likely an Adobe product). If the camera you
have your eye on also happens to offer a full version of Photoshop, it may be worth
the price.
Similarly, different cameras offer extra features that may interest you. Zoom lenses
are available in many midrange cameras, as are high-quality LCD screens, red-eye
reduction, auto-flash capabilities, and rechargeable batteries. If you'll be using the
camera as a presentation tool, you' ll want to make sure it can be hooked directly to
a TV through an RCA-style video cable. In some cases, you' ll even find models that
enable you to upload your own images to the camera, which can then be used as a
hand-held, portable presentation device.
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Also, if it's important to you, don't forget to check for pass-through video
capabilities. Some low-cost cameras I've encountered Oike the Apple QuickTake
200) do a better job of full-motion display than cameras costi ng hundreds more.
Hook up the camera to a VCR, a nd you've got an instant (albeit heavy) camcorder!
If you're into editing your images, don't forget to make sure your camera offers a
Photoshop-compatible plug-in for downloading the images from the camera directly
into a Photoshop-compatible image-editing program.

Using the camera with your Mac
Once you've shot your heart out with the digital camera, it's time to hook it up to
your Mac and download the images to your computer. Most likely, you'll need to
have installed the software (or Photoshop plug-in) that came with the camera. From
there, the task is usually a s imple one:
1. Shut down your Mac, and install the serial cable that came with your camera

on the modem or printer port (whichever is free).
2. Attach the digital camera to the cable through the camera's interface port.
3. Restart the Mac.
4. Start up your image-retrieval software (if it's Apple's software, it's called
Camera Access). You may have to tell the software what port you've plugged
the camera into, although some of the retrieval programs can find the camera
without help.
5. Choose the option in the software through which you can preview your
images.
6. Select the images you want to download to your Mac. (You can usually hold
down the Shift key or the 3€ key while clicking multiple images to select more
than one at a time.)
7. Invoke the download command in the image software. You may be asked
to choose what folder to save the images in. Do so and click OK. (See
Figure 11-8).
That's usually all there is to it. With most of the image-download programs , you' ll
have an option to delete all the images currently stored on the camera. This will
clear them out so you can take more pictures, but be sure you've downloaded and
saved onto your Mac all the images you wanted to keep.
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Figure 11-8: In Apple's Camera Access, you choose each image you want, and then

use the Save Selected to Disk option to download them from the camera.
If you're interested in downloading the images fro m the camera directly into
Pho toshop, you do that by invoking a Photoshop plug-in. In most cases, the plug-in
you'll be using is actually an Export/Acquire plug-in, so that's how you' ll install it:

1. Make s ure Photoshop is n't running, and then copy the plug-in to the
Export/Acquire folder that's inside the Photoshop folder on your hard drive.
2. Start Photoshop.
3. In Photoshop, choose Open, Acquire from the me nu, a nd then choose the
listing for your camera. This brings up the plug-in for your particular camera
(see Figure 11-9).
In most cases, this plug-in will work a lot li ke the image-download program for your
camera, although the plug-ins will sometimes have fewer capabilities - for
example, only downloading one image at a time.
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Figure 11-9: The Canon PowerShot has a Photoshop Acqui re
plug-in that offers fu ll-featured access to the camera.

Summary
+

Scanner s and cameras are both great add-ons for Mac users at any level,
whether you're just try ing to dress up your small-business newsletter or you
need to prepare images for magazine layouts. Scanners and cameras are also
popular peri pheral s, resul ting in widely varying feature sets, costs, and
performance.

+ Scanners use bright light and special sensors to create an image of an existing
document and turn it into digital information that can be used on your
computer. You can then use image-manipul ation programs to change the
scanned document or photo, or you can use an OCR program to recogni ze the
t ext in the scanned document, enabling you to then paste the text into a word
processing program for editing.

+ A variety of scanners are available, and can be differentiated by the type of
documents they scan, how they're inserted into the scanner, and what type of
interface (serial or SCSO the scanner uses. You 'll also encounter some other
factors, such as the number of colors the scanner recognizes, the scanner's
top resolution ( usually in dots per inch) , and the doc ument si zes the scanner
can work with.

+ Install a scanner the same as you would most other SCSI devices: After picking
an available SCSI lD number, plug it into the SCSI port on the back of your Mac
or into one of the other SCSI devi ces in your SCSI chain. You'll need to remove
some shipping materials if the scanner is brand new, and then turn everything
on, run the software, and t est the equipment.
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+ Digital cameras are like upright scanners- they create digital images through
a camera lens. From inexpensive to professional quality, digital camer as offer
many different features and performance factors, including color depth,
resolution, image storage, and image compression. You'll probably want to
check out any addit ional features on the camera, such as zoom lenses and
TV-video output.
+To hook up your digital camera, you'll probably attach it to a serial cable or, in
some cases, to a SCSI device. You'll then run the camera's access program or a
Photoshop plug-in.

+
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In This Chapter

I

imagine that a lot of Mac users- especially those w ho've
been at it for a number of year s- describe themselves as
visual people. The Mac OS interface plays to that sort of
individual, offering lines, fonts, icons, and other element s that,
for the most part, are carefully crafted to be aesthetically
pleasing. It follows, then, that a very high-quality computer
monitor can make your Mac experi ence even more
pl easurable.
It also helps to have a nice moni tor if you're going to be sitting
in front of that computer for hours on end. I know I tend to
harp on this, but I don't believe you should ever take the
cheap way out when it comes to buying a monitor for your
system. Unless your eyes aren't terribly important to you, or
you'll only be using the computer rarely, it's of utmost
importance to get a monitor that offers good color, flicker-free
display, and crisp, clean text. I'm no doct or, but I can't imagine
looking at a washed-out or blurry monitor could possibly do
your eyes any good.
Fortunately, a lot of monitors designed to be Mac-compatible
are of very hi gh quality. These days, almost any computer
monitor made can be fitted to work with a Mac, even if i t
adheres to the lntel-compatible monitor standards. So there's
pl enty of competition on the market to keep prices down.
In case you don't think you need a new monitor, you may want
to look into improving your Mac's internal v ideo hardware,
whether that entails a simple upgrade to the video RAM or a
wholesale installation of a new v ideo card. New video can add
more colors, better resolution, and even acceleration to your
comput ing experi ence.

How monitors and
monitor cards work
Choosing and
installing a monitor
Chart: Your Moe
monitor's built-in
capabilities
Choosing a monitor
card
Installing the card
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Finally, even if you have the monitor and v ideo capability you need, you sho uld still
check out this chapter ; you might learn something about screen resolution, built-in
v ideo, and even how to accelerate cer tain video tasks on certain Mac OS
computer s. Video hardware settin gs in the Mac OS monitor control panels can be
confusing to som e user s, so I'll try to explain how it all works in this chapter, too.

,

Note

Remember, nearly every Mac has the abil ity to take advantage of the screen real
estate offered by two or more monitors (as many, in fact, as you have video cards
for). I'll discuss how to do this in more depth later in the chapter. Just remember, it's
a great reason to shop for a new monitor and video card.

How Mac Monitors Work
It takes three different elements wor king together to cr eate an image based on data
from the Mac processor-the video interface circuitry, the software drivers in the
Mac OS that control that circuitry, and a video display monitor. The v ideo circuitry
can be built into t he Mac or supplied on an expansion card. The software is usually
included with the Mac OS, although some video cards include extensions that must
be installed as well. The display must be compatible with the Mac's RGB (DB 15)
output cabling, but the cabling can be easily adapted for use with a VGA (lntelcompatlble st andard , HDI S) monitor.

,

Note

When you're looking at vid eo, then, both the circuit ry and the monitor itself are
important components that must work together to make images appear that human
operators can interact with. This requires not only compatibility, but a special
synchronizati on between the two elements t o make sure everything works
flawlessly.
The Mac has a group of programming routines built into it, called QuickDraw, that
controls the machine's graphical capabilities. Every program written for the Macintosh
is required to deal with drawing to the screen on its own via QuickDraw, which helps
by creating routines that make it easy to draw standard Mac OS elements such as
text, shapes, graphics, and colors. QuickDraw is also part of the underlying printing
architecture of the Mac OS, making it possible for Mac programs to communicate
with printers.

Bitmapped images
Inside ever y Macintosh model is circuitr y designed to paint the screen dot by dot;
this circuitry determines what each dot should look like at a given moment of time,
including whether it's on or off (on a black-and-white screen) or what intensity of
red , green, and blue the dot will represent to form a particular color. (Actually, in a
color monitor, each dot can only be one col or, so the dot for each of the RGB color s
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are positioned closely together to create a single pixel - s hort for picture element of the screen image. To the human eye, t his results in a blending of the intensity of
each dot to create a unique color.)
Th e process of creating and st oring such an image is called bitmapping, wherein
each bit, or pixel, of an image has its associated value stored in comp uter memory.
This creates a map of the over all image that is th en communicat ed t o the monito r,
which responds by turning on the dots at the light intensities necessary for the
image. It does this by using an electron beam to draw each line of th e screen,
energizing a phosphorescent coatin g that glows as required .
It sounds complicated, but a typical Macintosh actually performs this task between
60 and 85 times per second , depending on the capabilities of the display and
computer. This results in images that appear t o move seamlessly, w hen, for
instance, you drag a window or launch an application.

~
Note

You may have heard of interlacing monitors, which were popular for a time in the
lntel-compatible world (and can be used wi th some Mac models). These monitors
work th e same way a standard television does, by dr awing every other line of the
screen image, and then filling in the alternating lines on the second pass. This
makes the monitor work less hard, enabling it t o update each set of lines on
alternating passes. It can result in an image that appear s to flicker slightly,
however, even th ough the image is being updated many t imes per second .
You may hear people use the letters CRT and the word monitor interchangeably. CRT
stands for cathode ray tube, the most common type of technology used for desktop
monitors. Other technologies exist, though, and some of th em - like LCD technologies used for years in Power Books -are beginning to encroach on traditional CRT
turf. Appl e has even begun to offer a model, the Apple Studio Display, that uses LCD
technology- resulting in a very lightweight, thin display that, unfortunately, is also
quite a bit more expensive than typical CRTs.

Refresh rate
The number of times a Mac's screen is redr awn per second is called the refresh rate,
often measured in hertz (Hz). For t he most part, individual monitors or displays are
capable of a particular refresh r ate, and they must be set to show images at that
r ate for the display to be useful. For instance, the original Mac classic form factor
includes a black-and-white display with a fixed refresh rate of 60.15Hz, meaning the
screen is updated approximately 60 times per second. The Mac OS w on't allow you
to change thi s setting, because the monitor will only synchronize with the Mac's
video interface at that speed .
Most newer monitors are called multisync monitors because they're capable of
synchronizing to different refres h r ates and screen r esolutions. In this case, you'll
need to know the limits of your monitor yourself, as the Mac v ideo software may
allow you t o exceed the maximum refresh r ate at whi ch your monitor can display
an image. This can be potentially damaging to the moni tor, so it isn' t
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recommended -under any circums tances- that you run your video circuitry at a
refresh r ate higher than the monitor's specified limit. (Usually the Monitors or
Monitors & Sound control panel s will keep you from "overdriving" a monitor.)
Actually, two refresh numbers appear in the rating for most monitor s, but only the
vertical refresh rate is interesting; the horizontal refresh rate simply tells you, in
kilohertz (KHz), how long it takes for each line to be drawn as the screen updates.
Notice that KHz translates into thousandths of seconds, so th e number, whether it's
30 or 70, represents a very fast rate, and therefore is rarely a selling point for an
individual monitor.

Resolution
Another important factor in monitor and video-card purchases is the resolution
supported. Resolution is measured by the number of pixels high and pixels wide
at which the screen image is displayed. These pixels create the gr id of bits that are
turned on and off by the computer to create the bitmapped display.
On earlier monitors, the resolution is fixed by th e monitor. The classic series of
black-and-white Macs, for instance, offer a fixed resolut ion of 512 pixels by 384
pixels. Multisync monitors, however, offer a range of different resolutions that
can be dialed up by the Mac OS and displayed on the screen. This enables you to
change t he number of pixels that appear on screen by changing a setting in the
Monitors control panel (see Figure 12-1).
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Figure 12-1: The Monitors control panel (or Monitors
& Sound control panel in Mac OS 8 and above) enables

you to change the resolution on multisync monitors.
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Why switch resolutions? A few reasons exist, the most obv ious one being that
changing the resolution chan ges the size of the images on your screen. The lower
the screen resolution, th e bigger each pixel. Remember, a pixel isn't a fixed
measurement. It's just a shorthand way to say " picture element." So, the few er
picture elements you hav e on a given screen, the larger th e image.
That's why many game programs will switch the monitor to a resolution of 640x480
before beginning the game. Because games tend to be v ery demanding on your
video hardware (what with many video effec ts, 30 images, and complex textures
that need t o change quickly), the game will default to a low er resolution setting so
it has t o change fewer pi xels at one t ime, making its job easier.
But the si ze issue can involve more than simply choosing between bigger or smaller
images for gaming, comfort, or wh atever other reasons. Screen resolution also has
a loose correlation to the concept of Wh at-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG,
pronounced "wizzy-wi g") . Given a parti cular monitor size, you can set th e
resolution so that the si ze of images and text on the screen corresponds almost
exactly to th e size the images and text will be once printed. For page layout tasks,
this capability is crucial -and it's a st andard that Macs have always aspired to.
At least, until recently. As the Mac and lntel-compatible worlds cont inue to
converge, Macs have begun to work well with monitors th at are standard in the
Intel w orld, along with the set of resolution standards for those monitors. These are
often close to the Mac standard resolutions, but not as precise when it comes t o
WYSIWYG. In fact , the sheer number of different monitors you can now hook up t o
your Mac makes WYSIWYG an im possible standard for monitors, because one socalled 17-inch monitor might actually show 15.3 inches of viewing area, whereas
another might show 14.7 inches or 15.6 inches.

,/
Note

There's another reason monitor resolutions have gotten a bit screwy recently: Fewer
people care. At one point. Macs and their monitors were fixed at the magical
WYSIWYG resolution because print publishing was such a primary function for Macs.
The prevailing attitude in the Intel world, however (at least for Microsoft Windows
users), has been that increased resolution gives you more screen real estate to work
with, therefore it should be jacked up so you can see more of a word processing document or Web page than you would at a lower resolution. Neither approach is necessarily better than the other. Whichever you adopt depends on what your preferences are. You should consider how important true WYSIWYG is to you before
choosing the resolution at w hich your Mac will run. It may not prove important to you
at all.
The magic WYSIWYG number is 72 dots per inch . That's the point at which letters
on the screen look just like letters on the printed page. You publishing t ypes might
notice something else about this magic number: It means each pixel corresponds
to a point (a unit of measure used to gauge the size of typefaces) , as there are also
roughly 72 points per inch. At this resolution, increasing a font's point size by a
single point (from an 11-point to a 12-point font, for instan ce) changes it by one
pixel on th e screen.
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To get to this WYSIWYG nirvana, however, you either have to crunch some
numbers or buy your monitors directly from a single company that still cares about
such things. Not even Ap ple seems overly worried about it anymore, so you might
want to just skip the math and go straight to Table 12-1 , which shows you how to
approximate the correct dpi.

If you do want to get an exact match, you determine the exact measurement for the
hei ght and length of the viewable area of your monitor in inches. You then multiple
each by 72 dpi. That gives you the dimensions of pixels you should use for your
screen size.

~
Note

For instance, a 15-inch monitor with a diagonal viewable area of 13.9 inches would
have a width of about 11 .1 inches and a height of about 8.3 inches. Multiply 11 .1 by
72 dpi, and you get 799 pixels. Multiple 8.3 by 72 dpi, and you get 598 pixels. So an
ideal WYSIWYG r esolution for this monitor would be 799x598. Look that up in your
Monitors control panel, and you'lllikely find a choice that 's pretty close: 800x600
(see Figure 12-2).
You kooky, nutball mathematicians are probably ahead of me on this one: You can
use the Pythagorean theorem to find monitor dimensions if you need to. Remember
that, in a right triangle, A'+B1 = C', where A and B are the height and width and C is
the diagonal. (On the other hand, those of you who think I'm just showing off my firm
grasp of geometry are probably right. It's the last level of math I grasped at all, firmly
or otherwise.)
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Figure 12-2: 800x600 is a standard resolution, good
for a monitor that has a diagonal viewing area of
approximately 14 inches.
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Monitor manufacturers h ave a hist ory o f m aking monit or comparisons tough,
because t h ey've often m easured t h e glass screen o f their monitors inst ead of the
viewab le area, and then advertised t h e scr een according to t hat higher reso lution.
Table 12-1 accounts for that, sh ow ing you the optimum vi ewable area for a
partic ular resolutio n, alon g with th e " marketing department" resolution it usually
cor resp onds to.

Table 12-1
Ideal Monitor Resolutions and Viewable Areas
Resolution

Best for Viewable Areas ol ..

Marketed Resolution...

51 2x386

8.9 inches

9 inch

640x400

10.5 inches

12inch

640x480

11.1 inches

14 inch

800x600

13.9 inches

15 inch

832x624

14.4 inches

16 to 17 inch

1024x768

17.8 inches

19 inch

11 52x870

20.0 inches

2 1 inch

1280x1024

22.8 inches

24 inch

As vi ewabl e areas can v ary dramatically, you'll find som e exception s to these rules.
For i nst ance, Apple h as t raditionally named t h ei r monitors in a way that's m or e
accurate about t heir v iewable areas. Apple marketed two popular monitors in t h e
ear ly 1990s as 16-inch and 20-inch monito r s, even tho ugh they con formed t o sizes
that o ther manufacturer s typically called 17-in ch and 21-inc h, resp ect ive ly. Th ese
clays you 'll find monitor s made by A pple that are called 20-in ch m onitors but have
viewab le areas o f 19 inches. This m akes them difficult t o pin to a 72 dpi WYSIWYG
resolution.
Indeed, w i th v ery large m onitor s the cl pi is a little greater th an 72 if yo u use
11 52x870 or higher as your resol ut ion, maki ng th e images on the screen slightly
sm aller than they'll prin t. The higher resolutions do, h owever, en able the monitor
to disp lay more info rmation in the same amount of space .

Dot pitch
Two o ther things to con sider when comparing monitors are t h e t echno logy used
to cr eate the image and th e dot pitc h on color monitor s. Let 's t ake the second
i ssue first.
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Dot pitch is a measurement in millimeters of the distance between the red, green,
and blue dots that make up a single pixel on a color monitor. In the case of a blackand-white monitor, there's exact ly one dot per pixel, since it just needs to be on or
off (or, in the case o f a grayscale monitor, on or off at varying intensities). In the
case of color, though, each pixel needs a different dot that represents a color of the
RGB tandem. Taken together, these three basic color s (at various intensities) can
create up t o millions of unique colors.
However, each dot is a slight distance away from the other dots so that each of the
three colors can be illuminated separately. This results in a dot pitch t hat can be
measured and used to compare monitors.
You'll find a dot pi tch of .28 mm on most modern, multisync monitors. That's
certainly good enough. Quality doesn't really begin to disintegrate until you get
over .40 mm, and such monitors are hard to find these days. Slightly older, very
large monitors Qike 21 inches and up) will often sport higher dot pitch number s like
.31 mm or .35 mm. These are fine, too, !or a large monitor.

If you come across a dot pitch of .26 mm or lower, you're probably looking at a
monitor based on Sony's Trin itron technology. Sony uses a different approach to
th e aperture grille ( thin metal strips) that enables t he pixel s to shine through to the
screen, resulting in a sharper image that almost always l ooks better than traditi onal
CRT monitors (which use a fine mesh screen called a shadow-mask instead of an
aperture grille)- at least, in my opinion.

,

Note

Another import ant not e: Your monitor doesn't even have to have a dot pitch. LCDbased screens are becoming more and more common for desktop systems. Once
only found in laptop/portable computers, LCDs and similar technologies are being
offered in stand-alone monitors that can be connected to nearly any Mac. Currently
the prices on these monitors make them diHicult to recommend, but those prices
could change fast. If you see a good deal on an LCD screen, you might consider
buying it. LCDs are generally easier to look at for l ong periods of time; they don't
use an electron gun and don't have a refresh r ate, so there's no chance of flicker.
Although t hey're still more difficult to view from a sharp angle than conventional
monitors, they consume less energy and less space on your desktop (see
Figure 12-3).
If you're in a situation where you're comparing CRTs and LCD screens, understand
that the viewable area of an LCD screen is almost always the same (or very close to)
its marketed dimensions. So, a 12-inch LCD screen is likely to offer almost the same
viewable area as a 14-inch CRT monitor.
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Figure 12-3: The Apple Studio Monitor is an LCD display for desktop
computers. (Photo courtesy Apple Computer, Inc.)
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Buying tips: Monitors· · . ·.
Once you've got the basics of monitor technology down, you might still be at a loss for
exactly which model to choose. You'll want to look at these factors: cost, size, and clarity.
The best advice I can offer is to give yourself a break. Go into a monitor purchase with a willingness to shop a bit and some flexibility in your budget. I know from first-hand experience
that it can be awful to look at a bad monitor for hours at a time. And, once you've committed to the monitor, any problems or shortcomings will become part of your daily life.
So, judge the quality and clarity of the monitor in a computer store before buying. Also, read
the reviews in Macworld magazine and elsewhere. Put the monitors side by side for your
own comparison if you feel it's necessary. {Tell the salesperson I told you it was okay for you
to demand that they move monitors around on the shelf. This is an expensive purchase that
shouldn't be treated lightly.)
The picture should look square - not curved or warped (check the monitor controls on the
front to make sure the monitor settings aren't causing the problem before drawing conclusions). Straight lines on the screen should look straight. Colors should be vibrant, not
washed out. Changing the brightness control shouldn't warp the image terribly or blur text
on the screen. Play with the Monitors control panel to see if the monitor syncs well to other
resolutions or if switching is difficult. Buy the largest monitor you can afford.
Remember, you can shop in the lntel-compatible parts of the computer stores, too; any
VGA-compatible multisync monitor will work with your Mac and an RGB-to-VGA adapter.

Installing a monitor
Once you've chosen the monitor you want to use wit h your Mac, inst alling it should
be a fairly simple matter. You just need t o answer a few quick questions before
you 're ready to connect th e cables:

+ Is this a multisync monitor? Older Apple-branded monitors and a few others
that are capable of connecting to Mac OS computer s are not multisync,
meaning they're only designed to accept one resolution and one refresh rate.
(Such monitors include the Apple RGB series, Appl e Color, Apple Col or Plus,
and Apple AudioVision 14.) If you have one of these monitors, you'll probably
have to plug it direc tly into an Apple monitor port, whi ch will enable it t o sync
properly w ith the Monitor control panel.

+ Is the monitor an Apple or Mac-only monitor? If your monitor is near ly any
Apple brand, or if it's a Mac-only monitor with cabling exclusively for Mac ,
then it uses an Apple RGB port adapt er (see Figure 12-4) . Ot herwi se, the
monitor is probably a YGA-compatible monitor. (VGA is the lntel-compatible
video standard.) In this case, you'll likely need a special adapter to plug the
VGA monitor into th e Appl e RGB video port.
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Figure 12-4: Apple monitors hook directly to the Apple RGB video
port on most Macs.

+ Does your Mac have a nonstandard video p ort? Some M acs - esp ecially

latemodel Quadra AVs and early Power Macs-offered special video ports for
AppleVision AV displays. (The connecti on enables both v ideo and audio
information to travel directly t o th e m onitor) Unfortunatel y, without an
adapter th ese por ts aren't compatible w ith any displays other than the
AppleVision m odels. The adapter i s included w ith these computer models,
or you can buy such an adapter separately (see Figure 12-5).

+ Does th is non-Apple monitor offer any sy nc limitations? Depending on the age
and capabilities of a VGA-compatible m oni tor, you m ay need a p art icular
adapter that limits the resolution, color depth, or r efresh rate t o certain
levels. Knowing the sp ecifics w ill h el p you determine w hich adapter is
necessar y.
If you're planning t o connect an Appl e monitor and an Apple-branded Mac, y ou
should have no trouble; just connect the monitor 's video connector to the RGB port
on the back of y our M ac, as sh own b ack in Figure 12-5. Tight en t he monitor
connector by turni n g the thumbscrews until they offer som e resistance. (They
don't need to be terribly tight, just secure.)
If you're attaching a st andard VGA-compat ible m onitor to your Mac, m ost likely
y ou'll need an adapter. Although many models exist (including some that may be
made by y our m onitor's manufacturer for your particular monito r) , the best
adapters to buy are prob ably the universal m odel s offer ed by Sony and a number of
other manufacturer s (see Figure 12-6). Using DIP sw it ches, you can set up the
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monitor cable so that the adapter interprets the Mac's video signal in any
resolution, color depth, and refresh rate your monitor supports. Adapters are also
useful for multisync monitors, enabling you to hook up the monitor, and then
choose from the many different resolutions t he monitor supports.

Figure 12-5: Certain Mac models require a special adapter cable
for attaching regular Mac RGB monitors.

Figure 12-6: A universal RGB-to-VGA adapter for attaching VGAstandard monitors to Mac OS computers
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If you happen to have a very new Mac or a Mac OS clone computer, or if you have
an add-on video expansion card installed, check to make sure you don't already
have a VGA port available. Modern Mac cards and video circuitry expansi on card s
often include both a RGB port and a VGA port. Unfortunately, you can usually only
use one or the other of the ports if they're attached to the same expansion card.

Video Circuitry
Th e other part of the video equation is your Mac's video circuitry. It's important to
kn ow what sort of monitors your computer can support before you go shopping for
one. Or, if you're just interested in using the monitor you already have, it's
important to know th e full capabilities of your Mac and whether you should add
more v ideo features v ia an upgrade card. For that, there's nothing like a chart.
Table 12-2 delves deep into th e mysteries of built-in video, showing you the
resolution and capabilities of built-in video for all of Apple's majo r Mac series, as
well as some of the clones. Shown are the top resolutions, highest possible colors,
and how the video can be upgr aded. Note that the table tries to differentiate
between upgrades th at enable you to add VRAM to your existing setup and t hose
that r equire you to replace the VRAM with either a new, high-capacity memory
module or a replacement video expansion card.

Table 12-2

Mac Built-in Resolutions and Video Upgrades
Mac
Model

Built-in?

Top
Resolution

Top Color
Depth

VRAM
Upgrade?

Other
Upgrades?

Mac classic
models,
Perform a
200

Yes

512x384

Black and
white

No

None (PDS
in SE/30)

Mac Color
Classic,
Perform a
250

256K

5 12x384

8-bit color

100 ns 256k

PDS slot

Mac Color
Classic II,
Perform a
275

256K

5 12x384

8-bit

80 ns 256k

PDS slot

Mac II,
llx, ex,

Non e

N/A

N/A

N/A

Requires NuBus
vid eo ca rd

fx
(continued)
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Table 12-2 (continued)
Mac
Model

Built-in?

Top
Resolution

Top Color
Depth

VRAM
Upgrade?

Other
Upgrades?

Mac
llci, llsi

1MB1

640x870

8-bit

No

NuBus

Mac
llvi, vx

512K

640x480

8-bit

100 ns 512K

NuB us

LC, LC II,
Perform a
4xx

256K

640x480

8-bit

100ns512K' PDS

LC Ill, Ill
+, P450,
46x

512K

832x624

16-bit

100 ns 256K

LC475, P47x

512K

1152x870

16-bit

2 80 ns 512K' PDS

LC520,
550, P520,
550,560

512K

640x480

8-bit

80 ns 256K

LC575,
P57x

512K

640x480

8- bit

2 80 ns 512K' PDS

LC580,
P58x

1MB

640x480

16-bit

No

PDS

LC630,
P63x,
P640,
Quadra
630

1MB

832x624

16-bit

No

PDS

MacTV

5 12K

640x480

8-bit

No

None

Quadra
605

512K

11 52x870

16-bit

2 100
ns 512K'

PDS

Centris
610,
Q6 10

512K

1152x870

16-bit

2 100
ns 256K

PDS

P600,870
1152x
(650,
Q6505

16-bit

2 80 ns

256K

12K

NuBus

PDS

PDS
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Mac
Model

Built-in?

C660AV,
Q660AV

VRAM

Top
Resolution

Top Color
Depth

Upgrade?

Other
Upgrades?

1MB

1152x870

24-bit

No

NuBus

Q700

512K

1152x870

a-bit

6 100
ns 256K

NuBus

Q800

512K

11 52x870

16-bit

2 80
ns 256K

NuBus

Q840AV

1MB

1152x870

24-bit

4 80
ns 256K

NuBus

Q900/950

1MB

1152x870

16-bit

4 80
ns 256K

NuBus

Power
Macintosh
4400/160

1MB

11 52x870

16-bit

4MB DRAM'

PCI

PM 4400/
200

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB SGRAM' PCI

P5200, 521 X,
522x, 53x0,
54xOCD, PM
5200, 5300,
5400/ 11 20

1MB

832x624

16-bit

No

PDS

P5260, 5270,
5280, PM
5260

1MB

640x480

16-bit

No

PDS

P5400/160,
5400/180,
5430,5440,
PM 5400/
180,5400/
200

1MB

1024x768

16-bit

No

PDS

PM5500

2MB

1280xl 024

24-bit

No

PCI

832x624

16-bit

No

PDS

PM 6100AV,
7100AV,
8100AV

2MB1

11 52x870

24-bit

No

None

P62x0, 6310,
6320, PM
6200/750,
6300/ 12

1MB

832x624

16-bit

No

PDS

(continued)
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Table 12-2 (continued)
Mac
Model

Built-in?

Top
Resolution

Top Color
Depth

VRAM
Upgrade?

Other
Upgrades?

P6360,
PM 6300

1MB

1024x768

16-bit

No

PDS

P6400,
PM 6400

1MB

1024x768

16-bit

No

PCI

PM 6500

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

No

PCI

PM 7100

1MB'

11 52x870

16-bit

4 80
ns 256K

NuBus

PM 7200,
7215

1MB

11 52x870

24-bit

3 70 ns 1MB

PCI

PM 7220

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB SGRAM '

PCI

PM 7300,
7500,
7600

2MB

1280x 1024

24-bit

4MBVRAM'

PCI

PM 81xx

2MB'

11 52x870

24-bit

4 80 ns 512K

NuBus

PM 8200

1MB

11 52x870

24-bit

3MB VRAM

PCI

PM 85xx,
8600

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB VRAM'

PCI

PM 95oo·

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

PCI

PM 9600

4MB

1280x1024

24-bit

No

PCI

PM 9600/
3xx

8MB

1280x1024

24-bit

No

PCI

PM G3

2MB

1280x1024

32-bit

6MB SGRAM'

PCI

20th
Anniversary

2MB

800x600

16-bit

No

PCI

Power Computing Systems
Power
100/ 120

2MB

832x624

16-bit

No

NuBus

Power
Base

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB DRAM'

PCI

Power
Wave

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB'

PCI

Power
Curve

1MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB VRAM'

PCI
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Moe
Model

Built-in?

Top
Resolution

Top Color
Depth

VRAM
Upgrade?

Other
Upgrades?

Power
Center

1MB

1152x870

24-bit

4MB VRAM'

PCI

Power
Center Pro

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB DRAM'

PCI

Power
Tower Pro

4MB

1920x1080

24-bit

8MB'

PCI

Motorola Systems
5tarMax
30005

1MB

1024x768

16-bit

4MB'

PCI

5tarMax
4000

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB'

PCI

5tarMax

2MB

1280x1024

24-bit

4MB'

PCI

cSOO,
c600

1MB

1024x768

16-bit

No

PCI

c600x/
280

2MB'

1280x1024

24-bit

No

PCI

j700
series

2MB

1920x1080

24-bit

4MB'

PCI

j700/
233

4MB

1920x1080

24-bit

No

PCI

s900
series

4MB

1920x1080

24-bit

8MB'

PCI

5900/233,
5900/250,
5900DP/250

8MB

1920x1080

24-bit

No

PCI

sooo•
UMAX Systems

1 Upgrade replaces existing VRAM.
2 The Mac llci, llsi, and Power Macintosh 6100 use the system's regular system RAM memory for built-in video.
3 Power Macintosh 7100 and 8 100 include both 1MB of dedicated VRAM and support the use of system DRAM
for built-in video (dual-monitor capable).
4 Many Power Macintosh 9500 models w ere bundled with a 2MB video card expandable to 4MB of VRAM.
5 Some StarMax 3000/225MT and 3000/240MT models include 2MB or 4MB of VRAM standard.
6 StarMax 5000/300 features 4MB of VRAM standard.
7 c600x/280 features 1MB built-in VRAM and 2MB video card (dual-monitor capable).
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Color depth
Let me quickly explain some of the numbers you're seeing in Table 12-2 - especially
the spy-code-like references for color depth. Color depth refers to the number of
colors that th e Mac and display have to choose from for each pixel in an image.
This number is generally expressed in terms of the number of data bits available for
storing color values. Table 12-3 shows the typi cal col or depths and the number of
colors each includes.

Table 12-3
Color Depths
Color Depth

Number of Colors

1-bit

Black and w hite

2-bit

4 co lors

4-bit

16 colors

a-bit

256 colors

16-bit

Thousands of colors (32,768)

24-bit

Millions of colors

A 32-bit color depth also has "millions of colors," except that 8 bits of data are
dedicated to the alpha channel, which enables a gr aphics system to define
transparency and determine how the colors of the pixels will overlap one anoth er
( to show translucence). This extra 8-bits can aJso be used for other purposes, such
as chroma key (transparency, like the blue screens used for movie effects) support.
You may also think that 16-bit color should have 65,536 different values, not 32,768.
The lower number i s a result of the use of signed math, which enables low-level
programming instructions to execute more quickly, but r equires the 16th bit to hold
the positive or negative sign (meaning only 15-bits' worth of colors can be used).
AJthough most modern Mac-compatible mon itors can handle as many colors as you
can throw at them, others-especially those built into older Mac models - are very
limited (monochrome and black-and-white displays are especially hampered). Check
your monitor 's manual for more info, or look in your Monitors control panel- it will
usually show you the limit to the number of colors your combination monitor and
VRAM can display.
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VRAM
Whether your Mac currently uses built-in video circuitry or video on an expansion
card, there's RAM memory, often called video RAM or VRAM, on that card. Because
each pixel of your bitmapped screen image must be stored in VRAM, the amount of
VRAM your Mac has determines the combination of video resolution and the
number of colors you can display on your monitor.
Some video cards feature upgradeable VRAM slots; they're almost always
manufacturer-specific, so check your documentation. One megabyte of VRAM can
display anywhere from a resolution of 640x480 and millions colors, up to a
resolution of 1024x768 and 256 of colors. Beyond that, you'll need 2MB or more.
Video cards (and Mac built-in video) tend to come with the following amounts of
RAM: 256K, 512K, 1MB, 2MB, 4MB, and 6MB.
As you may have gathered from Table 12-2, the amount of VRAM you need depends
on the maximum resolution and color depth at which you'd like to run your display.
Fortunately, you can calculate the amount of VRAM needed for a particular
resolution. Here's the formula:
Width x Height x Pixel depth/8 = RAM Needed
It's a simple matter of multiplying th e resolution by the pixel depth divided by
eight. So, consider the example of a standard 14" color display:
640 x 480 x 8bit/8

= 307,200 bytes

For the basic 256 colors at 640x480, you don't need more than about 300K, which in
most cases would translate to 512K of VRAM. (VRAM amounts, like RAM numbers,
are generally upgraded in incremen ts of 256K, 512K, or 1MB.)
Often you can upgrade a Mac with 512K of VRAM to 1MB of VRAM. Why would you
want to do this? To get 800x600 resolution at thousands of colors - perfect for
driving a 15-inch monitor:
800 x 600 x 16bit/8

=960,000 bytes

If you can, you might want to bump up to "true" color (24-bit color depth) and
enough resolution to drive a 19-inch monitor. Here's the sort of setup that's fitting
for a graphic designer or multimedia professional:
1028 x 764 x 24bit/8

=

2,359,296 bytes

That's over 2MB, which means you'd need at least 4MB of VRAM to run it. You may
have that much if you have a reasonably new Mac (especially one that was
originally a high-end system), or you may need to buy a video expansion card.
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AddingVRAM
If you want mor e color and resolut ion, you should considering adding VRAM to
your existing v ideo circui try. This is usually cheaper than a new video car d,
although it's important to note that VRAM won't speed up your Mac's display at all
(like an accel erat ed video card will) . It just adds more r esolution and color choices.
Before you get start ed , you'll need to answer a few q uestions:

+ What sort of VRAM does your Mac support? Th is refers t o t he actual typ e of
memor y module. Macs can vary from model to model - check your manual.

+ How much additional VRAM can you install? Check Table 2-2 for t his
information.

+ Where are the VRAM sockets? Consult your M ac's manual for help on this
information.
Armed wit h these an swer s, you can install t he new VRAM. Follow these steps:

1. Shut down your Mac, unplug it, and ground yourself from static discharge.
2. Locate t he VRAM sockets on your Mac's logic board or vi deo card .
3. Remove the VRAM that's currently in the VRAM socket , if necessary. (Some
Macs enable you to add VRAM without removing the existin g memory check Tabl e 12-2 and your Mac's manual.)
4. Install the new VRAM. (In some Macs, you'll simply add t he VRAM to an open
socket, as shown in Figure 12-7. In others, you'll add the VRAM just as you
would a RAM SIMM, as described in Chapter 6.)

Figure 12-7 : Adding VRAM to your Mac's logic board
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5. Close ev erything up and st ar t y our M ac. To test th e VRAM, open your
Monitors (or Monitors & Sound) control panel. You sh ould hav e new color
depth and/ or r esolution options.

Choosing a card
As with most expansion cards, y ou' ll want t o focus pr imarily on t he expansion
capabilities of y our Mac before you run out and purc hase a new card. You'v e got
to get the right expansion technology, or y ou won 't be able to install it at all.
Fortunately, as sho wn in Table 12-2, nearly all M acs have an upgrade path of
some kind.
Aside from the interface the card uses, there are three reasons to purchase a video
expansion card:
+ Increased capabilities. If you know your monitor is capable of more colors or
better resolution than your M ac can give you, you'll want t o add a m ore
powerful card. The card should b e capable of displaying high er screen
resolutions, higher refresh r ates, and m or e colors per pixel t han your Mac's
current video . This usually means a card with m ore RAM (or a VRAM upgrade
to your existing video).
+ Increased speed. Video expansion cards can also offer an incr ease in speed
by offloading some of the QuickOraw draw ing t asks to a specialized processor
on the card itself. In the case o f b asic video tasks, this accelerati on is usually
called QuickOraw acceleration, or 20 acceleration. You m ay also find cards
that include 30 acceler ation, which i s discussed in m or e depth in Chapter 18.
+More monitors. If you want to add more m onitors to y our setup you can
pretty much buy whatever video card you'd like- from a cheap one that just
gets the j ob clone to an expensive card w ith all the bells and whi stl es. If you're
willing to dedicate the desk space to additional monitor s, you'll never be
wasting the v ideo features built into your Mac. Plus, a v ideo card for an
addition al monitor only needs to be as capable as the monitor y ou'll dedicate
t o it. You can run M ac monitors at different color depths, resolutions , and
si zes, so whatever card y ou buy should work with any oth er video circuitry
that's already in the Mac.
Once y ou'v e decided what the purpose for the card will b e, you're ready to shop.
T here are three major factors to concern yourself with:
+Expansion card technology. It almost goes with out saying - you'll n eed to
get an expansion card that fits an available slot in your Mac. If you don't have
a free slot, y ou may b e in trouble. Your only choice, in that case, will be to add
more VRAM if your Mac can handle m ore.

+ VRAM. Buy a card w ith the m ost VRAM y ou can afford, up t o a p oint. If y ou
definitely won't b e u sing th e card for professional-level image-editing tasks,
there's probably no reason to go over 4MB in VRAM, whic h gives you true
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color (24-bit) in most resolutions. Higher-end cards feature 32-bit color in all
reso lutions by boosting the VRAM to 6- or 8MB.

+ Acceleration. One reason to choose an expansion card over a simple VRAM
upgrade is to take advantage of the acceleration built into many of t hese
cards. For daily duties, look for a card that accelerates 20 tasks. If you work
with 30 objects, panoramas, or games, you may find that 30 acceleration is a
nice touch- QuickOraw Rave acceleration should do the trick. (30
acceleration is discussed in more detail in Chapter 18.)

Installing the Card

~
Note

As you might imagine, installing a video card isn't much different from installing any
other sor t of expansion card. If it vari es at all, it will on ly be because video cards
always feature an external video connector (and perhaps other ports) that enables
the external monitor and similar devices to connect to the card.
Depending on the card and monitor, you might also find that you need an adapter to
get them to talk to one another. Macadapter (vMvJ. rna ca da pt e r. com/) manufacturers a few different types, as does Griffin Technologies (www. na s hv i ll e . net!

- griffin).

Card installation
Installing a v ideo card is pretty much the same as any card installation :

I. Shut down your Mac, unplug it, and electrically ground your self.
2. Open the Mac's case and locate an empty expansion slot. (Visually inspect it
to ensure it's the right type of slot for your card.)
3. Remove the screw and metal dust plate that cover s the hol e in back of the
case for the slot you'll be using.
4. Position the card so that its interface is directly over the slot. If it's a NuBus
cru·d, make sure the card's housing fits over the NuBus slot on the logic board.
If it's a POS or a PCI card, make sure the card's connector fits snugly in the
slot (see Figure 12-8).
5. Press down lightly and uniformly on the top corners of the expansion card
until it's firmly installed in the slot. Screw th e card into the back _
o f the case to
secure it.
6. Attach the monitor cable in the back to the card. You may need to use an
adapter for VGA-compatible monitors. Make sure you set the resolution and
refresh rate to levels the monitor can suppor t.
7. Try restarting your Mac and see i f the card manages to dr ive the monitor,
resulting in a picture. You may need to install a softwar e driver or extension
that enables you to control any acceleration capabilities the card offers. If you
have trouble, make sure to check all connections between the card, the logic
board, the monitor, and the monitor cable.
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Figure 12-8: The MicroConversions 2124NB II card being installed
in a Mac llci. The NuBus card offers 2D acceleration and increased
VRAM over a llci's standard video, resulting in better video performance
(www.microconversions.com).

Once the card is installed and working, you 're ready to open up the Monitors (or
Monitors & Sound) control panel and set the card up for o ptimal per formance. In
the control panel you can change th e resolution, color depth , and refresh r ate
(assuming your monitor is a multisync model).

Setting up two (or more) monitors
If you now have two set s of video circuitry (two cards or one card and built-in
video), y ou can also use the Monitor s control panel to set up both monitors for
use with the Mac. (Actually, if both monit ors are correctly connected to their
respective video ports, they sho uld work immediately aft er you've star ted up the
Mac - but there ar e still some th ings you'll need to tweak.) If both screens are
active, their icons w ill appear in the cont rol panel, wi th each screen numbered I , 2,
and so on. You can click and drag the mouse po inter on ei ther of the screens to
reposition it relative to the other one (see Figure 12-9). If you desire, you can
arrange the screens so that dragging t he pointer off the left side of the rightmos t
monitor's screen causes it, as logic would dictate, t o appear on the right side of t he
l eftmost monitor. Otherwis e, things could get tri cky.
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To set the resolution of one of the monitors, double-click its screen in the control
panel. That gives you access to resolution, color depth, and refresh rate settings
(see Figure 12-9).
Th e Monitors & Sound control panel in Mac OS versions after System 7.6 looks slightly
different from the Monitors control panel shown in the picture, but the concepts and
tools are similar. (In Monitors and Sound, choose the Arrange button to gain access
to the two screens shown in Figure 12-9.}

Figure 12-9: If you've installed two monitors,
you can use the Monitors control panel to position
the screens relative to one another and change
th eir characteristics.

You can also, in the Monitor s or Monitors and Sound control panel , drag the menu
bar from one of the screens to the other. Generally, the positioning of the menu bar
determines which screen is the main screen, w here new applications will launch
and alert dialog boxes will mos t often appear.

Summary
+ Monitors and monitor cards work together to display a bitmapped screen
image that's created by your computer using Appl e's built-in QuickDraw
technology. The screen refreshes many times a minute to give you the
impression that images on screen change instantly. The more quickly the
screen refreshes, the more fl icker-free the display. Fast refresh also makes
higher demands on your video card and monitor, especially as the screen's
resolution and color depth increase.

+ Today there isn't much point in buy ing a monitor that doesn't offer multisync
capabilities. But you'll also want to look at some other numbers, including dot
pitch, refresh r ate, and the top resolutions supported. Also, get the largest
monitor you can afford .
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+ Part of buying a monitor includes understa nding your Mac's built-in video
capabilities. You can check the chart in this cha pter, and then decide if you
need to upgrade the VRAM o r add a video expansion card. Adding VRAM
gives you more color and resolution choices. Adding a video card can do that ,
as well as enabling you to add a second monitor and even speed the display of
your Macs.
+Once you've made your decisions, it's time to install everything. VRAM can be
a new experience, but installing video cards is about the same as adding any
other expansion cards. When you go to attach the monitor, though, the issue
is all about compatibility-you'lllikely need a special adapter, which may
take some detailed setup.
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f desktop publishing and Web publishing were th e killer
applications of th e 1980s and 1990s for the Macintosh,
digital video editing may be the killer Mac application for the
beginning of th e new century. Long dominated by high-end
workstations and dedicat ed equipment , i t's become very easy
for even the hobbyis t Mac owner to get involved w ith video
editing. Solutions for creating QuickTime video that can be
broadcast over the Web or included in multimedia
presentations (kiosks, CO-ROMs, and so on) are incredibly
affordable. But even higher-end sys tems for television-quality
editing are in a price range that many small businesses and
freelancers can afford.
For th e most part, the digital video process can be broken
down into three steps: Firs t , you need to get th e video into
your Mac somehow. This usually involves hooking a video
camera or VCR to a port on your Mac and running the tape.
Your Mac, using v ideo-capture software, records the images
digitally. The quicker your computer, your hard drive, and the
video capture circuitry's ability to digitize video, the better
the v ideo quality will be.
Your second step is to edit the video. Using QuickTime, videoedi ting software, and (sometimes) add-on input/output
equipment, you can turn your Mac into a digital editing studio,
add ing fades, wipes, music, dialog, and anything else you can
come up wi th .
Third, you need to get the video ou t of your Mac and back
on to videotape, a TV screen, or some other analog medium.
(O f course, you might also want to save your video to a CDROM drive or removable drive, but those are digital mediums
and therefore don't require any speci al translation.) To put
your digital images on TV, you need to hook one up to your
computer - again, through special v ideo ports on the back of
your Mac.

+

+

+

•

In This Chapter
QuickTime and
digital video
Chart: Does
your Mac have
built-i n AV?
A dding video-in
capabilities
Displaying your
Mac's screen on a TV
Getting started with
video
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Some Macs have all these capabilities ( maybe even including some related bundl ed
software) built right in. Others, though, will require upgrading. Some of those
upgrades, as you might have guessed, can include NuBus or PC! expansion cards.
Others consist of hooking up external boxes to your existing video card. Whatever
way you pursue it, th ough, you'll want to understand some of the basics of digital
video so you 'll know exactly what you need to get to upgrade effectively.
If you're not interested in all this crazy digital video stuff, why not take the couch
potato approach? There's also a quick discussion of TV tuner upgrades for Macs at the
end of this chapter.

The Digital Video Basics
At its most basic, creating a digital v ideo is like using your Mac as a video-recording
device, enabling you to spool a camcorder v ideo or similar video signal to your
hard drive. The end result, in some cases, i s very similar to v ideotape.
Delve a bit further, though, and you 'll see that digitizing video is really a much
different process. With tape, everything remains static and linear ; if you want to get
to a particular part o f the video, you need to fast forward until you find it. If you
want to add more v ideo in the middle of a particular clip , you 'll need t o run the
video out to another recording device, pause it at the right moment, and then st art
recording the new video. When it's done, you start up the original and finish the
recording sequence. If you want the video to look really good, you'd better have
some editing equipmen t and professional-level recording devices .
Digital video is differ ent- it's what word processing i s to typewriting. With digital
video, the images have been transformed into an actual computer file that can be
manipulated just like any other computer document. H you wanted to add more text
in the middle of a word processing document, you'd just place the cursor in the
document and st art typing (or use the Cut and Paste commands to insert a chunk
of text). The same possibilities apply for digital video. Using a movie editing
program, you can find a particular moment in a video, and then cut and paste new
digital footage into the movi e (see Figure 13- 1).

What you need
Nearly any owner of a modern Macintosh computer can play digital video clips
directly on his or her des ktop. In most cases , it's simply a matter of point-andclick. The Mac OS, with its QuickTime underpinnings, is able to arrange the
video in a window and give you controls for playing the video on screen. The
differences between older and newer Macs will sometimes shine through in
these demonstrati ons, though. A number of factors can affect how well a d igital
movie plays:
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Figure 13-1: Even the most basic digital movie editor enables you to quickly piece
two video clips together.

+ Processor speed. A lot of things have to happen at once to get a digital movie
to play back well , including synchronizing the audio to t he video, playing each
frame as it decompresses, and changing the pixels required to play the v ideo
in a larger window. The faster your processor, the smoother and larger your
video will be.

+ Video cards. Some video add-on cards are designed specifically to improve
the quality of QuickTime and/or MPEG video formats. Other video cards
simply accelerate the display overall, resulting in slightly better videos.

+ Hard drive. The faster your hard drive (or other media on which the digital
video is stored), the faster and more smoothly the video will play. A fast hard
drive is required to get the data in the video to the system RAM quickly
enough for the processor to display th e video on screen.

+

RAM. Digital videos tend to be huge documents, requiring a lot of RAM to play
back. Often this can be compensated for by turning on Virtual Memory, but
that tends to affect the quality of playback.
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When it comes to recording and creating digital video, you'll need more hardware.
Dedicated expansion cards and other add-on devices are often necessary for
recording digital video to your hard drive so you can edit it. You'll then need still
more hardware to get the image back out of your computer and onto a CD-ROM or a
videotape, if that's your desire.
Here, then, are the basic necessities for creating quality digital video:

+ Fast processor, good video, fast hard drive, lots of RAM. Everything you
need for a good v ideo playback machine is doubly important for a good video
studio Mac. You'll need fas t and wide everything to create and edit video
smoothly and effectively.

+ Video inputs. Your Mac needs special circuitry

to accept video inputs from a
VCR, camcorder, or similar device, and then translate that signal into a digital
computer file that can be used by the computer and its editing software.

+ Digitizing software. Although the basic software for digitizing and dealing
with video is a portion of the Mac OS called QuickTime, you'll still need
special software to access the routines in QuickTime responsible for digitizing
the video. (You may also want to work in a format not supported by
QuickTime.) This software has to be capable of accepting the v ideo signal,
compressing it (in most cases), and storing it in a movie file format on your
hard drive (see Figure 13-2).

+ Editing software. Again, basic tools are built into Apple's QuickTime
MoviePiayer application. You can get more capabilities out of the Pro version
of QuickTim e, but you may want yet more sophisticated software for higherend editing.

+Output hardware. Finally, you'll need some way to get the digital movie back
out of your Mac so that people can enjoy i t (or learn from it or otherwise
appreciate it). To do this, you'll most likely want output hardware that
enables you to send a computer signal back out to a TV or TV-like device, a
VCR, or a camcorder for recording.

Quicklime
QuickTime, the multimedia portion of the Mac OS (and a prized add-on for
Microsoft Windows), offers the infrastructure you need to begin digitizing and
editing movies. Apple calls QuickTime a software architecture that includes a file
format (the QuickTime Movie for mat), support for t he translation and integration
of other file formats, and services that can be refer enced by programmers so that
their applications have access to features offered within QuickTime. This means
programs based on the QuickTime architecture can easily include a ton of tools
t hat enable images, video, and audio to be synchronized, optimized, compressed,
and otherwise manipulated to create digital video and multimedia files.
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Figure 13-2: The Apple Video Player, which comes with AV-capable Macs, offers

basic digitizing functions.

~
Note

To applications programmers, the QuickTime format provides convenience:
Programmers don't have t o reinvent the wheel when they want to deal with digital
movies. For instance, many Windows-based multimedia producers have used the
Video fo r Windows 0/fW) file format and infras tructure in the p ass. If t hey wanted
t o, they could switch over t o QuickTime by simply using programs based on the
QuickTime architecture, ev en if t hey have a lot of files already in Video for
Windows. Progr ammers of QuickTime-based tools can easily integrate support for
th e VfW file format into their programs, because QuickTime offers VfW translat i on
ability directly.
In fact, Quicklime is so universally accepted as a multimedia standa rd that it will
eventually become the basis of th e MPEG-4 standard, a w ide-reaching standard destined to be the foundation for quite a bit of digital video in the near future.
To the r est of us non programmer s, howev er, QuickTime provides a multimedia
document format. In other w ords, you can use QuickTime to creat e QuickTime
audio and v ideo documents (see Figure 13-3). These documents can then be read ,
under st ood, and display ed (or pl ayed) by programs that are capable of translating
and w orking with the QuickTime format.
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Figure 13-3: Notice there's no picture? That's because Quicklime is an audio

document format, too, and this file is an audio-only Quicklime fil e. It's also being
played in SimpleText, by the way.

In fact, many Mac OS applications and desktop accessori es are capable of working
with QuickTime. For example, Simpl eText , t he Mac OS basi c text editor, can play
QuickTime movies, as can the Scr apbook. Because QuickTime makes digital v ideo
tools so easy to integrate into applications, you'll probably be working w ith a tool
that's tied pretty closely to QuickTime if you plan to work on a Mac to create or edit
digital video. In that case, you'll want to know a bi t about how QuickTime works
together w it h other file formats and how it deals w it h digi tal dat a.
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Quicklime is included when you install the Mac OS, but t hat doesn't always mean
you have the latest version. Check ht tp : I I qui c kt i me . a p p 1 e . com for upgrades,
preview (beta) versions, and other Quickl ime-related goodies.

Digital movies
QuickTime movies are a very sophisticated approach to the ol d fli pcard animation
system you may have once impl emented in t he corner of a textbook during a
grade school lecture. With QuickTime, a series of digi tal images are arranged in a
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particular order so that, when displayed very quickly, they give the impression of
fluid movement across the screen. Thi s is the same basic concept th at drives all
motion-picture technol ogy, whether it be th e individual fr ames of a film strip, the
cells of an animation, or the scan rate of a tel evision set.
For QuickTime movies to be considered television quality, they must display
about 30 frames per second so that motion feels very fluid and skips or jumps are
imperceptible to the human eye. However, it's d ifficult for desktop computers to
manage a full-screen, 30-frames-per-second data rate, considering the bottlenecks RAM , hard drive speed, processors, and video subprocessors. All these factors have
to come togeth er in order to create a smooth digital movie.
QuickTime gives you the opportunity to do two things: First, you can use
QuickTime-based tools to edit digital movies as you would other computer
documents. You can edit each individual frame, if you wish, or use application
tools to add different special effect s over time. You can also add or delete
individual frames or groups of frames.
QuickTime also gives you the ability to optimize your digital movies for whatever
your ultimate output medium is. If you want to display the video on a television or
record it to tape, you can tweak your QuickTime movie so that it will play at the full
resolution for a t elevision screen and at broadcast-quality speeds (assuming your
Mac is powerful enough and you've added a few extras).
If you're creating video for the Internet, though, you'll jump through some different
hoops: In this case, you're probably less interested in video quality and more in the
speed at which the v ideo can transfer. To optimize the video for speed, you can use
special QuickTime routines to compress the file size of the movie.

Movie file formats
I've already mentioned that most Mac AV tools will enable you to save digital audio
and video in the QuickTime format so that you can use those digital documents in
many different applications . Aside from the QuickTime movie form at , the
QuickTime architecture will support a number of file formats , including the
following:

+ AVI (Audio/Video Interleave). This file format is most popular on the
Windows platforms, where its use is encouraged by Microsoft. QuickTime 3.0
and above can read and write direct ly to this file format.

+ OpenDML. The OpenDML format extends the AVI standard to include such
features as the capaci ty to have really l arge fil es, the capability to focus on
the number of fields-per-second displayed, and the addition of timecodes.
QuickTime enabl es users to read and write to the OpenDML extensions to AVI.
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+ OMF. The Open Media Framework format was created by Avid, a leading
developer of high-end, professional digital-video solutions. The format allows
Avid products and other high-end digital-editing software to exchange files.
QuickTime includes the capabili ty to work with OMF documents, enabling a
typical Mac to exchange mes with more powerful workstati on-l evel
computers.

+ MPEG. The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)

standard, one of the
premier standards for digital video, is designed for the consumer market.
MPEG provides low data rates (for transmission over the Int ernet or by CDROM) while maintaining high picture quality.

+ DVC. New digital-only cameras use t he standard DVC format for transmitting
digital images b etween the camera and a computer. QuickTime can work
directly with th e stream of data that these cameras use to communicate,
enabling QuickTime applications to work directly with video from these
cameras.
QuickTime also enables you to deal with a number of audio form ats, including
Apple's own AIFF, Microsoft's WAV format , Sun Microsystem 's AU files, and Sound
Designer II documents, along with MPEG-2 audio files. In other words, you can t ake
different input file formats and devices and bring them together in a QuickTimeenabled editor to create and edit a complete digital multimedia docum ent. This
includes audio and v ideo clips you transfer over the Internet or similar networks,
audio you record using your Mac, video you record using a camcorder and your
Mac, and video you get from any other standard source.

Compression and codecs
If you've worked with regular image files much on your Mac, you kn ow that they
can often get rather lar ge, requiring hundreds of kilobytes or even a few megabytes
to store depending on their complexity.
To keep digital mov ies to a manageable size, various codecs
(compressor/decompressors) can be used. These codecs compress redundant data
in most cases, making the file smaller for t ransmissi on and storage. Some of these
compression schemes are l ossy, however, meaning they introduce a level of
inaccuracy into the color or pixel reproduction of the vid eo. In other words, the
smaller you want the file, the mo re likely it will result in a slightly lower image
quality (see Figures 13-4 and 13-5).
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Figure 13-4: Here's an uncompressed movie

(file size approximately 3.3MB).

Figure 13-5: Here's the same movie heavily
compressed (and much smaller at 2MB).

QuickTime offer s you to ns of codecs to choose from when you save y our movie.
Realize, though, t hat saving a digit al movie cau bt: quite a cho re. The video-in
software will give you a choice of codecs, quality schemes, color s, and the like. As
the movi e is saved , it will be compressed, and this feat sometimes tak es minutes or
hours to accomplish. To get the ideal compression for your parti cular QuickTime
document, Apple offers a number of different cocl ecs. Table 13-1 shows you som e of
t he video-related coclecs and their recommended usage.
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Table 13-1
Quicklime Video Codecs
CodecName

Use

Compression

Video

Provides fast compression, good for hard disk
playback

10:1

Component Video

Produces high-quality, big files; good for TVdestined dips

2:1

Animation

Works with dips that have few color changes

2:1

Graphics

Provides slow decompression; good for
256-color graphics

2.5:1

Photo JPEG

Good for high-quality images

5:1 to 50: 1

Cinepak

Good for CO-ROM-based movie playback

25:1

None

Provides best capture rates, but huge files

1:1

DV

Used with digital video cameras

1:1

H.263

Used for video conferencing

Varies

Sorensen

Used for Web-based, streaming video

Varies

If you have the Qui ckTime Pro package (available from Apple) or QuickTime 2.5
or above, you' ll have some o r all of these options availabl e to you through the
MoviePlayer application when you go to save a digital movie (see Figure 13-6).
You may also see these options if you save a digitized movie using some other
program, including Appl e's Video Pl ayer and similar programs.

Figure 13-6: Choosi ng codecs
and other settings for saving
the movie file

Compression Settings

I Compressor

Motlon- rromes per second: ~

!if Keyframe every ~ rromes
Umit data rotc to ~ KISecond

I lil

I Options- I I

Cancel

I II

OK
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Key frames and data rates
Once you've gotten through your choice of codec, you'll want to address a few
other issues that have to do with Qui ckTime movies. One such issue is the /~ey
frame rate. Key frames are frames of a QuickTime movie that QuickTime uses as
reference points. At each key frame, QuickTime considers the entire frame, showing
it immediately in the movie-playing application. All subsequent frames are treated a
bit differently, however. To speed things up a bit, QuickTime only compares the
differences between subsequent frames and the current key frame until i t reaches
the next key frame. This process makes the movie a bit smaller for quick transfer,
but it also can hurt the quality of the clip.
If you've created a clip for the Internet or another slow medium, setting the key
frames fairly far apart (15 to 20 frames) makes some sense. In those cases, a key
frame every two seconds or so is reasonable. If you'll be playing back the video
from a much fas ter source, though, use a lower key frame rate.
Another issue is data rate. For some codecs, setting a specific data rate tells the
QuickTime movi e what its limitations are going to be as th e movie is saved. For
CD-ROM based movies, for instance, 200- or 250 kilobytes per second is
recommended.

Video-in Hardware
Once you've got a basic grasp of how QuickTime works, you're ready to get some
video into your Mac. To do this, you may need to buy some additional hardware,
depending on your Mac model. In some cases, Macs come with built-in capabilities
for accepting video feeds and turning them into digital images. In other cases, you'll
have to opt for an expansion card.
To start , though, let's look at the basic issues that need to be addressed regardless
of the vid eo-in solution you're using.

Interface types
The key with any vid eo-in solution is getting it to talk t o your video source, whether
that's a VCR, camcorder, or something more exotic. Therefore, you'll want to take a
close look at the interface options you have for connec tin g the camera or similar
device to your Mac. Thes e tend to be as follows :

+ RCA video plugs. These days the little yellow RCA v ideo wires are vying
for dominance over cable-TV coax wiring for attaching a composite video
source (such as a st andard VCR). If you've messed around behind your
home-entertainm ent sys tem, you know what I'm talking about. RCA plugs are
male adapters wi th a small shield around their points. The video cable, almost
invariably, is yellow, whereas the white and red cables are used t o connect the
left and right channels of audi o, respectively.
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+ S-video. An S-video (or super video) connection achieves higher-quality output
(especially to a VCR or TV) by splitting a video's signal into two parts-one
for color, one for brightness. Television sets are designed to split the two
values, but standard composite video sends them using the same signal.
However, S-video connections requireS-video-capabl e equipment. The S-video
connector resembles a standard Din-8 or ADB port connector. Don't plug one
into the oth er -take care that you only plug the S-video connector into t he
Mac's S-video port.

+ FireWh·e. Although technically a new seri al technology, FireWire (originally
devel oped by Apple) is quickly becoming a popular interface for video
cameras and equipment. Also known as IEEE 1394, this connection is another
high-speed wonder that's also isynchonous, meaning it guarantees a particular
data rate. This is perfect for video-in applications that require a reliable highspeed input option. Digital vi deo cameras are required for this connection,
because FireWire isn't really designed to digitizing video; it's designed t o
tranfer DV format fi les from a DV camera to your Mac. A Fire\Vire adapter is a
thin, flat, 6-pin serial connector, as shown in Figure 13-7.

Figure 13-7: A FireWire connector is unlike any serial cable the Mac world has ever

seen. (Photo courtesy Apple Computer, Inc.)
Your interface choices will be highly dependent on th e sort of AV capabilities your
Mac has. If you've got AV built-in, you're probably given a choice between RCA and
S-video connec tors . Some card s also offer both, although earlier cards might be
limited to RCA-styl e connectors. A FireWire card is pretty much a stand-alone
creature these clays, so if you have FireWire built in, you probably know it.
Otherwise, you'll need a PCI adapter card.
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There's something else to consider, too. You need to make sure you have th e r ight
adapters, hardware settings, and other elements in pl ace for dealing with the
television standards to which your video equipment adheres. In the U.S. and most
of North America, that's the National Televisi on Standards Committee (NTSC, also
called RS-170a) standard . In Europe and other places, the Phase Alternating Line
(PAL) standard reigns supreme, and the SECAM (SEquential Couleur Avec Memoire)
standard covers just about ever ywhere else. The differences include the number of
lines of resolution and how often th e picture is updated. What's important, t hough,
is that you' ll need the right adapter to accept a video source from a video
component using one of th ese st andards, and you'll need a video-out option t hat
supports the correct standard if you plan to send Qu ickTime movies back out to a
v ideotape or tel evision.

Built-in AV
Before getting too far ahead, l et's make sure you know exactly what capabilities are
built into your Mac. If you 've never really taken a hard look at the back of your
Mac's case, you might be in for a shock. Table 13-2 shows the Apple Macint osh
models th at include v ideo-in hardware.

Table 13-2
Macintosh Computer with Built-in AV capabilities
Computer

Built-in
AV Capability?

Includes
Expansion Card?

LC 580, Performa
580 series

Special Video
Slot?
Yes

Quadra 660AV

Yes

Quadra 840AV

Yes

Performa/ Quadra
6 30 series

Yes

Performa (and
Power Macintosh)
5200, 5300, 5400,
5500 series

(Som e models)

Yes

Performa (and
Power Macintosh)
6200, 6300 6400
series

(Som e models)

Yes

Power Mac 6100AV,
7100AV, 8100AV

Yes

(continued)
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Table 13-2 (continued)
Computer

Built-in
AV Capability?

Power Mac 8500,

Yes

Includes
Expansion Card?

Special Video
Slot?

8600

Power Mac G3
Minitower

Yes

Video-in expansion cards
If your Mac d idn't come with built-in AV features , you s ti ll have plenty of video-in
upgrading options. Although some older Macs - say, pre-68040 Macs-aren't really
ideal for video editing, a s urprising number of aging Macs still are. Ot's 3D rendering
that will kill you if you don't have a high-end processor.) In fact, for years the
Quadra 840AV -with its upgrad e s lots, high-end SCSI (for its time), and secondary
digital signal processor-was a favorite digital editing platform even as newer
Power Macs were rolling off the assembly lines.
As they say, it's all in the card(s). Many 68040 and early Power Macintosh models
are capable of accepting NuBus cards with good vid eo digitizing throughput that,
these days, are even pretty affordable. If you've got PCl s lots in your Mac, you're in
great shape; the mo re capable PCI bus makes add-on video-in cards an easy
alternative for the budding video editor. Plus, s uc h upgrades often prove affordable.

,

Note

If you have a Performa or a ll-in-one Power Macintosh computer (along with a few
regular Quadra and Power Mac models), you may not have video-in built into your
Mac, but you do have a different option. For a numbe r of years, Apple built a
special video slot into its consumer and education-market Macs. That slot enables
you to add a specially designed video card-the Apple Video Card - that adds Svideo and RCA inputs for video-in a nd video capture.
Unfortunately, the Apple Video Card has been discontinued, and I'm not aware of a
company that's stepped in to fill the void. To get the card, you'll need to comb the
mail-order companies or check the usual used Mac parts message boards and gathering places.
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If you don't own one of these Macs, your choices are only limited by the ty pe of
expansion bus you have and what you're willing to pay for the upgrade. Vid eo-in
cards exist for all sorts of budgets and technologies, including PCI video-in systems
ranging in thousands of dollars for low-budget televi sion or in-house video editing.
Or, you can spend a few hundred dollars and grab a card that's capable of
reasonable video-in performance, along w ith offeri ng regular Mac video features,
accelerated video features, and more (see Figure 13-8).
If you choose to go with FireWire, chances are you'll be for ced to buy a PCI card;
FireWire is a new enough technolO!IY that companies are unlikely to make NuBus
ver sions of th e cards (al t hough anything is possible). You'll also need a FireWirecapable video camera or similar v ideo equipment and special software, probably
included with the FireWire card.
You'll also find that some solutions offer both v ideo-in and video-out capabilities,
while others require you to use a special conver ter to send video out to a television
or video record er.
Tabl e 13-3 lists some companies that offer vid eo-in add-ons and video-out
expansion.

Figure 13-8: The Video Wizard by MicroConversions
(v11~w . rn-i c ro co nv e r s ion s . co rn) is an affordable, all-in-one card with
Mac video features, video-in and video-out capability, and even a cable
TV tuner feature that installs easily in a single PCI slot.
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Table 13-3

Web Sites for Various Video-in and Video-out Add-on
Manufacturers
Manufacturer

Products

WebSite

Apple Computer

FireWire, video-in

Radius

FireWire, video-in

Micro Conversions

Video-in, video-out

Digital Vision

Video-in, video-out, SCSI
solutions

www.apple . com
www.rad iu s. com
www.mi cro convers i ons . com
www . di gvi s . com

Aver Media

TV-in, video-out

Avid Technology

High-end digital editing
systems

Media 100

High-end digital editing
systems

www .medi alOO.com

ProMax

FireWire

True Vision

Video-in, video-out

v1ww. pr omax. com
www. t ruev i si on .com

www.av ermedia.com
'vMvl. av id . com

Video out
As mentioned in th e las t section, you'll need to consider what sort of video-out
capabilit ies are availabl e to you if you plan to send video from your Mac to a
televisi on or video device. Although many video-in cards also feature this capability
(offering RCA or S-video ports that head back out to your video equipment), other
capture cards are only good for getting the video into your Mac - it's up to you to
get it back out.
You may also find yourself in a situation wh ere you'd like to display your Mac's
video output to a TV or V CR. In that case, you'll need a special output device, called
a scan converter, th at converts the Mac's RGB signal into something a TV can
understand- NTSC or PAL broadcast signals .
A scan converter is usually a box about the size of a paperback book or smaller.
The box connect s to your Mac's RGB (monitor) output port, converts the signal to
an appropriate television v ideo form at (NTSC or PAL) , and then sends the signal
down the RCA or S-video cables to the v ideo device.
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Note

Television-format output capabilities are built into most AV Macs and come with
some Performa-style Macs in the form of the Apple Vid eo System. If you suspect your
Mac may have this capability built-in, check your Monitors or Monitors & Sound control panel for an option that enables you to display output on an NTSC or PAL source.
When looking for a v ideo-out device, you should consider a few factors:

+ Resolution sync. What resolutions i s the devi ce capable of rendering on t he
TV screen? You may find that 640x480 won' t be adequat e for your
presentation (although much higher resolut ions tend to render things d iffi cult
to read on screen). Make sure the devi ce is compatible w it h a resolution and
refresh r ate that your Mac's v ideo can sync to.

+ Underscan capabilities. Televisions tend to overscan an image, causing the
Mac desktop t o be cut off by t he edges of the t elevision set 's case. That gives
you the largest possible picture, but it might also cut off parts of t he menu bar
and other screen element s. To compensate, the scan device should be abl e to
underscan the image, displaying it entirel y on the TV screen wi t hin a black
bo rder.

+ Quality of features. Although these devices can be very difficul t to test, they

,;'
Note

can also vary wildly in quality. If y ou're lookin g for high-end output, you 'll
need t o shop car efully to see which will w ork for you. Som e feat ures can be
gimmicky (scr een freeze and pan-and-zoom for presen tations) but other s add
picture quality and sharpness you might appreciate for v ideo-out purposes.
Your Mac can likely get away with using a video-out device that's designed for an
lntel-compatible PC, especially if you already have a VGA adapter for your Mac's RGB
output. This can be great if you need to connect a PowerBook, for instance, to an
existing overhead projection or presentation system. For video production w ork or an
in-house system, however, you'll get better results from a video-out device t hat's
designed to work specifically with the Mac's RGB output. You'll also have better
image quality using S-video, although the quality increase isn't alw ays noticeable.

DV/DVCAM
Although closely rel ated to FireWire, as far as your Mac is concerned , digital v ideo
(DV) is an emerging standard in t he world of video cameras that, for t he first t ime,
enables handheld camer as to record full-motion v ideo directly to a digital format.
This offers a number of improvements over analog tape-based systems, such as the
following:

+ Data is transferred directly to your Mac.

Using FireWire as the high-speed
intermediary, such DV cameras aren't really playing their images for your
computer to digitize, as with r egular videotape player s and camcorders.
Because the images are already digital, they're simply t r ansferred to your
Mac like any other computer file.
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+ No generational/ass. Nothing is transmitted or copied (in t he analog sense) in
order to get the images into your Mac, so there's no quality loss due to
cabling, connectors, and other variabl es.

+ Less expensive quality. Although DV codecs are required for getting the images
into your Mac, the quality of the digitized images you work with are more
reliant on the camera instead of the main bottleneck - the video-in ports on
your computer. Instead of paying for high-speed d igitizing technology, more of
your investment gets focused on the quality of the camera.
DV is just emerging as a broadcast and professional option, and, alt hough
consumer cameras are following suit quickly, it may be a little while before DV is
pervas ive. That said, it's a very interesting option for anyone who wants to make
high-quality video presentations that are more easily transferred to t he Mac and
edited.

Getting Started with Video
If you have one of the Macs that sports built-in video or if you've already installed a
digital v ideo card, getting started wi th digital video is simple- you just plug t he
video cables into the back of the Mac and fire up a digitizing program. You'll first
need to know a few things about your equipment, including whether or not you
need to useS-video cables or RCA video cables (see Figure 13-9), and what sort of
video standard your equipment uses (the US NTSC standard for video or the
European PAL standard).

Figure 13-9: On the left is an 5-video cable and connector; on the
right, an RCA style cable and connector.
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With the correct cabling installed on your vi deo player or camcorder device, you 're
ready to attach the cabl es to your Mac's AV ports. If you're using RCA-style cables,
simply plug the y ellow video cable into th e video-in port on the back of your Mac.
(Some Macs only offerS-v ideo ports, so an RCA v ideo patch cabl e i s usually
included. You may need to plug th at patch cabl e into the S-video port first , and
th en plug th e RCA cabl e into that patch cable's adapter.)

~
Note

..............

If you 're using S-video, you simply plug the S-video cabl e from the video device into
the S-video-in port on the back of the Mac. With the cable attached, st art up a
video capture progr am on the M ac and test to see if any images appear. (Don't
forget to turn on the v ideo source.)

If you want to record both audio and video, you'll need to attach audio cables from
the video source. Some Macs offer two channel audio-in, featuring red and white RCA
connectors on the back panel of the Mac, usually near the RCA video connector. If
your Mac doesn't have these, you'll need an adapter that will enable you to connect
the RCA audio cables from your video source to the single RCA stereo miniplug connector that most Macs include.
With everything wired up, fire up your Mac and launch the Video Player (or similar)
digitizing program. Turn on your video source and try to display an image Oust
point the camcorder at something or tap the Play button on a VCR). If everything
works well, you can begin digitizing the video source.
From there it's pretty much up to you. With the movie digitized, it's become a
computer document. You can use the QuickTime MoviePiayer or another program
to edit the v ideo, compress it (to make it better for playback on CD-ROMs or the
Internet), and then save the final res ult. Once you are done, you can display your
Mac's video on a TV scr een or output it to a VCR (or other, more professional
recording device), and then play the QuickTime movie. Save it to tape, if desired,
and you'll have a complet e, edited video.

Watching TV
So what about something basic and boring like watching a regular television
program on your Mac? Well , you can do it with any AV model. If it can accept a
digital-in signal, a Mac can accept a feed from a VCR or other cable tuner, acting just
as if it were a t elevision. Or, at least, almost like a television. Most Macs- even if
they 're digital video capabl e-don't include a TV tuner to enable them to translate
antennae or cable-borne signals into TV pictures. Instead, AV-capable Macs are
more like dumb TV screens t hat can show TV vid eo as long as some other device
does the interpreting.
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If you'd like TV tuner capabilities for your Mac, that's another card. (Or s imilar addon.) With the exception of the MacTV, the 20th Anniversary Mac, and a few
high-end Perfo rma models, no Mac has a ded icated TV tuner; some Performa-series
logic boards include a s lot for a s pecial Apple TV/ FM Tuner expansion card. As fa r
as I know, only Apple has made that card for Performas and similar Power
Macintosh machines (such as the ali-in-one Power Macintosh 5500 series), and they
don't make it anymore. However, you may still be able to fi nd it through catalog
dealers and on the used market.

Apple models that include a TV expansion slot are shown in Table 4-2 in Chapter 4.
For other Macs, a TV tuner can be added by inserting the right expans ion card.
Such an expansion card can be nothing more than a tuner, or it can be a rather
advanced, full-fledged grap hics s ubsystem. Check out ixMicro
(www. i xmi cro. com/), MicroConversions (vMw. mi c roco nve r s ions. com/), and AT!
Technologies (~IWvl. at i tech . com/) for new, PC!-based TV tuners; other companies
have made other cards that may still be in use .
With such a card installed in your Mac, you then hook up the cable coax connection
just as you would connect your cable to a televis ion set. Of you have a cable
converter box, you may want to string it in between the cable input at the wall
socket and your Mac.) Next, r un the Video Playe r software (or the TV viewing
program that came with your card) to view the TV s ignal and watch s hows. With
com patible Apple Performa models, you can even use the TV remote control to
change channels!

Summary
+ Most Macs can play digitized movies- di gital video - without any extra
hardware or software because QuickTime technology is built in. But it's also
increasingly easier to make your own digital video. Digital video is becoming
very inexpensive to experiment with and use for all sorts of business tasks. Of
course, if you're already a video professiona l, you might want to look into
Mac-based systems that could make your editing tasks easier and less
expensive.
+ On a Mac, it takes a couple different components to create a digital movie.
First, you need AV ha rdware; it may be buil t into your Mac or you may have to
buy an expansion card. Next, you'll need to know something about
QuickTime, the Mac's built-in digital video technology. Finally, you'll need
some software for getting the video into your Mac.
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+ Digital-video connections come in a few different flavors. If your Mac has builtin AV capabilities, you'll rind RCA jacks and S-video ports on its b ack panel for
easy connections to a video source. Other Macs wi ll require an expansion
card - l ike any other card, i t'll be NuB us or PCI, w hichever is appropriate for
your Mac. (Some Macs have a dedicated video card option, too.) You might
al so be interested in FireWire, which enables you to hook up a high-speed
serial port directly to th e latest camcorders, and then just copy the digital
movie to your Mac.

+ Once you have everythin g hooked up, you're ready to digitize. Sync up your
video source, and then hit record in your video player software. It's that
simple.

+ If you'd like to skip straight to the important stuff, you can add a cable tuner
to many Mac models, giv ing you the ability to watch television or a video feed
direc tly o n your Mac's desktop .

•

•

•
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In This Chapter

I

f you've never seen some of the old classic form factor
Macs in their carry bags, you should t ry t o catch a glimpse
of one. It's quite a treat (okay, I'll go ahead and include a
snapshot as Figure 14-1). Originally thought of as portable,
those aging Macs offered you the chance to pick t hem up and
lug them around- if not from the dorm to th e library, at least
from th e dorm to back home for the holidays, I suppose.
When Apple introduced th e Macint osh to the press back in
1984, Steve Jobs pulled the Mac out of just such a bag. He
plugged it into the wall, s tarted it up, and waited for i t to take
its cue. After the r equisite smiley face, the first thing it did for
the press was say, out loud, "Welcome to Macintosh. It sure is
great to get out of that bag."
Sound has been part of the Macintosh experience ever since,
wi th constant ly advancing sound capabilities built into every
subsequent Macintosh. Eventually, Macs would become the
top platform for sound and multimedia production, wi th great
tool s and software applications for ed it ing sound. The Mac
would al so be a musi cian 's tool, supporting advanced MIDI
capabilities and playback, through QuickTime MIDI and other
technologies.
And the Mac has advanced its capabilities to deal w ith
computer -generated speech, as well as to accept speech as a
method for inputting data. The Mac OS has bui lt-in options,
and third-party programs extend th is capability even further.
I'll discuss speech separately a little later in the chapter.

Mac's sound
capabilities
Buying and installing
digital audio
equiptment
Speech and speech
recognition
Working with M IDI

+

+

+

+
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Figure 14-1 : A Mac SE and its carrying case

The Mac's Audio Capabilities
The audi o capabilities of a typical Mac let you accomplish three t hings: You can
record audio (get sound into your Mac), playback audio (get sound out of your
Mac), and edit audio (rearrange sound on your Mac). All Macs have t hese
capabilities built into them , with any AV Macintosh or Power Macintosh model
giving you the highest level of stereo and quality sound available.
You also have two choi ces as to how the audio is going to be processed by
your Mac.
One way to get audio into your Mac is to digitize it-record it to the Mac's hard
drive. This is done in a way that's very similar to creating digital vi deo. A sound
source is connected to the audio input(s) on the back of the Macintosh, which
takes very quick samples of the audio as it plays. These samples are digitalcomputer data-enabling them to be stored on the Mac's hard drive. And, just as
with QuickTime movies, digital audi o is simple to edit, manipulate, and play back
through your Mac's speakers.
The other type of audio is more like a blend of a player piano script and the
PostScript printing language. It's the Musical Instrument Digital Interface, or MIDI.
MIDI is a computer language for controlling music synthesizers- for example,
keyboards, drum machines, and electric pianos . That is, it can control pretty much
anything that can accept a MIDI interface. Through this interface (a small box that
plugs into your Mac's serial port), instructions are transmitted between the
instrument and the Mac and back again. This allows notes played on the
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synthesizer to be stored as musical notation or otherwise represented in a Mac
application. At the same time, storing these notes on your Mac means you can
instruct a MIDI-capable synthesizer to play the song whenever you get th e urge.
Technically, digital sound is not really too different from digital audio, but your
Mac, depending on its age, may have the ability t o read t ext aloud using Text-toSpeech technology. Some more powerful Macs can even recognize your speech as a
method of input. It's still a young technology, but it's fun to play with , and it takes
advantage of the built-in audio capabilities of AV and Power Macs.
Take a look at how each type of Mac sound works.

Digital audio
If you record somet h ing t o a cassette tape, you're recording t he entire audio
source. It all gets laid right down on the magnetic tape. Digital audio, including
audio COs, doesn't quite work like that. Instead, digital audio works much th e
same way a movie camer a does, by taking quick samples of the source and
recording them . A typical film st rip is composed of indiv idual frames that run at
about 24 frames per second to convince the human eye that th e pictur e is moving.
Similarly, a digital-audio r ecording samples the audio source many thousands of
times per second to convince the ear th at the digital recording is continuous.
In fact, the number of samples per second - or th e frequency of the sample- is a
very real test of the quality of a recording. The more samples, the better. Measured
in kilohertz (KHz- corresponding to thousands of samples per second), the
frequency is really a measure of the complexity of the sound, telling you the r ange
of tonal inform ation that 's included in the sample. The lower t he freq uency, the less
faithful the reproducti on of the sound . An example might be a telephone call, which
has an analog frequency of 4KHz. Although you can understand what is being said,
the quality of a t elephone call i s really pretty bad. Think of something th at someone
has sung to you (or p layed a recording oO over the phone. (You know, back in high
school.) Even a good singer w ho sings to you over the phone loses quite a bit of
their quality.
In digital sampling, you double the frequency of an analog device, so an 8KHz digital
sample would result in 4KHz analog telephone-quality. Audio CD quality is generally
considered to be 44.1KHz, which translates into around44 ,100 samples per second.
This is actually ever so slightly outside the realm of human hearing. However, the
highs and lows you can't hear affect the over all quality of t he ton es you do hear,
because they help to complete one another. Aud io still sounds pretty good at about
22KHz, where it's about at t he quality of an FM radio broadcast. A udio 11KHz
sounds like an AM r adio si gnal.
The other thing that's important about a digital-sound sampl e is th e bit depth at
which it's sampled . Sound is usually sampled at either 8 bits or 16 bits, with the
l atter offering higher quality. The sound sample i s quantized, meaning th e sample
m ust somehow be turned into a number. In an 8-bit sample, you've got 28 or 256
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choices for t he number. Because the number is not likely to fit neatly into one of
256 slots, it has to be mathematically rounded, which introduces errors. 8-bit
samples are much smaller than 16-bit samples (in the amount of storage space they
require), but they gener ate more random noise, often hissing. 16-bit samples offer
2 16 or 65,536 choices. Thi s makes for a much more accurate reading.
The third factor is called channel depth , which is an overly fancy way of factoring in
whether or not the sample is in stereo. If it is, that takes t wice as much storage
space as a mono signal, because stereo requires separate right and left channels.
All taken together, th e frequency, bit depth, and channel depth of a sample help to
decide exactly how much disk space your digital reco rdings w ill take up. And that
can be quite a bit. Table 14-1 quanti fies the relationship between quality and
storage space.

Table 14-1
Disk Space Consumed by Stereo Audio Samples
Sample rate

Quality

Space at
8 Bits

Space at
16 Bits

JOmin
recording (16-bit)

8KHz

Telep hone

16KBps

32KBps

57.6MB

11KHz

AM Rad io

22KBps

44KBps

79.2MB

22KHz

FM Radio

44KBps

88KBps

158.4MB

44KHz

Audio CD

88KBps

176KBps

3 16.8MB

Surpri sed at the sizes'? If you've worked wit h digital audio samples in t he past, you
might think the table i s running a tad high; after all, you've listened to long samples
that didn't take up nearly that much space. In cases li ke that, you're probably
dealing wit h a compressed aud io file. Compression is common in the digital-audio
world, and a number of compress ion schemes are very effect ive, result ing in highquality sound that takes up a lot l ess disk space than an uncompr essed file. Be
aware, however, that as you record digital samples, you often can 't compress them
on t he fly (at least, not w ithout some quality issues) . Instead, you'll have to record
the fu ll sample first , and then compress it. That can require even more disk space,
at least tempor arily while you wor k with th e file.
I want to tell you more about compression schemes and which ones work best
for most audio fi les, but fir st I need to t ell you a little about file formats before we
move on.
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File formats
Just like any other pursuit on a computer, di gital-audio cr eation generates
computer files. And, like QuickTime and digital v ideo, t here are plenty of these
form ats. It seems that nearly every operating sys tem - Mac OS, Windows, Solaris,
SGI, Amiga - has its own audio scheme, along w ith a few other sound fil e formats
designed to be cross-platform or used in a completely different t echno logy (such as
consumer electronics). Th ese days, QuickTime helps the user wi th a lot of these
formats, enabling import and expor t of sound data to a variety of form ats,
depending on the usage.
Here are a few of th e more com mon sound fi le format s along with their origins and
uses (not e that sound on a Mac is usually governed by QuickTime, so I've included
t he formats that QuickTime deals with well):

+ AU.

Also know as the )l-law format, th is popular sound file format is native to
Sun and Next workstati ons. Seen as something of a lowest common
denominato r on the Web, AU can't reach beyond 8KHz in most cases (some
alternative implementations sample at about 22KHz). The r esult is a
telephone-quality sound file that's small, so it's popular on t he Internet .

+ AIFF/AIFC. Ap p le's own o riginal file format -

the Audio Interchange File
Format - was good, but uncompressible in its first incarnation, so A pple
ext ended the format with AIFC. These sounds can sample at th e high est
r ates- ster eo, 16-bit, 44.1 KHz samples - but they require a l ot of disk space
t o do it. Standard MACE compr ession of 3:1 or 6:1 isn't reco mmended by
Apple anym ore, so experiment w ith new QuickTime compr essi on schemes,
covered in t he next sectio n.

+ WAV. T he WAY for mat is native to Mic rosoft Windows and therefore popular.
(WAY start ed its life before that , though, as a joint effo rt between Microsoft
and IBM dur ing the heyday of DOS.) It wor ks pretty much as AIFC does, w ith a
full r ange of sample rat es and the ability to take on compression schemes .
QuickTime translates existing WAY files and export s to WAY.

+ MPEG. Popular as both a video and audio format , MPEG sets the standard for
a number of applications- for example, CD-ROM video and high-quality,
compressed aud io. MPEG is all about quality compress ion. The MPEG Level II
standard supported by QuickTime allows for compression of files by 6: 1 or 7: 1
wit hout noticeable quality loss. Th e MPEG standard is deter mined by the
Moti on Picture Experts Group.

+Sound Designer II. In case you're curious, QuickTime nat ively supports the
Sound Designer II format , enabling you to digitally swap files that are saved in
the popular applicati on format. Sound Desi gner II i s a sound-editing
application written by Di giDesign ( \-IWW. dig id es i gn . c om).
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Compression
Hand-in-hand with the aud io file formats come various types of compression that
can be used to make the sounds take up less storage space or transmit more
quickly over mediums such as the Internet or a SCSI connection to your CD-ROM
drive. Compression offers a trade-off between quality and size, enabling you to fi t
the audio sample to your needs. Fortunately, st andards such as the MPEG
compression schemes don't trad e m uch quality for gains in stor age compress ion.
Ther e are many different compression schemes for audio , with some of t hose
schemes designed for specific purposes - voice, music, Internet t ransmission, and
v ideo conferencing. QuickTime has opened up an entire world of these
compression schemes, many of which can be used to compress t he audio t racks of
a QuickTime movi e (ev en if a QuickTime file is audio-only, it's called a movi e.)
For regular audio formats ( those non-QuickTime formats discussed in t he previous
section), the compression schemes are a bit more limited. Over the year s, a few
have emerged as common, with some of th em associ ated specifically with
particular sound formats. These schemes tend to be designed to give general
compression capabilities to a wide variety of sound file types and uses (as opposed
to newer compression schemes designed specifically for th e task at hand -for
example, compression voice transmission ver sus music).
You'll find a program like SoundApp (located on the CD-ROM that accompanies t his book)
very adept at translating between the audio file formats that are common to the Mac, as
well as adding basic compression schemes to make the files smaller.
Let's take a look at some of the gener al purpose audio-compressor technologi es
you may run into:

+- plaw. Pronounced "mu-law " for p, the Greek character mu, t his compressor is
typically applied to AU sound files, originally a Sun format. Compression is
2: 1, and the compressi on takes place quickly - fast enough to happen
immediately the sound is digitized.

+-MACE. This Mac-based compression technology isn't really recommended by
Apple anymore, even though it was an early favor ite for developing
QuickTime audio tracks. MACE works quickly and compresses well, but
quality of the r eproduction is low. The format only supports 8-bit samples, but
can compress at 3: 1 and 6:1 r ati os .

+- IMA/ADPCM. IMA support s 16-bit sounds only, but compresses them at 4: 1
w ith decent quality. Good for compressing audio in an interim stage, for
temporar y har d-drive storage, or for com pressing audio before commit ting i t
to tape. Compress ion takes place very quickly.
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• MPEG. Like the file format, MPEG compression is popular for many consumeroriented pur poses such as CD-ROM audio for games or as part of an MPEG
v ideo track for computing. Other uses abound as well. Compression i s really
good, around 8: 1 o r more before quality degrades. MPEG is computer
intensive during the compression stages and requires modern computers for
playback, although audio doesn't demand as much as MPEG v ideo. (Some
Macs have even included hardwar e to accelerate MPEG playback.)

.,.
Note

Those are some of th e commonly distributed formats, although they're not the only
ones. Some audio codecs are proprietary, designed specifi cally t o be used with the
encoder or server softwar e creat ed by the owner of the codec. Examples would be
the Voxware codecs, RealAudio codecs, and others. You may find that QuickTime
gives you access to these, if they're installed. You might enjoy try ing them out.
One major coup for Quicklime 3.0 when it came out w as the inclusion of the
Sorensen codecs for video and audio, both of which generate excellent quality with
small file formats, making them great compressors for streaming audio and video
over the Internet.

MIDI
Up until now I've been talking about using a computer as a digital recordin g device.
Philosophically, there really isn't too much differ ence between recording digitally
and recording to an analog source. Of course, it's convenient to r ecord digitally, as
it allows you to pick up bits of a record ed clip and drop them som ewhere else for
unprecedented control and speed in editing. But for th e most part, the results are
similar.
MIDI, in a way, really represents a leap forward in thinking. With MIDI, computer s
have a language th at actu ally enables them t o cont rol electroni c musical
instrum ents. Your Mac can issue commands to synthesizer s to turn on and off
not es, adjust the v olume, change modulation, and do a number of other things.
The short of it: MIDI controls more than one syn thesizer from a singl e keyboard o r
computer. Using different channels to communi cate over a chain of MIDI devices,
you can pretty much create as large an orchestral sound as your budget can
sup port. Music professi onals, hobby ists, and musi c t eachers can all benefit from a
number of MIDI advantages, including the computer 's ability to annotate music as
it's played on the keyboard (see Figure 14-2).
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Figure 14-2: A MIDI annotation program diligently marking notes as they're played

(Shown is Passport Designs' Encore.)

MIDI requires a few basic components. QuickTime is an integral par t; in fact, you
can work with and edit music on your Mac without having a synthesizer of any sort
connected if you use the one that's built into QuickTime. This is a little limiting,
because stand-alone synthesizers offer much better sound, but it does make it
possible to turn your computer - even a PowerBook-into a musical synthesizer,
using the computer keyboard for musical input.
In most cases you'll want to connect synthesizer s to your Mac. The components for
such a setup include the following:

+ MIDI interface. This one is for your Mac. You'll need a MIDI converter box to
communicate wi th MIDI devices through your Mac's serial port. These
interfaces are often little boxes about the size of cassette tapes, al though they
can be much larger and more feature-laden.

+ MIDI-capable synthesizer. Most folks will want a keyboard synthesizer as the
anchor of their MIDI recording system, but plenty of options abound for
synthesizers - drums, gui tars, bass guitars, and generic-looking electronic
boxes that make all sorts of noise. Most important will be MIDI connectionslook for the 5-pin IN, OUT, and (often) THRU connectors on the back of the
instrument .
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+MIDI-capable software. Your Mac is not going to be much good if it doesn't
have a software application t o accept and interpret the MIDI data being sent
from your synthesizers. M any of the software packages available ar e called
sequencers, meaning th ey record the not es being play ed, and t hen enable you
to r earrange them , layer them on top of other notes (for fuller-or ches tral
effect s), and edit them. Other programs are for annotation, teaching music,
and turning your Mac into a player-pi ano/musi c-autom ation syst em.
With these components in place, you're ready to start sending commands over the
MIDI interface. You do this in one direction or th e other : fro m the synthesi zer t o th e
computer or from th e computer to the synthesizer, depending on what you're
trying to do.
Th e MIDI language is fairly standard, although it can be augmented by commands
for particular synthesizer s or language sets created by certain manufacturers.
Over all, though , the language is basically a series of commands sent out as by tes of
dat a that are mos tly not es to be played . There's other info, too, includ ing what
channel the commands are intended for and how long they sho uld be played.

.,
Note

Each channel is technically a different instrument-if you have classic synthesizers
at your disposal, th ey pro bably synthesize one sound at a time, such as a piano, a
drum set , or something similar. Some modern instruments allow for a number of
dHferent instrument sounds to be played at once. These synthesizer s can be
assigned a number of different channels so that differ ent data streams are all
accepted by th e same instrument. That's how you can use MIDI to command an
entire rock band t o play through a single keyboard synthesi zer, for inst ance .
When shopping for a MIDI-compatible synthesizer, you may come across some basic
terms related to the size of the orchestra the keyboard is able to reproduce.
Polyphony represents the number of discrete notes that can be played at once- 32
or 64 notes isn't unheard of. Timbres refers to the number of instruments that can be
played simultaneously by the synthesizer, although you may find the synthesizer
refers to timbres as channels or instruments. Sixteen separate instruments isn't
uncommon, although some really good synthesizers are only capable of playing one
instrument- that's very well reproduced- at a time.
Being able to assign all these different instruments to different channels could get
confusing - confusing enough, in fact, that y ou might not ever be able to reproduce
a MIDI song correctly on a different set of equipment, which would make MIDI less
than worthwhile as a standard. So, another st andard, Gener al MIDI, governs the
first 128 voices on any MIDI synthesizer that supports multiple voices. This makes
it a simple matter for a MIDI file to specify the instrument, channel, and a par ti cular
quality for that instrument. That 's part of what enables MIDI files to be saved and
played on different computers or equipment.
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General MIDI is split into the 16 different channels supported by MIDI, with one
major instrument type assi gned to each channel (except Channel 10, which is
reser ved for unique percussion instruments). The maj or instrument groups include
the Piano, Chromatic Percussion, Organ, Guitar, Bass, Strings, Ensemble, Brass,
Reed, Pipe, Syntheti c Lead, Synthetic Pad, Synthetic Effec ts (FX), Ethnic,
Percussive, and Sound Effects. Each of these main instruments offers eight subinstruments, w hich results in the total of 128.

~
Note

Of course, the quality of the sound isn't governed by t he General MIDI specification,
just the sound type that the synthesizer is supposed to make. So, your results may
vary. Table 14-2 shows you the different General MIDI instruments.
Aside from supporting the 128 General MIDI instruments, other criteria add up to
making an instrument truly General MIDI compatible (as defined by the MIDI
Manfacturer's Association- \v~IVI. mi d i . or g). The instrument must also support at
least 24-voice polyphony, must support different instrum ents on all 16 channels, and
must respond to certain basic General MIDI commands, such as fin e tuning and pit ch
bend. If a keyboard qualifies, it can display a General MIDI logo.

Table 14-2
General MIDI Instruments
Instrument

Number

Piano

Channelo

Acoustic Grand Piano
Bright Acoustic Piano

2

Electric Grand Piano

3

Hanky-tonk Piano

4

Electric Piano 1

5

Electric Piano 2

6

Harpsichord

7

Clavi

8

Chromatic Percussion

Channel 1

Celesta

9

Glockenspiel

10

Music Box

11
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Instrument

Number

Vibraphone

12

Marimba

13

Xylophone

14

Tubu lar Bells

15

Dulcimer

16

Organ

Channell

Drawbar Organ

17

Percussive Organ

18

Rock Organ

19

Church Organ

20

Reed Organ

21

Accordion

22

Harmonica

23

Tango Accordion

24

Guitar

Channell

Acoustic Guitar (Nylon)

25

Acoustic Guitar (Steel)

26

Electric Guitar (Jazz)

27

Electric Guitar (Clean)

28

Electric Guitar (Muted)

29

Overdriven Guitar

30

Distortion Guitar

31

Guitar Harmonics

32

Bass

Channel4

Acoustic Bass

33

Electric Bass (Finger)

34

Electric Bass (Pick)

35

Fretless Bass

36
(continued)
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Tab le 14-2 (continued)
Instrument

Number

Slap Bass 1

37

Slap Bass 2

38

Synth Bass 1

39

Synth Bass 2

40

String

Channels

Violin

41

Viola

42

Cello

43

Contrabass

44

Tremolo Strings

45

Pizzicato Strings

46

Orchestral Harp

47

Timpani

48

Ensemble

Channel6

String Ensemble 1

49

String Ensemble 2

50

Synth Strings 1

51

Synth Strings 2

52

Choir Aahs

53

Voice Oohs

54

Synth Voice

55

Orchestra Hit

56

Brass

Channel7

Trumpet

57

Trombone

58

Tuba

59
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Instrument

Number

Muted Trumpet

60

French Horn

61

Brass Section

62

SynthBrass 1

63

SynthBrass 2

64

Reed

ChannelS

Soprano Sax

65

Alto Sax

66

Tenor Sax

67

Baritone Sax

68

Oboe

69

English Horn

70

Bassoon

71

Clarinet

72

Pipe

Channel9

Piccolo

73

Flute

74

Recorder

75

Pan Flute

76

Blown Bottle

77

Shakuhachi

78

Whistle

79

Ocarina

80

Synth Lead

Channel 11

Lead 1 (Square)

81

Lead 2 (Sawtooth)

82

Lead 3 (Calliope)

83

Lead 4 (Chiff)

84

Lead 5 (Charang)

85

Lead 6 (Voice)

86

(continued)
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Table 14-2 (continued)
Instrument

Number

lead 7 (Fifths)

87

Lead 8 (Bass

+ l ead)

88

Synth Pad

Channel 12

Pad 1 (New Age)

89

Pad 2 (Warm)

90

Pad 3 {Polysynth)

91

Pad 4 (Choir)

92

Pad 5 (Bowed)

93

Pad 6 (Metallic)

94

Pad 7 (Halo)

95

Pad 8 (Sweep)

96

Synth Effects

Channel 13

FX 1 (Rain)

97

FX 2 (Soundtrack)

98

FX 3 ( Crysta I)

99

FX 4 (Atmosphere)

100

FX 5 (Brightness)

101

FX 6 (Goblins)

102

FX 7 (Echoes)

103

FX 8 (Sci-fi)

104

Ethnic

Channel 14

Sitar

105

Banjo

106

Shamisen

107

Koto

108

Kalimba

109

Bag pipe

11 0

Fidd le

111
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Instrument

Number

Shanai

112

Percussive

Channel 15

Tinkle Bell

11 3

Ago go

114

Steel Drums

115

Woodblock

116

Taiko Drum

117

Melodic Tom

118

Synth Drum

119

Reverse Cymbal

120

Sound Effects

Channel16

Guitar Fret Noise

121

Breath Noise

122

Seashore

123

Bird Tweet

124

Telephone Ring

125

Helicopter

126

Applause

127

Gunshot

128

The Standard MIDI File (SMF) is a third standard in the MIDI world, this one a file
form at. Like .DOC for Microsoft Word documents or .AIFC for compressible Mac
audio files, .MID or .MIDI is a standard fil ename extension that suggests a universal
MIDI file. In nearly all cases, something that's capable of playing MIDI files can deal
with SMF. This includes M IDI sequencers, players, and even the Mac's MoviePiayer
with QuickTime installed (see Figure 14-3).
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Figure 14-3: The MoviePiayer playing a MIDI file. It's played on the Quicklime General
MIDI library, which gives pretty true sound through the Mac's speakers.

Speech technologies
As I mentioned befo re, speech technologies don't really require anything special to
work, because th ey use the same basic sound hardware that's built into recent
Macs. For speech recognition, that's any recent AV Macintosh or Power Macintosh
(early Macs have Text-to-Speech capability, but not speech recogni t ion, whi ch
debuted on the AV Macintosh series with th e code name "Casper "). In fact , Macs
th at are equipped for speech recognition even come with a special microph one
called the PlainTalk microphone, shown in Figure 14-4. ( PlainTalk is Apple's name
for the technology used for speech recognition.)
So, no particular hardware needs to be added. What's needed is software.
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Figure 14-4: The Speech control panel gives

you control over speech recognition and
Text-to-Speech technology.
Speech technologies are handle d by the Speech Manager, a n add-on to the Mac OS
that handles s peech respons ibilities. Head to the Apple menu and look for a control
panel called Speech in Mac OS 7.6 and above. It's the center of operations for Textto-Speech and speech recognition.
If you can't seem to find a Speech control panel, make sure the control panel is in the
Control Panels folder in the System Folder and the extensions Speech Manager and
Speech Recognition (if desired) are in the Extensions folder. Extension troubleshooting is discussed in Chapter 32 .
The Speech control panel enables you to do a number of things. You ca n pick basic
e lements, s uch as what voice you wa nt your Mac to use and whether or not you
want the Mac to read all ale rt boxes. You can change the volume and rate of s peech.
(If you're looking at the control panel right now and you notice that you have at
least this many options, you' re enabled for Text-to-Speech technology.)
This technology a llows your Mac to actually read the text it finds in e nabled
applications . One s uch application is Apple's s hining centerpiece to new
technologies - SimpleText. To get your Mac to read text to you, open a file in
SimpleText a nd type something (or open an exis ting text document). In the
SimpleText menu bar, select Sound, and then choose Speak All. Your Mac should
s tart to talk to you.
You can a lso highlight text in Simple Text and choose Sound c:> Speak Selection. This
will cause your Mac to jus t read the highlight portion alo ud (see Figure 14-5).
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Figure 14-5: SimpleText showcases another Mac technology, Text-to-Speech.

With th e Speech Recognition extension enabled, you can do even more. The Speech
control panel now changes to offer a number of other options, including Speakable
Items. Choosing this menu item from the Speech control panel, and then enabling
Speakable Items, will bring to the screen a new little window- one that puts a face
on your Mac (see Fi gure 14-6).
Now, with the Pl ainTalk microphone (or a compatible line-level mike) plugged into
the sound-in port on the back of your Mac, you're ready to chat with it. You 'll find a
list of recognizable commands in the Speakable Items folder that's stored in the
Apple Menu Items fold er. (Access Speakable Items from the Apple menu.) You can
add your own Speakable Items: Add aliases for programs you want to launch, and
then say "Launch name of program," and the Mac should recognize that command
and execute it. In a similar way, you could store AppleScripts in the Speakable Items
folder, making your Mac pretty much do anything you can think of.
The Speech control panel gives you some other customizations as well, including
the opportunity to change the voice your Mac uses and to change how your Mac
knows to respond to a spoken command -you can have your Mac i gnore anything
it hears until you say something specific, such as "Computer," or you hit a
par ticular keys troke sequence.
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Figure 14-6: Enabling Speakable Items introduces a new element to your Mac's interface.

Add-ons exist for Apple's PlainTalk t echnology, including some products that build
on the Mac's capabilities and take them fu rther:

+ MacYack (Scantron Quality Computers, ww~1. l 01~tek . com / macyack) extends
Text-to-Speech wi th additional voices, adds speech to most applications, and
uses Text-to-Speech more often in the Mac OS.

+Power Secretary (Dragon Systems, 1-JW~I . d ragons ys . com) adds full-fledged
discrete voice recognition to a Mac OS system, so you can dictat e typing and
control the computer.

+ Write:Out1oud and Co:Writer (Don Johnston, v1v1w. execpc . com: 80/
- 1abr es I dj . ht ml ). Write:Outloud is a word processor that reads text out
loud as it's typed; Co:Writer is a text prediction program that predicts
possible words to help typing/ learning impaired users work more quickly.

+ JABRA earphone (JABRA, vJ\oiW. j a bra. com) i s an earpi ece/microphone
combination that aids in speech recognition and other speech tasks, including
using your Mac as a standard telephone or an Internet telephone.
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+ MicNotepad Lite (Nirvana Research, W\~'11. rnoof. com/n irva na) is a freeware
application that records voice t o your Mac, enabling you to use your Mac as a
fairly sophisticated transcription device that runs in the background, slows
down the recording to catch up with typing, and bookmarks certain passages.
It doesn't use much speech technology, per se, but it's interesting
nonetheless.

+ MaciRC (Chris Bergmann, 1·/Wvl . ma ci r c . com) is an Internet Relay Chat client
that speaks text as it appears in the application.

+ SuriTalk (Digital Dreams, vJ\~W . surft al k . com) is a background application
that accepts speech commands and uses them to surf the Web in Netscape
Navigator. The progr am makes any hyperlinks speakable and recognizes
commands such as "Go back" and "Bookmark."

+ Plain talk Plug-ins (speech. apple . com/plug) is a page for links to speech-

~
Note

related plug-ins for Web browsers. They include plug-ins that will read Web
pages to you as well as plug-ins that enable you to maneuver on the Web using
speech commands.
The PlainTalk microphone is different from the standard karaoke model- or even a
higher-end type - that you'd buy in the local electronics store. That's because the
microphone port on newer Macs is actually a line-level input, the same sort you'd use
to connect a tape deck or CD player to your home receiver or amplifier. This means a
device connected to that port needs to provide line-level input, and most microphones, aside from the special PlainTalk ones, don't. If you find one, though, feel free
to plug it in and try it. Otherwise, you'll need to plug regular mikes into a mixing
board or amplifier first.

Sound Hardware and Software
To get sounds in and out of your Mac-whether i t's digital sound or MIDI sound you'll need to hook some things up to your Mac. For digital audio, you may find a
lot of what you need is built-in to your Mac, especially in lat er models. All AV
Macintosh and Power Macintosh computers have 16-bit stereo-in and 16-bit stereoout capabilities. But if your Mac is younger than that, or if you want more than just
single st ereo input, you'll need to go shopping for an expansion card. And you'll
need software to do the actually digitizing, storing, and mixing of sounds.
As far as MIDI goes, you can consider a whole r ange of add-ons if you're interested
in adding digital music to your Mac's repertoire. I'll show you many of t he opti ons,
and how t o install them, in this section.
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Digital audio hardware
Since digital audio became a r age in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Macs have been
on the scene with built-in capabilities that were certainly adequate for a lot of audio
editing. With early adoption of CD technology players, SCSI fo r CD creation and a
full range of digital audio capabilities built-in, th e Mac has been ready for serious
production for years. Early Macs, however, suffer from low-end audio capabilities
(issues like 8-bit sound and mono inputs) that keep them from being more than just
adequate for audio editing. To add good digital-audio cap ture capabilities, you'll
need to add a sound card .

Better Audio
Newer Macs can suffer from sound that i sn't the best , too. Only the 8500, 8600,
and G3 Mini tower series of Macs have sported RCA-style connectors for audio, fo r
instance, \Vith the r est of the stereo audio-capable Macs using a stereo mini plug.
Although this isn't an awful solution, professionals may squirm at the ten or so
decibels of noise that a miniplug can add to the mix. In general, a pro-level sound
card can add better noise reduction, digital connectors ( for downloading digital
data directly from digital-audio sources such as OAT recorders), and on-board
digital signal processors (DSP) for more advanced effects.
These cards install like any other NuBus or PCI cards and should be quickly
recognized by your Macintosh. Only a handful of professi onal audio manufacturers
make the cards, especi ally in the face of improved built-in capabilities in the lat es t
Mac models. Companies making audio 1/0 cards include the following:

+ DigiDesign (~1v1~1. d i g ide s i gn . com). This clear leader

in the field of Mac
audio products offers a few different cards that feature multiple audio
connections, improved sound quality, and DSP functions. The AudioMedia II
(NuBus) and Ill (PCO cards are tops at improving on the Mac's basic internal
sound capabilities.

+ Korg (www. ko rg. com). Known for keyboards and other musical equipment,
Korg also offers a fantastic PCI-based interface card for Macs that supports up
to 12 different audio channels or separate tracks, including digital and analog
connections.

+

Lucid Technologies (1v~M. 1 uc i d techno 1og i es. com). OHering digital-only PC!
and NuBus solutions, Lucid cards can accept S/PDIF digital input or connect
to rack-moun t solutions that digitize multiple analog audio sources.

+ Emagic (ww1·1. emag i c . de). This company also provides audio cards that offer
multiple inputs and outputs, enabling individual tracks to be recorded in
audio software.
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,.
Note

You'll see th e letters 5/ PD/F often in audio hardware literature. If you're unfamiliar
with it, it's a popular digital-audio interface for high-end consumer and professional
audio hardware such as DAT components.

Audio mixing
I per sonally can attest th at any Power Mac ls simple to hook up to a mixing board,
for instance, which can allow you to do basic voice w ork or Internet radio
broadcas ts with little additional equipment (see Figure 14- 7) . Obviously, you could
perform music editing and similar work with such a setup as well, using the Mac as
little more than a digital tape recorder and editing base. For higher-end editing,
though, you may find it even more fun to bring in each channel of audio separ ately,
and then do all your editing in a digital-edit ing so ftware application.

Figure 14-7: Basic audio mixing can be done using your Mac as a

recording device and post-processor.

With a setup like thi s one, the mixing board p reprocesses the signal, mixing it
before it gets inside your Mac. The sounds are th en recorded as a single track inside
your computer, even if you hav e, say, multiple voi ces speaking and audio
underneath it. All that is mixed in the mixing board, and then recorded to y our
computer as if it were simply a digital-audio t ape machine. Of course, that 's not
completely accurate, because you can cut, paste, and otherwise edit the digital
audio, even if it's premixed. You can also run special errects on t he recorded track
t o give the ent ire recording reverb, echo, fade, or any other combination of effects.
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For instance, I use this setup to record digital audio for Webcasting- talk shows
over the World Wide Web. Usually, that means I just need to record a few voices and
maybe a phone call-all of which is premixed by my Mackie (wwv1. mac ki e . com)
mixing board. I then record it to the Mac and edit out anything that doesn't sound
good or isn't tight enough. For the final go-around, I record some music that I can
use as an intro and outro to the piece, adding another track to th e recording that I
can match up with the first one. I piece the tracks all together so it fits nicely (see
Figure 14-8), and save th e entire fil e as a digital audio file- usually AIFC. The next
step is to run the file through a compression program that 's aimed at Web
broadcasting (probably something from RealNetworks or using QuickTime Pro).

"

•

Figure 14-8: Shown is my file, as viewed through SoundEdit 16 from Macromedia.
On top is the audio from the speaking part of the show; on bottom is audio I've
added later.

Compared to most, my approach is very basic, and it betrays what little training
I've had in radio production. For the most part, the level on the microphones, the
quality of the phone call, and the overall feel of the show are accomplished
manually in my studio, using dials and buttons on a mixing board. It's probably
sufficient for what I'm trying to accomplish. But digital musicians and serious
editors would look at my setup and scoff.
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The reason? You can do all the mixing on screen if you have a powerful enough Mac
and the right add-on hardware. Instead of using a mixing board and recordi ng it all
at once (Haws, miscues, and bad settings included), you can record raw audio for
each of any number of sources -for example, a micr ophone, a phone line, an
electri c guitar. Using a v irtual mixing board in software you can then process t he
audio and mix it all together without being forced to do anything over i f it isn't set
up correctly the first time. The mixing and production work take place at t he same
t ime, giving you much more flexibility.
As an example of the differences between the two approaches, let's say I have a talk
show that also features a cohost. Doing it my way, th e show is recorded through t he
mixing board into which we've both connected our microphones. There's only one
recorded track that includes both our voices. So, if her mike is a bit louder than
mine, or if we get a weird echo from her setup and none from mine, there's little I
can do to process that out using the computer.
If we're each recording to separat e tracks, howev er, I hav e more possibilities. I can
bring her volume down some or use an audio editing program to process my voice
a little bit t o add th e same echo. I can also edit her out when I didn't like an answer
she gave, or use other controls to make it sound as though one of us is farther away
from th e other.
To do this, though, I can't have just a single audio input into the Mac. Instead, I've
got to force the Mac to notice that it has a number of different audio sources
connect ed to it, so that it wi ll record each to its own track. That requires addit ional
hardware.
The hardware usually comes in the form of something rack-mountable, t he sort of
thing you'd find in an ultra high-end stereo component system or, more likely, a
rad io st ation. These sys tems offer a number of different analog and digital inputs,
which let you hook up many sources for mult itrack record ing (see Figure 14-9). The
audio interface is then connected to a special expansion card that performs digital
signal processing (DSP) tasks as well as feed ing the channels of audio to the mixing
application .
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Figure 14-9: These rack-mount designs make it easy to add multiple analog tracks-

just plug your equipment into the interface instead of into a mixing board. Now the
raw audio can be edited completely digitally. (This one is from DigiDesignwww.digidesign.com.)
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The implications of this are significant for professional-level audio editing. Even if
you mix everything (voices, audio, effects) "live", you can drop out any component
that you want to, rearrange them, or otherwise edit without affecting some other
part of the session. For instance, you can cut four minutes from your cohost's
diatribe without creating jerky cuts in the music that was in the background,
because it's on a different track.
Beyond these solutions is where serious money is spent-digital editing
workstations. Although yo u supply the Mac yourself, the rest of it comes along
for the price tag. Often, digital-editing workst ations include multiple NuBus or PC!
cards, r ack-mount hardware, and multitrack editing software. The nam es you hear
in this arena include DigiDesign's ProTools series of workstations , w hich features
the ProTools software for multitrack management. Sonic Solutions
(~I WVI . SO ni C. COrn) offers a dizzying array of SOlutions as well, including digitalaudio workstati ons, radio-station management suites , and editing studios for
moti on-picture audio. Another familiar name might be Avid Technology
(w 1~1~ . avid . co rn), the par ent company for DigiDesign and manufacturer of highend audio/ video workstations for integrating sound and video.

Audio software
Once you have the hardware and the equipment, you 're ready to bring the audio
into your Mac. You'll w ant an audio-editing progr am that can accept the audio feed,
work with the audio, and output it in an acceptable way. If y ou'll be dealing with the
audio from a poor Mac's point of view- one track at a time- you'll w ant to focus
very cl osely on the editing software and its capabilities. Big-time user s - those with
multiple channels of audio coming into the computer at the same time -will need
even hefti er softwar e for recording and mixing all those channels at once.
At its most basic, audio needs to be digitized and saved to disk in a familiar audio format.
Many applications are capable of doing this, including shareware and freeware programs
such as SoundApp, which is included on the CD-ROM with this book.
Bey ond these programs are professional-level sound-digitizing and editing packages
that allow for multiple tracks, drag-and-drop editing, and adding effects. The most
popular of these programs include DigiDesi gn's SoundDesi gner II and Macromedia's
SoundEd it 16 c~IWW . mac r omed i a . com) . In fact, you may recall QuickTime's bow to
Sound Designer's popularity; QuickTime can read and work with SoundDesigner II
files without translation. EMagic offer s a few entries in this class, including Logic
Audio Discover y. Opcode's AudioShop is also an option (vMvl . opcode . com) .
Finally, the upper crust of editing software includes audio-man agement systems
and mixing envi ronments - software designed t o piece together four, eight, or more
channels of audio that has been edit ed in SoundDesigner or SoundEdit. These
programs are used in lieu of actual sound mixing boards t o provide levels, effects,
and other sequencing tasks to bring an entire production together. Th ey're also
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offered by th e usual suspects: DigiDesign's ProTools software, Macromedia's Deck II
package, EMagic's Logic Audio. In this same vein, Opcode offers StudioVisi on, and
Mark of the Unicorn (w vl\~ . motu . corn) offer s Digital Performer, both of which
integrate not only hard disk storage, digital audio , and mixing, but MIDI capabilit ies
as we ll.
You'll find that there's a thriving plug-in market for SoundDesigner and the like. These
plug-ins tend to add effects, sound cleaning, and other interesting features that might
address a need you have in the realm of professional audio. Although I'm loathe to
recommend a particular store for your purchases, even as strictly an information
source, Computers and Sound (1~w1~ . cornp ut e r sandrnu si c . c orn) is one of the better sites I've found on the Web. Its strong leanings toward Mac solutions don't hurt,
either.

MIDI stuff
MIDI hardwar e runs a similar gamut to digital-audio hardware; there's a MIDI
solution for just about any thing you're try ing t o do. At the mos t basic level, you
need a MIDI t ranslation device t hat gives your Mac the same MIDI por ts t hat
keyboard s and other synthesizer s already have built into them. The MIDI translator
isn't a terribly unwieldy device, as its only function is to connect MIDI por ts to your
Mac via a serial connection (see Figure 14-10).

Figure 14-10: A basic MIDI translator from Opcode (www.opcode.com)
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From there, MIDI equipment gets more and more advanced, offering higher-end
sequencing, more connections for additional instruments, built-in clocks for
synchronization, and other tidbits, such as rack-mount form factors and LED
indicators. You'll find most MIDI hardware coming from two manufacturers: Opcode
and Mark of the Unicorn, although patch cables and noncomputer MIDI hardware is
made by a variety of musical-instrument manufacturers.
MIDI software varies in price and purpose as well, with the low end being notation
software. These packages listen in on a MIDI-capable musical instrument while you
play, and then translate your work to musical notation for editing or printing. The
software will then, generally, play back the song using a MIDI device or MIDI library
such as QuickTime's built-in MIDI voices.
Sequencing software allows you to play a MIDI instrument, record what you 've
done, edit it, and then add more and more tracks of MIDI instruments-up to the
16 channels that MIDI allows. You can then use sequencing software to play back all
the MIDI commands at once, managing a studio full of instruments if you have them
all hooked up to the Mac.
More and more common, too, are MIDI sequencing programs that have grown to
include digital audio as well. These programs add digital and MIDI audio together,
manage all the instruments and tracks, and then output to analog or digital sources,
depending on your connections and capabilities. At the highest end you could
easily integrate a MIDI orchestra of music with dialog from a motion picture and lay
it all down on the QuickTime audio track of a digital movie.
Companies th at make MIDI software include the following:

+ Coda Music Technology(~~~~~~ . codamu s i c . com) makes a few notation
programs, including Allegro and the high-end standard, Finale. Coda also
makes other MIDI applications, including the Vivace Practice Studio, which
accompanies a practicing musician with intelligent backup music, along with
tuning help and other t eaching tools.

+ Passport Designs (1vww. p ass po rtdes i g ns . com) offers a variety of notation
and other MIDI software packages, including both annotation and educational
software.

+ lnvision Interactive (www . cyberso und. co m). The Cybersound Studio MIDI
sequencing package is aimed at hobbyists and beginning musicians interest ed
in writing their own songs.

+ Mark of the Unicorn (~MW. mo tu . co m) offers a full range of software MIDI
solutions including Mosaic for music notation; FreeStyle for sequencing and
notation; FreeMIDI, a freeware solution for controlling MIDI hardware; and
Digital Performer, the high-end MIDI/Digital audio studio.
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+ Opcode (vl\'lvl. opeode . com). Aside from Studio Vision Pro, Opcode's
MIDI/ Di gital audio studio, the company offers some MIDI-only solut ions like
MusicShop for sequencing and Overture for notation.

Summary
+ You'll want t o do basically three different things wi th audio on your Macdigitize it for edit ing, record in the MIDI language for creating music, and use
speech technology to talk to your Mac and have it talk back.
+ You can use your Mac as a digital tape recording, taking thousands of audio
samples per second, and then stringing them together into an aud io file. The
files are stored in various standard file formats, many of which are hand led by
QuickTime on a Mac. The audio files can then be edited li ke any other
computer file, making it a simple matter to ed it audio with no generational
l oss.
+MIDI works a differ ent way-the Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a
computer language that enables Macs to communicate with music
synthesizer s. With the right hardware and software, you can connect your
Mac to a synthes izer, record songs in music notation, ed it them, and play
them back. Many instruments can be supported at once, allowing a Mac to
control an entire band or orchestra's worth of sound.
+ The Mac OS has speech t echnology built into it so that your Mac can speak
the text it find s in word processors, dialog boxes and on the Web. You can
also speak to your Mac, enabling it to respond to your voice commands t he
same way it might respond to mouse or keyboard directives.
+ Al though the expansion cards install the same way as any others, digital aud io
and MIDI hardware and software vary greatly in what they look like, what t hey
do and how they do it. You can spend a few hundred bucks or thousands and
thousands t o outfit the perfect computer music studio for your needs .
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t's amazing how many Mac owners I've talked to who feel
their printing situation is good enough or adequate for
their needs. Not that I'm saying it isn't necessarily true or that
the key to happiness is buying a new printer. But I do know a
lot of peopl e who fool t hemselves into believing they're happy
with their printers. The fact is many printers are too slow,
offer low quality, and can seriously affect your quality of
compu ting life. Sometimes it's t ime to upgrade sooner than
you think.

QuickDraw versus
PostScript
Printer technologies
and types
Setting up your
printer
Printer sharing

That said, a printer decision is all abou t what you want to
accomplish. There are plen ty of trade-offs, such as cost for
speed and speed for color. Knowing what you want out of your
printer is a very important first st ep to buying one.
You'll also find there's another importan t step and a dilemma
somewhat unique to Macintosh. You need to kn ow what
printer description technology you plan to use for your
printing tasks. The two maj or choices - QuickDraw and
PostScript-are often dictated by t he type of printer you
choose. Onkjets are mostly QuickDraw-based, whereas most
lasers use PostScript.) That i sn't always the case, though, so
you'll want to know what you're getting into before you buy.

Mac Printer Technology
Two basic issues need to be addressed before you r un out and
buy any printer, although a number of other factors will affect
your decision, too. The first is the actual, physical mechanism
used to create the image. The major types - inkjet , laser, and
the occasional dot-matri x printer- employ different
strategies for making text and images appear on the page.

Software for printi ng

•
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You also must consider the software technology used. The Mac offers two general
ways to get a printer and Mac to talk to one anothe r. The first method is QuickDraw,
the basic technology that's also used to draw images on the screen. The other is
Adobe's PostScript technology, a cross-platform printer description language that is
generally used for professional-level applications. Which option you choose
depends somewhat on who you are and what you're trying to accomplish.

Printer issues
A huge part of being a printer 0 say this for you Method actors out there) is getting
text and images on a piece of paper. Different printers set out to accomplish this in
various ways, resulting in a variety of speeds, color capabilities, print qualities, and
a few other factors .
For most printers, speed is measured in pages per minute (ppm). The faster the
page-per-minute rate, the faster a batch of printing gets done. Often, however, pageper-minute ratings from manufacturers don't take all factors that can affect speed
into consideration, such as how long it takes a printer to warm up, or how long it
takes for the printer to prepa re each digital page for imaging. Printer speeds also
vary (with some printe rs) based on how much of a given page is covered by text
and images. If a high percentage of the page is to be covered , the page can take
longer than the average ppm number given by the manufacturer.
Another measure specific to printers is resolution, measured in dots per inch (dpi),
horizontally and vertically. The higher the resolution of a printer, the higher the
cost of the printer in most cases, although higher-resolution printers are certainly
becoming more affordable as the years pass. A resolution of 300x300, the norm for
the firs t ten years of the Mac's existence, is the low end for inkjet and laser printe rs
these days. Ins tead, higher resolutions - 600x600, 720x720, or 1200x600-are
becoming more popular, even for nonprofessional purposes.
The higher the resolution, the smaller each individual dot used to make up the
lettering or parts of an image in your document. The end result is that highe rresolution printers can use all those extra dots to give the illus ion of smoother
curves and cleaner lines. That means text and images begin to look more as though
they were professionally typeset (modern typesetters reach up to 5,000 dpi), and
less as though they were computer generated.
Along with dpi comes another fairly important statistic -lines per inch OPi). This
is the measurement used when printing halftone images -the fake grayscale images
that any black-and-white printer has to print to suggest the different shading in
various parts of the image. The more lines per inch, the better the grayscale
reproduction of photographic images. You'll also find that the lines per inch
measure is closely related to the resolution for scanning images, as discussed in
Chapter 11.
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Choosing a printer
When you go to purchase a new printer, you'll stumble across a few ot her
interesting issues to consider. You might want to concern yourself with the type of
consumables, such as the type of ink and paper the printer uses. This depends on
t he technology behind the printer (a laser printer uses imaging toner like a copi er
does, whereas an inkjet pr inter uses ink), but that's not always the whole st ory.
Some printers can use more expensive inks and toners. Others require special
paper for optimum results. Some can use a variety of different consumables to cut
down on costs.
You'll also want to know what add-ons the printer is capable of accepting. Can it be
expanded with an Ethernet networking card ? Can it be shared easily w ith a
workgroup of users? Does it offer expandable RAM o r font-st orage features? Can
you add a sheet feeder or an automatic envel ope feeder ?
You'll find that different types of printers are more likely t o offer these features than
others, but th e high end of any printer segment should offer you a few extras. What
exactly you need depends on your circumstances and how much convenience and
effici ency you have to hav e from y our printer. But first, you should under st and the
software technology behind printing to help y ou make the right choice.

Printing money: Cost perl page
If you've thought it'd be a good idea to buy an inkjet printer because they're so much
cheaper than laser printers, you may want to think again. Although you can certainly pay
quite a bit of money for a laser printer, the up-front price is often not the only dollar amount
you should concern yourself with. What may prove more important is your cost per page.
Everything about a laser printer seems more expensive. They are hundreds more dollars in
the store. They use toner cartridges and consumables that cost twice or three times as
much as inkjet cartridges. They have expensive add-ons and make you pay for things you
don't need, such as networking capabilities.
If you decide on an inkjet, it's certainly not a bad choice, especially for home users and for
Mac owners who need to proof their work in color (or print occasional color for home or
small business use). In most other cases, though, it's better to buy a laser printer.
First. inkjet cartridges, at $20 to $30 a pop, seem cheaper than laser-printer toner cartridgesuntil you factor in the number of pages each type of cartridge is capable of producing. Wrth
inkjet cartridges, you'll average 500 to 1,000 pages of text and graphics. Toner cartridges are
often rated at 5,000 or so pages; the Apple LaserWriter 12/640, for instance, can print 6,000
average pages, according to Apple's literature. By comparison, the Epson Color Stylus 800
inkjet printer boasts a cartridge life of 960 pages.
(continued)
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(continued)

Consider the output cost of two theoretical printers. A $100 toner cartridge that prints 6,000
pages costs you $.02 per page. A $30 ink cartridge that prints 500 pages costs you $.06 per
page. That's a difference of $40 per every 1,000 pages you print. To think of it another way
you'd end up spending a total of $360 for ink cartridges to match the same output of one
$100 toner cartridge.
Good inkjet paper tends to be more expensive, too, with higher-strength bonds recommended fo r holding the heavy inks. Some inkjet printers require special paper to achieve
high-resolution resu lts. Watch carefully for this requirement when you're shopping for an
inkjet-don't get carried away by claims of 720 and 1440 dpi. They may require special
paper that can be rather expensive.
If you'll be printing text and black-and-white images quite often, especially in an office setting, think twice before choosing the printer with the cheaper sticker price. If you plan to
keep it for a while, check the prices charged for the printer's consumables and make sure
you'll be getting a good deal over time.

Printer languages
Mac intos h-based printers offer two major methods for getting text and images on
the page: QuickDraw and PostScript. QuickDraw is the Mac OS's native way of doing
things, whereas PostScript is a cross-platform solution developed and controlled by
Adobe Systems. Both are adeq uate for most printing jobs, but PostScript is
certainly considered the more professional of the two, as it is the language spoken
by publishing, printing, and multimedia programs across a variety of computer
platforms and solutions.

PostScript
PostScript is most accurately characterized as a printer description language. It
provides a complete solution in many ways, from describing high-resolution
graphics to creating resizable fonts and even controlling a printer's page breaks,
test pages, and other features. In a way, PostScript is the older stepbrother to
QuickDraw. Apple didn't invent PostScript (Adobe Systems, Inc., did), but it
became a part of the Mac OS early on as the desktop-publishing revolution was
just getting underway.
PostScript printers are often laser printers, a lthough inkjets, dye-sublimation, and
other printers (notably typesetters and digital-printing presses) can also be based
on the PostScript description language. PostScript must be processed by a CPU,
which is often built into the printer itself, increasing its cost and sophistication.
PostScript requires printers to have their own RAM, own CPUs and, in some cases,
their own hard drives (usually for s toring fonts). These printers can be great
performers, but PostScript is generally associated with a price premium over
QuickDraw printers.
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PostScript is pervasive; it's a font t echnology, a printer control t echnology, and
a screen drawing technology-at least, for some OSes, such as NextStep and
OpenStep. Ot isn't clear that Display Postscript will be included in future Mac
OS versions.) NextStep, and OpenStep after it (both from Steve Jobs' Next, Inc.),
actually used PostScript to describe screen images as well as fonts and printers,
resulting in amazing 'vVYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) capability and
reasonably inexpensive Pos tScript printers. (fhe lower cost was due to the Next
printers not actually having to proces s the PostScript data. Instead, they acted like
a QuickDraw printer on the Mac , simply receiving the raster file from the computer,
which did all the imaging itself.)

QuickDraw
QuickDraw already is the Mac OS's screen description language, which would seem
to make it a natural for the Mac's printing technology. It so happens, though, that
QuickDr aw isn't as robust as PostScript, as it was designed for the original Macs
that were black and white (not grayscale), low-resolution, and generally
unconcern ed with the problems of modern publishing.
QuickDraw doesn 't describe fonts and it doesn't control printers. Instead, the Mac
OS is responsible for enabling printer drivers to access the printers, usually
through the Chooser or similar options Oike desktop printing) that printer
manufacturers can take advantage of.
Likewise, QuickDraw offers no particularly advanced font technologies- at least,
not natively. In Mac OS System 7.0 and above, Apple's answer to PostScript fontscalled TrueType and developed with Microsoft - ver y capably takes care of fonts,
both on the screen and on the page, resulting in great output for QuickDraw-based
printers. But early QuickDraw was limited to b itmapped fonts, which only work well
at a few particular point sizes.
QuickDraw (especi ally when combined with TrueType) is certainly adequate for
daily business and home printing tasks, and it's cheap to implement. Instead of
dedicated l anguages and processors, your Mac is responsible for cr eating the
QuickTime image and, just as it draws your Mac's screen, it "draws" the page to a
printer driver. The driver software makes sure the page is formatted correctly for
th e printer, and then feeds th e data to the printer.
You can probably see why QuickDraw printers are often cheaper than PostScript
printers: PostScript printers require more horsepower (a processor and lot of RAM)
to get things done. Many QuickDraw printers have no internal processors or RAM,
because they rely on th e Mac OS to create the image, even if it slows your Mac
clown a bit.
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Printer types
Although in one respect , Mac printers can fall into one of two camps - QuickDraw
or Pos tScr ipt - they can also be categorized by the met hod they use to pr int text
and images on paper. Some of t hese methods are old standards ; others are less
common, but perfectly acceptable, alternatives such as dye-sublimation, thermal
wax transfer, and even t echniq ues desi gned specifically for pr inting photos.
More than likely you'll pick something from the big two: laser or inkjet. And ,
although cos t per page is an important issue, you'll also notice that th e
technologi es, in some ways, are converging. Inkjet printers aren't as sl ow as they
once were, and laser pr inter s can print in color. Addit ionally, other types of pr inter s
offer an alternative to both t hat might fit more specialized needs.
Table 15-1 shows a number of manufacturer s who make Mac-compatible printer s
for individual Macs and w orkgroups.

Table 15- 1
M ac-compatible Printer Manufacturers
Manufacturer

Type of Printers

Technology

Web Site

Apple

Laser, inkjet

QuickDraw,
PostScript

i magi ng . appl e . com

Epson

Laser, inkjet

QuickDraw,
PostScript

w 1~w.

GCC Tech

Laser

PostScript

wvM. gcctec h. com

Canon

Inkjet

PostScript

1~ v1W.

canon . com

NEC

Laser

PostScript

1~ww .

nee . c om

QMS

Laser, dye
sublimination

PostScri pt

v/\1/vl. qms . com

ALPS Electric

Dye sublimation

PostScript

wv1w . a1psusa . com

Tektronix

Inkjet, solid ink

PostScript

www.t ekt ro ni x . com

Hewlett-Packard

Inkjet, laser

PostScript

vll~w .

epson . com

hp . com

Laser printers
Sometimes called page printers, laser printer s image an entire page int ern ally
before printing it, making th em take a little longer t han most inkjets to get star ted
on a page. However, they move the page through more quickly once t he process is
underway. That process also explains some of the cost difference between lasers
and inkjets. Page printers must have on-board processors and enough RAM to
image an entire page, as w ell as hold the fonts required for the page.
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Page printer s don't necessary have to use a laser, either. Some printer s in the past
have used LEOs and LCDs to do the same thing a laser does: Charge particles on a
rolling drum to get th em to pick up toner that's transferred to paper. Otherwise,
these technologies are very much like that of the laser printer.
Laser printers offer a number of advantages over other printer types, at l east for
black-and-white printing. Let's l ook at some of them:

+ Speed. Laser printers are gener ally faster th an any other type, offering the
bes t speed for both individual and workgroup printing needs. Low-end laser
printers offer speeds of 4 to 6 ppm, whereas high-speed lasers can print at 20
ppm or more.

+ High-capacity. Laser printers offer bigger paper trays and longer-lasting
consumables for everyday printing. Th ey're good for networked workgroups
and situations where many people need access to th e same printer.

+ Flexibility. Designed for office tasks, laser printers tend to offer the most
peripherals - RAM upgrades, envelope feeder s, and larger bins for paper.
You can even find laser printers with copi er-like qualities -sorters, st aplers,
and such.
Laser printers really don't offer many disadvantages over other printer types,
unless your needs are more specialized . Laser printers print in black and white
really well, but color laser printers are only just now becoming affordable for
corporate installations. lnkjets and other printers rule, even in creative offices,
where it's important to create color proofs of documents destined for color
reproduction or full-fledged publishing. And, of course, there's the biggest hurdle to
overcome: Laser printers tend t o be a bit pricey in the beginning, especially
considering that most of them are based on PostScript, which carries the baggage
of a licensing fee from Adobe in addition to the requisite fonts, RAM, and processor.
In fact, laser printers t end to use quite a bit of RAM, considering they aren' t fullfledged computers. Realize, though, that each pixel needs t o be stored before the
printer can start t o creat e the image; the inner workings mov e along faster than the
processor in most laser pr inters. This means the printer needs enough RAM to hold
all the pixel information for a printed page. Remember that it can take a few
megabytes of RAM to hold a screen image (as discussed in Chapter 12). Also note
that screen images are usually only 72 to 75 dpi. A 600x600 dpi printout on an 811.1''by-11 " piece of paper requires about 33.6 million dots (not accounting for margins
and printer limitations). Assuming one bit per dot, it'd take about 4MB to store that
many dots before the printer can get started printing.
Not that a printer necessarily needs that much RAM. Many modern laser printers
use compression techniques t o l ower the amount of RAM required for st oring a
page. This makes a Jot of sense, especially consi dering that the average printed
page has only about 5 percent coverage of ink or toner. The rest of the white space
could be subjected very easily to a basic compression scheme. Table 15-2 shows
some typical RAM quantities for laser printers.
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Adding RAM to a printer can even speed it up a tad, especially if the printer is used to
print a lot of PostScript fonts. Just having that extra bit of RAM tends to get many troubled workgroup printers up and running with fewer glitches and errors.

Table 15-2
Typical RAM Quantities in Laser Printers
Printer Specs

RAM

300x300

2MB {1MB compressed)

600x600

4MB

600x1200

8MB

1200x1200

12MB

Color 600x600

12- 16MB

Workgroup 600x600

8- 16MB

Now l et's turn to the matter of how laser prin ters translate the image in RAM t o
something that can appear on paper. At the heart of a laser printer is the
photoconductor d rum, which is designed to spin around while holding an el ectric
charge. Th e electri c charge repels toner. The laser in a laser printer goes to work on
the drum, drawing a bitmap of the page line by line. Wherever the laser hits the
drum , it alter s the charged state of the drum , so that t hose part s hit by the laser
now attract toner. Th e t oner is rolled onto the drum, w hich picks up toner where
appropriate, and then the image is rolled ont o paper. The paper i s sent through a
fusing roller, w hich heat s the toner (formerly dry ink) and fuses it wi th the paper.
(This explains why paper is always a tad warm when it comes out of a laser printer
or a copier.)
The printer's toner i s kept in a second, removable cartridge that can be replaced
when the toner is depleted and the printer no longer prints r eliably. Some earlier
laser pri nter s feat ured t oner and drum assemblies that were installed separately or
as kits, alt hough more often today y ou simply change t oner cartridges (see Figure
15-1). Printers do tend to have a limited lifespan, however, which can sometimes be
extended by replacing internals such as the photoconductor drum.
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Figure 15-1: The Personal LaserWriter 300 features a toner cartridge
that's easily removed from the front of the printer.

For one-color printing, it's possible to change the toner cartridge to a different
color ink, and then print. With two printing passes, you could also add sp ot color to
your documents: Printing the black parts of the page first, replace the black
cartridge with a col or cartridge, and then refeed the page through the printer to
print the color sections. To achi eve full-color results, though, a color laser printer
has to have four separat e toner colors, each of which has to be rolled onto the
drum. Each col or is drawn on the drum separately while the paper spins on a
special transfer drum, which rotates the page past the photoconductor drum four
times. Once all the color has been transferred, the page is output.
The result? At the time of writing, color laser printers still haven't fall en to a
reasonable technology price point as often happens in computing, and they still
cost five to ten t imes as much as b lack-and-white laser printers. More
manufacturers are making color laser printers th ese days, though, which bodes
well for a less-expensive future for color printing.
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My sometimes writing partner, Dave Johnson, tells a personal anecdote about a sprawling
laser-printer comparison article he did once for one of th e larger lntel-compatible PC magazines. With some ten printers shipped to his house, he tested and judged them against
one another. Then it came time to ship the printers to the photographers so that pictures of
the printers could be included with the article.
"Remove the toner cartridge from a laser printer before shipping," Dave wisely offers. His
information was garnered directly from personal experience.
It seems that two of the printers arrived at the photographer's studio "toner bombed" covered in the black, staining soot of printer toner. Ruined, at least for the purposes of the
photo shoot, they had to be returned to the vendors. (One of the two vendors decided the
printer was a total write-off and didn't even bother to try to clean and fix it.)
To ship toner, first remove it from the printer, and then package it in its original shipping
materials or a close facsimile. If you don't, you could risk ruining the entire printer.

Inkjet printers
While we're all waiting for the price of color laser printers to come down, inkjet
printers are an inexpensive way to print both color and black-and-white documents.
Inkjet printers use tiny nozzles to spray wet ink onto the page as the printer pulls
the paper along a paper path. The nozzles use a number of different proprietar y
technol ogies (such as Canon's BubbleJet t echnology) to bring the ink out of its
st orage well in exactly the correct quantities and in the right places. The nozzles
and printhead work very quickly, though, resulting in speeds that vary from a
ty pical I or 2 ppm all the way lo 8 ppm and more on some very high-end inkjets.

,.
Note

The ink is held in special ink cartridges, or reservoirs, designed t o force the ink
to flow smoothly without air bubbles and other elements that could clog the
nozzles, which are also part of the cartridge. The ink also needs to be a fairly
special composition that dries qui ckly enough to keep from streaming down the
page (a problem called wicll ing) or to otherwise streak as the print head moves
quickly along. The spacing of the nozzles is an exact science, and it's that precision
that enables the print head to move quickly along the page while maintaining a
resolution of between 300 and 720 dpi in both horizontal and vertical directions,
making the output of many inkjet printers competitive with that of stand ard laser
print ers.
Although inkjet cartridge refill packages are popular ways to cut down on inkjet costs,
it's important to note that, as stated above, the printer nozzles are replaced every
time an old cartridge is replaced by a new one because they're built into the cartridge. When inkjet cartridges are refilled by hand, these nozzles aren't replaced,
which can result in degraded quality over time.
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Because inkjets use wet ink for printing (as opposed to a laser printer's dry toner),
it's easier to build inkjets that can work with color. By mixing three or four colors
t ogether (usually the CMYK colors-cyan, magenta, yellow, and black), inkjet
printers are capable of printing in full color with only minor technical tweaks; most
of the color printing i s actually done in software updates, not hardware changes.
This results in color-proofing solutions that remain inexpensive because they still
rely on QuickDraw and the Mac OS for most rendering tasks.
In fact, most inkjet s printers are QuickDraw-based, and most of them do not have
internal processors or RAM. Unlike laser p rinter s, most inkjets printers do not
render an entire page in the RAM that's installed in the printer itself; instead, the
page is render ed by the Mac OS, and t hen transferred to the printer when it can
handle the data. (Instead of megabytes of RAM, QuickDraw printer s tend to have
only a few kilobytes to serve as a buffer while parts of a page are printing.) When
using an inkjet print er, you may notice that it can take some time for a printing task
to r elinquish control of your Mac, or the Mac runs a tad slower as the document
prints in the background. This is because the Mac OS i s performing the page
description for the printer, instead of simply transferring data to it.

Color proofing printers
Some other printers are l ess common for office and home t asks, but worth the
consideration nonetheless. Focusing on high-color output and proofing, both dyesublimation and solid-ink printers offer slightly more expensive output and , usually,
incredible results. Once only the domain of graphics professionals, both solid-ink
and dye-subllmation techniques may be making comebacks as more practical
alternatives to the m ore common printer types.
With dye sublimation, the printer melts ink from a ribbon onto special paper. The
color is defused into the paper, and other color s can be melted directly on top of
the first colors. This creates a continuous color image that mim ics a photograph .
In fact, one of the more popular uses of dye-sublimation printers is to create
photographs- that is, to print images captured using digital photographs.
Solid-ink printers use dyed wax - sticks not completely unlike a child's crayonsthat is melted into a gl ossy ink and then transferred to the page. The result is a very
bright col or image that doesn't necessarily require a special type of paper. These
printers also tend to be very expensive, although a reasonable cost per page can
make them useful for color-printing professionals and offices t hat need high-quality
color proofing.

Dot-matrix printers
Once the prevailing printer technology, dot mat rix now plays a bit role in the world
of printing. Although dot-matrix printers are cheap and offer a ver y low cost per
page, they also offer output quality that is considered inadequate for nearly any but
the most informal of documents. With the low cost of getting a higher-quality inkjet
printer, few folks opt for dot matrix these days (and you'll be hard pressed to find
one new for Macs).
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There's one good reason t o keep a dot-matrix printer around . Dot-matri x pr inters
form letters and other pr int ed char act ers by forcing small pins (usually 9 or 24 of
them) to strike a ribbon and create a character. Doing this very quickly, the pri nters
are capable of a number of lines per second, resulting in perhaps a page per minute
or so. What 's oper at ive, t hough, is the stri!?ing part. The pins act ually physically hit
t he ribbon and the page to create their mark, making dot-matrix printers useful for
printing on multipart, carbon-copy-based forms, such as purchase orders. Laser
pr inter s and inkjet printers can't help you in thi s department.

Specialty printers
A final categor y catches any other pr inter s that slip through the cracks, especi ally
t hose designed for a specific purpose, such as printing receipts for point-of-sale
computer s or printing shipping labels. Often such printers use a low-end inkjet
technol ogy, connect directly to your Mac, and have specialized application
progr ams res ponsible for pr inting cor rectly to them. If you happen upon one, you'll
have to decide on your own if it's a worthy purchase. Just be aw are it might need to
use t he same port you've already dedicated to another, more t raditional printer.

Installing Printers
Printers hook up to Macs in a few different ways. The most obvious connection the printer port- can actually qualify as either a LocalTalk connection or a serial
connection, depend ing on th e printer. A laser printer that has its own processor
and RA M, for instance, will almost always be connect ed to your Mac's print er por t
over a LocaiTalk connection using a LocaiTalk cable. This has its advantages,
including making it a simple matter to add t he printer t o your entire workgroup
without any special settings on t he host Mac (assuming you use PhoneNet or a
similar LocalTalk cabling scheme for your entire network, or you're using a software
or hardware Local Talk bridge- see Chapter 17).
However, t here are oth er ways t o connect printer s. Here's the rundown:

+ Printe r port. Using either a LocalTalk cabling solution or an Jmagewriter
(standard serial) cabl e, printer s can be attached directly t o t he printer por t
on a Mac. (QuickDraw printer s can also be attached to the modem port, if
necessar y, although you can't use LocaiTalk on the modem port.)

+ Ethernet. Many PostScript printers designed for workgroups- or primarily
designed t o wor k with Microsoft Windows - offer a connection over Ethernet
that enables Macs and lntel-compatible PCs to t alk to the printer over a local
network.

+ SCSI. Som e high-end color printers rely on SCSI inst ead of a slower
serial/ LocaiTalk connection. SCSI printers tend to be a bit pricey, but are
much quicker than equivalent serial-port printers.
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Cabling

.,
Note

How a printer is install ed can be traced directly to the printer languagePostScript or QuickDraw-that the printer uses. A QuickDraw printer doesn't
have a processor, so it relies directly on a Mac t o create the bitmapped image that's
ultimately printed . This means the printer is unlikely to be connect ed to the Mac
by anything other than a serial connection, IJecause il's not capable of receiving
printer commands directly.
When installing any printer, check the manual and packaging carefully for any indication of shipping ties or stops that have been installed on the printer to keep it from
moving in transit.
To hook up a QuickDraw printer to your Mac, follow th ese steps:
1. Shut down your Mac.

2. Plug the serial cable into the printer, and then plug the cable into t he printer
port on your Mac.
3. Restart your Mac.
A PostScript printer, on the other hand, has its own RAM and processo r. That
makes it a computer. In almost all cases, PostScript printer s are actually connected
to Macs as if over a network, ev en if there's only one Mac to connect to. Instead of
using the printer port for a serial connection, a LocaiTalk printer will use the port
for a LocaiTalk connection. This means any additional computers should also be
able t o access the printer with no problems. If an Ethernet connecti on is desired ,
it's just as easy to hook up.
If you want to hook up a LocaiTalk printer, follow these steps:

I. Shut down your Mac.
2. Plug th e LocaiTalk cable into your Mac's pr inter por t. If you'll be using t he
printer on a workgroup networ k, connect it to a PhoneNet adapter (or a
similar t ransceiver), and t hen connect the transceiver to the networ k.
3. Restart the Mac.
An Ethernet connection may require a speci al card for the printer. If such a card i s
already installed, you should be able to plug the network cabling into the Ethernet
port on your printer, and then plug the other end of the cable into your network's
Ethernet hub.
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.,
Not.e

Some printers may require a special Ethernet transceiver. If you're using a 10Base2
(BNC, coax) cabling system, you may be able to daisy chain your printer to other
Macs in the network instead of using an Ethernet hub.
If your printer offers a SCSI connector, check the manual for information on setting

its SCSI ID number. Next, install the printer as you might any other SCSI device like a
hard drive, Zi p, or scanner. Find an available SCSI ID, shut down your Mac, and the
printer to the da isy chain of peripherals. If it's the last device on the SCSI chain, add
a SCSI terminator to the printer if it doesn't offer active or internal termination.

Driver software
Once you have your Mac turned back on, you should run any software included
with the printer; this action installs the driver software that enables your Mac
and printer to communicate. For LocalTalk printers, this will usually involve a
completely new software driver that's placed in the Extensions folder in your
Mac's System Folder. After the installer program is done and you've restarted your
Mac, you can turn the printer on and bring up the Mac's Chooser. You'll then have
a new option in the Chooser through which you set up the installed printer (see
Figure 15-2).
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Figure 15-2: Choosing a printer driver in the Chooser

Click the printer driver's icon on the left-hand side of the Chooser and notice that
the options on the right-hand side change to reflect the possible connections you
can make to this printer. If you're using a LocalTalk or Ethernet connection, you
should have AppleTalk turned on; if you're using a QuickDraw printer over the
printer port, you'll need to turn AppleTalk off. (If you're using the modem port to
talk to the printer, you can leave AppleTalk on.) Now choose the connection that
you'd like to use for printing by clicking that connection's icon. Once you've done
this, click the window's close box to put the change into e ffect.
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If you're dealing with a PostScript printer, the process may be similar - running the

installation software, restarting, and checking the Chooser for your printer driver.
You may also fi nd, however, that your PostScript printer doesn't have a drive r. Like
Apple-compatible laser printers, it may use the standard LaserWriter driver instead:
I. In the Chooser, select the LaserWriter driver. Any printers currently

connected to your network are available in the right-hand side of the window.
2. If your printer shows up, choose it and click Create. Of your printer doesn't
appear, make sure it's properly connected, AppleTalk is active, and the printer
is turned on.)
3. Choose Auto Setup if possible. Otherwise, you may be forced to choose a
PostScript Pri nter Description file. If you don't see your printer, use the dialog
box to locate the appropriate PPD for your printer- it may be on a floppy
disk or CD-ROM included with the printer.
4. You can then use the other LaserWriter options (Get Info, Configure, and so on)

to alter the printer description if necessary. When you're done, choose OK.
5. Now, click the Chooser's close box to set your changes into motion. The
Chooser will warn you that the printer has changed and that you need to
choose Page Setup from any open applications. That's the first sign things are
going well.
If you've got the printer set up and the driver activated, try printing. You should get

instant feedback letting you know if your printer is humming along s uccessfully or if
you're running into trouble. With many printers, you can check the Print Monitor
(in the Applications menu) for status on currently printing jobs , or double-click the
desktop printer icon to get more info on the printer's status (see Figure 15-3).
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Figure 15-3 : In Mac OS 7.6 and higher, choosing
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Mac expert tips: LaserWriters, old and new
Looking for a used laser printer, trying to administer your new printer, or trying to get a nonApple printer to fit in at the Club Macintosh? Mike Kent, system administrator and Mac
author, has a few hints for you:
"For LaserWriters, administration is pretty simple. The Apple Printer Utility (included with
your printer or available at Apple's Support Web site at www . app 1 e . com/s uppor t ) will
make most of the adjustments needed, including turning off that wasted test page at boot
up, or turning it on to see how many pages have been printed.
"Beyond that, be sure your Printer Descriptions folder in the Extensions folder contains
descriptive files for your LaserWriter. This is the folder that the Setup button in the Chooser
consults when setting up your printer. If you have a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet, for example,
put the description files that came with that printer in the Printer Descriptions folder so output can be adjusted properly. You can save disk space by trashing all other files in the
Printer Descriptions folder if you don't have those printers. Similarly, you can use the
Extensions Manager to turn off printer drivers you don't need and thus keep them from
appearing in the Chooser.
"If you're looking for a cheap printer for home use, a number of older LaserWriters are turning up in garage sales and the like. Often they are sold without the setup disks or they may
have unusual settings, so Apple's Support Web site can be an invaluable resource. The
Personal LaserWriter NT, for example, has a SCSI-like dial on the back that has nothing to do
with SCSI, and a check of Apple's Tech Notes shows that the dial is instead used to set the
type of network input, with '1' corresponding to AppleTalk:'
You can even input the name of the printer and search just the subject lines of articles in
the Tech Info Library (h t t p : I It i 1 . i nf o. a pp1 e . com/ ) to get all articles related to your
new, used printer.

Printer sharing
You may have noticed from the descriptions that only PostScript printers tend to
set themselves up on the network using LocaiTalk or Ethernet, thereby giving
everyone in the workgroup access to the printer. But what if you got a great deal on
a QuickDraw printer? Many of them can be shared, too, using Ap ple's Printer Share
technology.
Apple's Printer Share basically enables other computers on your network to print
to the printer as if they were accessing it from your compute r. Their Mac turns the
pages into bitmaps, pre pares them for printing, and then sends the pages to your
Mac, which manages them us ing the Printer Share software. As the pages arrive on
your Mac, Printer Share passes them to the printer driver, which outputs them to
the printer.
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On Macs that use Mac OS 7.6 and above, Printer Share i s built right into the
Chooser (assuming it's installed in the Extensions folder):

1. Open the Chooser and select the QuickDraw printer.
2. On the r ight-hand side of t he Chooser window, click the Setup button.
3. The Printer Share dialog box appears (on printers capable of printer sharing).
Select the Share This Printer check box to activate printer sharing. You can
enter a password to limit usage of the printer, as well as checking the Keep a
Log check box to keep a log file of printer jobs completed by the printer.
4. Click OK when you'r e done configuring Printer Share.
5. Click t he close box in the Chooser to effect the new settings.
Now other Macs on your network should be able to see the printer, even if they're
not specifically l ogged into your computer. Likewise, they should be abl e to choose
the printer in their own Chooser, just as if it were a QuickDraw printer connected to
their system. The only major difference will be th at the printer will appear on the
list as a printer name and network icon instead of a printer or modem port icon
(see Figure 15-4).
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Figure 15-4: My QuickDraw-based Personal
LaserWriter, as seen f rom another Mac on the
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has a network icon next to it.

,

Note

...

Not all third-party QuickDraw printers support Printer Share, although some of them
do. In cases where th ey don't, check to see if a networking-related printer driver is
included with the printer. HP inkjets, for instance, often include a special AppleTalk
version of the driver that w ill enable you to hook up an inkjet using LocaiTalk cabling
and then print to it over the network.
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Printer Add-Ons and Software
A number of different utilities and software add-ons will e nable you to do more with
your current printer, or, in some cases, give you access to a new printer you might
not have been a ble to use. Software can also be added, in many cases, to enhance
your printer's printing capabilities.

Accessories
Printer hardwa re accessories are usually designed to increase the capabilities of
the printer. You can add a nother tray for holding a different type of pa per to many
workgroup laser printers, for ins tance. A few common add-ons include the
following:

+ Paper handling. Paper trays, special feeders for envelopes, add-ons for
printing to tra ns parencies.

+ Duplex printing. Special ha rdware adcl-ons designed to enable printing to
both sides of a piece of paper.

+ Networking options. Add an Ethernet card or a LocaiTalk adapter to a printer
to allow network printing.

+ RAM upgrades. Acid more RAM to support more complex pages or more fonts
for printing. This is a good idea if you get frequent errors telling you that the
printer can't handle the entire page you're sending.

+ SCSI hard drive . Some fairly advanced workgroup printers have options

for

adding a dedicated hard drive to the printer for storing fonts and/or
bitmapped pages fo r printing.
These add-ons are o ftentimes proprietary in nature, meaning you'll need to cons ult
the manufacturer to find out how you can add paper handling, duplex printing, and
networking options. If your printer can handle a SCSI hard dr ive, you shouldn't
have too much trouble insta lling it using hints from Chapter 7; the only ma in
difference is you probably won't have a choice of SCSI IDs (check your manual) , a nd
you won't have much reason or opportunity to daisy cha in devices to the printer
(which wouldn't be useful a nyway).
To add RAM, you'll want to cons ult the printer's documentation and shop around
for RAM designed specifically for your printer. Apple, for ins tance, has used a
number of different types of RAM modules for upgrading their laser printer over the
years, including 30-pin modules, 72-pin modules, and special cards. Table 15-3
s hows some of the memory options for Apple laser printers.
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Table 15-3

Apple Laserwriter Memory
Printer

Max.
RAM

Slots

RAM

Min.

LaserWriter

1.5MB

1.5MB

LaserWriter Plus

1.5MB

LaserWriter IISC

Sizes

RAM

RAM

Type

Speed

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.5MB

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1MB

1MB

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LaserWriter liNT

2MB

2MB

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LaserWriter IINTX

2MB

12MB

12

64-pin

120 ns

256K, 1MB

LaserWriter llf

2MB

32MB

8

30-pin

80 ns

256K,
1MB, 4MB

LaserWriter llg

5MB

32MB

8

30-pin

80 ns

256K,
1MB, 4MB

LaserWriter 8500

16MB

48MB

72-pin

80 ns

8MB, 16MB,
32MB

LaserWriter
Pro 600

8MB

32MB

2

72-pin

80 ns

4MB, 8MB,
16MB

LaserWriter Pro 630 8MB

32MB

2

72-pin

80 ns

4MB, 8MB,
16MB

LaserWriter
Pro 810

8MB

32MB

3

Module

N/A

4MB, 8MB

LaserWriter
4/600PS

2MB

6MB

Card

N/A

2MB, 6MB

LaserWriter
16/600PS

8MB

32MB

72-pin

80 ns

4MB, 8MB,
16MB

LaserWriter
Select 300

O.SMB

4.5MB

30-pin

80 ns

1MB, 4MB

LaserWriter
Select 300

1.5MB

5.5MB

72-pin

100 ns

1MB, 4MB

LaserWriter
Select 360

7MB

16MB

72-pin

80 ns

4MB,
16MB

Personal
LaserWriter SC

1MB

1MB

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Personal
LaserWriter LS

512K

1MB

4

30-pin

100 ns

256K

2

(continued)
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Table 15-3 (continued)
Printer

Min.
RAM

Max.
RAM

Slots

RAM
Type

RAM
Speed

Sizes

Personal
LaserWriter NT

2MB

8MB

2

30-pin

120 ns

1MB, 4MB

Personal
LaserWriter NTR

3MB

4MB

72-pin

80 ns

1MB

Personal
LaserWriter 300

512K

512K

N/A

N/A

N/A

Personal
LaserWriter 320

2MB

8MB

card

N/A

2MB, 6MB

Color LaserWriter
12/600PS

12MB

40MB

2

72-pin

60 ns

1MB, 4MB,
16MB

Color LaserWriter
12/660PS

16MB

40MB

2

72-pin

60 ns

1MB, 4MB,
16MB

N/A

The Apple Spec Database, included on the CD-ROM, is great for getting information such
as which type of RAM your Apple printer uses and how much you can upgrade.

It's certainly possible that you 'll find a need to upgrade RAM. Over the y ears , more
than a few l aser printers have been sold with t oo little RAM-this occurred more
often back when RAM was incredibly expensive. The RAM would be adequate, say,
for printing a single-spaced text document with little or no graphics. Beyond that,
the printer was overloaded. If y ou find yourself in a similar situation, add some
RAM and consult Chapter 26 for information on troubleshooting printers.

Software
To improve your printing experi ence, aside from some basic advice (such as keep
your printer drivers up-t o-date by checking th e manufacturer 's Web site
occasionally) there's other software you can add that'll often do the trick. Thi s
includes newer ver sions of the Mac OS; for inst ance, Mac OS 7.6 and up include
features like desktop printing, built-in Printer Share for many QuickDraw printers,
and a better functio ning Chooser. If you've got a PostScript
LaserWriter-compatible, you'lllikely want to stay on t op of the upgrades to the
LaserWriter driver; Apple continuously improves the reliability and features of th at
driver.
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You might want to look into some other special software options. Adobe Type
Manager (ATM) is an important addition for both PostScript and Qu ickDraw users.
Included for free with the Adobe Acrobat PDF viewer (found on the CD-ROM that
accompanies this book), ATM causes PostScript fonts to look smoother on your Mac's
screen and on QuickDraw printers. This allows you to view PostScript fonts the way
they'll appear on the page if you're printing to a PostScript printer. It also makes
PostScript fonts behave when printed to a QuickDraw printer, resulting in better
results and fewer jaggies.
Another software option i s StyleScript, a printing utility from lnfowave
c~~~l'v/. i nf O I~a ve . com). This extension grabs print jobs before they reach the printer
and impl ements PostScript in software, using your Mac's processor instead of a
standard PostScript printer's processor. The result is PostScript-like output from a
QuickDraw printer. The only price is the cost of the box and the time you have to
wait for PowerPrint to let you have your Mac back after processing all those
PostScript codes.

PC printers
Envy the myriad choices available to PC users for printing? lnfowave- the
StyleScript people-have a few hardware options to help solve that dilemma. The
PowerPrint (see Figure 15-5) is a parallel-to-LocaiTalk adapter that enables you to
print from a Mac directly to an lntel-compatible PC printer. To do this, it has to offer
certain software drivers (specifically to translate QuickDraw commands into PCLPrinter Control Language, the lntel-compatibl e PC standard originally created by
Hewlett-Packard). Fortunately, it includes drivers for all sorts of printers, includ ing
various models from Brother, Canon, Epson, H-P, Okidata, Panasonic, and Ricoh.

Figure 15-5: The PowerPrint is a small box with software drivers
that make printing to PC printers possible (www.infowave.net/).
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The PowerPrint is such a good idea, in fact, that Apple has recently announced
partners hips with lnfowave and other printer man ufact urers - Hewlett-Packard
and Lexmark, for example - to bring more options to the Mac platfor m through
the PowerPrint interface. This may prove to be an important development as Apple
continues moving away from the printer business to focus on computing solutions;
at the same time, a trans ition to USB may also require help from companies li ke
lnfowave.
A Power Print Pro version makes PC printers available on a Mac network and a
PowerPiot interface device lets Macs print directly to Encad and Hewlett-Packard
brand large-format plotters and printers.
Similar devices and software are availa ble from the PhotoScript Group
(w¥1\v. photosc r i pt . com), a company that s pecia lizes in hardware raster image
processor (RIP) s olutions that add PostScript capabilities to non-PostScript
printers. These solutions act as the processing engine for creating PostScript
output that can enhance the text and images printed to a QuickDraw pri nter, much
the way StyleScript a nd PowerPrint do.
The major difference with PhotoScript is the extent to which their equipment is
capable of doing this. PhotoScript actually off-loads the PostScript raster wor k to
another computer, this one with a processor specifically designed for the task of
creating the PostScript image. One obvious advantage is s peed. Another is that the
RIP can connect to the printer over LocaJTalk or Ethernet and then output using
SCSI or a standard parallel connection, thus obviating the need for a Mac-to-PC
printer solution. The main disadvantage is price.
PhotoScript offers s oftware-only versions as well, whic h enable you to use the RIP
on you r own Mac. Coupled with a LocalTalk-to-para llel ada pter, you can get that
same great PostScript-like output with a less hefty price tag.

Summary
+ All printers have a few things in common: The ir s peed is measured in pages
per minute, and their quality is meas ured in dots per inch. Lines per inch, an
oft-overlooked statistic, is an important parameter to know in regard to your
printer as well.

+ Two printer la nguages are common in the Mac world : PostScript and
QuickDraw. QuickDraw is the Mac's standard way of getting text and images
on a page, as it simply uses built-in QuickDraw routines to "draw" a page onto
paper. This process is handled completely by your Mac, so the printer doesn't
need any s pecial features. For PostScript, on the other hand, the printer needs
RAM, its own processor, an d (sometimes) a hard drive. PostScript is Adobe's
printer description language, popular because it results in professionalqua lity output and works cross-platform.
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+ Aside from the printer l anguages used, there are other technical
differentiators for printer s, especi ally the way they pri nt. Laser printers fuse
toner to the page, inkjet printer s drop ink on the paper, dye-sublimation
printers melt ink from a ribbon on to the page, and solid-ink pr inters melt
crayon-like wax m elted on to the page. Th e venerable dot-matr ix printer
ac tually strikes a ribbon with small pins, much like a typewriter.

+

Once you've got the printer, you may have a number of different options for
connecting it. Printers are connected to Macs over networks (LocaiTalk and
Ethernet), directly over serial ports, and, occasionally, via a SCSI connection.
You then need to work a little magic in the Mac's Chooser to get t he Mac and
printer to communicate.

+ With your printer up and running, you may find

that your printer needs to
accessorize a bit to make it more presentable. Many laser and wor kgroup
printers can accept add-ons like network cards, RAM, sheet feeders , and
envelope trays. You can also add software and hardware to print PostScriptlike output to QuickDraw printers or print from your Mac to lntel-compatible
PC printers.

•

• •
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Modems and
Internet Access

.. .. .. ..
In This Chapter

M

odems are a big part of the infrastructure of the
Internet and a huge contributor to the sense of
community that permeates the Mac world. Mac owners tend
to be more connected t han other computer user s, with a
larger percentage of Mac owners heading out on the Internet
than the marketplace would seem to dictat e. (Whereas Macs
make up 7 to 10 percent of all computers, studies show they
make up about 25 percent of Internet users.)
If you're not already connected, you've got t o get on t he
Internet. Ancl if you are connected, you probably want to go
faster. You 'll need to get some better equipment or take better
advantage of the technology built into your Mac. Fortunately,
these things aren't tough . Access to the online w orld can do
amazing things for your Mac. Sure, you can wast e time online.
But at the same time, there's so much you can do, see, and
learn, even if you don't have the worl d's most powerful Mac.
On the Internet, chat and video conferencing prov ide instant
communications, and e-mail is at your disposal for rapid
communications; Usenet newsgroups are full of people who
share your interest s and goals; mailing lists enable you to
participate in discussions on thousands of t opics; FTP Jets you
download tons of files for your Mac. The World Wide Web is a
mixture of all these things. (This book, for instance, would be
nearly impossible to complete without the reference points,
company information Web sites, and communications made
possible by the Internet.) To get started, though, you've got to
have access.
The majority o f folks get their access one of two ways: either
with a direc t connection t o th e Internet over an Ethernet
network, or via a modem of some kind . For home access,
modems remain the most likely way you'll get serv ice,
although folks in large metropolitan areas are st ar ting to have

Modems and data
transfer technologies
Choosing a modem
Installing a modem
ISDN, xDSl , and
high-speed cable
Internet access
Configuring Internet
software

.. .. .. ..
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other options. For the most part, though, if you want access and your company,
school, apartment building, office park, or organization doesn't offer it, you'll need
a modem. I'll talk about how to choose a modem, how to install it, and how to get
your Mac online in t his chapter.
Part of what I mean by "Mac community" is played out in the book itself. In the early
and middle stages of w riting, I sent messages t o the Evangelist, an Apple-sponsored
mailing list that reaches tens of thousa nds of subscribers a day, most of whom are
self-described Mac Evangelists, people interested in promoting the Mac and helping
others find solutions that enable them to use Macs in t heir homes, offices, or schools.
I asked these Mac Evangelists to submit personal anecdotes that related to upgrading
and repairing Macs, and many of them eagerly obliged. Their stories, advice, and
warnings appear in sidebars throughout the text. (Check the Prefa ce for more info on
this mailing list.)

How Modems Work
The word modem is really an acronym for modulate/demodulate, which describes
what a standard modem does to send data over regular telephone lines. Because
the telephone system is designed (in most cases) to transmit analog signals (sound
waves), the modem's digital signals don't do it much good. So, modems change
digital data into analog data (actually, audible tones) that can be transmitted over
the phone lines, received by another modem, and tr anslated back into digital form
for use by th e receiv ing computer.
In actual usage, the term modem gets tossed about a bi t more than it should. Most
people think of modems not as modulators/ demod ulators, but as little boxes that
give them access to online ser vices and the Internet. For instance, t he terms ISDN
modem and cable modem are inaccurate, as both of these types of connections are
completely digital - no modul ating or demodulating needs to happen. Although I
talk about t hese sorts of so-called modems later in t his chapter, be aware that the
term only applies loosely.

~
Note

In fact, cable and ISDN connections actually req uire terminal adapter (TA) devices,
because both are networking technologies. The latter, ISDN, connects to the phone
company's digital network, and the other, cable, con nects to the cable company's
digital network. Unfort unately, TA isn't nearly as cool a mar keting term as modem,
I'd guess.
You may choose to believe that the word modem is a neologism (a made-up word),
not a true acronym, because it uses more than the first letter of each word that it
stands for. That's your prerogative, but don't w rite me to complain about it. Webster's
Tenth New Collegiate Dictionary supports my usage, so I'll call modem and codec
acronyms to my dying day!
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Modem types

,

Note

Modems for Macs are generally either internal expansion cards or external boxes
connec ted to the Mac v ia a seri al port (usually the modem port - the one with a
telephone icon next to it) . External modems are much more common for Macs th an
intern al ones, with the exception of the PowerBook and Performa lines and the
iMac, all of which often sport internal modems. Although both NuBus and PC!
modems are relatively uncommon, modems have been made in the past for the
communications slot featured in many Mac models (see Figure 16-1) .
There's another type of modem - one that's created entirely in software. When you
use a GeoPort adapter pod or expansion card, the PowerPC processor (or the special
digital signal processor in an AV Macintosh) to which the adapter is connected is
actually the modem. The adapter is just there to enable the software modem to communicate over phone lines.

Figure 16-1: An internal modem pulled from a Performa's
communications slot

Modems use a typical modular (RJ-11) phone jack t o connect to a standard phone
line. Most modems also offer a pass-thro ugh connec tor that will allow you to install
a st andard telephone by plugging the phone's line directly into the modem.
External modems often use special serial cables, called hardware handshake cables,
to connect to the Mac's modem port. In most cases, this cable is either
permanently attached to the modem , or i t's connected to th e modem by a special
25-pin plug on one end and an 8-pin ser ial connector for t he Mac on the oth er end.
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With many Mac modems, the power supply i s an important component. Certain
model s of Global Village modems (a popular manufacturer of Mac-compatible
modems) won't work with other power adapter s, for inst ance. Other modems must
be plugged into the Mac's ADB port to receive power, and consequently offer a
pass-through connect or for mice, keyboards, and other devices.
Read the discussion on ADB in Chapter 10 before opting for a modem that requires
use of the ADB port. It's possible that the addition of such a modem will overwhelm
your ADB connections if you already have three or more devices attached.

Modem speed
As mentioned, regular analog modems change digital signals into analog signal s. To
do this, modem manufacturers have to agree t o adhere to certain standards, most
of which are set up and controlled by the Intern ati onal Telecommunications Union
(ITU). These standards define the char acteristi cs of communications that allow
modems to connect at various speeds, usually given in bits per second (bps). Often
a modem is referred to by its speed, for example, a 28.8 or 33.6 modem. These are
standard modem speeds (in kilobits per second) governed by the ITU standards.
The earliest modem speeds were measured in baud r ate -the number of signaling
elements, or el ectrical changes, that occur in a second. Thi s is different from the
bps r ates now used, because fast er modems are able t o communicate more and
more bits per baud. A 300-baud modem, for instance, transferred I bit per baud, so
its transfer rate was 300 bps. A 1,200 bps modem, might well have a baud rate of
600, but be capable of transmit ting 2 bits per baud . The same w ith a 9,600 bps
modem- it probably actually oper ates at 2,400 baud, but it can send 4 bits per
baud, netting performance of 9,600 bits per second.

~
Note

The bottom line: Avoid saying "baud" wh en you mean "bps." These days, the
common measurement of modems is always bps or, even more likely, kilobits per
second (Kbps). Table 16-1 shows you the common modem bps rates and their
associat ed standards. Note that I've indicated in quotes how the st andards are
usually referred to in casual short hand . (For instance, " thirty-three dot six" and
"thirty-three six" are common ways to say "33.6" in conversation.)
Note that bis is a French word that can be translated as "second" or "revision" in this
context. In many cases, the bis refers to an update of the original standard that provides faster transmission rates (or some other feature, such as better compression).
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Table 16-1
BPS Rates and Modem Standards
Standard

Bit Rate

Notes

Bell103

300 bps

US standard only; "300 baud"

CCITIV.21

300 bps

Beii 2 12A

1,200 bps

ITU V.22

1,200 bps

ITU V.22bis

2,400 bps

ITU V.29

9,600 bps

ITU V.32

9,600 bps

ITU V.32bis

14,400 bps

"1 4.4"

USR V.terbo

19,200 bps

Proprietary US Robotics standard; "1 9.2"

ITU V.34

28,800 bps

"28.8"

ITU V.34bis

33,600 bps

"33.6"

USR X2

56,600 bps

Proprietary US Robotics standard

56KF1ex

56,600 bps

Proprietary Rockwell standard

ITU V.90

56,600 bps

"56K"

US standard only; "1200 bps"

To confuse things even further, a few different measurements of online speed are
common, especially wh en you' re downloading files- transferring data to your
computer from a remote computer. In older programs for downloading, the speed
might be measured in characters per second, which translates (roughly) into bytes
per second.
These days, many programs will show you the l~ ilobytes per second at which you 're
receiving a transmission over the Internet and online ser v ices. You'll probably
notice that this number doesn't seem to bear much resemblance to your modem's
stated speed. In fact , you'll almost never see speeds as fast as you might think th ey
should be. That's because various fac tors influence th e speed of your modem, such
as the quality of your phone connection, the speed of your Internet provider's
computers, traffi c on the Internet, th e speed of the remote computer, and so on.
Ideally, you should get bytes-per-second rates t hat are exactly one-eighth of the bps
rate of your modem (for example, 4,200 bytes per second for a 33.6 Kbps
connection). With the parity bits and checksums used for error correction and
modem negotiati on, a mo re realistic ideal is a 1:10 r atio. But even that sort of
throughput rarely happens under real-world conditions.
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Compression and correction
Other factors also ultimately dictate the speed at which your modem i s
communi cating. If you h ave a modem that transmits at a bit rate greater than 9,600
bps, for instance, it probably has additional modem protocols helping it along - in
particular, error-correction and data-compression protocols.
Because a modem transmits audible signals (and, if you have any experience with a
t elephone, you know that a telephone line can add strange noises of its own), it's
important for high-speed protocols to use a speci al sch eme for ensuring t hat
interference and noise aren't generating random errors in the data being sent. At
very low rates, thi s can be easily accomplished with a parity bit, which is sent wit h
the other bits in each ch aracter to make sure they arrive intact. A parity bi t would
be sent along with the other seven bits required to form each basic text character
that the modem transmitted to a remote computer. If the parity bit uncovered
something wrong after the transmission, an error message was generated , and the
ch aracter re-sent as a resul t.
This doesn't work as well for higher speeds because of the whole bit/baud thing. If
you lose one baud of data at 28,800 bps, you' lllose 12 bits of data (a 28.8 Kbps
modem operates at 2,400 baud). If you lose 12 bits of data, you've lost the parity bi t,
which, by definition, m eans it can't check the rest of the data. Instead, a biggerpicture approach is taken to error correction: Checksums are used to succinctly
describe larger amounts of data.
As with the modem communications standards, there are confusing names for
error-correc tion standards as well. MNP-4 and V.42 are the commonly used
standards that modems use to check for errors between them. MNP-1 0 is used for
cellular-modem connections.
Related to those standards are the standards for data compression, w hich enables
a given modem connection to transmit more data by compressing the redundant
bits according to a designated standard. In most cases, the standards used are
MNP-5 and V.42bis. Th ese compression schemes sometimes add to the apparent
bps rate of modems, and some connection programs will report the connections
accordingly, claiming a 38 or 41 Kbps connection, for instance, using a 33.6 Kbps
modem. These designations are spurious at best; compression relies completely
on th e compressibility of the data being sent.
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In general, text i s more compressible than binary data (images and programs). Data
that's already compressed, like Stufflt or PKZip archives, are the least compressible
of all.

Flow control
In communications parlance, a modem is often referred to as the Data
Communications Equipment, or the DCE. Not to be o utdone, your computer
gets a name, too-the Data Termin al Equipment, or DTE. Data terminates at the
computer, or the terminal equipment. This is important to know because the
DCE/DTE connection is another critical piece of the modem-connection puzzle
see Figure 16-2).

DTE/DCE Seria l Connection

DTE#1

D

DCE
..-

II"

serial connection
(DTE #1 Port speed)

~

' · ~·

.

.•···

.

Figure 16-2: The connection between the DCE and DTE
is usually via a serial cable on a Mac. Depending on the
Mac, this can slow things down quite a bit.

Because th e computer (DTE) and the modem (DCE) are often capable of
communicating data at different speeds, t hey need some way to direct the t raffic
between them. This is done through flow control protocols. These protocols are
designed to tell the device that's sending data when to send it and when to wait
awhile. Early modem communications (as well as old-styl e teletype
communications) used theXon/Xoffprotocol , which very simply sent a special
byte of info to tell a component when to wait and when it was okay to transmi t.
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Since that time, t hings have gotten more complicated . For one t hing, the
connections between on : and DCE have sped up consider ably; to keep up wit h
t oday's modems, the connec tion needs to be somewhere around 57,600 bps or
fast er. This is in stark contrast to older modem connect ions, where the serial por t
would top out at 9,600 bps. Back then, sending a "turn off" or "turn on" byte w as
fine. Now, though, something beyond software control is needed.
So, hardware flow co ntrol was introduced. Now the DCE and DTE send electr ical
signals to one anot her that are separat e from the data stream, enabling them to
communicate on what amounts to a d irec t communicati ons line for managing the
flow of data. When the modem is ready to receive dat a, for instance, i t can send a
Ready to Send (RTS) command to the computer. T hat means the modem is
connected and ready to send data over phone lines. If t he data is coming t he ot her
way, t he computer can offer a Clear t o Send (CT S) command, meaning t he Mac is
ready to accept data sent from the modem.
If you've ever had or wor ked with an external modem, you may have noticed your
Mac and modem communicat ing at this l evel, even if you didn't really know what
was going on. Often, modems have small LED lights that indicate what now-control
commands are being sent and received ; lights on t he modem might even be labeled
"DSR," "DTR", and some of th e other commands used between your Mac and
modem (see Figure 16-3).

Figure 16-3: This Global Village modem includes LEOs for the

current hardware flow-control commands.
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You'll often fi nd modem-related software includes t hese flow-control commands
buried som ewhere in their settings boxes. Th e latest modems pretty much set
t hese things up automatically, but you'll occasionally find yourself needing to
choose the flow con trol for your modem. In this case, w hat do you choose?
If the modem is a high-speed (9,600 bps or greater) modem, your choices for setup
will usually be one of the following: CTS and RTS (DTR), CTS Only, RTS (DTR) only,
and Non e. CTS and RTS is the way to go if possible. If you experience problems,
though, a common setting for Mac modems is CTS only.

Port speeds
Hand-in-hand with flow control is another setting you'll want to pay attention to if
you ever need to set up a modem manually-port speed. This i s the speed at
which the Mac 's serial port can communicate w ith the external modem . Remember,
we're still discussin g th at DTE/ DCE connection . The port speed is a v ital part of
making sure the entire connection is fas t enough for the data that's flowing through
it. If it's not , the fastest modem available w on't do you much good.
Port speed also goes together with compression technologies; remember, modem s
are able t o compress data streams so that, say, a 28.8 Kbps connection actually nets
a data rate of 57.6 Kbps or mor e (under favorabl e circumst ances). In fact , a 28.8
connec tion could technically see compressed transmission rates of 115.2 Kbps or
better, although it's rare, and there wouldn 't b e more than a burst of data at that
speed.
Remember, th ough, that the amount of data being sent is the sam e-28.8 Kbps.
Compressi on just fits more data in that space, by compressing th e 57.6 kilobits so
they fit i nto 28.8 kilobits ' worth of sp ace. Once t hat data arrives at the receiving
modem, it's uncompressed.

,

Note

That presents an interesting problem: How do you get the modem to transmit the
uncompressed dat a-all 57.6 kilobits of it to the computer fast enough to av oid a
traffic jam while another 28.8 Kbps stream of compressed dat a is coming into th e
modem and b ein g decompressed? Suddenly you've got twice as much data coming
out of t h e modem as you had going in (see Fi gure 16-4).
The numbers representing compressed and uncompressed data in this section are
theoretical and simplified for t he sake of discussion. Normally a modem compresses
data as it can, coming up with widely varying rates of compression depending on the
data being compressed and other factors.
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DTEJDCE Connections and Bottlenecks
DTE#1

D

unc ompressed data

DCE

serial connection
(DTE #1 Port speed)

phone connection
(negotiated modem speed)

DTE#2

D

uncompressed data

DCE

se rial connection
(DTE #2 Port speed)

Figure 16-4: This diagram shows the dilemma that

can be created by modem-compression schemes.
The trick is to s peed up the connection rate as we ll, whic h is accomplis hed by
setting the port s peed at the highest point the Mac, the seria l cable, and the modem
can handle. Table 16-2 shows the top port s peeds for most Mac models . In gene ral,
AV and Power Macs are capable of the fastest data rates (theoretically 230 Kbps),
although you're more likely to see good throughput at 115 to 130 Kbps . 68040 Macs
(and most PowerPC PowerBooks) s upport 57.6 Kbps port speeds; 68030 and earlier
Macs tend to support only 19.2 Kbps .
When you actually go to set a port speed, you want to choose something at the
upper limit of your Mac's port capabilities, even if your modem isn't as fast as the
port. That way, any compression taking place can be compensated for because
there's a wider pipeline for data that needs to be transmitted between the modem
and the Mac.
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Table 16-2
Top Port Speeds for Mac Models
Model Range

Top Port Speed (bps)

Notes

Mac 128k, 512k

9,600

Doesn't support handshaking

68000,68020,68030

19,200

Va ries by model; newer, faster
models do better

68040

57,600

Slower 68040 models may
top at 38,400

AV Macs, PowerPC-based Macs

230,000

Practical modem limit tends to
be 115 Kbps

PowerBook 3400, G3

230,000

Practical modem limit tends to
be 115 Kbps

Other PowerPC PowerBooks

57,600

Earlier PowerBooks

19,200

But where do you make th ese settings? Often, you won't have to. With modems th at
are reasonably good at sel f-configuration , you'll find it's often unnecessary to
chan ge the settings (the Global Village and Apple-branded modems, for instance,
tend to take care of most of their own settings) . Otherwise, your modem may have
installed a control panel on your Mac that can be used to change settings . If this is
the case, check that panel to see if you can al ter the port speed. If not, you may be
able t o pick a port speed in your communications so ftware.

Connection negotiation
With all these settings possible, it's a wonder that two modems can actually talk to
one another, given the likelihood that they support different speeds , have different
port settings, or implement compression in different ways. Two things prevent total
chaos, however. First, th e modem standards set by th e ITA govern (for the mos t
part) what and how modems should be able to communicate with one another.
Second, modems themselves go through a basic negotiation ritual to det ermine
wh ich standard is best for th em to use for communications.
If you've worked with a modem in the past, you might be familiar with the audible
screeches they tend to make as th ey're connecting to other modems. Here's a quick
look at what, exactly, i s happening when two modems begin to chat:
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1. Your modem (let's call it th e caller) picks up the phone line and tests for a dial
tone. If it finds one, it dials the number it's been assigned by a software
program.
2. Th e answering modem picks up the line when it detects ringing. It then waits
to hear if the caller is a modem.
3. When the caller modem detects that the line has been answered, it sends out
a basic carrier signal designed to let th e receiver know it is a modem.

4. The answering modem, recognizing the carrier, sends back its answer as a
carrier, usually slightly higher in tone and continuous.
5. The answering modem then broadcas ts all th e communications protocols it
knows. With any modem, the noise can be horrific; if you have a 56K modem,
you know what an amazing cacophony it is capable of emitting.
6. The r eceiving m odem broadcasts its protocols, too, and one by one the
modems determine whi ch protocols they support and whi ch they don't. If
th ey don't both support a particular protocol, a connection isn't established
at that speed. Line noise can affect this; if you get bad noise at a time when
33.6 Kbps modems are trying to negotiate a 33.6 connection, they might
dec ide that the most they can really support is 31 Kbps.
7. Once they decide on a top speed, it's reported to the respective computers as
a connect, followed by the speed that w as es tablished. Usually the modems'
speakers go quiet at this point, but they continue to negotiate things like
compression and error correction. Once all this is established (usually in a
matter of seconds, if th at), the modems are ready to send data back and forth.
There's some logic to leaving the speaker on through this process: It lets you hear
the connection and see how things are going between the two computers. If you get
really used to listening to your modem, you may even find you're able to predict
what sort of connection is being made by the sounds of the tones.
If you really want to turn the modem's speaker off, you can do that. If it's not an
option in your Modem setup control panel or your communication program's preferences menu, check out the guide to the modem AT command set, discussed in
Chapter 26.

Choosing and Connecting a Modem
It would seem the most important thing to consider when choosing a modem is
speed. Th at's certainly true for the majority of modem users. It's nice to get the
fastest connection possible for accessing on line services and the Internet. "You can
nev er be too thin, have too much RAM, or have enough bandwidth," the saying
might go. (Bandwidth, incidentally, is one way of describing the capacity of a
networking connection. The more bandwidth your connection has, the more data it
can transmit at one t ime, resulting in data tran smissions that are completed more
quickly.)
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Tabl e 16-3 1ists popular Mac modem manufacturers.

Table 16-3
Mac-Compatible Modem Manufacturers
Name

Web Site

Global Village

www. globa lvi l l age.com
www.di amondmm.com
lv\VW. 3com. com
www . bestdata . com
1v1~w. hayes . com
www.boca r ese arch. com

Supra
3Com/USRobotics
Best Data
Hayes Communications
Boca Research

Modem choices

,;
Note

Aside from speed, however, you may find a few other factors go into your modem
decision. Modems can come with different sets of features that focus on telephony
capabilities, voicemail, fax capabilities, and so on. You might also find modems that
support software upgradeability, enabling you to move up to the l atest modem
tran smission standards as they're agreed upon. In most cases, such modems are
flash upgradeable, meaning they have special nonvolatile memory that can be
er ased and rewritten by a special software program.
Although most people have no argument with buying upgradeable modems, one line
of thinking suggests you stay away from modems that require the use of a control
panel for day-to-day operation. This makes some sense, although it's a clear trade-off.
If you have a modem that doesn't require a special control panel, you won't have to
install or configure any software just to get it to work; instead, the software you use
for the modem, like a PPP control panel or t he AOL client software, can be completely responsible for the modem configuration. A modem that does have its own
control panel, though, makes it easy to change basic settings that might otherwise be
buried in AT command set codes, but the extension can cause conflicts. And you can't
operate the modem at all if you start up your Mac with extensions turned off.

Internal or external
One of the first decisions to make is wh ether or not you want an internal or external
modem. Most Macs offer better support for external modems, with the exception of
the internal modem port supported in the Power Macintosh 5200, 5300, 5400 series ,
most Performa models from the Performa 630 through the Performa/Power Mac
6500 series and many PowerBooks. In other cases, you really have very little choice
for internal modems.
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Most of the models just described (aside from the PowerBooks) offer a special
Apple communications slot (or comm slot) that can accept an internal expansion
card. These slots require cards made especially for them. Even though most of the
communications slots are based on PC! technology, they aren't true PCI cards, and
only communications slot-compatible cards will work correctly.
The most fun part of shopping for comm-slot modems is that they're pretty tough
to find . Having been discontinued by both Appl e and Global Village (who made
many of the comm-slot modems for Apple), they're really only available on the used
market. You can have some luck posting a WTB (want to buy) message in some of
the usual online places, though.
Another thing to note: In many Macs that feature communications slots, that slot is
the only way you can get Ethernet connectivity for that Mac. (And, fortunately,
comm-slot Ethernet cards are easier to find .) If you expect to use the Mac at any
point on an Ethernet network, you're probably better off with an external modem
so that the comm-slot remains available for the networking card.
The other thing I don't like much about comm-slot modems is that they don't have
any lights. An external modem gives you much more feedback, allowing you to see
immediately what's going on with the modem, if it's still connected, and other little
tidbits. Plus, external modems are simple to install, uninstall, and trade wit h
neighbors.

Add-ons
Smart people have told me in the past that their best advice is to buy a modem
that's really well designed for being a modem, and let something else handle
speakerphone, answering machine, or voicemail duties. There's probably some
logic to this- the more things a modem does, the more things that can go wrong.
Often, modems are using complicated software programs to perform functions that
telephones and voicemail systems can manage without the threat of crashing.
That said, nearly any modem is going to be capable o f dealing with faxes and, if you
expect to use that ability, it's nice to get good fax software as well as a deal on
optical character-recognition software, if it's included. If you do plan to use your
Mac as communications central for your home or small office, you might consider
some of the other possibilities:

+ Speakerphone. Some modems use their own microphone and speaker for th e
connection, whereas others use the Mac's PlainTalk microphone (on AV and
Power Macintoshes) and the Mac's speakers. Note, however, that nearly any
modem has a pass-through port to which you can plug a telephone set. Not
only can you answer calls when they come in, but you can have your modem
dial out for you (from a personal information manager program, for instance).
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+ Voicemail/answe t·ing machine. If y our answer ing mac hine i s on t he fritz and
you don't want t o spend the $5 a mont h for the phone company's voicemail,
cer tain modems w ill have your Mac take messages for you. If you do get this
feature, remember it's usually only implemen ted in software. That means
you've got to leave your Mac on all the time to take messages.

+ Caller ID. Thi s is a handy feature you might as well turn on if your modem
allows it. Usually a simple software add-on, th is enables your modem to
translate Caller 10 signals to let you know w ho's calling.
The probl em w ith most of these add-ons, aside from the fact that they req uire you
to keep your Mac power ed all the time, is t hat t hey require you to hook your
modem up to your main voice line instead of a secondary line that's only for data.
To get t hese benefits, then, you need to be someone who only occasionally uses the
modem for, say, connecti ng to other modems.

Faxing
It's tough these days to buy a modem t hat doesn't come w ith the cap ability for
communicating direc tly w i th facs imile machines, and it's a nice feature. This is
especially so if, as d iscussed in t he previous section, you have at least two phone
lines, so that one can be dedicated to the modem (as a data-out and fax-in line) and
one can be reser ved for voice calls.
Different modems suppo rt different faxing capabilities, alt hough all typically
support 9,600 bps Group 3 faxing, th e basic standard for most of t he industry. This
enables your modem to gener ally com municate with any fax machine, whether a
modem or a stand-alone machine, wit hout t rouble.
You may also find that your modem supports 14.4 Kbps or higher speeds for faxing.
Although few stand-alone machines suppor t these speeds, some of the newer ones
do. This can also be useful in instances where you wan t to fax a document from one
computer to another. (Although I'm sort of knocking rny head against a wall to
come up with a really good reason for you to do that. You m ight as well e-mail the
document as an attachment. Here's the only reason I can come up with: Use it as a
"poor man's scanner". Fax a document to another compu ter so you have a
gr aphical image to work wi t h. Of course, you could just take a screen shot of the
original document using 3€-Shift-3, so that's still not much of a reason. Go ahead and
ignore me. I'm j ust chattering.)
Probably the most im portant component for faxing is fax software. Some are
certainly better t han other s. Glo bal Village fax and the fax software that comes with
Apple-included modems is generally well integrated with the Mac OS, going so far
as to enable you to ho ld down the Opti on key while pulling down the File menu to
find that th e Print command has been replaced by a Fax command. (fhe Print
command resur faces when you access the menu w ithout holding down Option.)
Similarly, some software packages add a special Fax command to the File menu
and/or a speci al icon on t he menu bar.
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In any case, faxing is usually handled with a driver in the Chooser, a virtual printer
driver that prints pages to your modem so that they might be faxed. If you need to
send a fax and other commands aren't working, you'll usually have luck by selecting
the fax printer driver in t he Chooser as your default printer (see Figure 16-5).
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Figure 16-5: Click the fax driver in the Chooser to

"print" pages directly to your fax/modem.

Flash-upgradeable
H you have the choice, you really can't go too wrong by choosing a softwareupgradeable modem. These modems have th eir command codes and programming
in a stable but rewritable form of static RAM . This is sometimes called firmwa re
because it's not hardwired into the modem, but it's not quite as easy to change as a
typical software driver, either.
Different manufacturer s have different processes for upgrading modems via
firmware additions. Usually, you'll find the firmware upgrades and instructions
posted on t he modem manufacturer's Web site or available from their customersupport lines. After downloading the firmware upgrade, you may be asked to
restart with Extensions off (hold down the Shift key as your Mac boots up) or to
simply turn off App leTalk and disconnect devices from your serial ports. Next, run
the update software. It (and any README text files that accompany th e update) will
guide you through the process.
The end result can be pretty incredible. Al though some firmware upgrades don't do
mu<;h more than fix bugs, many of them are designed to upgrade the modem t o a
higher-level modem protocol - th at means faster speeds. The latest round of
upgrades has been for 33.6 Kbps modems, many of which can be upgraded t o 56
Kbps speeds. Now, many of these same modems (or new er 56 Kbps modems) can
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be firmware upgraded from their original 56 Kbps standards (either USR's X2 or
Rockwell's 56KFlex) to the v.90 universal 56 Kbps standard.
If you have the opportunity to buy one of these modems, snatch it up; it m ight even
be worth paying a few more do llars than for a modem that isn't upgradeable.

GeoPort Telecom Adapter
Many Power Macintosh (and AV Macintosh) users have one other option that hasn't
yet been touched on much: You can get online without a modem at all. How's t hat?
Using the GeoPort technology built into a Power Mac's serial ports, the PowerPC
chip (or DSP chip in an AV Mac) can be made t o emulate a modem using nothing
more than software. In other words, no physical modem and special
communications chips are required; instead , th e Mac does all the convertin g,
compression and sending of data on its own.
This is actually conceivable for just about any computer, but Apple decided to do
this because of the advanced capabilities of the GeoPort serial ports when
combined wit h the power of the PowerPC processor. It was also to be quite the
boon for Mac users, because they wouldn't ever have to buy a new modem, just
upgrade the software to faster speeds.
It hasn't exac tly taken off. Although the GeoPort/ modem approach has met with
some success and was a popular way for Apple to add modem capabilit ies to
PowerPC Performas for a while, three problems have hindered adoption of the
GeoPort approach: First, you have to buy a GeoPort Telecom Adapter, which
enables your Mac to communicate directly with phone lines (see Figure 16-6).
These tend to run about $100- cheaper than many modems, but not by too much.

Figure 16-6: The Telecom Adapter isn't an actual modem, but it is
requ ired for your Mac to use the GeoPort to emulate modem functions.
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The second problem is that Apple has been slow to release upgrad es to the
GeoPort software (th e Apple Telecom software) that made it work as a faster
modem. The GeoPort software tends to be months, if not years, behind modem
standards. By the time Apple wri tes the software to catch up to modems , the price
of those modems is ver y competitive.
Lastly, the Telecom software has become more of a drain on the PowerPC as the
software's modem speeds and fun ctionality has improved . That i s, running at
higher modem speeds seems to slow down a PowerPC chip considerably; a GeoPor t
solution running at 14.4 Kbps leaves the system sprightly and responsive, but a
GeoPort modem emulator run ning at 33.6 Kbps can make the overall system seem
slow (depending on the processing speed of the Mac, although reasonably powerful
Power PC 603e and 604e-based Macs get sluggish in my experi ence).
That is unfortun ate, because the GeoPort offers a number of other advantages,
including advanced voicemail functions, great built-in fax soft ware, and a number of
other features. Included with the Apple Telecom software i s Apple Phone, a very
cool little program designed t o help you manage telephony (voicemail, faxing) on
your Mac (see Figure 16-7).
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Figure 16-7: App le Phone software, included with th e GeoPort Telecom software,

helps you manage your phone from your Mac.
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If you like the idea of the GeoPort, you can certainly try it. The GeoPort adapter is
still available from Apple retailer s in some quantity, although Apple has stated in its
Tech Notes that the company won't be upgrading the Telecom software past the
version included with Mac OS 8.0. This is a good indication that Apple is moving
away from the GeoPort approach. In fact, even though the Power Macintosh G3
machines include GeoPort technology (GeoPort is also the reason that Power Mac
s e rial ports Call tra11smil at 230 Kbps), they don't support the Te lecom Adapte r,
presumably to save costs.
Tip

If you already have an Internet connection via Ethernet, for instance, you could always
use a GeoPort adapter as an advanced telephony device for managing your voice
phone and outgoing faxes. It's a little cheaper than a regular modem and offers very
capable software for those tasks.

In the Performa 6300, 6400, and 6500 series of Macs, Apple did something interesting- it
shipped different modems with different Mac models. One of those models is a GeoPort
adapter that happens to be built as an expansion card instead of an external GeoPort
adapter. The net result is your internal"modem" is really using the PowerPC's processor to
handle communications duties, which can often slow down the system.
Here's how you can figure out if you have a GeoPort modem. Go into ClarisWorks and open
a new communications session. In the window, type ATil and press the Return key. If the
number returned by the modem is a 0, you have a GeoPort Telecom Adapter. (A Global
Village 28.8 modem will return the number 240, and a 14.4 Kbps Global Village modem
will return 255.)
I got a Performa 6400 a little while back for the office. The first thing I did with it was rip the
GeoPort adapter out of the communications slot. They can be very frustrating little buggers.
On that particular machine, modem communications slowed the processor so severely that
it was a horribly unpleasant experience to surf the Web.
If you don't have the budget to buy an external modem for your GeoPort adapter, a few
tricks are available for speeding it up. First, make sure you have the latest version of the
Telecom software that is included on the CD-ROM for Mac OS 8.0 and above or can be
downloaded from Apple's support library. Second, make sure you've got plenty of RAM in
your system, and add a cache RAM SIMM if you can afford it- these 603e-based Perform as
and Power Macs get a good boost from a cache RAM chip anyway.
The only other option is to try backing the GeoPort down in speed a little bit, settling for
28.8 connections instead of 33.6. Reports have it that the entire system reacts a little more
quickly at that transmission speed.
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Installing a modem

~
Note

Once you've decided on a modem, you're ready to install it. In most cases, the
modem is the easy part- it's installing all the software to run it that's more
challenging. You'll have to install the correct modem driver to get your Mac to
recogn ize i t. Next you have to install software to use the Mac for various activities:
Internet access, online services, or modem-to-modem communications.
Whatever sort of modem you have and however it's installed, there's one precaution
you should take in every instance- use a surge protector on the phone lines connected to your computer. If you have a modern surge protector (not just a power
strip) it should feature phone jacks for protecting your twisted-pair phone cable. It's
very important that you do this. In my experience, more damage is done to ports,
modems, and Mac internals from surges over phone lines than from surges over regular power lines. It's that important.

Internal modems
Installing an internal modem is very similar to installing any other expansion cardthe only difference is you'll most likely need to install the card in the special
communications sl ot in your Mac. If you're not sure which it is, consult your Mac's
manual. Figure 16-8 shows you what the sl ot l ooks like in a Performa 6200-series
Macintosh. The slot is usually quite a bit smaller than other upgrade slots and
should be clearly label ed as a communications slot or a modem sl ot on most Mac
logic boards.
Of course, before you go l ooking for it you should shut down your Mac, ground
yourself and unplug the computer. Open your Mac (or pull the logic board out to
access it) and locate the communications slot. Once you fi nd it, plug the card into
the slot so the phone connectors are avail able through the back panel of the
computer (you may need to remove a small piece of pl astic to open a hole in the
case for the connector). 1£ everything looks well seated, close up the computer and
turn your Mac back on.
After the Mac has started up, run any software that came with the modem; if it's a
GeoPort adapter, run the Apple Telecom software included on the Mac OS 8.0 or
above CD-ROM. (Otherwise, most comm-slot modems were made by Global Village
and require Global Village's Teleport software to work correctly.) You may have to
res tart after installing the software.
With the software installed, you'll probably have a new control panel that controls
the modem -either a Teleport control panel (for a Global Village modem) or an
Express Modem control panel (for GeoPor t modems). Use that control panel to
alter any settings you feel are appropriate for your setup.
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Figure 16-8: Installing a comm-slot modem is like installing a PCI

or NuBus card, only it requires cards that will fit in this special slot.
You'll notice something else, too. In the Chooser, the modem port is no longer a
choice. Unfortunately, you still can't use the modem port for another device, even
though you're not using it for a modem anymore. It's locked up together with the
communications slot, rendering it useless for other devices.

External modems and GeoPort adapters
You'll generally install an external modem on the modem port, if it's free. If it
isn't, you can install a modem on the printer port, but you'll have to make sure
AppleTalk is off, and that means you'll be cut off from any opportunity for LocaiTalk
networking. Of you're using a different sort of hardware for your network, you can
leave AppleTalk on and make sure that LocaiTalk isn't selected in the AppleTalk or
Network control panel.) Using the printer port also means that certain modembased software programs may be confused because your modem isn't on the
modem port. (Few program will mind, but some older programs may have trouble
with this setup.) Also, modem software tends to default to the modem port, so you
may have to change that setting in most of your modem programs.
To install the modem, s hut down your Mac, and then plug the modem's cable into
the serial port on the back of your Mac. Plug the modem's power supply into a
wall socket or surge protector, and then turn on the modem (if necessary). Restart
your Mac.
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When the Mac has r estarted , install any software that w as included with your Mac.
Once it's installed , you may have to res tart your computer. From now on, you
should have a new contr ol panel for your modem, in most cases. In others, you may
have communications software or something similar that sets up your modem.
If you've installed a GeoPort adapter, you'll need to install t he latest version of the
Apple Telecom software you can find, probably the version included with your
latest Mac OS CD-ROM. Or you can download the software from A pple's suppor t
site at VJ\-M . a pp 1 e . com/ support. The Telecom software installs a control panel
called App le Express Modem (or just Express Modem) in your Mac's Control Panels
folder.

High-speed Connections
M odems aren't the only w ay to connect to the Internet and online services; they're
just th e cheapest and most convenient choice for many users because all t hey rely
on is a regular t elephone line. The connections are low-speed at best , however,
even with the mos t advanced modems.
To get yourself a faster connection, you generally have to turn to a new type of
connec tion t echnology- preferably something that acts a whole lot like a regular
computer network, transmitting data over lines of higher quality than the typical
copper phone lines installed by the t elephone company when your home,
apartment, or office building was built.
Mos t of th ese high-speed connections are actually basic networking schemes.
Using some sor t of network adapter, you hook up to a larger, regional network.
This network, in turn, is connect ed to the Intern et. Here ar e the sort of technologies
I mean:

+ Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). This is a digital telephone
service, a concept pioneered by the phone companies in the 1960s and then
promptly forgotten - for all practical purposes. A desire for higher-speed
access to the Internet has generated interest in this technology again, but it's
only taken off in the urban center s of the largest U.S. cities (and a few other s
around the world, I'm told). It's a consid eration for small business and home
office use, although other technologies may soon eclipse it. It's expensive
to implement, because standard phone wiring can't be used; the phone
company has to dig up streets and change your home or business wir ing to
make it all work.

+ Cabl e data connections. It just so happens that the TV cable connection
running into many homes is a whole lot like computer-networking cable. (At
least, it's a Jot like one of the types of networking cabl e, called coax, thinnet,
or 10Base2.) Repurposed for Internet access, th e connecti on that your cable
company can provide you fast connections to the Internet at a pretty
reasonable price.
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+ Satellite connections. Using satellite dishes a lot like the 18-inch minidishes
used fo r T V progr amming, satellite ser vice provider s can give y ou fair ly highspeed access to the Internet. Unfortunat ely, the tran smissi on only goes in one
direction. You can't beam data back up to the sat ellite yourself, so you have to
use a modem connection to send data.

+ Digital Subscr iber Line (DSL). This is another phone company technology,
only it uses r egular phone lines. By using the high-frequency parts of a phone
connec tion (outside of human hearing), DSL achiev es high data r ates while
maintaini ng voice communi cations. DSL i s coming on quick and strong in a
number of locales. If you have the opportuni ty, a DSL connection might be a
great idea for your Mac, especially if it has Ethernet built in.

+ T-1 line. Using fiber optic cabl e, a T-1 line is the preferred way t o get entire
buildings or companies online at once. The T-1 hand les 1.5 megabits per
second. These leased phone lines are a tad expensive, although you can
often fi nd shared T-1 access t hat enables you to use part o f the T-1 line for
lower fees.

+ T-3 line. Cur rently the backbone of the Internet, T-3 lines are rarely used for
direct, individual Internet access. They transfer about 45 megabits per
second. Higher-capacity lines beyond T-3 are starting to be added t o the
Internet infrastructure, whereas T-3 lines are occasionally used to serve data
to and from typi cal bi g-city Internet servi ce provid ers.
You can choose a good number of high-speed t echnologies. But how likely are y ou
to get a faster connection? A l ot depends on where you live. If y ou live close to a
large city, near a major street, and w ithin the service area of a progressive phone,
cable or utility company, you may have a chance. Rural dwellers will have l ess luck,
alt hough some technologies may still become availabl e to you over time.
I'll talk in more depth about ISDN, DSL, and cable modems because, at the time of
wr i ting, these t hree tech nologies ar e thriv ing options for many Mac users. (If you're
lucky enough to have access to a T-1 line for Internet connections, you can Jearn
more about connecting t o one of those in Chapter 17-Tl and Ethernet go hand-inhand.) Satellite access is still on t he hori zon for Mac owners; the only viabl e
satellite solutions cur rent ly use !SA expansion cards, an aging lntel-compatible PConly technology.

ISDN
At one point , Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) was the next step for our
t elephone infras tr uc ture. Th e phone company deci ded that th e copper wiring and
mechanical switches, as well as other aspects o f our aging telephone network
should be overhauled, allowing for a more feature-rich phone ser v ice that would be
easier to run and allow more people to have access to i t. (World Fair-sty le video
phones may have been largely anticipated.) It wasn't seen as an opportunity to
create a huge distributed network of PCs; when it was fi rs t conceived in t he 1960s,
t here weren't any PCs.
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Since that time, the phone companies have broken up , PCs have used modem
technology as a mobile means of connecting to one another, and trends toward
smaller offices, tel ecommuting, and working on the weekends have all contri buted
to demand for such a network to be instituted for dial-up data, instead of just
feature-rich voice or teleconferencing communications. Many regional phone
companies have pushed ahead with the massive infrastructure change t hat ISDN
requires, although progress hasn't been as univer sal among the Baby Bell
companies . At the same time, the world hasn't waited for phone companies to get
their act together, instead creating new and innovat ed technologies-for example,
Caller ID, 56K transmi ssions, DSL-that can exi st over the old copper wires that
most of us have running into our house.
Now, ISDN is at an interesting crossroads. In the urban centers of many larger citi es,
you can switch your house or office over to ISDN servi ce completely, or you can
just add an additional ISDN line. If you switch completely, it means you've got to do
some r adical purchasing, too, as ISDN only works with speci al digital phones (not
regular analog phones). It also means a couple of other annoyances - such as all
your phones having to have power to them to operate. Lose the lights, and the
phones go with them.
Is this a great idea? That remains to be seen. Current phone service for voice
communications is pretty adequate, and other competitors -such as satellite and
cellular communications- may end up taking a load off of land lines in the near
future. At the same time, DSL technology prom ises to use existing phone lines, but
at a different frequency from voice communications, meaning it will be possible to
overlay an entire nation's worth of digital data without ty ing up the phone lines th e
way we do now. And people really like the idea that their phones work even when
their electricity does not, so they may be unlikely to make a wholesal e change to
ISDN for r egular phone communications. The lack of such a comfort as phones that
work during bad storms would not necessarily be seen as progress.
The switch to digital phone t echnol ogy may continu e behind the scenes, much as it
is now, with the phone compani es transparently updating their own equipment for
higher speeds and more bandwidth, while l eaving our phone lines relat ively al one.
That might also play out if some other sort of high-speed access becomes the
dominant one.

How ISDN works
Of course, all this talk of the future isn't all that useful if you'r e sick of watching
Netscape Navigator spin its icon. If you live in an area t hat offers ISDN, it is an
interesting solution to higher speed Internet access- and one that works both
downstream, for receiving data quickly from the Internet , and upstream, for sending
data to the Internet (as in running your own Web server computer). For most
people, the upper limit of an ISDN connecti on (especi ally using off-the-shelf
computer peripherals) is about 128 Kbps, or a little over twice the speed of a 56
Kbps modem. There are, however, other advantages over modems, including the
following:
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+ Latency. Overall , a modem has to "think" about a connection more than a
networ king technology such as ISDN does. With all the com pression, error
correction, line noise, and other i ssues, modem s tend to waste micro- and
nanoseconds transferring data, checking it, and uploading it to your Mac.
Over time, this lag builds up to something noticeabl e.

+ Negotiation. Most ISDN connections take about three seconds to initiate and
begin transmitting. For 56 Kbps and other high-speed modems, this
negoti ation process can take 30 to 45 seconds or longer. That means ISDN
connec tions seem quicker for intermittent surfers and can be cheaper for
by-the-minute Internet services.

+ Reliability. Because line noise isn't a fact or for the completely digital
connection, ISDN gives you a high-speed connection every tim e, instead of the
shoot-and-miss process for analog modems.

+ Flexibility. Because an ISDN line is "smarter" th an a regular telephone line,
the ISDN line can scale your Internet connection from 128 Kbps to 64 Kbps, for
instance, to allow a voice call to ring through on your telephone set. It can
also give you more information about incoming calls and reroute them more
intelligently so that faxes, for instance, always get picked up by a computer or
ISDN fax machine.
Unless ways to overlay t hese features on regular phone lines con tinue to be
discovered, ISDN could easily be the phone technology of the future. Currently,
though, most people focus on using ISDN for high-speed Internet connection if they
worry about i t at all. In addi t ion, because it's not yet a completely accepted
technology, it can be quite a headache to have installed. You need new w iring, new
service, and, most likely, a new billing scheme from the phone company.
In exchange, you get higher-bandwidt h channels coming into your house that offer
interesting features and high-speed data. In essence, you become a network node
on your phone company's network, almost as if their Ethernet or LocaiTalk cabling
was stretching over telephone poles and under streets to reach from thei r offices to
your home or business.
Most phone companies offer Basic Rate access, which gives you three channelstwo full 64 Kbps channel s (A and B) for data and voice, and a D channel that's used
for sending data about incoming calls and otherwise controlling the other two
channels. Your ISDN equipment can then either link these two channels together for
data service, or selectively use them for voice calls and data calls at the same time.
Another level of service, called Primary Rate, is designed more for larger
businesses, enabling many, many channel s to be typed togeth er to create highbandwidth solutions for voice and data in an office situation. Primary Rate service
is generally c harged on a channel-per-channel basis so that companies can gain T-1
level access or higher, depending on their locations' needs.
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You may also find that your phone company offers single channel service, designed
for people who want to use the connection almost exclusively for online access. This
gets you one 64 Kbps channel, making it faster than the fastest modem, with the
same inherent latency and negotiation advantages.

Getting ISDN
If you're interes ted in ISDN for your home or offi ce, call the phone company and
find out if they offer ISDN in your area. If they do, you'll want to ask them how t hey
bill for ISDN; some companies bill by t he minute, whereas others offer a flat rate. If
your phone company bills by the minute, take a hard look at t he numbers before
choosing the service. You may find some other method of high-speed access is
more price competitive.

If you are interested in ISDN, you'll have t o sign up for installati on . Reportedly, that
takes a few days or weeks, no matter where you live in the U.S. Californians
probably fare the bes t in their l arger cities, but the accepted truth i s that it takes
l onger to get ISDN than it does t o get a regular phone line. The phone company may
need to dig up your street t o get it to you- and, at the ver y l east, they'll need to
replace the wiring near your house and often inside as well.
Next, you'll need some equipment for your computer. Remember that an ISDN
connection i s a connection to the phone company's net work. That means you'll
need to terminate the networking connecti on on your end, just as with the
LocalTalk or Ethernet connections discussed in Chapter 17. So, a terminal adapter
or TA-l is required for an ISDN connection. You'll then need an ISDN network
adapter (ei ther an expansion card or a modem) for your Mac. This plugs int o
the terminal adapter, allowing i t to translate the networ k feed into data your
Mac can use.

As you read early on in this chapter, some devices called modems aren't really
modems, because they don't modulat e/demodul ate. An ISDN modem i s t he perfect
exampl e of this. It isn't a modem, it 's just an all-in-one ISDN box th at fills the same
need as a regular modem - i t allows access t o the Internet. But ISDN modems are
cute, and t hey offer most of the advantages of an ISDN connection without some of
the headaches, including an integrated adapter and TA-l in a single box.
Armed with an ISDN line and an adapter, you're ready to get connected. You'll need
to connect t he adapt er to your Mac's serial port (if it's external) or install it in a
NuBus or PC! slot. Next , follow the instructi ons for installing the adapter's software
carefully. Hooking the ISDN adapter up can be a rather complex process, requir ing
quite a bit of help from your phone company.
You can also add ISDN to your local area network. Usi ng a special ISDN rout er, you
can add the full bandwi dth of an ISDN connection to your small office network,
allowing everyone access to e-mail and Web surfing. ISDN can al so be connected to
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a Web server computer, enabling a small business to have reasonable all-around
access to the Internet for the cost of a few modems and the access. (I'll discuss this
sor t of access more in Chapter 17.)
Table 1M shows some manufacturers of ISDN connections and solutions. Note that
Sagem offers a GeoPort adapter for ISDN, which is a little cheaper than a full-fledged
ISDN all-in-one modem.

Table 16-4
ISDN Solutions for Macs

~
Note

Manufacturer

Solution Type

WebSite

3Com

Modems, network

w1vw . 3com . com

Netopia

Modems, network

www.netopia.com

Motorola

Modems

www.bitsurfer.com

Sa gem

Cards, modems, GeoPort

\vww. s a gem . com

US Robotics

Modems

lv~lvl.

Zyxel

Modems

\vvlvl.zyxe l . com

3com . com

If you're considering an external ISDN adapter, remember the modem port lim itations on pre-PowerMacs. The GeoPort in AV and Power Macs is capable of up to 230
Kbps, so it shouldn't be limiting to an ISDN connection. Quadra and older Macs, however, are limited to 57.6 Kbps connections and may have trouble reaching high
speeds with external ISDN adapters that use more than one ISDN channel. Opt for an
internal card (assuming you can find one that supports Nu Bus), w hich shouldn't suffer the sa me setbacks.

DSL
When I first wrote this chapter, I decided that digital subscr ibe line (DSL)
technology wouldn't be discussed in much depth, as it seemed more of a
development for the future. In the time it took for th e chapter to be returned to me
for a second l ook, I'd decided that DSL was happening much faster than I'd initially
thought, and the time had come to discuss it. That's how quickly things are moving
in this industry. This fervor makes sense, however.
Unlike ISDN, which requires you to have your phone lines and phone equipment
switched over, DSL technologies work over your existing phone lines , using highfrequency tones on your lines th at won't interrupt regular phone service. Instead,
data just hums along as if your phone line were a high-speed network connection,
while your phones work as usual.
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How it works
DSL is often called xDSL because there are so many oth er related and somewhat
interchangeable technologies. (fhey're all also somet imes called ADSL, just as a
convenient way to con fuse matters.) If you're really int erest ed, Table 16-5 gives you
some indication of the different types.
The xDSL technology works by using the higher end of th e frequency spectrum on a
regular twisted-pair copper line for data transmission . You get regular telephone
service between OKHz and 4KHz on the line. But data can fi ll the void between 4kHz
and 2.2mHz on your regular telephone line, allowing you to connect to an ISP or a
corporate xDSL dial-up. This line then provides transmission of data at varying
rates, depending on the technologies used and th e conditions of the line, as well as
the type of subscriber loop ( telephone network connection to your nearest
t elephone company's office) and the condit ions on the line.
So what's up with this upstream/ downstream stuff? With many Internet
connectivity opti ons, the speeds at whi ch you can receive data at your Mac (or
your LAN) are much fast er than the speeds at which you can send data back to
your ISP. So, the downstream numbers represent the speeds at whi ch you'll be able
to download d at a; upstream numbers tell you how fas t you'll be able to upload
data. This is particularly interes ting if you plan to run an Internet server computer
over your DSL line; if the upstream number:; are too sl ow, your Internet visitors
may not have an optimum experience.

Table 16-5
Different Types of DSL Technologies
Acronym

Name

Description

Throughput
(Downstream/
Upstream)

ADSL

Asymmetrical DSL

Catch-all name

1.5-6 Mbps/64- 384
Kbps

HDSL

High-speed DSL

Higher speeds
for upstream

128 Kbps- 1.5 Mbps

SDSL

Single-line DSL

Like HDSL, but only
uses one wire pair

128 Kbps- 1.5 Mbps

VDSL

Very high-speed DSL

High-speed, but
must be very dose to
telephone company

51 Mbps/1 .6-2.3
Mbps

RADSL

Rate-adaptive DSL

Likely deployment
candidate, adapting
speeds for line conditions

256 Kbps-6.1
Mbps/ 256 Kbps-1 .5
Mbps
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xDSL connections are subject to th e sam e conditions modem connections arenoise on the line, poor installations, unshielded cabling, and even weather will
ultimately affect the speed and quality o f your connections.
Th e xDSL technologies have an advantage over most ISDN connections, however, in
that they're usually continuous connections t hat require no special phone-call style
negotiation. (You may find your phone company offers a bandwidth-on-demand
system that works a little differently.) This adds to the lack-of-l atency advantage
ISDN has over regular modems: With xDSL, it doesn't take any noticeable delay
before you start downloading data after a few minutes of idle time; with a modem it
can take a full minute and with ISDN it can take a few seconds. Eventually, this adds
up. It also m eans that phone companies and ISPs may be more likely to offer flatrate serv ices for xDSL, because you can't easily log off.
xDSL connects to your Mac- or to a wo r kgroup of Macs - v i a an Ethernet
connection. That means, for the most part, that xDSL connection hardwar e doesn't
need to be Mac-specific. Instead, the equipment acts as an Internet router through
which you can access the Internet over an exi sting Ethernet connection or by
connecting your Mac directly to the Ethernet port on the router.
From there, th e options abound. You may need a special splitter to use the same
phone line for voi ce and data communications, or you may not. Your router may be
in the form of an ADSL " modem" Oike ISDN, it 's not really a modem-just a
convenien t little box) that you can hook an analog phone direc tly to for voice
communicat ions. You may also find that the modem is designed to dial up your
phone company or ISP for bandwidth-on-demand service.

,/
Note

If you've ever wondered why Apple's iMac model - specifically designed for home
users- shipped with an Ethernet port for networking, you may be seeing your answer
right here. xDSL may prove t o be a killer Internet technology for a lot of small offices
and households currently hampered by slow modem con nections. Irs not a boom for
absolutely everyone, but it has potential.

How to get service
Your local phone company probably controls xDSL service in your area, so that's
where you should go to learn about ser vice. In my experience, xDSL ser vice i s
coming on like gangbusters, with local t elephone companies seeing this as a profitcenter t hey never really believed ISDN was. So, it seems phone companies are
rolling it out more quickly.
That's not to say you'll necessarily see it in rural areas anytime soon. Th e current
xDSL techno logies tend t o be limited most sever ely by the dist ance your partic ular
l ocal loop cover s. If you're more than a few miles from your telephone company's
physical switch, you'll have troubl e gettin g thi s first round of servi ce.
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If you live in a large or medium-sized city, t hough, you should have better luck. In
most cases you'll need both t he xDSL service (which will require an installation fee
and an additional monthly or by-the-minute charge) and ISP service to get
connected to th e Internet. You may find t hat your phone company offers both
and/or that the ISP service isn't much mor e expensive th an regular modem-based
service.
You'll also need a router of some sort, whether it's an enclosed modem-style box for
an individual connection or a networking contraption designed to serve a larger
office workgroup. (Note that even minimal xDSL service has the potential t o serve
as a quality Internet connection for five to ten Macs in a small office.) You'll plug
t he router into your Mac's Ethernet por t (or into your workgroup's hub), and then
set up your Mac's TCP control panel according to your phone company's and/ or
ISP's instructi ons. (In some cases, you may need to use th e PPP control panel, too.)
That's i t - you're on t he Internet.
)~
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Netspeed (~1\>Jvl. net speed. com), a division of Cisco Solutions (wVIw. c i sco . com), is
an important early player in xDSL access, as are most of the local telephone companies. For more information of xDSL, check out the Telechoice xDSL Report at
lvWVI . xd sl. com/.

Cable
Offering up to two megabits per second, the cable companies have a couple of
advantages in the race t o provide people high-s peed Internet access in t heir
homes and offices. First , cable is already pretty per vasive. Having control over a
line coming into your home is a cr itical advantage - a lot of Internet providers have
to convince you to use some other mechanism for using their serv ices (such as
satellite receivers, wireless boxes, or a new type of wiring). Because cable is often
already wired through the neighborhood -and uses a type of cabling that offer s
more bandwidt h t han telephone lines - it's cer tainly worth considering.
Cable has one serious d rawback: It's currently a downstream-only technology. That
is, cable companies and cable wiring are only designed to send signals to your TV,
but aren't designed to accept anything back from your home. Internet connectivity
is a two-way street , however, so cable companies will either need t o figure out how
to offer upstream access or require you to use a phone line to send commands
while receiving higher-speed feeds along the cable wiring. (In some cases they
already are coming up with solutions, so consult your cable company before taking
my word for it. Newer cable t echnologies are beginning to appear that enable you
to upload over the cable connection, albeit at slower speeds t han the downstream
technology.)
Even if it's downstream only, the connection should be pretty fast, as cable has t he
pot ential to offer 2 Mbps of bandwidt h. This bandwidth will need to be shared
among households or businesses in a particular node of the cabl e company's
net work, so realistic bandwidth will probab ly be closer to 200 to 300 Kbps for a
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typical cable connection. That's still great speed, however, offering some of the
same lack-of-latency and negotiation advantages as ISDN and xDSL.
As the cable companies ramp up their offerings, it's likely that a number of methods
for getting connected will emerge, although t he Mac compatibility is currently
suspect. The only indicators available are cable access tri als going on around the
country. Although many of the solutions don't currently involve Mac solutions, at
least one impressive offering does-the CYBERsurfer from Motorola (see Figure 169). This cable "modem" is an all-in-one solution that cabl e companies can opt to use
for cross-platform connectivity capabilities.

Figure 16-9: The Motorola CYBERSurfer
comes in versions for both Macs and
lntel-compatible PCs, making it a likely
candidate for cable companies to adopt.
(Courtesy Motorola Corp.)

wap Jt· ,
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The Massachusetts Institute of Technology is keeping track of cable modem technologies at rpc p. mit. edu 1- g in gold I cable I and the @Home network seems to
be leading the charge into cable-based future at ~tMw. home. net.

Setting Up Internet Access

,

Note

Once you've chosen your Internet t echnology and your hardware, you're ready to
set up Internet access. Entire magazine articles and book chapters (in really good
books by famous Mac-loving authors) are devoted to helping you choose a service
provider, so I'll skip that here. Once you've got a service provider, though, you're
ready to head into the Mac OS to set up your Internet access- and that is
something I can help you with.
If you've got Mac OS 8.0 or above, you probably don't even need to bother with this
section if you don't want to. Instead, look on your Mac's hard drive for a folder called
Internet, open it, and look for the Internet Setup Assistant. Run the assistant to set up
all the Internet preferences and addresses you'll need to get online.
If you're going to forge ahead on your own , you 'll need to gather some pretty
specific information, and then head into the Mac OS to change the appropriate
control panel settings. You also need to know a little about the technology the
Internet uses.
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TCP/IP
Transmission Control Protocoljlnternet Protocol (fCP/IP ) is the AppleTalk of the
Internet. It's simply a protocol used by the networking hardware attached to
computers sending data to one another on the Internet. The data packets need to
know where to go and how to get there so that an e-mail message I send from
Colorado, for instance, ends up in your e-mail program's inbox somewhere in Peor ia
or wherever the heck you live.
TCP/ lP is also th e name of a control panel on your Macintosh that gives you access
t o a TCP/ IP network-in most cases, the Internet. (Other networks can use the
TCP/IP protocol, too , to transfer information between a more limited number of
computers. These are usually called intranets, because they use the Internet
protocols, but are limi ted in scope.) The T CP/ IP control panel is t he Internet
interface for Open Transport , the Mac's all-inclusive networking infrastructure
whi ch allows for different typ es of access, like AppleTalk, TCP/IP, and others. (Older
Macs may still use th e MacTCP control panel, which instead layers T CP
connectivity on top of older versions of the Mac OS.)
Your Mac knows intrinsically how to get on the Internet and talk to other
computers in the Intern et language. But i t doesn't really know how it's going to
connect and what i ts address will be until you step in and tell it. You also need
some other (slightly more esoteric) numbers to round out your Mac's ability to
access Internet protocols. Figure 16-10 shows the TCP/ IP control panel.
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Figure 16-10: The TCP/IP control panel gives you

access to the intricacies of the Transmission Control
Protocol for Internet access.
Here are what things mean in the TCP/IP control panel ( these are also the questions
you'll need to ask your ISP, in mos t cases):
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+Connect via. Through this pull-down menu you selec t the method you're
going to use for connecting to the Internet. If you've got an Ethernet card
designed for shared T-1 access, choose Ethernet. If you 'll be using a modem or
ISDN dial-up, choose PPP or the method r ecommended by your equipment
manufacturer. (Using 802.3 is recommended for most standard Ethernet
networks.)
+ Configure. Th is menu determines how your Internet addr ess and other
information will be entered. If you have a PPP dial-up connection without a
fixed IP address, you'll probably choose the option Using PPP ser ver. Your
service provider should be able to help you choose the appropriate option if
you're using a nonstandard connection.
+ IP address. This i s your Mac's physical address on the Internet. Using this
address, which is made up of four groups of d igits separated by periods,
anyone can gain access to anything that's served by your Mac -data that 's
explicitly made availabl e. That includes Web servers, FTP (file transfer)
servers, and even AppleTalk servers (if you intend to allow people to access
your computer over the Internet using App leTalk Remote Access software) . If
you're dialing an ISP over a modem, this address may be dynamically assigned
to you, meaning you don't have t o enter it yourself.
+ Subnet mask. This mask i s used for Macs behind firewalls or otherwise using
internaiiP addresses that aren't individually visibl e on the Internet. In this
case your Mac is connected to a subnet, and gains access to the Internet
t hrough another computer in your l ocal network.
+ Router address. This i s the IP address of the router that gives your particular
Mac its gateway t o the Internet.

,

Note

+Name server address. Internet addresses are, at their lowest level, numbers
like 255 .255.255.255. (Actually, they're binary number s like 11111111.
11 11 1111.11111111.11111 11 1 as far as the computers are concern ed, even
t hough they're translated into decimal numbers, like 256, for us- but don't
tell non-techy people you know that. They'll think there's something wrong
with you.) Because people like addresses such as "www.apple.com" much
more than they like "255.255.255.255", name-server computer s (called DNS
servers) exist t o match t hese names with th eir associated IP addresses. Your
local Internet service provider probably has a DNS server or two; you enter
those computer's numbered addresses here.
If, for some unfathomable reason, you'd prefer to use a Hosts fi le instead of a name
server, you can select that with the Use Hosts file button, which brings up an Open
dialog box to help you locate the file. This is a text file that lists the domain name
associated with a particular IP address. Your Internet provider should offer a name
server to do this for you (because keeping up a Hosts file yourself- with hundreds of
domains being added daily- could be tedious), but you may have need to use a
Hosts fife on some remote island or something. (If you use one, write me and let me
know why.) You'll only use the other search-path parameters if you understand the
whole Hosts file things.
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Close the dialog box, and your setting s hould take. If you're using a direct
connection (Ethernet or related), you're clone. If you're c reating a dialup
connection, you'll need to set up PPP, too.

ppp
The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) is a common method for estab lis hing a TCP/IP
network connection over a phone line. TCP/lP is des igned for direct connectionsit's only a transmission protocol, relying on the Mac's underlying network
infrastructure to actually talk to your Ethernet card, for ins tance. But even your
Mac doesn' t know how to create a TCP/IP connection using a modem. So, PPP must
be added to the mix.
PPP is also a control panel in the Control Panels folder on your Mac. Open it up and
you'll see some basic options (see Figure 16-11).
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Figure 16-11: The PPP control panel

enables you to hook up to a TCP/IP
network (usually the Intern et) over a
phone line.
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In the PPP control panel, you enter the username and password for your PPP
account (your ISP will assign these to you). You also enter the phone number your
modem is s upposed to dial to access the ISP's modem pool for gaining access to the
Internet. Click the Options button, and you'll get a few options regarding how your
modem is dialed (whethe r it auto-redia ls, dials when you la unch a Web browser,
and so on).
After setting up PPP, you need to set up your modem- with PPP control panel
active, pull down the PPP menu and choose Modem. This opens the Modem
control panel (which you can a lso access from the Apple menu or through other
conventional means). In the Modem control panel, you s hould select the modem
model you're using for this dial-up connection.
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But what if your modem doesn't show up? You then need to add an Open Transport
PPP script (OT/PPP) for your modem. The manufacturer should provide the script.
(Call their customer service department or check their Web site.) To install the
script, drag it to th e Modem Scripts folder, in the Extensions folder, which in turn is
stored in the System Folder.
With all this set up, head back to the PPP con trol panel and click Connect. You
should hear your modem wind up, dial and connect to an answering modem at your
ISP's site. Soon, you'll have an active TCP/IP connection. Fire up a Web browser or
e-mail program and test it.

Telephony
Outside of modems and th eir faxing capabilities, you may also want your Mac
taking over even more of your phone-related duties, whether that's creative
handling of Caller 10 information, paging, or just plain voicemail. A number of
solutions exist, even though you don't hear much about them , that can help you in
a home or small office environment to manage your phone like you manage data.
There are two sides to adding tel ephony features and management to your Machardware and software. You may already have the hardware you need, although
some unique solutions exist. The software, however, is where the power really
kicks in.

Hardware solutions
Many telephony software solutions on the Mac make use of PowerPC-based Macs
and the GeoPort Telecom Adapter. As mentioned earlier, the Telecom Adapter does
more than simply act as a modem; i t basically allows your Mac to interface with the
telephone. In fact, it doesn't have to act as a modem at all. Instead , it can act as a
telephony device designed for voicemail or other pursuits. The GeoPort Telecom
Adapter hooks up to the modem port on your Mac in the same way any external
modem does.
The Yo Yo from Big Island Software (vMvJ . b i g i s l and . com) is a personal favorite of
mine, although indications are that further development may have been
discontinued . The Yo Yo is a small white box that, once connected to your ADB port
for power, acts as a pass-through for your phone line and phone extension.
Features of the Yo Yo include the following:
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+ The hardware features an LCD indicator that blinks to tell you when you have
a voicemail message. H you have voicemail through your phone company, a
stuttered dial tone is usually the indication that you have a message. Yo Yo
listens for this dial tone, and flashes its light w hen detecting it.

+ The hardware is also capable of recognizing Caller ID in formation and paging
a predetermined pager number as calls come in, even if t he Mac isn't t urned
on. T he Caller ID phone number appears on the recipient's pager along with a
code denoting that the page was sent by Yo Yo. For Yo Yo owners, it's like
having mobile Caller ID. When the Mac is turned on, Caller ID information is
displayed on screen and can be announced w i th audio cues or spoken text (if
Speech Technologies are enabled for your Mac).

+ A combination of the software and hardware enables you to set certain times
when the Yo Yo's extension phone won't ring, so you'll be undisturbed, at least
in that room.

+ The combination also helps you track and log incoming and outgoing calls
based partly on Caller ID information. This can be very helpful to
professionals and small business people w ho bill by the hour.
Other telephony software can make use of voicemail-capable modems and other
particular models. It's possible that some of these companies will soon make use of
PCI cards that exist for Windows (and wouldn't need more than driver software to
work on Mac PCI-based machines), but I haven't seen any concrete indicators as of
this writing.

Software
More important than how your Mac gets connected to a phone line is how t he
software handles its duties. In most cases, the software is designed to offer a more
sophisticat ed approach to single-line voicemail handling, although some versions
may offer multiline voicemail solutions in the future. Her e are some different
software programs t hat handle telephony:

+ MegaPhone (Bing Software, Wvl\v . bing so ftw ar e . com/) is telephony
management software for th e home and small office, giv ing you conferencing
features, call scheduling, call logging in a contact database, and voicemail, all
based around a GeoPort Adapt er or a voicemail-enabled modem.

+ PhonePro (Bing Software) is even more ext ensive, allowing you to use a Macbased network in your office to take voicemail messages and pop them up on
the correct desktop, offer fax-back services, route calls to the correct
extension, create a voicemail hierarchy, and automati cally dial the recipient's
pager when a voi cemail message is left.
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+ PhoneMaker (Micro Mat, ~til'lw. mi c rom at . com) i s a similar, full-fl edged
tel ephony product that's actually a v isual tel ephony programming tool. It
allows you to create voicemail systems for your office. Implement phone mail,
auto-attendant, call-processing, fax-on-demand or integrated voice response.
+ MacComCenter (Smith Micro, Yllv'tl. smi thmi era . com) is another more basic
fax and voice application for personal or small office use, including voicemail,
Caller ID, and paging capabi lities.

Summary
+ M odems are far and away the most popular method for getting on the
Internet and signing onto online services, although they can al so be used for
voicemail, as a speakerphone, or to communicate with fax machines. In
any case, choosing the right modem for your particul ar needs takes some
consideration of the different types of modems and the varying features they
offer.

+ In many cases you'll install a modem using the external modem port on your
Mac, simply plugging it in, and then installing any software that came with the
modem. If you have an internal communications slot, however, you may opt to
install the modem intern ally, which will require opening your Mac's case or
pulling out the logic board. You'll then need to con figure it to work correctly
over phone li nes.
+ If you want higher speed access to the Intern et, you'll find that more and more
options are popping up. ISDN is a reasonably popular way to double or triple
modem speeds, with xDSL technologies coming on strong in the high-speed
arena. If it's offered in your area, cable-based Internet connections may also
be a popular al ternative, through which you can use your TV's cable
connec tion for high-speed Internet down loads.
+Once you have a connection-whatever it is-you'll need to set up your
Mac's system software to properly d eal with the Internet. In a way, it's a basic
networking connection Oust to a very large network). You'll use the TCP/ IP
and PPP control panels, in most cases, along with some important numbers
and other information you'll need to get from your ISP or system
administrator.
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Networking
T

he Mac's built-in and easy-to-add networking features
have made it a connected machine from very early in its
existence. Ever since somebody came up with a really good
use for Macs - desktop publishing-Mac owners have been
using LocaiTalk and AppleTalk to connect their computers to
shar e files and offer laser printing to the entire office.
Although local networking has been around as long as UNIX
(and even longer with mainframe-type shari ng of data and
applications) the Mac did a lot to popularize the i dea of t he
local area network (LAN), or small workgroups shar ing files
and print jobs over a limited amount of space. LocalTalk, the
Mac's first networking hardware standard, remains among the
simplest to implement and manage.

In contrast to the Mac, other computing platforms initially
made networking to ugh to master. Novell and Microsoft offer
extensive training courses for network administrators
designed to teach them all the nuances of a new network
operating system and a long laundry Jist of codes and keys to
passwords, security, permissions, and drivers. You also
needed to know quite a bit about designing a network
topology, keeping track of cable lengths, and installing devices
like hubs and r outers.
Mac networks can get almost thi s complicated, these days;
some universi ty campuses and profess ional creative agencies
have extensive Mac networks that need to be closely
managed. But, by and l arge, everything is a lit tle easier for
Mac workgroups, even when using technology originally
developed for other platforms, such as Ethernet netw or king
and TCP/IP protocols.
Depending on your l evel of inter est , Mac networkin g i s
completely fl exible for the task at hand. If you want to connect
two machines for basic fil e sharing and print sharing, th at 's
easily done. If you want to connect 30 machines and a highend laser printer for the same tasks, this can also be
accomplished. Want to actually control the screen of another
Mac or Windows PC from across th e room, the building, or
over the Internet? You can do t hat , too, with the right tools.
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How networking
works
Networking Macs
together
Adding PCs to your
network
Remote networking
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In this chapter, you'll start by looking at the basics of Macintosh networking and
networking protocols. You'll then learn how to creat e a network, install networking
hardware, and even add Intel-compatible PCs to the mix. Lat er, I'll talk about
other cool productiv ity tricks such as adding Internet access, remote networking,
and more.

Mac Networking Technologies
In networking, you have three major issues t o worry about. One is the type of
hardware being used t o connect the computers. This includes expansion cards,
cabling, connectors, and t erminators, but depends mostly on the overall
technology that's used for the hardware. In the Mac's case, that 's generally one of
two cabling sch em es: Ethernet or LocalTalk. A third scheme, Token Ring, is based on
a proprietary IBM standard that had a brief flare of popularity, but is no longer
wid ely used. You're unlikely to find Token Ring hardware for Macs any more,
although you'll occasionally come across odds and ends for upgrading purposes.
The second issue you need to worry about i s the networking protocol - the
software commands- used t o route data from one place to another. It's interest ing
to note that, in spite of a mouthful of confusing names, the topology of a network
and the networking protocol being used are really unrelated. In general, you can use
any topology ( for example, Ethernet) with any networking protocol (for example,
AppleTalk) that the Mac supports. In fact, Open Transport, the Mac's under lying
networking technology, makes thi s even easier.
For most folks, the networking protocol choices will be threefold: AppleTalk,
TCP/IP, or Novell NetWare. (The Point-to-Point Protocol can also be included in this
list, although it's usually simply used to cr eat e a network connection for one of the
other protocols over phone lines or other networking options such as ISDN.) Even
more generally, AppleTalk will be your most likely choi ce for workgroup settings, as
it's the protocol around which Macintosh networking has been built. If your
workgroup is primarily Mac-based , you'll probably use AppleTalk to connect the
Macs, and then use other protocols to add In tel-compatibl e PCs or applications for
accessing Novell and Windows NT server computers. If y our office has mostly lntelcompatible PCs, your Mac is going to have to be a better citizen than usual, most
likely running NetWare for speaking to DOS-based network ser ver s, or AppleTalk for
accessing a Windows NT ser ver that's fr iendly to Macs.
The third issue? The topology of your network, or the pattern in whi ch y our
network i s laid out, is an important consider ation. In a bus topol ogy, each computer
is connected to the next in turn, with the cable ending on each end of th e network,
usually with hardware terminators. This topology is mos t common for LocalTalk
connections. In a ring (or tol?en ring) configuration, the network loops back on
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itself, and the last comput er is connected to the first computer to complete the
loop. In a star topology, the network is served by a hardware hub that has a length
of networking cable running out to each individual computer. This is how most
Ethernet networks are wired together.

LocaiTalk
LocalTalk is a networking archi tecture that's built into every Mac. It is easy to use
and fairly flexible. It's also pretty slow. At a maximum speed of about 230 Kbps,
LocalTalk is designed more for occasional file and print sharing in very small
offices. A 1MB file, for instance, takes about 30 seconds to transfer over a LocalTalk
network, making it the wrong solution for large workgroups of designers and artists.
LocalTalk is a fine idea for a smaller office or organization, though, especially if it
deals with smaller documents and has few workstations. In fact, as discussed in
Chapter 15, you'll often have reason to create a LocalTalk network of only two
computers -a Mac and a PostScript printer. Remember, however, that LocalTalk
has limitations; without a repeater or hub (devices that wi ll boost the LocalTalk
signal), you're limited to 32 devices and 1,800 feet of cabling.
LocalTalk uses the Mac's printer port as a networking interface, requiring a special

transceiver to chain the Macs in the workgroup together. The transceiver is a small
box with two LocaiTalk ports on it and a serial cable for connecting to the printer
port. The two LocalTalk ports enable one Loca!Talk cable to come in from the
previous transceiver in the chain and another cable to head out to the next Mac in
the chain.
It's somewhat rare to have a hub or other networking device at the center of your
Loca!Talk network; instead, like a SCSI chain, Macs are all connected to one other to
create a LocalTalk connection. At the last Mac on either end of the LocalTalk chain,
a terminator is installed in th e open LocalTalk port on the first and last transceiver
to signify the end of the network. (As noted earlier, this is a bus topology.)

,

Note

LocalTalk connections are usually accomplished using one of tw o types of cableeither standard LocalTalk cabling o r PhoneNet cabling. A LocalTalk cable looks a lot
like a typical Mac serial cable, except it only has 3-pin connector s, and it's only
designed to connect between LocaiTalk transceivers. The transceivers, in turn,
connect to the Mac via a typical serial cable connector (as shown in Figure 17-1).
You'll also occasionally find a third type of network "wiring" - an IRTalk transceiver
that enables your Mac to communicate with the network using its wireless infrared
(IR) port, as appears on many newer PowerBooks. Farallon (w1~~1. faral l on . com/ )
makes the AirDock transceivers for this purpose.
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Figure 17-1 : LocaiTalk transceiver and LocaiTalk cabling
The problem with the typical LocaiTalk connectors and cabling is they tend to
come unattached pretty easily- a circumstance that can be frustrating if you're
managing more than one or two computers. The solut ion to this problem was
created in the late 1980s by the networking solutions company, Farallon. Called
PhoneNet, this LocalTalk cabling solution uses regular phone wire (with RJ-11
connectors) to connect between special PhoneNet transceivers. Not only is this
a bit less expensive and easier to string than the thi cker, heavi er LocalTalk cable,
but PhoneNet connectors tend to lock together and stay connected. One
disadvantage: PhoneNet limits your network to about 24 devices.

,

Note

PhoneNet is probably more common than regular LocaiTalk cabling, and it's now
made by a number of manufacturers. Even Apple has sold PhoneNet cabling and
transceivers. Figure 17-2 shows a PhoneNet connector.
Some phone wiring (the jacks and wiring in the walls of your home or office) is actually capable of handling two lines over a single connector; all you need is a Line
1/Line 2 modular adapter. If your home or office is wired in this manner, and you're
not using that second line, you can use the phone wiring for PhoneNet connections,
too, because these connections use phone wiring and RJ- 11 connectors. Instantly,
your office or home is wired for a network.
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Figure 17-2: PhoneNet wiring is a little easier to install, and th e
connectors tend to stay firmly in place.

Ethernet
The standard on many c omputing platforms, Ethernet is easily the most po pular
way to network computer s together. Ethernet is inexpensive to add to a computer,
it's fast (either 10 Mbps o r 100 Mbp s, depending on th e network's equipment) and
it's well supported by networking protocols. Perhaps best o f all, Ethernet is built
into many popular Mac models (see Table 17-1).

Table 17-1
Ethernet Options for Major Mac Models
Model

Ethernet Connector

Ethernet Upgrade Options

Classic Macs (Mac SE and newer)

N/ A

PDS card

Mac II series

N/ A

NuBus card

LC series

N/ A

PDS card

Performa series

N/ A

PDS or comm slot card

Performa 5400, Power Mac
5400,5500,4400

lOBaseT

Comm slot

Performa 6 110 series

AAUI

NuB us
(contin ued)
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Table

17-1

(continued)

Model

Ethernet Connector

Ethernet Upgrade Options

Centris/Quadra

AAUI

NuB us

Quadra 60 5

N/A

N/A

Quadra 630

N/A

Comm Slot

Power Mac (NuBus)

AAUI

NuB us

Power Mac 6500, 7200, 7300,
7600, 8600, 9600

lOBaseT/ AAUI

PCI

Power Mac G3

lOBaseT

PCI

Power Computing

lOBaseT

PCI

Motorola StarMax 3000, 4000

N/ A (optional)

PCI

StarMax 5000

l OBaseT

PCI

UMAX (J & S models)

lOBaseT

PCI

Macs that otrer a lOBaseT port can accept a lOBaseT connector directly into the
back panel of the Macintosh. Those Macs that offer an Apple Attachment Unit
Interface (AAUI) transceiver option can use an external transceiver device t o add
either lOBaseT or 10Base2 (ditrerent types of Ethernet cabling) connections. Those
that otrer no standard connec ti on can have Ethernet added via an expansi on care!.

~
Note

Standard Ethernet offer s theoretical transm ission limits of about 10 Mbps, although
real-world results are gener ally much lower than this. A 100 Mbps standard is
starting to catch on with users and administrators, resulting in a proliferation of
100 Mbps Eth ernet adapters, hubs, and other equipment. Although you still aren't
likely t o reach such speeds (because of slowdowns in th e OS, among other things),
you will see an impressive increase in performance as a result of moving up to 100
Mbps equipment.
If your Mac doesn't offer an internal Ethernet solution, you can add Ethernet with a
SCSI-to-Ethernet adapter. Both Dayna Communications (www . dayna . com/ ) and
Sonic Systems (v11"w. soni csys . com/ ) offer solutions for connecting to an Ethernet
network using your Mac's built-in SCSI port.
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Expert tip': .Comm slot defined
If you have a Performa, Power Macintosh all-in-ane, or another similar Mac model, you may
have a communications slot (Ncomm slot") port available in your Mac for conveniently
adding Ethernet capabilities or certain modem models. The problem is knowing which
comm slot you have. If you're scratching your head over how to distinguish the original
comm slot from comm slot II, Rick Voelker, owner of Voelker Research
(w1vw . voe k 1er. com/ ) in Colorado Springs has the answer:
"Here's my official definition: A comm slot is a slot in which internal cards can be installed,
typically communications products such as modems or Ethernet cards. Comm slot II is the
same as above, except it's the slot found in PCI Macs, including the Power Macintosh 5260
and up. They're not interchangeable.
"So, how can you be totally sure w hich slot you have? If you don't trust t he definition given
above, check the Apple Tech Info Library (h ttp : I It i 1 . info. app 1e . com/) for a spec
sheet on the particular Mac you are researching. It will tell you which your model has.
"How do you know which kind of card you are ordering? The spec sheet for the card is the
ultimate identifier. Typically, a card will be described as a 'CS' or 'CSII' in the description:'

Ethernet cabling
So, for an Ethernet network, you need the Ethernet circuitry - either built-in or on
an expansion card - and some cabling. Two major ty pes of Ethernet cabling are
common: 10Base2 and l OBaseT.
10Base2 cabling is also called thin net, coax, or BNC (the connector is actually a
BNC connector, but often you'll hear the cabling referred to by its connector type).
This is usually black or gray cabling that looks a lot like the cable used to connect
a TV to cable television input or, sometimes, a VCR. 10Base2 cabling connects to a
BNC connector or a 10Base2-compatible Ethernet transceiver or card: The
transceiver features a small, round post that can accept a connection from th e
BNC connector (see Figure 17-3).
Although 10Base2 is the less popular (these days) of the two types of Ethernet
cabling, it does o ffer one major advantage: Like LocalTalk, 10Base2 cabling can
be used to daisy chain Macs into a long line of netwo rked computers in a bus
topolOf,ry. 10Base2 doesn't require any other hardware-such as a networking hubto operate. Mos t 10Base2 transcei vers offer two BNC connectors, one for the cable
coming in and one for the cable going out . This enables you to connect to the
next Mac downstream or add a terminator if you've reached th e end of the
networking line.
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Figure 17-3: 10Base2 cabling and connector
This is good, hear ty cable that's recommended for a number of installationsespecially industrial environments, factory floor s, and anywhere where you need
sturdy cabl e that's res istant to electrical noise. A daisy-chain network of 10Base2
cabling can only stretch about 600 feet before problems creep in or you 're forced to
add a hub or network switch.
IOBaseT is a bit easier to work with, although it does require a special hub to
connect more than two computer s t o one another. I OBaseT is also commonly called
twisted pair and sometimes referred to by its connector type, RJ45. IOBaseT wiring
is very much li ke typical phone wiring (which is also referred to as twisted pair).
They are two different types of cable, though. Visually, the thickness and connector
are di fferent; the IOBaseT connector is larger, and the cable overall i s thicker.
Regular phone cabl e uses an RJ II connec tor, whereas Ethernet cabling uses an
RJ45 connector.
The hub in a lOBaseT connection is a small box into which you hook a number of
RJ45 connectors so that they can talk to one another. With the hub at the center,
then, this configuration is often referred to as a star topology because each
connection branches away from the center like the points on a star.
There are a couple of advantages to IOBaseT that deserve to be looked at:

+ Fa ult-tolerant. Because

I OBaseT Ethernet requires a hub, each individual
workstation is isolat ed. If there's a problem with one of the lines, it won't
bring down the entire network like a 10Base2-based topology can (and often
does). Usually a IOBaseT network can keep runn ing if one of the client
computers starts having trouble.
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+ Easy to troubleshoot. For

pretty much that same reason, lOBaseT is easier to
troubleshoot. On a l0Base2 bus, a network problem can be the result of a
disconnect on any one of the lines strung between the computers, or a
problem with the Ethernet connection itself. Unfortunately, nothing points
you to the specific computer that 's causing the trouble. (In some cases you'll
notice that downstream network connections are failing w hile upstream
connections aren't, sugges ting which M ac is the source of the break in the
cabling. In other cases, thi s won't be as o bv ious.) With lOBaseT, a compu ter
that 's hav ing networ k trouble is the problem computer, as it's only connected
to the hub, not to a string of other computers.

+ Easy to move. When you work with

10Base2, you need to focus on how long
each segment of cable is, where the next computer is, and how you 're going to
get the cable to it. With lOBaseT, you can move a computer, and then plug it
back into the hub without worrying about w her e it is in relation to the other
computer s.

Of course, if you have your heart set on using 10Base2, you can get hubs fo r it, too,
although they're not as common .

Hubs and switches
So what, exactly, are these hubs? Hubs are boxes that offer ports for Ethernet
cabling and indicators that tell you (at a basic level) what's going on wi th your data.
Hubs range from l ow-end, small-business-ori ented m odels that have a few por ts to
those with many ports and m odular designs destined to be linked together.
Although hubs gen er ally use lOBaseT connections fo r m ost of the Ethernet cabling,
you' ll often find they offer a BNC connector for a coax cable that can link hubs
together.
Hubs come in different shapes, sizes, and levels of techni cal prowess. If you're
sh opping for a small business hub, a basic passive hub should work fine for ten or
fewer nodes. Here's how the different types of hubs, scaled upward in capabilities,
compare:

+ Passive hubs. These hubs connect Ethernet cabling to

form a star topology,
but don't do anything particularly speci al to the data packets as they pass
through . Often, dat a packets are replicated onto ever y port in the hub and
sent to all the linked computers, where the packets are ign ored by nodes fo r
which the data was not intended (see Figure 17-4).

+ Managed hubs. This type of hub enables an administrator to talk to it through
a software interface, picking and ch oosing different behaviors for each port.
The administrator can turn on and off certain ports, tunnel direc t connections
between certain ports, and manage the flow of data.
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+ Switched hubs. Also just called switches, these hubs actually take note of the
data that's being transmitted and move it to the proper port. This results in a
more expensive hub that's capable of much more efficient networking. An
example is a switched hub with a 100 Mbps connecti on to a server and
switched 10 Mbps connections to each Mac. If there are ten Macs on the
switch, each could theoretically receive 10-Mbps streams of data
simultaneously. What 's better, all the data will be relevant, because it's
addressed to that particular port.

Figure 17-4: This little pa ssive hub is easy to set up for a smaller workgroup. Just
plug it in and add Ethernet connections.

If you'll be using an aii-Ethernet network to get your Macs working together, a hub
is definitely the right way to go, and you can change or add hubs as you upgrade
the network. It's certainly not as tough to buy a hub as it might seem- for basic
uses a passive hub is fine. Once your network grows larger or you identify
bottlenecks (for example, a creative workgroup might need better bandwidth for
transferring digital images than the accounting department, which has lowbandwidth needs), you can add managed and switched hubs.
Look for a manufacturer th at offers an easy-to-grasp modular approach t o adding
hubs , as well as one that can help you understand and add oth er technologies, like
routers for Internet access or bridges for crossing over to another network
topology.
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What's a router and a bridge, anyway?
For the record, I don't consider myself particularly slow. But this router thing has been driving me nuts for as long as I've been involved in computing. What is a router? Why would
you need a router? I asked and read and wondered, and still couldn't quite figure it out.
After years of pounding my head against the wall, I think I've finally hit on the simplistic,
understandable answer to what a router does.
In a nutshell, a router is smart hardware designed to filter data coming from one network
and forward it to another network. Like a bridge, a router has the potential to take data
from one network architecture and move it onto another network architecture. (A bridge
might be used to get a LocaiTalk and an Ethernet network to share AppleTalk data packets.)
The router is smarter than a bridge, though, because it can tell what a data packet is for and
send it along in the right direction.
If you're a business and educational user or administrator, you'll want to know if you need
a router for Internet access. The answer is yes, you do need that router ... at least somewhere- if not your office, then in your building, your company, or your ISP. After all, you've
got to grab the data packets of the Internet backbone and direct them toward your organization somehow. {I'll discuss Internet access for LANs later in the chapter.)
Otherwise, you only require routers when data packets need to find their way efficiently
around larger networks - such as those on large school campuses or in corporations and
organizations. At that point, routers become part of a larger scheme of inter-networkingtaking smaller LAN networks (or workgroups) and getting them to talk together in a Wide
Area Network (WAN, or internet). Somehow the data has to know when to jump off the
local network in search of its destination on another network. That's what a router is for.

Open Transport
If you 've got a PowerPC or 68040-based Macintosh w ith Mac OS 7.6 or higher, you're
running Open Transport. (You can get Open Transport t o run on Macs running
Mac OS 7.5 or higher, but you'll need to download it from Apple's Support site at
~/\vW. a pp 1e . com/sup port I .) Open Transport is th e basic networking technology
found in the lowest level s of the Mac OS; all other networkin g i s based on Open
Transport.
It may help to think of Open Transport as the QuickTime-like t echnology of Mac
networking. Remember how QuickTime is able to take many types of files and file
formats and then bring them all together on a Mac to create a single mul timedia
movie? That's sort of what Open Tr ansport does for Macs in rever se; it speaks a
single networking language to the Mac OS, but then uses different networking
protocols -AppleTalk, TCP/ IP -to talk t o the outside world. This approach not
only makes the Mac multilingual for flexibility on the Internet, it also makes it easier
to set up networkin g service on your Mac without getting a master 's degree on the
subject .
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From your Mac's viewpoint, Open Transport is a series of shared libraries st ored in
the Extensions folder providing programmers access to the AppleTalk and TCP/ IP.
On most modern Macs, you'll need to have these libraries (and other Open
Transport files) installed properly for networking to work.

AppleTalk
AppleTalk is far and away the most popular networking protocol language fo r
Macintosh computers and workgroups. Although AppleTalk was and i s a
proprietary Apple-owned standard, Apple has m ade App leTalk's inner workings
available for public consumption, enabling o th er manufacturers to write to its
specifications. As a r esult, AppleTalk services appear in a wide range of products,
including AppleTalk networking services built into Windows NT servers, AppleTalk
software for Windows 95 desktops, Novell network software for Macs, and even
AppleTalk connectivity for UNIX and other platforms.

Types of AppleTalk networks
Originally conceived as a client/server protocol, AppleTalk in the beginning was
configured so that one computer acted as a conduit for most of the communication.
On that server computer, shared files were stored and accessed by the individual
client Macs used by the res t of the workgroup. The server computer was also
respons ible for handling the printer ser vices for each Mac. When a Mac wanted to
print, it asked the print server to put its print req ues t in a queue.
The server software for a client/server AppleTalk network is called AppleShare Oust
to keep things perfectly clear) and must be purchased from Apple or Apple
retail ers. The AppleShare IP server software runs on one particular Mac in the
office, which ser ves files and allows access to the printer as needed. The latest
versions of AppleShare IP feature Web, FTP, and Internet e-mail servers as well.
With the appear ance of Mac System 7.0 (Mac OS 7.0 in today's parlance), t hat
client/server r equirement changed somewhat. Although large offices and
workgroups that require strong printing capabilities will often use AppleShare, a
new level of networking, called peer-to-peer networking, was included in the System
software. Also known as Personal File Sharing, this system allows Macs to talk to
one another wi thout using a ser ver computer as a go-between. In essence, every
Mac on the network i s both a server and a client, enabling network users to log into
one another's computers and share files in that way (see Figure 17-5).
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~
Note

Along wit h this capability came Printer Sharing, a tec hnology th at allows an
individual Mac t o sh are its d irect-connected prin ter with t he rest of the AppleTalk
network. Wit h Printer Sharing t urned on, t he shared printer sim ply shows up in the
Chooser on any Macs t hat are part of t he networ k.
The current Ap pleTalk implementation is actually called Apple Talk Phose 2 because it
extends the origina l AppleTalk specification conceived for the original Mac models.
Through Phase 2, more Macs ca n be connected to a particular network at once, and
data can be routed from one smaller network to another so that a number of different networks can communicate with one another.

AppleTalk addresses
AppleTalk is a pack et-based networking protocol that sends data bet ween
computers in t he form of indiv idual elect roni c messages. Large files will be broken
cl own into smaller packet s, each of which has both an or iginating and destin ation
address. The packets manage to find their way t o a specific computer because each
node (Mac, PC, laser printer, and so on) on an AppleTalk networ k is given an
address, or a seri es of numbers t hat uniquely identify it on the network. These
addresses are assigned dynamically, mean ing no individual has to sit at a particu lar
Mac and assign the addresses to each computer. Inst ead, Macs assign themselves
t he addresses when t hey fir st sign onto the net work.
When a Mac becomes act ive on a network, it chooses a networking number and
polls the ot her computer s to find out i f that number is already t aken. If it's not, th e
Mac assigns itself the num ber ; if it is, it starts t he process of choosing and polling
all over again.
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The AppleTalk addressing scheme consists of three different numbers: a network
number, a node number and a socket number. These three numbers uniquely
identify not only each Mac, PC, and printer on a given AppleTalk network, but also
each network. That makes it possible for the net works to communicate with one
another, usually through special hardware called routers.
Because Mac designers and programmer s rarely like to have users looking at raw
numbers and bi zarre addressing schemes, they came up with the concept of
AppleTalk zones. A zone is really just a network with a particular network num ber.
In gener al, these zones are separated by router hardware, which enables them to
communicate w ith one another, but still maintain a certain separation. For example,
say a systems administrator in a company was trying t o decide how to implement a
computer network. This would give ever ybody the ability to exchange e-mail
messages and files. However, there might not be much point in having a situation
where someone in the accounting department accidentally prints documents to the
creative depar tment's printer s. So, the system adm inistrator might want to assi gn
the vari ous departments to separate zones to keep user s in one zone from seeing
the printer ser ver s of another zone in their Mac's Chooser (unless those users
specifically choose that other zone). The syst em administrator could even res trict
users from accessing a particular zone, or req uire a passwor d for a new zone, j ust
so that ever ything remains orderly.

Signing on

,

To activate AppleTalk ser v ices for your Mac, you first need to be properly
configured on the network using either LocalTalk or Ethernet hardware and cabling.
You then use the AppleTalk control panel (in Mac OS 7.6 and l ater) to choose which
cabling will be used for your AppleTalk connecti on (see Fi gure 17-6) . After choosing
a topology, the Mac will check t o make sure everything is in working order. It'll then
turn on AppleTalk networking for you.

Note

Earlier versions of the Mac OS rely on a control panel called Network, which does
basically the same thing as the AppleTalk control panel, but looks more like the
Chooser (it has icons you click instead of a pull-down menu).
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panel t o choose your networking
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If you've already visited t he AppleTalk control panel in the past , your main base of
operations for AppleTalk networking w ill be the Chooser. In th e Chooser, you can
t urn Appl eTalk on and off, and you can click t he AppleShare icon t o see what file
volumes are available to you (if you're using AppleShare client/ server software)
or what other Macs can be accessed (if you're on t he Personal File Sharing peerto-peer approac h).
You can also choose the AppleTalk zone in which you'd like to look for ser vers and
file volumes, and y ou can enter an lP address for accessing an AppleShare IP server
over the Internet (see Fi gure 17-7).
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Mac networking decisions.

To access a particular hard drive from the Chooser, start by clicking the AppleShare
icon, and then double-clicking the volume or computer name t hat appears in the
right-hand window. The Mac responds wit h a di alog box that asks you to enter your
name and password. If you pass muster, the dr ives are mounted, and t hey appear
on y our desktop.

File sharing
What i f you want to set up your computer as a ser ver ? This is especi ally important
in a peer-to-peer networ k, w here people want to access different folders and drives
from different people's Macs. To do that, you need to t urn on Personal File Sharing.
Head to the Control Panels entry in your Apple menu (or th e Control Panels folder
in your System Folder) , and you'll find the File Sharing control panel. Open it to
reveal settings for file sharing.
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File sharing is pretty straightforward. You need to give the Mac an owner's name, a
password, and a computer name -the name that will appear in the Choosers of
other Macs on the network. Next, hit the Start button to start up file sharing. After a
few moments, file sharing is active (see Figure 17-8).

Note

The File Sharing control panel also includes a control for Program Linking, through
which you access certain types of programs and documents on another computer on
the network. You might use this to get data from a word processing document on
another computer to insert into a spreadsheet, for instance, or for remote shutdown
of a computer. Programs have to be specifically designed to use Program Linking. If
the programs are designed to use it, though, Program Linking needs to be turned on
in the File Sharing control panel.
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Figure 17-8: The File Sharing control panel gives
you control over whether or not your hard drive
is available over an AppleTalk network.

You still have to do a few more things to finish the setup, though. AppleTalk relies
on the Sharing setting to set permission for wh o can access files and folders across
the network. You need to head over to the folder that you want shared, highlight it,
and then choose File.::> Sharing from the Finder's menu. In the Sharing Setup dialog
box, you can set the permission from each individual user or group of users to
whom you want to grant access to this drive. The various permission levels include
the following:

+ Read access. The user can copy the file to their own hard drive or load it in its
associated application, but the user can't overwrite the file on your hard
drive. He or she also can't save new files in the folder.

+ Write access. The user can copy a file to your hard drive, but he or she can't
examine the contents (the filenames) of the folder. Apple calls this a drop box
because it allows users to drop off files for you to examine and use, and he or
she can't see what anyone else has dropped in the directory.
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+ Read and Write access. In thi s case, the user has full use of the direct or y just
as if they were using the same physical Mac to access it. He or she can view,
load , and replace files on the drive.

+ None. This option dictates that the user or group in question has no r ights for
viewing, write to, or overwriting the contents of a folder.
Of course, you 'll need to set up the u sers an d groups, w hich is accomplished
through anoth er control panel called, remarkably enough, Users and Groups. In this
control panel, you create new users who are allowed access to your Mac, assigning
them names and passwords. You can then attach them t o groups of individuals who
have the same p ermissions to access folders and files on y our hard drive. You can
limit a certain group to the Documen ts folder, for instance, or only give them access
to one of your hard drives (if y ou hav e more than one). Figure 17-9 shows th e Users
and Groups control panel.
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Figure 17-9: Create new users
and groups in this control panel,
and then head out in the Finder to
set the permissions for folders and
drives in the Finder.
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AppleS hare I P
If you plan to run a l arger workgroup of Macs, AppleShare IP may b e more your
speed. Thi s is the client/ server solution to networking with M acs. It runs on top of
the Mac OS, but turns a Mac into a complet e workgroup ser ver solution-basically
taking over the computer (in most cases) and centralizing many of the networking
i ssues and tasks that are usu ally distributed among many computers u sing a typical
file sharing setup.
The most recent versions of AppleShare IP offer a number of different ser vers in
one package, including the following:

+ File server. Create a shared directory of files and folders wher e t he entire
network can store and retriev e dat a.
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+ Printer server. Man age one or more network printer s for an entire
workgroup, including q ueuing print jobs and assigning priorities.

+ Web server. Built into AppleShare IP is the ability to serve Web pages over
the Internet. The server features a special folder for Web pages, Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts for interactive pages, and tools for logging
Web activity.

+ Frmail server. This component enables access to both internal and Int ernetbased e-mail for the workgroup. If an Internet domain name has been assigned
to the server computer, it can be used to create and manage unique Internet email addresses, such as "bob@yourcompany.com", that can be assigned to
each member of the workgroup.

+ FfP server. Allows users on the Internet to upload and download files from
your Appl eShare ser ver.
AppleShare IP offers other interesting features, such as network management tools
for the network administrator to use that are also pretty simple to master because
they're based on familiar concepts like the Users and Groups control panel.
AppleShare IP also features an extensible architecture that allows the network to
expand as your needs grow. You can add an armload of third-party options for
ever y thing from managing traffic on the network to logging Web hits and adding
Windows 95 clients to your network.
.w.e~

.
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AppleShare IP is a complete set of protocols, add-ons, and applications for a Mac
server that can't be done justice here. Visit www . appl e . com / app l esha rei p for
information on th e server software, performance statistics, add-ons, third-party software, and other information.

Evangelista tip: Server misconceptions
Think you want to move up to an AppleShare network, but afraid you can't afford a big and
fast enough server computer? Scott Barber of SOHO Macintosh News and Tips (\vvllv. ma c t i me s . com/so ho I) sees things a bit differently:
"One of the common misconceptions that IS managers face is that to have an office file
server a monstrous 256MB Apple Workgroup G3 server with a 40GB RAID hard drive is the
minimum. Fortunately, this is not th e case; a computer needs only a 10MHz bus to transfer
data at full 1OBaseT Ethernet speeds, and file serving only requires one dedicated process.
"Given that 68000 and 68030 machines don't multitask well but perform single tasks with
ease, assigning one of these machines the task of being a file server requires only adequate
hard drive and memory. Often these slow machines can handle file serving for 10 to 20 networked machines just as quickly as a G3 server could, especially for the small business
office. Other services, such as Web serving. e-mail, and peripheral servers and bridges, are
just as simple and efficient. Creating servers for small LANs, or home offices, is as easy as
opening your closet and powering up your old Mac II."
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NetWare for Mac
Novell's NetWare remains the standard means for networking in many businesses
and organizations around the world, especially those that have standardized on
DOS and Windows network-server solutions. NetWare is actually an operating
syst em all to itself, focused on serving files, serving applicat ions, and handling
printers. The Mac can hook up to a server running NetWare using a special client
add-on (NetWare for Macintosh) offered for free by Novell from its Web si te
(1~ww . n o vell. com).

The software makes i t possible for Mac users to browse NetWare file volumes, copy
data from them, write data to them, and print to Novell print queues. NetWare
services are added to your Chooser, allowing you to choose NetWare volumes and
print queues.
Interestingly, one aspect of the NetWare client tends to get around more than many
others, even on home and small-office machines - the MaciPX control panel. In
fact, if you're much of a gamer, you may not be surprised; MaciPX is a popular way
to add networkability to a Mac game, especially if it's capable of interoperating w ith
the lntel-compatible version of the same game. Because IPX is a popular networking
standard in the DOS/Windows world, it's popular for head-to-head gaming, too.

Setting Up the Network

,.
Note

Designing a network can require a little forethought and planning t o make sure
everything goes smoothly; this is especially true if you'll be using either a LocalTalk
or a 10Base2 Ethernet network. In these cases, where you're installing a network
without a hub, it's important to take a close look at how your office (or home) is
laid out, how far away from one another th e computers are, and how much cable
length you've taken up.
Remember, LocaiTalk limits you to about 32 devices (24 with PhoneNet cabling) and
1,800 feet of cable. 10Base2 can connect an unlimited number of devices (theoretically) but can only stretch about 600 feet without a hub or switch.
The other major considerati on is speed. In fact, the whole LocalTalk versus
Ethernet decision is a speed and convenience tradeoff. LocalTalk is less expensive
to implement, works well with most Apple-brand printers, and enables you to
network just about anything Mac-related for the cos t of a transceiver and some
phone cord. In some ways, it may be the perfect solution for a home business or
small business.
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But Ethernet is much, much fas ter, provid ing speed that could seriously affect your
productiv ity if you're working with large files, printing gr aphical layouts, or
otherwise taxing your network. And, if you have Ethernet built into your Macs
already, the cost of the transceivers and cabling i s only about double that of
LocalTalk cabling for speeds that feel much closer t o instantaneous. Of course,
you'll have to buy Ethernet adapters for anything that doesn't already have some
sort of Ethernet capability, or you'll have to invest in upgr ade cards for almost any
system if you're interest ed in taking advantage of 100 Mbps Ethernet connec tions.

~
Note

So, the choice is y ours. Just remember to consider ever ything you need to invest
in LocalTalk (transceivers, cabling, and so on) before choosing it over Ethernet.
You may have to make a bigger investment in Ethernet, but you'll only have to make
it once.
Most of the system software required to use built-in Ethernet solutions- such as
LocaiTalk, Ethernet (EtherTalk on older systems}, and file sharing extensions- is
installed when you run the Easy Setup option in your Mac OS installer program. But,
for various reasons, you may not have all the software you need installed anymore. If
you suspect you're missing some important networking extensions, check Chapter 27
for hints and help.

Installing a LocaiTalk network
If you're going to be working with LocaiTalk, it's easy enough to get started setting
up the network. First, t ake a good look around the office, measuring the dist ances
between each Mac so you can get the right number and lengths of cabling. Count to
see how many transceiver s you're going to need -one for each Mac. Don't forget to
make sure you have transceivers for your printer s, if they'll be used on the
network. Also, you'll need LocalTalk t erminator s, one for each end of the chain of
LocalTalk connecto r s.
So where do you get all this stuff? A number of companies hav e dedicated
themselves to LocalTalk solutions, including those shown in Table 17-2.
Want a quick and simple LocaiTalk connection between two Macs? You won't get
optimum performance with this setup, but you can transfer files by simply connecting
a serial cable to each of the Macs' printer ports, and then tum on AppleTalk and file
sharing. Now, log into one or the other of the computers, and transfer everything you
need. It's a simple w ay to synchronize a PowerBook and a desktop-or transfer old
data to a new Mac- but it only works for two machines at one time.
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Table 17-2
LocalTalk cabling and Solutions Manufacturers
Company

Products

Web site

Farallon

Transceivers, hubs, routers

www.farallon.c om

Netspan

Hubs, routers

\~vl\oJ.

Transware

Routers, sharing solutions

www.tran sware . com

Webster Computer

Routers, hubs

www .webstercc. com

Sonic Systems

Routers, bridges

www.sonicsys.c om

Dayna Communcations

Transceivers, hubs, bridges

\oJvlloJ.

nets pan . c om

dayna. com

Basic installation
Here's how to install a LocaiTalk transceiver and cabling on a Mac:

1. Shut down the Mac and ground yourself.
2. Plug the transceiver into the printer port.
3. Plug the LocalTalk or PhoneNet cabling into one of the transceiver ports (it
doesn't matter which).
4. If this is the end of the network, plug a terminator into the other port. If the
network continues on, plug the next length of LocaiTalk or PhoneNet cabling
into the transceiver.
5. Turn the Mac back o n.
Do this for the r est of your network, making sure you're always continuing a chain
of wiring from Mac to Mac and not doubling back or leaving any Macs out the loop.
(I have seen both happen, even in carefully planned networks.) Next, you're ready
t o set up each Mac on the network.
To set up the software for network access in Mac OS 7.6 and above, follow
these steps:

1. Open the AppleTalk control panel.
2. If App leTalk i sn't already turned on (in the Chooser), the Mac w ill ask you if
you want it turned o n. Choose OK.
3. In the AppleTalk control panel, choose Printer Port (assuming t hat's the port
you used) from the Connect vi a: menu.
4. Close the control panel.
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Note

You should be up and running on the network. If you have other Macs connected
(and they have file sharing turned on), you can open the Chooser and click the
AppleShare icon to see if they show up. If they do, you've successfully connected.
If you're using a Mac OS version before 7.6, you'll find the choice for LocaiTalk in the
Network control panel. You may need to restart your Mac for the change in network
cabling to take effect You may also need to manually turn on AppleTalk in the
Chooser.

LocaiTalk hubs
Although they 're not as popular or easy to find as Ethernet hubs, LocaiTalk hubs
can be useful for networks that require a lot of distance between Macs , or any
LocaiTalk network where you're sick of cables coming loose and network services
becoming unavailable to your workgroup. A LocaiTalk hub acts as a go-between for
each Mac, centr alizing control of the network in one unit wi th diagnostic
capabilit ies and tools t o help you manage indivi dual connections. Using a star
configuration, this cuts out the possibility t hat any single dropped connection or
bad wire could bring down the rest of t he network.
T his does two things: First , it sets you up for managing lar ger LocalTalk networks
more efficiently so you can find breaks in the sys tem and add new Macs to t he
network quickly and easily. The hub will alsu manage traffic for you more efficient ly,
gatherin g data packets and sending them to the right Mac, instead of sending them
down a long cable and through many connect ions before the packets find the right
Mac. It also cuts down on collisi ons and sl owdowns caused by data meeting in the
middle and being rerouted by each Mac.
If you're managing a large number of LocaiTalk-net worked computers, y ou don't
have to hook them all up to a hub; you can use a hub to centralize connections for
smaller networks of 10 to 15 Macs. That way t he router can manage traffic between
t he different daisy-chained networ ks. This makes a large LocalTalk network work
w ell without requiring expensive hubs that connect every single Mac. It also cuts
down on the number of Macs t hat can be affected by a cabling problem.

LocaiTalk bridges
So what happens if you're heavily invested in LocaiTalk transceiver s and
connect ors, but you need access to an Et hernet network, either for your newer Mac
or to access the Internet ? In th at case, you need a LocaiTalk bridge - a hardware or
software solution that connects Eth ern et and LocalTalk. Because both types of
network architectures can handle AppleTalk, you've already got that part covered.
Now you just need t o tran sl ate LocaiTalk into Ethernet.
Using hardware, you just hook your las t LocalTalk connection into the bridge and
do the same with your Et hernet connection. 0 f you're using an Ethernet hub, you
just connect an Et hernet cable between the hub and t he bridge as if the br idge were
another Mac.) Some of these bridges can hand le three or more LocaiTalk net works,
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connecting them all to an Ethernet network (providing TCP/IP services, for
instance, if your office building is w ired for Internet access).
Other bridges are small devices, perhaps designed to accept one LocaiTalk
connection on one si de and an Ethernet connection on the other side. Don't let
this simplicity fool you, though. The microBridge from Sonic Systems, for instance,
allows a 12-node LocaiTalk network to connect to an Ethernet network using the
tiny device (see Figure 17-10). The Tribes tar IP from Zoom Telephonics , Inc.
(1~ww. zoomte 1 . com/) is an interesting hybrid ; it's actually a switching hub between
LocaiTalk and Ethernet , essentially bridging the networks by turning up to eight
LocaiTalk connections into a virtual Ethernet connecti on. With smart packet
switching, it can increase the speeds of the LocaiTalk to Ethernet connection.
You'll also find bridges on t he user market th at were manufactured by Adaptec
(wwv1. ada ptec . com) and Cayman Systems (w1·1w. cayman. com), among other
companies.

Figure 17-10: The microBridge from Sonic Systems (www.sonicsys.com) connects a

small LocaiTalk workgroup-or a collection of eMate computers - to an Ethernet
network.
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The last type of bridge is implemented completely in software. For some time Apple
has offered the Apple LocaiTalk Bridge, through which a single Macintosh (even an
aging classic Mac or Mac II) can act as a bridge between Ethernet and Loca!Talk,
accepting connections from both and translated between the two. The Apple
LaserWriter Bridge also e nables LocaiTalk to Ethernet connections, but only for
LaserWriter printers. (The Apple Internet Router, part of the Apple Internet
Gateway package, can bridge Ethernet and LocaiTalk.) Other packages from
manufacturers such as Sonic Systems and Vicom Technology
(www. vi comtech. com) do much the same thing (see Figure 17-11).

Bridge software, also from Sonic Systems, allows a Mac to act as a
LocaiTalk-to-Ethernet bridge.

Figure 17-11 :

.,
Note
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Don't let the terminology fool you. Remember that a router, in some cases, can act as
a more intelligent bridge. Routers are designed to move data packets to a new network, but they can also be used to move those data packets to a new network architecture, too.

Installing an Ethernet network

.,
Note

With Ethernet, things can be a bit more complex. First, you'll need to decide what
type of cabling you're going to use: 10Base2 (coax) or lOBaseT (twisted-pair). Next,
you'll need to find out what Ethernet capabilities your Macs have, what capabilities
need to be added, and what cable lengths you need for the Ethernet cabling. If you're
using 10Base2, you'll need to focus on the daisy-<:hain aspects of networking-how
close are the computers, what's the logical order, and so on. With l OBaseT, you'll
need to get a hub .
There is one exception to the rule that lOBaseT cabling needs a hub: Etherwave
transceivers from Farallon (~1ww . fa r a 11 on . com). These transceivers attach to the
AAU I Ethernet port and use 1OBaseT wiring, but they each have two ports that enable
you to daisy-chain the connections between Macs instead of using a central hub.
They're more expensive than standard transceivers, because they act as minirepeaters that boost a twisted-pair signal well enough for it to work without a hub.
If you're using built-in Ethernet that includes a lOBaseT connector, or you're using
an Ethernet add-on card that uses e ither 10Base2 or 10Base2, all you need to do is
connect the wiring properly:

+ With a IOBaseT connection you s imply plug the RJ45 plug into the transceiver,
card, or built-in lOBaseT port.
+For a 10Base2 connection, you' ll need to push the BNC connector onto one of
the two posts extending from the transceiver or card. Once the connector is
fitted over the post, twist it clockwise to lock it onto the connection. If this is
the end of the network, attach a BNC terminator to the other post. If the
network continues on, connect another length of cable to the other post.
Many Macs with built-in Ethernet require a transceiver to connect them to a
network (Apple calls the port that accepts a transceiver the AAUI port).
Transceivers are available for both coax and twisted-pair cabling. With the right
transce iver in hand, you can add that Mac to the network:
1. Shut down the Mac and electrically ground yourself.

2. Attach the transceiver to the AAUI port. To do this, line the transceiver's AAUI
adapter up with the port, and then squeeze the sides. Push the adapter onto
the port and release the sides to lock it into place.
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3. Attach the cabling to the transceiver as discussed above.
4. Restart your Mac.
If you're ready to set this Mac up on the network (if it's plugged into the lOBaseT
hub or your 10Base2 network is completely set up with terminators on either end) ,
you can start up AppleTalk:

1. Open the AppleTalk control panel.
2. If AppleTalk isn't already turned on (in the Chooser), the Mac will ask you if
you want it turned on. Choose OK.
3. In the Apple Talk control panel, choose Ethernet from the Connect via: menu.
4. Close the control panel.

,

Note

You may have an entry that's slightly different from uEthernet" such as "Ethernet
(Cl)" or something similar, especially if you 've installed an Ethernet card or your
Mac came preconfigured with an Ethernet card . In th at case, choose that entry. (If
you have two entries, you may have both built-in Ethernet and an Ethernet card.
Choose the one you've attached to the network.)
If you're using a Mac OS version before 7.6, you'll find the choice for Ethernet or
EtherTalk in the Network control panel. You may need to restart your Mac for the
change in network cabling to take effect. You may also need to manually turn on
AppleTalk in the Chooser.

Expert tip: Don't put a filing cabinet on your cabling
IS professional Jim Cox from Vancouver, BC, Canada used a little networking troubleshooting savvy to track down a rather unique problem with a Macintosh network. Although you
may not have the same exact experience, hopefully there's something to learn in here:
"A few years ago, I was the IS director of what the editor of Health Care Magazine called
'the only all-Mac hospital on the face of the planet, maybe in the universe: It was an old
building. and we were constructing a new one so it was not worth installing the network
inside the walls. We just used surface mount outlet boxes and built AppleTalk backbones by
running a cable from box to box and office to office along the base of the wall. A rearrangement of one secretary's office resulted in the wall box being moved and about 10 feet
of slack in the cable. The maintenance guys just coiled up the cable and stuffed it behind
her filing cabinet.
(continued)
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(continued)

"Some months later, I started getting complaints from users that their Macs would sometimes drop off the network for a few seconds up to several minutes. Because the fault was
so intermittent, we were never able to track it down. Then one day, we got a rash of complaints. We started checking and discovered that everyone upstream from that secretary
was okay and everyone downstream was dead. When we went to her office we found her
with her filing cabinet open doing a major reorganization. As we were tracing the wiring,
she closed the drawer and a user immediately reported that she was back online. We discovered that every time we opened the drawer the network died and when we closed it the
network sprang to life again. Magic?
"What had happened was that over the months, the filing cabinet had been moved a bit
and was now resting on top of the network cable. It had apparently broken a wire inside
the cable. If the drawer was closed, the pressure caused the wire ends to connect. With it
open, they would disconnect We removed the cable from under the file cabinet, spliced
out the excess and the network ran on blissfully until the building was retired.
''The moral of the story: Take care of your cables."

Installing the hub
With mos t Ethernet hubs, there really isn't much to th e ins ta llatio n process. In most
cases, you can simply plug the hub into the wall, and then start using the por ts on
the front to attach 10BaseT connecti ons coming from yo ur Macs. If you're
connecting hubs to one anothe r (to connect to other Etherne t ne tworks o r to your
o rganization's Inte rnet connection), you can use the uplink port o n the hub, if you
see one. Otherwise, any of the ports s hould work fine.
Ethernet switches wo rk p retty much the same way. Plug the m in, turn them on, and
connect the Ethernet cables to them. Some of the po pular s ma ll office switches,
however, may feature differe nt ports for different tasks - for example, an uplink
port reserved for co nnecting to ano ther hub or s witch and fast Ethernet ports for
100 Mbps co nnectio ns (see Figure 17-1 2).
With wiring connected to the po rts , you s hould begin to see activity. Each port will
often have its o wn LEOs; one might te ll you that a s uccessful connection is in place,
whereas another te lls you s pecifically when it's sending packets. Yo u m ay also have
indicators that s how wiring e rrors, collis ions, and s lowdowns on the network.
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Figure 17-12: The Asante FriendlyNet switch enables my network

nodes to access th e hub at 10 Mbps each, whil e the switch itself is
accessing the building's Internet router at 100 Mbps
(v1ww. asante . com).

Adding a PC to the network
I've seen figures that state as many as 80 percent of networked computers in the
world (UNIX, Mac, PC, workstations, minicomputer s, mainframes) are using
Ethernet. That's a pretty pervasive standard, as well as being a convenient one. It
means th at accessing an lntel-compatible PC over a typical Mac-oriented Ethernet
network is nothing more than a matter of software. And, often enough, software
problems are easy to overcome.
In fact , hubs, router s, and switches usually don't care what sort of computer you're
running. In many cases, they don't care what sort of data y ou're using (some doespecially routers). So, it's easy enough to take a PC and hook it up to your
Ethernet hub, and then add the ri ght software to enable it to access the network.
The software you need adds AppleTalk services to a Windows or Windows 95 PC one such progr am is called COPStalk from COPS, Inc. (www. co psta l k . com). This
software allows a PC to connect to an AppleShare server or computer with
AppleTalk Personal File Sharing. The drives and printers available on an AppleTalk
network are then made available to the Windows machine through the File Manager
or Windows Explorer.
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COPS, Inc., also offers LocaiTalk cards for PCs, which enable the PC to
communicate with a n Apple LocalTalk network or connect directly to LocaiTalk
printers. The cards can also be used by Novell network or Windows NT server
computers to provide services to Mac LocaiTalk networks.
PC MAC LAN from Miramar Systems (v1ww. mi r am a r sy s . com) offers a s imilar
product that provides bidirectional support for Windows/Mac OS networking. The
software gives AppleTalk services to Windows that work in both directions; Macs
see the Windows machine as part of the AppleTalk network, jus t as the Windows
machine can see the Mac networking. It actually insta lls on the Windows machine,
giving it a newly found ability to access AppleTalk networks. Nothing has to change
on your Mac machines to get them to work with the lntei-<:ompatible PC.

Hooking a Mac into a PC network
Although MACLAN and COPStalk both offer solutions that hook PCs up to Mac
networks, you'll need a different program to get your Mac to act as a node on a
Windows 95 peer-to-peer network. Called DAVE (from Thursby Software Systems,
www. thur sby. com), this program runs on the Mac and gives it Windows-like
networking services and protocols. As such, it ends up working very much like PC
MACLAN, except it runs on the Mac, giving it Windows networking..
DAVE works by encapsulating NetBIOS commands (a typical PC networking
protocol) inside TCP/IP packets so that the Mac can read and write to PC file
services. The Mac ends up looking exactly like a PC to the Windows network, and
can be centrally managed by Windows-based networking administration software.
This software also makes it s imple to add the DAVE-enhanced Mac to Windows
peer-to-peer setups in smaller networks.
If you have a Novell-based client/server network of PCs, you can install Novell

NetWare for Macintosh. This client software gives you access to a Novell NetWare
network served on an lntel-compatible PC.
The last choice is to install Microsoft's Macintosh Services for Windows NT. If
your company or organization is us ing Windows NT as a server, the Mac can be
integrated with that server so that file and printer services appear in the Chooser.
Windows NT can also be used as an Internet router (in software) to route TCP/ IP
over an AppleTalk network.

Accessing the network remotely
One other interesting capability is offered by some Apple networking tools.
Apple Remote Access, a software package from Apple, allows Macs to log into an
AppleTalk network via modem or over the Internet. This basically creates the same
network that would be available over Ethernet or LocaiTalk, but uses a phone line
or TCP/IP connection instead.
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Apple Remote Access requires two components: the Apple Remote Access server
and the Apple Remote Access client. The client is installed with Mac OS 7.6 or
above (in most cases- you can install it manually from the System CD if
necessary) and runs on the Powe rBook or other Mac that you're going to use from
a remote location. The server software has to be purchased from Apple directly or
from an Apple retailer, and is installed on a server computer that's part of the
physical AppleTalk network. The server also needs a modem attached for receiving
the incoming call from the client computer.
Apple offers two versions of the ARA server product:

+ Apple Remote Access Personal server is reasonably inexpensive and
provides one s ingle connection to a n AppleTalk network via modem or
Internet.

+ Apple Remote Access Multipart server enables up to 16 dial-up connections
to access a local area network at a time.
With the server software installed and ready to answer a particular modem, you
can set up the client software on your remote computer through the Remote Access
Setup control panel, telling it how to dial out, what number to use, and what port
the modem is attached to. (In version 3.0 of the client and above, you can also
choose to use a PPP connection to access the remote AppleTalk network via the
Internet.) Figure 17-13 s hows the Remote Access Setup control panel.
o
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Figure 17-13: Use the Remote Access
client to dial in over phone lines to an
AppleTalk network.
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Now, to access the server, you load the Remote Access Client, a program you'll
likely find on your hard drive in a folder called Remote Access Client. Double-click
the client to start it up, and the n create a profile for the network you're going to
access by entering your user na me, password, and the phone number for the
remote computer. When you're ready to dial out, click the Connect button. If all
goes well, you'll connect to the remote server.
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~--------------------------------------------~-----------Depending on which server you've used (and whether the remote computer is on
an AppleTalk network with other servers), you'll have access to the files on the
remote computer as if you logged into it over a regular AppleTalk network. If you'll
also need to access other machines on the network, head back to the Chooser
and choose the AppleTalk icon. On the right-hand side of the Chooser window, any
servers on the remote network should be visible, and you can now log in to any
of them.

Peripheral sharing
You can use some third-party add-ons to share other items over a printer besides
printers and files, including scanners, modems, and pretty much any device that's
connected to a port on one of the host Macs. One of the main purveyors of such
solutions is Stalker Software (wv1w. s t a 1 ke r . com/), a company well-known for its
Communigate server solutions for Web, e-mail, and other LAN-to-lnternet pursuits.
For peripheral sharing, Stalker offers several specific solutions:

+ LineShare. This serial port sharing software makes all your serial devices
(modems and printers) available over the network. Through a single control
panel your Mac can be both a server and a client, making it simple for other
Macs to use peripherals connected to your Mac.

+ ScanShare and SCSIShare. This software makes local scanners available to
the rest of your network. Scanshare works with Apple-specific scanners, and
SCSIShare works with other scanners.

Internet and lntranets
Although AppleTalk is easily the most prevalent networking protocol on Macs,
TCP/IP has certainly given AppleTalk a run for its money in recent years. The
TCP/IP protocol has a few things going for it, not the least of which is that the
Internet is based on it. UNIX-based networking is based on TCP/IP, too, and as the
UNIX underpinnings of OpenStep slowly make their way into the next-generation
Mac OS (perhaps through the Mac OS X [ten] edition-the Mac OS version that
melds Mac OS 8.x and the new Apple OS code-named "Rhapsody"), TCP/IP will
become even more important down the road.
TCP/IP services have been available to Macs for a long time, however, first offering
built-in access to the Internet with Mac OS 7.5, then called "System 7.5". (It was
actually available before, but not as part of the OS.) The MacTCP control panel
used at that time is now called classic networking because it wasn't based on Open
Transport.
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These days the MacTCP control panel has been replaced with the TCP/IP control
panel, suggesting the new priority level placed on TCP/IP; it's now an integral
part of the Mac OS. As such, it's probably important for many Mac networks out
there, too.
With TCP/IP and a LAN, you can do one of two things. The first is to offer Internet
access to everyone on the network. Even reasonably inexpensive options abound
for doing this, including options you might want to consider for a small office or
offices in your home.
The other thing you can do is use TCP/ IP internally to build an intranet, a closed
network that uses TCP/IP and Internet-type tools (such as Web servers) to
communicate company or organizational information to employees and other
participants. An Intranet is a great way to share ideas between larger workgroups
of people, including featu res such as chat rooms, Web pages, documents for
downloading (HR forms, for instance), and other goodies.

Internet access
If you've got a single Mac, you' ll likely opt for a modem, ISDN, ADSL, or cable
solution like those discussed back in Chapter 16. But for a LAN, you'll find very
quickly that you can run into problems with a system like this. For one, you may
need to have dozens of d ial-up accounts and modems as well as install extra phone
lines if everyone is expected to get on the Internet in this way.
At some point, the better plan is to simply add TCP/IP services to your LAN. This
can be accomplished in a number of ways. They pretty much all rely on an Internet
router solution, but the router can take on many shapes and sizes.

Building-level Internet
Here is a great example of how easy adding Internet services can sometimes be.
In the basement of the building where I rent my office space, an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) has installed a router that's designed to bring T-1 (high-speed fi ber
optic) access into the building through a line that's running down the street from
an MCI T-3 (even higher-speed fiber optic) backbone connection about three blocks
away. That ISP rents me as many IP addresses as I need to get my computers on the
Internet. I don't need too many, so it ends up be ing a good deal.
I then hook my Ethernet switch up to the building's Ethernet network, input the IP
address and the ISP's router address into my TCP/IP control panel, and tell the
AppleTalk control panel that I want to use Ethernet for networking. Now my Macs
are networked through the switch, using AppleTalk, at the same time that they all
have access to the building's Ethernet network. Using individuaiiP addresses, each
of the computers can directly access the Internet, thanks to the router provided by
the ISP.
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Two problems are immediately appa rent in this setup, both dealing with security.
Because each of my Macs is available on the Internet, it's possible for others to link
directly to my machines and, if they are able, log in using AppleTalk (over TCP/IP,
presuma bly using AppleTalk Remote Access). They could a lso conceivably log into
the Macs using TCP/ IP, but because the Mac is n't providing any particular file
services to TCP/ IP, the infiltrator won't get much furt her than being able to tell that
the Mac is active on the Internet.
Any Macs (or AppleTalk-enabled Windows PCs) could conceivably access your
network if they' re a lso wired into the building. Without the proper security
measures, they may easily be able to access your data. In my building, the top floor
houses a local weekly newspaper tha t uses Macintos hes fo r much of their
production work. The first day I set up my network for Internet access using the
building's Ethernet connections, I was able to Jog directly into that paper's server
and had access to nearly everything they'd stored there. (I've since consulted with
them to fix this oversight.)

,.
Note

Otherwise, this is the easy way to add Internet to a Mac-based LAN. With IPs
assigned and TCP/IP control panels active and properly filled in , my entire office
surfs and sends mail at a gleeful fraction of 1.5 Mbps. The same could easily be
done for a larger business or organization that can afford a ded icated T-1
connection for its own buildings. Get somebody to install a router for your LAN,
and you'll have high-s peed Inte rne t available to all your Macs.
Some security risks result from putting your Mac on the Internet or a buildingwide network, including incorrectly setting the privileges for file sharing and Web
sharing. Setting up file sharing and Sharing privileges is discussed in more depth in
Chapter 27.

Internet gateways

~
Note

A Macintosh , UNIX machine, or Windows NT server can often act as an Internet
router of its own, using two Ethernet connections to accept a T1 connection on one
end and use the other card to wire it to a network of Macs (or other computers).
Although it often makes sense to use a hardware router designed to do the same
thing, employing a computer can make sense in some circumstances, too.
The combination of hardware and software to translate and route network data is
often called a gateway, perhaps to differentiate the concept from hardware routers,
which are physical boxes that sit between networks, moving packets back and forth.
One such software router is the Apple IP Gateway, a product that enables LocaiTalk
networks to access Internet resources. Running on a server that's attached to
Ethernet and Loca!Talk, the Gateway acts in conjunction with the Apple Internet
Router to route TCP/IP protocol packets from the incoming Ethernet connection to
the computers on the LocalTalk network.
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~
Note

Ano ther inte resting solution is the Vicom Internet Gateway (w~1w . vi comte ch . com),
a software gateway that gives three, five, or a n unlimited number of Macs on your
network Inte rnet access through a s ingle Inte rnet account connection. The Vicom
Internet Gateway runs on a Mac that has a connection to an ISDN modem or a
cable-mod em conne ction, or is connected to a phys ical Internet router. The
Gateway then acts as a firewall , an access shield, and a transparent gateway fo r
Macs connected to it that access Internet resources .
A similar gateway product, IPNetRouter, was in alpha testing during the writing of this
book. Created by Sustainable Softworks (www . s us tw o r ks . c om), it promises to be a
low-cost solution to routing IP data from dial-up and ISDN accounts to Macs attached
via network cabling. It uses a technology called IP Masquerading to offer multiple
Macs the opportunity to use a single IP account.
Other s oftware ro uters te nd to be part o f larger non-Macintos h s erver bundles
designed to offer Internet service to AppleTalk-based networks. Windows NT, fo r
instance, pro vides AppleTalk IP services that will route TCP/IP packets fro m the
serve r to the AppleTalk network, when necessar y. Altho ugh Ethernet-based Macs
a re generally capable of dealing with TCP/ lP witho ut help, the Windows NT gateway
makes the process more efficient by routing TCP/ lP packets addressed s pecifically
to those Macs.

How do you access the Internet using one account and
stay secure?
It may seem like two different problems, but it really isn't. Here's a situation typical of
school networks, although you may feel the same way about your small-business network:
You'd like to use a single Internet account to access the Inte rnet, but you want the whole
network to have access. You'd also like to keep your data secure, and you'd like to filter the
sites that your users see. Can it be done?
Products like the Vicom Internet Gateway are designed to do just that. They offer access to
a single account for multiple Macs using something called a Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) server. This allows a number of Macs to use internaiiP addresses to communicate amongst themselves, but use a single externaiiP for transactions on the Internet.
That's the first thing to look for.
The second thing you'll need is firewall support. This can be done through a software gateway or a hardware firewall router. In essence, a firewall lets TCP/IP data get out from your
network, but it will only allow certain data back in. That, in theory, keeps people from crawling around in your computers. Firewalls can also guard against other sorts of Internet hacking, such as denial-of-service attacks. (That's when a hacker tries to catch your Web server,
mail server, or other Internet server in an endless loop of meaningless data, making it
impossible for the server to handle normal data.)
(continued)
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(continued)

The third thing to look for is filtering technology. You can use gateway software that gives
you control over the domains, types of search queries and other information regarding the
sites visited by your users to keep a list of sites or keywords that should be disallowed in
searches or attempts to link to the sites. This keeps employees from surfing aimlessly and
kids from seeing things they shouldn't-at least, that's the theory.

SOHO routers
If you're setting up Internet access for a mul tinational corporation, you'll probably

need a resource othe r than this book to set up a router for your T-1 or T-3
connections. That's inter-networking, after all, which is pretty much platform
independent. You'll need to set up an indus trial-strength router for the task and
begin the process of configuring it.
For SOHO (small office, home office) networks, however, routers exist that make
more sense. Specifically designed to send TCP/ IP packets across your AppleTalk
network, these routers usually hook up to the Internet over phone, ISDN, or other
high-speed lines, a nd then route the TCP/IP data to your LAN (see Figure 17-14).

Figure 17-14:

The WebRamp M3t Internet router

(www. we b ra mp. com) bonds two phone connections together to

offer higher-speed Internet access to your small LAN. (Photo
courtesy Ramp Networks.)
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Some of these routers connect to two or more dial-up PPP Internet accounts, and
then use both together to offer access to the entire office LAN. Others use ISDN,
ADSL or s imilar technologies, but share tha t bandwidth with every machine
attached over networking cable to the router. Most of these products also feature
DHCP support, enabling multiple internal IPs to be assigned while using only one
(o r two) Internet accounts and IPs for accessing the outside world.
Ta ble 17-3 includes Mac-frie ndly companies that offer Inte rnet routers for home or
small bus inesses.

Table 17-3
Internet router manufadurers
Company

Connection Technology

WebSite

Sonic Systems

ISDN, modem, leased line

Netopia

ISDN, T-1, leased line

Ramp Networks

ISDN, modem

One World Systems

Modem

Sustainable Softworks

ISDN, modem (software only)

www. sonicsys. com
v1ww. netopi a. com
www.webramp . com
www.on eworl dsyst ems . com
www.sustwo r ks . com

Summary
+ Macs s upport three basic networking protocols and three basic networking
cabling specifications, although two of each are more common. You'll find
both AppieTalk and TCP/lP widely used on Mac networks, although clients
exist for the Novell NetWare standard IPX protocol. You'll also find Macs
connected to each other using LocalTalk and Ethernet cabling, although the
IBM standard, Token Ring, was in vogue for a while.

+ To set up a Mac network, you'll need to decide first on the network
technology you're going to use- LocalTalk or Ethernet- and then you'll
have to decide on the type of wiring. LocalTalk networks can use eithe r
LocalTalk or PhoneNet cabling; Ethernet networks use 10Base2 or IOBaseT.
With those decisions out of the way, you'll need to access your Macs '
capabilities for networking, add new cards if necessary, and then wire the
Macs all together. Finally, configure AppleTalk and start networking.
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+ If you want to add lntel-compatible PCs to your network, you'll need to use
compatible cabling and software. Adding Ethernet to PCs is easy, because it's
the same technology PCs use to network to each other. Adding LocaiTalk is a
bit tougher, but not impossible. After the Macs and PCs are wired together,
you add the special software drives to enable PCs to communicate in
AppleTalk or Macs to communicate in PC networking protocols-whichever
seems more appropriate.

+ Apple has also come up with some interesting ways to access your Mac -

or a
whole AppleTalk network-from a remote location. Using Apple Remote
Access, you can dial in to your Mac and access anything on its hard drive or
on th e AppleTalk network. All you need is a modem and software.

+ If you've got a network up and running, you'd probably like to add Internet
access to the network. That's easy to do, too, with a number of different
options. If you have accounts for everybody, you can attach yourself directly
to the Internet using a router or a direct Ethernet hookup to your ISP. If you'd
like to use one account for many different user s, you'll need gateway software.

+ With the right hardware, you can even hook up a small business or home
network to the Internet. All you need i s an Internet router and one or two
Internet accounts. The special router will tie together two different modem
connections, a single high-bandwidth ISDN, or cable connection, giving
everyone reasonable speed for their Internet connection over your network.

+

+

+
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Multimedia and
Gaming
In This Chapter

I

t could easily be argued that the topics of gaming and
professional multimedia production don't belong together.
At one end of th e spectrum you have artists and animators
spending thousands of dollars on equipment that can help
them render 3D objects, get those objects moving around the
screen, and output t hem to film , video, or CD-ROM . At the
other end are people clambering into the computer store to
plop down $50 for the lat est shoot-' em-up. Funny thing is, both
require powerful computer s and attention to the same
technology.
On the Macintosh, those gaming and multimedia capabilities
have a lot to do with a technology I've already discussed at
some length in other chapters- QuickDraw. Specifically,
QuickDraw 3D. To get 3D objects rendering and moving
quickly around the screen, you can accelerate the
programming inter faces provided by Apple for creating th ese
objects- routines found in t he technol ogies that draw to the
screen, QuickDraw and QuickDraw 3D.
There are oth er important technol ogies, t oo: QuickTime,
QuickTime VR (for creating 3D virtual reality panoramas), and
other programming helpers Appl e has written called Game
Sprockets. These programmer's sho r tcuts, in turn, have
bro ught about some other hardware to look into- game
contr ollers. From humble beginnings as add-ons for the
computer mouse, the joysti cks, flight controllers, and steering
wheels for Mac gaming- or other simul ations- have come a
long way.

3D technologies
3D accelerator cards
Installi ng an
accelerator cord
Joysticks and
controllers

•

•
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Accelerating 3D
Think for a moment about the dimensions displayed on a computer monitor.
Obviously, because there's no actual depth to the screen (it's flat) , anything you're
seeing on screen is in two dimensions (width and height), just as objects are two
dimensional in a canvas painting. Of course, the images can be arranged in such a
way as to suggest that they have depth, whether you're playing a first-person
shooter game or you're looking at a classic acrylic of a French country road. The
perspective created can give you a sense of depth that suggests three dimensions.
But rendering this sort of perspective on a computer screen can give mere mortals
fits of anxiety. QuickDraw, the technology responsible for drawing a Mac's screen,
just wants to worry about the colors and brightness of the various pixels that make
up the bitmapped screen image. QuickDraw doesn't really care what those pixels
represent, and it doesn't want to worry about that sort of thing. So, although some
rules and limitations for graphics are built-in, jus t exactly what is displayed on your
screen is completely up to the programmer.
Over the years, Apple has written software routines for programmers that make up
the Macintosh Toolbox and associated technologies. One of the things they've
focused on are tools that help programmers draw windows, buttons, icons, and text
on the screen- all the sorts of things you often expect to see in a Mac program.
With these tools, programmers don't have to write such detailed instructions for
their programs as the following: "Start at the pixel2,10 and draw a line 100 pixels
down, take a right turn and draw the line 200 pixels long, and then draw the line up
and to the left. In the middle, color it gray, put scroll bars at the bottom and to the
right, and put a close box at the top left." Programmers can instead focus on
creating the unique parts of the program by calling routines that are more like this:
"Draw a standard window on the screen and position it in the standard place for a
new document."

QuickDraw 3D
Once Apple got all those basic routines out of the way (of course, those things are
constantly being upgraded with newer versions of QuickDraw and new routines like
the Appearance Manager), Apple's programmers turned their attention to more
complex routines, such as those that make up QuickDraw 3D. QuickDraw 3D's
routines make it much, much easier for programmers to incorporate 3D graphics
and rendering capabilities into their programs (see Figure 18-1).
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Figure 18-1 : QuickDraw 3D makes it possible for a fairly simple program to display
and manipulate basic objects that appear to be three dimensional.

QuickDraw 3D encompasses several components - the progr ammer's application
programming interfaces (APis) , a special file format called 3-D MetaFile (3DMF), and
a rendering engine, called Render Acceler ation Virtual Engine (RAVE). Th ese all go
t ogether to make QuickDraw 3D the uniq ue entity that it is, offering an entire layer
of 3D capabilities to th e Mac OS.
QuickDraw 3D offers some interest ing compatibility statisti cs: It only runs on
PowerPC-based Macintosh computer s and requires at minimum a Pentium in its
Windows incarnation. The Mac version is also optimized for either 16-bit or 32-bit
color depths, meaning it actually runs faster with your monitor set to use
thousands of color s instead of 256 colors, according to Apple. If you'r e working
with QuickDraw 3D, th en, you'd be advised to set your monitor accordingly (see
Chapter 12 for more on setting color dept hs).

APis and file format
You've already seen that the QuickDraw 3D APis are simple programming routines
that applications can use t o more easily add 3D capabilities to their programs.
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These APis include th e ability to create various polygons quickly, shape and bend
them in different ways, and render them at certain lev els of shading or detail,
depending on how quickly a task needs to be done. (fhe more complexly rendered
an object is, the better and more r ealistic it looks. The better it looks, the longer it
took to render it.) These APis are also uniquely ext ensible, enabling a program, for
instance, to add a different type of polygon that the QuickOraw 30 people hadn't
added to the base code. That polygon definition is then av ailable for use with any
program that implements QuickDraw 30.
Somewhat separate from this is the 30MF format, a file format that's a lot like the
other types of Mac files I've mentioned ( for example, word processing, sound,
movies). The 30MF fi le format completely defines a 30 object, including the
geometry of the object's structure, the way the shape is rendered, and other
multimedia elements that might be related to it, such as sounds. This enables
programs to share files that include all of this information, as opposed to some of
the other file format s in the 30 world, such as the XDF format. XDF is widely
supported for transferr ing files between different 30 applications, but it includes no
information on how a particular object is rendered.
30MF has also been tapped to be the basis for the Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML) 2.0 binary file format. VRML is the standard for 3D worlds on the
Internet, and Apple's 30MF will be the building block for VRML's binary file format.
(VRML can be described using either a text file of commands that humans can read
and understand or a binary file to be read by VRML applications only.)

QuickDraw lD RAVE
Although QuickDraw 30 is certainly a leap forward for standardizing 30 on the Mac
platform (it also works with Wind ows, where QuickDraw 30 code sits on top of
Microsoft's Direct3D technology), it's more a standard for programmers and
software developers than users. But both can benefit from knowing a little
something about QuickDraw 30 RAVE.
Called an acceleration virtual engine, RAVE does something very interesting as a
plug-in to the Mac OS: It manages the acceleration of drawing functions for 30
applications. In other words, a programmer can write an application using
QuickDraw 30, which sits on top of the QuickOraw 30 RAVE layer. When the
application needs something drawn on the screen, the RAVE layer will intercept the
command and manage it most efficiently-using the processor, a plug-in
accelerator card, or software to draw the image.
This allows for two things: First, programmers can write their own drawing engines
(or driver software) that meet certain minimum requirements imposed by the RAVE
specifications, in essence enabling programmers to draw more quickly to the
screen or support special capabilities. RAVE also gives programmers a certain level
of distance from the Mac's hardware, enabling them to write to QuickDraw 30 or
another 30 API, including the popular OpenGL standard developed by Sillicon
Graphics, and used on other UNiX-based, and Windows-based machines.
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As mentioned, this allows those programs to work with Quic kDraw 3D RAVE
accelerator cards, even if the programs weren't originally writte n to work with the
specific card. Ins tead of requiring s pecial support for each individual accelerator
card, the RAVE layer handles a ll that for the programmer.
RAVE, then, is a popular way to incorporate accelerated 3D into a varie ty of 30
pursuits on Macs. If you're a professional 3D artis t, you migh t be using a RAVEbased accelerator card to support your complex rende ring tas ks, even for jobs like
c reating digita l images for incorporation into motion pictures. If you're a
multimedia gamer, you might be using RAVE, too, to accelerate the more basic, but
breakneck, 3D rendering that's required for a good action game.

Voodoo graphics

,.
Note

The antithesis of RAVE acceleration is Voodoo acceleration, named for the Voodoo
30 chipset created by 30fx, Inc (1~v1w. 3df x . com/ ). To work with Voodoo, game
programmers have to add commands from 3Dfx's Glide API to their games. This
enables the program to speak directly to an accelerator card that's designed to
boost the speed in typical 3D gaming functions. Everything that RAVE stands
against - proprietary design, board-specific drivers for applications- is what the
Voodoo approach is all about. The result: Amazingly fast and cris p 3D for gaming.
You'll sometimes see Voodoo, 3Dfx, or Glide listed as the type of acceleration supported by a particular game - these all refer to the same thing (for practical purposes). To play games that support any of the Voodoo specification, you need a 3D
accelerator expansion card with a Voodoo chipset.
For most modern games, the 3D function calls don't really have to be that
advanced; games do n't require the shadi ng, perfect shapes, s mooth curves, and
photorealistic qua lity of the most complicated rende ring being done for print and
film . Not that garners a nd game designers don't appreciate these qualities. It's just
that there's a trade-off between gaming performance and the richness of the
graphics. So, games are designed to make the most impact with less emphasis on
the highest levels of 30 sophistication.
Ultimately, this means you can be more specific about the 3D needs that a game
has. Although RAVE is designed to accelerate all 3D in a very genera l way, other
technologies can be designed specifically to accelerate the way a game treats 3D,
making consistent, s mooth-flowing, moving 30 its top priority.
Voodoo graphics is a specifi cation and technology built and maintained by 3Dfx,
Inc., which in turn licenses wha t it d evelops to card man ufacturers like TechWorks,
maker of the Mac Power30 accelerator card (see Figure 18-2). 3Dfx also offers the
technology in the form of software development kits for game designers and other
programmers, enabling them to easily incorporate Voodoo.
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Figure 18-2: The TechWorks Power3D card is the first to allow
Mac games to use Voodoo technology for 30 acceleration.

When compared to RAVE acceleration, the Voodoo technology is a one-trick pony;
it only ki cks in when a Voodoo-enabled game is running, and it only works for 3D
acceleration- 2D gr aphics tasks continue to be hand led by a regu lar video card.
So, unlike RAVE technology, it can't be repurposed t o some other 3D task, such as
creating 30 objects for print or multimedia presentations. And it won't accelerate
the editing or manipulation of regular QuickOraw 3D obj ect s in Mac applications.

~
Note

However, the results can be pretty astounding compared to r egular Mac rendering
or even RAVE accelerated 30 v ideo. That makes Voodoo t echnology an enticing
prospect for garners who really enjoy good graphics.
Interestingly, Tech Works has worked with Connectix and Insignia- the makers of
VirtuaiPC and SoftWindows, respectively-to give lntel-compatible PC emulators the
capability of using the Power3D card as if it were also part of the emulated PC. (Learn
more about PC emulators in Chapter 19.) That means these emulators can render
PC-based games at higher rates of speed and better quality, opening up a large selection of PC games to Mac owners.

3D Accelerator cards
If you're interested in Voodoo-based cards, your choi ces for Mac-specific ones are
almost complet ely limited to the Power30 card from TechWorks (1v~M . techwork s .
com). This card is a PCI expansion card that connects to your original video
circuitry using a speci al cable, which is included. Although it's currently the only
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s ta nd-alone Voodoo accelerator specifically for Macs, its popularity s uggests that
others may appear on the market soon, so keep on the lookout. (Note, by the way,
that all accele rator cards require PCI-based Power Macs, with the exception of
some early QuickOraw 30 RAVE accelerators that can work with NuB us-based
Power Macs.)
The Power30 card actually s upports gaming-s pecific RAVE acceleration, too, so it's
recommended for games that offer either RAVE or 30fx compa tibility.
Another card, the Mac Picasso 540 from Village Tronics
(lvi'Jvl. vi 11 agetroni cs . com), offers Voodoo support through an add-on 30
accelerator card that complements the basic 20 video card . The whole package is a
bit more expensive tha n the Power30, but it offers 30 in a window (not jus t for fullscreen gaming) a nd other more general 30 acceleration. All-in-all it's a powe rful
solution, but the price may make it overkill for someone who's only interested in
gaming accele ration.
Fortunately, you also have the choice of us ing an In tel-compatible PC-oriented card,
if you so desire, thanks to a n adapter and driver software from Griffin Technology
(1vwvl. nas hvi 11 e . ne tl- g r i f f i n). The adapter is promised to work with nearly
any Mac and monitor combination, but s to p by the We b site to be s ure.
At the time of writing, a new 3Dfx card has been announced fo r Macs that supports
the Voodoo 2 chipset from Micro Conversions (www.mi c r oc onv e r s i ons . com).
Another interesting move is support for the acceleration of yet another 3D standard,
OpenGL. OpenGL may become more popular in Mac gaming (and in professional
multimedia) as a result, although that remains to be seen. The first of these cards is
the Vision 3D, offered by Mactell (www. rna ct e 11 . c om).

Installing the PowerlD
The Power30 is a fairly uniq ue add-on for Mac video, because it doesn't actually
take over the 20 video functions as well as 30 rendering-so, your or iginal video
circuitry and connections will s tay, too. As the card has to turn on and off
depending on the application (when a Voodoo-enabled game is running, the 20
video circuitry is interrupted by the Power30 card) , it has to have a way to control
the Mac's video. It d oes that by intercepting the signa l via a cable connected to the
Mac's video circuitry. You then connect your monitor to the Techworks card.
To install a Power30 card, follow these s te ps:
1. Shut down your Mac, ground yourself, and unplug the Mac from your s urge

protector or wall socket.
2. Open the Mac's case and locate an available PCI expansion slot.
3. Install the Powe r30 card in that slot .
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4. On the back of your Macintosh , remove the monitor's cable from your Mac's
video port (or the video port on your video expansion card, if one is present).
Plug the cable that Techworks includes with the Power30 into the video port,
and then plug the other end of the cable into the v ideo-in port on the
Power3D card.
5. Connect your monitor to the Power3D card's VGA-out port. (You may need to
use the included Mac-video-to-VGA adapter).
6. With everything reassembled, plug in your Mac and start it up.
7. Run the Power30 software install er. After restarting your Mac, you should be
ready to use the card. Install and play one of the included Voodoo-compatible
games (or any others you have on hand).
Notice that the Power3D card- with its VGA-out port- is direct ly compatible with
many third party monitors, but requires an adapter to work with Appl e displays.
However, the cable that is installed between your Mac's video port and the
Power3D is an RGB-to-VGA adapter. You 'll need to call Techworks t o request a
different adapter if your video card happens to have only a VGA (HD15) port,
because the cabl e assumes that your Mac has an RGB (0815) port for video.
Also realize that the Power3D card may not work with non-multisync monitors Oike
the Apple 12" and 13" col or monitors) and it doesn't support resolutions lower than
640x480. The adapter that's included generally won't cause trouble with multisync
monitors, but you may find that using another RGB-to-VGA adapter (one with
selectable resolution settings, for instance) improves your monitor's ability to
change resolutions and color depths.

Choosing a RAVE card
RAVE-compatibl e accelerators are a much more open market, offering a wide range
of capabilities, features, and prices. The most basic RAVE cards are usually 3D
accelerators combined with 20 video card circuitry-which may also offer regular
QuickDraw acceler ation for drawing windows, icons, and other 20 tasks. This
makes the low-end RAVE v ideo cards a nice addition to modern Macs, giving them
the ability to speed up all sorts of computer video tasks.
Apple made the earliest of these cards , the Appl e QuickDraw 3D Accelerator (which
can still be found occasionally on store shelves, although it's been discontinued).
Other companies in this space include ATI Technologies and lXMicro.
High-end card s are designed for professional applications, and the cards
themselves require more advanced chipsets, more RAM, and broader feature sets.
Many of these cards tout advantages like Gourand shading, parity with QuickDraw
3D t extures, and z-buffering (a process by which data regarding the perspect ive of a
3D image is buffered so it plays back smoothly when animated). Table 18-1 shows
the major vendors of QuickDraw accel eration cards.
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Table 18-1

QuickDraw 3D Accelerator Manufacturers
Manufacturer

Web Site

ATI Technologies

www . at i . com

Matrox Graphics

wwvJ. matrox . com

IXMicro

www.i xmi cro . com

Number Nine

1~w1v.

nine . com

As an added bonus, you'll find that most of these cards also accelerate QuickTime
playback, giving you full-screen video capabilities. Some also specifically offer
MPEG acceleration, which usually means you get crisp, fu ll-screen play back of
movies in the popular MPEG video format (see Chapter 13 for more on video
formats).

Installing a Rave video card
Unlike the Voodoo variety, 3D-accelerated RAVE-compatible cards tend to offer a
built-in alter-ego: a mild-mannered 2D video card. Therefore, installation doesn't
require the extra cabling that Voodoo cards do, as all video functions are built into
the singl e card. The card installs like any other expansion card, with the exception
of the software drivers. Here's how to install the typical video card:

1. Shut clown your Mac and electrically ground yourself. Unplug t he Mac from its
surge protector or wall socket.
2. Open the Mac's case and locate an empty expansion slot. (Visually inspect it
to ensure it's the r ight type of slot for your video card.)
3. Remove the screw and metal dust plate that covers the hole in back of the
case for t he slot you'll be using.

4. Position the card so th at th e card's interface is directly over the slot. Press
down lightly and uniformly on the t op corners of the expansion card until it's
firmly installed in the sl ot.
5. Attach a monito r's cable to the RGB port on the back of the card. You may
need to use a multisync adapter if your monit or has a VGA connector,
although many accelerated v ideo cards offer both RGB and VGA connectors
(see Figure 18-3).
6. Turn on your computer and monitor. You may need to install special software
for your accelerated video card: Do so and restart your Mac. You should then
be able to adj ust how your monitor displ ays the Mac's graphics using the
Monitors (or Monitors & Sound) control panel.
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Figure 18-3: It's very possible your video cards offers two port
choices- standard Mac RGB or lntel-compatible VGA.

The software you install will like ly appear where it s hould on your Mac, although
you may have to manually drag system extensions to the System Folder in some
cases. To accelerate graphics in games and multimedia, the card is likely to install a
number of QuickTime extensions, too, suc h as QuickTime RAVE. Note very carefully
that the card doesn't ins ta ll older versions of these QuickTime files - a somewhat
common occurrence. (Chapter 31 offers specific tips on how to track newly
installed files.)
If your Mac has built-in video or a video card that you're not replacing with your
new RAVE-compatible one, don't forget that it s hould still be fully functional and
useful , because nearly any Mac can handle multiple monitors for output. Hook up
another monitor to your original video c ircuitry and run them side by side, if you
like. Just don't forget to use the RAVE-compatible screen and video circuitry when
you want to work with accelerated 30.

Mac Gaming
Apple made a big commitment to game developers in 1997, with a renewed
commitment vocalized by Apple's management since then, in relation to Apple's
push back into consumer markets with the iMac and its s iblings. Although Apple
has historically had a love/hate relationship with games (spurning the notion that
the Mac is a "toy" computer - a moniker it received shortly after introduction in
1984) these days Apple seems more at ease with game developers and encourages
their proliferation. After all, the lntel-compatible PC world is filled to the brim with
games, yet those Windows machines are still seen as a major standard in the
business world.
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Part of that comm itmen t to gaming can be seen in some interesting new system
software that A pple wrote to help game producers -Apple Game Sprockets. These
OS add-ons enable game developers to focus more o n painting graphics, creating
monsters, and building storylines, because they're able to call on Apple
standardized routines for things like controlling the action and creating advanced
sound and images.
At the same time, this approach to gaming (and its constantly increasing popularity
on Macs) has spawned the next generation of control devices for playing games,
from steerin g wheels to weapons control systems (WCS) that emulate the F-16
fighter jet. There probably hasn't been a better time than now to get involved in
com puter gaming on the Macintosh .

Game Sprockets
As a typical user, you probably won't have to deal much with the Game Sprockets.
After all, t hey're simply ext ensions (actually, shared libraries) that games can
install in your Syst em Folder. Of course, you'll need to know they exist and figure
out how to troubl eshoot them if you have problems with a game (you can find a
discussion of this in Chapter 28).
But if you'd like to know what these sprockets ac tually do, here's a quick overview.
Aimed at game designers who want to design for the Mac's advanced interface but
ar e also interest ed in getting the games quickly to market, the sprockets take some
of the Mac's bes t features and make it easy for the game developer to add them.
Here are the current Game Sprockets and what, exactly, they do:

+ SoundSprocket. Gives the programmer easy access to routines for traditional
sound functions as well as new 30 sound t echnologies developed by Apple.
Th e 30 sound approach enables the programmer to immerse garner s in a
virtual world where sounds travel around the central characters as they move
through a gaming environment. Doppler effect s, dist ancing, and spatial
locati on are all made possible.

+ DrawSprocket. Helps d evelopers to create smoother display of images on
screen, using a t echnol ogy called double- or triple-buffering. This means the
Mac render s images ahead of time, putting them in a buffer (reserved portion
of memory) until they're needed. The DrawSprocket can automatically use
special hardware or just software to render the scenes. The DrawSprocket
also has access to screen sizing and resolution and color depth options, and it
works with QuickTime for some animation functions.

+ NetSprocket. Prov ides a standardized

mechanism for adding Internet and
l ocal network connections to your game for head-to-head and teamwork-style
game choices. It allows the developer to use Open Transport protocols and to
create groups of garner s for connected play.
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+ InputSprocket. Offers the developer a standard way to accept input from a
variety of devices. This creates a quick-and-useful standard for writing input
device drivers- small bits of software that describe the joystick's capabilities
to the lnputSprocket. With all this in force, it's possible for very advanced
controller options to be used by games without too much specialized
programming.
This is just a bit of brute-force programming Apple has done to help game
developers along, though it's also a smart way to get programmers to support other
Apple technologies- QuickDraw 3D, QuickTime, and QuickTime VR, for instance;
this in turn results in games that offer Apple and Mac-specific advantages. Because
many games use programming code originally developed for lntel-compatible or
set-top box players, having these specialized sprockets makes it easier for crossplatform-oriented companies to add special Mac features to their games.

Game controllers
Although game controllers were around well before Apple's Game Sprockets
technology, the offerings seem to have been enhanced somewhat by the availability
of s imple work-arounds s uch as the lnputSprocket. Early Mac controllers tended to
be very much like a Mac's mouse-using ADB connections to generate movements
that the Mac would interpret as mouse movements, even if the device was a
joystick or other contraption (see Figure 18-4).

Figure 18-4: The venerable MouseStick II from Advanced Gravis

(www.gravis.com) is still popular, even though it sends only mouselike signals to the Mac.
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These days, though, some of that has changed. Although unique controllers are
considerably more popular in the lntel-compatible world (where such PCs have had
a standard joystic k port for years), the Mac has its share of interesting devices for
enhanced gaming. Table 18-2 lists some popular Mac-compatible game controller
manufacturers.

Table 18-2
Mac Game Controller Companies

,

Note

Manufacturer

Devices

WebSite

MacAIIy

Joysticks, gamepads

www.macal ly. c om

Gravis

Joysticks, gamepads

w~M.

ThrustMaster

Steering, flight controllers

www.th rus tmaste r.c om

Microsoft

Joystick

www.microsoft.com/sidew inder/

CH Products

Joysticks, flight controllers

www. c hproducts.com

Suncom

Joysticks

www . su ncominc. com

gravis . com

In general, you' ll come across three classes of controller. Some offer different levels
of specialization, but most can be categorized as joysticks, gamepads, and flight
controllers.
If the current crop of Mac game controllers aren't enough to satisfy you, perhaps a
joystick adapter is the appropriate solutio n. The Choicestick adapte r from Kernel
Prod uctions (w~/\>J . ke r nel . com) promises to enable you to use any number of joysticks and controllers from Atari, PC, Playstation, and Sega Genesis machines. And
how about joysticks for the iMac and future USB-based Macs? CH Products has
already announced t heir intention to build USB joysticks, with others sure to follow.
Plus, USB won't be Mac-specific, so other cont rolle r compa nies focused on the lntelcompatible world may find themselves writing Mac driver software fo r their USB joysticks, too.

Joysticks
These are probably the o ld est form of game input for computers and gaming
devices, modeled on the controllers used for early stand up arcade games, which in
turn modeled their controllers (presumably) on input controllers used in robotics
and military applications.
Originally, Mac joysticks s imply offered a different way to give mouse input, and
hence rarely required any additional extensions or settings to work properly. As
more sophisticated ideas and technologies have become popular, however,
joysticks have added functions. In some cases, joysticks offer more precise
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movements, programmable buttons, and, occasionally, force feedback. This
technology actually causes the joystick to react to events in the game with
shudders and shimmies.
Figure 18-5 shows a joystick modeled on a fighte r aircraft's controlle r.

Figure 18-5: The Fighter Stick from CH Products is a serious joystick.

Gamepads
Joining us from the world of set-top game machines is the gamepad, a small,
handheld device used as a rocker control; individual buttons provide movement
control. These controllers often feature a number of buttons, some of which can be
programmed for a particular game. Gamepads encourage you to use both hands
completely while playing, making them less than ideal for games that require
keyboard input, but really useful for games that don't. Some models are easy to
switch from right-handed play to left-handed play (that is, you can configure the
button functions to suit whichever hand is dominant), offering a clear advantage
over many joysticks. Figure 18-6 shows a gamepad.

Flight (driving) controllers
Serious and often more expensive than your average joystick or gamepad, these
controls tend to offer very specific shapes and designs. Playing off the popularity of
flight and driving simulator software, both CH Products and Thrustmaster offer
very sophisticated knock-offs of real-world controls.
Both companies include joysticks and yokes fashioned after real-life fighter planes
and other aircraft , as well as rudder pedals, throttle controllers, and weapons
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syst ems that round out the realism . With all of these con troller s at hand, you
probably will hav e spent a few hundred dollars- but, with th e ri ght software
(and maybe a 30 accelerat or) you'll have a full-fledged simulation cockpit (see
Figure 18-7).

Figure 18-6: The CH Gamepad from CH Products is an example
of a gamepad controller.

Figure 18-7: With all these controllers you can put together a fairly
convincing flight simulator for your home or office.
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~
Note

Your cockpit doesn't have to be all fun and games, either. Realistic flight models exist
in a number of cross-country and general aviation simulations for the Mac, some of
which use these controllers for more realistic inp ut.

Summary
+ The force behind a lot of Mac multimedia deve lopment is QuickOraw 30 , a
Mac OS technology that programmers and artis ts can use to render complex
30 objects, landscapes, and other vistas for film or print. It's also the bas ic
engine that drives a lot of Mac gaming, along with QuickTime technologies.

+ You can get better 30

performance from your Mac- and sometimes better
overall video - by adding a QuickDraw 30 accele rator card. Various levels
exist to he lp different sorts of users.

+ If your needs are more gaming oriented, a Voodoo graphics add-on card is
another option. This works in conjunction with your existing Mac video
circuitry to create incredible 30 performance in games, but at a very
affordable price.

+ In fact, gaming is a s trong theme for Apple these days, with the release of
Game Sprockets, a set of programmers tools that enable game developers to
add s pecial Mac-only sound, input device, and Internet tools to their games.

+ Game Sprockets and some other factors have led to newer and more exciting
game controllers, including joys ticks, game pads , and amazing flight and
driving controllers that turn your Mac into an arcade-style simulator.
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lot of people use the Mac because they want to, in spite
of some pressure to join the majority and use the same
computing platform- the In t el/Windows combination- that
most of the rest of the worl d has decided to use. In many
cases, you'll find that, even within your organization or your
company, or among your colleagues, having a Mac stands out
from the norm.
Perhaps because of the Mac's uniqueness, the burden of proof
tends to fall on our shoulders. Whether it's remaining
compatible with DOS floppies, working with their removable
media, translating Windows file formats, or even running the
occasional Windows program, the Mac has had to be the more
flexible of the two platforms.
Fortunately, the Mac does a pretty good job. If you have a
reason to use just about any file format, disk, or even a
progr am from the Windows/lntel (Wintel) world, you'll
probably be abl e to. And you might even impress your
Windows-using friends along t he way.
When I say your Mac can work well with the Win tel worl d,
what do I mean? Here are all the choices you have to help
your Mac be a good citizen:

+ You can use your Macintosh to read PC floppy disks, Zip
disks, and other removabl e media.

+ Your Mac can read Windows (and DOS) file formats and
convert them for use on the Mac.

Running DOS and
Windows programs
Adding an lntelcompatible PC Card
Using PC peripherals

• • • •
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+ Mac applications can export most files in a Windows-compatible format.
+ Macs can run Windows programs in software.
+ You can install an expansion card in many Macs th at enable them to run
Windows and DOS progr ams on an actual Intel (or lntel-compatibl e)
processor.

+ You can use In tel-com patible peripherals such as keyboards, mice and -

in

some cases - modems and other serial devices.

Sharing DOS Files
The easy w ay to get along with your DOS or Windows-touting counterparts is to be
able to work with just about any file that comes your way. With a w ell-equipped
Mac, you can do just that. T his used to require separate control panels for your
Mac that had to be st ore bought, but these days most of the software you need to
be compatible is sold as par t of the Mac OS; if you've upgraded to Mac OS 7.6 or
above, you should have the basic tools for reading DOS-formatted floppy disks,
formatting DOS floppi es, r eading DOS-formatted removable media (most of it), and
translating files to and from Windows application formats .
By the way, I talk about DOS or MS-DOS (Microsoft Disk Operating Syst em)
formatting because floppies and media used on Wind ows and lntel-compatible
machines are formatted to be backward compatible with nearly all Windows and
DOS versions, even if the floppies themselves are used in Windows 95 or Windows
98 machines. The same is somewhat true for Mac disks; in most cases, disks aren't
formatted for a particu lar Mac OS ver sion - they work w ith all v ersions.

,

Note

Because Windows, in a mat ter of speaking, is simply a new version of DOS, the file
format hasn't changed. The only major difference is that Windows 95 and above can
use long (255-character) filenames, whereas DOS can only handle eight-character
names with three-letter extensions (known as the 8.3 convention). Before Mac OS
8. 1, the Mac OS could also only handle the 8.3 ver sion of DOS filenames when using
DOS-formatted media. The latest OS versions, however, now handle Windows'
longer names.
Actually, even if you have an older version of the Mac OS, you can still work with files
that are named using the newer long filename convention for Windows 95 or
Windows 98 - you just won't see those long filenames. Because it has to continue to
be backward compatible with DOS, the Windows long-filename scheme also includes
short (8.3) filenames that are saved as part of the disk's information about its files.
So, if a DOS-based or older Mac OS- based computer tri es to view the directory of
files, that OS sees the shorter names it's expecting to see.
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Reading DOS media
If you're working in an o ffice o r organizati on wh ere you often receive DOS floppy
disks, you may already know that you can read the floppy simply by inserting it in
the floppy drive of any Mac (in t he Mac II seri es and up) t hat's running Mac OS 7.5
or above.
Two elements come together to enable this to happen. First , Macs newer than a
Mac II feature what Apple calls a SuperDrive fl oppy mechanism- a high-d ensity
( 1.44MB) floppy drive that offer s the ability to read variously formatted disks. That
includes DOS formats, Mac formats, and even ProDOS, the A pple II disk format.
The second factor is PC Exchange, a contro l panel included with the Mac OS 7.5 and
above. Ot was available separ ately for earlier Mac OS ver si ons.) This cont ro l panel
makes it possible for the SuperDrive to read and wri te to DOS-formatted floppi es, as
well as being r esponsible for mapping DOS/Windows file extensions, t he t hree-letter
system DOS uses t o relate programs and their associated documents. Using the
control panel, you can t ell your Mac which of your Macintosh app lications should
be used to open a particular DOS document.
In Mac OS versions before Mac OS 8.1, other DOS-fo rmatted media could be read as
well, including CD-ROM drives, Zip drives, and .Jaz drives. The Mac wasn't always
reliably reading Zip and larger removable media drives t hat were DOS-for matted,
however, so Mac OS 8.1 included an upgraded ver sion of PC Exchange. Now, not
only can it read removable media more r eliably, but it also supports t he Windows
95/98 long filename syst em.
As you may know, the PC Exchange control panel also makes i t possible to format a
floppy disk in DOS format so you can exchange i t wi th DOS/Windows user s. To do
so, just insert the floppy in the Mac's floppy drive. If the d isk is unformatted , you'll
be asked if you want to format the disk- choose DOS 1.4 from the For mat menu. If
the disk is already formatted , you'll get the same choices by selecting the disk's
icon in the Finder and choosing Special <=:> Erase Disk.

Translating DOS file formats
Even after you'v e gotten the DOS fl oppy moun ted o n your des ktop and the
DOS/Windows files copied onto your hard drive, you've st ill got to do something
with the files. As with Macintosh progr ams, DOS and Windows applications tend to
have their own file format s, even fo r new ver sions of the same progr am. Microsoft
Word documents, for instance, might be in Microsoft Word for DOS 1.0 format ,
Micr osoft Word for Windows 6.0 format, or even Wo rd 97 ( for Window s 95) form at.
Each of these formats r equires a particular fil ter to properly l oad a file into a
Macintosh word processing document.
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You'll find th at some Macintosh applications have the built-in ability to read DOS
and Windows files - especially if the files are made by the same company. Fo r
instance, Microsoft Word 6.0 for Mac can r ead Microsoft Word 6.0 for Windows and
Microsoft Word for DOS file formats, whereas Word 98 for Mac can read t hose
formats as well as the Word 97 for mat . (It can also translat e Rich Text Format and
MS Works documents, both of which are also Microsoft file formats.) In t hese cases
and in others, Microsoft makes these t ranslators available from w ithin the program
or as add-ons (often free) available on upgr ade CO-ROMs and via the Microsoft Web
site (www. mi eros oft. com/ macoffi ce) .
These capabilit ies are far from universal, however. To add system-level translat ion
of file formats for near ly any of your Mac applicati ons, a system software add-on is
required . The most popular, MacLinksPlus from Dataviz c~IWW. data viz. com), is not
only commonly used, but included with Mac OS 7.6 and above.
Indications are that t hese translators may not be included wit h Mac OS 8.5 and
higher, in which case I highly recommend installing t hem from an older installation
d isc and/or contacting Dataviz for a new ver si on.
What MacLinksPlus does is append the File Open and Save As dialog boxes w ith a
number of different t ranslators that support DOS/Windows file formats from many
different manufacturer s. Not all Mac applications support MacLinksPlus, but a good
number of them do. ClarisWorks and AppleWor ks, for instance, get quite a boost
from adding MacLinksPlus, as shown in Figure 19-1. (Cer tain versions of ClarisWorks
and ClarisWorks Ortice include a version of MacLinksPlus, just in case you haven't
upgraded your Mac OS recently.)
Dataviz also mak es transl ators that work the other way - Mac files t o DOS/Windows
format s- for the lonely PC user in a sea of Macintosh-based colleagues. The
program Conver si onPlus is available for Windows and Windows 95/ 98 users, and
Dataviz makes ot her progr ams for more specific uses. The company also offers
upgrades to the version of MacLinksPlus offered with t he Mac OS. The upgrades
generally feature bug fixes al ong with more and newer translator s for programs that
have come on the market since the latest Mac OS release.

DOS file archives
DOS file archives are the third link in the chain - especially if you'll be t ransfer r ing
document s over t he Internet. Archives are files or groups of files that have been
compressed into a single, much smaller file that can be used to store or transmit
t he files over phone lines. (Actually, not all archives consist of compressed files, as
archives can also be used to simply group files t ogeth er in one file. That said , m ost
of the Mac and DOS archive formats are also designed for compression.)
Compression schemes look for redundancies in the fil e data (whether it's a binar y
file - l ike an image or program-or a text file) and compress the files based on
sophisticated algorithms. The resul t is a file that takes up less disk space and
t ransfers more quickl y over modem or Internet connect ions. Once a file is
compressed, however, it can't be used unt il it 's decompressed by a utility that
understands its archive format.
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Figure 19-1 : MacLinksPius adds quite a few entries to the Open As menu in a
ClarisWorks dialog box.

Macs and lntel-compatible PCs have traditionally used differen t archive formats.
On the Macintosh, the overwhelming favorite is the Stufflt format, created by
Aladdin Systems (1·/Wiv . a 1addi nsys . com), makers of Stufflt Expander and Stufflt
Deluxe. Another favorite is Compact Pro, maintained by Cyclos (wv/W. eye 1os . com),
although it's more popular for creat ing professional installer programs than it is for
day-t o-day use between Mac users. (Stufflt files are much more the standard, at
least for individual use. Other programs, including Stufflt lnstallerMaker and
MindVision VISE, are also popular for creating professional installations for
programs and applications.)
On the lntel-compatible side, PKZip, created and maintained by PKWARE, Inc.
(1vwv1. pk1va re . com), dominates for archiving. Unfortunately, Stufflt and PKZip
aren't compatible with one another, so special utilities are required for either
the Mac or the PC to read the other's archives.
Again, the translation tasks usually fall to the Mac owner. Because you can 't rely on
an lntel-<:ompatible PC user to have Stufflt Expander on hand (although Aladdin
Systems makes a Windows-<:ompatibl e version of the program), it's important to
create PKZip-<:ompatible archives for them to use. To do that, you 'll need Ziplt, a
shareware program by Tom Brown.
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Ziplt and Stufflt Expander all are available on the CD-ROM included with this book. Ziplt is
a shareware program that you should pay for if you enjoy using it; Stufflt Expander is
freeware from Aladdin Systems.
With Ziplt, for instance, both creating and using PKZip-compatible archives is
simple. From Ziplt's file menu you can use the New command t o create a new
archive in PKZip format, and t hen add files you want to compress inside the archive
by choosing Zip .-:> Add from t he menu bar. If you want to extract files from an
existing archive, you can open the archive through ZipIt's File c:> Open command,
and then highlight the files you want to return to an uncompressed state and
choose Zip c:> Extract from the menu bar (see Figure 19-2).

RenameGet Info
• 1
Edit EntiY Comments .••
Edit Zi p CommentsAdd/ Strip Uneteeds
Set Segment Sl>eSet Con>preu lon L..vei-

Set PasswordltPmovl' P1'UW0rd.

Figure 19-2: The Ziplt compression/ decompression utility makes it easy to deal with

PC files.
One word of caut ion: Ziplt has a habit of saving files in a MacBinar y format by
default when you go to create an archive of compressed Mac documen ts. However,
Mac Binary files t end to confuse lntel-compatible PCs- MacBinar y is really only
useful if y ou're sending fil es t o other Mac user s in an archive using PKZip for mat. In
the Preferences (File c:> Preferences c:> General), find the Use MacBinar y ent r y and
choose the When Necessar y or Never button . Choose Never if you'll only be
sending PKZip files to lntel-compatible PC users. (Realize, though , t hat you may
lose Mac-specific information when you send a file this way; this met hod is best
used when you're sending cross-platform document s like gr aphics files or word
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processing documents. If you're sending a Mac application or file that isn't going to
be used on the PC, just archived there, as on an FTP server, you'll want to leave it in
MacBinary format.)

If you don't plan to create PKZip-compatible archives, you don't have to get Ziplt.
Stufflt Expander can decompress PKZip-compatible archives, but only if you have
the optional DropStuff with Expander Enhancer shareware program from Aladdin.
This add-on to Stufflt Expander enables you to decompress all sorts of archives,
including CompactPro, PKZip, and UNIX zip and tar archive and compress ion
formats.

E-mail attachments
Here's another place where you can run into trouble tryin g to translate files
between PC and Mac formats-attachments to e-mail messages. For documents,
programs, and compressed archives to be sent through the Internet e-mail sys tem,
they have to be encoded, or translat ed using special utility programs. The reason
for this is pretty simple-the Internet e-mail protocols are generally only capable
of sending text messages, not binary (computer data) files. So, binary files must go
through a process where they're translated into a text-based code, and then
transmitted. When they arrive at the receiving computer, the encoded file can be
turned back into a binary file for use on that computer.
That's where the trouble starts. Macs tend to use a different t ext-encoding scheme called BinHex-than do PCs. (MacBinary is another format for Mac text encoding,
although it's a bit less popular.) In many cases, the e-mail application itself does the
encoding, and many PC e-mail programs aren't designed to translate BinHex.
Instead, they'll need you to send your files in a format the DOS/Windows e-mail
application can understand and translate.

.,/
Note

The most common format for PCs i s called MIME, or Base64 in your e-mail
program- in some Mac applications it's also called App leSingle. (Actually,
these are all slightly different formats, but they fall under the heading of "MIMEcompliant," which makes them easiest to use in a cross-platform situation.) If
you are sending an e-mail attachment to a PC user, choose whichever of th ese
options is available in your e-mail program; in most cases, you don't need a new
utility program to send an attachment that PC users can work with. Figure 19-3
shows Claris Emailer transl ating an e-mail att achment into Base64 .
You probably shou ldn't allow your e-mail program to automatically compress files it's
sending to PCs, since it'll most likely use the Stufflt file format. Instead, compress
the files into PKZip archives ahead of time, before adding it to the e-mail as an
attachment.
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Figure 19-3: Claris Emailer makes it simple to encode files for transfer over the
Internet to lntel-compatible PC users.

If you receive an e-mail attachment from a PC user, you'll find that most of the more
recent Mac e-mail clients handle Base64 and other MIME-compliant attachments
with grace. Usually you simply save the attachment or double-click it in the e-mail
program to use it. But if you ever do have a MIME file slip through the cracks, you
can use Stufflt Expander 4.5 or above (you'll need DropStuff with Expander
Enhancer) to translate th e M IME file. Just drag the encoded MIME document onto
the Stufflt Expander icon (or load it in Stufflt Deluxe, if you've purchased a recent
version of that program).
Stufflt will even handle the uuencode/ uudecode format for attachments, which is a
UNIX standard for encoding files for Internet transfers (Windows and other
platforms have tools to deal with this type of attachment). You should consider
sending attachments as uuencode/uudecode if your recipient is a UNIX user.

Running DOS and Windows Programs
Because about 90 percent of the personal computers on the planet use DOS and
Windows as the operating system, there's a lot of software written for them. As a
Mac user myself for years, I've rarely pined for a program for my Mac (other than
some games) that was only written for an In tel-compatible PC. Of course, some of
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these programs are in demand among computer users- and you'll often find them
lurking more in the business-management arena than anywhere else.
Most often you'll find that such programs are vertical marl?et applications- that is,
written speci fi cally for a particular type of business or to solve a particular
industrial problem- designed to run exclusively for Windows or DOS. In those
cases, it's often important to be abl e to r un the applicati on, even if you'd like to use
a Macintosh.
Short of having the progr am rewritten (or writing a compatible program yourself, if
you're a Mac-savvy programmer), there are two basic types of solutions for runnin g
Windows programs: hardware and software. On the hardware si de, your options
depend on the Mac you own. Certain models can accept a PC compatibility
expansion card that enables you to actually start up and run the DOS and/ or
Windows oper ating systems on a second processor installed inside your Mac. You
can then r un most DOS/Windows programs unaltered.
On the software side, a number of Windows and Intel-compatible PC emulato r
programs can actually run as Macintosh applications, but they imitate a Windows
environment to enable Windows programs to run. These emulators can take over
your floppy and CD-ROM drives and even print directly to Macintosh printers.

PC compatibility hardware
PC Compatibility Cards is the name that Apple has given in the past to a class of
expansion cards that adds PC functionality to certain Mac intosh models. Other
vendors make or have made these cards, too. One of those companies, Orange
Micro (wv/\v. or an gemi c ro. com), continues to make a variety of these cards for
various Mac models. Another of the companies, Reply Corporation, has since sold
its t echnology to Radius Corp. (loJWI'i. re p 1y . r ad i us . com), which has repackaged
the cards as the Radius Detente series of cards.
With PC-compatibility expansion cards, the Mac OS does some fancy footwork to
enable you to run programs in both an lntel-compatible and a Mac environment
simultaneously (usually you hit a hot-key sequence to change from one
environment to another). The maj or advantage to this approach is t he expansion
card features an actual lntel-compatible processor chip on it, along with vi deo
circuitry and other components. In some cases, you can even upgrade the card by
adding extra RAM to it.
Adding an expansion board is gener ally the best way to get fast PC performance.
Because you're r unning t he DOS or Windows programs on an actual lntelcompatible processor, there's no translation or emulation that has to take place.
The expansion card treats your Mac's monitor as if it were a PC monitor and your
hard drive as if it were a PC hard drive (at least , part of it) . So the performance
relies complet ely on the processor that 's installed on the card (and fac tors such
as the Wind ow s version you use and how much additional RAM you install on
the card).
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Note

There's some quest ion as to why Apple called some of its products "DOS-compatibility cards" and others "PC Compatibility Cards:' The easy answ er: Apple calls the cards
DOS-Compatible if they're designed for a particular Macintosh model, because the
model is called DOS compatible (the Power Macintosh 6100/60 DOS Compatible is
an example). The PC-compatible moniker is reserved for cards that can w ork in more
than one Macintosh model. (Heck, it's not a great reason, but it's something to hold
on to.)

PC-compatible issues
There's no ques tion that the engineering feat th at enables an Intel (or lntelcompatible) 486 o r Pentium processor to r un inside a Mac an d access mos t of the
Mac's internal (and m any external) devices is nothing shor t of amazing. Still, there
have been some hurdles to overcome, and not all Macs have done so completel y. In
most cases, though, these shor tcomings shouldn't affect your ability to use t he
compatibility features in most business scenarios.
One of the major issues is ports. The Mac's ports can be remapped and used by
DOS or Windows when the compatibility card is operating, but only with limited
success. With serial ports, connect ing to a Mac modem from t he PC side can be
problematic at best. In general, Wintel software isn't abl e to get the feed back it
requires through the Mac's serial port, which reacts a littl e differently than a PC's
ser ial port. The result is you can't get CTS/RTS-ty pe flow control to activat e,
meaning you're generally limited to connec tion speeds of 9,600 bps or less.
As far as parallel ports are concerned, the Mac doesn't use any such technology at
all, so it's impossible t o repurpose some port on th e Mac and use it for print ing to
PC-oriented printers or some other parallel devi ce.
Orange Micro's PC Compat ibility Cards (see Figure 19-4) get around t his by
including t he por t t echno logy on the card itself. Many recent Orange Micro cards
come wit h cabling that you hook up t o a single port on the card. The individual
cables sprout from thi s por t like spaghetti, enabling you to hook up all sorts of
devices- PC serial and parallel periperals, a second monitor, PC game controller s,
and more.
Apple and Reply have used a dif£erent solution in the pas t -an add-on card for
serial and par allel ports. These cards can gener ally be found on the used market or
in select retail/ mail-order warehouses. Check the major catalogs and contact
Radius' customer ser vice people for other options.
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Figure 19-4: Orange Micro is cu rrently the only manufacturer of new PC upgrade
cards, offering a range of sizes and speeds for different Power Mac models
(www.orangemicro.com).

The other major problem you encount er wi th PC Compati bility Cards is t h at most
of t hem don't include 32-bit driver so ftware for the Windows 95/98 environment.
Instead, those operating syst ems are forced to drop into a special compatibility
mode reserved for older ( 16-bit) driver software. In the world of actual Windows
PCs, this 16-bit comp atibility mode is reserved fo r older components such as
CD-ROM drives and v ideo cards sold w ith aging 386 and 486 systems. And, in many
cases, even the driver s for that old equipment have been upgraded to be
compat ible.
The Windows 95/98 environment is slowed somewhat by being forced into a
compatibility mode, but there's more fallout. Advanced gr aphical games often use
the DirectX graphics architecture written by Microsoft for gam e developers (similar
to Apple's QuickDraw 30 and associat ed t echnologi es discussed in Chapter 13).
Unfortunately, DirectX won't work reliably with 16-bit driver code as part of t he
mix. PC owners generally h ave to upgrade their systems to be 32-bit cl ean before
their highes t-end games w ill r un correctly- if at all.
If you h ave a PC Compatibility Card from Apple or Reply/Radius , you're faced with
the same problem. But Apple and Radius have m ade no move to upgrade the
drivers to 32-bit, and it doesn't seem they w ill anytime soon. So, you'll be unable to
take advantage of DirectX in Windows.
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Orange Micro owners get a better answer-as o f this writing, Orange Micro has
released testing driver s for its Or angePC line of cards. If you don't get the 32-bit
drivers with your new card, you should head over to \~vM . orang emi cro . com to
download and install the new driver s.
Reports have it that Orange Micro is also working w ith Apple to write 32-bit drivers
that would be available from Orange Micro to expand the capabilities of Apple's (and
potentially Reply's) PC Compatibility Cards. Check Orange Micro's Web site for
updates or confirmations on this rumor.
Finally, Orange Micro comes through with more suppor t th an Reply and Apple
when it comes to cards that can run multiple operating systems. In most cases,
Apple and Reply cards are limited to running DOS and t he various flavors of
Windows 3. 1, 95, and (with limited success) 98; running IBM OS/2 and Windows NT,
for instance, isn't possible. The OrangePC line of card s, however, does suppor t
Windows 98, Windows NT, and OS/2.

Macs and PC Compatibility Cards
Unfortunately, not all Macs can accept a PC Compatibility Card. Although nearly
any PCJ-based Macintosh can accept one of the cards from Apple, Reply, Or ange
Micro, or Radius, others have been specifically designed for particular Apple
Macintosh brands. Table 19- 1 shows those systems that could accept (or came
wit h) PC Compatibility Cards.

Table 19-1
DOS-Compatible Macs from Apple
Model

Type of In tel-compatible Processor

Quadra 610

486-level processor

Quadra 630, LC 630, Performa 630, 640

486-level processor

Power Macintosh 6100, Performa 6110 series

486-level processor

Power Macintosh 4400, 7220

Cyrix P1 66 processor

Power Macintosh 7200, 7300

Pentium 166 processor

Note that the Cyrix-based PC Compat ibility Carel has unique power requirements
that prevent it from w orking in other Macs. The true Intel Pentium card designed
for th e 7200/ 7300 series, however, can work in many Macs (Power Mac 7500, 7600,
8500, 8600, 9500, 9600) and is reported to also w ork well in PCI-based Mac OS
clones. Apple made and sold this PC Compatibili ty Card separately for Macs that
could handle PCI expansion cards.
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If you have one of the earlier Macs designed for a partic ular type of PC

Compatibility Card, you'll need to s hop a bit on the used ma rket to see if you can
find the board made particularly for your Mac. Figure 19-5, for instance, s hows a
PC Compatibility Card being installed in a Power Macintosh 6100.

Figure 19-5: This DOS compatibility card was designed specifically
to fit the PDS slot that's particular to a Power Macintosh 6100.

Othe r Macs can accept the Orange Micro and Reply series of cards. Reply actually
made some of the Apple PC Compatibility cards, but has been making them for
other Mac models for quite some time. Radius cards are availa ble for Macs with LC
PDS slots, PDS s lots in NuBus PowerMacintosh computers, and PCI-based Pe ntium
class cards (both 7" and 12" PCI cards . Table 19-2 shows the Radius line and
associated Macs.
Most of these cards feature 1MB of VRAM to connect the PC to a moni tor as well as
SoundBlaster 16 support, options for add-ons like actual lnte l-<:ompatible serial a nd
parallel ports, and support for Ethernet through the Mac's Ethernet connection. In
fact, some models can actually run two separate IP addresses, o ne each for the Mac
and PC processors. Not a ll these models are still gene rally availa ble through retail
outlets, but you should have some luck finding one on the used market.
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Table 19-2

Radius/Reply PC-compatibility Cards
Model

Processor

Mac Supported

PDS 5x86/ 133

AMD 586-133

Power Mac 7100,8100

LC PDS Sx86/ 133

AMD 586-133

Performa and Power Mac 5200, 5260, 5300,
6200, 6300 series

Detente AX 586/133

AMD 586-133

Power Macintosh 5400, 5500, 6360, 6400,
7200, 7300,7500, 7600,8500,9500and
9600 series computers and Mac clones with
PCI slots

r

Detente MX PCI

Various Pentium

Power Macintosh 7200, 7300, 7500, 7600,
8500, 9500 and 9600 series computers and
Mac compatibles with 12" PCI slots

Finally, the Orange Micro cards tend to be the most co mprehensive solutions to
DOS-compatibility technology. Many of their cards have worked in a variety of Mac
models, usually based only on whether the card supported NuBus or PCl expansion
and whether the model supported a long expansion card; if the card fits In the
chassis, it should be able to w ork. Orange Micro cards have traditionally included
more support for Mac model s by focusing on using the st andard expansion buses
(NuBus and PCI) instead of PDS slots. The latest ver si ons of Orange Micro's cards
use more powerful Pentium processor s than the Apple and Reply cards, and are
being actively updated and marketed, especially in the face of stiff competition
from the softw are-only emulation companies discussed later in this chapter.

Installing a PC Compatibility Card
For the most part, these cards are installed like any other expansi on cards: Turn off
the power, ground yourself, find the available slot , and inst all it so the ports are
accessible through the back of your machine. One important caveat: Many of the
older cards are based on PDS slots, not NuBus or PCl, so you'll need to have t he
PDS slot available in your Mac.
With the card installed , your next step is likely to be connecting a web of cabling to
the card. Most of the Apple and Reply cards come with cables that connect a
unique 26-pin port to the Mac's video, wi th a pass-through connector for your
monitor (and one for a PC game controller). This is the cabling that makes it
possible for you to switch between the PC and Mac env ironments using t he same
monitor.
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Note

If you want to use two monitors (one each for the PC and Mac environments), you
still need to connect this special cable to the PC Card's port, but connect the RGB-out
cable directly to the second monitor (you may need to use an RGB-to-VGA adapter).
This enables you to use the PC's internal video and PC game connector.
Here's how to connect the PC-to-RGB cable:

I. Connect the PC's cabling connector to the port on the expansion card.
2. Connect the RGB connector to your Mac's RGB port.
3. Hook up the remaining RGB-out connector, which is designed for your
monitor, to your Mac's monitor. You may need to attach an RGB-to-VGA
adapter if your monitor only has a VGA connector.
If this is the o nly cabling your card came with, it s hould a lso have a game connector

for use with PC joys tic ks and game controllers . You can connect this directly to a
controller or use a Y-connector- from the PC-side of your local com puter store and connect two game contro llers. (Some game controllers are too s ophis ticated to
share the port. Check the documenta tion that c omes with the game controlle r.)
Other cards, such as the OrangePC series from Orange Micro, include cabling for a
number of different ports and connections such as PC serial and parallel connections.
These cabling solutions generally connect to the PC Compatibility Card with a single
port, with the cables themselves branching out for different purposes.
Your next step is to ins ta ll the software that came with the card. This generally
consists of drivers for the Mac envi ronment that ena ble you to activate the card
(look for a dis k or CD-ROM tha t says it's for the Mac OS). Once you have these
ins talled , you'll restart your Mac to activate the control pane l. Next, you can
access the appropriate control panel, called PC Setup. The control panel gives
you a number of options (shown in Figure 19-6).
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The PC Compatibility Card will need a number of settings initiated before it can
boot for the first time. Most importantly, it needs to know what to use as a hard
drive for the system. Because your Mac's hard drive is already formatted for the
Mac file sy st em (J-IFS or HFS+), the PC can't use it directly for storing files; the PC
uses a different sort of drive format (FAT or FAT32). T he PC Card works around this
by creating a new sort of Macintosh file, called a drive container. The PC Setup
control panel ( for Ap pl e's PC Cards) tricks the card into believing that the container
file is actually an entire hard drive formatted for its use.
In fact, because this is a DOS volume that's saved as a disk image - a special file that
acts like a disk- on your Mac, you can mount it when the PC Compatibility Card isn't
running. Just double-click the file and it will appear on your desktop, just as would a
floppy or removable media disk.
The PC Setup control panel enables you to choose t he setup file you want to use for
the C drive (the main hard drive), the D drive, and other subsidiary drives. (You
can pretty much create as many drives as the control panel -and the free space on
your hard drive -will support.) You also choose a configuration for your video
display (so the Mac knows how to display the PC screen) and how much of the
Mac's syst em RAM you want to share with the card if you haven't inst alled a SIMM
on the card. (The capability to share RAM depends on the sort of PC Compatibility
Card you install. Some share RAM, some don't.)

~
Note

With all those choices made, your next step will be to insert a disk in the Mac's
floppy drive. The disk will need to be able to boot the PC system (the first disk for
DOS or Windows should work) so that you can install software for the PC to use.
Start up the PC and switch to it to watch it begin the boot-up process. Once it's
booted successfully, you'll need to install an operating system, along with vi deo
and sound drivers and any oth er system software that was included with the card .
(Most PC Compatibility Cards include software that can share data between the
Mac's and PC's clipboards for supporting the Copy and Paste commands across
both platforms.)
Reply has its own control panel, called Detente, and Orange Micro supplies
OrangePCi, an application (instead of a control panel) for controlling the PC environment. You'll need to install these and use them for setting up the PC environment,
but they' re very similar to the Apple versions.

Upgrading a PC Compatibility Card
You should generally be able to tell by looking at a PC Compatibility Card what can
be upgr aded and what can't. A few manufacturer-specific things can be added to
y our Mac t hat work with th e card - such as the serial/ parallel card that App le and
Reply have offered in the past. But some other upgrades happen right on the card
itself.
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The most obvious of these is RAM. Most of the PC Compatibility Cards made
suppor t a single SIMM upgrade through which you can add between 4- and 64MB of
RAM to your card. (Newer Orange Micro cards can support up to 256MB of RAM on
a single DIMM.) It's definitely recommended that you add RAM. With additional
RAM, both the card itself and the PC operating sys tem will run more efficiently.
Recommended minimums are 8MB for DOS and Windows 3. 1 and 16MB for
Windows 95. More than that is necessary if you'll be using graphical programs or
games, or if you plan to have more than one program open in Windows at a time.
Some of the later PC! cards from Apple and Reply offer a VRAM upgrade from the
paltry 512K included with the card to 1MB or more for better color depth and
higher resolutions in the Windows environment. Consult your manual for specifics
on the t ype of VRAM required - i t may be a bit tough to come by. (Reply/Radius
sells a VRAM upgrade direct from their price list.)
It seems that only cards built earlier-the DOS and Mac cards for Quadra/ Centris
and Power Macintosh 6100 machines -have a socketed Intel processors. (Other PC
Compatibility Cards have soldered processors.) This means that cards can be
upgraded with processors that fit t hat processor socket. Originally shipped with
486-level processors, those cards can be upgraded to Pentium-l evel performance.
Although you may have luck finding your own AMD or Cyrix processor with a 486compatible pinout (and I'd be interested to hear if you have any success doing so),
Reply/ Radius offers their own lOOMHz 586 (Pentium-level) upgrade complete wit h
installation instructions and some software upgrades ( if necessary). Check out
their Web site for details.

PC emulator software
While hardware companies have been hard at work for years trying to solve the
running-Windows-on-Macs d ilemma, software-emulation technology was pretty
quiet until recently. SoftWindows-and SoftPC before it-were the only solutions
for emulating DOS and Windows on a Mac so you could run applicati ons for those
operating systems. Of course, some of this was a question of logi stics, because the
original SoftPC versions were designed to run on 68040 processors, which didn't
quite have enough power for high-speed emulation.
With the advent and popularity of t he PowerPC processor, that's changed
somewhat. The first generation of Power Macs made it possibl e to r un Windows
and even Windows 95 (if somewhat slowly). The second and third generations of
PowerPC processor s - especi ally the G3 and above-offered a lot of power to burn
for emulation. Under the right circumstances, these emulation programs can rival
the power of still-current, full-featured Pentium-class computers. For t he first time,
Mac users are even playing PC games and mul t imed ia titl es using software
emulation.
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So you can see where software emulation could be a boon for office users, too,
especially if you have a particular program written only for DOS or Windows that
you have to use as part of your job description. These emulation tools are making it
possible for Macs to stay in office settings and offe r their unique advantages while
still supporting basic tasks that require DOS or Windows.

Types of emulation
There's a pretty big difference between emulating and porting an operating system.
When you port an operating system, you actually design it so it can run on a certain
type of hardware, like the PowerPC processor. In fact, the Mac OS is a great example
of both porting and emulating an operating system. For the Mac OS to run on the
PowerPC, a new port of the original OS had to be written, as the original Mac OS
was designed to run on the Motorola 68000 family of processors . Because the Mac
OS was ported to PowerPC, older programs couldn't even be run on the PowerPC
version of the Mac OS. Instead, only new programs could be compiled in Powe rPC
computer language compilers, and then run on the new processor.
That should have made all those older programs break whe n they were run on the
PowerPC vers ion of the Mac OS - they would have crashed or refused to run in the
first place. But that wasn't really the experience awaiting Mac users. The reason:
The Mac OS for Powe rPC was also able to emulate the older Mac OS for Motorola
68000 processors . This enabled the older programs to run right along with the
newer programs that had been compiled specifically for PowerPC. And, because the
PowerPC was much faster than the 68000 series , older programs didn't seem to
slow down too much, even though they were running in emulation.
So running emulation programs such as Insignia's SoftWindows and Connectix
Virtual PC isn't really the same as running Windows or DOS directly on a Mac. The
difference is emulated operating systems are always wrapped in a layer of native
code -instructions that know how to talk directly to the processor and ha rdware .
On a Power Mac, those instructions are part of the Mac OS for PowerPC. Eve n Mac
OS for 68000 series Macs can't talk directly to the processor, because it's being
emulated.
The same goes for SoftWindows, which runs on top of the Mac OS, trans lating
Windows-type commands into commands that the Mac OS can recognize. The
difference would be the same as if Microsoft wrote Windows NT for PowerPC, for
instance. (Actually, Microsoft was trying to do this at one time, but abandoned the
attempt even as it neared completion.) In that case, programs written for Windows
NT for Intel processors would have to be recompiled, but would probably run just
fine. Plus, the PowerPC version of Windows NT would be talking to the Power PC
processor directly instead of through a Mac OS intermed iary.
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SoftWindows and Virtual PC a re alike in this respect: Both work as e mulators,
bathed in Mac OS instructions that help the m communica te with a PowerPC
processor. In other ways, though, they're very different. SoftWindows, for instance,
takes the approach of emulating Windows 95 (or Windows 3. 1 in some versions),
enabling you to run Windows programs on top of the Mac OS (see Figure 19-7).
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Figure 19-7: SoftWindows 95 emulates Windows 95 so you can run most Windows 95
applications in an application on top of the Mac OS.

Virtua l PC, on the other hand, emula tes an actual Pentium MMX-class PC, right
down to the processor, video card and other hardware. That means a ny compatible
operating system can run in Virtual PC, including OpenStep, OS/2, Linux, and
others . It a lso means Virtual PC offers more support for more games than require
regular DOS; because Virtual PC emulates PC hardware, any sort of configuration is
poss ible. This approach became popular enough with the re lease of Virtual PC that
Insignia developed with the ir own competitor, ReaiPC, which is marketed as an
inexpensive emulator that enables you to play DOS games (or load Windows, if you
buy a separate copy from Microsoft) . Ta ble 19-3 shows a breakdown of the PC
emulation progra ms for Mac OS.
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Table 19-3
PC Emulators for the Mac OS
Company

Product

Features

Insignia

SoftWindows

Emulates Windows 3.1 on Macs and Power Macs

Insignia

SoftWindows 95

Emulates Windows 95 on Power Macs

Insignia

ReaiPC

Emulates a Pentium PC on a Power Mac (DOS-only)

Connectix

VirtuaiPC

Emulates a Pentium PC, comes in Windows, Win95, and
DOS versions

In general, the lead in emulation speed and Windows performance go back and
forth between SoftWindows and Virtual PC, with innovations and improvements
coming from both camps. Both remain slow compared to hardware solutions, but
their speed is certainly improving with the availability of faster and faster Power
Macs. (Both also r equire second-generation or fast er PowerPC processor s.)

~
Note

Virtual PC is better if you want to be more compatible with PC oper ating systems,
more flexible with driver s and games, and able to easily upgrade (to, for inst ance,
Windows 98 or Window NT) using the same emulation base. SoftWindows is better
if you know your main concern is running Windows programs- specifically,
business applications. SoftWindows is a t ad friendly because it's only designed t o
run Window s on t op of the Mac OS. That makes it a bit easier to set up for activ ities
such as Internet access and networking.
If your primary motivation is gaming, you'll be interested to note that both Connectix
and Insignia have rolled support for the Voodoo chipset (offered by the Techworks
Power3D card, as discussed in Chapter 18) into their products. That means 3DFXoptimized games running in SoftWindows, ReaiPC, or Virtual PC can take advantage
of the 30 acceleration offered by a Mac-based VooDoo card.

Installing emulation software
Installation of most of th ese emulation product s is simple - you just insert the
CD-ROM or d isk and double-dick the installer progr am. With SoftWindows, you
simply follow the inst aller's instructions through to the end, and t hen st art r unning
the program . You'll be asked to provide some infor mation, such as set the size of
the hard drive, how much RAM you want SoftWindows to use, and other factors.
By default, Virtual PC will also install the OS that came with your particular
ver sion - differ ent Virt ual PC versions come with DOS, Win dows 3. 1, or
Windows 95/98 - which will appear when you start up t he PC emulati on progr am.
Once th at 's done, you're free to r eboot the machine and install some other OS
(see Figure 19-8) .
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Figure 19-8: Virtual PC includes controls outside the application window for you to
manipulate the program as if it were a hardware PC.

Both emulat or s offer controls and settings you can use to make them work better
for you. Sometimes you can hand ov er more syst em RAM to make the emulation
program faster, use fewer colors or an optimum desktop position, or even set
preferences for using the floppy drive and CD-ROM drive for PC-formatted disks.

Sharing DOS and Windows Programs
One of the best ways to run Windows programs on your Mac desktop might be to
forego the extra cards and emulators and buy yourself a full-fledged PC. If you
connect the PC to your Mac network (or set up the PC so you can dial in to it with a
modem) , you can use a program called Tim buktu from Farallon
(www. fa ra l l on. corn) to access the PC.
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Advanced

tip: Run without the Finder

After the problem of sluggish Virtual PC sessions was bandied about on the Evangelist site
and elsewhere for a while, someone finally hit on a solution: Quit the Finder first. This
works well for at least two different scenarios: You want to play games, or you need to run
a Windows (or DOS) program that requires the Mac OS to be locked out.
Steve Wozniak, cofounder of Apple Computer (and often lovingly referred to as "Wot'),
wrote to the Evangelist with an example of the latter scenario, the lock-out situation: His
son, going into finals in college, was supposed to use a special software program for his
testing. The program works in Windows, effectively locking out anything but the test's basic
word processing capabilities. This system made things easier on the teacher-who didn't
have to read anyone's handwriting-but made it hard to switch to another program and
consult notes or a cheat sheet. It also made it tough for PowerBook owners like Woz's son,
as the program wasn't written for Macs.
The solution suggested to Steve and others goes like this: The Finder is simply a program.
With the correct preparation, you can quit the Finder and load Virtual PC (or SoftWindows),
giving it complete control over your Mac (or almost complete control). This gives teachers a
lock-out while boosting the performance of Virtual PC and other emulation programs quite
a bit.
There are a couple of approaches to doing this, but here is my favorite. First, you want to
create an AppleScript that will quit the Finder and load Virtual PC (or SoftWindows). In the
Script Editor program (look in your Apple Extras folder), create this very simple script:

Te ll app l i cation Find e r
qui t

end tell
te ll app l ication
acti vate
end tell

Virtual PC

Now, save that compiled script as something like "Boot VPC" and store it in the Startup
Items (disabled) folder. (When you run the script for the first time, it may ask you to locate
Virtual PC. You can run the script from the editor once, just to get that out of the way. You
can also save the script as run-only if you'd like it to avoid the Script Editor when the script
launches.)
Next, open the Extensions Manager and create a new, minimal set of System Extensions.
{Make sure Extensions Manager is one of them.) Save the set as uBoot VPC" or something
similar, and make sure you turn on the Boot VPC AppleScript as a Startup Item for that set
of extensions. Check your other sets to make sure Boot VPC wasn't accidentally turned on
in those other sets.
Finally, choose the set in Extension Manager and restart your Mac. It should boot up with
minimal extensions, and instead of seeing the Finder, you should see Virtual PC or
SoftWindows. With any luck, things will even run a bit faster. (See the included CD-ROM for
FindKiller and FinderReset, AppleScripts that also can be used to quit and restart the Finder.)
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Screen sharing
Timbuktu is a screen-sharing program through which you can view and control a
Mac, Windows, or DOS session over a network or modem connection. The other
computer's screen appears in a window on your own desktop, enabling you to do
just about anything you could be doing if you were sitting in front of the machine
itsel f (see Figure 19-9) .
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Figure 19-9: Timbuktu enables you to control distant computers, whether they're
Macs or PCs.

The first downside to this is the speed of the Windows environment is still subject
to the speed of your network, but only for the purposes of d isplaying t he screen.
Most of the processing happens on the actuallntel-compatible computer, making it
a fairly simpl e m atter for you to use both the Windows machine and your Mac at
the same time, because Timbuktu doesn't take up too much processing power.
The other problem is programs can't do anything weird when it comes to the way
they draw to the screen, so you'll fi nd that some games, DOS programs, and other
nonstandard implement ation may not work in a Timbuktu window.
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Screen swapping
The other solution to us ing an ac tual PC means you' ll really be physically us ing an
lntel-compatible machine (instead of accessing it over a network), but you'll use the
same monitor and keyboard for both your PC and your Mac. A couple of solutions
exist to enable you to use the same keyboard and monitor to control two or more
computers:
+ The Omniview from Belkin Components (wv1w. be 1 ki n . c om) gives you control
over four or six PCs from one keyboard and monitor, and, with a s pecia l Mac
adapter, allows you to control a mix of PCs and Macs. You control the Mac
with a PS/ 2-style keyboa rd.
+ Network Technologies (vMvl . net wor ktec hi nc . com) offers a rather
sophisticated switcher that controls Macs, PCs, Sun workstations, and othe r
minicomputers. Called the ST-4UX, this switcher ena bles you to use Mac, PC,
or Sun keyboards and mice, too.
+Raritan Computer (www . rarita n. c om) offers the Master Console, through
which you can control from 2 to 64 different computers via one keyboard a nd
monitor. A Mac adapter called the Guardian enables you to control both Macs
and PCs.

Summary
+ The Mac OS and Macintosh hardware are made to help you work with DOS
files, dis ks and removable media. Because Macs are the sma ller market, it's
generally incum bent on them to do a good job of supporting Windows and
Intel s tandards, and they do.

+ With built-in and add-on software utilities, you can work with jus t about any
PC file format, including documents, archives, a nd even compressed files.

+ If you need to run DOS ancl Windows programs , you also have a couple of
options. The faste r choice is a PC-compatibility expansion card that actually
places an lnte l-compatible processor inside your Mac. You can then use the
same monitor and keyboard to run DOS and Wi ndows programs on your
Mac's screen.

+ You can a lso opt for softwa re emulation. SoftWindows and Virtual PC a re
two softwa re products tha t offer Windows compatibility without requiring a
dedicated proces sor. They can be a bit slow compared to actual Pentiumbased processing, but they do take advantage of the growing speed of G3
processors and beyond (someday, the emulators may even be faster than
Pentium-based cards and computers). Virtual PC has the additional advantage
of being capable of running a ny operating system that a typical hardware
PC can.
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+ If you've got a reallntel-compatible PC, you can share its screen over a
network and control it using a software program called Timbuktu. Or, if the
machine is sitting on your desk and you just want to be able to switch your
keyboard, mouse, and monitor back and forth between Macs and PCs, you can
do that with switch boxes from a number of different companies .

•

...

•
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ou'll probably think I'm silly, but I'm still amazed every
time I see a PowerBook light up and start computing. It
looks just like regular computer! In most cases, PowerBooks
are eight pounds or less, feature a good keyboard, a way to
mouse around, plenty of ports, internal expansion, and a glowin-the-dark screen - all the same stuff you can get on a
desktop computer. And, these days, PowerBooks are even as
powerful as regular desktop computers.
PowerBooks a re a tad more limited; specifically, they have
fewer ports and usually very few internal upgrading options.
When put up against comparable desktop computers,
PowerBooks usually have slightly smaller hard drives, slightly
slower video, and can generally accept a little less RAM. Up
until very recently, you probably wouldn't have bought a
Power Book if your primary work centered around working
with Photoshop, QuarkXPress, or 30 animation. You still might
not buy a PowerBook for those tasks, but that scenario is
becoming much more likely.
Of course, if you already have a PowerBook, you know all this.
What you're probably more interested in doing is getting that
PowerBook to do more stuff for you: compute better, faster or
communicate with more peripherals. Chances are, you can get
all that accomplished.
In this chapter, I'll take you on a whirlwind tour through the
various accessories a nd add-ons you can come across for
your PowerBook. If you've got a PowerBook already or you're
thinking about getting one, you'll enjoy this chapter, which
shows you how to upgrade them and what's possible with a
souped-up PowerBook.

+

•

+

+

In This Chapter

Upgrading your
PowerBook
Plug it in: docks,
bays, slots, and
batteries
External ports and
peripherals
SCSI Disk Mode

+

•

+

+
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Upgrading Your PowerBook
You'll find that PowerBooks and PowerBook upgrades are often more expensive
than upgrades for desktop Macs. Part of that is because so much design work goes
into each PowerBook - somehow, everything has to fit, spin, avoid catching on fire,
and continue to compute in that little box. Usually that means using cutting-edge,
miniaturized technologies that are beyond the typical components you'll find in
desktop computers - both in technology and in price.
It also means that the upgrades tend to be a bit more proprietary. RAM, for
instance, often has to be designed not only for PowerBooks, but often the RAM has
to be made just for a particular PowerBook model. As that's the case, the RAM can't
benefit from the economies of scale that usually affect desktop RAM prices;
because desktop Macs share RAM designs even with Intel-compatible PCs , a lot of
the same RAM can be manufactured and sold, keeping the price reasonable.
You'll still find PowerBook RAM modules at a decent price, but don't be surprised if
that price doubles the price of regular RAM. It's just going to cost a tad more. The
same is true of other components, such as processor upgrades, new hard drives,
and internal modems or networking solutions.
Other than the price, though, you'll find that PowerBook upgrades come in two
basic categories-blissfully easy and somewhat messy. Certain modelsPowerBook 5300, 1400, 2400, 3400, G3, or higher-include PC Card slots (also
called PCMCIA s lots) that make adding a number of different upgrades (RAM,
modems, Ethernet, hard drives) pretty easy to do. In most cases, you stick the card
in and add the functionality. (These cards are discussed in detail in the next section
of this chapter.)
If you won't be upgrading using a PC Card, things can get a bit messier. You'll have

to open the PowerBook's case, which can be quite a study in engineering itself.
Next, you'll need to get the right parts and install them correctly. First things first,
though. Table 20-1 shows the PowerBook chart for internal upgrades (there's
another one later in this chapter for port info and external upgrades).

Table 20~1
PowerBook Internal Upgrades
Model#

Processor

Megahertz

Processor
Upgrade?

Form
Fodor

Slots

100

68000

16

No

PB 1C'l0

Modem

140

68030

16

No

PB 140

Modem

145/1458

68030

25

No

PB 140

Modem

150

68030

33

No

PB 140

Modem

160

68030

25

No

PB 140

Modem
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Model#

Processor

Megahertz

Processor
Upgrade?

Form
Fodor

Slots

165

68030

33

No

PB 140

Modem

165c

68030
{w/FPU)

33

No

PB 140

Modem

170

68030
(w/FPU)

25

No

PB 140

Modem

180/180c

68030
(w/FPU)

33

No

PB 140

Modem

190/66

68LC040

66

Logic board
to 5300

PB 5300

Two Type II PC
Card

Duo 210

68030

25

Logic board
to 2300

PB Duo

Modem, dock

Duo 230

68030

33

Logic board
to 2300

PB Duo

Modem, dock

Duo 250

68030

33

Logic board
to 2300

PB Duo

Modem, dock

Duo 270c

68030
(w/FPU)

33

Logic board
to 2300

PB Duo

Modem, dock

Duo 280/c

68LC040

66

Logic board
to 2300

PB Duo

Modem, dock

Duo 2300

PPC 603e

100

No

PB Duo

Modem, dock

520/520c

68LC040

50

Card to PPC

PB 500

Modem, PC
cage'

540/540c

68LC040

66

Card to PPC

PB 500

Modem, PC
cage'

550c

68040

66

Card to PPC

PB 500

Modem, PC
cage'

1400

PPC
603e

117/133/
166

Third-party card

PB 1400

Two Type II PC
Cards, comm'

2400c

PP C 603e

180/250

Third-party card

PB 2400

Two Type II
PC Cards

3400c

PPC 603e

180/200/
240

No

PB 3400

Two Type II PC
Cards

5300

PPC 603e

100/117

No

PB 5300

Two Type II
PC Cards

(continued)
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Table 20-1 (continued)
Model#

Processor

Megahertz

Processor
Upgrade?

Form
Factor

Slots

G3 (3500)

PPC 750

250

No

PB 3400

Two Type II
PC Cards

G3 (BTO)

PPC 750

225, 250,
292

No

PB G3

Two Type II
PC Cards

1 The 500 series can accept a PCMCIA card cage as a substitute for one of its two battery-expansion bays. It can
then access PC Card upgrades.
2 The communications slot on the 1400 can accept an Apple video-out card or an Ethernet card.

Although there's a rumor that upgrad e cards may become available for the
PowerBook 3400 and 5300 series, they're not available as of the writing of this book.
The PowerBook 1400 series can accept upgrade cards that extend them to 183MHz
603e processors, or they can accept a G3 upgrade card, which has been announced
by NewerTech (and some other companies). Check NewerTech's Web site
(v1wv1. newe r tec h. com) and this book's Web site for continued reports.

.Note/

Notice that two versions of the PowerBook G3 are listed. The original PowerBook
G3 was based on the PowerBook 3400 form factor and is sometimes referred to as
the 3500 series. The second PowerBook G3 series are the first models available
und er the Apple Store build-to-order system: This means Apple doesn't necessarily
sell them in s tandard configurations, but can add or subtract components
according to individua l orders as the machines are being built. There is an
expectation that these G3 mode ls will be processor upgradeable, but nothing has
been announced .
Although there's no official kit (or official support) for it, you can swap the logic
boards in earlier PowerBooks to increase the speed. In the PowerBooks that use the
PowerBook 140 form factor, it's possible to swap logic boards to add life to an aging
machine. That's beyond the scope of the book, if only because it's tough to come up
with a great reason to do it; with today's modern software, there's little advantage to
moving from a 25M Hz 68030 to a 33M Hz 68030. And to do it, you'll probably have to
buy the faster PowerBook anyway. Therefore, unless it's got a bad screen or other
trouble, there's not too much point in trying to upgrade one machine's logic board for
the other's. Just use the better machine. If you need a replacement logic board,
though, try DT&T Service at wv1w. dt t se r vice . com/ Powe rbo ok . ht ml on the Web
along with the usual used market suspects.
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Opening your PowerBook

~
Note

We're fortunate in this respect: Apple has used basically nine different Pow erBook
form factors over the life of the portable's line, so it's pretty easy t o pin down the
speci fics of each. What governs how you'll open y ours is the form factor of the
machine, as detailed in Table 20-1. The text that follows w ill include a quick
discussion of wh at 's required to get a particular PowerBook model opened , along
with a photo of the PowerBook being opened.
Apple is a little wishy-washy about whether they really want you opening your
PowerBook to add RAM. They make it easy to do, with diagrams all over the place
and tantalizing references to all the upgrades you can add to the PowerBook, but
then they tell you that they'd prefer you consult an Apple Authorized Dealer for installation. What should you do? If you're under warranty, I'd recommend reading the
arranty and your manual to see if opening your PowerBook voids the warranty. If it
doesn't, upgrade away. If upgrading will void your warranty, then do so at your
own risk.

PowerBook 100
Models include: PowerBook 100
The PowerBook 100 r equires a TlO Tor x screwdriver to remove its screws. Here's
how t o open the PowerBook and expose its memory upgrade slot (the only upgrade
possible with this model) (refer also to Figure 20-1):

Figure 20·1: Opening the PowerBook 100
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I. Shut down the PowerBook, and remove all cords and cables to external

peripherals. Ground yourself.
2. Remove the main battery (slide the battery door to the right, and then pull
the battery out of the computer). Also, take out the backup batteries in the
rear compartment of the PowerBook 100.
3. Remove the three rubber pads on the underside of the PowerBook. You'll find
screws underneath the pads. Remove the screws.
4. With the machine right-side up, open the display. Lift the display and pull it off
the base, but don't disconnect it from the rest of the machine.

5. Lift the keyboard up off the computer and lay it down on the display panel.
Don't disconnect it from the rest of the PowerBook.
To put the PowerBook back together, replace the keyboard first , and then the
screen. Next, reinstall the screws on the bottom of the PowerBook. If everything
seems solid, hook up the battery and power cable, start up the Mac, and test it.

PowerBook 140 form factor
Models include: Powe rBook 140, 145, 1458, 150, 160, 165, l65c, 170, 180, 180c

The PowerBook 140 form factor requires both a T8 and a TlO Torx screwdriver to
remove its screws. He re's how to open the PowerBook and expose its memoryupgrade slot (see also Figure 20-2):

Figure 20-2: Opening the PowerBook 140 series of PowerBooks
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1. Shut down the PowerBook, and remove all cords and cables to external

peripherals. Ground yourself.
2. Remove the main battery by s liding the battery door to the right, and then
pulling the battery out of the computer.
3. On the underside of the PowerBook, remove the four recessed screws using
the TlO Torx screwdriver.
4. Open the rear access door and remove the T8 Torx screw next to the SCSI
port.
5. With the PowerBook upside down and the rear facing you, lift the bottom o r
the PowerBook until you see a cable connecting the two halves of the
PowerBook. While holding the casing open, disconnect the cable from the
section you 're lifting (the PowerBook's true bottom).
6. Continue to lift until the section you're lifting separates from the keyboard
section or the PowerBook. Rotate and flip the section you're lifting so that it
lies exposed on the table.
To put this type of PowerBook form factor back together, place the bottom section
of the PowerBook back on the upside-down top section, aligning the tabs on the
front edge of the PowerBook (the front edge is where the screen latch is). With the
tabs aligned, lower the bottom section until it's close enough to plug the cable into,
and then connect the cable. Lower the casing the rest of the way, and reinstall all
the screws. If everything looks good, turn the PowerBook over, replace the battery
and power, and s tart up the Mac to test it.

PowerBook Duo form factor
Models include: PowerBook Duo 210, 230, 250, 270c, 280, 280c, 2300

Mac Evangelista tip: Your PowerBook screws
Mac Evangelista Lisa Devlin notes that her PowerBook has often been accused of having a
screw loose. This seems to be particularly true as a PowerBook ages:
"Models with keyboard screws, that is, the 140-180 series, should be checked at least once
a year, and more often if the PowerBook is used heavily or if you're a violent typist. If the
screws are not tightened regularly, they can wiggle loose and damage other parts of the
PowerBook, including the logic board and disk drive."
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The PowerBook Duo form factor requires a T8 Torx screwdriver to remove its
screws. Here's how to open the PowerBook and expose its memory-upgrade slot
(refer also to Figure 20-3):
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Figure 20-3: Opening the PowerBook Duo series of PowerBooks

1. Shut down the PowerBook, and remove all cords and cables to external
peripheral s. Ground yourself.
2. Remove the main batter y by sliding the battery door to the r ight, and then
pulling the battery out of the computer.
3. On the underside of th e PowerBook, remove the three keyboard screws using
the T8 Torx screwdriver. (Don't remove the fourth screw, which is closest to
the front of the machine.)

4. With the Power Book right-side up, open the screen. Now pl ace your hand on
the PowerBook's keyboard (it's been loosened and will fall out). Lift the back
of the Power Book so that you rotate the PowerBook toward its front, causing
the keyboard to fall into your hand.
5. Don't remove or damage the cables that connect the keyboard to the
computer. Gently put the PowerBook back upright and l ay the keyboard down
on the front wrist-rest sec ti on of the PowerBook.
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Putting these PowerBook Duos back together i s pretty easy. Just gently place the
keyboard back in its place, close th e screen, and turn the Duo over. Replace the
keyboard screws. If everything looks good, add t he batter y and power supply, and
star t up the Mac to test it.

PowerBook 500 form factor
Models include: PowerBook 520, 520c, 540, 540c, 550
The PowerBook 500 form factor requires a T8 Tor x screwdriver to remove its
screws. Here's how to open th e PowerBook and expose its memory-upgrade and
processor-card upgrade slot (see Figure 20-4):

Figure 20-4: Opening the PowerBook 500 series of PowerBooks

I. Shut down the PowerBook, and remove all cords and cables t o ext ernal
peripherals. Ground yourself.

2. Remove the battery or both batteries, if installed. Remove the PCMCIA cage
(PC Car d cage) if it's installed. (Remove these by sliding the grooved slider
toward the front of the PowerBook, and then pop th e battery ou t.)
3. On the underside of the PowerBook, remove the two ( most deeply recessed)
keyboard screws using t he T8 Tor x screwdriver. Don't remove the other
screws.

4. Open the rear access door and remove the two T 8 Torx screws located on
either side of the seri al number label.
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5. With the PowerBook right-side up, open the screen. Lift the keyboard up from
the PowerBook, but don't disconnect its cables. Place it on the front wrist-rest
of the Power Book.
6. Push s lightly forward and pull up o n the plastic s trip near the screen's hinge
to remove it.
7. Remove the th ree heat-shield screws . (One screw is located beneath where
the plastic strip was installed.)
8. Remove the heat shield. If you're upgrading RAM, remove the plastic holder
that s its over the RAM s lot.
When you put the Powe rBook 500 form factor back together, you'll need to take
care, especially around the RAM module, which can be delicate. Slide the plastic
ho lder over the RAM module (if you've installed one) and replace it in Its o riginal
position. Next, rep lace the heat shield and Its three screws. (fhis is a delicate
process, so be patient. The heat shield can be difficult to get back in place.) Replace
the plastic strip and then the keyboard. Close the screen. Replace the screws on the
back of the PowerBook, and then the screws on the bottom.
If everything looks good, add the battery a nd power s upply, start up the Mac, and
test it.

Mac Evangelista tip: Upgrading 500 series
Mac Evangelista Philip Accas has a love-hate relationship with his PowerBook 500 series
machines. Apparently he loves to upgrade them, but hates some of the pain that comes
with the process. {As you can tell, PowerBook 500 upgrades can be a little tricky; I certainly
recommend you have a dealer look at the PowerBook for you if any of this seems confusing or tough to accomplish.) Here are some tips he's gleaned from his 500 series experiences:
"To add RAM or other components to a 500 series PowerBook, you must first remove the
keyboard and the little plastic strip immediately behind it that screws into the back of the
PowerBook, behind the flip-down door. This strip needs to come out because it covers the
last screw you need to unscrew to remove the cover, allowing you to access the CPU/RAM.
"Tip 1 is this: Make sure something about 2-inches high (a hardback book, for example) is
behind the PowerBook, bend the screen back until it just about touches this support, and
then loosen both screen hinge screws about two turns. This gives you enough room to easily extract (and replace) the plastic strip without removing the screen completely.
(continued)
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(continued)

uAfter getting inside the PowerBook, you still have to remove the perforated metal piece
that covers the CPU daughterboard/RAM/modem area. Two of the screws thread into a thin
plastic support that 'clips' around the RAM module. Once you've removed the screws, you'll
need to extract the screwholder to access the RAM module. Unfortunately, that screwholder
can be tough to get out.

"So, Tip 2 is this: Bend out a side panel- the one that separates the RAM/CPU middle section from the floppy and hard drive sections- and its restraining tab slightly. Move the plastic screwholder towards the back of the PowerBook just a bit; this should free one side of
the plastic screwholder. Bend the other metal side panel out, and with your other hand, slip
the plastic screwholder off the RAM card entirely. You should now be able to pull the RAM
straight up using a chip-puller. You'll also be able to get to the CPU daughtercard.
"To reinstall, slip the plastic piece onto the RAM module first, and then bend a metal side
panel (with the restraining tabs) out slightly, inserting one side of the screwholder under
the metal tab. Bend the other metal side/tab out and, with your other hand, position the
RAM module and screwholder right above the RAM connection socket Press straight down
until it clicks, and release the second side; both metal tabs should be holding the plastic
screwholder down and in place- a little wiggling may be necessary to achieve this:•

PowerBook 5300 form factor
Models include: PowerBook 190, 190cs, 5300 seri es
Th e PowerBook 5300 form factor requires a T8 Torx screwdriver to remove its
screv1s. Here's how to open the PowerBook and expose its memor y upgrade slot

( refer to Figure 20-5):

I. Shut down th e PowerBook, and remove all cords and cables to external
peripherals. Ground yourself.
2. Remove the main batter y.
3. On the under side of the PowerBook, remove the three recessed keyboard
screws using the T8 Torx screwdriver.
4. With the PowerBook right-side up, gently open the screen to a wide angle.
Now, place your hand on the Power Book's keyboard (it's been loosened and
will fall out). Lift the back of the PowerBook so that you rotate the PowerBook
toward its front, causing the keyboard to fall into your hand.
5. Don't remove or damage the cables that connect the keyboard to the
computer. Gently put the PowerBook back upright and lay the keyboard down
very gently on the bottom half of the screen, with keycaps facing up. (You
may want to place a clean, dry towel over the scr een to protect it.)
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Figure 20-5: Opening the PowerBook 5300 series of PowerBooks

Putting the Power Book 5300 form factor back together is pretty easy. Just gently
pl ace the keyboard back in place, close the screen, and turn the 5300 over. Replace
the keyboard screws . If ever ything l ooks good, add the batter y and power supply
and start up the Mac to test it.

PowerBook 1400 form factor
Models include: Pow er Book 1400 series
Th e Power Book 1400 series is fairly simple to open for upgrading: It requires only a
smalJ Phillips-head screwdriver to remove its screw s. Here's how to open the
PowerBook and expose its memory and intern al upgr ade slot (see Figure 20-6):

1. Shut down t he Power Book, and r emove all cords and cables to external
peripher als. Ground yoursel f.
2. Remove the main bat ter y. (Push the release on the bottom of the battery to
pop it out of t he l eft-front bay.)
3. Gently open the screen wide. Slide the speaker grilJe above t he keyboard
slightly to t he l eft, and t hen pulJ up on the gr ille. (It may take a little power t o
release the gr ilJe.)

4. Place your Unger under the met al guard at the top edge of the keyboard (it's
actualJy part o f the keyboard). Lift up on the keyboard unt il it comes free.
(This wilJ take some maneuvering, bu t not much strength.) Place the keyboard
upside down on t he wrist rest. Don't d isconnect its cable.
5. Remove the five or six screws from t he heat shield that's exposed when you
remove the gr ille. Lift the heat shield out of t he Pow erBook.
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Figure 20-6: Opening the PowerBook 1400 series of PowerBooks

,

Note

To put the PowerBook 1400 back together, jus t reverse the process. Screw the metal
heat shield back into place (the longer screws go in the rearmos t holes). Place the
keyboard gently back into place, and then cover its top with the speaker grille
(begin with the grille s lightly offset to the le ft) , s liding it to the right to secure it. If
everything looks good, replace the batter y a nd/or power s upply, start up the Mac,
and test it.
If you're installing an internal expansion card, you'll need to pop off the plastic cover
for the inte rnal expansion port (on the back of the PowerBook) using a flathead
screwdriver. Once the card is installed, you'll need to screw the expansion card into
the PowerB ook from the rear, using the connector holes on either side of the port
opening.

PowerBook 2400 form factor
Mode ls include: PowerBook 2400 series
The PowerBook 2400 series is very d ifficult to open for upgrading - so much so, in
fac t, that I'll go a long with a numbe r of other experts and recommend against tr ying
to upgra de it yourself. Although Apple recommends against upgrading any
PowerBook, its engineers make some of them pretty easy to get into. The
PowerBook 2400 is a wonderful example of a n ins tance in which that's not the case.
Although the PowerBook 2400 does take fairly standa rd RAM modules (making that
pa rt of the upgrade e nticing), I'd say that the c hance of marring the plastic or losing
a screw is too high, especially compared to othe r PowerBook mode ls. In most cases
I'd recommend handing this one over to an a uthori zed ser vice center.
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If you're still interested , though, here's the process you have to go through to open
a PowerBook 2400 (see also Figure 20-7). You'll need a small flathead screwdriver
and a small Phillips-head screwdriver:

Figure 20-7: Opening the PowerBook 2400 series of PowerBooks

I. Shut down the Powe rBook, and remove all cords and cables to external

periphera ls. Ground yourself.
2. Remove the main battery.
3. Locate the two s mall screw covers on each s ide of the screen bezel at the top
of the keyboard. Re move the covers by prying them up with a flathead
screwdriver with a ver y thi n blade, and remove the two screws fou nd under
those covers using a s mall Phillips-head screwdriver.
4. Remove the beze l itself using a flathead screwdriver to release the two tabs
holdi ng the beze l in place. One ta b is located over the F3 key; the other is
over the Fl2 key.
5. Using your index fingers, slide the top section of the Power Book gently away
from the screen. You should only slide it back far enough to expose the ribbon
cable that's connecting the top section to the logic board.
6. Remove the ribbon cable connecting this top section to the logic board. A
sma ll flathead screwdriver can be used to release the two small tabs that
fasten the ribbon to the logic board . Remove the top section.
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7. The keyboard has s ix screws, which need to be removed. The re are three
gold screws along the top and three black screws along the bottom of the
keyboard. Remove them with the Phillips-head screwdriver.
8. Flip the keyboard up so that it rests against the bottom of the PowerBook's
screen. (You may want to use a soft towel between the two to keep the screen
safe.) Do not disconnect the ribbon cables for the keyboard.
9. To access the RAM upgrade slots, locate the metal heat s hield that covers the
RAM slot found near the lower-left corner of the PowerBook. Re move the two
screws on the left side of the heat s hield, and then remove the s hield.
A bit tricky, eh? To put it back together, reverse the process. Note that there are
quite a few screws to keep track of; try to keep the colors of the screws right and
put them back in the holes they came from . You should als o decide before
continuing whether or not it's going to be too much of a s leight-of-hand maneuver
for you to plug the to p section of the PowerBook back into the logic board with the
benefit of only a screwdriver and some ingenuity. If that's too much pressure, abort
the mission and take the PowerBook to an authori zed service cente r for a q uick
upgrade.

PowerBook 3400 form factor
Models include: Powe rBook 3400 series, G3 (3500)

The PowerBook 3400 form factor requires a T8 Torx screwdriver to remove its
screws. Here's how to open the PowerBook and expose its memory upgrade s lot
(see also Figure 20-8):
1. Shut down the PowerBook, and remove all cords and cables to external

peripherals. Ground yourself.
2. Remove the main battery. (A s lider on the bottom of the PowerBook will
release the battery.)
3. On the underside of the PowerBook, completely loosen the three recessed
keyboard screws us ing the T8 Torx screwdriver. Turn the PowerBook over so
that the screws fall out.
4 . With the PowerBook right s ide up, gently open the screen to a wide angle.

Now lift up very slightly (no more than 1/4-inch) on both the right and left
side of the front e nd of the keyboard.
5. Pull the keyboard very s lightly toward the front of the PowerBook until the
small tabs on the back edge of the keyboard come free from the case.
6. Don't remove or damage the cables that connect the keyboard to the
computer. Ve ry gently place the keyboard down on the bottom half of the
screen with keycaps facing up. (It's recommended that you place a clean, dry
towel over the screen to protect it.)
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Figure 20-8: Opening the PowerBook 3400 series of PowerBooks
If the PowerBook has been plugged in and/ or turn ed on recently, make sure you
avoid touching the heat sink, the metal section located in the center of the exposed
area in the PowerBook. It can get very hot.
Putting the PowerBook 3400 form factor back together is pretty easy. Just gently
place the keyboard back in the case, making sure to angle it in carefully to fit the
tabs into the back of the keyboard opening in the case. Lower the keyboard into its
slot. Close the screen and turn the Power Book over. Replace the keyboard screws.

If ever ything l ooks good, add t he bat ter y and/or power cable, st ar t up the Mac, and
test it.

PowerBook Gl form factor
Models include: PowerBook G3 (BTO) series
The PowerBook G3 BTO ser ies is ver y simple to open for upgr ading - all it requires
is a Phillips-head scr ewd river. Here's t he procedure (also refer t o Figure 20-9):
I. Unplug the Power Book, ground yourself, and pull the front-mounted
expansion bay release levers t oward you to release the batter y and/ or devices
that are in th e expansion bays. Remove those devices.

2. Reach into the dev ice bays and pull back the spring-l oaded tabs t o rel ease the
PowerBook's keyboard.
3. Remove the two Philli ps-head screws t hat secure the heat shield. Remove the
heat shield to gain access to th e RAM upgrade slots and processor
daughtercard.
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Figure 20-9: Opening the PowerBook G3 Build-to-Order series

Simply reverse the process t o put the PowerBook back together -screw on the
heat shield and snap the keyboard back int o place.

Upgrading RAM
Aside from getting the Power Book open, you'll also need to explor e the various
requirements for the RAM in your parti cular PowerBook. I've got another chart for
you in t his section to help explain these requirement s.
In just about every case you'll have one availabl e slot for upgrading; fortunately,
PowerBook RAM modules can be installed one modul e at a time. (Makes sense, eh?)
In the PowerBook 1400, unlike most others , you can stack m emory modules on top
of one another, which enables you to add two modules to the one slot. In the G3
(BTO) series, t he PowerBook has two available SO-DIMM sl ots. The base RAM is
installed in one of those slots and the other is availabl e for upgr ading.
If your Mac is current ly showing more RAM in the About this Computer d ial og box
than the m odel's base amount listed in Tabl e 20-2, then you probably already have
an upgr ade module installed in the Mac. In that case, you'll have to replace the
existing module ( unless it's in a PowerBook 1400), so make sure you buy a module
with a much higher capacity than the module that's currently in the upgrade slototherwise the upgrade won' t be very much use. For instance, if you have a Duo 210
with a total of 8MB of RAM, the upgrade slot is taken by a 4MB module. You'll want
to get a larger module (at least 8MB) t o make up for r eplacement of the 4MB
module.
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Table 20-2
PowerBook RAM Upgrades
Model

Base RAM

Max. RAM

JYpe

Speed

Module Sizes

100/140/145

2MB

8MB

PB100

100 ns

2-, 4-, 6MB

145B

4MB

8MB

PB 100

100 ns

2-, 4MB

150

4MB

40MB

Duo

70 ns

4-, 8-, 2-,
36MB

160/165/165c
180/180c

4MB

14MB

PB100

85 ns

2-, 4-, lOMB

170

2MB

8MB

PB100

100 ns

2-, 4-, 6MB

190/ 190cs

4MB'

36MB'

PB5300

70 ns

4-32MB

Duo 210, 230,
250

4MB

24MB

Duo

70 ns

4-20MB

Duo 270c

4MB

32MB

Duo

70 ns

4- 28MB

Duo 280/280c

4MB

40MB

Duo

70 ns

4-36MB

500 series

4MB'

36M'

PB500

70 ns

4-, 8-, 12-,
20-, 32MB

1400 series

16MB'

64MB'

PB1400

70 ns

8-24MB

Duo 2300

8MB

56MB

Duo

70 ns

4-48MB

2400 series

16MB

144MB

50-DIMM

60 ns

16-128MB

3400 series

16MB

144MB

PB3400

60 ns

4-128MB

4

5300 series

8MB

64MB

PB5300

70 ns

8-64MB

G3 (3500)

32MB

160MB

PB G3

60 ns

4-128MB

G3 (BTO)

32MB'

192MB

50-DIMM

N/A

16-128MB

1 Some later model 190 series PowerBooks came with 8MB of base RAM, increasing the maximum to 40MB.
2 Installing a PowerPC upgrade card in a PowerBook 500 series raises the base RAM to 8MB (because 8MB of
RAM is soldered on the card, but the 4MB on the logic board is disabled), resulting in a new maximum of 40MB
of RAM.
3 Early 1400cs/11 7 models came with 12MB of base RAM, reducing its maximum to 60MB.
4 Later models of the 5300c and 5300cs came with 16MB of base RAM. The 5300ce came with 16MB of base
RAM and a 16MB upgrade in the available RAM slot.
5 At the time of writing, some build-to-order G3 models include 64MB of RAM installed in one of the two
available 50-DlMM slots.
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With the exception of the G3 BTO and 2400 series of Power Books, which use
small outline DIMMs (SO DIMMS) - a smaller version of s tandard DIMMs that
have become popular for notebook computer memory-every single one of these
PowerBooks requires a s pecia l type of RAM module designed to fit their respective
form factors. When shopping for RAM, make s ure you get the right type.
In general, you'll need to be careful with these RAM modules, as they often have
fragile connectors and pins that can be quite different from desktop RAM modules .
You s hould also be very sensitive to the possibility of static e lectricity discharge
when working ins ide a PowerBook-wear a grounding strap before adding RAM.
Remember, PowerBook logic boards and components tend to be much more
expensive that desktop logic boards.
To learn more about RAM in general, see the desktop RAM discussion in Chapter 6. If
you're interested in upgrading your PowerBook soon, you should also immediately
download the Apple Memory Guide PDF (Adobe Portable Document Format) from
Apple's Support Web site (\vW~J.appl e .c om /s u pport), which includes not only
memory requirements but diagrams and instructions for installing RAM in various
PowerBook models.

Internal slots
Not all PowerBooks have inte rnal s lots (see Table 20-1 to see if yours does), and
those that do can usua lly only accept very specific add-ons. The PowerBook 1400
has exactly three upgrade cards that can be added to its internal s lot: a video-out
card from Apple, an Ethernet card from Focus Enhancements
(wvrv1 . fo e us info . com), and a 16-bit video-out card availa ble from Newer
Technology (~Mw. newe rt ec h . com). Figure 20-10 s hows a PowerBook 1400 being
upgraded with the Apple video-out card.
With other models, such as the PowerBook 500 series, only the PowerPort Mercury
19.2 modem from Global Village was ever made available for inte rna l upgradi ng.
The Duo s eries could a lso be upgraded with a special Global Village Mercury
modem. The PowerBook 100 series can be upgraded by a numbe r of different
PowerPort modems designed specifically for that PowerBook 100 series. Apple and
Supra (w~1w. d i amondmm. com) a lso made internal modems for the PowerBook 100
series , including a Supra modem that runs at 33.6 Kbps.
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Figure 20-10: The Power Book 1400's internal slot is right next to
the RAM upgrade slot so that its port can line up with the others
on the back of the notebook.

~
Note

Unfortunately, no ne of these modems remains ava ilable for retail sale. If you're
interested in an interna l mode m for a no n-PowerPC Po werBook, you'll need to s hop
the used market.
Aside from the used Mac and PowerBook Usenet newsgroups (comp. s ys .mac.
fo r sa l e, comp. sys .mac .wanted, com p. forsa l e . compute r s . ma c) and your
local classifieds, you may have luck finding PowerBook parts at w-v1w. s iriu s . com/
-e xupe r y I f o r s ale . ht ml or \~v1 w . ma cresq . com.
Mos t of these internal s lots include an internal connector and an external port on
the back of the PowerBook. You'll us ually need to pry a plastic cover off that back
port opening, and secure the card to the back of the Powe rBook once it's been
installed . The cards themselves are considerably s maller than NuBus o r PCI cards
and tend to use a miniaturized, completely no nstandard connnector between the
card and the logic board. The connectors are apt to be delicate, so be very careful
when you're installing internal PowerBook components (see Figure 20-11) .
Along with the cards, you' lllikely need a software extension and other driver
software that lets the PowerBook know that it's been enhanced. Those drivers
s hould come o n a floppy disk o r two included with th e upgrade card. Install those
after you've installed the card and sealed up the Mac.
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Figure 20-11: Here's the available slot in a PowerBook 140 form
factor.

Again, Apple doesn't rea lly encourage upgrading your own PowerBook, and may not
pay for repairs if something goes wrong, even if the PowerBook is under warranty.
Consult your manual if you're concerned that you may not be able to perform the
upgrade yourself. Such service shouldn't be too expensive.

Processor upgrades
There isn't a slot in processor-upgr adeable Power Books for the sm all daughtercard
that boosts its processing sp eed . In most cases, you just r eplace the PowerBook's
original processor, often u sing a sm all card that includes the new processor and
any other components it needs to function, such as cach e RAM. (The exception to
this rule is the G3 BTO series, w hich does put its processor on a daughtercard but
whi ch, according t o App le, is oHicially non-upgradeable, as mentioned belo w.)
Installing a processor upgr ade is a very delicate operation in many cases, requiring
pati ence and close adherence to th e inst r uctions that com e with the upgr ade. In
particular, y ou sh ould be very careful w hen pulling processor chips and plugging
chips into processor sockets. These chips feature hundreds of tiny pins that can
bend or break v ery easily. If that happens, you may hav e lost a single component
worth hundreds of dollars.
The upgradeable PowerBooks include the PowerBook 500 series, PowerBook 1400,
PowerBook 2400 and the G3 BT O series, although Ap ple o fficially says the BTO
series isn' t upgradeable.
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Apple presumably doesn't certify their systems as upgradeable these days because
they lost a lawsuit a few years back, requiring them to provide a special upgrade
because the company had advertised some Performa models as "upgradeable." Be
that as it may, the G3 BTO series is built around a removable daughtercard that will
likely entice some company to build an upgrade for faster processors in the future.
Table 20-3 shows the potential upgrades.

Table 20-3
Processor Upgradeable PowerBooks
PowerBook Model

Upgrode(s)

Company

500 series

PowerPC 603e/100
PowerPC 603e/167
PowerPC 603e/183

Apple
Newer Technology
Newer Technology

1400 series

PowerPC 603e/183
PowerPC G3/216
PowerPC G3/250

Newer Technology
Newer Technology
Newer Technology

2400 series

PowerPC G3/240

Newer Technology

Evangelista tip: Speed up more than the CPU
It isn't tough to find people who were pleased that they could bump up the speed on their
PowerBooks from earlier PowerPC processors into the realm of G3 speeds. But Dr. Ronald
D. leppke found even more to be pleased about:
uln the general area of PowerBook upgrades, I am just delighted with the NUpowr G3
upgrade from Newer for my PowerBook 1400. I have the 250MHz version, which is very
fast, as expected.
"What surprised me, however, was an improvement in download speeds. Because I am
connected via a cable modem, I was already seeing 115 Kbps download speeds. But, after
the upgrade, I watched as large files downloaded to my PowerBook in seconds, with an
indicated speed as high as 263 Kbps. Productivity per hour has just taken a very significant
jump:'
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Adding a hard drive
Adding a hard drive to your PowerBook certainly isn't impossible, although it
involves some minor s urgery. Aside from getting your Mac opened up and ready for
upgrading, you'll also need to get the old hard drive out of there and get a new one
to put in its place. Probably most important is buying the right upgrade drive for
the task.
The type of drive you need for your PowerBook depends on the model of the
PowerBook you want and how large a hard drive you feel you need. If you have a
PowerBook in the 100 series (aside from the 150), a 500 series PowerBook, or a Duo
model (with the exception of a Duo 2300 originally equipped with a 1.1GB drive),
you've got a SCSI internal drive, so you'll need a SCSI re placement.
The best bet you have for buying one of these drives is buying a true, 2.5-inch SCSI
drive with Apple ROMs built in. (You don't have to buy an Apple ROM drive,
although suc h drives are easier to work with, especially when upgrading the Mac
OS and troubleshooting system software. Other SCSI drives will work, but they
require third-party driver software such as FWB Toolkit.) In general, you should
have luck finding drives in 800MB, 1.0GB and 1.2GB capacities that have SCSI
interfaces and Apple ROMs, as well as smaller drives such as those that came in
older PowerBook models. PowerBook Duo models require a drive that's 17 mm in
height. Most other PowerBook models require a hard drive that's 19 mm in height .
You may occasionally find a repurposed IDE drive that's been give n a SCSI interface;
although I won't tell you to stay away from these drives (especially if you get good
instructions for installing the drive and a libe ral return policy) I will say you'll
probably see a performance hit as a result of using one of these drives. That's
usually a trade-ort people are willing to make because of the potential to put a highcapacity drive (1- or 2GB in some cases) in their agi ng PowerBook.
Most othe r PowerBooks- the 150, 190, 5300-series, 1400-series, 3400, 2400, and G3
models-all include IDE drives. (The Duo 2300 with a 1.1GB drive also shi pped
with an inte rnal IDE interface.) In most cases, these drives can be upgraded with
most off-the-s helf 2.5" IDE-compatible drives, although in some cases (such as the
1400 series) you'll specifically need a "thin" 2.5" IDE drive.
This is actually really good news; large-capacity IDE drives are very afforda ble, even
in 2.5-inch capacities, because many of them are made for lntel-compatible
notebooks as well as for PowerBooks. Very few other notebook computers used 2.5inch SCSI drives, making them more difficult to come by.
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Mac Components Engineered (wv11v. pov1e rb oo k 1. c om ) is an excellent resource for
getting information about and buying replacement hard drives for PowerBook computers. Although I haven't used them myself, I've heard excellent things about their
ability to help with installation instructions and kits to get the job done. Another
resource that seems to be good is Other World Computing (vMvJ . ma c sa 1es . c om).
If you buy a new IDE dr ive for your PowerBook, it'll need to be, physically, an exact
replacement for your existing drive, including the screws and mounting brackets. If
you can't get the drive to fit in the PowerBook, you may want to consult th e dealer
or return it for one that will fit in your particular PowerBook. While installing, make
sure you hang onto all the screws you removed to get t he ori ginal drive out,
because you'll need them for the new drive. (fhe PowerBook 2400, according to
Apple and Mac Componen ts Engineered, features some 20-plus screws to remove
the internal drive. It's recommended that you have that particular Mac serviced if
you'd like a replacement hard drive.)
Once you have the drive installed in your PowerBook, boot from a floppy or a
Syst em CD-ROM to format the disk with Drive Setup. (If you order a drive from a
Mac-centric dealer, it may come preformatted for use on a Mac.) You'll then need to
install the Mac OS o n the drive to use it as the startup disk. Drive Setup can format
and deal with many different IDE drives, although the brand names (IBM, Toshiba,
Hitachi) might be the smarter choices.

Screen upgrades and replacements
Many PowerBook models can actually have their screens updated to show more
colors or be a little larger, especially if the PowerBook in question shares its
heritage with a more advanced model (such as the PowerBook Duo 230 and Duo
270c, for instance).
You 'll also want to swap the screen if it shows any dead pixels (pixels that always
glow while when the screen is turned on) or stuck pixels (whi ch ar e always black
when the screen is on). Stuck pixels are especially disconcerting, because they
drain power. (A black, gray, or colored pixel requires power, because it's "on,"
whereas a white pixel doesn't draw power.) Backlighting needs to be turned on on
many r ecent models for these errors to appear.
If your PowerBook is still under warranty, you should consult Apple to see if the
company will repl ace the screen . Reports have it that Apple often will replace these
screens if the probl em is a manufacturing or packaging defect.

Apple rarely recommends replacing these screens on your own, and I pretty much
have to agree. The screen bezels, plastics, and component s are complicat ed, easy
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to break, and rather expensive. Screens also need to be handled in a completely
static-free environment and need to be carefully placed and installed. A number of
companies and authorized Apple dealers will swap screens for you at a reasonable
cost, so I'd recommend looking into those services.

,/
Note

MacResQ (ww1v. mac resq. com) offers screen replacement and service, as does DT&T
service (www . dt tserv i ce . com). Likewise, most authorized Apple dealers should
be able to replace a PowerBook screen or send it to Apple for service.
Table 20-4 shows you the PowerBook models that can be upgraded to a new screen,
according t o Apple. (M ost PowerBook screens can be directly replaced if necessary,
but only certain models can be upgraded to better screens.)

Table 20-4
Apple-Recommended PowerBook Screen Upgrades
PowerBook Model

Upgrade

Makes Ita . . .

PowerBook 190/190cs

10.4" Active Matrix

PowerBook 5300c'

PowerBook Duo 230

Active Matrix; Color
Active Matrix

PowerBook Duo 250;
PowerBookDuo 270c

PowerBook 5300

10.4" Active Matrix

PowerBook 5300c

PowerBook 5300cs

10.4" Active Matrix

PowerBook 5300c

Docks, Bays, and Slots
The next type of upgrade focuses on stuff you plug your PowerBook into (or plug
into your PowerBook) to give it desktop-like capabilities. That includes CD-ROM
drives, hard drives, Zip drives, and other upgr ades.
Docks are designed so that certain Mac models (mostly PowerBook Duos) can
make one quick port connection and immediately access an array of external
peripherals, such as additional hard drives, modems, full-size keyboards, mice,
and even an external monitor or two. The Apple Duo Docks, specifically designed
for this task, are a great example. Like a video cassette, the closed Duo slides right
into the Duo Dock, which otherwi se resembles a full-sized Mac. Now t he Duo is
ready to be connected to a slew of deskt op peripherals, including internal drives,
SCSI devices, or ext ernal serial devices. Other docks made by third-party vendor s
slide onto the back of various PowerBook models.
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Bays are something relatively new, starting with the PowerBook 1400 series and
moving up through the line of newer PowerBooks. These expansion holes in the
PowerBook enable you to swap out different components- floppy drive, DVD-ROM
drive, Zip drive- to keep from being locked into using specific external
peripherals. Instead, you can plug in a CD-ROM drive and take it with you on the
plane for reference while you write a report, or swap t o a Zip drive in the hotel
room il you're planning to share data with colleagues at your next meeting.
PCMCIA (or PC Card) slots have been available on Macs since the Powerbook 190
and 5300 series, although it was possible to add PC Cards even before that; the
PowerBook 500 series was capable of adding PC Card support through an add-on
"cage" th at fit in one of its expansion bays (which also double as battery bays).
These cards make it easy to add modems, Ethernet support, multimedia features,
and even miniature hard drives (although th ey often offer a lot of storage) to your
PowerBook.

Docks
The Duo Dock isn't available new anymore, which almost makes sense. After all,
PowerBook Duos aren't available new, either. The PowerBook 2400, the logical
successor to the PowerBook Duo line, is a little more self-sufficient than previous
Duos and can't work with the Duo Dock. Al though most PowerBooks (including the
2400) have ports on the back of the machine for a variety of connections,
PowerBook Duos were built with one special Dock connector and, in some cases, a
port for a telephone wire connector to enable use of the internal modem on the
road. To use removable media, connect to a network, or work with different input
devices, you had to connect through the Dock.
You can still find Duos and Duo Docks on the used market, making it possible to
upgrade the Duo Dock to take care of your external expansion needs. Duo Docks
include an RGB port for external monit or s, a SCSI port for external drives, internal
space for SCSI hard drives, and ADB ports for ext ernal keyboards and mice. On top
of that, Duo Docks gener ally have one or two NuBus slot s you can use for
expansion cards that are accessible from the Duo when it's plugged into the Dock.
The Apple-branded Docks weren 't the only ones made for the Duo series; you' ll find
minidocks, usually adapters that plugged into th e Duo to give it regular PowerBookstyle ports, available from a number of vendors.
These mini-docks are such a good idea that some of them have been creat ed for
other PowerBook models, too. One of the popular models, Bookendz models from
Newer Technology (www. newertech. com), is available for a number of newer
PowerBook models; you can slide the PowerBook into the cl ock, which then
automatically connects it to your external devices for use at your desk (see
Figure 20-12).
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With most docks, you put your PowerBook to sleep, and then insert it into the dock
and tap the full-size keyboard to wake it again. (You may also need to install special
software on the PowerBook to get certain things to work correctly.) With the allinclusive Duo Docks, you need to shut down the Mac before it can be docked. If you
try to insert it when the PowerBook is asleep, it will be ejected; if you insert it while
the PowerBook is on, the PowerBook will likely crash.

Figure 20-12: The Bookendz port replicator makes it possible
to dock many popular PowerBook models.

The AirDock, from Farallon ("v11vw. fa ra 11on. com) , is a slightly different animal.
Designed to work with PowerBooks that feature an lrDA port, the AirDock
integrates a PowerBook into your network by simply placing the PowerBook
close enough to the AirDock.
Apple also made a Duo Floppy Adapter, which allows Duos to connect directly to
an HDI-20 interface for a floppy drive, just like the drive designed to work with the
PowerBook I 00.

Bays
The PowerBook 1400, 190/ 5300, 3400, G3 (3400 series) and G3 BTO series of
PowerBooks (so far) all feature expansion bays that enable you to swap between
different peripherals - mostly different types of storage devices. The maj ority of
these devices- floppy, CD-ROM and DVD drives- are made by Apple. A couple of
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other options are made by VST Technologies (www. v s t te ch. com) including a Zip
drive and hard-drive solution for the bays of most modern PowerBooks.
One unique use of the bays in 3400, G3 (3500), and G3 BTO machines is an adapter
that allows the PowerBook to communicate with three PCI expansion cards. The
expansion chassis looks like a miniature extern al computer case, and it's made by
Magma (1v~M. rna gma . com).
In general, you simply use the device that is in the PowerBook's bay (or bays) as
you would any other storage device. Its i con appears on the desktop (or appears
when you insert media) and allows you to open it as you would any drive.
What's different is that you can swap these expansion bay devices for other
devices. Although many of the PowerBook models do this differently, there is one
important rule. When you get ready to swap, make sure the drive isn't in use, files
or applications on the drive aren't open or being accessed, and any removable
media (rloppy disk, CD-ROM, Zip disk) has been ejected before swapping. If you
don't do this, the PowerBook will probably complain with an error message. Or, you
could cause a crash and a loss of data.
The expansion bays in the PowerBook 1400 are sleep-swappable, meaning you don't
have to shut down the Mac to swap the expansion bays, but you do need to put the
PowerBook to sleep. You can do that using the Special r-.'> Sleep command. The 5300
and 190 models are also sleep-swappable in practice, although Apple officially
recommends that you shut these models down before swapping expansion bay
devices.

~
Note

Newer PowerBooks feature hot-swappable expansion bays, meaning you don't have
to shut the PowerBook or put it to sleep before parts get swapped (see Figure 2013). When you're done swapping, you touch a key to wake the PowerBook back up.
Don't swap expansion bay devices as the PowerBook is starting up or shutting down.
You should install them only when the PowerBook is in Sleep mode (for the
PowerBook 1400) or shut down completely (for the PowerBook 190/5300) or when
the PowerBook is on but there are no media in the drive and/or files being used on
it. Also, be aware that some third-party expansion modules may not be hot-swappable or may require special treatment when being swapped.
Check your Power Book's documentation to learn exactly how to remove the
expansion bay device once the correct state of power and sleep has been achieved.
Generally, it's done by releasing a catch on the bottom of the drive, and then
smoothly sliding the device out of the bay. Adding a device is the opposite: Line it
up carefully, and then slide it in smoothly and easily until it clicks into place. Make
sure the device is secure in the bay; if it's loose at all, it won't work correctly.
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Figure 20-13: Swapping drives in an expansion bay

PC Cards

,.
Note

If you'd like a quick and easy way to add capabilities to your PowerBook, you
should probably opt for a PC Card. They're easily the most convenient method of
upgr ading a PowerBook computer - at least, for models in the 190/ 5300, 1400, 2400,
3400/3500, and G3 series. Earlier models can't accept PC Cards, with the exception
of the 500 series, which can accept the cards only if it has a speci al add-on cage
installed in one of its expansion bays.

You can't buy the PowerBook 500 series PCMCIA card cage new these days, but if
you're shopping for a used version, be warned that only the Revision C model will
work with a PowerBook 500 that's been upgraded to PowerPC.
PC Cards ar e popular in the w or ld of In tel-compatible notebook computer s, t oo, so
you'll find that a lo t more of them are manufactured than are PowerBook-only
solutions, such as expansion bay drives. And , in many cases, PC Cards desi gned for
lntel-compatible PCs can also be used with Macs, especially if the manufacturer
provides driver software t o make the transition possibl e. (The G3 BTO series is the
first PowerBook to be compatible with the Cardbus interface, a higher-speed PC
Card interface that i s popular on lntel-compatible not ebooks.)
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So jus t what are these cards? Also called PCMCIA cards (an acronym so unwieldy
that it's recently been dropped), PC Cards are about the size of a credit card,
us ually a bit thic ker, with a 68-pin connector on one end. On the other end, you may
have a number of different connectors, although , in most cases, you connect some
sort of cable to the card (at least, if it's designed to interface with something).
Figure 20-1 4 shows a PC Card modem.

Figure 20-14: A PC Card modem, complete with interface cable
for connecting to the phone line

,

Note

PC Cards can pe rform a number of different functions. They're most popula r for
add-on modems and Ethernet capabilities (es pecially for non-PowerBooks)
although a number of other applications exis t. PC Cards can be video-out cards,
video-in cards (especia lly when designed for particula r video cameras), sound
cards, s tatic RAM s to rage cards (for s toring a few megabytes or data in high-speed
but non-volatile RAM) and hard-d rive cards. Table 20-5 s hows some vendors of Mac
compatible PC Cards.
Apple warns that any PC Cards you attempt to use should be specifically Macintosh
compatible. Otherwise, you could damage the card, your PowerBook or data stored
on either.
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Table 20-5
PC Card Vendors for Macintosh
Vendor

JYpe(s) of Card

Web Site

3Com

Modem, combo

1·1ww. 3Com . com/

Dayna
Communications

Combo, modem,
Ethernet, ISDN

~lvM.

Fa ration

Ethernet, combo

www . faral l on. com/

Fujitsu

Storage

1~v1w.

Global Village

Modem, combo

www.globalv i l lage.com/

Motorola

Modem

wv1w. mot . com/

TDK

Modem

'vMW.

Viking Components

Modem, storage

www.vikingmem.com /

Zoom Telephonics

Modem, combo

www.zoomtelephonics . com/

dayna . com/

fpc a . com/

tdk . com/

Using a PC Card is easy. With the Mat: either on or off (not in Sleep mode), pl ug a
compatible card into one of the PC Card slots. Make sure you've lined the card up
level with the slot; it's easy to get a little out of alignment, and if you fo rce the card,
you may damage something.
You should use a smooth motion (you'll encounter a little resistance) until you hear
and/or feel the card click into place. After a few seconds ( if the PowerBook is
turned on) you'll see an icon pop representing the card on screen, as shown in
Figure 20-15.

If the card i s designed for storage, then you can double-click it and begin to use it
as you would any other removable storage device. You may be asked by the
PowerBook to format the device before using it. If it's an ATA/ IDE (rotating hard
disk) device, you can format it using the Special c:> Erase Disk command. You can
choose to format it as a DOS or Macintosh volume.
Other PC Card storage devices often come preformatted fo r DOS/Windows
machines. Assuming the card doesn' t use some special compression scheme, you
should be able to use the DOS-formatted card on your Mac if PC Exchange is active.
If you want to reformat the device for Macintosh use, you'll need to disable PC
Exchange and restart the Mac. Now, when you enter the card in the PC Card sl ot ,
the Mac will ask you if you'd like to erase it and format it in Macintosh format.
Choose to do so.
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Note

Figure 20- 15: An icon appears that represents the card.

You can't use your PowerBook to erase and reformat a Mac-formatted PC Card into a
PC-compatible format. You'll have to use an lntel-compatible PC with a PC Card interface to format the card for use with PCs.

If the card is for some other function, you'll likely need t o install t he configur ation
software t hat came w ith the card before you can star t using it.
If the card is a modem, you'll need t o configure your modem software to work with
it. In most cases, you'll be able to choose the type of modem you' re using and how
the card i s connected (choose the Upper PC Card slot or Lower PC Card slot entry,
as opposed t o the modem or printer port). Figure 20-16 shows a modem being set
up in the Modem control panel to use Open Transport PPP for an Internet
connection.
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If you need to ej ect a PC Card device, make sure it's not in use anymore, select the
card 's icon, and choose File c:> Put Away from the Finder menu, or drag the icon to
the Trash. The PC Card should pop right out. If the PowerBook is powered off, push
t he button next to the card slot to release t he card. Don't remove cards while the
PowerBook is asleep - you'll j ust confuse it.

External Ports and Periphera.ls
Aside from the Duo series, nearly all PowerBooks feature a full complement of ports
on the back for hooking u p to external devices, as described in Table 20-6. All
PowerBooks through the PowerBook G3 BTO series (aside from Duos) support
external SCSI, for instance, as do nearly all Macs and Power Macs. Most
PowerBooks also feature serial connectors, ADB ports, sound-in and sound-out
ports, and some feature Ethernet connectors.

Mac Evangelista tip: When in Rome ...
Mac Evangelista Doug Holmes tells me that his consulting work often takes him abroad.
While traveling, he needs to access his e-mail regularly. Unfortunately, every country
requires a different converter cable to connect your modem's RJ-1 1 connector to their
phone lines. But he's discovered a tip that might be useful for you, too:
"Most telephone-related office equipment (for example, fax machines and answering
machines) is made in the Far East, and most of it has a female RJ-11 rece ptacle on the back
or bottom. So, look around and see if you can find a device that has one of these ports on
it. Next, ask permission to hook up your PowerBook here.
"How to hook it up? All these machines have a 'localized cable' that has a male RJ-11 on
one end, to connect into the device, and a male local plug to mate with the local wall
socket, on the other end. Hence, my solution is to unplug the cable at the device, and insert
this male RJ-1 1 plug into the modem of my PowerBook. This has saved me several times, in
different countries, in both hotels and office buildings:•
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Table 20-6
PowerBook external expansion ports
Model

Sound

Mic Port
In/Out

Ethernet

Video

Printer

Modem

ADB

100

No/
mono

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

140/
1458

Mono/
mono

Omni

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

150

No/
mono

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

160/1 65/
165c

Mono/
stereo

Omni

No

Mini- 15

Yes

Yes

Yes

170

Mono/
mono

Omni

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

180/
180c

Mono/
stereo

Omni

No

Mini- 15

Yes

Yes

Yes

190/
190cs

Stereo/
stereo

No

No

Option

Yes

No

Yes

Duo series

Mono/
mono

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

500 series

Stereo/
stereo

Line in

AAUI

Mini- 15

Yes

No

Yes

1400 series

Stereo/
stereo

Line in

No

Option

Yes

No

Yes

5300 series

Stereo/
stereo

Line in

No

Mini- 15

Yes

No

Yes

2400 series

Stereo/
st ereo

Plaintalk

No

VGA

Yes

No

Yes

3400 series

Stereo/
stereo

Plaintalk

10BaseT

VGA
(1,3)

Yes

No

Yes

G3 (3500)

Stereo/
stereo'

Plainta lk

10BaseT'

VGA

Yes

No

Yes

G3 (BTO)

Stereo/
stereo

Plaintalk

10BaseT

VGA•

Yes

No

Yes

I IOBaseT is optional on the PowerB ook 3400/ 180.
2 The G3 ( 3500) includes a special headphone jack.
3 Connector is shared for modem and 1OBaseT connection; both can be used together if you i nstall the included
adapter.
4 G3 BTO seri es includes an S·video out port (for connecting directly to TV devices) on confi gura tions that include
the 13.3· and 14.1 -inch displays.
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You' ll notice that some of the PowerBooks feature a mini- IS connector for videoout; this requires a special adapter, included with the Powe rBook, that converts it
for use with an Apple RGB monitor connector. VGA adapte rs can also b e connected
to the RGB port on this mini-IS conve rter to make it work with projection systems.
The PlainTalk microphone is a s pecial microphone designed to work with a
PowerPC-based Mac's line-in audio input. Unlike most microphones, the PlainTa lk
microphone enables you to record voice over a line-level input. Other microphones
require an amplifier to work correctly with the audio input ports on these Macs. A
connection from a receiver or mixing board , however, will work just fine.

,

Note

The PowerBook SOO series requires a n MUI transceiver, but can be configured to
connect to eithe r a 10Base2 or lOBaseT network. Other Powe rBooks can connect
directly to IOBaseT cabling.
Older PowerBooks have no Ethernet built-in and no way to add it- except through a
SCSI adapter. Because all PowerBooks (except Duos, which can accept an Ethernet
card through their Docks) have SCSI, you can use a SCSI-to-Ethernet adapter, such as
the one sold by Dayna Communications (vi\"/W. dayna. com).

SCSI
Although it 's not mentioned in Ta ble 20-S, all Powe rBooks, except the Duo series,
feature an HDI-30 SCSI connector. To actually hook something up to this port
requires an adapter, either a SCSI Dock adapter that connects that adapter's HDI-30
port to a 25pin SCSI adapter (th at can then be used to accept a typica l SCSI cable)
or a specially designed cable that allows you to connect the Powe rBook directly to
a SCSI peripheral. Or, if you don't use one of the standard cables, a SCSI Doc
adapter can be use ful for Power Book SCSI connections- both for SCSI disk mode
and for regular SCSI connections. You use a switch to change between the two, as
shown in Figure 20-I7.
Apple actually makes a few very specific cables for hooking up PowerBooks and
SCSI devices:

+ HDI-30 SCSI System cable (Apple part no. M2538) is designed to begin a SCSI
chai n by adapting the HDI-30 port to a Centronics SCSI interface. The cable is
light gray with 29 pins (a pin a ppears to be missing).

+ SCSI Peripheral cable (Apple part no. M0207) is for connecting two different
SCSI peripherals toge the r, but can be used (with a special SCSI Dock adapter)
to connect to the Powe rBook's HDI-30 port.

+ SCSI Disk Adapter cable (Apple part no. M3927) is for use with the
PowerBook when you want it to operate in SCSI disk mode. This cable is dark
gray and has a full 30 pins.
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,

Note

Figure 20-17: SCSI adapte r and cable for Powe rBook SCSI

connections
SCSI cables and docks are also made by lnterex (w1~w. i nt e rex . com /), APS
Technologies (wv1w . a ps t ech . com/), and TechCessories (vMW. t ec hces s ori es . com/ ).
If you don't have any cabling solution, I'd recommend a SCSI Dock, which usually
allows you to switch between regular SCSI operation and SCSI disk mode.
In Po we rBooks tha t use a n inte rnal IDE bus for the hard drive and CD-ROM drive ( if
one is present) , all SCSI ID numbe rs (0 thro ugh 6) are ava ilable to exte rnal devices.
(As with d es ktop Macs, SCSII D numbe r 7 is rese rved for the Powe rBook itself.)
These IDE-based Powe rBooks include the 150, 190, 5300, 1400, 2400, 3400, G3 3500,
and G3 BTO. In earlie r Macs, the SCSIID 0 is ta ke n by the exte rnal SCSI ha rd drive.

,

Note

Not a ll PowerBooks have incl ud ed int erna l SCSI termina t o rs in the p as t. Check your
Powe r Book's ma nua l fo r in fo rma tion on whe ther o r no t you n eed a te rminator at
the SCSI p ort itself b efore yo u connect to a SCSI c hain of exte rnal de vices. In many
cases, you'll need t o add a n exte rn al te rmina to r befo re the first SCSI de vice,
esp ecially if you're only connectin g one d e vice in a Mac with a SCSI drive. If your
Mac h as a n IDE drive, you 'lllike ly need a n initial te rminator for the SCSI chain.
Mo re recent Powe rBoo ks d o n't require the initial te rmina tor, including the
Powe r Boo k G3 3500 series. (Odd ly, the ve ry similar Powe rBook 3400 series does
req uire a n initial te rmin ato r.)
If your Powe rBook crashes when you turn off the e xterna l SCSI device, this is a good
sign that you need te rmination between the de vice and the PowerBook. When termination is lost (after th e SCSI device is powe red down), the PowerBook's SCSI chain
loses integrity and crashes th e Powe rBook. An additiona l pass-through terminatoror a SCSI Doc devi ce from APS Technologies (w1·1w. a ps tech . com /) -will solve this
proble m.
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Otherwise, dealing with SCSI devices works pretty much the same way as described
in Chapter 7. The only cav eat is SCSI Disk Mode, which allow s the PowerBook to act
as an additional external hard drive when connected to a desktop Mac. SCSI Disk
Mode is d iscussed l ater in t his chapter.

Modem/Printer
Many PowerBook models only include one serial port-a modem/ printer portthat gives you access to an ext ernal seri al device. The thinking seems to be that
these same Macs generally have some other expansion options, such as space for
an internal modem or a PC Card modem, so that you're free to use the
modem/ printer port just for printing.
The modem/ printer port is also a LocalTalk port and, in the case of the PowerBook
3400 and G3 (3500) , a GeoPort. Because it can do so many things, it's sometimes
important to fool the port into being either a modem port or a printer port. Trouble
can arise when it believes it's both or otherwise gets confused.

If you plan to install an extern al modem using the port, for instance, you should do
th e following:
I. Power down the PowerBook and the modem . (You may be abl e to do this with

your PowerBook in Sleep mode- check t he documentation .)
2. Connec t the modem 's seri al cable to the modem/printer po rt.
3. Turn on t he modem and the PowerBook, in that order.
4. Once the PowerBook starts up, open the Chooser and turn off AppleTalk, if it's
on. (If you'r e using Ethernet for your network, you don't have to turn off
AppleTalk.)
5. Choose a printer other than a serial printer-a LaserWri ter, for instancethat would likely be connected over a network.
6. In the Network or AppleTalk control panel, choose something other than
LocalTalk or M odem/Printer for the interface (this can slow down external
modems). Ethernet is fine, if you're aJready using it for a network connection.
7. In the Modem control panel ( if you'll be using PPP) or in your modem
application, choose t he Modem/ Printer por t for your connection. If that's not
an o pt ion, choose Modem .
The modem should work. Try d ialing out to test it. If you have trouble, check your
Power Book's manual for setup advice and consult Chapter 29. With some
PowerBook models, you m ay need to open the Power Book Setup control panel and
choose Normal for the Modem's compatibility mode. (This mode makes the modem
work better with certain Communications Toolbox programs.)
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For a printer, the requirements are less stringent. Make sure you're not using th e
port as a LocaiTalk port (i£ your printer is a direct-connec t QuickDraw printer) in
the Network or AppleTalk control panel. Next , make sure you don't have a modem
progr am or con trol panel t hat's set to use the modem/pr inter port. Now connect
the printer as you would to any Mac, as discussed in Chapter 15.
You may occasionally come across a peripheral that specifically requires either the
printer or the modem port to work correctly. If i t requires the modem port, set it up
as if it were a modem ( turning orr AppleTalk and any LocaiTalk connections in t he
Chooser and Network/ Appl eTalk control panel s). If it requires a printer port, you
may need to turn off AppleTalk.
If the serial device has its own control panel that polls the port £or in£ormation,
make sure AppleTalk is turned orr (or that a networking scheme other than
LocaiTalk is selected in t he Network/ AppleTalk control panels) and restart with the
device connected to the modem/printer port H you have trouble getting it to be
recognized. It may also be important to set the internal modem to Normal in th e
PowerBook Setup control panel.

Video
Although many Power Books have internal video o r will allow internal video to be
added (see t he section on intern al slots earli er in this chapter), some PowerBook
models treat video difrerently £rom others. In earlier models wi th two video-out
ports, the connect or is a mini-15 plug, which requires a special adapter (see
Figure 20-18).

Figure 20-18: To connect an external monitor to earlier
PowerBooks, you needed an adapter.
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The adapter connects directly to Apple-branded monitors with RGB connectors; for
other monitors, you'll need a VGA adapter, as described in Chapter 12. Later
PowerBook models have incorporated a direct VGA-out adapter that connects to
most non-Apple video displays and projection systems. Additionally, the
PowerBook G3 BTO series includes an S-video-out port in some configurations that
allows you to show the PowerBook's screen on a TV (or a TV-like device or
projection system).
There are two modes of video for working with an external monitor, and which you
use depends both on what your PowerBook s upports and what settings you've
assigned it. Dual-monitor support means you can use the PowerBook's screen and
an external monitor the same way you can use two video interfaces and monitors
on a Mac- side-by-side to increase the size of your desktop screen.
If your PowerBook supports this, it'll most likely be the default mode when you
connect the monitor and awaken or start up the PowerBook. (You s hould put
PowerBooks to sleep before adding an external monitor.) If you're using Mac OS 7.6
or above, you'll use the Monitors & Sound control panel to set up the monitors. You
should have two control panels- one on the external monitor and one on the
Power Book. The main Monitors & Sound control panel will feature new options,
including an Arranging button (see Figure 20-19).

Figure 20-19: The Monitors & Sound control panel on a PowerBook 1400 with a
video-out ca rd and external monitor.

This allows you to set and arrange monitors just as you can with othe r Mac dualmonitor systems, as described in Chapter 12.
The othe r video mode for a second monitor is called mirroring and it means s imply
that the monitor and the PowerBook screen s how the same thing. This is the only
mode that some PowerBooks (such as the 3400 and G3 3500 series) offer, whereas
it's an option on other monitors.
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If you're using the Monitor s & Sound control panel, you can choose to set up
m irroring by selectin g a Simulscan resolution from th e Monitor screen in th e
control panel. (If you don't see a Simulscan resolution, choose the Show pull-down
menu and select Simulscan.)

~
Note

If you're using a Power Book th at supports dual-monitor display, you'll need to
change the mode to mirroring v ia the PowerBook Display control panel.
If you hook your PowerBook up to a monitor that is limited to a resolution lower than
the PowerBook's built-in resolution, you'll notice that the PowerBook screen shrinks
a bit to accurately represent the shared resolution. An 800x600 PowerBook 1400
screen, for instance, will become smaller to represent the 640x480 screen required
to display a mirrored image on an Apple High-Resolution RGB Color Monitor.

SCSI Disk Mode
SCSI Disk Mode is a sys tem that 's built into the Mac's ROM modules, enabling you
to turn your PowerBook into a (rather expensive) external SCSI device for another
Mac. In essence it o per ates exactly like an ext ernal hard drive, appearing on the
desktop of the Mac to whi ch it's connected. You can th en quickly transfer
documents and other files back and forth between the two computers.
You enter SCSI Disk Mode by starting the PowerBook with a SCSI Disk Mode cable
(or a SCSI docking adapter) plugged into the SCSI connec tor on one end and a
desktop Mac's SCSI connector on the other. (Actually, y ou could use two
PowerBooks, in which case the host PowerBook should be using a SCSI System
cable.) Every time the Power Book starts up, the ROM code routinely checks for
the presence of t he SCSI Disk Mode adapter. If it doesn't find the adapter, the
PowerBook's SCSI 10 number is set to 7, which is standard for the CPU in typical
SCSI chains.

~
Note

If th e SCSI Disk Mode cable is found, the ROM checks th e battery's remaining power
to see if the PowerBook has enough energy stored to enter SCSI Disk Mode. The
ROM then changes the hard disk's address to the ID number that you've previ ously
chosen in the PowerBook Setup control panel (see Figure 20-20). This value has
been stored in PRAM. Inst ead of starting up the Mac as normal, the ROM just
performs a few basic housekeeping chores: It turns on minimal backlighting, spins
up the hard drive, and places the Disk Modem ID number on the screen, animating
it to prevent burn-in (or just to be entertaining, I guess).

The PowerBook 140, 145, 1458, 150, and 170 models do not support SCSI Disk
Mode. PowerBook Duo models require a mini-SCSI dock or other Duo Dock to w ork
in SCSI Disk Mode, but otherwise they support it.
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Although th e only thing y ou really need t o do is connec t the appropriat e Disk Mode
cable or adapter to make SCSI Disk Mode work, there are a few caveats t o gettin g it
to w ork correctly for the first time:

+ Make sure you set the SCSI ID for the PowerBook (in the PowerBook Setup
control panel) according to the SCSI chain in the host Macintosh, not the SCSI
chain for the Power Book itself. That is, if y ou set the SCSI ID to 2, make sure
th is i s a v alid ID number on the host Mac.

+ Only connect the SCSI Disk Mode adapter when the PowerBook has been
completely powered down ( using the Special r::> Shut Down command). The
ROM-based commands necessar y to enter SCSI Disk Mode are executed only
at startup. If you connect t he Disk Mode adapter while t he PowerBook is in
Sleep mode, the SCSI bus will potentially have two devices with SCSI ID 0,
which could cause data loss or corrupt files.

+ The host

Mac and the PowerBook can 't have hard drives with th e exact same
name. If they're both called Macintosh HD, for instance, change one of t hem
before activating SCSI Disk Mode.

+ Th e host Mac needs to

be powered down, t oo, and should r emain that w ay
unt il SCSI Disk Mode is completely active on the PowerBook. Otherwise, it
may not recognize the drive.

+ The Pow erBoo k needs to be properly terminated in the scheme of t he host
Mac's SCSI chain, just as does any SCSI device. In most cases, because th e
PowerBook only has one SCSI connect or, you'll want it to be the l ast SCSI
device in the hos t Mac's chain . A pass-through t erminat or should actually be
applied before the connection to t he PowerBook, in t his case.
With those precautions in place, you're ready to star t up SCSI Disk Mode and
access your Power Book as if it were a regular external hard drive on the host Mac's
SCSI chain. Here's t he basic procedure:

I. Assuming you've already set the SCSI ID for the PowerBook in the Power Book
Setup (or PB Setup) control panel, shut down th e PowerBook. Wi th both Macs
pow ered down, connect the cables and appropriate t erminators.
2. Touch th e PowerBook's pow er key to start it up. A fter a moment you'll hear
the star tup tone, the Power Book's hard drive begins to spin and the screen
flickers. Wait until you see the SCSI symbol and a SCSI ID number on the
screen. It's now fully initialized in SCSI Disk Mode.
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3. Pow er up the desktop system. Once the host Mac has completely started up,
you'll see the PowerBook's hard drive icon on the host Mac's desktop. Work
with it as you would any hard drive icon.

4. To exit SCSI Disk Mode, power down the host Mac. Now, press the

~
Note

,.
Note

PowerBooks power button to shut down the PowerBook. If you want to use
the PowerBook normally, just remove th e SCSI Disk Mode adapter and start
up the PowerBook. Th e next time you turn on the PowerBook, it will start up
as usual.
PowerBooks 500 and 5300/ 190 series can have a particular problem when being
shut down after operating in SCSI Disk Mode that keeps the PowerBook from restarting without a Power Manager restart (see Chapter 29). To work around the problem,
you should shut down the PowerBook by highlighting the PowerBook computer's
hard drive in the Finder on the desktop of the host Mac, and then selecting File c:> Put
Away to unmount the drive. Now press and hold the Power key on the PowerBook
for three seconds, and then release it.
While in SCSI Disk Mode with a Macintosh llfx, remember to use the black terminator
between the Disk Mode adapter and the SCSI system cable. With other desktop
Macintosh models, use the standard gray terminator.

Summary
+ If you w ant to upgrade your PowerBook's insides, you'll need to know which
form factor your PowerBook fits into and how, exactly, to pop it open. There
are nine different form factors for PowerBooks (at the time of writing), and
they all offer slightly different ways to get inside the machine. Some are easier
t han others.

+ If you want to add internal cards or processor upgrades, you'll need

to know if
your particular PowerBook model can handle it. Nearly every PowerBook has
room for some sort of internal upgrade, whether it's a processor upgrade, an
internal modem, or better video.

+ The oth er thing you'll want to add is RAM . In almost all instances, you'll need
to buy RAM that is specially designed for your particular PowerBook model
(see Table 20-1). The bes t advice I can give for the actual upgrad e is to
download the Apple Memory Guide PDF document for diagrams and
instructions for installation.
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+ Externally, your PowerBook likely has a full compl ement of ports al though,
again, each PowerBook is slightly different. Once you figure out your
machine's unique gifts, you can add SCSI devices, v ideo-out capability (for
dual-monitor usage and monitor mirroring), modems, printers, and even
Ethernet networks.

+ Finally, you may find it compelling to hook up your PowerBook to a
desktop Macintosh in SCSI Disk Mode. This built-in feature enables the
PowerBook to act as an ext ernal SCSI device on the SCSI chain of th e host
Mac. The PowerBook's drive icon appears on the host Mac's desktop where
files can be swapped, saved, and backed up just as though the PowerBook
were simply another drive.

•
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•
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art Ill begins with a d iscussion of troubleshooting in
general - specifically, deciding if the problem is likely in
your Mac's hardware or in its software. If you have a softwareonly problem, you'll probably find the solution in Part IV. In
the remaining Part Ill chapters, hardware and software/hardware
integration issues are discussed -anything from hard drive
and scanner problems to downed networks and troubled
Power Books. This part al so includes chapters on major
troubleshooting issues, such as what to do when the Sad
Mac icon appears, or when you have trouble with the logic
board, power supply, and system memory.
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the Problem?
Chapter 22
Startup Problems,
Memory, and Ports
Chapter 23
Storage Devices,
SCSI, and File
Recovery
Chapter 24
Input Devices and
Scanners
Chapter 25
Monitors, Video,
and Sound
Chapter 26
Printers and Modems
Chapter 27
Networking Issues
Chapter 28
Gaming, Multimedia,
and DOS Issues
Chapter 29
PowerBook Problems

... ... ... ...

Troubleshooting
Basics: What's
the Problem?

... ... ... ...
In This Chapter
The Troubleshooting
Scientific Method

A

big part of being a computing consultant, technical
represent ative, or repair specialist isn't necessarily
knowing, off the top of your head, w hat the corr ect ord er
number is for the plastic facing on an ext ernal SCSI d rive
enclosure. In fact, you might not even need to know such a
thing exists, as long as you know where to find it in a catalog
or t echnical reference.

What's more important is being able to reason out the basic
trouble that the computer is having- determining whether
it's a software problem or a hardware one, what the most
likely culprit is, and how to fix it. Secondary t o this is knowing
how to identify a problem and circumvent it in the short term
so that it can be fixed once the computer 's user is off th eir
deadline and, preferably, busy somewhere else. That 's when a
Mac troubleshooter i s really going to get some work done.

If you 'v e ever w atched a TV doctor drama-or if you're an
actual doctor-you know exactly what I'm getting at.
Whenever anything is broken, mechanical or biological,
there's a pretty logical course of action you can apply toward
fixing it. Troubleshooting a Macintosh isn't tough to do-it
isn't brain surgery. It just uses the sam e diagnostic process
that leads up to brain surgery.
Th ere are three parts to understanding troubleshooting: You
need to know what types of Mac problems are possible, you
need to know the typical indicators for var ious types of
problems, and you need to know how to isolate the problem
so that you can focus on it more closely. I like to wrap all of
thi s up under the heading, "The Troubleshooting Sci entific
Method." In fact, we can steal from th e actual Scientific
Method t o determine how to go about diagnosing Mac
problems.

The types of Mac
problems
Isolating the problem
Determining a course
of action

... ... ...

...
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From there you can decide if your Mac just requires a little d igital therapy t hat you
can perform in t he ER or if you're going to have t o send your Mac up to surger y and
call in a professi onal.

The Troubleshooting Scientific Method
You may remember this one from grade school (if y ou' re like me), or you may
remember i t from yes terday w hen you applied i t t o t he solution of real-world
problems ( if you're a useful person, unlike me). The Scientific Method, for t he most
part, is just as applicable t o computing as i t is anywhere else. It's definitely a great
place to start troubl eshoot ing a hardware or soft ware problem.
So how does it apply to computing? Here's a quick overview and how you can use
the Scientific Method for Mac troubleshooting:

+ Observe the problem. Probably the most important st ep in computer
troubl eshooting is wi tnessing the actual problem. Part of this step is
det ermining w hether the problem is reproducible. If you can figure out what
makes a problem happen over and over again, you're on your way to a
solution.

+ Hypothesize a solution. This is the hear t of troubleshooting - narrow things
down. Once y ou can reproduce a problem, you can start t o decide what parts
of the computer may be affected and w hy. You can move from a larger sys tem
- the Mac- t o a smaller system - t he v ideo subsystem - and make a best
guess at w hat's causing t he problem .

+ Experiment. With a possible solution at hand, test that solution to see if it's
t he right one. Specifically, you can test things by r emoving the problem from
your Mac ( for instance, removing a possibly errant syst em extension or
removing a device from the SCSI chain), or you can test by replacing t he
problem devi ce (for instance, try printing to a d ifferent printer).

+ Form a conclusion. If your experiments prove fruitfu l, you can make a decisi on
about what the probl em i s and then do something about i t. That could mean
digging through a manual for t he correct setting in a control panel, removing
the peripheral compl etely in favor of a new one, or deciding that it's time to
call an authorized ser v ice center.
The bottom line to applying t he Scientific Method to Mac t roubleshooting is this:
It's really not that tough to fi nd and fix the majority of nonfatal errors you'll
encounter wit h your computers. It can t ake som e tim e, but you don't need to know
the inner workings of computer processor s or how data flows around on your
Mac's circuit boar d. If you've got a hardware problem that needs to be looked at by
a pr ofessional, at l east you can get to the point w here you're making that
det ermination in a knowledgeable way.
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Anyone can do this sort of troubleshooting-just st op when you 'r e done getting
your h ands dirty. You'll be happier walking into a service center and saying, "I think
there's something wrong w ith the on-board video or video connector," than you
would be saying, "I can' t see anything on screen!" You might even find that taking
your Mac in for major surgery is ch eaper after you've done a bit of di agnosi s on
your own, because the repair shop won't waste billable hours try ing to find a
problem you can point out directly.

,/
Note

I've been told by Mac repair professionals to warn you not t o be too adamant that
your Mac's problem lies in a particular area, although it can be helpful if you tell them
very specific symptoms and alert them to reprodu cible problems. After they've put
your Mac through their diagnostic routine, they may find that the problem is more
complex or more simple than you'd envisioned.

Observation: Hardware versus software
The first st ep in troublesh ooting i s observing t he problem and determining which
direction you should start out in - looking at either hardware or software. A couple
of obvious indicator s can often su ggest whether one or the other is at fault. Th e
trick is t o step back from the problem for a moment and l ook at what the symptoms
of the pr obl em are, and then det ermine whether they fall under the broad problem
cat egories of user, software, or h ardware problems. Once you've figured out which
cat egor y most likel y applies to your problem, you can begin t o i sol ate the problem.
But you' ll h ave to observe th e problem, first.

Is there a problem?
It's not uncommon for a problem to just go away-maybe because it wasn't a
problem in the first place. It's even more likely that what you're experiencing isn't a
serious problem with h ardware o r so ftware- the source of the problem may be a
cable you swore you plugged in (but didn't), a bad setting on your monitor, or a
paper jam in you r printer. These are the day-to-d ay occurrences that oft en make a
call to the help des k seem necessary, but actually fall under the heading, "User
error."
Obviously people are smarter than computer s, and computers aren't always
des igned right by the smart people that build them. But people are also much
more at the w him of their percepti ons than ar e computers. Even Mac experts get
confused about thin gs and have to stand back looking puzzled for a w hile. For
example, my main Mac features three or four devices dangling o ff a manual seri al
switch box. If I wan t to print, I better not have the dial set to my page scanner. Still,
it happens to me almost daily. (That doesn't surprise people wh o know me well .)
The first thing you n eed to ask yourself when observing the pro blem is w hether or
not ther e really i s a probl em - th at is, did somethin g happen as a result of an error,
a bug, or a defect? Did any thing break? Or is something just not set or configured
correctly?
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The most important thing to re member about the observation problem is to sit
back and think clearly about what could be causing the problem. Leave the room if
necessary. Most of all, take a page from the Hippocratic Oath and do no harm.
Before diving into the System Folder to look for a more complicated answer or
deleting files you intend to restore from a backup, make s ure you've completely and
correctly diagnosed the problem.
This might be a good time to remind you to think of the order of the Scientific
Method of troubleshooting. Don't just delete files, even if you're sure you have a
backup and you know you could easily restore them. You should begin to dia gnose
the problem well before you start trying to fix it. Once you do get to the experimentation stage, try things like moving files to a temporary folder (for instance, move system extensions or the System file to the Extensions Disabled folder or the desktop
instead of throwing those files immediately in the Trash). And always test your backups first to make sure you really have replacements for files you decide need to be
dumped.

Software problems
You're much more likely to have software problems than hardware ones, and
they're us ually less expensive to fix. However, software problems are more often of
the variety that causes you to pull out your hair. The solution to software problems
can sometimes be buried behind the obvious - somewhe re deep in the System
Folder, for instance - where you hadn't planned to go. Software problems can also,
ultimately, be the fault of the company or programmers who created a par ticular
application. And even if you can't really blame them (maybe they have a small firm
and can't afford months of software testing to find possible conflicts with every
known Mac program), you may s till need their he lp for a solution. Bug fixes
generally have to be offered by the programmers and publishers of the software
that needs them.
Software problems tend to res ult from one of three things:

+ Bugs. Bugs are problem areas in applications or the System software that
cause e rrors to occur; for example, bugs can be the source of a program's
falling to release a communications port, writing data to the wrong parts of
memory, or simply not performing a function correctly.

+ Conflicts. Conflicts may result from bugs, but don't necessarily occur when
the program or code is executed by itself. Instead, conflicts occur between
specific programs and system software fragments. An example would be a
conflict between Netscape Navigator 4.05 and Open Transport 1. 1 that results
in unexplained crashes not seen when Navigator runs with Open Transport
1.3 or higher. (This is an actual conflict, in fact, reported by Netscape in the ir
release notes.)

+ Corruption. Corruption occurs when an important system or setup file - for
example, the preferences file, the desktop da tabase fil e, or something similar,
or a low-level ha rd drive management file - gets overwritten with either bad
or nonsensical information. This often happens as programs or the entire
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computer crashes with files open and being accessed- sometimes bits of
data are written to those fi les that weren't supposed to be. In that case, the
next time the file is accessed it may give bad informati on to an application or
an OS, resulting in a crash.
You can actually make some interesting generali zations about these conflict s that
might offer clues as to what's going wrong in a problematic Mac. Each of th ese can
occur under certain circumstances (although are by no means limited or likely said
circumstan ces).
Bugs, for instance, will usually crop up in earlier versions of software- including
major revisions of existing programs. This is a gross gener alization, but you will
often find , for instance, that the 4.05 or 4. 1 version of an application is more st able
than the 4.0 or 4.01 version. In general, this is the reason for such numbering
schemes; it indicat es to you exactly what sort of revisions have been clone to a
program. A major revision warrants a whole-number increase, w hereas minor new
features will usually bump the number by a tenth (from 3.0 to 3. 1, for instance) and
bug fixes are bumped by one hundred th (from 2.03 to 2.04, for example).
Of course, t hat's not to say that a bug-fix release will be perfect. It's completely
reasonable that a bug-fix release could actually contain new bugs. Still , if th ere's an
apparent bug in one of your applications, head to the so ftware publisher s site and
find out if they 've released a bug fix. A quick upgrade may solve your problems.

~
Note

On a Macintosh, conflicts tend t o occur on two different level s. The first is very
similar to the example cited earli er -Net scape having a "known issue" with Open
Transport. These known issues tend t o be incompatibilities that either the
publisher fi xes to work around a m ist ake Apple has made, or th e publisher simply
recommends you don't use a particular feature or extensi on when working with
their application. This isn 't limited to Apple's system software either; applications
can often have con flicts with third-party system extensions designed to enhance
t he Mac OS. (For instance, SpeedDoubler and RAMDoubler, from Connectix, are two
programs t hat often have to be upgraded to avoid con fl icts with applications.)
For both conflicts and bugs, you'll find information usually on the installation CD or
disk, or in th e folder for the program in question once it's been installed. look for a
file named Read Me or Release Notes for information about bugs, conflicts, and fixes.
The other sort of confli ct is an extension-to-extension conflict. Some ext ensions
simply don't get along, causing crashes or bizarre behavi or for the entire system not just a particular applicati on. Some of these are kn own conflicts, some aren't. In
any case, such a con flict can be tou gh to diagnose and even tougher t o determine
the exact cause of: Symptoms of extension con fl icts include a Mac that won't st art
up correctl y or a Mac that has multiple cr ashes in many different programs. A great
clue i s sudden catastrophic cr ashes th at result right after you've inst alled a new
application or utility.
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,

Note

Don't forget that applications can add system extensions to your System Folder without you even knowing it's happening. That's why extension-to-extension conflicts can
arise even after you've simply installed a new appl ication program.
Extension conflicts are discussed at length in Chapter 32.
Corruption usually happens in one of three different pl aces on your Mac's hard
drive- preferences fil es stored in the Preferences folder in your Macintosh, the
System fil e in your System Folder, or the desktop database files that are hidden in
the root d irectory of your hard drive.
The first two can happen quite often, especially if you're experiencing crashes
while some activity is taking place, whether it be something as innocuous as surfing
the Web in a Web browser program or something as critical as running a disk-fixing
utility on your hard drive. But no matter how important or unimportant that
activity may be, nearly any crash has the potential to bring down your system
through corruption of data.
When this happens the solution is generally to throw the corrupted file in the Trash
and start working again from a new copy. Usually this isn't tough to do and it isn't
catastrophic; you can easily restore preference files and the System file without too
much heartache. Rebuilding the desktop database isn't much tougher. You can use
either a keystroke sequence (00-0ption) as your Mac starts up, or you can use a
software program to help you get the job done (see Figure 21-1).
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Figure 21-1: TechTool from Micromat (www.micromat.com)

is great for deleting and rebuilding the desktop fileseven in its freeware version.
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Is it starting to sound as though your Mac has a System software problem? Mac OS
troubl eshooting takes up the whole last section of the book, starting with Chapter 30.
If it's software that's specific to a particular hardware device, I'll be covering software
drivers for hardware over the next eight chapters.
Web

Aside from my site for this book (1-JvM.mac upgrade . com/), if you're looking for
help for specific bugs and software glitches, let me recommend MacFixlt at
vi\-JW. mac f ix it . com, where Ted Landau (author, humanitari an) offers news and
searchable tips about problem software.

Hardware problems
Thankfully, hardware problems are considerably more rare than software problems.
I say thankfully for two reasons: First, it's tougher to fix a hardware problem on
your own; if you really have a bad printer or a bad monitor, you're unlikely to have
the skill s required for fixing them to manufacturer 's specifications. Second,
hardware problems that can be fixed by a specialist tend to be rather expensive.
The hardware problems you can fix will often be con fi guration issues. The main
indicat or that you've got a hardware problem is simple: Someth ing seems broken.
Not that it necessarily is broken, just that it seems broken. You've got all the right
software loaded, everything is plugged in and running okay, and you've triplechecked the order in which you've connected things-and still, it doesn't work.
Th at 's a clue that you've got a hardware problem.
But there are other clues that hardware is the issue. Start by t aking a look at the
three bas ic types of hardware problems:

+ Misconfigured or wrongly installed.

Something doesn't seem to be turning on or
working correctly. This could be something as simple as an incorrectly
inserted power cabl e, a loosely installed expansion card , or an overloaded
ADB interface. Usually this points toward human error, but ignorance is
certainly a reasonable defense in many of these cases.

+ It 's cracked or broken.

If you can't get a floppy disk in the drive, if your printer
won't move paper past the ro ller, or the hard d rive makes horrific noise when
it's powered up, that's a good sign that something is broken. Things can break
as the result of electrical surges, being dropped, wearing out , or being
defective in th e first place. If there's no "sign of life" in a component, it's eit her
not getting power from its power cabl e or power supply, it needs to be reset
-or it's broken.

+

Voodoo. In Mac circles it's perfectly acceptable to talk about th e voodoo
involved in certain hardware pursuits - specifically, you can talk about SCSI
voodoo, ADB voodoo, and networking voodoo. In thes e cases, sometimes
things work and sometimes they don't. Most of these technologies are a boon
to upgraders, allowing for untold goodies to be added to your Mac without
repercussion. Unfortunately, things don't always work out that way and
problems that arise surrounding these expansion technol ogies can sometimes
only be described as, well , weird.
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Note

Obviously, some of t hese things are tough to fix for people w ho aren't certified
technicians. If a piece of hardware i s broken, i t's broken; some components, like a
computer's power supply, aren't even consi dered worth fixing by the manufacturer.
In other cases, you'll need to take int o consideration t hings such as whether the
warranty w ill be voided if you remove or explore something while looking for a
problem.
In fact, a good general rule is this: the only case you'll need to take off is your Mac's
case. Once you've gotten inside t he case, you're t roubleshooting at the component
level, which is about as far as a noncertified technician should go. That means, in a
nutshell, don't take t he case off anything else- a monitor, a hard drive, a CD-ROM
drive, or a power supply. Most "no user-serviceable parts" warnings really do mean it.
Obeying them has just as much to do with your safety, in many cases, as it has to do
with t he complexity of the component or your warranty.
You can usually have good luck wi th fixing physical configuration, component-l evel
troubleshoot ing, and dealing with voodoo. If a SCSI chain needs a terminator, a CDROM drive needs t o be plugged into the IDE interface, or the PRAM battery has
gone dead on the logi c board, these are all things you mi ght want to try to fix. At
t he very least you should try to diagnose them- you might give your service
dealer a head star t on figuring out what's wrong w ith your system.
I'll probably emphasize this a couple of times, but you should never trust a cable.
When you're troubleshooting to see if a problem is a physical one, always swap
cables around to see if one or more of them might be th e problem. This is especially
true for both ADB connections and SCSI.

Hypothesize and experiment
Once you know whet her you have a hardware or so ftware problem on your hands,
you're ready to move on to creating a hypothesis and experimenting to see i f that
hypothesis pl ays out. Put even more simply, you need to isol ate t he problem.

,

Note

Experi mentation in computer troubleshooting usually comes down to a quest ion of
isolation. Where is the problem, what's causing it, and is i t getting a reaction out of
anything in particular? That's w hy it's importan t to be abl e t o duplicate a problem,
or t o at least know t hat t here's a trend starting to form. Once you can begin to
isolate t he problem, you're t hat much closer to the solution.
It may be a tough one to pull off, but the best way to start isolating a problem is to
document the problem. For instance, just knowing that your Mac keeps crashing (or,
if you're a system administrator, hearing the same thing from one of your network's
users) doesn't help much in getting at the problem. Keep a notepad and pen next to
the computer. Next time it happens, jot down what you were doing. Experience the
problem a few more times, always taking notes, and you'll likely start to see a pattern.
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There are a couple of specific steps you can take t o i solate the probl em. Ultimat ely,
you want to det er mine what subsys tem i s affected and wh at might be the cause of
the problem, especially if y ou can narrow it down to a conflict. (Again, check
Chapter 30 fo r tips on isolating system software conflicts.)

_/
Note

Take a look at some common scenarios to see how you might narrow down th e
problem.
This actually leads me to an important issue- manuals. You should organize th em
and put them all somewhere on a little shelf space that's dedicated to your Mac(s).
You may not be the type to read all those manuals, but one day you'll really appreciate knowin g exactly where they are.

Does my Mac have a startup problem?
If your Mac is offering you an error message as it starts up, it's trying to tell you
th at something basic has failed in such a way that it can't go on. Certain internal
t ests take place before the Mac can mov e on to loading th e full Mac OS. If any of
t hose fail, a t ell-tale error message appears. Likewise, oth er typical problems can
happen at startup that might be indicators of fixable problems.

Here ar e some of those messages and indicators and a brief explanation:

+ Nothing on screen, but my Mac makes odd sounds.

These are sound cod es t hat
tell you about different problems your Mac is experi encing in the startup
phase. See Chapter 22 for detail s.

+ A Sad Mac icon appears. Something is w rong with the Mac internally - either
the hard drive isn' t connected properly, there's a RAM-related error, or
something is wrong on the logic board. Consult Chapter 22 for more on t he
Sad Mac icon.

+ A blinking dis!? icon appears. The Mac passed all its internal tes ts, but it can't
find the correct start up disk where the Mac OS System fil e is stored. See
Chapter 23 for troubleshooting advice.

+ The Mac starts up,

but the m ouse pointer won't move. You m ay have a keyboard

or ADB problem. See Chapter 24.

+ The monitor's video isn 't working correctly -the picture is an odd shape, col01;
or siz e. You may be having trouble with the monitor startup or with th e l ogic
board battery. There could also be a monitor failure or a video circuitry
problem. See Chapter 25.
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Is

it completely dead?

Whethe r it's a monitor, port, modem, or internal hard drive, the first question you
should ask yourself about hardware is whether or not your Mac is completely dead
by way of some act of nature, the electric company, or blind luck.

+ Is the dead hardware an external drive or device? Make sure the power cable
or supply is plugged into a wall socket or power s trip. If it's plugged into a
power strip, make sure the power strip is turned on. If it's a wall socket, make
sure the wall socket is working. Are other devices plugged into this outlet
working? Check the power cables and interface cables where they connect to
the peripheral. Unplug them and plug them back in to make sure they're
seated correctly. If your peripheral has a power swi tch, make sure it's turned
on correctly. If the peripheral doesn't power on, try a different power cable. If
powe r is working but the device isn't, the problem could be with the
device's power supply.

+ If it's an internal drive, make sure its ribbon cable and power connector a re
both secure. Also make sure the power cable and ribbon cable are connected
to the power supply and logic board, respectively. Power the Mac on and
watch and listen to see if the internal drive starts up and makes any noise.
Power down the Mac, switch the power cable to a new, identical power cable,
and turn the Mac on again. Try other cabling configurations, and try to use
cables ins ide the machine that you know work with other devices. If the drive
doesn't spin up with working power applied, either the ribbon cable is
defective or the drive is.

+ Is the Mac not coming on? Make sure the Mac itself is plugged in, the Mac's
power cable is plugged into the wall, and the Mac powers on correctly. If it
doesn't turn on, try a different powe r cable, a different wall socket, or a
different socket in the power s trip. (You might also try a completely different
power strip.) Pick up the Mac and carry it to anothe r part of the room or
building. With nothing attac hed to it, plug it into the wall. Plug in a keyboard if
necessary and try to turn the Mac on. Hit the reset or programmer's reset
button if your Mac has one. Listen to see if the fan is turning (in the back of
the machine) when power is applied. Take off the case and try pressing the
reset or front-mounted power switch (on some models) manually. Look for a
red button on the logic board and press it to reset. Apply power again, and
listen and watch for any activity. If nothing happens, the Mac's power supply
might be bad. It may also be having logic board trouble.

+ Is there nothing on the screen? Check the monitor's power cable, connection
to the outlet, and connection to the Mac's video out port. Switch power cables
with the Mac or a s imilar device to test the monitor. Unplug the monitor from
the Mac and try to power it on without having it connected to video circuitry.
Does the LED light up? If yo u move the brightness knob from one Jock all the
way to the other lock, does it change the look of the screen? How about
contrast? Pick up your monitor, take it across the room or building, and try
the power there. Any better? If you get no reaction from the monitor, it may
need professional servicing.
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port/cable/controller bad?

If you can get the device to power up, but it doesn't seem to be talking to your Mac,

you probably have some sort of input/output problem. These can be a bit tough to
pinpoint, as both software drivers (in the form of extensions a nd control panels)
and bad hardware can create these problems.

+ Does the external drive or device light up, make noise, get slightly warm, or
otherwise s how s igns of life, but still not seem to want to work with your Mac?
Make sure any interface cables between the peripheral and the Mac are
plugged into the correct ports securely. ADB and serial ports can look s imilar.
ADB and S-video connectors can fit into one another's ports. Loca!Talk and
serial cabling can look similar. Some serial cables, even if they seem iden tical
to others, don't work correctly for different peripherals. H you can, try the
questionable interface cables on other devices and see if they work using
those cables. Remove the drive or device from your system, boot the Mac,
and see if you still have problems (or if any error messages appear relating to
the device). If there are no signs of communication, either the cable is bad,
the port is bad, or the software drivers are set incorrectly.

+ Is it SCSI or ADB? If it's SCSI, the cable might be too long, the SCSI chain might
not be correctly terminated, or the cable itself might be low-quality, cracked,
or bad. You may also have too many devices (on an ADB port), or the devices
may be assigned to the wrong SCSI ID addresses. Try plugging the device in
(ADB or SCSO by itself a nd see if things improve. If they don't, try different
cables while the device is plugged in by itself. Try different SCSI IDs and
different termination settings. Use the Apple System Profiler or SCSIProbe to
see if the device can be recognized. Also try plugging in all the other devices
without the p roblem device and see if things improve or if there are still
problems. If a device doesn't work by itself and all other devices work fine
without it, the problem might lie in that particular device or the software
setup.

+ Is it the port? Try another device on that port to see if it works. (For instance,
try another modem on the same port as a defective modem or try connecting
your printer to that port and printing.) Check the settings and control panels
governing that port. Use a port utility Qike the shareware program Reset
Serial Port available from www. rna cd01vn load. com) or the device's control
panel software to reset the port, and try the defective device and other
devices again. If the other devices work, try a different cable with the
defective device. If it stiH doesn't work with a new cable or two, but other
devices work on the port, the device may be defective. Or, it could be a
software setup problem.
Of course, nearly every device is d ifferent-that's why there are still eight mo re
chapters in this section of the book. Generally speaking, you should be able to
troubleshoot most devices at this level, but some Mac pe ripherals and drives will
simply have a few extra trouble spots that will (hopefully) be covered in the coming
chapters.
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Is it a software driver?
One of the places where devi ces can vary widely i s in the driver software that th ey
use. You may need to read the device's manual to truly gain an underst anding of
how the device's control panels and extensions work. They can certainly be a
source of trouble.

+ Are the software drivers set correctly? St art up your Mac and bring up the
Ext ension Manager (hold down the spacebar as the Mac begins its startup
cycle). When the Extensions Manager appears, choose t o start with
extensions off or only with the Mac OS base ext ensions. Next , manually
activate the extension(s) or control panel(s) necessar y for the device. When
the Mac has completely started up, go to the control panel for your device
and set it correctly, according t o its manual. If the device works, the problem
may be a conflict with other device drivers. If it doesn't work, you may b e
missing software components.

+ Reinst all the software driver s from the original diskettes or CD-ROM. Start up
the Mac again with all ext ensions active and try the device. If it doesn't work,
drop back t o the previous bullet point's advice. If that works, you may still
have a device driver conflict. Check the devi ce manufacturer 's Web site for
updated driver software. If the device still doesn't work, it may be defective.

Conclusion: What to do next
If y ou've gotten through all th ese different questions and they haven't hit on the
likely source of the problem, it looks like the problem i s isolated to the device or
component that seems to be failing. For instance, if the modem isn' t working but
you've checked the power, port, cable, and software, t here's a good chance the
problem lies with the modem. Same for a printer, networking device, scanner, CDROM drive, or other component. In your scientific opinion, that may be the most
obvious conclusion.

~
Note

Of course, it may not yet be time t o throw the component out yet. If it's dead and
nothing seems to revive it, t ake the component to a repair shop to find out t he
prognosis. If you're lucky, computer surgery may help . If the component is simply
giving y ou fits, and you can confidently say that it's the component's fault and not a
software glitch or an 1/ 0 problem, you're ready t o mov e on to the chapter that
covers that specific component and troubleshoot from there.
The rest of the chapters in this section of the book features a wide variety of
ways to troubleshoot particular components, including the software drivers
and confl icts that can arise with some hardware. Also ch eck the Apple
Tech Info Library (1vww. i n f o . a p p1 e . co mIt i 1) and th e Mac-Upgrade.Com site
( l'ivi\V . rna c - up grad e . c om) for updates.
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Evangelista tip: The Coke fix
I have two favorite troubleshooting tips that, I'll admit, I don't always follow myself. But
they're really clever little bits, the sort of thing that can make you tons of money on the lecture circuit. So, I'll offer them here for your perusal.
Based on the popular advice for getting dressed in party regal a - " Back up and take off one
accessory''- my advice is this: If you're having trouble figuring out what's causing a problem, back up and take a good look at the problem. Think about it as a series of logical steps,
and see which one you may have missed. Many, many problems grow from a user error or
oversight of the real problem because somebody plunged in, got frustrated, and took things
to greater depths more quickly.
My other advice is to take a break or a walk, if necessary. Get away, clear your head, and
come back to the problem. If you're like Evangelista Doug Dickeson, (self-described "Mac
geek and guitar freak" from Lincoln, NE) you may find the problem solves itself:
"I started repairing and configuring Apple equipment in 1980, predating the Macintosh by
some four years. Another technician and I discovered 'zapping PRAM' by accident, way
before it was common practice.
"We'd both been working on a nonfunctioning Mac Plus, and had tried everything we could
think of: different system, different drives, reseating RAM, praying, and so on.
"We pulled out the battery to make sure it was functioning and it tested OK. We threw up
our hands in disgust and said, 'Let's go get a Coke:
"After about five minutes w e came back, plugged the battery back in, and tried to startup
once more. We w ere stunned when it came up and smiled at us! We then decided that the
proper way to fix a Mac with these symptoms was to pull out the battery and go get a Coke.
We named it the 'Coke fix' - later learning other less pernicious methods of clearing parameter RAM, or PRAM:'

Summary
+ The key to successful troubleshooting is following the old Scientific Meth od :
obser ve, hy po thesize, t est, and conclude. The ultimate goal in any Mac
troubleshooting is to eliminate the parts of the syst em that are working
co r rectly so you can get to the root of problems affecting your sys tem. This
way, even if you take the machine to a ser vice center, you'll have a much
better idea of what t he probl em is, potentially saving money and t ime.
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+ Mac problems are more often software-related t han hardware-related, and
t hat's good, because hardware problems tend to cost more money.
Unfor tunately, software problems t end to be more obscure. You 'll want to do
what you can t o eliminate softwar e as a possible problem area first , and then
move on to hardware troubleshoot ing. You should also make sure there is no
human-error element to the problem.
+ Once you know you have a problem , you need to begin asking questions
about it to see if you can narrow it down to subsys tems within your Mac. This
is t he hypothesize-and-test portion of th e Scientific Method - take an
educated guess at what might be wrong, and then test to see if that 's really
the problem. You usually do that by isolating part of the system and testing it
on its own.
+ Once you think you'v e found the problem, you'll need to come to some
conclusion as to what to do. If the repair or replacement is w ithin your skills and/or if you fi nd an answer in this book or through a company's t ech suppor t
machine- you can conclude that fixing the problem component will solve the
problem. You may also, in some instances, need to conclude that it's time to
take the Mac into an authorized ser vice center for repairs.

•

•

•

Startup
Problems,
Memory, and
Ports

S

ometimes the things that make Macs go -or go fastercan bring them to a screeching halt. This is certainly no
more evident than when a com ponent of th e processing
subsystem- RAM, the processor, the logic board, or the
power supply-starts to fail or give you fits. These aren't
always the most obvious problems to troubleshoot, either,
because they're not always ti ed to an immediate failure.
Instead, many RAM or processing problems will show
themselves only in roundabout ways, such as freq uent, odd
crashing, sudden slowdowns, and unexplainable freezes. It is
possible to narrow a problem clown to t he logic board and/ or
RAM, however.
The most immediate problem you can have with a Mac,
though, i s when it simply won't power on. In those cases, you
can do a certain number of things to test th e system and see
what, exactly, the problem is. From t her e, you can decide if
you need to take the machine in for repairs.

When the Mac Won't Start Up
There are probably few problems more annoying or disturbing
(especially if you paid for your Mac yourself) than a startup
problem. These problems, as ou tlin ed in Chapter 21, are those
that stop you in your tracks before you're abl e to get started
wi th the Mac. The machine has detected a problem ver y early
in the boot sequence, probably as a result of special
diagnostic tes ts that go on right when your Mac gets power.
These t ests, administered by the Startup Manager

•
In This Chapter
When your Moe has
startup trouble
Parameter RAM
Memory errors and
issues
Port problems

• • • •
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(programming code stored in the Mac's ROM chi ps), determin e whether the system
is healthy enough to begi n loading t he Mac OS from the hard drive, ultimat ely
resulting in the l oading and relinquishing of t he Pinder to the user. If t he Mac
doesn't get far enough into t his process, the user can have almost no con trol,
making it difficult to troubleshoot problems.
The first indicator o f t he type of startup problem you're hav ing is how far you get in
the startup sequence. The sequence is pretty straightforward, offer ing a few
hurdl es that the Mac has to overcome before i t can start loading the Mac OS and
enable the user to control t he computer. These fail-safes keep you from doing more
damage to a fragile system, but the fail-safes themselves are a bit obscure. You'll
need to watch closely if you're having troubl e.

Power-on
Obviously, the first thing a Mac needs to do is to power on correctly. When you hit
the power key on a Mac's keyboard (or the Power button on some pizza-box-s ty le
Macs or the power switch on the back of many all-in-one Mac models), power is
sent to the logic board, w hich begins th e standard power-on process. At this point,
you should hear the fan st art up and t he power supply come on (usually t his brings
with i t a quiet humming sound that gradually gets higher in pitch, like a jet engine
starting or the l'rankenstein monst er first coming to life). If the fan isn 't spinning,
shut the Mac down immed iately.
Next, power fl ows to the Mac's ROM chips, which begins the power-on diagnostic.
The Start Manager is invoked, test ing the components on the logic board . It
continues the testing by sending out simple elect ron ic commands to most of t he
machine - CPU, drives, ports, and NuB us and/or PCI slots- to see that everything
is working properly. Next, it tests RAM.
If there's a probl em wit h RAM-or any of th ese early steps -that's when you'll
likely see a Sad Mac icon or you'll hear t he death chimes (sounds that aren't like
the typical Mac startup sound). Your Mac won't go any further than this until you
do something about th e problem that caused th e Sad Mac to surface.
Caution

Much of the troubleshooting discussed about powering on a Mac covers what to do
if nothing happens and the power supply fan doesn't start turning. However, what if
the power supply fan doesn't turn, but other things (such as the Mac starting up or
the monitor coming to life) do happen? Turn the Mac off immediately and have it serviced. The lack of air circulation inside a Mac could cause a heat-related fai lure that
could affect very valuable interna ls.

Troubleshooting power
Symptom: You turn the Mac on and nothing happens, including no sounds being
made and the fan in the back not turning.
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Let's start at the beginning: What do you do if the Mac doesn't seem to power on? If
you hit the power key a nd absolutely nothing happens, it's time to dig a little
deeper. Here are some s teps to try:

+ Check the power cable for the Mac.

Make sure the power cable is the same
cable tha t came with the Mac and that it's attached correctly. Test the
connections , and then try powering on again. If that doesn't work, try
plugging the power cable into another device that you know does work.
Us ually Mac monitors and Macs share the same sort of power cable; plug
the cable into the monitor and see if it turns on (it probably won't light up,
because it's not attached to a Mac, but if it has power LED [a s mall light on
the front], this can give an indication as to whether the monitor is getting
power). If the power cable works, the problem is somewhere in the Mac's
case.

+ Hit all the reset buttons you can find. Check the manual for the reset buttons on
your Mac- some models have more than one reset button, powe r rocker
switch, or power button. In fact, your Mac may need to have a button pressed
or a power switch on before it'll start from the keyboard. (Certain Macs, such
as the Power Macintosh 6100, don't start from the keyboard at all.) Some
Macs even have a small, red reset button on the logic board that needs to be
pressed sometimes after you've swapped components. If the reset buttons
still don't work, the problem may be with the power supply- or it could be
the keyboard or ADB port.

+ Test the !?eyboard. If you can, plug in a different keyboard, or try to start up
with the ADB cable plugged into a different ADB port on the keyboard (some
keyboards give you no option). Also try starting with fewer ADB components
and/or plug your keyboard into the second ADB port, if your Mac offers one. If
you still can't get the Mac to start, the problem may lie with a battery or the
power supply.

+ Change the PRAM battery. These batteries (discussed a bit la ter in more detail)
are located on the Mac logic board and designed to keep a tiny trickle of
power headed to a small portion of RAM called Parameter RAM. This RAM
holds such settings as the time, date, colors, and state of AppleTalk from
session-to-session. If the battery dies, your Mac's ability to power up may be
affected. This is more likely to happen on systems three years old or older,
but the battery could be defective in most any Mac. Replace the battery (any
Mac store and most compute r stores should be able to get you the correct
PRAM battery). I'll discuss how to replace it later in this chapter in the
section "Troubleshooting PRAM." If replacing the battery doesn't fix things,
you likely have a power supply problem.
In most cases, the power supply s hould fire up and s pin the fan, even if you're
having trouble with the Mac's logic board. Assuming you believe the keyboard, ADB
cabling, and ADB ports to be operational, it's likely your power supply has died. If
tha t's the case, you can consider replacing it and testing again.
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Replacing the power supply
I need to make a coupl e of points up front. The power supply is not userserviceable, so don't open it or unscrew it. In fact , most Mac repair shops toss out
power supplies (or ship th em back to the manufacturer) instead of opening them.
They're more toss-and-replace components t han they are serviceable.
Also, Apple doesn't recommend users replace power supplies on their own, and
doesn't condone the practice. In many cases, it may void your warranty if your
machine is new. In fact, if your Mac is still under warran ty, I recommend vigorously
that you take the machine into an authorized service center and have them look at
the power supply and other components; for one thing, it' ll probably be cheaper, as
Apple will often repl ace defective parts such as power supplies for free (see your
Mac's own warranty for specific details).
However, if you have an aging Mac that seems to have suffered from a power spike,
or you believe its power supply or power supply fan has gone through old age, one
option is to replace the power supply. It isn't impossible, but it'll take some keen
observation and a little tim e.
You'll also need to get your hands on the correct power supply. Not only will the
power supply need to be r ated the same as your current Mac's power supply, but
you'll need to get one that fits your particular Mac's case. The best plan is to find a
Mac component supplier that offers power supplies designed specifically for your
brand and model of Macintosh. Such vendors are listed in the back of Mac
magazines and on t he Web.
You'll find that power supplies are only available for modular Macs and Macs built
around industry standard form factors like most Power Macs and Mac clones.
Generally, that excludes all-in-one Macs and many Performas that feature pull-out
logic boards for upgrading. These Macs should always be professionally serviced.
Once you 've got a repl acement power supply, you're ready to switch it for the old
one. To start, follow these steps:

1. Shut down your Mac, ground yourself, and unplug t he power supply from the
wall socket or surge protector. Make doubly sure it:'i unplugged!
2. Examine the power supply carefully. It's the metallic box with all the warnings
plastered on it (see Figure 22-1). What you're looking for are the mounting
screws that hold the power supply into the Mac's chassis. These are di fferent
from the screws that hold the power supply together - avoid confusing
the two.
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Figure 22-1: The power supply usually sits in a corner of the

machine, parceling its power connectors to internal devices. It's
important to note which screws attach it to the Mac's chassis and
which are part of the power supply itself.

~
Note

3. Unplug the power supply's power connectors from the internal drives in the
Mac. You'll also want to unplug the power supply's power connectors from the
Mac's logic board. When doing this, make careful note of their orientationspecifically, which goes on which side and in what direction. You'll need to
plug the new supply's connectors in the same, exact way. Compare the old
connectors to the new connectors and label the new ones (using masking
tape), if possible.
Some Macs use a specially designed connector to plug the power supply directly into
the logic board instead of using power cables. If your power supply doesn't have
cabling connecting it to the logic board, you might find that the power supply plug is
under the power supply, attached to the logic board (see Figure 22-2).
4. Unscrew the retaining screws that mount the power s upply to the Mac's
chassis. Hang onto the screws.
5. Pull the power supply from the chassis. If you have trouble removing it, make
s ure you didn't miss one or more of the retaining screws. You may also find
that some Mac models have plastic tabs that retain the power supply. Look
fo r a tab (sometimes part of the internal drive assembly) that re leases the
power supply.
6. Position the new power supply so that the retaining screws can be used to
mount the supply to the Mac's chassis. Screw in the retaining screws.
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Figure 22-2: Some older Mac power supplies plug directly into a
special socket on the logic board.

7. Reconnect the power supply's power connectors to the Mac's logic board.
Take care that they're ins talled correctly (see Figure 22-3).

Figure 22-3: When installing a new power supply make sure the
power connectors for the logic board are properly aligned.
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8. Reconnect the power connectors to the Mac's internal drives.
8. Reconnect the power connectors to the Mac's internal drives.
With all this accomplished, you can seal your Mac back up (or partially so),
reconnect a keyboard and monitor, and then plug the Mac's power cord from
a wall socket or surge protector into the Mac's power supply. (You may need
to use a reset or power switch before the keyboard power key is operational.)
If the power supply spins up and the fan begins working, you may have solved
your problems.

Troubleshooting Death Chimes
Symptom: The Mac starts up and power seems to be fine, but it chimes four
times, eight times, or makes a sound like the Twilight Zone theme, a car crash, or
bt·eaking glass instead of (or just after) the typical Mac startup sound.
For the most part, the only clear generalization you can make about hearing strange
sounds from your Mac at startup is that it's not happy about something. Even
Apple's Tech Info Library is less than helpful on some of these matters, suggesting
the same thing I jus t said-if you hear the tones, there's a problem. Mac models
tend to vary in what these sounds are, how they vary, and what they indicate.
Although the sounds are sometimes s uggestive of a hardware problem, they also
sometimes mean a software problem, depending on the Macintosh or Power
Macintosh model you have.

Evangelista tip: Jump-start your Mac

.

Standard warning-this tip may be something that no one should try. I haven't even tested
it myself, so I can't vouch for its usefulness or veracity. But it does sound like a good idea if
you've decide that a $150 Mac II is worth the risks involved. Don't try this at home -I won't
be responsible for the consequences.
That said, Etienne Michaud from Montreal, Quebec had this to say about jump-starting a Mac:
''Those old Mac lis might be starting to be a bit tired after so many (computer) years of duty.
When you run into a unit that won't start up anymore, you might want to try jump-starting
it, just like a car on a cold day. Typically, the Mac wiff graduaffy refuse to cold boot before
going completely deaf to the power key over a period of time.
"Take a battery pack with 3 AA batteries and connect one wire to the power supply casing
and the other one to the closest pin (when you are standing in front of the Mac) that goes
from the power supply to the motherboard.
"You should hear the startup chime. If not, you've most likely just toasted your Mac ... or it
had a problem that had nothing to do with the power supply.
"Now, don't shut down that Mac anymore. Leave it on as a mail server, DNS, router, or
something like that. Macs never die:·
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The only real advice I can give you is this: If the sound is something weird, it
probably suggests that something went wrong with the startup process. If you
recently made a change to your Mac-for example, adding RAM, adding a hard
drive, or adding an expansion card - you might not have installed the component
in question correctly or it may be defective. Th ere could be a software probl em, but
software problems are generally supposed to give other indicati ons.
If the sounds ar e a series of tones, that's a little more helpful. Four tones, according
to Apple, is cause for concern over the hard drive. Try booting with a Disk Tools
disk, a Zip disk (or other removab le disk), an externa l hard drive, or from a CD-ROM
that includes a valid System Folder (see the sec ti on "Startup key commands" and
Chapter 23 for more on booting from other drives in your system) . If you're hearing
eight tones, that's often a memory problem. Check to make sure your memory i s
properly installed. If it is and the tones persist, try troubles hooting memory.

Troubleshooting Sad Macs
Symptom: The Mac powers up and gives the standard startup sound, but a sad
Mac face a ppears on the screen instead of a happy one.
The Sad Mac can be interpreted as meaning the Mac isn't "happy." It certainly
doesn't look happy. Actually th e Sad Mac icon tends to give you a better indicati on
of what may be the problem in your system. The first thin g to concern yourself with
is exactly when the Sad Mac i con appears.
If the Sad Mac appears after the Happy Mac or Welcome to Macintosh scr eens, the
problem is almos t certainly wi th your software. In this case, you should
t roubleshoot the startup drive and Mac OS system software - consult Chapters 23
and 30 for starters.
As mentioned earlier, t he Mac tests the logic board components, ROM, ports, and
system RAM rather early in the process. The Sad Mac can appear in response to
these tests, but if it does, it'll appear quickly-within seconds of turning t he Mac
on. In this case, you almost cer tainly have a hardware problem of some sort.
On Macs newer than t he Mac Plus and other classic Macs, the Sad Mac icon is
gener ally accompanied by an error code; the codes, in hexdecimal, give an error
number th at can sometimes be used to track down the problem. These codes are
usually two 8-bi t hex numbers in two rows under the Sad Mac icon, as in the
following:
xxxxyyyy

zzzzzzzz
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In general, experience and Mac experts agree t hat th e first line of codes is w here
the action is - t hat's what you want to focus on for troubleshooting help. In fact ,
you can focus in ev en more: The first four numbers of the first .line (.xxxx) can be
ignored, says Apple. What you should focus on are th e second fou r numbers,
represented by yyyy.
What do th ey mean? Consult Table 22-1 for a quick rundown.

Table 22-1
Common Sad Mac Codes
Code Number yyyy

Trouble Spot

0001

Macintosh ROM

0002,0003,0004,0005

Bad o r incorrectly insta lled RAM module

0008

ADB problem (Check your ADB ports, devices, or have
ADB serviced.)

OOOA

Defective NuBus ca rd or slot (Rem ove it or have the
Mac serviced.)

0008

Defective SCSI controller

OOOE

Bad m emory module or system bus problem

OOOF

Software problem

The errors t o hope for, obviously, are poorly seated RAM modules or a single
defective NuBus card- t hese are problems that you should be able to t roubleshoot
on your own. Otherwise, softw are problems gener ally mean t here's something
wrong with th e organization of files on t he hard drive. T he Start Manager can't fi nd
a drive to start from or a System Folder t o hand things off to. (See "Trouble wi th
RAM" l ater in thi s chapter.)

System Startup
Once t he Start Manager has success fully com plet ed t he st artup task, memory is
allocated for the Mac OS, port ions of whic h are already available from t he ROM
chips. The Mac OS is transfer red from th e ROM chips into this part of RAM, and
then t he Start Manager goes on its quest for a startup disll to fini sh the task of
load ing t he Mac OS into memory. A startup disk is a hard disk, removable med ia
d isk, or a CD-ROM that includes a valid System Fo lder. You can choose th e speci fic
startup disk you'd like to use through th e Startup Disk control panel or by ho lding
down certain keys as the Mac star ts up, usually just after the Mac startup chime.
(These keys are discussed in the next sect ion.)
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The Start Manager begins by polling the floppy drive to see if a floppy disk
containing a System Folder has been inserted. Next, the Start Manager checks
PRAM for a setting put in place by the Startup control panel (see Figure 22-4). If
you 've specified a particular hard drive (or other volume) for startup, the Start
Manager will find that information stored in the PRAM.
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Figure 22-4: The Startup control panel is used
to tell the Mac what disk to employ as a startup
disk at the next restart. This information is stored
in PRAM after the Mac is shut down.
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If the Start Manager can't find a valid Syst em Folder on that particular drive, it'll
start searching the SCSI chain in descending order-the device as SCSIID number
6 gets checked, and then the one at number 5, and so on. The Happy Mac icon
appears when the Start Manager finds a System Folder.
If the Start Manager doesn't find a valid System Folder, you 'lllikely get one o f two
errors: a blinking X icon or a blinking? icon. Both mean that th e Mac couldn't find a
valid System Folder, but under different circumstances. (See Chapter 23 for advice
on troubleshooting a startup disk problem.)
As thi s is happening, it's actually possible for you to use the keyboard to send
commands that will interrupt this process, and then begin it again with new
instructions. Using a keyboard command- a sequence of keys on the keyboard that
are held down at the same time-you can guide the Mac along so that it does what
you want it to do during the startup phase.

Startup key commands
Most of these key commands are used to alter t he Mac's startup behavior,
especially when you're having trouble or operating under special circumstances. If
you find you're using keyboard commands with every startup, you may need to
l ook more closely into your confi guration. Al l keys should be pressed at the same
time, usually before you hear the Mac's startup sound. Each should also be held for
a cer tain duration, as noted.
Table 22-2 shows you some common keyboard commands to use as your Mac
starts up.
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Table 22-2
Startup Keyboard Commands
Command

Key Sequence

Until

Bypass internal drive

:!€-Option-Shift-Delete

Happy Mac appears

Boot from a CD-ROM

"C" key

Happy Mac appea rs

Rebuild the desktop

:!€-Option

Rebuild Desktop dialog appears

Zap PRAM

3€-0ption-P-R

Two or more startup tones have played

Start with extensions off

Shift

Welcome to Macintosh screen appears

Bypass Startup Items

Shift

(After Welcome screen) Finder appears

Open Extension Manager

Space

Extension Manager opens

Each of these startup command sequences is useful for d ifferent things, some of
them being fairly straightforward, whereas others take a bit of explaining. For
instance, the commands for bypassing the internal drive or booting from a CD-ROM
enable you to choose a different drive to start up the Mac OS from, even if you
didn't specify a new startup disk in the Startup control panel before restarting.
Rebuilding the desktop is a process that can solve a number of system software
problems. It's discussed in detail in Chapter 31.
Starting with th e extensions off lets you start up w ith a clean, basic Mac OS without
any additional extensions, control panel s, or startup items loaded . Starting up the
Extension Manager gives you an opportunity to change the system extensions,
control panels, and st artup items folder. Bypassing Startup Items enables you to
load a full complemen t of extensi ons and control panels while keeping any
applications in the Startup Items folder from executing.
Zapping Parameter RAM, though , stands alone as a somewhat unique solution to
many different Mac startup issues.

Parameter RAM
As mentioned, Parameter RAM is a portion of RAM that's kept active by a small
battery that's mounted on the logic board. This RAM holds key in formation about
your Mac that's required for starting it up and remembering certain settings after
the Mac is powered down.
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This is, in fact , its main purpose for being. As y ou've seen, the Mac goes through
quite a few machinations before it begins to look for a startup driv e. Because it
can't access information stored on a hard drive until it knows where to find one,
and regular RAM gets wiped out whenever the Mac loses power, shuts down, or
restarts, the Mac needs somewhere else to store small, vital tidbits of information.
That place is PRAM.
The tidbits stored in PRAM are things such as the settings in the Monitors control
panel, the AppleTalk control panel, the General Settings control panel, the St art up
Disk control panel , and the Time and Date control panel.
Unfor tunately, PRAM can occasionally get corrupted , causing unforeseen errors.
Some of those errors will make sense now that you know what's stored in PRAM settings in control panels. If you're getting odd error s involving startup disks,
control panels, time, dates, or AppleTalk, it's possibly a problem wit h PRAM. In fact,
there are tons of r easons to zap PRAM, a process t hat resets PRAM to its factor y
default values:

+ Strange settings. The date and time are set to odd times, the color scheme on
your Mac is wrong, or your monitor starts up in the wrong resolution or in
grayscale.

+ A port seems "jammed." You can't seem to get any thing to work on an
external SCSI connection, you can't get a modem to dial out using a seri al port
connection, or your Mac refuses to send print j obs (or sends bizar re
characters) to the printer.

+ Startup disk trouble. You've gotten a startup error (Sad Mac, blinking disk
i con) and can't get ar ound it using the "C" key t o boot from a CD-ROM or
l!C-Option-Shift-Delete to boot from a secondary drive.
Other symptoms could have something to do w ith corrupt PRAM, but aren't
necessarily always PRAM-related at face value- issues such as a moni tor screen
not coming on, seemingly r andom error messages, and troubles with sound. You'll
also find that resetting parameter RAM doesn't always do the trick; somet imes
these symptoms are actually the result of PRAM resetting itself, usually because t he
PRAM battery is dying.

Zapping PRAM
Zapping PRAM i s just an energetic way of saying you wipe the PRAM clean of its
current values, returning it to i ts original factory settings. The process of zapping
PRAM will root out any corruption in that special area of memory, usually getting
rid of whatever was causing the trouble and enabling the Mac to once again boot
safely. That isn't always the case, though, as PRAM isn't always responsible for your
.Problems. Still, it can overcome some myst erious issues.
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Zapping PRAM also deletes some settings you probably liked having in your
system -like the correct time, the state of AppleScript, and so on. Once you zap
PRAM, you'll need to reset those control panels manually. It can be something of a
pain, but it's also something you should do instantly. The reason: If you forget
you've reset PRAM, you may start to notice other error s - your network no longer
functioning normally, for example - that could easily persuade you that other
demons have inhabited your Mac. To avoid that, it's important to hit all the control
panels after zapping PRAM.
There are two generally accepted ways to go about zapping PRAM. The completely
free method for zapping PRAM is as follows:

I. Restart your M acintosh.
2. Immediately after hearing the Macintosh chime for star tup, hold down t he
keys 3€-0ption-P-R.
3. Continue to hold the keys down until you hear the Mac startup chime two
more times.
4. Release th e keys.

~
Note

Your Mac should begin to start up as it normally would, except you'lllikely notice a
few differences. Your Mac may start up in a grayscale mod e, and it might start with
a lower screen resolution , making everything on the screen seem bigger than
normal. Once the Finder loads, you might notice other odd behaviors, such as the
clock being set to an odd time.
Notice I mentioned allowing the Mac to chime two times after you've begun zapping;
the actual recommended number varies widely among Mac users and administrators.
Apple's official stance is two chimes, but opinions range from a single resta rt tone to
eight restart tones. My suggestion: Restart twice. If you don't think that did everything
to PRAM that it should have, zap it a couple more times, or switch to TechTool.
The other way to reset PRAM is t o use a third-party tool to do it. By far the favor ite
in this category is the freeware versi on of TechTool from Micromat
(1-M'tl . mi c rom at . com). One of its options enabl es you not only to reset PRAM in a
tried and tes ted manner, but also to avoid cycling through the PRAM reset tones
multiple times.
TechTool, available on the CD-ROM included with this book, enables you not only to zap
PRAM, but also to save and restore PRAM settings. This can be useful if you've recently
zapped PRAM, and then reset all the important settings-you can actually make a copy of
the PRAM settings before any corruption gets a chance to set in (see Figure 22-5).
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Figure 22-5: TechTool enables you to save, zap, and

restore PRAM settings.

The lates t version of Tech Tool w ill correctly zap PRAM and the NVRAM (nonvolatile
v ideo RAM) existant on PC! systems. But if you're zapping by hand, you'll have to
be careful to do it exactly right. NVRAM can also get corrupted and is worth
clearing at the same time you clear PRAM. Here's the drill:

1. Instead of restarting t he Mac, shut i t all the way down.
2. Start up the Mac from cold, and immediately hold down ag-Option-P-R.
3. Wait for two chimes, and th en release the keys.
What's stored in NVRAM is reset separately from what's stored in PRAM. You'll have
to get to the keys ver y quickly after star ting up to reset the NVRAM, and then the
process becomes the same.
Apple also recommends a slightly different course of action for PowerBook owners
when it comes to PRAM. See Chapter 29 for details.

PRAM battery
The PRAM batter y is the power source that maintains these settings after your
Macintosh has been powered down. Gener ally speaking, the PRAM battery, usually
a small lithium battery, either cylindrical or boxy (see Figure 22-6), is userserviceable. It's expect ed to last about five year s, but can go more quickly,
especially if your Mac sits idle quite a bit of the time (or if it sat on the shelf for a
while before you bought it). Two years isn't unheard of, but many people end up
replaci ng the batter y in three to four years.
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Figure 22-6: Typical PRAM battery sizes

Indications th at the battery has gone bad can r ange from m achine to machine, but
t here are some b asic si milar i ties. Essentially, t he machi ne acts as if PRAM h as been
zapped , even if all y ou'v e done is start i t up recently. Th is includes resettin g the
i ntern al date to either 1904 or 1956, losi ng t ime o n the clock, and changing y our
AppleTal k sett i ng. This can also be seen in chan ges to color depth, resolution, or
t he i nabi lity of v ideo to appear after a power on. Oth ers report ev en more
catast rophic consequences, such as a M ac that appears completely dead.
T hese batteries com e in two basi c voltages - 3.6 volts (the cylindrical one) and 4.5
volts ( the boxy one). There have actually b een only a couple of Apple part numb ers
used to referen ce these b atter ies: T h e 3.6 volt b attery used in most Macs is part
number 742-00 11, w hereas the 4.5 v ol t battery used in t he all-in-one Perform a 500
seri es alon g w ith Perfor ma, LC, and M ac/Power Mac model s 630-6400 is part
number 922-0750.
Later Mac models (7 100 and above) tend t o use a second cylindrical b atter y, part
number 922- 1262. T he clone machines tend to u se their own batter ies, too; y ou'll
want to invest igate by reading your Mac clone's manual or opening t he machine
and locat ing th e bat teries .
These batteri es aren't comp letely unheard of outside of the Macintosh w or ld. If y ou
remove t he b attery an d t ake it to a computer or elec tronics store, they'll li kely be
able to get you a r eplacem ent. Ob viously, you'll hav e the least trouble w it h an
Apple branded battery.
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Removing these batteries is fairly simple, although getting to them is not in all
cases. Consult your manual. You may need to remove drive cages, power supplies,
or other internal parts before you can expose the PRAM battery. (Fortunately, you'll
only have t o do this ev er y three years or so.)
Once you find the battery, removing it depends on the battery type. For the
cylindrical batteries, you remov e the plastic battery guard from the logic board by
grasping it and pulling straight up. (You might need t o pull a bit harder than you 'd
imagine.) Next , you pry it out of its batter y sl ot (a positive/negative battery bed
typical of consumer electronics). Replace it with the new battery as you would any
AA or AAA-type battery, aligning the positive and negative sides correctly. Replace
the battery guard by lining it up, pressing the far sides slightly inward and pushing
it back down into place (see Figure 22-7).

Figure 22-7: Th e typical battery setup in most Mac models.

If your Mac features the 4.5 volt battery, you' ll remove it by removing its wiring
connector from the logic board. (Note the position of th e connector so you can
replace the new battery's connector correct ly.) Next, detach the battery from its
vel cro-s tyle attachment to the moth er board. Reverse th e process to replace the
batter y.
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Evangelista tips: PRAM·battery issues
More so than just about any other troubleshooting issue, Evangelistas have spoken out
about their PRAM batteries. When I first started with Macs, PRAM was hardly even mentioned except in Mac Secrets- it didn't seem like the root of so much evil.
Of course, since that time, many more millions of Mac owners have bought Macs- especially Quadras, Centrises, and Performas. And those Macs have started to get a little gray at
the temples. As they push three to five years of age, the PRAM battery starts to go.
Technical editor Dennis Sellers noted this first situation to me: There's a nonstandard
PRAM-related item involving the PowerMac 5400 and others that include the Apple TV/ FM
Tuner and a remote control. Occasionally the machine will start up from the remote control,
but from then on will not respond to the remote at all. One way to remedy this is to power
the machine all the way down and unplug the power cable for a couple of minutes. Plug it
back in, turn the rocker (or pushbutton) back to the "on" position, and you should once
again have the use of the remote control.
Here are more of the best tips sent to me from Evangelistas who've lived through the death
of a PRAM battery. See how your experiences relate to theirs:
"A while back when I was the primary support person for hundreds of Macs in the field, I
started replacing a large number of Quadra 605 Macs which, for some reason, would not
start up and would produce no video. I would get them in, swap out a power supply, and
they would work. I couldn't figure out any other reason for the change in behavior, and I
was looking at replacing about two dozen power supplies. Then one time I swapped out
the lithium battery and the system worked. After some investigation, I determined that in
any Mac that turns on via a power switch rather than the power key on the keyboard, one
symptom of a dead battery is that you will get no video. This was at odds with systems that
start via the keyboard since then you will usually get video, but the system will forget the
time and date, and so on. This one had me going for quite a while so you might want to
warn owners of Centris/Quadra 605/610 and PowerMac 6100s of this fact"- Rick Emery
"With some Power Macs, when the lithium battery dies, it seems as though your computer
does, too. What do you do if you need to access an important file ASAP, but you can't get
past that blank screen? Well, first turn your computer on for a few seconds. let the blank
screen stay on for about 10 seconds. Then turn off the computer, wait about 5 seconds, and
turn it back on. With any bit of luck, after a few seconds of warming up your computer will
have a normal startup:'- David Lublin
"My first Mac was a Performa 450 (which is equivalent to an LC Ill). One day, when I turned
on my Mac, it made the normal startup chime and then ... did nothing! No Happy Mac, no
Sad Mac, no blinking floppy, no error codes, not even a gray screen- just nothing! At first I
thought my monitor was broken or unplugged, but (after repeated attempts at booting) I
noticed that there was no hard disk activity. Mysterious.
"I scoured all my Mac books and magazines to no avail. None of them mentioned anything
like this. About two months after the trouble started, I finally found the cause: The PRAM
battery was dead (and I mean DEAD- it didn't even twitch the needle on my multimeter).
A replacement (about $10) brought my Quadra back to life, and then I had two working
Macs:'- Bill Smith
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Post-PRAM zapping
Once you've repl aced a battery or zapped PRAM, you should make a point or
immediately resetting mos t or the settings th at got zapped so you don't mistake
zapped behavior for other problems. One or the better ways to do this is using
TechTool, which can res tore PRAM settings from a saved copy.
Here are the control panels you should visit after a PRAM reset:

+ Startup Disk
+ Time and Date
+ Monitor (or Monitors & Sound)

+ General Controls
+ Desktop Pattern
+ Chooser (for AppleTalk settings)
+ AppleTalk (or Network)
You may encounter others, depending on your Mac model and OS version. In any
case, when you zap PRAM remember that you'll probably find bizarre setting
choices for the next few hours or days or use.

Trouble with RAM
Early failures in the startup process can often be a sign of poorly installed RAM,
especially if you've recent ly installed new RAM modules or if you've been inside
your Mac doing other things. Because RAM is solid state, it's usually either good or
bad when it comes orr the assembly line. It rarely fails of its own volition, but it is
very susceptible to power surges and extremely sensitive to static electrici ty
discharge. You should always be electrically grounded and handle RAM carefully
when working wi th it.

Startup RAM problems
Here are some troubleshooting approaches to try if you get a RAM error code, a Sad
Mac or an error tone:

+ Checll the RAM module. It's not impossible to install some RAM modules
backward, although it certainly isn't encouraged. You might also have
installed the module in its slot without making perfect contact between the
modules pins and th e RAM socket. If part of the module is sticking up out of
the slot or the small met al (or plastic) hooks that keep the module in place
aren't properly secured , this could cause some errors.
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+ Checll the RAM placement.

Read your Mac's manual carefully to determin e
which RAM slots are best for the configuration of RAM you have. You may,
for instance, need to group like RAM modules together. You should also try a
different RAM slot on the off chance that the one you're using is bad.

+ Cl1ecl? the number of modules.

In many Macs, it's important to upgrad e RAM
using more than one module at a time. If you insert just one modul e, you may
see no suggestion of that RAM in the About This Macintosh (or About This
Computer) window, or you might get errors such as a Sad Mac i con. Check
your manual and Chapter 8 carefu lly to see if you need a particular number of
RAM modules to upgrade at one time.

+ Tty the module in another computer.

If you're fortunate enough to have
another, compatible computer lying around, inser t the module in that
computer and see if it results in an error. If it does, the module is very likely
bad. If it doesn't, there could be something wrong with your Mac's logic board
or another RAM module in your Mac.

If you suspect that a RAM module is bad, you can always just take it (instead of
your entire computer) to a service center to have it checked. They should be able
to tes t the module to see if it needs to be replaced.

Other RAM trouble
Although most of your memory woes will probably occur at startup, there are other
tim es th at RAM can be a problem. A poorly seated RAM module can get by the
Startup Manager and r esult in bizarre sys tem errors and crashes, much the same
way a dirty or dusty Mac interior can sometimes affect th e performance of RAM.
You can clean a RAM module if necessary; usually blowing on it very lightly and
placing it between your hands and a so ft, lint-free cloth should clean it well enough.
You might also be able to install a RAM module, and then not see it in the Finder
when you choose About This Computer from the Apple menu. This could be a
result of the module not being seated, not being fully compatible with your system,
or not being installed in pairs, if that's necessary for your Mac model (see your
manual and Chapter 8).
On older Mac systems, you may not be able to see all the memory your Mac has
installed if you haven't turned on 32-bit addressing in the Memory control panel
Do this and restart your Mac again. Check the About This Computer (or About
his Macintosh) item in the Apple menu and you should see the memory appear.
If you install more RAM than your Mac is rat ed to accept, it may cut off at the
maximum level governed by ROM code and not make the extr a RAM available. It
may also result in crash es and system errors. More recen t Macs (7300, 8600, 9600,
G3 seri es) tend to be limited only by the number of DIMM module slots and the
current RAM technology that 's available. For inst ance, two new memory modules
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that offered, say, 512MB of memory each could theoreti cally be used to upgrade a
Macintosh G3 to 1GB of RAM if they fit in the slots, even though the G3 is only rated
for 384MB of RAM. However, Apple may not have tested that higher configurat ion of
RAM, and therefore the company may not guarantee it'll work correctly.

.Note/

Other times, it's cer tainly possible for you to simply get a RAM module that's
slightly less compatible with your Mac th an oth ers, due t o the w orkmanship, the
connectors, and, often, the speed. You should only add RAM that has the same
speed r ating-the speed recommended for your Mac -in nanoseconds (ns). Th e
best rule of thumb is to follow this for all RAM upgrades inside your Mac, even if
your Mac specifically matches RAM in banks. If 70 ns RAM is recommended for your
Mac model, choose 70 ns for all your RAM modules .
This may be overkill, but it's often recommended that the best way to keep from having the most mysterious, circuit-level incompatibilities is to buy RAM from the same
manufacturer. That won't guara ntee flawless operation, but it certainly can't hurtunless you are forced to pay a premium for the identical modules, I suppose.

Cache RAM
Th ere's another type of RAM to talk about- cache RA M-that's known to cause
more than a few headaches. You'll find t hat cache RAM can be at fault in the case of
sudden, dramatic sl ow downs, or even cr ashes, suggesting the RAM has gone bad
or was installed incorrectly. (Installing and working with cache RAM is discussed
back in Chapter 6.)
On 68040 Macs, a special cache was added to t he logic board to speed up many
programs. Unfo rtunately, not all Mac programs w ere compatible with t hat cache.
So, a con trol panel is added to the machine when you inst all a Mac OS version that
suppor ts the 68040, called Cache Switch. The control panel gives you the option of
shutting off the 68040's cache if you think there's a chance the cache is causing
problems with older applicati ons.
The Performa 5400 and 6400 series of Macs, including some Mac OS clone
computers based on t he same logic board (a PCI-based logi c board that doesn't
offer daughtercard upgradeability) had a problem w ith Mac OS 7.6. 1, which would
sometimes disabl e th e level 2 cache. A fi x (54xx/64xx L2 Cache Reset) has been
added to subsequent Mac OS versions and can be downloaded from the Apple
Support Web site.
Power Macintosh 7500 machines had a known problem with Apple and third-party
cache RAM modules. If you install a cache RAM module in one of t hese machines
and it fails to start up, you should contact Apple or the vendor for assistance.
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Ports
One of the reasons Apple recommends that you plug and unplug devices from the
ports with the Mac's power off is there is often a trickle of power that's exchanged
through devices that use the Mac's ADB, serial, and parallel ports. Sometimes that
electricity is a very real part of the ports operation; at other times there's simply a
fear of static electricity discharge or the possibility that you'll plug the wrong cable
into the wrong port, resulting in an electrical short or similar problem.
So, the first trick is to make a habit of shutting down your Mac before swapping
cables. Also, make another habit of checking the port's label before plugging
something into it- even if you feel as though you know the ports like you know
your own name. Check the cable in your hand, and then check the port. Make sure
you're not plugging the wrong cable into the wrong port, which can be not only
pointless but damaging.
With serial devices, you should make very sure that the device is grounded. I have
seen modem ports rendered useless because a modem attached to the port got hit
by an electrica l surge. What's worse is modem surges are often received from the
phone line, not the powe r supply. Make s ure you run your modem's phone
connections through a surge protector-many have RJ-11 ports specifically for this
purpose.
Ports will occasionally get left hanging by software or hardware; they can require
resetting like any other software/hardware device on a Macintosh. Apple doesn't
provide a utility for this, but the freeware Reset Serial Port program can be used to
close a serial port that's been left open by a terminal program or PPP dialup
connector. If this doesn't work, restarting the Mac will often reset the port, and
reports have it that zapping the PRAM may do the same. (See Chapter 26 for help
troubleshooting serial devices such as modems a nd printers.)
Resetting PRAM can a lso affect problems with microphone and speaker ports, as
well as clear up some SCSI port blockage. (SCSI is covered more thoroughly in
Chapter 23.)

Heat Trouble
A faulty power supply in your Mac can create some weird-and some not so weirdproblems. Not-so-weird problems are things like the Mac not turning on, the Mac
suddenly losing power, or the Mac smoking and cracking. These could all be
attributed to the power supply.
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Evangelista tips: Ports and port connectors
Here are a few more tips from Evangelistas, these relating directly to problems with ports:
"Most of the support stuff I do is for friends and colleagues w ho are less than fully literate
with computers. One of the more common problems I see with peri pherals is the 'bent
plug pin,' where someone has tried to jam in a serial (or similar) cable and has bent a pin
in the process.
"My solution (which I've never seen w ritten up anywhere, even t hough I can't believe it
because it's so simple) is to use a mechanical pencil with the lead pulled out. I believe a
0.7mm pencil works best. It leaves just enough play to straighten out small kinks, and
a good enough grab to gently bend the entire pin back into place:' - Bob Boyle
"While I was w orking as a service repair tech in Cincinnati, a guy called up and asked if I
could come over right away to fix his problem. He explained t hat he just moved his computer to a different location in the same office and he could not print. He was desperate
and did not want to 'troubleshoot' over the phone because he needed something printed
right away.
"I asked him if he could see the printer in the Chooser. He couldn't. Then I asked him if he
was using serial cable or phone line to connect t he printer to the computer. He was using
phone cable. I told him to unplug all the connections and put it back together. Still nothing
showed up in the Chooser. 'Just come over and look at it,' he says. I suggested one last
thing: 'There are two places to plug in the AppleTalk box in the back of the computer. Is your
printer plugged into the printer port?'
''Turns out it wasn't. The conversation lasted about four minutes. It w ould have cost him
$140.00 if I had gone right aw ay to his office instead:' - J. Brian Row e, Mac Consultant,
Cincinnati
"l abel your power bricks (external power supplies). Under the typical table we can find
power bricks for a Zip drive, speakers, modem, printer, camera, printing hub, and so on.
They all seem to be the same- that is, they all have the same tip. But are they?
"It turns out that if you plug a 12V AC supply (like the StyleWriter pow er brick) into a device
that wants regulated SV DC (like the Sonic EtherPrint2), you w ill smoke the device. How
does anyone know this, but from personal experience? Ouch.
·
"I now label all my power bricks w ith my little Pocket labeiMaker:' - AIIan M. Schwartz,
www. co ncen tri c . net/-Ams
"Never connect a monitor { 15-pin) to an AAUI Ethernet port! Unless, of course, you're curious about how much smoke can be generated:'- Mark Marinello
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Often enough, though, the power supply will decide to be more devious than this,
causing only inte rmittent problems. Some of these can be related to the power
supply itself; in my expe rience, a faulty power s upply is capable of causing trouble
that looked a whole lot like a heavily corrupted hard drive, whereas other problems
created by the power s upply can seem heat related.
The case can contribute to this as well. Your Mac's case was built to move air
through the Mac and dissipate heat through its industrial design, which is why it's
important to run your Mac with the case assembled unless you're troubleshooting
a particular problem. That's also why you should clean the case of dust and lint, as
well as clean the power supply fan and keep your Mac's insides from getting too
cluttered by wayward cables a nd, sometimes, expans ion cards that are too hot.

The power supply
Heat is a big problem when it comes to your Mac. Many Mac models will shut
themselves down if they reach a certain temperature. Sometimes heat will cause
such things as random crashing (especially if the processor or RAM gets too hot),
fil e corruption, and spontaneous rebooting. Hard drives and other s torage devices
can seem to fail, perhaps because either the drive mechanism or the SCSI interface
is too hot. If heat is the problem, it will very often create symptoms that you feel
certain have to do with something else.

~
Note

First and foremost, make s ure your power s upply fan is working. Listen carefully for
the hum-if you can, train yourself to listen for it as your Mac starts up and
occasionally while you're working. If problems set in 15 to 30 minutes after you
s tart working, immediately inspect the fan. Ma ke s ure it's turning, that it spins at a
healthy pace, a nd that it's not blocked with hair, grime, or dust. Also, make sure it's
not blocked by a wall, desk leg, trash can, or something else that may be affecting
its ability to move air into the case.
If you have a Power Macintosh 7300, 7500, or 7600 (and possibly similar, newer
models), don't be surprised to hear the fan changing speeds- it's actually designed
to vary its speeds depending on the cooling needs of the Mac's components.

Even when you aren't having trouble, clean the power supply fan regularly. Try to
pull as much blockage out of the fan as possible (you may want to ground yourself
and unplug the Mac first) before attacking it with compressed air. Remember, if you
blow the dust into the machine, you may not be helping matters as much. Small
vacuums made for personal computers can be even more effective.
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The case
Similarly, dust and lint inside the case can cause problems, mos tly by blocking
airflow and causing heat to build up inside th e case. (I've heard stories of enough
dust building up insi de a case for a small electri cal charge to arc inside it and fry
some components, but such tales may be apocr yphal.) In any case, cleaning inside
is a good idea.
With yourself grounded and the Mac unplugged, you can use compressed air or a
small computer vacuum (the better choice), although I'd encourage you to use a
dry r ag t o get most of the dust out of t he case before resor ting to gimmicks. Avoid
spraying compressed air directly on circuit boards (especially at close distances)
and focus ver y closely on t he air-intake ducts and any other holes in t he case, like
drive bays and floppy o penings. Focus your cleaning on t he inside of the case itself
and not just components.
While you're in there, you should also make sure that t he processor fan is
connected correctly (i f you have one) and that its power connector is snugly
installed.
Air flow is also an argument against positi oning your Mac's case in any way other
t han its original design - for instance, by turnin g a Mac II style case on its side to
make it l ook like a m initower. This could cause airflow and heat problems.
(Fort unately, we all feel less compelled to do this with modern models because it
becomes tough t o use the CD-ROM dr ive.)

Summary
+When a Macintosh won't power on, it may seem as if there's nothing you can
do but t ake it to t he shop. That's not completely true, however. Power-on
problems aren't completely unknown, and they don't always happen for t he
reasons you may t hink. It's impor tant to carefully t roubleshoot a machine that
won't seem to turn on - the problem could be a simple matter of
configurati on.

+

Par ameter RAM, or PRAM, can be t he source of many problems. Designed to
hold settings from t he time you shut t he Mac down until the time you star t
the Mac back up again, PRAM has a tendency to get a litt le scrambled when
your Mac encounters other problems. That can lead to some bizarre behavior
that's otherw ise a bit tough to t race to its source.
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+ RAM and cache RAM can cause th eir share of headaches as well. And , again ,
because this is part of the processor subsyst em s, the errors can sometimes
be less than helpful in pointing out th e problem; it just feels as t hough your
Mac is crashing sporadically or having trouble completing basi c tasks. Such
problems could be due to an unseated RAM module, a problem with your
cache settings, or even a slight defect t hat causes incompatibili t ies.

+ Ports don't usually cause too much trauma on their own, but plugging the
wrong thing into the wrong port is one way t o cause t rouble in a hurry. As ide
from that , ports usually respond to application or system errors. Somet imes a
port gets left "open," other times they seem gener ally inaccessibl e. You can
usually fix this, though .

•

•

•
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In This Chapter
Troubleshooting when
the "X" or "?" icons
appear

W

hen it comes to storage devices, there are plenty of
problems to go around . It really isn't a question of
whether a hard drive or the hard drive's file system is going to
fail, it's a questions of when. The physical hard drive has a
limited lifespan to begin with, and the n you s tart throwing it
all these files. Those files have the potential to get corrupted,
overwritten, misplaced, or, in certain circumstances,
confused.

SCSI trouble

The problem is your Mac pretty much relies on its hard
drive to get s tarted and keep going. The Mac is built on the
assumption the hard drive won't fail and software problems
on the hard drive won't become severe enough that they
affect the Mac's ability to s tart itself up. But both hardware
and software problems can contribute to other problems with
your Mac -including problems so severe that you can't use
the Mac at all.

Recovering files and
folders

Most of the time, the fix is a software-related one:
maintenance. If you keep your desktop files rebuilt,
defragment your hard drive, and run a disk doc tor program
on a regular basis, you're much less likely to encounter
problems. (Creating such a routine a nd troubleshooting other
software and system software iss ues is discussed in the last
part of this book.)
But even if you're adamant a bout maintenance, you can still
encounter a storage problem that brings your Mac to its
knees. When that happens, the first thing to determine is
whether the problem lies with the software (corruption,
conflict, or bugs) or the hardware. You do that by following
certain troubleshooting steps in response to error messages
that the Mac offers as guidance. This chapter covers those
steps.

Drivers, mounting,
and testing
Formatting,
partitioning, and
HFS Plus

•

+
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I'll also talk about some other nitty-gritty issues involving storage devices,
including the low-level driver software used to get the hard drive to talk t o your
Mac. In addition, I want to quickly cover formatting and partitioning a drive,
because there's important new technology you should know about Mac drives.
None of this stuH i s really that complicated , even if it seems intimidating at the
outset. Hard drive maintenance and recovery are things that nearly any Mac user
can pu11 off.
Backup solutions, software, and strategies (the three S's) are covered in Chapter 9;
hard drive installation is covered in Chapter 7.

Startup Issues
First things first -what's the most traumatic thing that can happen to a Mac user?
It's probably the appearance of a Sad Mac icon or a Mac that won't power on at all.
These can be pretty disconcerting. But a startup problem with a hard drive ranks
really high up there on the list. This error occurs as the Mac starts up, usually right
after th e startup ton e. When one of these errors pops up, it stops the system cold .
A hard drive startup probl em manifest s itself as a blinking "X" or a blinking "?",
usua11y on t op of a little disk i con. These problems rea11y aren't as scary as
they might seem , even if they do portend the possibility you'll be messing around
with your Mac-instead of working on it productively - for the next few minutes
or more.

Troubleshooting when the "X" icon appears
Symptom: The Mac starts up, chimes, and the n displays a blinking "X" icon.
The blinking "X" simply means the Mac couldn't find a valid System Folder on the
disk that's curren tly inserted in the floppy drive. Mos t of the time, you probably
didn't mean to have the floppy in there and didn't want the system to boot from it
anyway. If that's the case, just wait a few moments; th e disk will be ejected, and the
Mac will continue to look for a valid System Folder.

If you did want to boot from the fl oppy, you'11need to check the floppy after the
Mac has booted (or use another Mac) to make sure a System Folder has been
placed on the floppy and that the System Folder has been blessed (that is, that t he
System Folder con tains a System file). (See Chapter 33 for how to create a Syst em
startup floppy.)
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There may also be something wrong with the floppy disk itself. Try using another
s tartup floppy and/or use Norton Utilities or Tech Tool Pro to troubleshoot the bad
floppy dis k.
11

Troubleshooting when the ?" icon appears
Symptom: The Mac starts up, chimes, and then displays a blinking " ? " icon.

This problem can have more far-reac hing consequences. At its mos t basic, it's
telling you that the Mac has searche d everywhere it knows to look, but can't find a
s tartup dis k with a valid System Folder.

,.
Note

The re can be many causes for a blinking"?" icon. Us ually they have something to
do with the hard drive you're trying to use as a startup drive: It's eithe r not
properly connected , it's not functioning correctly, or software has been corrupted
on the drive. (Another cause for a"?" is a faulty logic board, something observed
especially in the Mac II series, a lthough I've also pers onally seen it ha ppen in the
Quadra series - and any Mac model is s usceptible. If your problem doesn't seem
related to your ha rd drive, troubleshoot the logic board in Chapter 22, or cons ult an
Apple authorized service center.)
If you have a late-model PowerPC Performa or some Power Macintosh models with
IDE drives, the blinking "?" icon could be the result of a known issue with versions of
Drive Setup that predate Drive Setup 1.3.1. Upgrade to version 1.3.1, 1.4, or later to
solve this problem (download these from Apple's Support Web site). With the latest
Drive Setup installed, select Functions <=:>Update Driver.

Why "?" appears
Mos t of the time, a blinking"?" issue is related to something you've recently done
or changed. It s uggests that the System Folder on your Mac's startup drive (and any
others attached) can 't be found. If you've been doing some spring cleaning on your
hard drive , physically ins talled another drive, or adde d some new software, you
may have inadvertently done something to trigger this response from the Mac.
Here a re some of the ty pical causes for a blinking "?":

+ The Mac OS system software is missing or damaged.

Actua lly, the rea l problem
is the Mac's Sta rt Manager can't find a blessed Sys tem Folder-that is, a
System Folde r with a valid Sys tem fil e in it. This can be the result of file
corru ption, a physica lly da maged hard drive, a user mis take, or a momentar y
glitch.

+ Parameter RAM is corrupted. PRAM tells the Mac which of yo ur drives the
cur rently selected Sta rtup disk is s upposed to be. If that information (or
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similar data in ·PRAM) becomes corrupted, it can confuse the Mac into
believing it can't find a blessed System Folder.

+ There is a SCSI problem. As detailed in Chapter 22, the Start Manager will
us ually take a look at PRAM to d etermine which drive is supposed to be the
startup drive. If that one can't be found, the SCSI cha in will be s earched (from
high SCSI ID to low SCSIID) for a drive with a valid System Folder on it. It
there's a SCSI configuration pro blem or conflict, this process can easily be
thwarted.

+ The drive is misconfigured. This can often have something to do with the
drive's driver software, especially in instances where a drive is incorrectly
updated with a driver that's not designed fo r the drive or not designed for the
current Mac OS that's being run on th e machine.

+ The drive is damaged.

If the drive has "died" or has other physical problems
(including severe file d amage or physical damage to the internal drive
mechanisms), that might manifest itself as a bli nking"?" issue.

Occasionally an extens ion conflict can cause a "?" proble m, as can bugs in the Mac
OS. If your Mac has been working normally, however, you're unlikely to suddenly
enco unter this troubl e unless something has very recently changed - you zapped
PRAM or installed new software. If that is the case, you've got a good idea o f what
caused the problem. Whatever you just did is the like ly culprit.

Evangelista tip: Sometimes it's the drive
Sometimes you'll have a problem that's a mysterious configuration issue-and sometimes it's
just a bad drive. Don't rule out the possibility that the hardware is a lemon. Hard drives (and
other computer components) are defective more often than anyone would like to admit.
But the best way to get that drive replaced, especially if it's under an Apple warranty, is by
testing it yourself. This tip, from Mac Evangelista Hunt Sidway of Louisville, KY, explains how:
"I once spent months with the defective hard disk in my Power Mac 7300, during which
time I stumbled onto a quick way to determine if one's hard disk is defective: Back up the
drive (if you can) and test it.
"Start up from your Mac OS CD-ROM. Rather than use Disk First Aid, go to Drive Setup, and
in the menu bar, under Functions, select Test Disk. This performs a low-level, block-by-block
test of the actual disk itself, and is the best and most thorough way to test for a hardware
or firmware problem versus a software or extension problem. It can take 45 minutes or
more for 2GB and larger disks, so plan on being unproductive for a while. [Note: These tests
destroy all data on the drive.]
"When I ran the test, it could never even complete- not even once!
(continued)
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(continued)

"Each time, the test would abort before completion, giving me a message that the test had
quit due to unrecoverable disk errors. I tried one last test, just out of curiosity, and came up
with a sound principle for testing a suspect disk: I ran a low-level format with write-to-zeros,
in Disk First Aid. (That took 50 minutes.)
"Then, before installing any software, I ran the Test Disk function in Drive Setup. As I
expected, the test quit with the same ominous message. That left no questions for Apple
tech support. It had to be replaced.
"System freeze-ups? Think you might have a hard drive problem? Even if the problem is
intermittent, don't waste a lot of time. Back up your data if you can, do the low-level format
with write-to-zeros, and then run Test Disk. That will give you a clear indicator of a bad
drive, which might help you get a new drive more quickly from Apple:'
Note: See the section of this chapter called ''There's no drive icon" for information on which
version of Drive Setup you should use. Also realize that these tests all destroy data on the
drive, so a good backup is a must.

What to do about the blinking "?" icon
First, make s ure you've waited lo ng eno ugh. Sometimes a blinking"?" icon wi ll s how
up while the Mac is still trying to find other drives on the SCSI chain or waiting fo r
a boatable CD-ROM drive to spin up . In fact, you can get a quic k blinking"?" for no
other reason than having a bad setting in the Startup Disk control panel. If you get a
blinking"'?", wait. If it resolves itself, c heck the Startup Dis k contro l panel and make
s ure the control panel is set to the correct startup dis k-us ua lly your Mac's mai n
internal drive .
The next quick fix when you have a blinking"?" is to try zapping PRAM. It's not
really harmful to do this, and it sometimes will cause a blinking"?" to s im ply
d isappear. PRAM ho lds settings re lated to th e startup dis k that could get corrupted.
Even if you do recover in this way and yo ur Mac starts up correc tly, it wo uld be a
good idea to r un Norton o r Tech Tool to make s ure there's nothing else wro ng with
the startup drive as a res ult.
Chapter 22 covers zapping PRAM and related issues. Working with disk fix util iti es is
covered later in the chapter in the sectio n "Recovering Files a nd Folders:'
If both waiting and zapping PRAM fail, the next step is get your Mac to boot in some
other way. Yo u need to bring the Mac OS up so you can tro ubleshoot the pro blem
and find the s ource. Your best bet is to s tart the Mac from a Mac OS CD-ROM, us ing
the Mac's internal CD-ROM drive. (If you don't have a CD-RO M drive, you can a lso
boot from a flo ppy. See the s ide ba r "Creating a boot dis k" fo r recommendati o ns o n
creating a boot flo ppy.)
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To boot from a Mac OS CD-ROM, follow these st eps:

1. Place the Mac OS CD-ROM in the CD-ROM drive.
2. Restart the Macintosh. (Push the CD-ROM back into the drive if the tr ay autoeject s.)
If all goes well, the Mac should find and boot from the CD-ROM on its own. Ot may
display the blinking "?" for a moment before fi nding the CD-ROM drive.) If it doesn' t,
try restarting the Mac, and hold down the C key or 00-0 pti on-Shift-Del until "?"
disappear s and/or th e Welcome to Mac OS screen appears. Note that you need to
st art with a Mac OS 8. 1 or higher CD-ROM if your hard drive is formatted in HFS
Plus. Otherwise, you won' t see the contents of the drive.

.,/
Note

This should allow you t o circumvent problems wi th the System software, trouble
with the internal drive and, perh aps, trouble with PRAM. It won't help you get
around some SCSI problems, however. If you have termination or configurati on
issues on the SCSI chain, this could be affecting your CD-ROM drive as well as your
internal dr ives .
If you're dealing with a Mac OS clone computer, you might be best off booting from
the original system CD-ROM that came with the computer. The System Folder on that
CD should be best designed to interact with all th e hardware in your system. Also,
clone users should note that the C key won't work for non-Apple CD-ROM drives.
Instead, hold down 00-0ption-Shift-Delete to boot from the CD-ROM drive. Again, if
you've upgraded your hard drive to HFS Plus, you may not be able to see the contents
of your hard drive unless you boot up with a CD designed for Mac OS 8 .1 or higher.
If your Mac still offers a blinking "?" after you've put a bootable CD in the CD-ROM
d rive (and waited patiently), then there might be something wrong with the SCSI
chain. If you've recently installed an internal disk drive, you should go back and
check your SCSI termination according to instructions in Chapter 7; you may have
terminated the internal chain twice or otherwise terminated it incorrectly. There
may also be something else wrong with the drive installation.
If you haven't changed anything inside your Mac, there might be a problem
with your external SCSI chain. The best way to troubleshoot this is to simply
disconnect the device that's attached directly to your Mac's SCSI por t. This way,
all SCSI devices are disconnected from the machine. Now you can try booting again
fi rst without the CD (boot from the internal drive) and then with the CD-ROM. If you
have luck getting your system to come up, the problem is likely a SCSI configur ation
issue.
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If your Mac still doesn't find its CD-ROM drive, though (or if you don't have any

external SCSI devices), your next step is to boot from a floppy. You'll need to have
already created a special boot floppy (the process is described in the side bar that
follows). With it in hand, restart your Mac. Insert the floppy right after the Mac
restarts, and then wait. The Mac s hould boot from the floppy drive. It actually looks
for a System Folder in the floppy drive before looking anywhere else, including the
offici ally chosen startup drive in the Startup control panel.
From the floppy, you may be able to access the drive, run Disk Tools, or use the
Apple System Profiler to check the SCSI chain. At the very least, you should be able
to boot your Mac, check the drives, and load control panels for your CD-ROM drive
and the startup drive, which may help you restart your Mac with more success (see
Figure 23-1).

Figure 23-1: Booted from a floppy- the Disk Tools disk is now the startup drive,

enabling me to troubleshoot my main hard drive.
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Creating a boot disk
1haven't encountered a problem in a while that required a boot disk; I think the last time I
couldn't get the Mac OS to boot from a CD-ROM in a crisis was 1993. Still, it never hurts to
have a boot disk hanging around just in case the time comes when you need it (or if you
have a Mac that doesn't include a CD-ROM drive). I also encourage boot disks for Mac
clone users who don't have Apple CD-ROM drives. Some of the characteristic Apple
CD-ROM drive behavior is hard-coded on the Apple CO-ROM's ROM chips, and clone vendors tend to use third-party CD-ROM drives. They may not always act as expected.
If you have your original Macintosh software, it should have shipped with a disk called Disk
Tools. (Mac OS 8.0 and above sometimes include two disks.) This disk can be used to boot
a troubled Mac, plus it contains the Disk Tools software on it to allow you to troubleshoot
the internal hard drive of that Mac. If you don't have the Disk Tools disk, you can create one
from a Mac OS CD-ROM.
To create a boot disk:

1. Insert your Mac OS CD-ROM.
2. locate and open the folder Disk Tools. (This may be at the root level of the CD, or it
may be buried in another folder such as Disk Images or Install Images.)
3. In the Disk Tools folder, double-click the icon Make Disk Tools floppies. Apple's Disk
Copy utility opens.

4. When prompted, insert a blank floppy disk for Disk Copy to use as the new Disk
Tools floppy.
5. Confirm that you want the disk created.
Once the disk has been created, you should test it by trying to start up from the floppy.
(Restart and stick it in your floppy drive.) If the Make Disk Tools floppies program had you
create two Disk Tools disks, you'll find out which one is for your computer at this point.
Label the disk(s) and store it somewhere safe and convenient. You'll be able to use this disk
in the most extreme emergency-when you can't get your hard drive, CD-ROM drive, or
removable media drive to boot the Mac.
If you've got a third-party CD-ROM drive, you need to take one more step to be able to
access the CD-ROM drive once you've booted from the floppy. Drag the CD-ROM Toolkit
extension into the Extensions folder in the System Folder on the Disk Tools floppy disk. If
there isn't enough room, consider deleting the Drive Setup Lite Program, as the plan will be
to boot from the floppy, and then fire up a CD-ROM such as the Mac OS system CD, Hard
Drive Toolkit, Norton Utilities, TechTool Pro or something similar.
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.,/
Note

If you've successfully started up your Mac, wait patiently until the Finder has
loaded. Now you'll need to check things out to see what the extent of the damage is.
If you can't find your Mac's internal drive (the icon doesn't appear on the screen),
you may have a SCSI conflict, a bad hard disk driver, or damaged hardware. If you
do see your drive's icon, you should move on to troubleshooting a system software
problem .
If you can't even get your Mac to boot from a floppy, make sure you're using a floppy
that includes a reasonably current version of the Mac OS. Some newer Macs will not
boot using much older Mac OS versions. If this still doesn't help, you've likely got a
hardware problem. Try the troubleshooting procedures for when a Sad Mac icon
appears (in Chapter 22) and/or take your Mac to an authorized service center for
repairs.

No drive icon
If you've booted from a floppy or CD-ROM and you don't see your hard drive's
icon, it might have suffered some file damage and needs some help mounting. Try
running Disk First Aid. If the drive appears in the window, select the drive's icon,
and then click the Repair icon. This should mount the drive. From here, follow Disk
First Aid's instructions for repairing the drive.
If Disk First Aid doesn't see the drive, try running Drive Setup or Apple HD SC Setup
(whichever is appropriate-consult the following note) and see if the drive
appears in its list. If it does, select it and choose Func tions c:> Mount Volumes from
the menu. (You can also try this in a program such as FWB Hard Disk Toolkit,
Silverlining or SCSIProbe. It's probably best to use the software that was employed
to format your drive in the first place.) If all goes well, thi s will mount the drive. It
may still be in a fragile state, but at least it's been found and mounted .

.,/
Note

If the drive still doesn't appear, it's either damaged or you have SCSI trouble. One test
is whether or not other drives appear. Do they? If not, the SCSI chain needs trou bleshooting. If they do, check the connections for the troubled drive very carefully.
(Check the SCSI troubleshooting section later in this chapter for more.)
Your next step should be to run Disk First Aid on the newly mounted drive. Select
the problem volume and choose the Repair option. After getting feedback from the
program, you may find that things have been fixed or that it recommends runnin g a
more intensive disk fix program. If it does, use Norton Utilities or Tech Tool Pro to
fix the drive.
After you've been th,rough all this, the moment of truth comes when you reb oot the
Mac and see if the problem persists. You can try rebooting the volume itself (use
the Startup Disk control panel to set the drive as the startup disk), or reboot to the
floppy drive or CD-ROM. If you try the latter, check to see if the volume appears
once the Finder has loaded. If it does, you should tes t to see if it'll boot on its own.
If it still can't boot on its own, the problem has likely become a system software
issue (see the next section).
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,.
Note

If the drive has disappeared again, this may s uggest a pro blem with the hard dis k's
d river software. If this is an Apple-branded hard drive (if it came with an Apple
Macintos h computer) , run the Apple Drive Setup utility. Select the d rive and mount
it if necessar y. Next, choose Functio ns c:> Update Driver fro m the menu. Drive Setup
may mount the drive itself after this. Restar t the computer and see if the d rive will
mount correctly.

Apple offers two major utilities for testing, initializing, and mounting hard drives.
Drive Setup is used by all Power Macintosh computers and any 68040-level Macs that
feature internal IDE hard drives. The Apple HD SC Setup utility is used for all other
Macs. (For more information, see the section on formatting hard drives later in this
chapter.)
If the drive is a non-Apple drive, follow ins tructio ns fo r the d rive regarding the

ins tallatio n or upd ating of the disk driver. In many cases, you'll use Silverlining o r
the FWB Hard Drive Toolkit to update the d r iver.

System software problem
If you were able to boot immedi ately from either a CD-ROM or a floppy disk, and
you've ruled out a SCSI conflict as described previo us ly, then you may be having
trouble with the sys te m software itself. In general, each Mac d rive should have one
System Folder, and that System Folder needs to be properly "blessed ," so that it has
an active, working System file ins ide it.
Here 's the procedure fo r testing your System Folder:
1. Open the problem ha rd d rive.

2. Locate the System Folder and o pen it.
3. Locate t he System file. If it doesn't appear in the folder, use the Mac's Find
command to locate the System file. If you still can't find the System file, you
s ho uld reinstall the Mac OS (see Chapte r 33).
4. Double-click the System file. If it doesn't open correctly, you should perfor m a
clean ins tall of the Mac OS (or a replacement installation, as described in
Chapter 33).
5. If the System file o pens correctly, it s ho uld be working. Close the System file.
You're on your way to ruling out trouble with the System file. Yo ur next step is to
determine if the System Folder has somehow lost its blessed s tatus. The fi rst
indicator of this is a System Folder icon that doesn't include a sma ll classic Mac
icon as part of the folder (see Figure 23-2).
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Svstem roldtlr

Figure 23-2: On the left, a blessed System Folder; on the right, a System Folder that
lost its blessing.

If your System Folder isn't blessed, make sure there isn't a second System Folder on
the hard drive. It there is, having two active System Folders on a single startup disk
can confuse the Mac. Take the System file from one of the System Folders and drag
it to another directory (the Fonts subdirectory in that particular System Folder is
always a fine choice). You should also rename the folder to Previous System Folder
or something similar to de-frock the System Folder.

If the only System Folder on your drive isn't blessed, it may simply need to be reblessed:

I. Drag and drop the System file onto the Fonts directory icon (you can also
drag it to the Mac's desktop).
2. Close the System Folder.
3. Reopen the System folder and drag the System file back into the folder.

4. Close the System Folder again.
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Take a look at the Sys tem Folder's icon now. Does it show the little Mac? If so, the
folder has been successfully re-blessed. Restart your Mac to see if the System
Folder takes hold and the Mac is able to restart from the drive. If it is, you should
still run some check-up maintenance on the drive (see Chapter 31 for help in
maintaining drives). If it's not, try a clean reinsta ll (or a replacement insta llation) as
outlined in Chapter 33.

SCSI Trouble
Old Mac hands call the haze of trouble surrounding SCSI problems SCSI voodoo. In a
way, some of the issues that can crop up when you're us ing SCSI devices can seem
a bit weird, counterintuitive or just plain wrong. More than one Mac repair expert
has given me the advice, "If it doesn't work the way Apple or the manual says it
should, try it the exact opposite way." The heck with theory, I guess.
SCSI probably creates fewer problems in the aggregate these days. Some of the
early confusion and glitches in self- and active-termination schemes have been
worked out, and ma ny SCSI devices these days rely on a more standard system for
assigning and working with SCSI ID numbers. All the devices I've tested during the
writing phase of this book, for instance, worked fine with one another-not a s ingle
complaint. I even ha d trouble purposefully getting SCSI connections to fail.
That doesn't mean the problems don't exist, however. Although many SCSI issues
can be chalked up to configuration, the world of SCSI has a history of gray areas
and things to watch out for. There a re some new twists, too, s uch as Apple's dualbus system for many of the latest Power Macs and the inclusion of ultra-SCSI
options on the build-to-order G3 (and higher) Mac models .

SCSI symptoms
Hopefully, SCSI-related problems will crop up soon after you change something that
is associa ted with SCSI- that's a telltale sign. Sure, it's not always that easy, but it
often is. If you've ch anged a device's SCSI ID number, added a device, powered
down part of the cha in or moved a terminator, that's your first clue as to what's
going wrong.
But the mysteries o f SCSI run much deeper. Under some circumstances, the
following can a ll be symptoms of a SCSI proble m:

+ Appa rently random crashes in the Finder or in applications
+ System freezes, especially when saving, scanning, or accessing anothe r of the
SCSI devices
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+ Appeari ng and disappearing dr ives and icons
+ Read/ write errors from hard drives and removable media
+Removabl e m edia that won 't mount
+ System crash or freeze shortly after mounting a device
+ System cr ash or freeze shortly after startup
Al though all of these problems can't necessarily be attr ibuted to SCSI in every case,
these are common symptoms t hat can help you narrow things down to SCSI
problems.
Fortunately, really only a finite number of things can be wrong with a SCSI device or
setup: con figuration problems, cabling and termination, problematic h ardware, or
bad hardware. Take a look at each in turn.

SCSI configuration
Here's where you're going to have a lot of trouble with SCSI devi ces. If you have
more than two or t hree external drives, scanners, and other devices, it's certainly
possible that you simply made a mistake when connecting them. whether you l oop
a cable back on itself, forget to terminate something, or use the same SCSIID for
two differen t devices. (In fact, thi s should be a mantra for you: " No two IDs are the
same. No two IDs are the same." It's the single most common problem in SCSI
configuration as ide from, perhaps, not turning the SCSI device on.)
Take a step back and consider your situation carefully. Ponder the possibilities. The
common SCSI probl ems are as follows:
+ SCSI cable not connected
+ SCSI terminator not properly installed
+ Same SCSIID assigned to two different devices (including the typically
reserved internal SCSIID numbers such as 0, 3, 7)
+ SCSI devi ce not plugged in
+ SCSI device not turned on
I introduced myself to a w hole new world a few years ago when I decided to use
an ext ern al har d drive as the startup disk on one of my Power Mac systems. I
don't know how many times my heart seized up when I saw a blinking"?" as the
Mac started up. "The drive? All my data?! What's wrong?!" I'd think. Then I'd gather
my wits and t hrow the power switch on the drive, followed by a quick reboot of
the Mac.
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SCSI utilities
If it seems your problems are more compl icated th an simple configuration iss ues,
you might find it he lpful to use a SCSI utility a pplication to determine what's
connected to your Mac, to mo unt those d evices and to perform some mino r
configuration miracles when necessary. Although yo u can use the Apple System
Profile r to check SCSI ID nu mbers , you'll pro bably have more luck using SCSIProbe
(see Figure 23-3) to mo unt and cont rol SCSI devices. You may also have luck with
hard drive utilities s uch as Drive Set up, Silverlining, and FWB Hard Drive Toolkit.

SCSIProbe

0
0. TIJ)f Ytftdor'

Predl.lct
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Figure 23-3: SCSIPro be, a freeware program
from Robert Polic, enables you to review,
test, mount and update SCSI configuratio ns.

SCSIProbe allows you to see all the current SCSIID assignments in your system and
both SCSI buses if yo u have two (click the small 0 o r 1 in the top-left corner to change
buses). It also shows devices that are o n the bus but not mounted. If a device doesn't
appea r in the display, click the Update button to search fo r other devices (this works in
similar utilities, as we ll). If yo u'd li ke the device to the n be mo unted, you can select it
and click the mount button.
Remember, only drives, removable media, CD-ROM, DVD, and similar devices are
mounted. SCSI scanners, cameras, Ethernet adapters, and other devices usually aren't
mounted on the desktop.
One thing to remember, t ho ugh, is that it's no t co mplete ly ou t of the realm o f the
possible fo r these u tilities to lie. The Mac can often convince these utilities tha t
every thing is just fi ne, even if you purposely set out to confus e things Qike s etting
identical SCSI 10 numbers fo r d ifferent d evices). So, yo u'll need to be diligent about
doub le-checking SCSI configuration. One t r ick is to ma ke s ure you're turning your
Mac completely off, not res ta rting t he Mac, before yo u expect it to recognize a new
ID assignment.

Cables, termination, and hardware
The key to trou bles hooting SCSI is in isolating t he proble m. The best way to do that
is to remove a ll SCSI devices from the c hain, and take each SCSI d evice, o ne at a
time, and atte mpt to add it to the Mac again. This can tell you not only which
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devices are causing trouble, but whether or not the problem has somethin g to d o
with the cabling. The process may take a few minutes, but I promise it's less tedious
and frustrating to do it this way at the outset.
If SCSI is causing consternation on your system, do the following:

I. Shut down th e Mac. Detach all external SCSI devices.
2. Restart the Mac. Test your internal SCSI devices using SCSIProbe or a similar
software SCSI utility. Test by trying to reproduce the problem you were
having. Do any of the problems seem to occur as a result of having no external
SCSI devices installed? If you get any of th e same symptoms, i t's possible that
something is wrong with the internal SCSI bus. Check it for proper
connections and termination.
3. Shut down the Macintosh . Reinstall one of the SCSI devi ces, giving it proper
terminati on.
4. Restart the Mac and tes t the new device. Check its status in SCSIProbe and
attempt to use the device directly. If you have trouble, you may have isolated
it to the cabling, a problem with your terminator, internal termination
problems, or the device itself.
5. Shut down the Macintosh. If the first device worked fine, add a second device
to it with the proper SCSI ID number, cabling, and termination (don't forget to
remove the termination from the first device). If the first device didn't work
correctly, remove it before installing the second device.
6. Res tart the Mac and test. If everything continues t o work, keep testing until
you've got a working SCSI chain up and running. If things don't work, try to
isolate the devi ce, cable, terminator, or combination that's causing trouble.
When you do come across a device that isn't working, it's probably best to pull it
out of the chain and test the rest of the chain to ensure the problem you isol ated is
the only problem you 're having. You can then troubleshoot that particular device.

If there's nothing wrong with the device itself (it seems to boot up, spin, blink, and
all those sorts of things), it's time to suspect a bit of SCSI voodoo. What you do next
is somewhat l ess than rational: You try everything. Specifically. add t he device to
the chain (or test it on its own) and try t hese things:

+ Give t he drive a different SCSI ID number than the one you've been trying. If
you have two SCSI buses, choose an lD number that 's not being used on either
of the buses. You should al so try giving it a higher SCSI ID number, because
the SCSI bus gives higher number s priority over lower numbers.

+ Try a new SCSI cable.
+ Try a new SCSI terminator.
+ Put the problem device between two devices that aren't giving you any
trouble. Install it with proper cabling and terminati on.
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As a l ast ditch effort, try the following:
+Zap PRAM.

+ Choose a different disk as the startup disk, even if that's not really t he
problem.

+ Unterminate the device, even if logic dictates that it should be terminated.
+ Try a different type of terminator, such as a pass-through terminator that
~
Note

terminates the chain before it reaches the dev ice.
Check Apple Tech Info Library (ww~1. appl e . c om/ s up port) for specific information
about your particular Mac system. You'll find that in the Quadra and early Power
Macintosh series of Macs, Apple experimented a bit with different types of active termination and dual-bus configurations. These can get a bit mind-boggling, but a
search entry such as "Quadra 950, SCSI" or "4400, SCSI" should net you hits about
your particular machine (substitute your Mac's model number).

Evangelista tips: SCSI voodoo
There's still a little oddity in the world of SCSI. For instance, Apple Tech Notes point out the
Quadra 950 has two SCSI buses, but only one set of SCSI IDs- numbers 0 through 6 (the
Mac is preassigned number 7). The Mac llfx is the oddest SCSI machine Apple ever
unleashed. Externally, it requires a different terminator (200 ohm instead of 100 ohm) from
any other Mac. Internally, some llfx machines have a SCSI filter that altered the capacitance
of the SCSI bus (later llfx models didn't require this). Check out these other voodoo submissions from Evangelistas:
" I have a (fairly specific) tip on installing the UMAX Astra 1200S scanner on Power Macs
with two SCSI buses: Make sure the SCSI ID of the scanner is unique on both the internal
and external SCSI buses, or the software won't be able to recognize it"-Andy Hendrickson,
Mac Software Engineer (Note: an update to the software may have solved this problem
since this writing, but similar problems abound for older scanner and other SCSI device
drivers that assume Macs have one SCSI bus.)
"The termination rules are somewhat complicated on the 8100 (series). If you're using the
external SCSI port for drives or a CD, you must have the internal SCSI ribbon-cable terminator installed. Because this was a new scheme for Apple with this series, some dealer techs
who install a new internal drive for you may not know the severity of removing the internal
terminator (as everything works fine in the shop without any external devices attached). I
believe they think the internal terminator is like your appendix. If you have trouble with any
and all of your external devices, check your Mac's documentation for information on internal termination. If you've ever had your Mac in to a dealer, go back and ask for another
internal terminator. They'll have several in their parts box:• - John Brassfield, Newcastle, CA
(continued)
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(continued)

"If you're having trouble with a device installed on the SCSI bus, it could well be a cable. 1
have evaluated seven cables {25-pin SCSI to Centronics 50-pin) and only two of them work
properly! My test: Use the device, in my case a Jaz drive, as you normally would, and time
th e different tasks with each cable installed. The worst cables have the slowest data transfer rates and take the longest. Or they fail, with error messages:' - Bob Patterson, Port St.
Lucie, FL
"One day I started up my PowerMac 6500/225 and the power came on, and then it just sat
there like a sack of potatoes. Several more attempts failed to produce a Happy Mac. Two
minutes of fretting and several expletives later, I started to unhook my external devices to
see if they were my problem. One by one, I started pulling items off the end of t he SCSI
chain. Nothing. Then, like magic, my Mac restarted - after I had pulled the last device off. I
then spent another 20 to 30 minutes playing mix and match trying to find a combination or
even a singular SCSI device that worked. No joy.
'~ust for giggles, I powered down my Mac (grounded myself) and popped the logic board
out of the back of the case to see if anything was burnt or broken. I located the SCSI connector and followed the traces back to the controller chip. As I did so, I noticed a small,
golden, metallic flake laying across two traces, just back from where the connector was soldered to the motherboard. 'There is no way that this is going to work,' I thought, 'but I'm
going to do it anyway: Out came the can of compressed air. I blew off the flake, and then
proceeded to clean off the rest of the motherboard. Even after only six months of use, the
fan and CPU were covered with a layer of gunk. I pushed the motherboard back into its
socket, reconnected the SCSI chain in its original configuration, and then hit the power button and waited for the Happy Mac to show his mug. Sure enough, all was right with the
world once again. One dinky metal flake had caused all my grief." - Eric Wesselman,
Vancouver, WA

"Macs seem to like consistency. Try to always set your internal CD-ROM drive to SCSI ID 3,
your scanner to SCSIID 5, and your external hard drive (or removable media drive) to SCSI
ID 2 or 4. These are what the Apple-brand devices are generally preset to:'- Peter Trzcinski

All About Disk Drives
For the most part, this section discusses the behind-the-scenes, low-level functions
th at govern the birth, daily life, and rebirth of hard drive mechanisms- although a
lot of this applies to removable media as w ell. If you ev er find yourself in a situati on
where you need to (or want to) start over with a new l ease on y our M ac (at least , as
far as software goes) you can reformat your hard drive and start over with clean
magnetic plates on which t o stream your bits of data.
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As mentioned earlier, the Mac world is divided into diHerent camps when it comes
to the tool you'll use for managing your hard drive. With an Apple-branded hard
drive, you'll use Drive Setup, if you have a Power Macintosh or a 68040-based
Performa (or LC equivalent) with an IDE hard drive. Other Macs use the HD SC
Setup utility in some cases.
If you have a third-party drive , you likely use one of two programs. FWB's Hard
Drive Toolkit is a popular alternative, as is Silverlining, the driver software for
LaCie-manufactured drives, shown in Figure 23-4. (LaCie makes drives that are often
OEMed by other computer companies, and then packaged in their own branded
external-dr ive enclosure. Apple has even OEMed some of these external drives in
the past.)

• Select Drive •
SCSI.O QSCS I Oist 2110
SCSI•I 0 None
s cs 1• 2 0 SCS I Disk 3160-0
SCS I • J 0 " o ne
SCS I "1 Q No ne
SCS I #S 0 Nolle

Figure 23-4: Silverlining is hard disk driver and management software for LaCie-

manufact ured drives.
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Whichever you have, you may at some point need to use it to change settings,
update a driver, or even format the drive. One of the tricks to doing this
successfully is us ing the most recent version you can get your ha nds on when it
comes time to do an upgrade or troubleshoot. The other thing that's important is
not to use the wrong utility on the wrong drive.

Drivers and mounting
You've already seen in this chapter that updating the hard disk driver software is
one way to fix problems with blinking ~?" icons, freezes on startup, and other
niggling problems. In fact, updating that hard disk driver is so encouraged by
Apple that the company has rolled driver updating into the a utomated installation
process for Mac OS system software. Although you can still choose not to update
the drive, by default Apple will install a new driver for Apple-branded drives if one
exists.
So, you should occasionally stop by the Web sites of your hard drive
manufacturer(s) and see if they've come out with any add-ons or updates to your
hard disk management software and/or hard disk driver software. If they have,
download the patch and apply the changes. (Actually, you don't have to do this if
nothing seems particularly wrong. Read the Read Me file or release notes that come
with the update to see what exactly it fixes .)
In most cases, updating the driver is s imply a matter of loading the hard disk
management software, a nd the n invoking the Update Driver command, as in
Figure 23-5. This updates the small piece of software that loads as the Mac OS first
starts up, telling the Mac how to access the drive. This driver can conceivably
get corrupted (especially if a power surge or sudden crash brings the Mac down
at a mome nt whe n the hard drive is working), resulting in blinking "?"Sad Mac
icon errors.
You can also often use the hard drive management software to mount drives not
currently on the desktop. A drive may not be mounted yet because there's a
problem with it, it started up s lowly as the Mac began its startup process, or it was
turned on after the Mac had already polled the SCSI chain for hard drives. Whatever
the reason, you can use the drive-management softwa re to highlight the drive (you
may need to invoke an Update command to get it to find the unmounted drive) and
choose the Mount command or button.
The driver management software will often have other settings and utilities,
including settings to change cache characteristics (whether or not the hard drive
uses a built-in scheme to cache data in high-speed RAM to s peed up operations),
powe r down at a certain time, or even c hange the SCSI ID numbe r in software.
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Figure 23-5: Your hard disk management software- or a recent update to the original
software- should offer an Update Driver command.

Testing

~
Note

Your dr iver management so ftware will give you some other options, too. These can
be useful in the troubleshooting process, although you need to be careful when
you're dealing with these aspec ts of your hard drive m anagement software; you
usually only get asked twice i f you really want to format your drive. Formatting a
drive, partitioning a drive, and performing cer tain l ow-l ev el integrity tests will
destroy the data on the drive.
If you can, back up your drive before performing any sort of hard drive tests, formatting, or partitioning. Even if th e test says it will maintain your data, a recent backup is
advisable. Such tests are an inopportune time for a crash, bug or power surge. (And
the occurrence of such a hiccup is dictated by Murphy's Law.)
Formatting a drive should not be an early consider ation in the troubleshooti ng
process. Generally, your hard drive and Mac OS are not so completely mixed up
that formattin g the drive is necessary. And , in the off chance that you have a l owlevel v irus on your hard drive, sometimes formatting won't er adicate it. (See
Chapters 30 and 31 for more on v iruses.)
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If you do suspect that the hard drive has physical imperfections or other problems

(perhaps excessive heat has been a problem or there seem to be a high number of
read/wri te e rrors), it's possible that a low-level test will help you determine the
condition of your drive. Explore the options in your drive-management software.
Some tests are simply read/write tests that can tell you if the drive needs alignment
or s imilar services. Others test the integrity of the actual media.
If you have gotten to the point where you'd prefe r to reformat your drive, you
s hould also think carefully a bout the ways you'd like it formatted and partitioned.
See the section "Formatting and partitioning" later in this chapter for more on
formatting and partitioning a drive.

Removable media
Re movable media drives can be a special case. In general, they're a lot like hard
drives in that they have their own driver software (usually in the form of an
Extension in your System Folder) and they mount if present when the Mac OS is
starting up. They al so mount when inserted, though, tapping into the Mac a bility
to do this on the fly (the same way floppy disks do).

Special drivers
What's different about a Jot of removable media is they tend to include the driver
software for their operation on the media itself. This usually works okay, allowing
the dis k to mount on its own or, in a crunch, allowing it to be mounted by a tool
such as SCSIProbe o r the removable drive's own management software. A conflict
can occ ur, however, when the two drivers aren't the same version or offer some
incompatibility. Usually, things are fine if the drive in the System Folde r is newer
than the media's driver, but the oppos ite isn't always true.
In this case, the best rule is to probably go ahead and update whichever version of
the drive is older- the one in the System Folder or the one on the media. You may
need to download an update for your removable drive's management software, but
once you do that, updating the media and/or the exte ns ion should be no trouble.
If you use an Iomega Zip or Jaz drive, you may encounter a similar problem; if the

Mac OS starts up while a cartridge is in the drive, the Mac will use the cartridge's
driver ins tead of the drive r in the Syste m Folder. If this driver is olde r, it can
interfere with the operation of different cartridges that might be formatted to work
with a newer drive r. The best solution to this dilemma is to update the drive rs on
all your Zip/Jaz or s imilar cartridges-especially if you're the sort of admirable,
well-organized person who could pull off something like that.
My solution is to s imply eject Zip and Jaz cartridges whenever I'm not using the
drive so the cartridge isn't in there to foul things up in the first place. (fhis
system has the added benefit of not slowing down your Mac by s pinning the drive
at odd intervals as the Mac OS is wont to do if a cartridge is mounted.) Some older
removable media drives like to be inserted when the Mac starts up, though, so
you'll need to experiment with your own to see which is best.
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Note

You can often set a removable drive to automatica lly eject its media at shut downor not- through its control panel (see next section).

Other removable media issues
Some removable media devices will include a control panel through which you can
change certain settings relating to t he drive and its performance. These settings
can include behaviors-such as ejecting at shutdown-or dictate when some
activity should occur-such as when the drive should lower its power
consumption (see Figure 23-6).

Iomega Drive Optlont
Olck to select drive and choose options.
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0

Figure 23-6: The Iomega Drive Options
management control panel
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Although removable media drives can often be formatted using the Mac's Special c:>
Erase Disk command, you may have better luck with any utilities that are included
with the drive. In general, these utilities will augment the capabilities of a typical
Mac format, including options such as formats that also verify the integrity of the
media.
You may also be able to format removable media in the Macintosh Extended Format
(HFS Plus), which may enable you to store more on a given cartridge. Remember,
though, that using HFS Plus will make the cartridge incompatible with any other Macs
running Mac OS 8.0 or lower (HFS Plus was introduced in Mac OS 8.1).
In Mac OS 8.1, PC Exchange was updated to more readily recogn ize and mount DOSformatted media in many removable media drives. Qt also supports long Windows
95 file name conventions in PC Exchange 2.2.)

If you have trouble with this feature, though (or if you have an earlier version), one
way to get PC-formatted media to work with your drive is to head over to the PC
Exchange control panel before you insert the DOS-formatted media. Choose the
Options button and click the removable drive once. Click OK and PC Exchange will
keep the DOS-formatted drive from loading its own driver so that it doesn't cause
trouble with the Mac OS.
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Formatting and partitioning
To be used with a Macintosh, a hard drive needs to have a l ow-level format that
governs how files are saved and tracked on the drive. In most cases, you'll want to
do this using a native Macintosh format, although the Mac is certainly capable of
dealing with drives in other formats, including DOS and Apple Il's ProDOS. And, you
can always run a different operating system on your Mac, such as Linux, BeOS or
other UNIX variants, which may also require a different hard drive format.
For the Mac OS, though, your main drive will need to be formatted in a native Mac
OS format -that's either the Mac OS Standard format (known as Hi erarchical File
System or HFS) or the Mac OS Extended format (known as HFS Plus). Doing this at
its most basic is simple: Use the Special•::> Erase Disk command to reformat an
existing hard disk or removabl e media cartridge. This erases all previous
information from the disk, giving you a chance to start over.
Formatting a hard disk or l arge removable disk is usually a more arduous process,
however. If you've already been using the disk, you'lllikely want to back up the data
on that d isk before reformatting, because a reformat causes all data on the drive to
be almost irretrievably lost. You'll also need to decide what formatting scheme you
want to use and whether or not you want to partition the drive.

HFS and HFS Plus
The HFS Plus format was introduced with Mac OS 8.1, providing some newer, more
modern features and extending the capabil ities of the Mac OS when dealing with
files. It's also not backwards compatibl e, so you must be running Mac OS 8.1 or
greater to use HFS Plus.
HFS Plus improves on some of the limitations of HFS, including a limit to the
number of storage elements that HFS can track, a change in the naming scheme for
files (HFS Plus builds on the Unicode scheme that allows for longer filenames) , and
the number of files that can be stored on a hard drive at any particular moment.
The biggest problem with HFS i s that regardless of the hard drive's size, it is limited
to a total of 65,536 stor age elements that could be tracked at one time. The file
system creates allocation blocks based on this number, so the entire drive is divided
into equal allocation blocks that are then used for storing files. The problem is the
larger the drive, the larger the minimum allocation block, which means that any file,
no matter how small, fills that allocation block. Even if the file is one letter saved in
a SimpleText document, it will take the entire allocation block.
In fac t, you can calculate this effect. Here's how:
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1. Because there ar e 2,000 logical blocks (5 12K blocks) in 1MB of space, you
multiply the size of the dr ive in megabytes by 2,000.
2. Div ide that number by 65,536- the maximum number of allocati on blocks
under HFS.
3. Round this number up to a whole number and multiply it by 51 2. The result is
the amount of space (in by tes) in each allocation b lock.
Take, for example, a 2GB (2 ,048MB) hard drive:
2048 x 2000 I 65536

= 62.5 ( rounded to) 63 x 5 12 =32,256 (bytes)- 32K

So, th e minimum allocation block on a 2GB hard d rive is 32K. That mean s any small
file requires 32K for storing; i t also means that any larger file that spills over int o a
new allocation block takes up that whole 32K block, even if only to store one more
kilobyte of data.
Prior to HFS Plus, the best way to deal with thi s iss ue was t o parti tion your hard
drives so that you were working with more, but smaller, virtual drives (called
volumes). When a partition was created, HFS was capable of assigning a whole new
set of allocation block numbers for tracking files on that partition. So, making th e
allocation bl ock sizes on the whole drive (now divided into two or more v olumes)
smaller was ted less space, and this usually led t o users div iding larger hard drives
into three, four, or more volumes to get optimum stor age capabilities.
HFS Plus circumvents this problem by assigning very specific allocation block sizes
instead of allowing them to grow according to size. (This is accomplished by using
much more than 65,000 block number s.) HFS Plus assigns allocati on block sizes as
shown in Table 23-1.

Table 23-1
HFS Plus Allocation Block Sizes
Volume Size

Default Allocation Block

256MB or smaller

512 bytes

256- 5 12MB

1024 bytes

51 2-lGB

2048 bytes

Over 1GB

4096 bytes

So, the maximum allocation block is 4K on larger hard drives, a number that stri kes
a bal ance between file size and performance. (Moving around a bunch of 512 byte
blocks on a larger drive could cause a performance bottleneck, so a compromise is
in order.)

,

L------------------------------Note
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The other advantages of HFS Plus (such as longer filenames) weren't yet implemented in Mac OS 8.1, and are likely intended to make an appearance in Mac OS X.
At the time of writing, the main benefit is an increase in the number of files allowed
on a hard drive and the additional space gained by using smaller allocation blocks.

Should you choose HFS Plus?
Although the possibilities of HFS Plus are certainly enti cing, t here are a few reaso ns
to avoid using it. Aside from it's being a reasonably new technol ogy (which means it
lacks support or some major utilities, may not work with every application or file,
and could have bugs or caus e conflict), HFS Plus is also not backward compatible.
That means there are some instances when you won't be able to use it. For
instance, no Mac running Mac OS 8.0 or earli er can see an HFS Plus volume. The
Mac must be r unning at least Mac OS 8.1 to see the HFS Plus volume. If you try to
vi ew an HFS Plus volume with an older version of the Mac OS, a single file called
"Where_have_all_my_files_gone" appears on the desktop, explaining that the
current machine can 't view an HFS Plus volume.
So, before deciding to upgrade to HFS Plus, you'll need to consider all the different
ways that an older Mac might try to access your HFS Plus-enabled Mac:

+ Over a network. If your Mac is connected to a file sharing network, Macs using
Mac OS 8.0 or below won't be able to access your drive.

+ In SCSI Dis/? mode. If you connect an HFS Plus-formatted PowerBook to a Mac
that is using Mac OS 8.0 in SCSI Disk mode, the desktop Mac won't be able to
read the fil e.

+ On removable media.

A removable media cartridge formatted with HFS Plus
will only work with Mac OS 8. 1 or above.

The other thing you should consi der before upgrading to HFS Plus is whether all
your major utilities and applications w ill move forward. You may need new versions
of your hard disk drivers and configuration software, new disk doctor programs,
and new versions of password protection programs (even th e PowerBook Security
software needs to be updated), and some low-level control panels and/or
extensions may not work correctly. HFS Plus also can't be used on any volume
smaller than 32MB, including floppy d isks.
One possible solution: Partition your hard drive and format a smaller chunk (of a
few hundred megabytes, perhaps) in regular HFS. That will enable you to boot this
Mac from an older Mac OS startup floppy or CD-ROM version in a crunch, and t hen
you' ll be able to run a disk doctor utility on that partition to get it up and r unning.
You can format the rest of the drive (the remain ing partition) in HFS Plus to get all
the benefits of the new file system.
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If your Mac is reasonably isolated from older Macs and you won't be having much
trouble with your applications, you can either reformat the drive as an HFS Plus volume (after backing up all your data) or you can use a utility like Alsoft's
PlusMaximizer ( W\oJ\'1. Al soft . com /) to switch to HFS Plus without reformatting.
Alsoft offers other utilities, too, for upgrading to HFS Plus.

Formatting
Whether you've decided to go with HFS Plus or not, you may be interested in
formatting your hard drive. It's certainly a great way to optimize the hard drive,
especially after catastrophic system software problems, after cleaning off a virus, or
when you've simply decided that it's time to st art over with a fresh, clean drive. It's
even the first step toward changing your dr ive's par t itioning scheme, in most cases.
Formatting is really quite easy. Just make sure you have a good backup of the data
on the drive, because formatting will destroy all data on the drive. Select the drive
in the Finder and choose Special•-:>Erase Disk from the menu bar. After choosing
the type of format you want (you may have no ch oice or a choice between Mac OS
St andard and Mac OS Extended - HFS Plus- form ats) click OK when you're asked
if you 're sure that you want to delete all t he files on your drive.
Only click OK if you really are sure you want to delete all th e files on the drive.
The Mac then takes over and formats the drive for you. When it relinquishes
control, you'll have a clean, new drive in the format of your choice.

~
Note

Of course, you can also choose to form at a drive using a drive ut ility such as
Apple's Drive Setup or third-party kits such as FWB Hard Disk Toolkit and
Silverlining. The advantage of t hese utilities is you can update the hard disk driver,
run certain tests and then partition the drive, if you'd like.
Don't forget to upgrade to th e latest version of your hard disk management tool if you
use one. Silverlining is maintained at \~WI-I. l ac i e . com! and FWB Hard Disk Toolkit is
maintained at \~'vM . f wb . com/ .

Partitioning
As discussed earlier, t here are a l ot of reasons to format in HFS, instead of 1-!FS Plus,
al though you may cringe at losing some of the features you'd get if you used the
Plus scheme. To get around one problem HFS has- the tendency for large drives t o
eat up a l ot of extra space w hen saving files- partition the drive.
Actually, both HFS and HFS Plus support partitioning of the drive into v irtual drives,
so that a 4GB hard disk, for instance, would show up as two different hard disks in
the Finder, each of which could be 2GB in size. (Or, it coul d be four disks of 1GB
each, or any combination, such as one 3.5GB disk and one 512MB disk.) This can
simply be an issue of convenience; perhaps you'd like a separate drive icon for
storing your documents so that you can then easily back th em up.
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However, the limitation in HFS causes a lot of disk space waste on larger (1GB+)
drives. So, s tandard practice is to partition a large phys ical hard drive into
several smaller logical volumes, which can hold small files more efficiently if
you're using HFS.
Most drive utilities will also allow you to partition the drive with a special
command (check the menu bar for partitioning tools). You'll then be able to choose
the size for each partition, along with the type of file system you want put o n that
drive. In some cases, a partitioning tool will only be able to work with Mac OS
Standard or Mac OS Extended formats; in other cases you can partition using
various UNIX file formats, Apple II, and other interesting choices.
The result after partitioning? You'll have as many drive icons in the Finder as you
have Mac OS formatted volumes. (If you want to then forma t the partitions into
different file systems, you're free to do that, too.)

IM!£1.~vangelista tip: Partition tuning
According to Mac Evangelista Gerald Wilson, there's more to partitioning an HFS drive than
just picking a smallish size. If you can make the allocation block size an exact binary
number {2-, 4-, 8-, or 16K), you'll get better performance from your drive volumes. Here's
the chart:
Allocation Block (K)

Min. Partition Size (K)

Max Partition Size (K)

1/2 (512 bytes)

0

32,767

32,768

65,535

2

98,304

131 ,071

4

229,376

262,143

8

491,520

524,287

16

1,015,808

1,048,575

So, choose a size with the partition size range to get the best allocation block size for optimum performance. Says Gerald:
(continued)
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(continued)
"You may need to experiment with your disk formatter to ensure you're hitting the correct
range. Remember: One byte over or under for the allocation block and the disk is untuned
and less efficient. Don't worry too much if you have an untuned disk that you can't easily
rebuild. The effect is minor (at most a 20 percent disk speed improvement) and won't benefit all users or all applications. But if you've got a new disk which you need to partition,
why not tune the partition sizes as you go?"
"Users doing media work (audio, video) need to stream huge amounts of data to and from
disk. For them, a large extent size can be more efficient. If you're that sort of user, disk tuning will still help, but you probably need to set up one physical volume as your system disk
with smallish partitions, and another volume as your A/V disk tuned to suit very large files:'

Disk Fixing and File Recovery
I've mentioned that corruption can hit places like PRAM, the System file, and
other parts of the Mac OS. But corruption and other factors can affect your regular
files , causing trouble with your day-to-day work. The best way to keep this
from happening is to maintain your file system regularly using some of the
recommendations you'll find in Chapter 31. In cases of emergency, however,
you'll want to step up the fight.
Most of the time, you 'll follow a process of hard disk fixing and file recovery. If
you 're having a traumati c problem with the drive, you'll start as outlined earlier in
this chapter-with Disk First Aid and Drive Setup. Once you've moved on from
those tools, your next step is to get a commercial troubleshooter and run it to get
things not just patched up, but back in full working order. In the Mac world, that
means one of two products: Symant ec's Norton Utilities (w1vw . nor t on . com) or
Micromat's TechTool Pro (~MvJ. mi c rom at . com). Each offers tools to help you work
through disk and file recovery issues.

Norton Utilities
Norton Utilities feature a number of different tools for recovery, including the
Norton Disk Doctor, Volume Recover, and UnErase. These features enable you to
choose a particular hard drive in your Mac system, mount it if necessary, and then
perform a variety of tests on the files, directory structure, and the media. In many
cases, Norton can dig deep into the bits and bytes of a drive to recover items that
have been scrambled, deleted, or otherwise lost.
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Most of t he fixing and recovery takes place in Norton Disk Doctor, which is a
generalized troubleshooting and rep air tool for hard di sks, r emovable media, and
floppy disks. If you are having any sort of problem that can't be repaired by Disk
First Aid, you should run Norton Disk Doctor to check the drive in question. (Figure
23-7 shows Norton Disk Doctor.)
At the time of writing, Norton Utilities was still incompatible with the HFS Plus format
for hard drives. Versions before Norton Utilities 4.0 are not compatible with HFS Plus.
If you do accidentally use an older version of Norton Utilities with an HFS Plus volume, you can run Apple's Disk First Aid 8.2 or higher to recover from some problems,
or try contacting Symantec's customer service or visit their Web site (wvM . syma ntee . com/) for information on recovering from this problem.

Norton Disk Doctor

Selectthe items to check, then cllck .. Exomlne• .

_

El

I........
&I

Figure 23-7: Examining a disk that's been causing
a bit of trouble recent ly

Disk Doct or really works a little like a physical doctor. It has t he responsibility of
di agnosing the probl em before it can fix anything on i ts own. For very complex
problems, Disk Doctor can call in "specialists." Both Norton Unerase and Norton
Volume Recover work in conjuncti on w ith Disk Doctor to sol ve more specialized
problems.
So what does Disk Doctor l ook at? Here are t he basics it cycles through t o diagnose
the problems wi th your drive:

+ I niti al checks. Disk Doctor begins by r unning tests t hat help it determine
what type of media i t's working with and how it tends to be used by t he Mac.

+ Bad blocks. It t hen checks t he med ia's surface for damaged areas. Bad blocks
are usually mapped out by the di sk's di rectory so that data elements are not
written t o t hose bl ocks. Accidentally writing to such blocks generates er rors
and, occasionally, unrecoverab le files.
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+ Disk information. Verifies that the disk is s tructured the way it's supposed to
be.

+ Directory contents. Checks and verifies that the dis k's directory is s tructured
logically and the directory's records are in order.

+ Missing files. Checks for files that are listed in the directory but are missing,
damaged , or c ross-linked (two files s haring one block).

+ Analyzes files. Checks for files that aren't following Mac conventions, and
finds those tha t might be conflicting with one another or with system
software.
One of the ways tha t Norton works is to ask you to run pa rts of it before any
trouble s tarts, allowing it to take inventory of your syste m and determine what's
changed through problematic writes, corruption, or accidenta l deletes. Using a
program called FileSaver, Norton Utilities can track this information in the
background while it also constantly tests your drives whenever your Mac
encounters an idle period. This helps a lert you to problems before they get out of
control.
If you have Norton Utilities, consider activating FileSaver if you haven't already.
Figure 23-8 s hows the FileSaver control pa nel.
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Figure 23-8: The FileSaver control panel allows
Norton Utilities to constantly monitor your Mac.

TechTool Pro
Micromat made a big splash with their release of TechTool Pro 2, a product that
adds to the value of the original Tech Tool and TechTool Pro, offering a suite of
utilities that have a s tron g understanding of how Macs work. Even the freeware
Tech Tool program is indis pensable to Mac owners, wha t with its intelligent
handling of basics s uch as zapping PRAM and rebuilding the desktop. TechTool
Pro 2 covers many more bases, including file a nd volume recovery, along with
s upport for HFS Plus .
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TechTool Pro started life as more of a diagnostic tool, providing users wi th
comprehensive access to information about the internals of their Macs-information
about the SCSI chain, ADB, serial ports, the CPU, audi o inputs/ outputs, and so on. In
my opinion, some of the information it can give is amazing ( the manufacturer and
type of RAM installed in your Mac, for instance.) If you intend to troubleshoot Macs
at almost any level-from beginner to hobbyist to professional -you'll likely find
TechTool Pro 2 of use to you, even if you prefer some of th e tools in Norton Utilit ies
(see Figure 23-9).

TechTnol e Pro
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Figure 23-9: TechToo l Pro features an amazing array of diagnostic
and repair tools for Mac troubleshooting.

In addition to those abilities, TechTool Pro includes support for Mac OS 8. 1 and
above and the HFS Plus file system format. TechTool Pro 2 also now features filerecovery tools such as the following:
+ Disk Structure Repair
+ File Repair

+ File Recovery
+ Volume Recover y
+Block Scan
Like Norton Utilities, TechTool Pro 2 features the Protecti on control panel, which
monitors your system and saves information about it to aid in file and volum e
recovery tasks in the future.
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What if your drive is waterlogged, run over, or otherwise destroyed? You may still be
able to get data off the drive, but you'll need to call in th e highest echelon of lowlevel drive experts. Companies such as DriveSavers (~11vw . dri ve sa vers . com) specialize in dressing up in clean-room outfits, peeling apart the layers of physical hard
disks, and recovering data from their innards. I hear it's costly, but your data may be
worth more than a new car - or even the price of a new computer- to you.

Summary
+ Startup problems can be caused by a number of different hard disk-related
problems, including problems with the configuration of software, corruption
in parameter RAM, or trouble with the hard drive. You can troubleshoot t hese
successfully, but you'll have to get the drive mounted on the desktop first.

+ SCSI voodoo is a t erm affectionately given to t he tendency of the SCSI bus to
succumb to odd problems that can be difficult to track down. Only a d iligent
approach to SCSI troubleshooting will get you back up and running quickly.

+ Being able to work with your Mac's hard drive at a lower level - the level of
driver software, formatting and manually mounting th e drives-is important
for the skilled Mac troubleshooter. Knowing how all this works can even help
you make sense of some typical Mac problems. Additionally, at this level
removable drives will tend t o throw some interesting twists your way.
+If file or volume recovery is necessary, it's time to call in a pro - Norton
Utilities or TechTool Pro. Either of these software Swiss army knives should
be able t o help you r ecover data, programs, and anything else that's been
affected by a catastrophic drive failure (as long as the drive still operates).

+

+

+

Input Devices

and Scanners

• • • •
In This Chapter

I

t's easy t o let trouble with an input device fool you. The
Mac on which I spend most of my time is sitting on top of a
desk with one of those keyboard trays. (If you haven't tried
one, you should consider it. Sitting with your elbows at 90degree angles and your wrists slightly above the keyboard can
be much more comfortable, and it may be better for you
ergonomically.) Because my Mac is a minitower design, the
keyboard ends up being quite a length away from the back of
the Mac, so I got a little cable extender.
I must kick that thing out of its connector at least once a week.
Usually I'm typing or mousing at the time, and my mouse
pointer freezes immed iately. After some words that probably
wouldn't even pass the Fox censors, I usually figure out that
the keyboard is unhooked right after giving my Mac the threefinger salute (Option-3€-Power reboots most Mac models after
a freeze, but not if the keyboard isn't connected). It's then that
I peer under the desk at the real culprit: my right foot.

~
Note

Of course, this is probably the least problemati c input issue
one could experience on a Mac. But the resu lts can sure seem
dire if you don't diagnose this one correctly. The same can be
said for most problems that affect your Mac's input devices as the basic method for communication between you and your
Mac, a busted keyboard or problem mouse can cause not only
frustration but, as in my case, miscommunication.
So far, I haven't gotten much of a chance to play with USB
devices and check around for troubleshooting help, because,
at the time of writing, no one in the Mac world is yet using
USB devices, and little information is available on the state of
USB troubleshooting. It is a topic I intend to follow very
closely, however, as it should have far-reaching consequences
in the world of Mac upgrading. Check ~M~I . rn ac upgra de . com/ for specia l reports and tracking of USB issues.

ADB issues
Keyboards and mice
Scanner care
Troubleshooting SCSI
and serial scanners

• • • •
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The ADB Bus
The Apple Desktop Bus is certainly a conveni ent and cl ever way for adding input
devices, especially wit h its no-hassle extensibility. But it has its limitations, as you
m ight expect from any computing technology that's over I S year s old.
What can go wrong wit h t he ADB? Let's take a look at some of the possibiliti es:

+ Overloading.

ADB can get over loaded with peripher als, all of which require a
bit of power from the bus to oper ate. Use up this power, and you can get
intermittent o r completely unreliable feedback from ADB devices.

+ Overcabled. There's a limit to how far an ADB chain can be extended before
errors creep in.

+ Shorts. ADB can (occasionally) experience an electrical short, especially if you
connect a bad cable.

+ Mistaken installation. The ADB por t looks frighteningly similar to a number of
other ports on the back of a Macintosh, and it's certainly possible to plug
cabling into the wrong one, causing all sorts of problems.

ADB by the numbers
If you're concerned that you may have too many ADB devices hooked up to your
Mac, I'm not going to tell you that you're wrong. You'll have t o figure i t out for
yourself. Here's t he skinny on how much power can be drawn from the bus and
other significant stat istics:

+ The ADB bus can only hand le about 500 milliamperes of power consumption.
Keyboards tend to consume 85 to 100 milliamperes. Other devices may
consume more or less. Be particular ly wary of devi ces that use a pass-through
ADB connector to use the ADB por t only for power - modems tend to do t his,
as do some other devices.

+ Three to four simple devices is about all the ADB chain can handle. Any more
than that, and errors or poor response charact eristi cs may creep in. Also, be
war y of complicated input devices - such as digitizing tablets-which may
limit you to two or three devices, tops.

+ Five meters is t he limit to the length of a typical chain of ADB devices. If you
need to be further away from the Mac than that , you'll want to look into
devices t hat boost the ADB signal, some of w hich are discussed in Chapter 10.
Indivi dual cabl es of six feet or more can somet imes cause inter mittent
problems.
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Troubleshooting ADB
If y ou're having troubl e with your ADB connections or devices, you should take the
time to t roubleshoot things carefully. It's i mportan t to know if you h ave an ADB
device that's failing or if t h e ADB chain i tself is the problem . Gener ally, symptoms of
bot h types of failures can be quite similar.
The first t hing t o look at is the connection itself. Make sure y ou'v e got ADB cabling
h ooked up to the ADB ports on the b ack of your Mac. Apple warns of a scenari o in
whi ch user s with Macs that featureS-video ports will accidentally plug their ADB
chain into the S-video port. T he S-video por t is designed to accept 7-pin connector s,
but an ADB cable will fit in that por t. However it's cer tainly not a good idea to
actually plug the ADB into that por t - at best , the device won't wor k, and at worst
the device or port will be damaged.
Isolating an ADB problem generally means isolating each indiv idual ADB device and
seeing if it works correctly with your Mac. You can then tes t for conflic ts that arise
from using the devices t ogether. If you think you're experi encing a recurring error
that you might be able to reproduce, tr y this:

I. Shut down your Mac.
2. Unplug all the ADB devices you have connected to your Mac except the
keyboard and your m ousing device.
3. Res tar t th e Mac. Try to reproduce the error.
4. If you don't get an error, shut the Mac back down.
5. If one of your other ADB devi ces i s a mousi ng device (for example, a gr aphics
t ablet) , uninstall th e mouse and plug the new device into the keyb oard.
6. Restar t and tes t for the error.
If y ou don't get past t he first step (keyb oard and mouse together), it's ei ther your
mouse, your key board, or th e ADB cable between your Mac and keyboard that is
causing th e pro blem. You should plug the mouse direc tly into th e ADB port, and
then restart the Mac. If y ou can mouse around and selec t things w ith no troubl e,
shut down and tr y the keyboard and mouse com bination, this t im e w it h a new ADB
keyboard connected t o t h e mouse. T he problem 's not with t h e keyboard 's cable, it
migh t be w it h the keyboard . Take t h e keyboard to a Mac service cen ter and have it
looked at.

If your Mac passes the first tes t , con tinue to do this until you isol ate th e device that
caused the error. If none of your mous ing devices seem to be having any troubles or
are causing a conflict , try addi ng all your ADB devices one by one, res tartin g every
time t o check th e n ew chain. If you don't encounter any problems, you may have
fi xed things just by switching them aro und a bi t . If you do have problems, suspect
devices t hat use t he ADB port only for power ; rem ove th ose from the chain and see
if your oth er ADB devices don't get along a bit bet ter.
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Expert tip: Could it be the cable?
It may not seem likely that an ADB cable could be bad, but it does happen. And, it can result
in some unexpected results. This tip comes Guido Korber, vice president for products of
Fesh!, a German manufacturer of ADB devices and Mac software:
"There is a nice trick [older, 68000-series] Macs play on you when there is a short circuit on
the ADB. If the Power-On and the Ground line of the ADB are shorted, the self-powering
models do not shut down. Instead, they put up the old 'You can now safely switch off your
Mac' message.
"Since Apple tests the motherboards completely, you will never find a problem there. But
you cannot rely on ADB device manufacturers testing the Power-On line if it is not used by
the device (for instance, a trackball doesn't use the Power-On line). We are manufacturing
ADB devices and we've had a few customers with the problem. It is solved by disconnecting the offending device or cable."

Other ADB advice
This tendency for ADB to get overwhelmed by devi ces and be a little sensitive to
cable lengths can result in some voodoo-like symptoms. Apple has offered, in
variou s Tech Notes, advice that doesn't always necessarily make sense, but might
work if the logical approaches to troubleshooting ADB fail. Other experts have
contributed their two cents to this list as well.
You might notice some of these troubleshooting tips are familiar:

+ Restart your computer. Sometimes just clearing out RAM and starting again
fresh can help get rid of input device trouble.

+ Zap the PRAM It may help, it may not.

+ Troubleshoot extensions. Specifically, check with the manufacturer of your
input device to see if it requires an extension or control-panel conflict and see
if there are any known conflicts. If not, consult Chapter 32 for information on
troubleshooting inside th e System Folder.

+ Reinstall your driver software. You may also want to delete the preferences file
associat ed with your input device, if there is one. (Chapter 31 discusses the
Preferences folder.)

+ Try a different or shorter ADB cable.

You might also try configuring without
any ADB ext ension cable you might be using.
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Keyboards and Mice
Over time, mice and keyboards can wear out, and they certainly deser ve proper
maintenance - but you 're probably going to ruin them long befo re their natural
lifes pan has run its course. It seems to be a fact of life that, eventually, somebody is
going to drench the keyboard in a sticky, sweet liquid or gooey substance. (If you
have children, at leas t you can blame it on them.)
Take a quick look at wh at you can do to br ing keyboards and mice back from the
"great beyond" in times of crisi s. Actually, keyboards and mice can pretty much just
be clean ed; there aren 't many other repairs or fixes to concern yourself with in this
case (unless you accidentally set the keyboard to a foreign language keyset, as
descri bed back in Chapter 10). If you're noticing errati c behavior that you can't
very well attribute to an ADB problem, you might just need to cl ean your input
devices up a little and make them presentable.

Mac expert tip: The doorbell syndrome
Don Miller of 5-Minute Mac Consulting in Pittsburg, PA, has coined the phrase "doorbell
syndrome," which he says is his name for problems that are generated when a user hits the
mouse button over and over again. In his experience, the occasional client will click a
mouse (or trackball) button, see nothing happen on the screen, and then respond by clicking the mouse button much harder. This is rarely helpful, but it does tend to damage input
devices. (Don mentioned that "elevator button syndrome" would be an equally applicable
name.) Here's his story:
"One day, I was called to a client's office to fix a Mac that had the flashing disk icon at
startup. I tried every disk trick I know, but nothing helped. Even my portable hard drive,
loaded with universal system software and repair utilities, failed to get rid of the flashing
disk icon. The Mac obviously was not finding a boot drive anywhere. Even a boatable disk
was refused. But nothing appeared to be wrong.
"Then I took the opposite approach by asking myself, 'What could I do to prevent a Mac
from recognizing the startup drive?' Well, if you hold down the mouse button you can make
the Mac bypass the internal drive at startup, I thought.
"Sure enough, after disconnecting the mouse (actually, my client used a trackball) the Mac
started perfectly. The problem, as I discovered later, was one too many hits on the mouse
button. It was broken and permanently 'pressed: As a result, the Mac was made to refuse
any startup drive."
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Mice
Your mouse will probably let you know when it needs to be cleaned or looked at. If
you're using a smooth, firm surface as a mouse pad, but experiencing less-thanideal mouse behavior, it's probably time for a cleaning.
To clean your Mac's m ouse:

1. Shut down the Mac, unplug the mouse, and turn it over.
2. The mouse ball i s sealed inside the bottom of the mouse behind a dial that
you can turn to remove. You'll generally turn an Apple mouse's dial
counterclockwise to loosen it, as shown in Figure 24-1. Of you have t rouble
using your fingers, fit a pen, key, or small screwdriver in the open slot and
push the dial so that it turns counterc lockwise. The plastic is very soft,
th ough, and will probably scar from the experience.)

Figure 24-1: Turn the dial on the mouse counter-clockwise to open it.

3. Turn the mouse back over and roll the mouse ball into your hand. Rinse the
ball with soap and water to clean the ball, and t hen set it aside until it dries
completely.
4. Using a cotton swap and some rubbin g alcohol, clean the wire rollers inside
the mouse, again waiting until it dries completely.
5. Place t he ball back in the mouse and replace the dial, turning it clockwise
until it locks.
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The mouse isn 't the only thing you may need to clean. If your mouse continues to
act erratic or becomes dirty again very quickly, you may need to examine your
mousepad. If your mousepad has been treated in any way like the pads in my
office generally are, it may be due for a scrubbing, too. Many of them can be
cleaned with soap and water under the faucet , as long as you're very car eful to
dry the pad completely-perhaps overnight in a dish r ack or all day in th e sun.

~
Note

Needl ess to say, you should replace your mousepad occasionally, and clean it
immediately after something is spilled on it. Don't drag your mouse over a wet,
sticky, or otherwise compromised mousepad. Also, it isn't a good idea to substitute
newspaper, printer paper, myster y novels, or anything else for a mousepad,
because paper fibers and other little bits can build up inside the mouse. Get a good
quality mousepad, and then give yourself another one every birthday or so.
If you continue to have trouble with your mouse, examine the rollers on the inside of
the mouse very carefully. Sometimes hair, fabric fibers, or something else can jam t he
little rollers, causing them to stop rolling. Tweezers or a toothpick may help you get
the offending item away from the roller. Be careful, though. If you bend the wire that
attaches to the roller, you've probably ruined the mouse.
Your mouse trouble could also be caused by software, especially if you're
experiencing something like a mouse pointer that seems to have a mind of its
own: Th e pointer jumps around, it slides across the screen on its own, or
something similar. Usually, this is a conflic t - probably between similar control
panels. If you have an errant mouse pointer, make sure its contro l panel is properly
configured (if it has its own special control panel). You should also check the
control panels for your joysticks, trackballs, control pads, or any thin g else you
might have on your system.

~
Note

.............

Also, make sure you're not leaning on one of the buttons or using the cont roller
incorrectly. Some people have troubl e adjusting to a graphics pad or touch pad
(such as those on newer Powerbooks) where tapping different parts of the pad may
suddenly move the cursor. If you're accidentally touching a touch pad in two places,
you may be contributing to the mouse pointer's erratic behavior.
If your mouse or trackball is a Kensington model t hat uses the popular MouseWorks
software, you may find its necessary to set some of its hidden options, including a
few to keep your t ra ckball from interfering with other ADB devices. To get t o these
hidden commands, hold down the Option key while accessing the Option·-:>
Compatibility Options command in the menu bar. The most likely reason to access
these options is if your Kensington product is interfering with another ADB device by
trying to use the same ADB ID number.
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Trackballs

~
Note

Trackballs can often be cleaned the exact same way as mice- at least , interna lly.
You can swa b the rollers with cotton swaps and r ubbing alcohol. For the ball, you
can use tap water and, if necessary, a mild detergent. Dry the ball completely with a
lint-free towel. You might want to wait a while before plugging everything back in to
a llow the parts to air dry further.
Kensington (w1·1w. ke nsingto n . com/ ), popular manufacturer of ADB peripherals,
has an entire line of cleaning supplies- cleaning wipes, lint-free cloths- for mice and
trackballs. They may be overkill, but perhaps they're a decent idea for an office environment or as small gifts to computing enthusiasts.
If you have trouble getting a ba ll out of trackball housing, turn it over (with your
hand under it to catch the ball). If it doesn't fa ll out, look fo r a release button on the
bottom of the housing.

Graphics tablets
Gra phics tablets are s lightly odd creatures , if only for the amount of data they can
gene rate for a basic input device. That can make them problematic as ADB devices,
because they need to be "good citizens," es pecia lly if you're us ing the tablet along
with a mouse, keyboard, and any other ADB devices. Usua lly, graphics tablets scale
back their capabilities a little bit so that they only work as quickly as the Mac can
handle, but this can sometimes result in sta lls or short changeovers when you
move between a graphics tablet and a mouse. If you experience a short wait, don't
immediately ass ume your Mac has cras hed or frozen. Instead, wait a mome nt to see
if the mouse or keyboard was jus t trying to catc h up with the tablet.
If staggered input or short lock-ups happen repeatedly, troubleshoot by removing
the tablet and testing to see if the problem recurs. If it doesn't, you might try us ing
the graphics tablet as your only mouse-like input device, and get a couple of the
other ones off the ADB bus.
Because the graphics tablet does have to coexist on these buses, it's important to
keep its driver up-to-date. Check the manufacturer's Web s ite for updated drivers,
especially if you're having trouble after a Mac OS upgrade .
Because most gra phics ta blets require a control panel and/or extension, you can
expect trouble with these if you're having trouble getting the tablet to work or if
your Mac freezes or crashes whe n using the ta blet. Wacom lists some known issues
on its Web site (wvrv1. wa com. c om), including problems with some files included with
Apple Remote Access (for ADB tablets) and conflicts with Global Village software
and other fax programs (for seria l tablets). A number of problems can crop up if
you're trying to share a serial port between a tablet and a modem, because the
modem's software will sometimes keep the tablet from working correctly. In
general, if a seria l tablet is being shared on a modem port, the other device's
drivers need to be complete ly disabled before you can switch to the tablet.
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Some early graphics tablets may not work correctly when plugged into GeoPortsty le serial ports on Power Macintosh machines (CalComp makes a point of this on
their site - \'1\'IW. ca l comp. com). If you have trouble with a graphics tablet not
enabling you to cover the entire screen, the problem may be with the preferences
fil e for the t ablet becoming corrupt (assuming you haven't v ery recently changed
the resolution of your Mac's screen- if that's the case, res tart your Mac). If you
suspect the preferences file, remove it from the Preferences folder and restart your
Mac to see if the tablet begins to behave.

Keyboards
If your keyboard has received a bad spill, you probably shouldn 't spend forever
trying to clean it. It can be very difficult to get a Mac's keyboard back in working
order, especially because there are certainly some powered electronics inside a
typical Mac keyboard. That said, keyboards tend to cost between $30 and $150
dollars, so it might be worth a little effort before you throw in the towel (so to
speak) and buy a new keyboard.

To clean a keyboard spill:
1. Shut down the Mac and unplug the keyboard.

2. Dry the outside of the keyboard w it h a dry towel or sponge. If you spilled a
sticky liquid, use a damp rag to clean as much of the exterior as you can.
3. Turn your keyboard upside down and shake it to remove any excess liquid.
You can also use compressed air to blow liquid out from between the keys.
4. If you need to, unscrew the small screws from th e back of the keyboard and
remove the back plastic. You might be abl e to coerce more liquid out of the
keyboard and cl ean some parts, but avoid touching the circuit board. Even a
slight static discharge can kill the keyboard.
5. If you have a hair dryer, you might use it to dry the keyboard, especially if you
spilled water or another non-sticky drink.

6. Let the keyboard dr y for at l east a day. T hen plug it in, turn on your Mac, and
t est it.
If keys are sticking you may need to take the keyboard apart to clean it effectively.
(Try compressed air first, but don't get too close to components w ith compressed
air, which tends to be cold and can cause condensation. Not that that's the wor st of
your problems r ight now.) You can remove the keys from most keyboards, but only
with a keycap removal t ool from a specialty computer stor e. (I've also heard of
people building their own keycap removal tools, as in th e sidebar, but do so at your
own risk.) Remove only the keys you need t o clean under and don't try for the
spacebar. Also, don't forget the order of the keys on the keyboard. Seri ously. This
one happens all the time. Heck, I sure couldn't close my eyes and tell you the order
of every single one of the keys on a QWERTY layout.
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A keyboard can survive a regular (annual or so) cleaning if you have the desire to
do it. Shut down the Mac and unplug the keyboard, and then gently wipe the keys
with a nearly dry rag (a little rubbing alcohol may help). Use compressed air or better yet a small computing vaccum cleaner-to clean between the keys.

Mac Evangelista tip: Keyboard CPR
If your keyboard is on its last legs and your only other option is buying a new one, maybe
you can kill an hour or so trying to fix it. First, think how proud you'll be of yourself if it
works. And, even more importantly, think how proud you'll be of yourself if you actually get
all the keys put back in the right order!
Rich Barron, Macknowledgist to the Stars, is back with more time-grabbing tips on getting
the most out of a keyboard that's already on its last legs. If you've got sticky keys on an
aging keyboard, you need to clean and lubricate the keys somehow. Here's how:
"I'm sure that someone sells a gadget for pulling the caps (that's what the letters are called)
off of a keyboard switch, but my personal favorite is just to use two paper clips. Shut down
your Mac and unplug the keyboard and move it to a good place to work. Take the rounded
end of the paper clip and push it down between the bad cap and one of its neighbors. then
slide it so that the rounded portion of the paper clip is under a corner of the bad cap. Now
take the other paper clip and do the same for the opposite corner of the same bad cap.
Take one paper clip in each hand (hold the keyboard down with your third hand) and lift
straight up! Don't rotate your hands or go at an angle or you may snap the little stem that
connects the keycap to the keyswitch underneath.
''You might want to wipe some of that grime out of there now that you have access to it
before you lubricate the key switch. Compressed air works, as does a dry cloth or paper
towel. Try not to touch any metal contacts or leads when the keyboard is open-there is a
computer chip under the spacebar that could get zapped from a little bit of static electricity,
so be careful.
"Take a spray lubricant (like WD-40) with an extension tube and spray a tiny amount of
lubricant into the area where the little plunger goes down into the keyswitch. Wipe up any
excess spray and then work the keyswitch up and down with your finger until you feel it
loosen up a little or stop sticking down. It should happen fairly soon {20 to 40 presses),
otherwise give it another slight spray with the lubricant.
uwhen you are done and satisfied with your work, just press the key caps straight down
onto the keyswitch until it clicks into place. Make sure you get them in the right order, or
you'll have to pull them off again:'
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Scanner Troubleshooting
A lot of scanner trouble is r eally SCSI trouble; getting some scanners up and
r unning on th e SCSI bus can be the biggest pain you ever have w ith the scanner.
And what's most difficult about scanner SCSI problems is that they don't always act
the way you'd expect a SCSI problem to act, because scanner s (unlike hard drives
and removable media) don't get mounted on the desktop. Generally, you have to go
looking a little harder.
The other major problem you'll encounter is the scanner software. Scanner
software i s not all made t he same, and some of it can be cobbl ed together hurriedly
so that the scanner gets out the door quickly. This is especially true of some
scanners that might, in the interest of economy, be offered for both Windows and
Macintosh users. In thi s case the driver so ftware can sometimes suffer. Bad driver
software can lead to crashes, freezes, or other bizarre behavior Oike missing
scanners) that can frustrate you to no end.
First, though, you'll probably find it's a good idea t o clean and care for your
scanner on a fairly regular basis to ensure the most crisp, clean scans you can get.
And there are a couple things you sho uld consider if you're packing and unpacking
the scanner -before you first take the scanner out of the box.

Installing and cleaning
You should follow the instructi ons very carefully when it comes to unpacking and
installing a scanner. In some cases, it's possible t o ruin a scanner if you simply rip it
out of the box, set it up, and turn it on.
A shipped scanner is often locl?ed in some way such that the scanner head can't
move around during the shipping process. rt could be locked using a setting, a
lever, a pin, or a few other items. If your scanner is likely to suffer from the
following, warnings will probably be p last ered all over the scanner, so t ake no ti ce
of them. T he point is, because the locking mechanism i s designed to keep th e
scanner head from moving, it's a very bad idea to leave it installed when you start
up the scanner and t r y to use it. That moves the scan head mechanically, w hich
could cause damage depending on the scanner and the method used to lock
the scan head.
You may also find that you need to clean the glass scanning bed occasionally to get
th e best scanning results. This is especially true if you're beginning to see small
smudges or dots appear in your scans th at can' t readily be explained otherwise.
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To clean the scanner's glass, use a damp, soft cloth and wipe the surface of the bed.
Don't use spray cleaning solutions (or plain water) directly on the glass, because
the force of t he spray can cause the liquid to enter the scanner through gaps at the
edges of the glass. If you prefer, prepackaged wipes and towels recommended for
cleaning scanners can be found in most computer stores.
You may also find that dust accumulates inside the scanner on the underside of the
glass. You can remove the gl ass to clean it, but try to do so only according to t he
manufacturer's instructions. Cleaning the inside may void your warranty. Plus,
cracking or breaking the scanner 's glass can result in expensive repairs that require
you to ship the scanner back t o the manufacturer.

Configuration
Scanners and SCSI configuration can be a little tri cky, and often more of a pain than
setting up SCSI storage devices, for two reasons: First, you're reliant on tools such
as the freeware program SCSlProbe to tell you a scanner is detected and connected;
scanners don't mount on th e Mac's desktop, so there's one less indicator that
everything is humming along. Second, you're reliant on the software that comes
with your scanner. Although it may be possible that you can use other driver
software and software for scanning, if the scanner i s giving you trouble, the
software won't always make things simple to troubleshoot.

SCSI issues
Scanner troubleshooting starts out, though, with observation and testing steps that
are like any other SCSI issues. Your first goal in troubleshooting any scanner issue is
gettin g the scanner to appear in SCSI Probe or a similar SCSI management program.
If you don't see it there, you're not going to be able to get your scanning software to
recognize it. So, start with checking recognition- fire up a SCSI probe program and
see if the scanner is there (see Figure 24-2).
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If you can't seem to get your Mac to recognize the scanner, it could be due to a
number of problems:

+ Power and cabling. Make sure the scanner is plugged in and turned on, and
all its cables are securely connected within the SCSI chain. Take special notice
of the SCSI cabling: Some scanners may use a pass-through SCSI ter minator
that seems counterintuitive, for instance. Other scanners (such as the Apple
OneScanner 600/27) don't r equire external termination. If your scanner didn't
come with a terminator, or if you suspect a terminati on issue, consult your
scanner's manual for details. You may have a scanner that needs to be turned
on (and completely warmed up) befo r e you st art up your Mac. Otherwise, the
scanner may not be properly set up on the SCSI bus, necessitating a restart of
the Mac before it can be used.

+ SCSIID. Make sure the SCSI lD number is unique on your SCSI chain and that
it was assigned correctly to the scanner at startup. You sho uld be able the
check that this is a SCSI management progr am; most of the time scanners are
easily recognized by SCSIProbe. Don't forget that some scanners are
particularly susceptible to problems on Macs with two SCSI buses. Choose an
ID that is free on both SCSI buses if you're having a problem.

+ SCSI i ssues. Test carefully to make sure there aren't any other SCSI
annoyances on your SCSI bus, even if SCSIProbe does recognize the scanner.
Specifically, l ook for termination issues, other SCSI devices t hat aren't
appearing, or any potential SCSI ID conflicts.

+ Software. Check your scanner 's manual to make sure you're installing all the
required software. In some cases this may include a Syst em extensi on or
control panel. For other scanners, there may be nothing mo re than a
Photoshop plug-in and a physical SCSI setting t hat's required .

If you can't identify your problem as fitting one of these basic cat egories, or if
t he problem feels like SCSI voodoo, you should try some of the more basic SCSI
troubleshooting methods, including restart ing your Mac, r einstalling th e scanner 's
software, trying a different SCSI cable, and zapping PRAM.

~
Note

If all else fails, remove all devices from the SCSI ch ain and test th em individually,
starting with the scanner. If you identify a conflict (or if every other device but the
scanner appears on the SCSI bus and can be configured), then you can approach
the vendor's customer support personnel or a l ocal computer shop w ith a general
idea of the problem.
Specific problems have been reported with some scanners and Macs that include
internal IDE drives, most of which have been addressed by Mac OS updates. If you
feel this may be part of your problem (for instance, your Mac freezes when a sca nner
is attached and you happen to know your Mac has an IDE drive), check Apple's Tech
Info Library for specifics on the related issues and upgrades available.
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Scanner software
Once you're able to move suspicion beyond the SCSI chain, you'll want to take a
troubleshooting look at the software that runs your scanner. You may find th at you
have a number of different components to that so ftware, including extensions,
control panels, and scanning applications. But scanners vary wildly, and your
scanner could come bundled with very few pieces of software -perhaps a
PhotoShop plug-in and a light-edition copy of PhotoShop or a similar program.
In any case, there are a couple of caveats related directly to scanners and their
driver software that you might look into:

+ Scanner drivers can be old.

Check the manufacturer 's Web site or customerservice line to make sure there aren't any bug fixes, updates, or new software
releases you should be aware of. This is es pecially true if you're using a newer
version of the Mac OS and/or a Macintosh model that hadn't been released
when the scanner first came into ser vice.

+ Scanners may require system extensions. Check your manual to see i f the
proper system extensions are installed in your System folder. If not, you may
need to reinstall the software.

+ System extensions may be in conflict.

If everything seems to be correctly
installed, you may be having an ext ension-level conflict. In this case, the
scanner ext ension may have a conflict with some other extension in your
System folder. For more on troubleshooting an ext ension conflict, consult
Chapter 32.

+ Scanner,

Photoshop preferences could be corrupted. Some scanner
manufacturers suggest that problems that occur after an initial scan (even
after many scans) may be the result of corrupted fil es in the System Folder. If
you find odd-sounding files in the System Folder that have "Preview" in the
name, you might want to drag those to the Trash. Likewise, you can delete
the preferences files (in the Preferences folder) for Photoshop or the
scanner's own software if you have reason to believe the problem is in the
software's setup, not in the SCSI chain or a hardware problem (for instance,
if the program or Mac consistently and repeatedly crashes or freezes in the
middle of a scan).

One general word of caution: If you're using PhotoDeluxe or Photoshop and a plugin for your scanning, realize that the plug-ins are only registered as the application
starts up; you can't move the plug-in to the Plug-in folder (in the application's
folder) and then immedi ately use the scanner -you'll need to restart the
application. In some cases, you may need to restart the Mac immediately after
installing the plug-in or installing other software.
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Serial scanners
If you have a scanner that communicates serially with your Mac (usually th ese are
page scanners such as those made by Visioneer or older hand scanners) , your
problems will usually be somewhat more limited in nature. Like modems, serial
scanners usually only have a few things go wrong-extens ions, cabling, and power.
If it isn't one of these three, there's a good chance the problem is hardware rel ated.
Before you l eap to conclusions, check the following:

+Is the scanner p lugged in and turned on? As usual, check power before doing
anything else.

+ Is the scanner's serial cable plugged into the Mac and the device? If it's switched,
is the switch set correctly? If you have a modem, a serial scanner, and a printer,
you may also have a swit ch box or a port extender. Both are popular add-ons,
but you'll need to make sure they're correctly set if you expect the scanner to
work.
+ Is the scanner's software active? PaperPort and similar scanners have a control
panel that needs to be turned on so th at the scanner autom atically senses an
inserted page when you feed it to be scanned.

+ Are you using the right cable? Serial scanners can occasionally require a
speci al cabl e that can't be swapped for any typical Mac serial cable. If t he
scanner seems completely deaf t o your Mac, make sure you're using th e cable
that came w ith t he scanner.

Summary
• If you've got a problem with t he input devices connec ted to your Macintosh,
you might need to look into the p ossibility th at ADB voodoo is affecting your
machine. A lthough not as prevalent as SCSI, there are some problems that you
should be aware of related to the length and the number of d evices on an ADB
chain.

+ Once you've eliminat ed ADB as a suspect , you can troubleshoot the individual
devices. Although a broken mouse or keyboard w ill usually stay broken
(requiring that you buy and install a new one), there are methods for saving
and salvaging in put devices that sim ply need a good cleaning.

+ Problems w ith scanner s can often be traced to the SCSI bus or similar SCSI
issues. In fact , scanner s can be difficult to troubleshoot because t hey are SCSI
devices that don't get mounted o n the desktop, like hard drives and
removable drives do.

•

•

•
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In This Chapter

T

rouble with your monitor ranks up there as one of the
most frustrating problems you might need to deal with
on a Mac - especially if you're only having minor trouble.
Because the monitor is a window into your machine, it's
certain ly ideal for that v iew to be as crisp and clean as
possible. This is doubly so for professional s who spend hours
in front of their Macs everyday, and triply so for graphics and
multimedia creators who need ever y conceivable advantage
to put together their creations.

But along with keeping your monitor in great shape comes
troubleshooting vid eo problems, getting all your vid eo card's
features to work, and making sure you're getting the most of
your video settings. On top of t hat , if your Mac offers
advanced AV capabilities, you'll want to work out any glitches
in that system before y ou take on Hollywood.
Finally, all Macs have audio capabilities, but they've been
known to cause some trouble, too. The last part of this
chapter will look at how to t roub leshoo t microphones, CD
sound, and even the occasional problem with a recorded
audio sample.

Troubleshooting Monitors and
Video
Most of the time your moni tor will just work for you; when it
doesn't, you'll probably begin by troubleshooting issues
elsewhere, such as problems with the Mac's logic board or
power supply. If those efforts prove fruitless, however, and
you find there's a good chance it's the v ideo subsystem (the
monitor, cabling, video circuitry, and VRAM) that's causing
you trouble, you'll need to move your troubleshooting efforts
in this direction.

Trouble w ith your
monitor
Video card issues
Troubleshooting
video input
Fixing sound
problems

+
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As usual, the point is to isolate t he problem. With t he video subsystem the problem
can be in several different areas- power, cabling, the monitor's internals or the
video circuitry. You can also have trouble with the software that drives the monitor,
specifically the settings in the Monitors & Sound control panel. If you have a nonApple video adapter, you may also have a con trol panel and/or extensions that
need to load properly for your monitor to work.
I won't be discussing anything that requires you to open a monitor and troubleshoot
the innards of a CRT. Only trained, qualified monitor technicians should work on
monitors, because monitors are able to hold a very strong electrical charge (on the
order of 30,000 volts) even when they've been unplugged for days. Do not open your

monitor to service it.

When you get no picture
To begin, t ake a look at the troubleshooting steps for a Mac that isn't displaying
anything on the scr een. If you 're troubleshooting at this point, I'll assume you've
looked at the power supply and related troubleshooting discussion in Chapter 22.
Realize that the monito r can often be affected by problems other than those with
the video subsystem. For instance, a monitor may appear to be blank-and not
responding to keyboard input or other things you do with the Mac-because the
Mac has crashed while it was in a low-energy Sleep mode (see Figure 25-1).
This problem occurs more commonly with newer Macs that support the Energy
Star sy stem, which enables the Macintosh to automatically blank the screen after a
certain amount of time. If the Mac crashes (due to some other software problem,
often unrelated) while the screen is blanked, it may seem as if there's something
wrong with the monitor. Instead, you simply need to restart the Mac.
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Figure 25-1: The Energy Saver control panel
enables your Mac to automatically turn off an
Energy Star-compliant monitor.
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If you've isolated the v ideo subsys tem as the problem, y ou should begin to isolate
the problem by looking into the following i ssues:
• Power. Check the monitor's power cable to make sure i t 's plugged into both
th e monitor and the wall socket or your surge prot ector (or, with certain
Apple models, make sure the monitor is plugged into the socket on the back
of your Mac). Check th at the monitor is turned on ; when yo u hit the power
switch you'll probably hear a quick cli ck, pop, or electronic hum that suggests
the monitor is r eceiv ing power. Check any LED indicator s on the front of the
monitor to make sure the monitor is on and receiving power.
• Cables. Check the video cable between the monitor and the Mac - i f this

cable is stret ched, pinched, or pulled out from either end, y ou'll be unlikely to
see images on the screen. The same problem is true if the pins for th e vid eo
connector are bent or the video connect is only partly installed in the Mac's
v ideo port.

• Settings. Check the brightness setting on the m onitor and m ake sure it's dialed
up far enough . Play with the contrast , too, to make sure you 're able to see
anything that might be there on the screen. If y our mo nitor has a reset button,
you might use it, as w ell , just in case the fact ory reset s are necessar y for
solving some settings problems.
• Rese t the Mac. If you continue to have trouble with the monitor but you hear
the Mac starting up ( maybe you hear the drive w hirring and the startup
chime), try restarting the Mac to see if you get a picture the second time
around, especially if there was something wrong with the cabling for the Mac.
• Zap PRAM. Monitor r esolution settings are stored in PRAM. If you accidentally
set th e monitor resolution to something that the monitor can't handle and
then restart the machine, you might be stuck with a monitor th at won't come
up or a monitor that gives a bizarre flickering picture. If you res tart the Mac
and hold down 3€-0ption-P-R until you hear two more restart sounds, you'll
reset the Mac to its lowest monitor resolution setting.
If none of these st eps seem to solve the problem, you should test to see if the
monitor is broken. If y ou suspect it isn't able t o turn on and get power, you should
t est it in two ways: First, try different power cables to connect the monitor to th e
wall socket or surge protect or. If none of th e cables work, try picking the monitor
up and moving it across the r oom (or into another room) where you hav e a
different electrical outlet. Test the monitor with multiple cables on that new outlet.
If y ou still don't get pow er (the monitor 's LED doesn't glow), you'll need to take th e
monitor into a servi ce shop for r epairs.
If your monitor does seem to turn on, you've got a problem w ith th e cabling or
video circuitry. Th e best way to test this is to try the monitor and its cable by
connecting it to another Mac's vid eo connector to see if a pic ture shows up on the
screen. (Shut clown the second Mac, install the monitor in questi on, and restart the
Mac to see if it is accepting a vid eo si gnal.) If you don't get a signal, you might
suspect the monitor 's cable.
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If you do get a signal on the monitor when it's plugged in elsewhere, your problem
is either with your M ac's video port, video card, video circuitry, or VRAM. These
are difficult to test on their own, especially i f you're using a Mac's built-in circuitry
inst ead of a video card. If you've recently installed any video-related upgrades,
check to make sure you've seated them correctly and used the correct upgrade
parts for your particular Mac model.

,

Otherwise, take the system to an authorized ser vice dealer.

Note

'-

According to Apple, a 6100, 600, or 400 series Macintosh w ill offer no video if the
PRAM battery is dead, so you should replace the battery if everything seems to be
working except the video.

When the picture is wavy or splotchy
Monitors are magnetic devices, with the electron guns in a typical CRT creating a
powerful magneti c fi eld. This magnetic fi eld can build over time, creating problems
t hat result in splotches of color, unfocused spots on the screen, and wavy areas on
the screen.
These same phenomena, especially occurring at the very edges of the screen, can
sometimes be attributed to magnetic devices that have been placed near the
monitor-in particular, unshielded speaker s. Because speakers use electromagnets to create sound, they can also create a magnetic fi eld that can distort a
monitor. Most computer speakers are purposefully shielded to keep this from
happening, but home-audio speakers often aren't. Similarly, the cheaper the
computer speaker s, the less likely they are to provide impressive magnetic
shielding.
So, the first step to combat splotches or a wavy picture is to move speaker s, stereo
equipment and other electronics away from the computer screen. If you have more
than one monitor on your desk, they can affect one another in this way as well.
Although the Mac OS encourages many of us to use more than one monitor because
it has this capability built in, t he monitors are both magnetic devices. If t hey 're
poorly shielded, they can create disturbances on each other 's screens. The best
plan in this case is to try moving the monitors so their front edges are touching
(that way the multiple monitor approach i s still workable) but the backs of the
monitors angle away from one other. If this doesn't work, you may need to move
the monitors physically further away from one anoth er and Jive with a gap between
the two. (You can also place a large, heavy-duty, nonferrous cookie sheet between
the two monitors to see if that cuts down on interference.)
You can encounter other external magnetic problems, too, caused by the proximity
of electrical closets, stereo equipment, or other devices to your desk an d computer.
In fact , you can even encounter a magnetic problem related to your monitor's
position relative to the Earth's magnetic pol es. Believe it or not, moni tors are
calibrated so they sometimes work best when they're facing a particular compass
directi on, such as east-west or north-south . If you have distortion problem s that
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can't be explained by e lectronic devices, see if you get better results by turning the
monitor 90 degrees in one direction or the other.
Once you've e liminated external magnetic sources, you can turn to the internals of
the monitor. To remove a built-up magnetic charge, a process of degaussing the
monitor is required. In older monitors, this us ually requires a trip to a service
center-a s trong oscillating magnet is passed near the monitor to cancel out builtup magnetic fields .
Newer monitors tend to include a built-in degauss feature. In fact, m any highe r-end
monitors degauss as they're turned o n. To test this feature in your monitor, turn its
power switch off and on quickly. (This is best tested with the Mac on and displaying
the Mac OS desktop.) As the screen comes back on, if the picture s hudders or
waves fo r a few seconds, then it's being dega ussed. If this doesn't happen, look for
a degauss button located near the rest of the monitor controls.
If your monitor has neither of these features, you may need to take it in to a service
center to have it manually degaussed. Check your manual fo r degaussing advice
and read on for troubleshooting tips to s imilar problems.

Other display movement
If your problem is a display that bounces and waves when you change the color settings in
your Monitors & Sound control panel, you probably have a Mac RGB monitor and a Power
Macintosh computer. According to Apple, nothing is damaged- it's a purely cosmetic problem.
Does your monitor strobe or seem to pulsate? This can be a result of a combination of factors, one of which is fluorescent lighting. The overhead lighting in many corporate offices
will not always agree with some monitors, especially those that are incapable of higher
refresh rates. If you can, try adjusting your monitor to a setting that includes a higher
refresh rate.
If you can't change the refresh rate, try using the monitor in different lighting and see if that
changes things; you can even shine light from a standard light bulb or a halogen bulb on
your workspace (but not directly in front of or behind the screen) to try to counteract the
fluorescent lighting. For some monitors you can get hoods that go over the top of the monitor and keep light from shining d irectly on the screen.
You may, ultimately, need to get your hands on a new monitor for this particular Mac,
unless you can move or change the lighting.
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When the picture is blurry
With color monitors, there are three very small dots (red, green and blue) t hat
make up a single pixel, or picture element. The dot pitch between these dots can
cause a picture to be sharper- the smaller the distance between the dots, the
more distinct the resu lting screen image.
However, over time or in reaction to other circumstances, another factor, called
convergence, can affect the focus and quality of the screen image. As the CRT's
electron beam sweeps back and forth across the dots to illum inate them, the
convergence settings determine the exact aim of the beam. When it misses its mark,
even slightly, the resu lt is generally a slight blooming or rainbow effect, along with a
perceived focus problem.

If your monitor enables you to resize your screen to the edges, you may find that
your monitor has a convergence problem that you really can't do much about. The
farther away from the center the beam hits, the more likely it is to create a blurry
pi cture. That's why the factory settings on monitors often don't take the image to
the edge of the screen.
Some monitors have external convergence controls for setting the convergence
focus on your screen. These are especially useful if you notice a rainbow effect
somewhere on the screen other than at the very edges of the display. (If the
distortion is at the edges, you should probably resize the screen image so t hat it
takes up slightly l ess of the display.) You'll need to consult your manual and adjust
the convergence by trial and error.
Other monitors have controls more generally called focus; in many cases, this is a
small screw that turns in one direction or the other to affect picture quality. Using a
long, thin screwdriver, you'll turn this screw to change the focus. Location of the
screw varies by monitor, but it's often located on one side or the other of the
monitor in a recessed hole.

~
Note

If you can't find an external focus control, it's likely that the focus and/or
convergence controls ar e internal, in which case you'lllikely need to take it in to a
qualified service center for adjustment.
Murphy's Law pretty much dictates that working with focus or convergence controls
yourself will result in a picture that's worse than when you started. (At least, that's
always the case for me.) If you like, play w ith the focus yourself. But a poorly focused
monitor is a great excuse to take the monitor in to an authorized service center for a
complete diagnostic session.
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When the colors are bad
The colors may be off on y our monit or for a number of reasons. The first issue i s
whether th e problem is with the w ay t he colors look on scr een or a distinct
difference between the monito r's col or s and printed, color output. In the latter
case, the problem most likely lies with the printer's settings or th e Mac's Color Sync
settings. (Consult Chapter 26 for mor e on those issues.)

~
Note

If the problem i s with the colors you 're seeing on screen, av ailable to you are
some quick fixes and some more mechanical fixes. At issue i s the fact t hat the
typical computer screen i s actually governed by two different set s of controls a bad idea for something as elusive as color. Yet , it's important for the Mac's
internals to believe they 'r e displaying a certain quality o f color, even if the
monitor is incapable of producing those color s.

Multiscan monitors can use the Monitors or Monitors & Sound control panel, or the
control strip to switch quickly between different color depths. Some older or highly
graphical programs may not adjust well to the color shift, however. If you have a
problem application, try shutting it down and restarting the program after you've set
the new color depth. If the application still misbehaves, it may be exhibiting a bug;
look for an update to the program. You can also try restart the Mac, just in case that
cures some ills.

Gamma correction
Internally, th e Mac has software settings that dictate the colors. In the Monit ors &
Sound control panel (or the Monitor s con trol panel with mos t pre-Mac OS 7.6
machines), you'll find gamma settings. These settin gs det ermine what your Mac
uses as a r eference for the bright ness of colors. The purpose of these gamma
settings is to smooth out a curve of brightness t hat , due to a limitati on in monitor
t echnology, results from the w ay monitors interpret t he video-input signal as
bright ness.
When the monitor receives a signal from the video input, it doesn't transl ate t hat
signal's value- say, 0. 7- directly into a corresponding brightness. Instead, it
increases that value to th e pow er of 2.5. (That's just how monitors work.) Because
the values are all numbers between 0 and 1, raising them to a certain power results
in them being slight ly smaller than before (0.7" 2.5 = .4 1), but at var ying levels, so
that the values ultimat ely d efine a curve (see Figure 25-2).
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theoreti cal linear brightness values.
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But all this is only mildly interesting. What we find is that , by gamma correcting t he
values before they 'r e received by the monitor, those values can then be translated
in such a way as to mitigat e this pro blem, resulting in brightness levels that are
truer once they appear on the monitor. So, built into th e Monitors & Sound control
panel are two or three gamma settings: Mac Standard, Page White, and Uncorrected.
Page White i sn't terribly useful, having ori ginally been designed for Macintosh RGB
Color Display (it changes the t emperature of certain colors as well as gamma
correcting). If your monitor is set to Page White, you'lllikely get odd results from
your images.
Using an Uncorrected gamma means you stick with the original overall gamma of

2.5 for the Mac, whi ch produces a fair ly dark picture. This is useful, however. Many
lntel-compatible PCs work with an uncorrected gamma, so you may find that
switching between Mac Standard Gamma and Uncorrected helps you create Web
images that will work on both platform s.
The Macintosh Standard Gamma does the best job of correcting for the inherent
flaw in monitor brightness relationships, but it's still not a complete solution. Once
corrected, your Mac system has a gamma of 1.8 (ideal gamma would be 1.0) instead
of 2.5. This makes for a much truer image on your monitor screen , although images
still display a little less brightly than they should (see Figure 25-3).
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To compensate for t his, applications that deal heavily in imaging will generally
further the gamma correction on the ord er of 1.8, so as to bring the total gamma of
the system to 1.0. You can see t his phenomenon (most likely) in the st andard
settings for Monitor Setup in a program such as Adobe Photoshop.

Blurred, faded colors
If you have a par ticular color t hat's giving you trouble, especially white, something
may be wrong with the way you've set up your monitor. The Earth's magnetic field
can affect the way colors are displayed and th e clarity of images. Monitors are
generally cali brated to be facing a certain compass direction (either east-west or
north-south) and placing th e monitor at an odd angle can sometimes result in
poorer picture quality. (This is more likely on larger monitor s, incidentally.)
If you suspect this might be th e case, turn the monitor 45 degrees or more and take
another look at the monit or's image. If the picture improves, you can simply l eave
the display facing its current direct ion, or you can adjust t he convergence settings
(i f your monitor has external convergence con trol s) wi th the monitor back in its
original orientation.
You can also sometimes solve th ese problems with frequent degaussing and gamma
correction. Sympto ms are similar to magnetic field problems, so make sure you're
not confusing this with a problem related to unshielded speakers or electronics
located nearby.

Too much of one color
Because the monito r connection requires separate signals for red, green and blue,
you'll sometimes see a picture th at's predominantly one of t hose colors. Usually
t hat means the monitor i sn't properly attached to t he video por t on the back of
your Mac. This i s often true if the port itself is a bit unsteady; either the port i s part
of an expansion card that isn't firm ly seated or the port itself has become dislodged
from th e Mac's case. (These ports are usually held in place using the same screw
posts t hat you screw t he monitor 's connector into. Try tigh tening t he post s with a
vise or pliers befor e connecting your monitor's cable, just to make sure the port is
secure.) Trouble with one color can al so be a sign of a bad cabl e or monitor
connection.

If the color is green, you may be having trouble with an older Mac that sends "syncon-green" si gnals- the information the monitor needs to sync with the Mac is sent
along with the green color data. Most VGA monitor s aren't designed for sync-ongreen without an adapter, and some of these monitors just aren't as compatible as
other s when dealing with older (Mac II and rel ated) Macs. In that case, the
solut ions is upgr ading the Mac OS software, adding an adapter (Griffin Technology
[ 1~v1w. g ri f f i ntec h no l ogy . com/ ] is one place to start) and/ or adding the Color
Monitor System extension. (Consult Apple's Support si te at wv1w. ap pl e . com/
support on the Web.)
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Adjusting brightness and contrast
One of the easiest ways to get the color right on your monitor (at least, as right as
the color is going to get on your monitor) is to adjust the brightness and contrast
correctly. I've never been able to fi gure this one out on my TV at home. (Actually, all
my troubles stem from the universal remote control.) Fortunately, with monitors,
you can follow a quick little step-by-step to get the best results. (In Mac OS 8.5 and
above you can use t he speci al calibration tool in the Monitors and Sounds control
panel for this adjustment.)
Here's how to adjust your screen for t he best color:

I. Place an image on the screen that you can use as a reference. Some adjusters
prefer to use a grayscal e image (one with various levels of gray, black, and
white), whereas others prefer a color image. If you use a color image, it should
be one composed of colors that you know well.
2. Turn the brightness and contrast of your monitor all the way down.
3. Turn the contrast up until you see the compl ete image displaying strong
blacks and/ or r ich color s.

4. Turn the brightness up until any w hite in the image is a comfortable but pure
white. Check it against a piece of bri ght white paper, if possible (hold the
paper up to the scr een).
5. Adjust to taste, but back off of the brightness if you feel the whiteness of the
screen makes you uncomfortable. Also note that increasing contrast will
sometimes offer richer colors.

If you find that you're at t he 100 percent mark on ei ther of your dials, back off a b it.
If you keep a monitor at its brightes t settings, it will w ear out more quickly over
time. If you notice an older monitor losing some of its brightness, try bumping up
the contrast before bumping up the brightness. Be a little stingy with brightness to
keep your monitor around longer.

Glare and positioning
Different monitors will reflect light differently back at the user -and, generally
speaking, the older and l ess expensive the monitor, the more it w ill reflect light in
an unsatisfactory way. The result is glare that makes the images on screen more
difficult to look at for long periods of time.
Some monitors simply offer a bad glare problem regardless of how you position the
screen. In those cases you should consul t the manufacturer to see if a glare filter i s
available for the monitor, or you can shop for a third-party glare filter that fits over
the monitor and mutes harsh glare from the monitor's glass.

If you think the problem might be in positioning, though, you can take these steps:
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+ Tilt the screen downward. T he proper way to do t his is t o make sure your eyes
are aligned wit h th e top of the screen when you're sitting comfor tably in front
of t he monitor. (The monitor is posi tioned incor rectly if you have to
physically look up or down at the moni tor.) While you're l ooking straight at
the screen, reach out and tilt it very slightly downward. This may reduce glare
from overhead lighting. (If t his forces you to look downward at the screen, you
should raise the entire monitor a few inches.)

+ Choose window location carefully.

You should never place a moni tor so that a
window i s direc tly behind it. Even t hough such placement might allow you to
look out the wind ow while working, t he competing light sources - t he
window and your monitor-will force your eyes to adjust constantly between
bright ness levels. And if you place a window in front of t he monitor (that is,
the window is behind you when you compute), you're invit ing harsh glare.
Instead, place the monitor at a 90 degree angl e to the wind ow.

To promote comfortable viewing, t he monitor should always be directly in front of
you (not to one side, even though some computer desks are designed like that) and
at eye level. If you have to lower or raise your neck to look at the monitor, you
should move it. If you're like me, you give your moni tor plenty of attentive hours
during the day already. No point in allowing it to give you back and neck problems
so you have to t hink about it at night, too.

When the screen doesn't synchronize
Ideally, your Mac and your mult isync monitor will al ways get al ong. The Mac can
generally recognize what reso lutions your monitor can synchronize with and will
only offer you those choi ces in the Monitors & Sound control panel. However,
t rou ble can kick in for a variety of reasons; for instance, when you switch or
unhook your monit or while the Mac is still t urned on, when you switch settings on
a univer sal VGA adapter, or w hen, for some reason, your Mac allows you to choose
a resolut ion that your monitor can't handle.

If your Mac's monitor looks like a de-tuned television set , wit h t he screen flickering
at odd angles and appearing to roll over constant ly, you've got a sync problem.
(This is also sometimes characterized as a screen full of gar bage or snow. You can
usually make out a few desktop-like images, but t hey flicker by too quickly.) For
some reason, t he Mac has set t he video's resolution at a setting t hat the monitor
can't or won't accept . In this case, there are a few t hings to consider:

+ Is everything plugged in? Mon itors and v ideo cards will sometimes act odd if
the monitor i sn't completely plugged into the v ideo connection on t he back of
your Macintosh.

+ Is it really a multisync monitor? Even if t he Monitor s & Sound control panel is
confused enough to allow you to change the resolution, the monitor attached
t o your Mac may not necessar ily be capable of higher resolutions. Try syncing
t o a l ower resolution.
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+ Was the monitor present at startup? The Mac t r ies to set the monitor to

the last
known resol ution ch oice (stored i n PRAM) and sense t he monitor's reaction
as the Mac star ts up. If you attach a monitor to the Mac after it's started up,
you may have t rouble getting the two to sync. Restart the Mac with th e
monitor attached.

+ Is your adapter set correctly? Most sync problems come from setting an RGB-toVGA adapter incorr ectly. T he Macin tosh is sensing t he adapter, not t he
monitor itself, so the adapter must be set to the appropri ate codes for your
par ti cular m onitor. Try using adapter settings for a more basic monitor
(640x480 at 60Hz, for instance) if you have trouble wi th other settings.
Whenever changing resolutions, it's important to check your monitor 's
documentation for informat ion on t he vari ous resol ut ions i t can accept. It can b e
damaging to drive some monitors at refresh rates that they can't handle, for
instance, and you'll get less-than-stellar resul ts when you change to a resolution the
Mac can't support.
Usually, you can wait a few seconds after setting t he resolution for your Mac. If you
don't click t he mouse to accept the new resolution, the ol d resolution setti ng will
be retr ieved and t he mo nitor w ill sync back to its original setti ng. This is designed
specifically to help users who acciclen t ally set the vicleo to a resolution that th e
monitor can't h andle.
If you still have a sync p roblem , try forcing t he Mac to restar t (if you can 't choose
t he Res tar t command, hit the Ctri-:1€-Power keys or press t h e restart switch on your
Mac). If your Mac has a m ain Power button or switch, cycle t he power to the Mac. It
should restart and sync correctly. If it doesn't , detach the monitor an d restart once
more. Next, reattach the monitor and restar t once again .

If t he monitor still doesn't sync, you can try restarting the Mac yet again, t his ti me
zapping PRAM. T hat removes t h e previous monitor setting, reverting to the factory
default- usually t h e lowest resolution setting your Mac is designed t o display. (Of
course, it resets all t hose other PRAM settings, too, which is annoying.)

.,/
Noto

If the monitor doesn't sync to the basic default resolution, you eit her h ave an
improperly i nstalled adapter on the cable, the monitor is bad, or the Mac was never
designed to work with that particular monitor in th e first place .

If you don't see the resolution you'd like to choose for your monitor in t he Monitors
& Sound or Monitors control panel, you may still be able to locate it. (Just be sure
your monitor will actually support the resolut ion.) In th e Monitors & Sound control
panel, choose Show All from the pull-down menu above the resolution settings. In
the Monitors control panel, hold down th e option key w hile double-clicking the
screen that represents th e monitor you'd like to change.
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Old Macs and multisync monitors
Much older Macintos h mode ls do n't often s upport multisync monitors. Some
machines in the Mac II series, for instance, were designed s pecifically to work with
the Apple 13" RGB dis play. Others in the Performa series were designed to work
with the Apple Basic Color Display.
Many of these Macs, however, can be coaxed into running at 832x624 resolution,
even if resolutions can't be changed on the fly. A s pecial adapter is available that
allows these monitors to syn c up at that resolution on a multiscan monitor:
+ PowerBook 180, 180c, 160, 165, l65c, 500 series, MiniDock
+ Macintosh LC Ill, Performa 450, 460, 466, 467
+ Macs that include the Dis play Card 4/8, 8/24 and 8/24GC
Earlier Macs only support 640x460 resolutions and require an adapter to s how an
image on a multisync monitor. They include the following:
+ Macintosh LC, LC II
+ Performa 400 se ries, 600/ 600CD
+ Macintosh Ilvx, IIvi
Mos t other Macs can sync with RGB-based multisync monitors without a special
adapter (although they require an adapter to work with VGA-based multisync
monitors). These multisync-ready Macs include the following:
+ Quadra/Cetris series
+ Performa 475/ 476, LC 475
+ Performa/ LC 630 series
+Power Macintosh (including PowerPC Performa models)
+ Macintosh Dis play Card 8/24AC
+ All Mac OS clone machines

Energy saving and burn in
Monitors aren't likely to burn in these days; older CRTs used to burn unchanging
text into the phosphors of the screen over time, a phenomenon that can still be
seen in some old ATM machines and CRTs used as dumb terminals in libraries or
universities. Eventually, it became popular to use a screen saver to keep the screen
active so the phosphors couldn't burn.
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Because it doesn't happen anym ore with modern, color monitors, scr een saver s are
really more lor show and play. The odd screen saver will also ofler a modicum ol
security, requiring a password, for instance, to get back to the Mac's desktop. This
isn't overwhelmingly secure since, in most cases, a determined snoop could get
past a basi c screen saver, but it provides casual protecti on.
The way to save the screen and a bit of energy, though, is to do one of two things.
You can turn the monitor off when it's not in use. Monitor s eat a ton of electricity
compared to the rest of your computer. Although leaving your Mac on 24/ 7
probably won't dissipate the Earth's natural resources at a significant pace (the
Mac's power supply draws the equival ent of a couple of light bulbs), leaving a
monitor on all the time has a much more dramatic effec t.

~
Nolo

You can also use the Energy Saver control panel to force your monitor to shut down
automatically, but only if the monitor is Energy Star compliant. Older monitor s need
to be shut down manually. In fact, with the wrong monitor, the Energy Star control
panel can sometimes cause the Mac to freeze, requiring a hard r estart. If that's the
case, try upgrading to the latest Mac OS or turn off the control panel and shut the
monitor off manually.
Conventional wisdom suggests it's okay to turn your monitor on and off a number of
times during the day- it's made to withstand quite a few switches over its lifetime.
The debate rages on over the actual Mac itself; it's not a good idea to turn a computer
on and off more than once or twice daily, because the logic board is much more fragile and susceptible to the whims of electricity. Plus, the monitor uses a lot of power
compared to other computer components. The next most energy hungry component,
th e hard drive, can be spun down using the Energy Star control panel, too. Of course,
printers (especially laser printers) can eat up a lot of energy. Check your current
printer's documentation to see if it offers any energy-saving capabilities. If you have
the opportunity to purchase a new printer, make sure it's the type that powers itself
down when idle. Many newer Stylewriter and Laserwriter printers do this, as do others well integrated with the Mac.

Apple monitors
Recent Apple monitor models have become increasingly attached to their software
drivers, as well as integrating with ADB and the sound capabilities of your Mac. If
you have an AppleVision or ColorSync monitor, you should take some additional
steps when troubleshooting the machine.
Here are some of the hot spots regarding these monitors and what you can do
about them:

+ These monitors need t o be connected to the built-in video port on 68040- or
PowerPC-based Macs.
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+ If you get a green power light , but a blank screen try starting up with
extensions off (hold down the Shift key as the Mac starts up). If this works,
head to the Preferences folder in the System Folder and throw away the
display preferences file.

+ If starting with extensions off doesn't work, start up and hold down 3€-0ptionA-V. Once the M ac i s started up, trash the display preferences file.

+ Some problems, including crashes at startup and blank screens, can b e solved
by reinstalling the AppleVision software. You sh ould also try zapping PRAM as
an interim st ep. As a last r esort, you can reinstall Mac OS 8 or higher and/or
the AppleVision software.

+ If you have blurry v ideo problems, try using the monitor without hooking into
the ADB port to see if the problem is an ADB i ssue. You can also start up and
hold down 3€-0ption-A-V to reset the monitor and see if the video gets any
better. Odd, erratic, or bad ADB devices can often cau se problems that are
mistakenly attributed to the monitor.

+ If you suspect the Mac itself isn't starting up properly, unplug the audio cable
from the back of the Mac to see if the internal speaker is playing the st artup
(and/or any error) chimes.
Apple's Tech Info library offers extensive information on t he AppleVision and
ColorSync series of m onitors, including setup and troubleshooting tips beyond
these. If you have one of these monitors, recognize that it's a complex component
in an intelligent system that includes your video, ADB, and sound capabilities. This
makes troublesh ooting a bit tougher, so you'll need to pay careful attention t o
isolate problems.

Mac Evangelista tips: VRAM and ·Mac video .

.

Gerald Wilson knows his VRAM and Mac models. Check out these tips for optimizing video
output using certain aging Mac machines:
"On a Mac llsi, the built-in video is driven from the main memory, rather than from specialized video RAM. The llsi memory is logically divided into two banks. Bank A is the fixed 1MB
on the logic board. Bank B is the four extra SIMM slots which take 1MB, 2MB or 4MB
SIMMs. The screen buffer is allocated from Bank A.
"When you use a llsi, you find that it seems to run much faster in black-and-white than in
full color. In full color, the screen access hardware uses around half the clock cycles available for the Bank A memory just to refresh the screen, whereas in black-and-white it uses a
small fraction of them. If vital parts of the system are loaded into Bank A (and they are!), the
Mac can now run at only half-speed.

(continued)
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(continued)

"To avoid this effect use this trick. Assign larger-than-usual cache sizes to use up the rest of
Bank A, and hence push all System code up into Bank B. Either set the Disk cache (in the
Memory control panel) to a high value like 768K, or set Adobe Type Manager's buffer to a
high value. This way you can accelerate your Mac almost to full black-a nd-white speed
while still enjoying color. (The Mac llci has an identical architecture for built-in video.
However, I leis are often fitted with level 2 cache, which alleviates this problem.)
"The built-in video for early Quadras (700 and 900) can't drive the 19" resolution of
1,024x768 pixels. However, if you fit the machines with Apple's PowerPC upgrade card in
the PDS slot, the enhanced ROM for PowerPC knows about this extra resolution, and you
will find that when run in PowerPC mode the machine can drive a multiscan display at
1,024x768. (Getting the upgrade card may be a bigger problem, though.)
"The efficiency of built-in video varies from model to model. On early Quadras (Q700,
Q900, Q950), 24-bit color is much slower than 8-bit color. On later Quadras (Q61 0, Q650),
which lack 24-bit color, a-bit and 16-bit color have about the same speed. On PCI
PowerMacs (7200, 7500) 16-bit and 24-bit color are significantly faster for 3D work and
motion-video work than 8-bit color. These variations depend on the built-in-video architecture, and whether it is tuned more for color-mapped (8-bit and lower) or for RGB (16-bit
and higher) displays. Experiment with your own machine to find out how it works best:'

Cleaning monitors
Although it might seem as though glass cleaner and a good towel are all you need,
you should be a tad careful around computer monitors when it comes to getting
them clean. Note that the procedure is a little different if your monitor uses LCD
technology instead of a CRT- wh ether it's a Power Book or a stand-alone flat
screen.
Here are some tips regarding monitor cleanliness:

+ Power down the monitor before cleaning it.
+ Don't use regular, chemical glass cleaner because, in some cases, it can
remove an antiglare coating that's been put on the monitor. (Check your
monitor's documentation for details.) Don't use any abrasives.

+ An antistatic clean er (you can get them especially designed for monitors) is
fine for use, but don't spray it or any liquid directly on the screen, because
that can allow liquid to l eak into the case. Spray the liquid on your cloth, and
then clean.
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+ You can rub the monitor screen with a used antistatic dryer sheet for good
cleaning results.

+ A sponge or soft cloth that's barely wet can be used to clean the outside of
the monitor. Take special care not to drip in through air vents or other open
parts of the case, al though cleaning those parts of the case (with a vacuum or
cloth) to remove dust is a good idea.

+ If your monitor is an LCD screen instead of a CRT, be extra careful, because
the LCD screen's front is made of plastic, which could more easily be
scratched or marred. Use a very soft towel and very little liquid. Don't use
cleaners-instead, use a little rubbing alcohol (perhaps mixed with water) to
clean the screen. Don't spray directly on the screen, but spray small amounts
of liquid on your cloth.

Troubleshooting Digital Video and Audio
Apple is now including AV digitizing capabilities in their latest Power Macintosh
models, giving you not only the time-honored capability of adding digital audio to
your work, but also the capability of easily digitizing a video source as well. In early
Power Macs, this capability was evidenced by twoS-Vi deo ports and some adapter
cabl es th at Apple included to allow you to use com posite (RCA-style jacks) inputs
and outputs. Lately, Apple has been including both composite jacks and S-video
ports on their high-end Power Macs.
These recent addi tions are creating a couple of new problems that weren't an issue
a few years back- how to get all these connections working correctly, how to get
the Mac's video to look good on a TV set, and how to keep good quality sound
coming into the Mac.
In most cases, none of this is particularly difficult to figure out, especially when you
begin to isolate the problem- AV issues are fairly easily to isolate because they're
very specialized. From there you can move on to some of the more common fixes
for AV problems.

Digital video
In my experience, the problems you're going to run up against in working with
digital video come from two sources: cabling and so ftware. You need to have the
right software to get everything to work together happily, and that includes a slew
of Mac OS extensions that need to be present for best results. You need to have the
codecs, the QuickTime ext ensions, and all the vari ous bits of interface code for
dealing with your divergent video and audio sources. And, above all else, you'll
need to have the Monitors & Sound control panel set correctly.
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What problems are common? Take a look at some of the general issues you may
encounter in your efforts to create digital video:

+ Composite cabling.

RCA-jacks and composite cables vary enormously in
quality. I've had entire projects come to a screeching halt because of a failure
in one of the little yellow-jacked cables that are included with an AV Mac or a
video-input expansion card. In most cases I've found it's useful to toss those
cables immediately (or store them as an emergency backup) and head out to
Radio Shack for higher-gauge, higher-quality cabling. You don't necessarily
need gold-plated connectors, but you might ask for what the experts use in
their medi a setups. These are analog cables, so there's no real theoretical
limit to their length, although quality will degrade with very long cables.
Depending on the cable's quality, 50 to 100 feet is a general maximum.

+ S-uideo cabling.

Don't con fuseS-video with something else -for instance, an
ADB or Mac serial port. Force one of these cables hard enough into an S-video
port and you' ll likely do some damage. Also, if you 're getting no picture or
black-and-white images, try switching the in and outS-video cables. Early
Power Macs feature an S-video adapter used for hooking up RCA composite
cabling-not the most reliable setup. If you can, useS-video directly to and
from your camer a and TV.

+ HD/-45 connector.

On early AV Power Macs (6100, 7100, 8100) the HOI
connector is only recomm ended for use if you already have a monitor
plugged into the AV card. If you don't have a monitor connected to the AV
card, you may experience an odd ghosting problem that forces you to
constantly switch settings in the Monitors & Sound control panel. (In fact,
you can accidentally mess things up so as to make video capture difficult or
impossible. This problem often manifests itself as a disappearing Video
Monitor-or FusionMonitor-window.) If you have an AppleVision monitor,
Apple actually recommends that you get an adapter and hook it up to the
RGB port on the AV card, even though it means you can't use the HDI-45
connector for the HDI-45 port.

+ VRAM relationship.

Digitizing video inputs require a certain amount of video
RAM to digitize video; this is especially true when working with early Power
Macintosh AV machines. If the Mac can't digitize at the current bit depth, this
probably means you've run out of VRAM. Back down to a color depth of 256
(8-bit) or thousands of colors (16-bit) and try again. (On Quadra AV Macs, 256
colors is the practical limit wi thout a VRAM upgrade.)

+ Speed.

A number of things can affect digitizing speed on a Power Macintosh,
including the amount of RAM dedicated to the digitizing program, the number
of background applications running, the Mac OS extensions active, and
hardware issues such as the speed of the SCSI bus and drive to which the data
is being sent. For older Power Macs, the video connector used can also affect
speed-using the 6100/7100/8100's RGB connector results in 15 t o 20 times
better digitizing speeds than using the HDI-45 connector.
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+ Quici?Time.

,

Note

Th e QuickTime software is a major component of any digital
video-editing setup, so it's important to keep up-to-date with t he software. A
full installation of the latest QuickTime distribution should solve most of your
Mac OS extension dilemmas. Beware older games and multimedia applications
that attempt to overwrite newer QuickTime components.

If you're having trouble getting good throughput when digitizing audio or video, you
may want to try "running lean" when you're actually going through the process of digitizing. To do this, pare down to a minimum necessary set of extensions, and turn off
any extension that might affect hard driver performance- such as File Sharing, Web
Sharing, Fax Receiving, and Remote Access serving. Check your digitizing software's
documentation for hints and recommendations regarding the use of Virtual Memory
and disk cache settings in the Memory control panel.

Audio issues
The sounds coming out of your Mac are not only entertaining at t imes, but often
necessary for diagnosti c and daily computing reasons. Whether you're not hearing
your alert sounds, or you're not having luck trying to record audio, you'll find that
audio problems tend to be similar to video issues: They revolve around controlpanel settings and cabling problems.

No sound
If you're just not hearing what you think you should, try to isolate the problem to
either software or hardware. Remember that the least common denominator is
having nothing plugged into your audio-out port in that case, the Mac will use its
internal speaker. If you still hear nothing, you've probably got a software problem.
Check the following when you hear nothing:

+ Cabling.

Are your speakers plugged into the wall socket and the audio-out port
(not the audio-in or microphone port), and are they turned on? If you don't
have external speaker s but your Mac has a m onitor with speakers, make sure
the HDI-45 plug is connected (for AppleVision monitors) or a cable is
connected between the audio-out port and the monitor's audio-in jack.

+ Power. Macs require powered speakers for external sound (the internal sound
requires not hing special), so make sure your speakers are a powered variety.
(Some ol der lntel-com patible speakers and speakers for some portable
stereos are not powered.) Make sure the batteri es in t he speakers are fresh or
the speakers are plugged into a wall socket.

+ External volume controls.

If your Mac has an external volume control, you may
have inadv ertently set it to its lowest setting (or it may have reset that way
for some r eason). Try tapping it slowly to increase the volume. Tapping
quickly can cause some Macs (using certain Mac OS versions) to freeze
unexpected ly.
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+ Control panels. If you generally use the Control Strip, Audio

CD Player, Video
Player, or similar program to change volume in Mac OS 8 or above, you may
notice on occasion that changing the volume has no effect on the soundthat's likely because the computer system volume has been set (or reset) to
Mute. Open the Monitors & Sound contro l panel and choose the sound icon.
Notice the differ ent types of volume you have at your disposal. Click t he Mute
button fo r the master volume l evel and slide the slider to change the master
volume level.

+Sound source. If you're having trouble hearing input from the CD-ROM drive,
a line-level device, or a microphone, you may have the Sound Monitoring
Source setting incorrect in the Monitors & Sound control panel. Check to see
which device is currently selected.

+ CD audio.

If you can't hear an aud io CD, check first that the appropriate sound
monitoring source i s checked. If the CD-ROM drive has been installed since
t he Mac was new, it's possible that the internal audio cabl e wasn't install ed
correctly. (fhere's a small four-wire cable that connects the internal CD-ROM
drive to the internal audio-in plug on the logic board.) You won't be able to
hear the audio from a CD over a network or through an ext ernal CD-ROM
drive unless you' re close enough to the drive to use headphones.

If you suspect hardware, unplug it all from the Mac (both audio-in and audio-out
ports) and head to the Monitors & Sound control panel. Make sure the computer
system volume i s at about half and that it isn't muted. Now select the Alerts icon
and double-click one of the alerts to test for sound. If you st ill don't hear anything,
restart and try again.

Evangelista tip: Other sound interference
Sometimes sound settings on a Mac seem to be less than intuitive, especially if you're dealing with a program designed specifically to work with sound. Apple's engineers updated
t he Sound contro l panel in early Mac OS releases to t he Monitors & Sound control panel
because they felt it gave a more uniform interface for dealing with sound issues. Most Mac
users just find the new tools a bit confusing.
Plus, there's the problem of older programs that rely on the old Sound control panel. My
copy of SoundEdit 16, for instance, allows access to the Sound control panel from a menu
item. This enables me to change sounds settings from within the program - or it used to.
The reality is that these days the sound setttings need to be correct in the Monitors & Sound
control panel before launching SoundEdit 16. (If you have similar troubles, try quitting the
application, setting the sound values and restarting t he application.)
Evangelista Nancy L Spoolman wrote with this interesting tidbit, reminding me of a triedand-true troubleshooting technique: When it doesn't seem to make sense, turn off Virtual
Memory and trash the related preferences file. She says:
(continued)
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(continued)

"I like to fiddle with movies, and for the past five years have taken movies of our district picnics, and so on. I decided to put them into a slide show and hoped (when finished) to
record to video, with music. Anyone who works with graphics soon realizes their program
memory runs out quickly. Working with PowerPoint, I increased the application memory
and added more pictures until I had to increase it again and again. At 120 slides (two pictures per slide) I had to turn on Virtual Memory.
"Two weeks later I decided I needed to get that movie done and uploaded to my Web site.
I'd already turned off Virtual Memory a week ago. I brought up Avid VideoShop, put movie
clips in the sequencer, and played them back. To my dismay there was no sound! I looked
at the Recording menu on the menu bar and noticed the Sound option was grayed out I
recalled this happening before, but could not for the life of me remember what it was that
I did. I tried rebooting. Still the same. I was dejected. I decided to sleep on it.
"The following morning I began to put clips back in the sequencer, clicking on this and that,
when suddenly Avid VideoShop quit unexpectedly with a 'Type 1' error. I decided to not
restart the computer as suggested and brought Avid Video up again. It indicated to me that
the preferences could have been corrupted when it unexpectedly quit Of course! I clicked
the Continue button, and immediately checked recording on the menu bar and there that
beautiful Sound item was once more available! My mind flashed back to another time this
happened. The culprit was Virtual Memory, which had corrupted my preferences. When the
application quit and I told it to continue, I got my sound back. Am I happy or what?"

Bad sound
If you've got static, strange sounds, or an overall sense that things aren't good

(especially while wearing headphones connected to your Mac) , you may have a
problem with sound output. Most of these are settings problems; unless you've
blown a speaker in your high-end array of powered sound demons, you've probably
got a s lider setting wrong in the Monitors & Sound control panel.
Usually you'll have trouble with sound when you're playing sound s amples; this can
include games or multimedia titles that are playing the samples for you. In general,
you want your sound output settings to be the s ame as the settings used to record
a particular sample. This helps to keep the s ound or sample from sounding tinny, or
thin, as if it's being played over an AM radio or a telephone. You can set the sound
output quality in the Monitors & Sound control panel, as shown in Figure 25-4.
Usually the highest available number is the best setting, although you may want to
set the output quality lower if you're using it to test the quality at that level - for
instance, if you want to hear what an 11KHz sample might sound like over a Web
audio connection.
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Figure 25-4: Setting the sound output quality

If you 're getting st ati c when you play back a sound, you may be playing a 16-bil
sample at 8 bits, or your M ac may not be capable of playing 16-bit samples. The
first Macs with 16-bit audio-out capabilities were th e Quadra AV Macintoshes.
Nearly all Power Macintosh models have 16-bit, 44KHz audio-out, but earlier 68000
series Macs only had 8-bit audio-out. The result is static.
Particular Macs also present some interesting sound output pro blems. Per forma
models with a subwoofer offer a separate volume control for the sub woofer, which
can be left on sometimes, even if you're using headphones. Try switching the
headphones from th e monit or to th e headphone jack on th e front of the Mac itself.
If y ou have a weird effect in your headphones, you may have the SRS Sur round
Sound opti on still turned on in the Monitor s & Sounds control panel. (Only cer tain
Performa models and their Power Macintos h progeny, such as the Power Mac 5400
and the Power Mac 6500 series, have surround sound . Oh -and t he iMac.) Another
possible setting is in the Sounds control panel (i f you have a separ ate ver sion of the
control panel). Check the SoundSprocket control panel for settings to align t he
stereo effects more precisely.

.,
Noto

If y ou hear only ver y deep , difficult-to-hear sounds, you may have only t he
subwoo fer on in your sys tem, with the rest of the sound t urned down . Check your
settings in the Monit ors & Sound con trol pan el. The subwoofer i s mean t to add
deep, bassline sounds, not act as a speaker on its own .

Like any sound syst em, it's ill advised to set your sound volumes so that computer
speakers and subwoofers are driven at their highest gains. Above about 80 percent of
maximum, you'll introduce unappealing distortion anyway. You may also find that
settings below 20 percent introduce distortion, so you'll want to set your sound at a
reasonable middle level if you plan to work with sound in any professional or semiprofessional capacity.
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Sound recording
If you're trying to record sounds, you may not get the results you want the first
couple of times out. It's true that many factors go into a good recording, and you'll
need to experiment a bit to get th e best sound from your Mac and your recording
equipment. Here are some common audio-recording issues:

+ Remember t hat the inputs and outputs on the back of a Macintosh are all linelevel connections. To hear a Mac si gnal through standard stereo speakers,
you'll need to connect the Mac to an amplifier. Similarly, you can't simply plug
a microphone directly into the microphone jack; you either need to send the
microphone through a powered mixing board or amplifier or you need to use
the special Apple Plaintalk microphone.

+ To get stereo audio input for the Macintosh AV and most Power Macintosh
computers, you need a stereo Y-adapter to connect two RCA-style plugs to the
3.5 mm stereo minij ack (indicated by the microphone icon) on the rear of the
Macintosh. The lat est Power Macintosh models that feature video inputs also
include RCA-style audio plugs for stereo audio input.

+ If you try to record but get no recorded sound , t r y to reset the Sound
Monitoring Source option in the Monitors & Sound control panel. If this
doesn't work and you're trying to record from the microphone, mute the
Mac's internal speaker.

+ When you 're recording, record at the sample rate at which the sample will
ultimately be played. One mistake is to create a high-end sound sample, such
as a 16-bit, 22KHz sound, and then downsampte, or reduce the quality, to 8-bit,
11KHz or something similar. This process generally introduces more static
and noise than does recording directly to the lower sample rate.

+ For quality audio that is to be recorded to cassette tape, VHS, CD-R, or digital
audio tape, 16-bit samples are the bare minimum. From there, 11KHz is AM
quality, 22KHz is FM quality, and 44KHz is CD quality. Eight-bit samples are
generally too noisy for anything other than Web broadcast or swapping
between computers. If you find that your recordings seem noisy or full of
static, check to make sure you're recording 16-bit samples.
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Summary
+ Video problems are generally pretty easy to trace, with most of them related
to cabling or power probl ems . Check all your connections carefully. If the
monitor i s getting power but not a picture, it doesn't necessarily mean
something is broken; there's a good chance the problem concerns either an
adapter issue or a software iss ue. There's certainly a bit of voodoo involved
in setting up monitors, especially because Macs try to auto-sense a monitor's
capabilities and adjust accordingly.

+ Monitors can vary in quality and degrade over time. You can also hit the
wrong button or knob and throw the whole thing out of whack. If you're
getting a picture, but it's not a great picture, you'll need to do some fiddling
with the controls to get it in shape, especially if you plan to use the monitor a
lot.

+ Macs with video-input capabilities sometimes experi ence unique problems
associated with video. Most troubling is the introduction of new types of
ports and cabling; you'll want to be careful as you get used to the different
types of connections used for regular and digital video production.

+ Audio production capabilities have been common on Macs for a while, but
recent changes in the OS coupled with classic sound editing problems can
make it seem as though things aren't working as well as they should. Beware
multiple settings. The number of different ways to change volumes in software
and hardware may result in your not hearing a thing even if the volume is
turned all the way up .
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In This Chapter

A

re you wondering why modems and printers are
grouped together in this troubleshoo ting chapter? Well,
it's not only because they both usually have something to do
with the serial port, although that's a good reason. It's actually
because, in my unscientific opinion, printers and modems are
the two devices most likely to fail when you're working toward
a deadline. You've got to get a project out the door, a report
finished, or an invoice sent orr, and your print er or modem
won't work correctly or at all. Th at's why I thought it'd be
convenient to have th em both here, in th e same chapter.
It's too bad these problems can't happen when you're bored
on a Friday afternoon (or, maybe th ey do, and you can't tell
because you're not using your printer or modem). But
whenever th e trouble first st arts, there are usually a few quick
ways to identify th e problem and get back up and running.
Once you've got things working, you should go back and look
into the whole process, just to make sure th ere isn't a more
permanent fix.
In this chapt er I'll discuss printer probl ems- trouble with
printing, printer driver issues, and some basic printer
networking problems - and modem problems- involving
both faxing and Internet access. This chapter also includes
information about the Hayes AT command set th at can help
you dig deeper into your modem's configuration, just in case
you want to.

Printing Problems
Mac-based printers, especially PostScript printers, are really
their own little computers, requiring complex and sometimes
delicate relationships between hardware and software to work
properly. (I suppose I could start ever y section or this book
with "X is a delicate combination or hardware and software"

When you can't print
Problems creating
desktop printing
icons
LaserWriter issues
Make your modem
work

• • • •
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but, aside from networking, this may be more true of printers than nearly a ny other
peripheral.)
That means you'll have the occasional weird problem with printers. Surpris ingly,
printer drivers aren' t nearly as advanced as they might be; certain printer dr ivers
based on the LaserWriter 8 driver offer some interesting options, but the sys tem for
printing to PostScript printers has remained remarka bly the same over the past ten
years. This can make it easier on printer manufacturers and sys tem administrators
who are forced to update printer drivers less frequently, but it can make it tougher
to find a problem that's buried somewhere between the Mac and its printer.
You should, of course, s tart at the beginning. If you can't get your printer to print at
all, you probably have either a software problem or a configuration problem. Once
you eliminate proble ms with the physical configuration, you can move on to
troubleshooting the Chooser, System Folder, and printer drivers to see if the
problem is lurking somewhere in those places.

Printer won't print
More than likely this is a software problem. In the modern Mac OS, a few hurdles
need to be overcome before a printer and a Mac will communicate with one
another; the correct printing extensions need to be loaded, printer drivers need
to be present, and the Chooser needs to be properly configured. Of course, you
s hould make s ure the power and cabling are all set up correctly, too.
It's unlikely that you'll have mysterious printing problems, assuming all your
printing extensions a nd software are turned on according to the instructions in
Chapter 15. At a baJe minimum, you need a printe r driver loaded (in the Exte nsions
folder when the Mac starts up), and you need to have that printer chosen in the
Chooser. If the printe r is connected using Ethernet or LocaiTalk cabling, you'll want
to have AppleTalk turned on in the Chooser (and the cabling type selected in the
Apple Talk or Network control panel) as well.

_,.
Note

With that much set up, at a minimum you'll receive an error message that gives you
a decent idea of wha t the printer's complaints are. From there, you can
troubleshoot the particular error message to see what you s hould do.
Trial-and-error troubleshooting is the most frustrating type: Plug in the device, test it,
plug it somewhere else, test it. It's important to walk away and take a break occasionally when things aren't working. Kee p focused on e liminating the possibilities
and identifying the problem. It may help to closely document everything you do with
a pencil and notepad. Sometimes there's a mystical, magical combination that will
work, so pay attention to what you're doing - you may want to do it again at some
point in the future.
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Error: Printer can't be found
You could get a variety of slightly different error messages depending on what
extension is handling your print job (the Print Monitor, Desktop Print Monitor), or if
background printing has been turned off. In any case, the error messages are all
trying to say pretty much the same thing: The printer can't be found.
Probably the first thing is to check the printer's power and try printing again. If you
didn't turn the printer on quickly enough and/or allow it to warm up, you may get
this message. Laser printers especially can take a minute or two to warm up. If you
chose the Print command soon after (or just before) powering up the printer, the
Mac OS may have caught the printer when it was not quite awake.
Here's a quick rundown of the things to check if you receive either no error
message or a "Printer can't be found" message, and the problem isn't a warm-up
issue:
+Is everything plugged in? Check to make sure your printer is getting power
from the wall socket or surge protector and that your printer is properly
connected via Loca!Talk, Ethernet, or directly to the printer port. Make sure
you're using the same port you've selected in the Chooser. Check Chapter 15
if you're not sure how your printer should be connected to your Mac or
network. If you have a serial switch box, make sure it's correctly dialed so
that the printer is active. Also, make sure you're using Loca!Talk cabling for
Loca!Talk connections and a printer cable for a QuickDraw printer.

+ Is everything turned on? Make sure the printer is turned on, if necessary. If you
have a switch box for your printer port, make sure it's correctly cabled and
switched for using the printer. If your printer is jammed or has an error, fix the
problem and reset the printer or cycle the printer's power. PostScript printers
can crash, so it's always an okay idea to switch the power off and on to reset a
printer if it seems to be causing trouble.

+ Is the printer configured correctly? On non-Apple printers especially, you'll
probably be able to choose a mode for the printer, particularly if the printer
can switch between networking architectures or protocols, or if the printer
can switch between PostScript and PCL compatibility. Make sure the printer is
on the same page (so to speak) as the rest of your setup. Usually you'll make
these choices either with dials and settings on the back of the printer or with
an LCD screen and buttons on the front of the printer.

+ Is the Chooser correctly configured? First, make sure your printer appears in
the Chooser. If it doesn't, check the Extensions Manager to ensure the printer
driver is included in the Extensions folder at startup. If your printer is there,
click it to make sure it's selected, and then check to see if the correct port or
connection is selected on the right-hand side. If you have a LaserWriter or
compatible printer, make sure the LaserWriter driver is selected on the left
side of the Chooser and that the printer's name appears on the right side.
Select the printer name, if you haven't already. If the printer is connected via
AppleTalk, check that AppleTalk is active in the Chooser.
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+Is the deslaop printer worl~ing correctly? If th e desktop printer isn't hi ghlighted
with a thick, black border, it's not the currently selected printer. Sel ect i t in
the Chooser, or delete t he desktop printer i con and create a new one.

+ Are the necessary extensions present? In the Extensions Manager, check that
your printer driver is selected to load, as well as t he Desktop Print ing
Extensi on and the Print Monitor (both are necessar y if you're using Mac OS
7.6 and above and an Apple printer). If your pri nt er has its own Print Monitor
(such as t he HP Print M onitor), make sure it is selected to load in the
Extensions Manager.
The "Print er can't be found" er ror message usually suggests some fundamental
problem, such as th e pr inter driver is missing or the Mac is simply confused by
your request t o print because no printer is correctly assigned - the Chooser is
misconfigured in some way. You may have inadvertently chosen the modem inst ead
of the printer port in the Chooser, for instance. This may al so suggest t hat t he
printer is turned off or not wired correctly. Check all of these things. If you can get
to the point where you've selected the printer in th e Chooser and were able t o
activate it without incident, you've succeeded.
How do you know if y ou've successfully chosen the printer ? You will see t he
"Change Page Setup" m essage as you leave th e Chooser (see Figure 26-1). This is
the key to l ove and happiness in your printer r elationship; if you see t his message,
you will most likely be able to print.

Vou hftvc chonoed your current
l>rlnter. Ple ase choose "Pn ge Setup ..."
In nil ofthe op en nppll cntlons.

Figure 26-1: If you've successfully
chosen the printer, this message
will appear after you close the
Chooser's window.

If you aren't able t o sel ect the pr inter in the Chooser successfully, you may have a
corrupted printer d river or corrupted PRAM settings. Here are a few more
desperate measures to try:

1. Try resetting PRAM first. That may enable you to choose the pr inter in the
Chooser.
2. If zapping PRAM doesn't work, try reinstalling y our printer 's driver software
from the Mac OS CD or from floppies you received with the printer.
3. If you have a QuickDraw printer, strip down your connections so that the
printer i s the o nly serial device connected t o the Mac (remove other port
connections, switch boxes, and so on), and t est the printer again.
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4. For a LocalTalk printer, check for proper connec tions, LocalTalk terminatio n,
networking problems, printer driver trouble or Chooser misconfiguration. Try
another printer cable or LocalTalk transceiver.
5. If the printer is connected via Ethernet, troubleshoot your Ethernet network
as described in Chapter 27.
6. If this still doesn't help, you may need to clean install the Mac OS, install your
printer drivers, and try printing again.
Other suggestions include making sure you have the latest ver si on of the printer
driver necessary for your printer ; visit the manufacturer 's Web site to find out. The
printer driver may also be corru pt, requiring that you copy a new version to the
Extensions folder.

~
Note

You can also try to set up and print to another printer (which proves the serial port
is functional) and/or print to the problem printer using a different serial port
(which proves th e printer works). If you don't seem to be having any trouble with
the printer or the port, you can trace the problem back to a software issue and dive
into your System Folder to find the problem.
In past Mac OS versions, it was possible to load QuickDraw GX when installing the
operating system, which would force you to use only QuickDraw GX printers in the
Chooser. If you can't seem to find the printer drivers you've installed for your printer
(or can only find drivers that have "GX" in the name), you'll need to uninstall
QuickDraw GX. You can use your Mac OS installation CD to selectively uninstall
QuickDraw GX (see Chapter 33 for more on selective uninstalls).

Error: Printer port is in use
A " Port is in use" message suggests you've either attempted t o print to a port that
is being used by your modem, scanner, or a similar device, or you've t r ied t o print
to a crashed printer port or a connection that , through a switch box, i sn't designed
for a printer.
Here are the st eps for dealing with this problem:

1. If you have a switch box, that's the place to start - switch to the printer 's
setting and try again. (Wi th some printers you may need to res tart your Mac.)
2. Next, check th e Chooser. It's possible you've either chosen the wrong printer
driver or your printer driver is set up to print to th e wrong port. Check to see
if you need to set the printer back to the printer port.
3. You may also have Appl eTalk active and LocalTalk chosen as your networking
architecture in the Apple Talk or Network control panel while trying to
connect to a QuickDraw printer. (PowerBooks behave slightly differently see Chapter 29 for a discussion of printer/ modem port issues on a
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PowerBook.) With Appl eTalk and LocalTalk active, you can 't connect to the
Printer port directly, so your printer driver will default to the Modem port.
Turn off AppleTalk, and then point your printer driver back at the Printer
port. (If you have a QuickDraw printer, you'll encounter this problem
whenever you zap PRAM or remove the PRAM battery.)
4. If you use a Teleport, GeoPort or any other modem that requires a control
panel, check to make sure it isn't active on the port you're trying to print to.
Check oth er control panels for serial devices such as fax controller s, scanner
software, and other software drivers t o make sure they aren't set to control
the wrong port (see Figure 26-2).
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Figure 26-2: The PaperPort is an
example of a control panel that can
take over the serial port without
evidence of that fact in the
Chooser.
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5. Make sure you don't have any docking software for personal digital assistants
(such as a Newton or Palm Pilot) or classroom docking (for an eMate) running
on that port. You may need to shut down the docking ser ver software or a
LocalTalk server if one is running.
6. If you've had t rouble with the printer just before receiving the error m essage,
it's possible the printer driver or part of the Mac OS has crashed, effectively
hanging the port itself. In t his case, you should try restarting the Mac t o clear
the port. If this doesn't wor k you may need t o use a program like Reset Seri al
Port (on the included CD-ROM) or you might need to zap PRAM.
7. If all this fails, test the printer on the Modem port and see if it works. If it
does, there's a chance t he Printer port is bad; after you've managed t o print a
test page to the other port, try to switch back t o the Printer port. Don't forget
to test with another cable or set of cables, too.
You might also try a clean install of the OS and a minimum configuration designed
to tes t the printing subsystem only. Load nothing but Apple extensions and any
other s necessary for your printer, and then try again t o print. If it works,
troubl eshoot your initial set of extensions.
If you get all the way through these steps (and the previous section's steps), you
may feel confident that you can attribute the problem to a bad serial port. Although
it's rare, plugging and unplugging the printer while the Mac is powered could cause
this to happen, as could plugging in a cable that isn't designed for the port. The
port could also go due to an electricity surge, static electricity discharge, or some
other freakish and unfortunat e series of events.
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~
Note

We're focused on the printer port right in this section, but surges through a modem
due to an unprotected phone line connection (many surge protectors will also protect phone cabling) can easily burn out a modem and any serial port to which it was
connected. If you're trying to use the modem port for printing, or you have reason to
believe a modem was connected to the port you're trying to use and was affected by
an electrical surge, the port may be broken, resulting in the error message.

PostScript errors
PostScript errors appear to be caused by only a few differe nt factors most of the
time: corruption, bugs, or conflicts. (These are the problems that typically affict all
software, as discussed in Chapter 30.) Corrupt documents and corrupt fonts can
cause trouble, bugs in the printer drive r can cause PostScript errors, and conflicts
between applications a nd the version of PostScript in you r printer can cause
problems.
Here are a few common reasons you'll get PostScript errors:

+ A "Time out" error message may result if you send multiple copies of a
document to print in the background, especially if the documents are
complex. Try printing them one at a time or turn off background printing
(printing will the n take over the Mac's interface until the printer is done).
+ A PostScript error will occur if you create a PostScript document (print to
file), and then try to print that document on a less sophisticated printer. (This
can also be true of Adobe Acrobat PDF files and similar documents generated
at the level 2 standard.) For instance, some modern p rinters use PostScript
level 2 or 3 instructions that an older, PostScript level 1 printer can't handle.
+ Too many options selected, pages set too wide or tall, or other problems in
the Page Setup dialog box (such as odd or unsupported paper s izes) can
result in PostScript errors.
+ Allowing unlimited downloadable fonts either in an application's Page Setup,
in the printer's PPD file (in the Chooser, when setting up the printer) , or in the
Apple Printer Utility can cause PostScript errors, as can using many different
fonts in a particular document.
+A corrupt fon t can cause e rrors-PostScript or otherwise-that you may be
able to pin down (especially if you notice which documents generate errors,
and what font they have in common).
If you've recently changed something on your Mac (such as the Mac OS version,
your printer drive r, or the fonts you use) or if you're printing a particularly complex
document, you may run into one of the leading causes of PostScript errors - lack of
RAM. If you get a PostScript error and half a printed s heet, for instance, too little
RAM is a good bet.
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You might also need more RAM if you 're experiencing a rash of tiny PostScript
problems, especially if you've begun printing more complex documents, changed
your printer dr iver, or inst alled a newer version of th e Mac OS. It's not uncommon
to need a RAM upgrade after a few years of service, especially if your particul ar
printer model was a little stingy on RAM in the first place. (Check your printer
documentation first and make sure it can accept more memory. You should also
check to see if the printer has any special memory compression schemes that need
to be enabled. If these become disabled, it could cause errors.) You should add
RAM or print less complex documents with fewer images, graphics, and/or fonts.
Web

For more on PostScript, see Adobe's PostScript pages at I·JWiv . ad obe . com/
prodind ex /pos tscript/main.html . For help with PostScript errors, try
ht tp: I Ids . di a 1. pi pex . com/ qui te l er r or s . ht mfrom Quite Software.

Freezes and crashes
You may find that your Mac consistently freezes or crashes when you go to print a
document. Generally, this is a sign of corruption somewhere in the system. The fi rst
t hing to check is whether the trouble stems from a corrupt document, a problem
with background printing or a corru pt preferences file.
Here are some of the symptoms to look out for:

+ Corrupt document. When printing, you get an error message, but the
message al so t ells you to try again. If the error message pops back up almost
immediately, the document may be corrupt. Thi s can al so be indicated by a
document that sits in the queue for a long time when it's supposed to be
printed or a document that can't be removed from the queue for some reason.
To get rid of a problem document, open the PrintMonitor Documents folder in
the System Folder and drag the document to the Trash. Of you' re using a
desktop printer icon, you can double-click it, and then drag the document
from the queue to the Trash.)

+ Background printing. If your Mac crashes in response to a movement of the
mouse or a stroke of the keyboard while printing in t he background, you may
have some sort of background printing conflict. Isolate this problem by
turning background printing off in t he Chooser and trying to print again. (If
there is another crash, it's likely a corrupt document.) If you have no t rouble
wi th regular printing, there's a background printing probl em. First, check to
make sure your hard drive hasn't filled up. (Background printing requires that
the file be saved to the hard drive, and then fed to the printer.) Also, try
increasing PrintMonitor's memory using the Get Info command. If all else fai ls,
try a clean install of th e Mac OS or a selective install of the PrintMonitor.

+ Preferences file. A lthough corruption in a preferences file can manifest itsel f
in many ways, the most likely manifestation is the most bizarre-the printer
tries to print in odd ways, selections in the Prin t dialog don't seem to stay
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current, or the printer crashes regardless of wheth er or not background
printing is turned on . The fix is t o delet e the Printer Prefs file or folder from
the Preferences folder. If your printer is a non-A pple prin ter and/or an
inkjet, the preferences file may have a different name (usually sim ilar to
the print er 's name).
Other things can affect these seemingly r andom crashes and freezes, including
trouble with the desktop file, corruption or fragmentati on on the drive, and a lack
of Mac OS system RAM (or a fragmentati on of RAM resulting from running the Mac
for a long time without a restar t). You can also suspect the printer 's driver if it's
aging or the printer 's RAM, especially H the problems occur with more compl ex
pages.

Desktop printing issues
With Mac OS 7.6 desktop printing became popular and, in Mac 8.0 and above,
desktop printer s became even more closely integrated w ith the Mac OS. If you're
using these versions of the OS, it's very common t o see people by passing the
Chooser altogether in favor of desktop pr inter s. However, wi t h t his newfound
popularity hav e come some headaches that might still not be complet ely resolved.
Desktop printing is certainly convenient, and it offers a more useful and interesting
metaphor than the Chooser does. But it can cause some troubl e, too, by
introducing another layer of complexity .

.,/
Note

At the time of writing, desktop printing is limited to Post Script printers that use th e
LaserWriter driver and Stylewriter inkjets. At some point in the future, third-party
printers should w ork as desktop printers.

Problems creating a desktop printer icon
Creating a desktop pr inter icon is fairly simple in most cases: You need to have t he
Desktop Printing ext ensions (Desktop Print Spooler and Des ktop PrintMonitor)
active, and then y ou simply choose a pr inter in th e Chooser. If ev erything goes well,
the Mac will automatically create a desktop printer icon for the printer -in Mac OS
8 and above, a desktop printer icon is required unless desktop printing is inactive.
You should also be able t o throw away the icon at any t ime; j ust drag i t to t he
Trash. The OS will automatically create a new printer icon for t he desktop. If you
have t rouble with t his pr ocess, it coul d be a sign that t he desktop pr int er is
corrupted or some other part o f t he system has gotten clogged. Indicators include
the following:

+ Nothing happens wh en you choose the Print command in your applications.

+ The printer queue seems t o hang or causes the mach ine to freeze when trying
to print a document.
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+ Crashes, errors, or freezes occur when you drag a document to the desktop
printer icon.

+ Error messages are gener ated by printing, including a message that says a
document "lsn 't a valid print file."

+ "Printer not found" message appears.
+ Desktop printer icon appears as a regular fold er icon on the desktop.
+ Arter choosing a printer in the Chooser, a desktop printer icon isn't created.
Isolate desktop printing
The errors just listed point to a couple possible problems - usually corruption in
the printer preferences, a corrupt desktop printer or a document t hat is hanging
the print queue. (After a system crash, a document m ay be only half printed, thus
causing problems.) The key to pinpointing a desktop printing error is to
successfully print without desktop printing active. If that works, you've narrowed
down the problem.
Here's how to isolate desktop printing:

I. Open the Extensions Manager (if you were for ced to restart the Mac, hold
down the spacebar to open the Extensions Manager before the Mac OS starts
up). In the Extensions Manager, disable Desktop PrintMonitor and Desktop
Print Spooler. Of you're using Mac OS 7.x, you'll need to turn off the Desktop
Printing Extension, too.)
2. Start th e Mac up as normal.
3. In t he Chooser, make sure the correct printer is chosen.
4. Print a test document.

If this works, t here's a good chance the desktop printing preferences are corrupt,
an unprinted document is hanging the desktop printing software or something has
become misconfigured.

Desktop printer solutions
Desktop printer corruption generally 111anifests itself as a printer that just won't
print; there are no error messages and no indication of printing. Everything is
configured cor rectly, t he wiring is good, and th e Chooser is happy, but the
document disappear s out of the desktop printer's window without a trace. (You
may occasionally get an error message that says "Desktop printer unknown error 192 at 18" or another one in plainer language that suggest s you have a corrupt
document blocking the queue.)
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If you suspec t a corrupt deskt op printer, th e eas ies t thin g to tr y is to dump the
desktop printer icon in the Tras h. If desktop printing has been reactivated, th e Mac
will create another icon, and you can try to print again. If not , then you can
reactivate desktop printing and create a new printer as outlined pr eviously.
If your problems are mor e gr ave, you may need to jump into your system and
delete some pot entially corrupt preferences fil es and the print queue. Not e that
desktop printing should be disabled for this to work. Here's what to get rid of:

I. Drag all your desktop printers to the Trash .
2. Open the Preferences folder in your System Folder and trash the Printing
Prefs fo lder. (You might want to take a look inside the fol der before trashing it;
it contains some templates and watermark fil es that you might want to hold
onto. Of course, you can reinstall t hese by reinstalling desktop printing from
your Mac OS CD.)
3. In the System Fol der, locate th e PrintMoni tor Documents folder and drag it to
the Trash .
4. If you're working with Mac OS 8, you should head t o the Ext ensions Disabled
folder and invoke the Get In fo command on the Desktop PrintMonitor icon.
Add 100 kil obytes to the minimum and preferred sizes boxes. On later
versions of the OS, this shouldn't be a problem.)
5. Go into the Extensions Manager and check the Des ktop PrintMonitor and
Desktop Print Spooler extensions so that they' ll load.
6. Restart and ho ld down 00-0 ption until the Mac st arts up and rebuilds the
desktop file.
Now restart t he M ac with the Desktop Printing extension enabled . When your Mac's
it isn't, go
desktop appears, the desktop printer icon may be c reated for you.
into the Chooser and choose th e printer you'd like to use. When you close the
Chooser, it'll create th e desktop icon.) Print as usual.

or

If you continue to have probl ems, you should suspect that th er e's something wrong
with the Mac OS itsel f. You might try a quick upgrad e of your current OS or look for
new printer driver s - check your printer manufacturer 's Web site and the Apple
Tech Info library ( tl Lt p : I It i l . in ro . a pp 1e . c om/ ) for more advice. (You might
try searching with the text " Desktop Print''.) If necessar y, a clean inst allation of the
OS may prove helpful.
There are some known issues with des ktop printing, including various pro blems
with Quickdraw GX and some specific App le printer s (especi ally those based on
Hewlett-Packard technology, such as th e Color Stylewriter 4100 and 4500). Desktop
printing requires the Shared Libr ary Manager to work correc tly, and it won't work
at all if Ext ensions hav e been d isabled .
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Desktop printing is helpful and convenient, but I w ouldn't hesitate to disable it it you
need to print immediately and you' re up against a deadline. You can print through
the Chooser as normal, and then fix desktop printing later.

The endless loop Error

.

In Mac OS 8.0 (and perhaps earlier - Apple isn't too clear in this case), it's possible for a
bug in desktop printing to create an endless loop error. Your desktop printer tells you it's
trying to print an invalid printer file, and recommends that you drag the file to your desktop.
When you do, it copies the file back to its queue and complains again.
This is what's happened: Desktop printing has accidentally mistaken the hidden directory
on your hard drive called Desktop folder for the hidden directory on your hard drive
designed to hold desktop printing queued documents. Desktop printing works by constantly monitoring a particular hidden folder on your drive. When it erroneously decides
that the Desktop folder is the desktop printing folder, suddenly it sees a bunch of files on
the desktop that seem to be destined for printing.
This is a tough error to deal with. According to Apple's Tech Info Library, here's the solution:

1. Restart the Mac using the Disk Tools floppy. You can't start up with a CD-ROM,
because that automatically Jocks the Desktop folder.

l . Make a new folder in your Mac's main hard drive window.
3. Drag all the icons that are on your desktop (except for the hard drive, floppy disk,
and T icons) into this new folder.

4. Restart the Macintosh with the hard drive as the startup disk.
5. Go to the Chooser from the Apple menu and select another printer. It does not
matter which printer you choose, as you are simply choosing another printer to
force the Macintosh to create another desktop pri nter.
This should create a new desktop printer and put things back on track.

LaserWriter issues
For most of your Pos tScript printing you'll use the LaserWriter 8 printer driver that
Apple includes w ith the Mac OS, even if your pr inter isn 't Apple-branded . Instead of
using a separ ate driver, different PostScrip t printer s use a special PostScript Printer
Description (PPD) file that enables the Mac to differen tiate any special capabilit ies
of the printer. It's a little bi t of a hack j ob (it doesn't quite make sense for non-Apple
printers t o use a driver called th e LaserWriter driver) , but i t works w ell most of the
time.
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You will, however, encounter a couple of problems specific to the LaserWriter
dr iver. The LaserWriter preferences file can become corrupt, resulting in troubles
such as Pos tScript errors, inability to pick the right paper size, and some other
seemingly bizarre problems. In this case, you should remove both the LaserWriter
8.x Prefs file and the Parsed PPDs folder from the Printing Prefs folder in the
Preferences folder. (If you find a preference file for an older v ersion of LaserWriter
8, you can delete that one as well.)
If you receive Type 15 errors with a desktop printer and the LaserWriter driver,
it's possible that you've disabled the AppleScript and Finder Scripting extensions,
which are necessary for proper operation. Reinstall them from your Mac OS CD or
re-enable them in the Extensions Manager. You may also need to drag your desktop
printer icons t o the Trash to reinitialize them .
Web

Check your Read Me files (regarding the Mac OS, Mac OS Printing, and the
LaserWriter driver) as well as search the Apple Tech Info Library (htt p: I It i 1 .
i nfo. a pp 1e . com/) if you believe you're having trouble with the LaserWriter driver.
There are a number of known issues involving applications and specific printer models that can be fixed or worked around.

Printer maintenance
The printer hardware itself needs a little care to keep it working at its best. Aside
from driver s, queues, and errors, you'll also w ant to look at some of the physical
components of printing, including paper, toner, and ro ller s.
Here are some hints for keeping printers workin g:

+ You can clean the outside of a printer with basic detergent and water and a
lightly moistened clot h (you should power th e printer down and unplug it,
just to be safe), but don 't use an ammonia-based cleaning product.

+ Be careful what you put in a laser printer. Don't print to non-laser label sheets,
envelopes, stickers, name tags, or other sheet-fed items that use glues. The
laser printer heats up t oner and paper, causing normal label products t o m elt
or leave glue on the inside of the printer.

+

Only print on overhead slides designed for a laser printer. Regular acetate
slides will melt inside the printer mechanism .

+ Laser printers are usually designed

to print to at least 20-lb bonds, prefer ably
paper designed for laser printers (or copiers, in many cases) . Avoid incredibly
inexpensive paper that may be too fine and dusty. The pick-up gear can
attrac t dust from cheap paper, whi ch, eventually affects the paper's path
through the printer ( or the printer may not pick up th e paper well or at all,
just spinning and complaining of paper jams).
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+ The rollers in your printer can be refurbished if you've had your printer for a
while and it doesn't pull paper through well or reliably. Have the printer
serviced.
+ Adhere closely to atmospheric and temperature requirements for LaserWri ter
printers. Humidity and t emperature can affect print qual!ty and reliability. In
really dry climates, it's important to have your printer serviced and cleaned
regularly; look inside the printer to see if toner is flying around inside. Pages
may end up gray or blotched with toner as a result.
+ Color LaserWriters can exhibit a purple haze that resu lts from colored toners
spraying and collecting inside the prin ter. Have the printer cleaned and
serviced.
+ Color output problems? You may not have ColorSync correctly con fi gured
(assuming you're using a ColorSync-capable printer) . Open t he ColorSync
control panel and indicate what sort of monitor you're using. If yours isn't
listed, check your monitor manufacturer's Web site or customer service
center for a Col orSync profile. (ColorSync profiles are stored in the Colorsync
Profiles fo lder in your Mac's Preferences folder.)
+ Duplex (two-sided) printing (and printing to paper that already has a laserprinted side) can be tough on laser printers, because the toner t hat 's already
on the page can cause trouble with the paper path and can flake or dust off.
Consider alternatives to duplex printing or weigh the advantages (saved
paper) with the potential need to have the printer serviced more quickly. You
should also get an opinion on this matter from the manufacturer or your
printer's manual, if it concerns you. (I would encourage you to have used
recycled white paper, however, even if you decide not to duplex print.)
+With inkjet printers, don't power down with the switch on your surge
protector or other power strip. Instead, shut the Mac and printer down as
normal. Inkjet printers have to go through a purge-and-store routine (where it
cl eans out the inkjet cartridge and moves it to a storage position) when
cyclin g through the power-d own phase. If you pull the plug on it, it won' t go
through this routine.

Troubleshooting printer. output
If you think your laser printer isn't giving you the output you deserve, you should analyze its
printed pages to determine what might be wrong. In general, only two problems occur with
laser printers: an excess of toner and an absence of toner. If your page is generally lighter
than normal (and no setting has been changed in your Page Setup dialog box or in setup
options for your printer using the Chooser or the printer's own controls), it's possible that
you're simply running out of toner. If you pull the toner cartridge and shake it gently from
side to side, and then print with better results, that's a definite warning sign; you'll be needing new toner soon.
(continued)
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(continued)

If extra markings are showing up on your page, you should determine if those markings are
horizontal or vertical. Vertical problems (for instance, an unbroken line that runs down the
entire front of the page) suggest there's something in the paper's path that's blocking the
output or creating trouble. (You can try opening the printer to see if some sort of blockage
is causing trouble.) Horizontal problems (like dots, splotches or lines that recur every few
inches) suggest something wrong with an internal element - the toner cartridge, the fuser
roller. You can troubleshoot this by trying another toner cartridge (although this may be an
expensive choice) or by having the printer looked at by a technician.

Font troubles
Fonts are the files on your Mac that describe the appearance of text in your
applications (on the screen) and to your printer. Times, Helveti ca, Garamond, and
others are all fonts that need to be described so that both the Mac's screen and any
attached printers know what they'r e supposed to look like. So, small font files are
kept in the Fonts fo lder in your Mac's System Folder to tell it how t o create certain
character s in certain styl es .
Your Mac can use three different types of fonts to gener ate text and symbols on the
printed page - bitmap fonts , TrueType fonts, and PostScript fonts. Th ese three
types behave in slightly different w ays, resulting in differences between how they
look on screen and how they print. If you're having trouble with jagged fonts (eith er
on screen or when printed), you' ll want to t ake a closer look at your fonts.
Here's a quick discussi on of the different t ypes of fonts:

+ Bitmapped fonts. T hese are t he original fonts used o n the Macintosh, and
they are considered rather limited these days. The exact nature of the font is
described in thi s sort of font file, meaning you need to have a different font fi le
for ever y different size of a bitmapped font. A font family of bit mapped fonts
w ould feature the one font in many different sizes. If you choose a bitmapped
font in a size for which you don't have an exact font descripti on, the r esult
will be jagged. Bitmapped fon ts aren't used much for print ing any more and
should be avoided, although t hey 're sometim es used t o create the text you
see on screen.

+ PostScript fonts. These were the original outline fonts, a t echnology that
enables a font t o be scaled by the computer to look good at th e point size you
choose for the font. Instead of simply consulting a bitmap image of the font, a
Pos tScript font includes a math ematical description of the font t hat can t hen
be scaled as needed. PostScript fonts are sometimes called p rinter fo nts
because they 'r e really designed t o describe o utput on a printer, not on screen.
Originally, bitmapped fonts were used as a st and-in for PostScript fonts when
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displayed on screen; these days, Adobe Type Manager (a control panel for
your Mac) is r esponsible for generating good-looking screen fonts from the
PostScript printer description fonts on your hard drive.
Adobe Type Manager is included with Adobe Acrobat, which can be installed from the
CD-ROM included with this book.

+ TrueType fonts. This technology (codeveloped by Apple and Microsoft) was
Apple's answer t o Pos tScript when it became cl ear in the mid-to-late 1980s
that PostScript was a huge hit among Macintosh professionals. TrueType is an
outline font t echnology, but it's also a hybrid font technology that works both
for screen fonts and printer fonts. This makes TrueType very easy to w ork
with, because no speci al control panels, extra bitmapped fonts, or other
workarounds are necessar y - you just dro p the font file in the Font fol der and
get to work. By this same token TrueType fonts enable QuickDraw printer s to
work, as a QuickDraw printer won't natively support PostScript.
When you look at a standard Mac font-size menu, you may notice something
interesting that you hadn't before - some of the font sizes are out lines, and some of
them are in regular black text. The outlined fon ts are t hose for which your Mac can
display an accurate point si ze; the other s will appear jagged on screen. If ever y font
si ze is outlined, you 've got a TrueType font selec ted. If it's PostScript and you have
ATM active, you may see some point sizes that aren't outlined, but they'll still look
okay on screen.
It's possible for a font to become corrupt and cause problems for your Mac. Check
Chapter 32 for a discussion of corrupt fonts.

Font doesn't appear in menus

~
Note

If you've recently added fonts to your Mac, regardless of the type, they won't show
up in your application's Fonts menu until you've restarted the applicati on. (In fact,
it's best t o add fonts while no other applications are running. And if you have an
extensions or font management program, you sho uld probably r estart your Mac
after installing new fonts.) All you need to do is quit any open applications and
restart them to see the new fonts. You'll also find th at you can't move fonts out of
the Fonts folder until you've quit all applications and are running just the Finder.
If you shut everything down and your Mac still won't let you move fonts around, you
may need to startup your Mac and hold down the Shift key to disable extensions (or
hold down the Shift key after the extensions have loaded to disable Startup Items).
There may be a background application running that's confusing the Mac. Or, the Mac
might just need to be restarted before it will release the Font fo lder to you.
You may be over your limit and have too many fonts in your Fonts folder (you're
only allowed 128 fonts and font suitcases, not including PostScript fonts). If this is
the case, some of th e fonts will drop out of your Fonts menu. You can get around
this limitation by grouping like fonts together in font suitcases.
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To create a suitcase, make a duplicate of an existing suitcase in the Fonts menu
(suitcases hav e icon s that look just like-what else? -suitcases) . Rename it
"master" and double-click it t o open it. Now, clear out this duplicate suitcase of all
its fonts. Close it up and store it in a safe place on your hard drive; y ou 'll w ant to
use it as a template for creating suitcases in the Fonts folder.
To clean up the Font folder, create a n ew, empty suitcase (by cr eat ing a duplicate
of your mas ter suitcase) and drag it to the Fonts folder. Give the suitcase a name
for the particular font family you're going to group together - "Times,'' for inst ance.
Now, just drag all the bitmapped or TrueType fonts that you want to include in thi s
suitcase onto the suitcase icon, and they'll b e stored in the suitcase just as if it
w ere a subfolder. Th e difference is, all the included fonts are still available to y our
applications (you may need t o restart your Mac before it will recognize the new font
folder).

_,;
Note

So suitcases help yo u get b eyond the 128 font limit, but they' re also useful for
m anaging your fonts. You can use a font management program , such as Suitcase
from Symantec (www . syma nt ec . com/) or Master Juggler from Alsoft
(vMVJ . a l soft. com) to sw ap your font suitcases in and out, depending on the
application you plan to use. If you hav e many, m any fonts , you can use suitcases to
group together the fonts y ou use for a part icular application (yo ur memo fonts
versus your ar ti sti c fonts) and h ave them put in the Fonts folder by your font
management program only when it's necessary for y ou t o use them. This speeds up
the system overall as w ell as the launching of individual applicati ons. It m ay ev en
help y our Font m enu t o appear more quickly in your applications.
Rearranging your fonts into suitcases is also an opportunity for a similar housekeeping chore - deciding which bitmapped fonts to keep. (These fonts usually include a
number at the end suggesting their point size- Times 12.) You can get rid of any of
them for which you have corresponding TrueType fonts. If you use PostScript, you
need one bitmapped font in the same family for use by ATM; otherwise, getting rid of
them all should not be a problem. If you're nervous, just move them out of your Font
folder and into another folder on your Mac for a while. If nothing bad results, toss
them in the Trash.
One oth er reason why you may not be seeing y our fonts is they 've b een stored in a
subfolder of the Fonts menu instead of a font suitcase. Fonts and font suitcases
should be stored directly in the Fonts folder, n ot elsewh ere in t he Syst em Folder.

Jagged font appearance
If your font appear s jagged on the screen, you should check to see if you're using a
bitmapped font (you can look up the font name in the Fonts folder), which, in most
cases, you simply sh ouldn't do . Choose a TrueType or Post Script font inst ead,
because a jagged bitmapped font will look bad when printed . In fact , a good way to
test this i s to go ah ead and print; if the output is jagged, you 're using a bitmapped
font. Choose a different font.
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But what if the font looks jagged on screen but prints beautifully? In that case,
you're using a PostScript font and ATM isn't turned on (or you don't have ATM).
With PostScript fonts, the associated bitmapped font is used on screen, even if you
don't have the exact point size of the bitmapped font in ques tion. The Mac will just
scale the bitmapped font to fit, making things look jagged. Remember, though, that
the bitmapped font i s just a stand-in for th e PostScript font, which will describe
v ery accurately what you w ant to a PostScript printer. The result will be a goodlooking printed font. To work around this you can do one of two things: install ATM
or install a TrueType version of the font.
TrueType fonts will never give you either problem- both the screen version and
the printed v ersion will look fine. And, TrueType fonts can offer another benefit. If
you have a TrueType font installed that's part of the same family as a bitmapped
font or a PostScript font (for example, Times), you'll never run into jagged text.
The reason is simple: The Mac tends to gravitate toward the best looking output in
both circumstances. When the Mac wants to display a font on screen, it will look for
the ri ght size bitmapped font. If it doesn't find it, though, it'll display a matching
TrueType font. (If it doesn't find a TrueType font and ATM isn't active, only then will
it try to resize a bitmapped font.)

_,;
Note

The same sort of thing is true for printing fonts. If you hav e a PostScript printer,
the printer will try to print a built-in PostScript font first. If it doesn't have the font
that you're requesting built in (most of these printers have about 35 common
fonts built into them), the printer will download the Post Script font from your Font
directory. If it can't find a PostScript font, it'll load a TrueType font in the family
you've reques ted. Only after all these other attempts fail will the printer print a
bitmapped font. If the printer is a QuickDraw printer, it'll try to print TrueType
fonts, and then PostScript fonts (generated by ATM) , and then it'll give up and
use a bitmapped font.
Note that, aside from making PostScript fonts look good on screen, ATM can also be
used to print PostScript fonts to a QuickDraw printer. (The printer doesn't natively
support PostScript, only TrueType, but ATM can generate a TrueType-compatible font.)

Wrong font
There are a few other issues that might crop up with your fonts. Most of these have
to do with missing fonts or missing parts of a font family that should be stored in
your Fonts folder. If you can, try reinst alling your fonts when things otherwise seem
confusing or contradictory. Here are some basic font probl ems:

+ Displayed font is wrong.

Usually this happens when you l oad a document that
you've received from someone else or off the Internet; the document's author
used a font you don't have on your Mac. Your best bet is to either find and
install that font (you may have to buy it) or reformat the document with a new
font. If you do have that font on your system, just reformat the document using
that font. Sometimes the font's ID number can change (from Mac to Mac),
causing your application to believe that you don't have the necessary font. If
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you're using Adobe Acrobat or a similar document vi ew er, it's probably set to
substitute a reasonably similar font. If it looks good enough, stick with it.

+ Printed font is wrong.

This can be a little more ominous. If you use a Pos tScript
printer, make sure the printer isn't set up so that fonts can be substituted
(usually an option in the PPD setup window or using the Apple Printer Utility).
You may also not have enough memory in your printer. If nei ther of t hese
seems accurate, th e font file itself may be corrupt; try reinstalling the font.

Modem Troubleshooting
In Chapter 16, I discussed how modems work and what you need to do to install
one. I also walked you through some of the basics of setting up an Internet
connection. Configuration is a big part of most troubl eshooting when it comes to
getting online. As ide from determining that a m odem has been struck by an
electrical surge, you sh ould find that your modem works just fine most of the time.
There are some exceptions to that, however. One really good thing to know about
your modem is how much of it exists as a physical device and how much of it is
implemented in software. It may sound like a silly thing to know, but GeoPort
adapters, Global Vlllage modems, and some internal Apple modems have come to
rely highly on software compared to some other models, and this can make a strong
difference in the way you troubleshoot the device. This also presents something of
a Catch-22. A good Apple modem is a great device to have in your system, because
it integr ates so well with the rest of the machine. A third-party modem (such as
many Boca Research, Motorola, USRobotics, and Supra modems) is more likely to
rely on hardware for all its operations, making it a lot easi er to troubleshoot.
In this section you'll take a look at both ty pes of modems, along with some
troubleshoot ing for a GeoPort device. I'll then discuss some common problems
with Internet connections.

Modem doesn't work
The first thing you want to isolate w ith a modem is whether or not it's in fighting
shape. I warned you in Chapter 16, and I'll warn you again: Surge-prot ect your
modem. And don' t just plug the modem's power cable into a power strip. You need
to protec t the modem from the phone line, which also has power coursing through
it that can surge. Many surge protectors are designed to protect from phone line
surges as well as r egular power spikes. I've only ever had one problem t hat I
suspec ted was due to a power spike, but I've lost more than my share of modems to
phone-line surges. It does happen.
So, before you go rooting through the software configuration of your modem, you
n eed to make sure it can turn on and seems to be res ponding to hails. If you're
getting power, you should check that the modem is being recognized by its setup
software or that it can otherwise be reached by communications software. From
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,

that point, you can decide if the modem jus t needs to be reconfigured or if
something worse has happened.

Note

If you have a Performa or "consumer" Power Macintosh model {5300, 5400, 6400,
6500), realize that it may have a modem preinstalled in the internal communications
slot. If this is the case, you can't install an external modem by connecting it to the
Modem port until that internal modem is removed. You can, however, install an external modem if that port is filled with an Ethernet card.

External modem
Plug in the modem and turn it on. If it's getting power, you s hould see an indicator
light to that effect. If not, c heck the power connections. Some modems are powered
by the ADB port on your Mac; make s ure that port is functional and that it is n't
overloaded with ADB devices. If your modem fails to s how a power indicator, try
plugging it into a different wa ll socket or somewhere else in the building. If there 's
still no life, the mod em is probably dead or broken- take it in for repairs or
replacement.
Some modems have a control pan el that's used to help identify the modem to the
Macintosh, as in Figure 26-3. (This is especially true of Apple and Global Village
modems.) If you get an indicator light, but you're having trouble getting that
control panel to recogni ze the modem, you'll want to try and rule out a problem
with the port.
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Figure 26-l: Global Village Teleport modems
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To do th is, begin by resetting the control panel (or click to cycle the Modem On/ Off
setting in the panel) to see if it is able to detect the modem. Make sure the contro l
panel is set to look at the correct serial por t. If not, try to change the control panel
to recognize that seria l port. If you can't inves tigate why that serial port is being
used by another device, check your control pane ls, PDA docking devices, Newton
servers, and other pote ntial conflicts.
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If you can't find a conflict, try resetting t he port by restarting your Mac or using the
Reset Serial Port program. Zapping PRAM may also be necessary to reset the port.
If you're able to set the software to the correct port, but it still won't recognize th e
modem, turn the modem off, wait a few seconds and t urn the modem on again. If
the modem gets its power from the ADB port, you might need to shut the Mac all
the way down (not just restart), and then restart using the Power key or switch on
the Mac. That should reset ADB devi ces, includ ing th e modem .

,

Note

If you still can't get the control panel to recognize the modem, try shutting down
your Mac and placing the modem on the other seri al port. Next, make sure no
devices conflict (you've p robably chosen the printer port, so make sure no printers
or scanners expect to use the printer port), and try to set the modem up to work on
the printer po rt. If it works, there mi ght be a problem with your modem port. If it
doesn't work, there may be a problem with t he modem or th e cable you're using to
connect the modem to the Mac; try another cable before giving up on the modem .

If the modem is specifically a Global Village Teleport modem, the problem may be the
power supply you used to plug the modem in. I don't know if this happens for other
modems, manufacturers, or models, but when I upgraded once from a Global Village
Teleport Internet Edition 33.6 modem to a Teleport X2 56 Kbps modem, I failed to
use the power supply included with the new modem. (I plugged it in using the 33.6's
supply, because it was already so conveniently plugged in under my desk.) After an
hour on the phone with a friendly tech support representative, she recommended
that I switch the power supply. I did so, reset the Teleport control panel and the
modem popped right up. And, it hasn't given me trouble since.

Internal modem
A nonworking internal modem can be a bit tougher to troubleshoot. In most cases,
the problem is one o f con figuration; internal modems are either Apple-branded or
from Global Village. They always require a control panel to functi on correctly, and
those control panels are usually the source of any trouble.
The only exception would be a modem that has been hit by a phone-line surge or
has failed for some other reason, perhaps a manufacturing defect or a power surge
t hat hit the entire system. If you suspect such a possibility, you'll need to take t he
modem to an authorized service center.
Otherwise, you can troub leshoot an internal modem through its contro l panel:

+ Quit any communications progr ams that may be interfering wit h the internal
modem, including a PPP connection or an America Online session.

+ Make sure the control panel is installed and that the modem is turned on in
the con tro l panel.
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+ Click the reset button in the control panel, if there is one.
+ Shut the Mac all the way down, and then res tart and try again to reconfigure
the modem through th e control panel.
+Zap PRAM.
If after trying any of these actions the control panel t ells you the modem is working,
you can move on to the section "Connection trouble." Otherwise, you should shut
down the Mac and examine t he card to make sure it's set correct ly on the logic
board. If it is, move on to troubleshooting ext ension conflicts, as there may be a
conflict w ith your modem's control panel. Finally, you can try a clean install of t he
Mac OS, reinstall th e modem software, and see if that helps.

Connection trouble
If you're gettin g a response from your modem (it lights up, t he control panel
recognizes the modem, and so on) you may still be encountering difficulty getting
the modem to connect wi th another modem. This can be somewhat difficult to
troubleshoot, because a seemingly functional modem on your end shouldn't have
t oo much trouble dealing with other modems. Be aware, though, that two factors
can affect any modem connection: phone line quality and slight incompatibilities
between modems. Either of these can make a particular modem connection
impossible t o complet e, no matter what attempts you make to fix things.
But you can try anyway. If you're having trouble gettin g a modem to connect, the
issue is likely in software. If your modem has its own contro l panel, for instance,
settings in that contro l panel may need to be tweaked to complete the connecti on.
It's also im portant to realize that individual communications programs- such as
America Online, a terminal emulator, or your fax modem software-can be
responsible for storing modem settings as well. Unfortunately, the integration of the
modem into the Mac OS hasn't been a smooth ride characterized by complete
control by Apple; inst ead , applications have historically been responsible for
dealing with modems on their own, so a few different sys tems have emerged .
Th ese days, new er software have more central settin gs th an they can deal with, and
there's even a Modem control panel th at's used by the Mac OS's Open Transport
software to allow for PPP connections to the Intern et. If you're able t o use Open
Transport with your Mac, you'll find th at th ese connections are fairly simple to
troubleshoot. Otherwis e, you'll need to look at your communications applications
individually.

Wiring and indicators
The first problems t o check are the physical connections and indicator lights. If
your ext ernal modem has lights glowing on the front, do they indicate that there's
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activity? If your modem has transmit/ receive lights (labeled TX/ RX or with an arrow
icon) and they're blinking or lit, the modem may believe it's communicatin g when
it's not. Reset the modem, reset the Mac, check the serial cabl e connection or try
another cable. If these fail to turn the lights on (or if the lights are on after th e
modem's power has been cycled and with the modem disconnec ted from the Mac),
suspect a hardware problem.

If the on-hook light (labeled "OH", or with a telephone or telephone poles icon) is
lit, there may be a problem with the phone wirin g, the serial cable, or the modem
itself. Reset the modem and check the cabling. Reset the computer. If all these fail,
suspect the modem.

Modem settings
If your problem doesn't involve a hardware issue, you should start looking for an
option to change the settings for your modem. In most cases, you wo n't need to get
too deep into the codes that govern a modem's setup; you'll likely be able to find a
modem-configuration profile that matches the modem brand and model that you're
using. If you can't find an exact duplicate, check your modem's manual- it will
likely list alternatives.

,

Note

Two important examples of potentially problematic modem settings come to mind:
those for America Online and for Open Transport PPP. Both install on your Mac
with a slew of modem configuration profiles that match particular modem models.
If you're having trouble getting your modem to connect, check for one of these
profiles t o ensure it's properly set (see Figure 26-4).

As something of an aside, if you're an AOL user and you have another Intern et service
provider, you can use AOL over a TCP/ IP connection (instead of over a modem connection), enabling you to run other Internet applications at the same time. This will
especially speed up your AOL experi ence if you have high-speed Internet access
through an ADSL, cable, ISDN, or T- 1 connection. It can also be a workaround if you
can get your ISP connection to work, but your modem refused to dial out or connect
directly to AOL.
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Figure 26-4: Setting modem profiles in America Online's client software.

If your modem doesn't enable y ou to choose a predesigned modem profile, you may
need to dip into the underlying configuration language for the modem. In most
cases, this language conforms to the Hayes AT command set standard, which is used
by most modems to enable the user to manually communicate settings. If your
communications program offers an option to enter a configuration string, it is most
likely looking for a string of AT commands.
Although it might be mildly amusing to learn th e AT command structure, you'll
likely find the required con figuration string in your modem's manual. In fact, the
fac tory default settings for nearly all modems is a very simple string:

AT& Fl
This w ill set the modem to the number one set of factory recommendations. You
may find th at your manual allows for a few different default confi gurations, such as
AT&F2, and so on. In any case, a problem modem can often be fixed by simply
entering the preceding line as your configuration string. If you need to get a bit
more specialized, though, you can, as shown in the next sec tion.
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The AT command set
Although the AT command set is reasonably standard, you'll find that the command
set has been altered and extended; the necessities have changed over the 15 or
more years that the set has exist ed as a popular way to deal with modems. For the
most part, though, you can hold on to a couple of truisms.
The command set is usually used to offer a command or a series of commands to
the modem. Most o f these are confi gur ation settings, although a certain number of
them are used to actually control the modem. (In fact, your communications
program is using these commands behind the scenes.) In many instances, you'll use
the command set to create a single strin g of commands that make up the
confi guration string. You'll enter thi s string in the modem preferences portion of
your communications program.
However, these commands can also be used in a terminal applicati on to directly
control the modem. (Examples of terminal applications are zTerm, Microphone,
White Knight, t he communications module in ClarisWorks, and the terminal window
option in your PPP dialer.) These commands begin w ith the letters AT (which puts
t he modem in attention mode) and end with the command, usually another series
of lett ers. Here are some commands you might find useful (after any command ,
you'll hit the Return key to invoke it):
ATDT

Pi cks up the connection and dials the telephone using tones (usually
followed by numbers, as in ATDT555 1212). You could also use ATOP
tor pulse (rotary) dialing. Use the comma modifier (ATDT9,5551212)
to introduce a pause when dialing, or a W modifier (ATDT 9W555 121 2)
to force the modem to wait for a dial tone before continuing to dial.

ATH

Hangs up th e connect ion.

ATZ

Resets t he modem or modem card.

ATA

Enters auto-answer mode.

+++

Serves as an escape sequence, enabling you to bring the modem from
a communicati ons mode into a command mode again so that AT
commands will be recognized.

A typical configuration string begins with an AT command , followed by a string of
other commands. Note that some commands have an ampersand(&) or percent
mark (%) before them. An example of a configuration string might be as follows:
AT&FH10& K4 XH J2

In this case, the configuration string is telling the modem to initiate the first factory
defaul t settings, but turn t he speaker off (MO), enable Xon/ Xoff flow control (&K4),
disable d ial tone and busy signal detection (X 1) , and enable CONNECT messages
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based on the modem-to-modem speed. These are s tandard commands that might
help you get a least-common-denominator connection if you're having tons of
trouble getting two modems to talk- across an international long-distance phone
connection, for ins tance. Check your modem's manua l for s uggestions on adding AT
commands to the factory default.
Some common AT command parameters include the following (note that the x in
each represents a number, us ually between 0 and 4, with some exceptions
depending on the number of options in each parameter):
Qx

Returns result codes (0); Doesn't return result codes (1); Returns
codes when in originate mode only (2)

Vx

Returns s hort result codes (0); Returns long result codes (1)

Wx

Does not return negotation progress (CONNECT) messages (0);
Returns progress messages that s how the computer-to-modem
speed (1); Returns progress messages that show the modem-to-·
modem speed (2)

Xx

No busy or dial tone detection (0); Returns CONNECT message,
no busy or dial tone detection (1); Modem waits for dial tone, no
busy detection (2); Modem detects busy tone, doesn't wait for
dial tone (3); Modem gives call progress, detects busy tone, dial
tone and connection speeds (4)

Mx

Disables speaker (0); Speaker on until connect (1); Speaker
a lways on (2); Speaker on after carrier detected (3)

&Kx

Disables flow control (0); Enables RTS/CTS hardware fl ow control
(3); Enables Xon/Xoff flow control (4)

&Qx

No error correction (0); Selects v.42 error correction (5); Selects
MNP error correction (8)

&Ax

Connects as answering modem when auto-answering (0);
Connects as originating modem with auto-answering (1)

&Cx

Forces modem carrier detect on at all times (0); Causes modem
to track actual state of carrier detect (1); Forces carrier detect on
except at disconnect (2)

&Fx

Enables Hayes compatible settings (0); Enables IBM-compatible
settings (1); Enables Mac software handshake settings (2);
Enables Mac hardware handshake settings (3)

Ox

Returns to online mode from command mode (0); Returns to
online mode and retrain (1); Returns to online mode and
negotiate the rate (2)
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To a certain degree, it's up to you and your modem's manual to decipher the exact
meaning of some of these commands and determine what they're going to do for
you. Your manual may also have a more extensive reference and/or your modem
may support many more commands than these; this is only a subset of commands
that make sense to me. Your mileage may vary-in fact, your modem may not
support every number of each of these commands, or it may offer more options for
one or more of the commands.

If you have a very specialized program or modem-based task and you need help
setting your modem's internals, the AT command set a good place to start.

Dial tone
Modems are designed to detect the dial tone on the line before dialing, saving you
from the confusion of waiting for the modem to connect when it's actually dialing
on a dead line - or, to keep you from being intrusive if you accidentally dial the
modem when somebody else is talking on an extension.
This results in one common error: The modem can't find a dial tone. To test this
problem, check to see if there really is a dial tone; plug a phone into the modem, if
necessary, or pick up another extension on that same line. If you don't hear a dial
tone, inspect your phones to make sure one of them hasn 't been left off the hook. If
you do hear a dial tone, it's possible that your modem needs to be reset or more
drastic action needs to take place.
To reset the modem, choose the Reset command in the modem's control panel. If
that doesn' t work or if your modem doesn 't include a control panel, simply turn the
modem itself off and on again. If the modem doesn't have its own independent
power switch, you may need to shut the Mac all the way down, and then start up
again from the Power switch or key.

If resetting and/or restarting doesn't solve the problem, you may be having some
trouble with the phone wiring that's connected to the modem or in your house. Try
connecting the modem to the phone connector in your wall using a different RJ-11
phone cable. You might also try connecting the modem directly to the wall plug if
you've had other devices on that same line in the past. Sending the signal through
many different devices and connectors may be creating some interference for the
modem.
If rearrangi ng the devices cloesn 't help, you could have less-than-perfec t wiring in
your hom e, office, or neighborhood. If that's the case, the best solution is to try and
turn off the requirem ent for a dial tone before the modem connects. This setting is
often in the communications program's Preferences or Settings dialog box. For
Open Transport PPP connections, the setting is in the Modem control panel (see
Figure 26-5).
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Note that stutter dial ton es and other t one-related features that the phone company
may implement can interfere with a modem's ability to recognize the dial tone. If
that's the case, your only option is to turn of! dial tone checking. You can do this
through the modem 's software or using the Xx AT command in the modem's
configuration string. (See the AT command set section earlier in this chapter.)

Busy signal
Some modems will report that they've received a busy signal, even if what they're
really hearing is just an odd sort of ringing sound. This can be especially true on
international l ong-distance calls or particularly noisy phone lines. If that's the case,
your only option is to dig into the AT command set and invoke the Xx command;
although some programs do, most Mac modem software doesn't include a MDon't
detect busy signal" option.

Manual dial/answering
If you simply can't seem to convince your modem to dial the right sequence of
numbers or pause for the correct amount of time, you might consider invoking the
manual dial options in your communications software - i f the software allows it.
For PPP connections, this can often be accomplished by opening the options for a
particular dial up connection and choosing the Terminal Window option. You can
then dial using the AT command ATDT, followed up by the appropriate number s
and commas for pauses.

To answer an incoming call, you can choose the Answer command in your modem
software or enter ATA in a terminal window.
Other communicatio ns progr ams - especially fax programs- will enable you t o
actually dial the number using a t elephone set , and then click the button in the
program to fini sh the connection. Likewise, you'll often be able to choose a manual
receive command when someone dials your computer with fax-modem software or
a fax machine.
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Problems during the call
Once the call is negotiated, you'll likely have a smooth connection. But be aware of
a few caveats that can reset your connection or otherwise interrupt your modem
sessions:

+ Call waiting. If you dial out with a modem on a line that has call waiting
active, you may be disconnected when the signal tone plays on the line t o
indicate a call. Because you can' t answer the call anyway, it's recommended
that you disconnect your call-waiting service when you plan to call out using
the modem. Usually there's a code that the phone company provides for
t emporarily disconnecting this service. In many areas in the US, the code is
*70. So, you can enter the dialing command: ATDT*70, phone number to
disconnect call waiting and dial the number.

+ Noisy line. If you pick up a regular handset and hear static or noise on the
phone line, th ere's very little chance that you'll get a good data connection.
You should have th e line tested by the phone company and your internal
phone wiring check by a professional. (If you have a long extensi on cord or
many different adapters and coupl ers on the line, you might test right at t he
wall socket itself-even with a regular phone and a short cord- to see if it's
an internal wiring issue.)

+ Latency, typing problems. If your communi cations software is text-based, you
may have trouble typing or sending data occasionally. This can sometimes be
a problem or slowdown with the connection, although it may also be an issue
with your OS. If you experience these same slowdowns in word processing
programs, for instance, suspect a slight extensions conflict, too little RAM
allocated to your applications, or a poorly maintained, fragmented hard drive.

+ Excessive errors. If your communications software is slowed down because
it's dealing with many errors during a file transfer, check the line for
indicati ons of noise. If the line seems okay, check your software for th e proper
settings for your particular modem and Mac (taking into account the flowcontrol settings, discussed in Chapter 16). Finally, try conn ecting to the other
modem at a lower bps rate.
Don't forget to check your modem's manual , where you'll likely find more
troubleshooting hints specific to your particular modem brand and its internal
commands and characteristics.
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Summary
+ Printing problems often boil down to a few key error messages that you can
troubleshoot. T he printer needs to be connect ed properly and the Chooser
needs to be configured with care, but that won't necessarily stop problems
from occurring. You could have a corrupt documen t or preferences fil e
causing trouble or a conflict between serial devices, drivers, and/ or sys tem
so ftware components.

+ Pos tScript and desktop printing can cause their own sets of errors and
problems. PostScript problems can very often be fixed with minor changes to
your document or the Page Setup dialog box, or by adding RAM to your
printer (or turning on additional features in your printer). Desktop printing
problems tend to be corruption issues, especially if a system cr ash occurs
while you're printing a document in the background .

+ Printers themselves need some care, including cleanings, good supplies, and
the occasional check-up from a professional. And, fonts can give you some
trouble when you're trying to get your printouts to look good.

+ Modem trouble often centers on either a configuration problem (which can
get somewhat complicated, depending on the modem) or trouble with your
phone lines. Many dHferent issues can be overcome for successful modem
communications, including noisy lines, weird dial tones, call-waiting and other
annoyances. And you can do these things yourself- getting nearly any
modem application to work correctly, to boot- with a little knowledge of the
Hayes AT command set.

+

+

•

Networking
Issues

... ... ... ...
In This Chapter

I

f you've already begun adding a network t o your office or
have been i n th e process of upgr ading - perhaps with
some hel p from Chapter 17-you're fully aware that
networking i s about snaking a lot of cable around furniture,
through walls, and into the back of Macs. This can certainly be
cause for headach es, even without throwing failure and
misconfiguration into the mix.

Troubleshooting a
network
When networks go
down

Jumpsta rti ng
A pple Talk

You w ill occasionally encounter a failure in your networkwhether it's a software glitch, a problem with cabling, or an
issue with an Ethernet add-on. To b e prepared for this, the
best approach is to be organized (and, as always , to have a
good backup system).
If you're lucky, mos t of the problems you encounter when
troubleshooting a n etwork will be due t o configurati on
problems, such as AppleTalk not being set up properly,
Ethernet cards not chosen i n the appropriat e contro l panels,
and so on. However, don't rule out the possibility that the
cabling could be giving you trouble (keep your receipts) or
that your problem potentially lies w ith the hardware, such as
transceivers or network interface cards.

Troubleshooting Your Network
If you're responsible for a netwo rk in a company or
organization, it's probably not a bad idea to have a schematic
of your network, geeky as that may sound. If you can get a
copy of your building's blueprints, so much th e better.
Regardless, you sh ould sketch out the offices and detail each
connection . A few things are really useful to know:

Keeping file sharing
up and secure
Troubleshooting
TCP/ IP

... • • ...
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+ How long is each length of cabling?

+ Where is the cabling? In the roof, the wall, under the carpet?
+ In what order are the daisy-chained Macs connected?
+ What port is each Mac wired to on your hub?
+ How does each Mac connect to the network? Via expansion card, transceiver,
built-in port, or other method?

+ What version of Appl eTalk and/or Open Transport does each Mac have?
+ Any other special characteristics? Shared QuickDraw printers, AppleTalk
zones, special privileges, any others?
You'll find that tracking your network connections and assets li ke this will probably
be a big help, especially if you track things in pencil. You might also want to keep a
l og of exactly what you do whenever you're forced to add something or
troubleshoot the network. In my experience, it's very easy to forget exactly how or
why you did something, even if it was only a few days or weeks ago.
This level of organization will also help you combat networking voodoo, as it gives
you a quick-and-easy way to check the overall length of your network cabling,
account for missed connections, or know exactly what you're looking for when you
examine the hub's flashing lights. Having this information at your fingertips will
likely help you get the network up and running as quickly as possible after a
problem hits.

~
Note

Thus prepared, you can jump into the world of network troubleshooting.
The different networking architectures are explained in Chapter 17. In this chapter,
you'll notice that troubleshooting the hardware in a LocaiTalk and a 10Base2 Ethernet
network are similar, because both chain computers together to create a bus topology,
or a long network all continuing a single data line. Their hardware, software, and performance characteristics are completely different, though, so their troubleshooting
isn't always similar.

Can't connect a Mac
If you're having trouble getting a single Mac connected to your network, you should
check the hardware first, and then suspect the software. In most of these cases, it's
an issue of misconfiguration. Occasionally, hardware i s to blame. Your first step will
be to check the hardware connections and make sure the network is laid out and
connected properly. You can then test the software side. If you get error messages,
chase those down to their software or hardware origins and act accordingly.
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As I've said, some of troubleshooting is more about the process - how you go about iden-

tifying the problem- than it is knowing a bunch of facts about Macs. Your first step is to try
some basic first aid troubleshooting techniques to figure out the problem. Then you can
jump into the reference books and Web sites to learn about known fixes. I think system
administrator Mike Kent agrees, judging by this tip:
"Recently one of my users had a really weird problem. On bootup, his Mac attempted to log
into another Mac, and it crashed whether the operation was canceled or the password was
entered and OK clicked. It booted okay if extensions were disabled, but then there was no
access to the network volume or anything else.
"His Mac didn't have the capacity or the correct copy of Open Transport to handle the log in,
apparently, so enabling only a basic set of networking extensions in Extensions Manager
got us to the desktop, where the remote volume could be accessed in the Chooser and his
choice to automatically log onto the remote Mac could be undone. I run into lots of stuff
like this, and it's mainly a matter of figuring out how to attack the problem:'

Check hardware
You'll b egin by checking the connecti ons at your problem atic M ac and, in some
cases, elsewhere on your net wor k:

1. Ch eck the connection b etween the Mac and the transceiver. Make sure it's
complet ely and securely connected .
2. Check the cabling at t he transceiver. If t his is a LocaiTalk or 10Base2
connection, m ake sure the incoming cable connec tor is coming from the
previou s computer in your daisy ch ain and the outgoing connec tor is the righ t
cable for the subsequent computer. It 's possible to loop t he connection back
on i tself and accidentally end the network improperly or prematurely.
3. Check the connection s to other computer s (on a Loca1Talk/10Base2 net work)
or t o the hub (on a l OBaseT network). You might try a differen t port on th e
hub if y ou suspect the current p ort might be faulty.
4. On a Loca1Talk/ 10Base2 net work, check for proper termination at this Mac or
at the end of the n et work chain-wherever is appropriate. If the net work isn't
t erminated , you m ay have tro uble getting this Mac and/or other s to c onnect.
You may h ave other h ardwar e troubles, such as b ad transceivers, cabling, or
connectors, but this is tough to know without thoroughly t roubleshooting t he
software on your Mac.
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Check software
The first thing you need to check before troubleshooting the software connections
is to make s ure all the appropriate Mac networking software has been loaded at
s tartup. A series of extens ions and control panels are necessary for the Mac to
successfully find a nd work with a networ k; you'll need a ll the software loaded
before your Mac can get connected.
Assuming you're using Mac OS 7.6 or higher, the software you need loaded includes
the following:

+ AppleShare ext ension
+ AppleTalk control pane l (it's the Network contro l panel in earlier Mac
OS versions)

+ Ethernet (built-in) extens ion
+ Open Trans port libraries (Open Transport library, AppleTalk li brary, Internet
library, OpenTptAppleTalkLib, OpenTptlnterne tLib, OpenTrans portLib)

+ Shared Library Manager (and Shared Li brary Manager PPC for Power Macs)
+ File Sha ring control pane l, File Sharing extension, File Sharing library (for
peer-to-peer ne tworks)

+ Printer Share (for sharin g non-PostScript printers)
To begin troubleshooting, open the AppleTalk control panel (ass uming you plan to
use AppleTalk). Choose the appropriate networking interface- LocalTalk or
Ethernet. (If you have two Ethernet listings, choose the Ethernet built-in option if
you' re us ing your Mac's original Ethernet connection or choose the Ethernet slot
option if you're using an Ethernet expans ion card.) If you receive an error at this
point, follow these steps:
1. Try restarting a nd choose again.

2. If this doesn't work, open the Extension Manager and make s ure you're
loading the appropriate drivers for your network interface or card. The
Ethe rnet (built-in) extens ion is required fo r Ethernet on most Macs. You
s hould a lso ens ure other networking extensions are present. Restart and
choose again.
3. If you have no luc k, open the Extension Ma nager and choose Mac OS All from
the pull-clown menu of extens ion sets . Restart and try to choose the network.
4. If you s till can't select a network arc hitecture, suspect a hardware proble m
and move on to the next section.
5. If you can select your networki ng hardware in the AppleTalk control panel,
move on to the Chooser. Open the Chooser and turn on AppleTalk in the
lower-right corner.
If you've gotten this far, you've probably solved the problem. Go ahead and log in to

other computers or servers us ing the AppleSha re icon in the Chooser.
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Check hardware again
If you can't get the AppleTalk control panel to c hoose the hardware you'd like to
use for networking, and you're completely sure the Mac is loading all th e correct
extensions, i t's possible there's either a cabling problem o r a hardware problem.
If you're receiving an actual error message about 5 to 10 seconds after tryin g to
switch to Ethernet - "Could not switch to Eth erTalk," "An error occurred when
attempting to switch", or something similar - there's a good chance something is
wrong with your Ethernet network. The seconds-long delay is a result of the M ac OS
polling the Ethernet hardware to learn what sort of network is connect ed and what
networking zones are available. When the Mac OS returns the error m essage, it
means the Mac was unabl e to locate a network.
Here are some possible solutions:
+ You need to activate AppleTalk in the Chooser.
+There's a problem with the cabling, ports, or transceivers on your Macs
and/or hub connecti ons.
+ There may be a problem w ith the System file. See Chapter 33 for info rmation
on performing a System file reinstall.
+ You may have an i ncompatible third-party hard disk driver.
+ Your Ethernet card has a hardware setting that directs Ethernet data to the
IOBaseT port, but you're using the 10Base2 port (or something similar). If
your card h as more than one interface, check its documentation.
If AppleTalk i s active and your wiring seems in order, try zapping PRAM to free up
the option and en able you to choose the Ethernet solution. Discon nect and then
reconnect th e transceiver or network cable from the computer.
If these approach es don't work, the delayed error message may be the result of a
problem with the Ethernet hardware itself (either the expansion card or Ethernet
circuitry in your Mac). Take the card or Mac to a service center.

~
Note

If the error m essage is immed iate, th e problem is likely with the Mac OS extensi ons
that govern that hardware. Try a clean install of the M ac OS and/or a clean
installation of the drivers fo r your expansion card. If you're using built-in Ethernet,
try starting up with only Mac exten sions t o see if there's a conflict with another
extension or driver. (Chapter 32 covers extension tro ubleshooting.)
Just so you know it's okay to give up, here's a true statement: Ethernet ports can just
go bad. During the writing of this book, the built-in Ethernet port on my main Mac
went dead for a reason that remains inexplicable. I was sitting at the machine w hen
the port stopped working, and nothing else odd was going on. My solution: I installed
a new (faster, more exciting) Ethernet card, and things are working great.
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If the AppleTalk control panel allows you to sel ect hardware without popping up an
error message, but nothing el se changes in the control panel, this may not be
indicative of a problem. Instead, it's j ust telling you you're connected to a network
that has no AppleTalk zones. Or, if the connecti on is a Loca!Talk connection, you
might not be connected to a network at all; LocaiTalk connections don't have to be
active for your Mac to be happy. If you think you're supposed to be seeing zones,
it's possible that something is wrong with the cabling at your Mac or that another
driver is interfering with your use of the printer port. Try turning off any serial-port
control panels or applications that use the serial ports, and then restart if the
problem persists. Otherwise, check your cabling carefully and make sure there's
really a network for you to connect to.
If t he problem is you can't select AppleTalk in th e Chooser, this also suggests that
t he port is currently being controlled by another program or driver. Clear the port
and try again. You can also restart and zap PRAM to clear the port, and then try
again to choose your networking hardware in the Appl eTalk control panel.

The network is down
When the network goes down (that is, when most or all of the network becomes
unavailable to your users) the important question to ask is w hat networking
architecture is being used? If you're using LocaiTalk or 10Base2 Ethernet, a physical
break in the chain of network connections can cause all or part of the network to
become unavailable. If you're using LOBaseT hardware, you should start
troubl eshooting by taking a look at the Ethernet hub or switch you're using.
Note that in this section I'm talking about networks that have been working but
suddenly stop working (or partially stop working) for some reason. If you've never
gotten a particular Mac to work on th e network, consult the previous section,
"Can't connect a Mac."

LocaiTalk and 10Base2
These daisy-chain-style networks aren't much fun to troubleshoot in the case of a
clowned network. To test for a break in the network, you'lllikely need to walk from
workstation to workstation, checking behind each to make sure the wiring for the
network is still intact. A single bad cable, transceiver, or connection can keep an
entire daisy-chained network from working correctly. You may spend a bit of time
tracking down breaks. On some cases you'll notice that a number of Macs
downstream from a problem may be affected, while Macs upstream can still
complete a network connection, or similar circumstances. If something like that is
happening, look at the Macs toward the middle that may be causing the break.)
In general, the network should continue to function even if something is wrong with
one of the Macs in that network. A configuration problem, an issue with Appl eTalk,
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or even a Mac that's been shut down generally won't affect the network. What
you're looking for are physical breaks or damage to the network.
Here's how to find them:

I . Check each networking transceiver to ensure that both the incoming and
outgoing connectors are plugged in. Check the quality of the connections and
make sure the connectors are secure and unbroken.
2. Note whether each transceiver is properly connected to its port on the back
of th e Mac. (For Ethernet that's the AAUI port, and for LocalTalk that's the
printer port. Check that the transceiver is connected to the printer port, not
the modem port or others).
3. Check for proper t ermination wherever it's necessary (usually at each end of
the entire network, unless the network is terminat ed at a bridge or hub).
4. Check each length o f networking cable fo r breaks , tears, crimps, or anything
else that suggests damage.
Most of the time you'll find that the network suddenly goes down because a p oorly
placed cable gets kicked under the table or a computer is disconnected and/ or
moved without sufficient forethought. It's perfectly all right to move Macs and
printers around on th e network, but you'll need to make sure doing so doesn't
create a permanent break in the cabling. It's a good idea to do networking
rearranging after hours, because disconnecting daisy-chained cable causes
interruptions for the entire network.
But there's another time you may find that the network won't come back up- after
you've worked on it. If you 've recently added machines and things are working well,
check the following:

+ Ensure proper connections and proper termination.
+ It may sound crazy, but make sure every computer's cabling and transceivers
are plugged in, and in the right order. You could accidentally have an extra
l ength of cable or two th at start s at one Mac's network connection but goes
nowhere. O've seen it happen. All that cable can get confusing.)

+ Check your cable lengths and the number of nodes on the network, as
discussed in Chapter 17. LocalTalk is limited to 32 devices and 1,800 feet of
cabling; PhoneNet lowers that number to 24 devices. 10Base2 can only handle
ab out 600 feet in t otal cable length.

+ If you can, test your new transceivers to see H they're the problem. The best
way to do this is to create a small network of two nodes, and then test each
transceiver along with on e you know works properly. That way, you can test
all your transceivers quickly by swapping them into your mini-network.
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lOBaseT
In the case of a 1OBaseT network, th e entire network being down is an easy proble m
to troubleshoot- there's something wrong with your hub. In such a network,
problems on one Mac don't create problems fo r the entire network, a t least not
from a hardware po int of view. If a ser ver crashes or a particularly popula r Mac
that's running file s haring shuts down, it can affect everyo ne on the network. But
that's not a hardware problem.

_,
Note

Ethernet hubs aren' t te rribly friendly for tro ubleshooting. Depending o n how
complicated they are, they usually work or they don't wo rk. You can try flipping t
he hub's power switch and moving connections a round to see if a particular port
has gone bad, but there's not much else you can do but have the hub serviced.
(Check your hub o r s witches manual for diagnostic capabilities that may be built
into the h ub.)
At the time of writing, a few Ethernet problems had been identified with the Power
Macintosh G3 series, including issues that were resolved with the Mac OS 8.1 release.
If you are having trouble with 1OBaseT Ethernet connections on a Power Macintosh
G3 machine (including trouble with auto-sensing hubs, problems with built-in
Ethernet causing crashes, and other issues), upgrade to the latest OS version by visiting Apple's support site (1~ww . apple . com/ s upport) for information on downloading an update.

Software Issues
Your Mac network is likely us ing o ne or mo re of three diffe rent networking
protocols: AppleTalk, TCP/IP, or MaciPX, the Novell NetWare s tandard. You may
also be connecting to a Windows NT network us ing either AppleTalk (which NT can
support in a limited way) or DAVE, an add-on client fro m Thursby software.
Software configuration is the key to most networking problems; in fact, network
management is the arcan a of the computing ind us try that, in many cases, results in
thousands of dolla rs being spent to train individuals who make very healthy
salaries keeping corporate and organizational networks up and running. Although
the Mac isn't as difficult to run as all that, it certainly offers its sha re o f networking
proble ms.
This section covers Open Transport and its s upport for AppleTalk and TCP/IP. If
you have a Mac and/or a ver sion of the Mac OS that d oes n't support Open
Transport, the advice in the AppleTalk and TCP/IP sections s hould still apply, for
the most part. The d ifference is in the names of the control panel mo re than
anything else. The AppleTalk control panel is handled by the Network contro l panel
in o lder versions; File Sharing is Sharing Setup in previous Mac OSes; and TCP/IP is
MacTCP in earlier imp lementatio ns.
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and NT

Having trouble with your Mac's connection to a Novell or NT network? You probably already
know the basics: To connect to a Novell NetWare network, you need the MaciPX software.
If you've already got it (it should come with the NetWare distribution), you'll want to look
into updating it (see Chapter 17 and w1~w . nov e 11 . com I for more info). If you need to
hook up to an NT network, NT does offer AppleTalk services; however, the experts currently
recommend using Thursby Software's DAVE client software, which is also discussed in
Chapter 17.
If you're using NT for AppleTalk services, you may encounter an interesting problem called
the dancing icon syndrome. This can happen with AppleTalk servers on non-Mac platforms,
such as Linux, Windows NT, and Novell NetWare. (The problem may be limited to Mac OS
8.1.) When the server volume is mounted on the Mac client, file icons in the server window
move around, making regular Finder tasks tough. The official Windows NT software fixes
should be available on the Microsoft Web site or via Microsoft's helpline phone support
For Novell-bound Mac users, Evangelista Yuval Kossovsky has this advice:
"There is a Mac IPX client for NuBus machines and one for PCI-based Macs. 'CLT 511' is the
Novell IPX client for PCI machines. There is also a special update for Mac OS 8.
"Here's a quick connection tip: When the IPX client cannot find the server or NOS tree and
the frame type is correct, change the frame type to an incorrect one and then change it
back. This usually resets the connection. Also, to make a Mac mount a Novell volume at
bootup, make an alias of the volume and put it in the Startup Items folder:'
Try http://support.novell.com/product s on the Web for this update and future
updates, including Mac client software.

Open Transport
On the newest macs, and any Mac using Mac OS 7.6 or above, Open Transport is
the underlying networking technology. But who cares? If you'll be using a network
or the Internet, the Open Transport libraries need to be in your System Folder. And,
"Open Transport" is what Apple usually calls updates to the Mac's networking that
are posted on the Apple Web site periodically for downloading. (The installers are
also included with new Mac OS rel eased.) Otherwise, the name Open Transport
isn't really all that impo rtant.
What's important is the distinction between Open Transport and so-called classic
networking. Open Transport introduced the new, more efficient control panelsAppleTalk, File Sharing, Modem, TCP/ IP, PPP-to replace the classic networking
approach, which w as a hodge-podge of networking solutions. Open Tranport
provides one unified layer of networking, on top of which different protocolssuch as AppleTalk and T CP/IP- can be used to communicate with the outside
world.
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In the early updates to Open Transport, a lot of work was being done to bring it up
to speed, get it compatible with nearly all Mac programs, and get it to work on most
Macs. For the most part, that effort has been successful, and you'll not come across
too many hassles with Open Transport in later releases. In fact, it's reliable enough
that Mac OS versions beyond Mac OS 7.6 don't support classic networking
anymore.
Here are a few of the lingering issues:

+ Computers running the Apple IP Gateway and App leTalk Internet Router
shouldn't be upgraded to Open Transport. Stick with classic networking
(which also means sticking with an OS prior to Mac OS 7.6).

+ Use the most recent version of PPP dialer software and AOL that you can get
your hands on. Check the Open Transport Read Me file for more information.

+ Power Macintosh and Performa 5200/5300/6200/ 6300 models can have a
hardware problem that keeps them from using Open Transport successfully.
The Mac OS 8 or higher installation will test for this problem, as will the
5xxx/6xxx Tester program available from Apple's Support Web site.
In general, some aging Mac programs that implemented special networking features
-or otherwise " hacked" into MacTCP or AppleTalk in a way not recommended by
Apple-may not work correctly with Open Transport. If you're using an older
version of Open Transport, it's certainly recommended that you upgrade to a newer
version of OT, a newer Mac OS, or both. You may experience many other problems;
check the Read Me file that came with your version of Open Transport for details.

AppleTalk
As mentioned in the section "Can't connect a Mac," one of the main issues in
troubleshooting AppleTalk is making sure all the appropriate extensions are loaded.
In Mac OS 7.6 and above, those extensions changed somewhat in name (and
function, in some cases) from their previous incarnations, with control panels such
as Network and extensions such as EtherTalk giving way to AppleTalk and Ethernet
(built-in)- names and functions that follow a bit more logically.
These more recent con trols for your network give you backward compatibility (you
can still hook up a machine that's running an older OS version) and a few extra
capabilities. Troubleshooting and getting your network to work properly requires
that these extensions and control panels work in concert toward the end goal of
enabling your Mac to communicate with other computers. Take a look at how this
works and what you can do to test and troubleshoot when the system fails.

,

Note
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Are you missing any important icons? If you can't find the AppleShare icon, Appl eTalk
control panel, or the File Sharing options, this is a sure sign you don't have all the
appropriate extensions loaded. Head back to the "Can't connect a Mac" section and
make sure you've got all the right software in your System Folder. This is one of the
most common causes of networking problems, especially when you first start putting
together the network.

How it should work
One of the keys to getting an Appl eTalk-based network to work is-surprise!choosing the hardware that AppleTalk is going to use. You do that by heading to the
AppleTalk control panel:
1. Wh en you first open the control panel, you may be warned that Appl eTalk
isn't active and t hat it should be initialized when you cl ose the AppleTalk
control panel. If that sounds like a good idea (and it probably is) click Yes.
The AppleTalk control panel wi ll then appear.

2. In the control panel, choose th e hardware you'll be using for your AppleTalk
network. If it's Ethernet hardware, choose t he entry for the particular
circuitry you'll be using. Regular Ethernet or Ethernet ( built-in) suggests the
port that's built into most non-Performa Macs. If you have an entry t hat says
Ethernet sl ot xx ( where xx is a two-letter address), this indicates an Ethernet
expansion card . Select it if that 's what's wired to the network.
3. At this point you should also choose the correct zone for this Mac if you can.
Zones are set up using network-admin istration software and server software;
however, even if you use file sharing, you need to choose a particular zone
that will serve as the home for your Mac. Of you just have a couple Macs in
your own office, you probably don't have any zones to choose from.) Now you
can close t he control panel.
4. In the Chooser, find the AppleTalk selector; it should already be turned on. To
set up a netwo rk connection, click on the App leShare icon. Choose the correct
zone if you're given the option. Now you should be able to choose a server (or
a Mac on the network that's running fil e sharing) and log in to it using a name
and password.
That's the ideal scenario. You've already l ooked at what to do if you can't select the
network topol ogy you want to work with- that's what the entire first part of this
chapter is about. A nd if you can't manage to select AppleTalk in the Chooser, that
also is covered in the section ''Can't connect a Mac." But what if you're having
trouble with file sharing itself? Or what if you need t o know more about your
AppleTalk connection? T hen, you need to di g a bit deeper.
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,/
Note

Interested in knowing more about your AppleTalk connection? For more advanced
users and administrators, the AppleTalk control panel offers additional information
and options (especially useful if you need to know some specific addressing issues
regarding your network adapter). Choose Edit c:> User Mode from the menu, and then
choose Advanced for a more complicated AppleTalk control panel. You can choose
Administration to set a password and lock the AppleTalk settings- usually a good
idea in a shared lab environment.

File sharing won't work
The basi cs of file sharing are discussed in Chapter 17, which, among other t hings,
shows you how to get up and running on a peer-to-peer network of Macs. Bu t if
you're having t rouble gettin g file sharing to start up, y ou might feel stuck in t he
mud. The symptom: You 're cli cking the Start button in the File Sharing control
panel and it won't start up- you either get an error message that says "File sharing
could not b e enabled" or it just never stops trying to start up.

If you have all the proper extensions loaded and AppleTal k is active, receiving this
message suggests a software problem- specifically, a problem with corr uption.
You'll need to dig in to your Preferences folder to find the sol uti on.

,/
Note

This is probably a good tim e to mention that it never hurts to back up the Users and
Groups preferences fi le or the File Sharing folder in the Preferences folder. If you are
forced to delete any of these files, replacing them from a clean backup is much easier than rebuilding them from scratch.
Here are some things to try:

+ Delete the User and Groups preferences file in the Preferences folder located in
the System Folder. (You can also just drag it to the desktop as a preliminary
measure.) Try to start up file sh aring again.

+ Drag the File Sharing folder from the Preferences folder to the desktop. Try file
sharing again. If it works this time, you can throw away the fold er.

+ Delete App/eShare PDS. This invisible file is in the main directory of your hard
drive, and it's likely cor rupted if you're having trouble getting file shar ing to
start and you've already tri ed the other tw o files. Unfor t unately, you'll need to
make the fil e visible first , and then del ete it. (See the sidebar "ResEdit: Making
invisible files v isibl e.") Once you'v e done that, you can try starting up file
sharing again.

+ Check for extension conflicts.

You may be having a confli ct between the File
Sharing extension and other extensions in your sy stem. Try r estarting your
Mac with the Mac OS All ext ensions option sel ected. If file sharing now w orks,
you've got a conflict with a non-Mac OS extension. Check Ch apter 32 for
t roubleshooting tips.
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+ Run Disll First Aid. A bad block or other trouble with the desktop database can
hinder fil e sharing. You should also rebuild the Desktop file.

• Zap PRAM. You may want to delete all these files , then immediately restart
and Zap PRAM. Check your AppleTalk settings in the AppleTalk control panel,
then start up file sharing again. It should work this time.

~
Note

You should also make sure you have some free RAM and hard-drive space-file
sharing needs a bit of both (about BOOK of RAM and 1MB of hard drive space) to
start up properly.
Apple's Tech Info Library also recommends that you reinstall the networking software
and/or the Mac OS if you're experiencing problems that can't seem to be fixed or
after having used a third-party file sharing program.

File sharing security
Although fil e sharing security isn't strictly troubleshooting, I would like to mention
it quickly-a fter all, trouble may crop up because you're not being car eful enough
when securing your Macs.

You need to be fairly comfortable with your Mac skills before you use ResEdit, which is a
low-level Macintosh programming tool designed to mess files up beyond recognition. (At
least, that's what the program does in the wrong hands.) In the right hands, you can quickly
use it to find and de-cloak that pesky AppleShare PDS file.
Find ResEdit online, in Apple's FTP directories (vMvl .apple . com/su pport/ ) Start ResEdit.
Close the File window that opens and select File ¢ Get File/Folder Info. Now, find the
AppleShare PDS file on the main level of your Mac's startup hard drive. Highlight
AppleShare PDS and click Get Info.
This brings up a dialog box that tells you a lot of interesting stuff about Mac files, but it lets
you change some of that stuff, too. Notice toward the bottom of the window that this file
has a check next to the word Invisible; click once to uncheck that option. Click the close box
on the window. When asked if you want to save info before closing, choose Yes.
Now the file should be visible. Quit ResEdit, and then head over to your Mac's hard drive.
Open it and find the AppleShare PDS fil e. Drag it to the Trash and begin testing file sharing
again.
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The bottom line to secur i ty is this: Be careful w ith your Sharing permissions,
especially if your LAN al so has an Internet connec ti on. (Permissions are set in the
Sharing control panel, and they determine what capabilities are granted to certain
users or groups of users. For instance, you can decide whether or not a user has
the author ity to save files in a particular folder, or if that user is only allowed to
read files in t he folder.) It's best to make a habit of setting the perm issions so that
every person you want to have access to your Mac has to prov ide a password and
have an account, and gets access only to specific parts of your drive. Even a wellmeaning visitor can t r ash an important document or application. Don't give t hem
the opportunity.
If you' re a system administrator, you can check the status of your Mac LAN's security using
a shareware program, found on the included CD-ROM, called Network Security Guard
from MR Mac (~Mw . mrm ac . c om/ ). The program will check your connected Macs and
generate reports on Macs that have file sharing enabled, those that allow guest access,
those that have t he user name as password (or other obvious passwords that you can tell
it to search for), and similar reports. This is invaluable information if you're trying to
manage a larger group of Macs and need to (kindly) suggest to users that they maintain
security on the network.
So how do you set permissions? By using the Sharing command. Choose a hard
drive on which to impose a permissions lockout, and then choose File c.> Sharing
from that Mac's menu bar. In the resul ting dialog box, you can choose which users
or groups you want to give permissions to and which permissions they get - read ,
write, both, or none. If you have more th an one user who needs a special
permission set, that's when you'll head to Users and Groups on this Mac and create
a new group. Note that you can t hen either copy those permissi ons to all enclosed
folders or you can go to each individual folder and set permissions.
It's important , as the syst em administrator or "Mac person" in your office, that you
avoid allowing people to log in as gues ts and with simple passwords. Mac networks
can be very secure, in theory, even on the Internet with a firewal l - as long as users
are vigilant about that security. If you have a smaller office where you can gather
everyone togeth er and chat about things, you might mention this, and train t hem to
keep t heir Macs secure.
Obviously, the best security comes - especi ally in larger offices - from using only
an AppleShare (or NetWare/ Windows ND server solution for connectivity instead
of allowing the Macs to access file sharing. File sharing is really about empowering
individual Macs to control their own security and networking; in a larger offi ce,
though, that isn't necessarily practical or w ise. It's better to run a server computer
and control how everyone logs in and accesses shared resources.
In fact , you can disabl e file sharing on your workgroup's Macs, if necessary, by
unchecking the File Sharing control panel, File Sharing extensi on, and File Sharing
shared librar y in the Mac's Extensions Manager or otherwise moving the File
Sharing system files to their respective Extensions (Di sabled) and Control Panels
(Di sabled) folders in the System Folder. This w ill keep any users from turning on file
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sharing and compromising the secu rity of their network (or, at l east, t heir Macs) to
outsiders.
By the way, while you're taking inventory of the file sharing settings on your
networked Macs, it's a good idea to take a look at the Web Sharing cont rol panel as
well. If your network is hooked up to t he Internet, it's possible that your Mac users
are broadcas ting a special Web directory (called Web Pages) to anyone with a Web
browser. This might not be a problem, unless they've set weird perm issions for the
folder or the folder holds your top secret plans for a better mousetrap. In any case,
check for security holes and disabl e the control panel if it makes you
uncom fortable .

.Note/

Do you administer a network of file sharing Macs? It's a good idea to update a single
machine's Users and Groups (in the preferences fo lder) whenever you add a new
user, and then distribute that data file to each Mac on the network. (This keeps things
nice and uniform.) You should also back up that master Users and Groups data file so
you can restore any Mac's corrupt Users and Groups data without being forced to
enter the data manually.

Sharing trouble
Once you get file sharing up and running, y ou could still run into the occasional
snag. A couple of these are well known:

+ Crashing. Corruption in a preferences file or an extensions conflict. Start up
with Mac OS All extensions enabled and try to reproduce the file sharing
crash. If you can't, troubleshoot for an extensions conflict. If you can get the
Mac to cr ash, try deleting the preferences files as outlined in the previous
section.

+ Can't unmount a volume.

Often with removable media, you'll get a message
that says you can't eject the cartridge of a disk because it's being shared; file
sharing has gotten confused and believes the media is in use. (This was
supposedly fi xed in Mac OS 7.5. 1.) If the media really isn't in use (ask around
among your networked friends or colleagues), you can disable file sharing,
ej ect the disk, and re-enable file sharing. In Mac OS 7.5 and earli er, you may
find that restartin g the Mac is the only way to get the disk ej ected.

+ Can't see the whole remote disk

File sharing (through Mac OS version 8.1) is
limi ted t o sharing 4GB volumes. To see an entire volume of over 4GB across
the network, you should partition the drive into chunks of 4GB or smaller.

+ Can 't log onto a file sharing Mac. Make sure fil e sharing is enabled on the Mac.
If you can access the Mac but it won't accept your user ID, make sure that
Mac has included you as part of its Users and Groups entries. (If you've had to
troubles hoot by deleting preference files, you may need to reconstruct the
Users and Groups profiles.) If you do exi st in the Users and Groups d ata and
everything else seems to work, th at Users and Groups file may be corr upt.
Drag it to the desktop, restart file sharing on t hat Mac, and create another
user profile. If you can log in, you'll need to del ete the Users and Groups data
file and redefine them for t hat Mac.
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TCP/IP
Problems with TCP/ lP itself are pretty rare; you'll have m ore trouble with your PPP
dialer if you're using on e t o connect to the In ternet. For th e most part, PPP
problems are simply modem problems, so you should consult Chapt er 26 for hints
on getting connected to your ISP.
The TCP/ IP control panel doesn't cause too much trouble, as long as all your Open
Transport n etworking extensions ar e in place and you've got your TCP/ IP addresses
and settings entered correctly. You should get these numbers directly from your
network administrator or ISP; make sure you enter them exactly as they're
supposed to b e entered . Easily the most common TCP/ IP problem i s a transposed
IP address.
The other big problem w ith TCP/ IP is its ability to load and unl oad on demand this usually works, but not always. If your Mac signs itself on at times (or can't
seem to sign on at all other times), this option may be to blame. To change it, you'll
need to dig into the TCP/IP cont rol panel:

I. With the TCP/IP control panel open, choose Edit c:> User Mode from the
menu bar.
2. Chuo::;t! Advanced and click OK.
3. Click the Option button that now appears in the T CP/IP control panel.
4. In the TCP/IP Options dial og box, ch ange the way that TCP/ IP will now load.
Depending on how your user sett ings are set, you may already see the Options
button in the TCP/IP control panel; in that case, you just need to worry about steps
3 and 4.
Here are some probl em symptoms and potential cures:

+

Internet connection not worl?ing. This problem is often more specific (as with
the other bullet s in this section), so if you're having trouble with your TCP/IP
connecti on, you sh ould narrow it down a bit first. If the PPP connection was
successful , t he problem is probably with the TCP/IP control panel. Can you do
anything on the Internet? Can you check your e-mail or get Usenet n ewgroups?
If you can do th at but can't surf the Web, your problem is probably with the
DNS ser ver entri es. If you can surf the Web but can't get e-mail, you may have
set up your e-mail server and/or news server settings incorrectly in the
Internet Config or Internet Setup Assistant.

+ TCP!IP not loading.

If you're using an older Internet program, and it's the first
Internet program you've run, it's possible t hat TCP/IP is not loading on
demand. To get around this problem, choose the Options button in the TCP/IP
control panel and unch eck the opti on Load only w hen needed. You sh ould
also check the Options w indow to make sure TCP/ IP is set to Active.
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+ DNS can't be found. A Web browser will report it can't find the domain name
server (and, thus, figure out how to find a Web site) for one of two r easons:
either the Mac isn't connected to the Internet or the DNS addresses are
wrong. (The DNS computers could also be down, so call your ISP if trouble
per sists.) If your PPP connection seems to be working, or if your hub i s
flashing i ts lights in response to a solid Internet connection, the problem is
most likely with the IP addresses you 've entered in th e TCP/IP control panel
for your DNS computers. Check them again and correct them .

+ Can't get e-mail and/or Usenet news. You need to set the correct e-mail and
news server addresses in Internet Config or the Internet Setup Assistant. Be
aware that not all mail and news programs use the Internet Config settings, so
you may have to individually set the addresses in your e-mail and/ or news
programs (see Figure 27-1).
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+ Internet connection dials itself.

You may find that your PPP dialer will attempt
to log onto the Internet as the Mac starts up or during the time that the Mac is
running, even if an Internet application is runnin g. (If a Web browser or e-mail
program is running, suspect it first ; look for a self-refreshing Web page or a
scheduled e-m ail check.) In this case, go to the T CP/IP Opti ons window and
check the option Load only when needed. T CP/IP may be try ing to constantly
maintain an Internet connection . (This problem can also be allribuled to older
versions of MacPPP and FreePPP, two popular Internet dialers. For some
reason, these earlier versions had a bug that caused them t o dial out for no
reason ever y few hours. If you suspect your PPP dialer, upgrade it.)

Loading TCP/IP only when needed is a good id ea if you use a dial-up connection or
you have very little RAM in your syst em, but it should gener ally be kept on for
direct (Ethernet-based) connections to the Internet. T CP/IP may also need to be on
all the time if you use a special bridge or oth er device to get Internet access for
your l ocal area network.
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Summary
• Troubleshooting a network requires a close look at the hardware and cabling,
followed by software troubleshooting, and then an even closer look at the
hardware. M any networking problems are due to a b ad wire or a bad
connection, with AppleTalk and Chooser problem s a close second. Only after
exhau sting these option s should you even wond er if there might be som ething
wrong with your networking ports.

+ 10Base2 and LocaiTalk networks often go down for very

little reason: Because
every computer connec tion i s required to keep th e network running happily,
any problems with the wiring or tran sceiver s on any of the machines can
bring t he netwo rk crashing down. In these cases, it pays to be organized .
lOBaseT networks are easier ; if t hey go down, blame it on the hub.

+ Open Transport and AppleTalk have their own little incompatibilities, but
for the m ost part the trouble is in configuration. AppleTalk especially can be
confusing, and- if it gets used a lot- it can ki ck b ack the occasional error.
Many App leTalk problems can b e attributed to corrupt files. Fortunatel y,
most of these problems are also easy to fix.

+ TCP/ lP shouldn't give you much trouble except that you need to be
meticulous w hen entering lP addresses and oth er valu es. Get those right
and only one or two potential probl ems will pop up to give you Internet
headaches.

•

•
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Gaming,
Multimedia, and
DOS Issues

+

+

+
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In This Chapter
Does your
accelerator
accelerate?

I

t's no fun t o spend hard-earned money and a little elbow
grease installing a state-of-the-art video card, only to be
less than overwhelmed by the speed increase you witness.
Th ere can be a couple of reasons a video accelerator might fail
to speed things up, and most of them are con figuration issues
that can be easily solved.
Speaking of configuration, getting game controllers - such as
high-end joysticks and gamepacls- to work correct ly can be a
study in arcana. If th ere's anywhere the Mac has let users
clown in the past , it's here, with th e ADB port being used as a
poor excuse for a gaming port. Fortunately, that's changing.
You'll just need to make sure you have the latest driver s and
software.
On the DOS emulation front, you've probably got two
concerns: run ning Windows in its full splendor, and bleeding
ever y last ounce of performance out of your emulation
solution. Now, I'm sure not going to help you troubleshoot
Windows; plenty of books much bigger than this one are
devoted to that task. But you will explore, in this chapter,
some possible solutions for an emulator that 's giving you a
little grief or a Windows solution that could use just a bit more
power.

QuickDraw 3D and
Voodoo problems
Problems with game
controllers
DOS emulation:
troubleshoot the
cords
Trouble w ith software
emulators

+

+

+

+
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3D and Acceleration
You buy th e card, get it home, follow all the instructions in Chapter 18, and you
perform, in your own humble est imation, a fabulous job of it. Then you fire up
your Mac and nothing spectacular seems to happen. Ther e's tw o possible reasons
for this:
• Nothing spectacular is supposed to happen. This is especially true if the card
you've bought is an add-on 30 card. Voodoo cards and some QuickDraw 30
RAVE accelerat or s only kick in when t hey're being used with a progr amoften a game or mult imedia t itle-designed t o be accelerat ed. In general,
you'll get regular per formance with these cards with other programs.

+ The configuration is wrong. For success ful 30 acceler ation, the card 's software
components and extensions should be loaded and running wit h t he Mac OS.
In addition, you need an application or title that 's designed to be accel erated
in t he first place. If you're working wit h the latter, then the for mer may be
causing your p ro blems; you need to install and use the correct extensions for
your 30 hardware.
Unless you encounter a vendor-specific defect, you're unlikely t o have many
probl ems beyond configuration. However, you need to have all the necessar y
component s present for the card to work, and you need th e card to be properly
inst alled . Here are some steps for fixing problems w it h your 3-D card:

1. If you suspect you're having 30 problems, you can isolat e those problems and
get to the root of t he issue by first determining which 30 technology you'r e
trying t o use.
2. Move on to the software specific to that 30 technology. Both QuickDraw 30
and 3Dfx Voodoo technologies require specific system ext ensions. Your card
may al so require special driver s.
3. If neit her of those get the card to kick in, suspect a conflict between those
extensions or a problem with th e application you're trying to use.
4. Finally, if troubleshooting the extensions or application doesn't solve your
problem , you can suspect that it's a hardware issue.
One way t o solve 30 acceleration problems i s to rerun t he inst allati on program that
came wit h the card . This should install any d river s for th e card that are missing and
may be necessar y to configure the card. The one thing to watch out for, though , is
t he installation's propensity to overwrite upgrades to your Mac OS; don't let it
overwrite QuickDraw 30 , Quicklime, or similar t echnologies if you know that your
cur rent versions of those extensions are newer.
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If your Mac OS extensions are newer than the 3-D card's versions, you might want
to consult the accelerator card manufacturer's Web site to see if it has released an
update to the installer. The company may also have specific recommendations
regarding the product's interaction with your newer release of Mac technology or
the Mac OS. Often a manufacturer will upgrade its installation when a new version
of the QuickDraw 3D technology is made available by Apple, a nd you can download
that upgrade (or read about the work-around) from the manufacturer's Web s ite.

QuickDraw 3D
Because QuickDraw 3D is written by Apple and supported from within the Mac OS,
it's very well integrated for a number of tasks. For instance, you can accelerate
QuickDraw 3D graphics within a window; with Voodoo 3D, you have to be viewing
the acceleration full screen, one of the main reasons that Voodoo acceleration is
pretty much limited to the arena of games.
But with that integration comes a certain amount of confusion. Sometimes it's
tough to tell exactly which extensions you need to have active for 3-D acceleration
to work. Remember, QuickDraw 3D is the required technology for creating the 3D
objects and manipulating them in the Mac OS-QuickDraw 3D RAVE is the
acceleration technology that makes the 3D graphics render more quickly. So, you
need both technologies present to get QuickDraw 3D-accelerated graphics cards
and applications to work together correctly.

Loading trouble
To begin, check to make sure all the required QuickDraw 3D extensions appear in
the Extensions folder on your Mac (or that they're checked to load in the
Extensions Manager). Those extensions are as follows:
• QuickDraw 3D
• QuickDraw 3D IR
• QuickDraw 3D RAVE
• QuickDraw 3D Viewer
If you get a message that says "QuickDraw 3D could not be found," that's a good

indication you're missing one or more of the preceding extensions. If they are
present (and the Mac has been restarted), it's possible that you're receiving the
message because you're running low on application memory. Try closing other
applications and restarting the Mac, and the n run the QuickDraw-enabled
application again (with no other applications loaded).
If you still have trouble, you may simply not have enough RAM to run QuickDraw
3D and the application. If you feel you have plenty of RAM, increase the problem

application's allocated RAM slightly (select the application's icon a nd choose File •::>
Get Info). If all else fails , try a clean install of the Mac OS in case the extensions (or
some other aspect of the Mac OS) have become corrupted.
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,.
Note

These days, QuickDraw 3D is generally installed along with the QuickTime distribution, so if you can't find an option to help you reinstall QuickDraw 3D, look to the
QuickTime installer. Also, note that QuickDraw 3D is a PowerPC-only technology that
can require quite a bit of RAM, so this won't work with older Macs.

Acceleration issues
Aside from having all the QuickOraw extensions loaded, including QuickDraw 30
RAVE, the most important part of using QuickDraw 30 RAVE acceler ation is running
a program- usually a game - that supports RAVE. You 'II find that not all of them
do, and games written specifically for the Voodoo chipset from 30fx aren't
necessarily designed to be acceler at ed by a QuickOraw 30 accelerator card. (Some
cards do both types of 30 acceler ation, and some games do both , too.)
It's always a good idea to check the game publisher's Web site to see if it has
updat ed the game t o support RAVE driver s or created a patch for the game that
includes the suppor t. In the computer gaming world, games get rel eased as soon
as they possibly can - sometimes w ith other support files, patches, and upgrades
being released weeks later through the mail or v ia a Web site. Check often if it
seems acceleration i sn't working well or if accel eration isn't yet present in
the game.

If you're using a 30 card for higher-end multimedia or design 30 acceleration , the
main concern is making sure you're loading the correct extensions for your video
card (see Figure 28-1), so study the card's manual carefully. You'll also want to
check your Extensions folder for any extension conflicts; Apple has its own gr aphic
accelerator extensi ons that may interfere with th e oper ation of your card, as may
extensions l eft over from a previous video card . Also check th e v ideo card
manufacturer's Web site for updates t o the ext ensions you currently have installed.
In a number of cases, built-in 30 acceler ation only works at 16-bit color dept hs
(thousands of colors), not 8-bit (256 colors) or 24-bit ( millions of colors). Check
your documentation regarding your particular Mac model - this is certainly true of
the Power Macintosh 5500/6500 series of Macs, the 20th Anniversary Mac, and
many Power Computing model s that featured ATI-based 30 acceler ation.
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Don't forget that some game drawing functions require Game Sprockets as well as
the appropriate acceleration extensions. See the Game Sprockets discussion later in
this chapter.

Voodoo
Overall, Voodoo acceleration i s simpler than QuickDraw 30 RAVE, but it does still
require attention to the extensions loaded on your machine. You'll also want to
make sure your card and monitor are configured correctly.
H the Voodoo accelerator card you're using is a 3-D card only, it needs to be
connected to the existing 20 card in your Mac. To do that, you generally attach a
cable to the 20 card's RGB (DB15) port, and connect the cable to the video-in port
on th e Voodoo card. From there, you hook a VGA (HD15) monitor cable into the
Voodoo card, although you may need an adapter if you're using an Apple monitor.
Check these cables for proper configuration if you're having trouble getting either
the card or your monitor to work after installation.
Voodoo accelerators will generally only support mu ltisync monitors (because they
need to resync to support full-screen 30), and they require PCI-based Power
Maci ntosh computers. Vood oo cards can also add quite a bit to the RAM
requirements of your favorite games, usually needing 32MB of RAM or more for
successful game play.

QuickDraw 3D: When things slow down
Apple's Tech Info Library contains a tech note that was originally part of the Power
Computing tech database, which Apple incorporated into its own support Web site when
Power Computing sold its assets to Apple. The note discusses the built-in ATI RAGE II
chipset on the Power Computing machine, although the chipset is actually a popular addon in many Macs.
The note discusses problems that occur when video memory gets low, which manifest
themselves with 3D objects that slowly begin to lose their texture and detail as QuickDraw
allows these things to drop out in the interest of preserving VRAM. This effect is especially
noticeable if you're increasing the window size while viewing a complex 3D object; it's less
likely to be noticeable while playing games. Eventually, the card will run out of memory and
the QuickDraw functions will revert back to software-only, resulting in slower performance.
The answer: Get more VRAM or render less complex objects.
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You'll also have to have t he correct softwar e installed . QuickDraw 30 and
QuickDraw 30 RAVE are probably still required, as may be the DrawSprocket from
Apple's Game Sprockets. (In fact , some Voodoo accelerators work as QuickDraw 30
RAVE accelerator s, too, but sometimes only in full-screen modes.)
In addition to the above, your 3Dfx card will likely require a few additional drivers:

+ 3Dfx RAVE driver extension
+ 3Dfx shared library file
+ Graph ics librar y file
All of these will need to be placed in the Extensions folder. Check your
documentation for the exact name and oth er required extensions.
Your Voodoo card will also require full-screen games specifically written to take
advant age of Voodoo (or QuickDraw 30 RAVE, in some cases) accelerat ion. This
means games that tou t that they're Voodoo-, 3Dfx- or Glide-compatible, all of which
refer to pretty much the same thing. (The Glide API is a progr ammer's interface for
writing acceler ated 30 routines.)

Troubleshooting
If you have trouble wi th a pass-through sty le add-on Voodoo accelerator, your
problems are likely to rev olve around t he cables and adapters you need to get the
card working. If you install t he card and immediately have trouble, check the cab les
and adapters first. Some of these troubleshoo ting hints are more applicable to one
type of accelerat or over the other, but you may find any of them useful for a
particular problem.
Here are some common issues:

+ Cable doesn 't fit on a pass-through Voodoo system.

Make sure you've attached
t he RGB port (DB 15) to the 20 video card . Some video cards feature both RGB
and VGA (HD 15) ports, but th e cable is designed fo r one RGB and one VGA
port. So, use RGB on the Mac's video and use VGA on th e Voodoo card's
video-in port.

+

Monitor is blank on a Voodoo system. Check the pass-though cable between
your 20 and Voodoo card . Also check the connection from th e Voodoo card to
your monitor. If you've installed an adapter for Lh e monitor 's connecti on to
the Voodoo card, test t hat adapter as well. ( If you can, plug it into anot her
VGA por t for testin g with your moni tor.) Tes t fo r trouble with th e Voo doo card
by reinstalling t he monitor on th e 2-D card , and then test ing to see i f t he
original video card is putting out a signal and that t he monitor works.
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Wor!?s fin e until you load a game, and then goes blan!? using a Voodoo card.
Wait a few moments to make sure the game isn't just slow. Make sure t he
game supports either QuickOraw 30 RAVE or Voodoo acceler ation. If not,
try restarting with extensions off (hold down the Shift key during startup)
and running the game again. You may have a conflict between video drivers,
es pecially if you have both the Voodoo driver s and another seri es of 30
drivers loaded on the same sys tem . (fechworks, maker of the Power30 card,
identifies a conflict with some AT! 30 drivers.)

+ The screen goes blan!? using any acce/erat01:

If the light on your monitor is
orange instead of green, th e monito r may have gone to sleep. Try disabling
monitor sleep in the Energy Saver control panel. (You may need to res tart.)

+ Sound stutters during gameplay with any accelerator.

There's an identified
problem with many 30 acceleration cards and the Catalyst mother board used
in Power Macintosh 7200 machine and many of the Mac clone systems. Look
for driver updat es from the card manufac turer.

+ Things don 't tool? any different. Check for game settings and/ or special
drivers for the game i tself, which must support the 30 acceler ation
technology you 're using. You may need to use a different version of t he
game program that's specifically enabled for your type of 3-0 acceleration.
You may also need a patch or update program for the game that 's been
released on the game publisher's Web site.

+ Things are wor!?ing,

but dark Some accelerator s have trouble with managing
monitor gamma, resulting in a dark screen. Look for brightness settings in the
game's preference settin gs or turn the brightness up on your monitor.

If it feels like the problem doesn't fall in any of these categories, you can try
zapping PRAM and reinstalling the software drivers for the card. You shou ld also
power your Mac all the way down, t est that all video cables are securely installed,
and start the machine back up to make sure it is properly sensing the video
adapt ers and cables. You can also try inst alling the card in a differ ent PC! slot;
accelerat or cards and some v ideo cards can be sensitive t o which slot they're
installed in. And, while you're inside the Mac, make sure you press the
motherboard reset button if one is present.

Sprockets and Controllers
If you're having trouble with a game controller, you probably either have an AOB
conflict or overload, or your software isn't configured correctly. To test for an
AOB-related problem, see Chapter 24.
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There are t hree basic ways to configure game controllers on the Macintosh:

+ Mouse-substitute. Using an application or contro l panel for the settings, the
game cont roller is calibrated so that i t works effect ively when th e mouse
option is chosen in the game being played.

+Game-based. Indiv idual games (especially games that are a few y ear s old) can
come with dr ivers desi gned for the more popular models of j oystick or
cont roller. These games will often support basic controls on all joyst icks,
along with support for speci alized controllers, such as fl ight yokes and
throttle sys tems.

+ Sprockets-based. Each device you have gets an Input Sprocket driver t hat's
stored in t he Ext ensions folder, kind of like the drivers for fax modems and
printers that even tually show up in t he Chooser (except t hat sprocket drivers
don't show up in the Chooser-they show up in a standard interface that can
be written into Mac games). You need to have the sprocket for your par ticular
cont ro ller in the Extensions folder if you're going to effectively use a game
t hat wor ks wi th Sprockets (see Figure 28-2).
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Figure 28-2: The Input Sprocket drivers. Some ga mes or
other installations will add a whole slew of th em to your
System folder.
So, configu r ation problems you run into will probably have to do with missing
drivers or controller descriptions necessary for each ty pe of game. If your game's
support for controllers is mouse-based, t here's really only so much you can dousually you 'll be able to con fi gure certain set tings in a control panel , or you can
phys ically reconfigure th e joys t ick usin g dials and settings while you're testing t he
game itsel f. You may also be able to program th e game controller to do cer tain
things (represent key presses, for example) when you click a part icular button. For
instance, th e CH Products Gamepacl cont rol panel enables you to assign tasks to
each programmable button (see Figure 28-3).
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You may find that c ertain games already h ave built-in configurations for the
controller you're trying to use, in which case you may need to disable the control
panel that governs that controller and/or confi gure the controller from within the
game. Usually, the more popul ar the game and the controller, the more likely it is
you can configure the controller from directly inside t he game.
The best all-around solution is a controller that takes advantage of Game Sprockets.
In this case, you simply need to make sure t he Input Sprocket driver for your
particular controller appears in the Extensions folder on your Mac. If you don't
have an Input Sprocket driver, check your installatio n disks and the manufacturer 's
Web site. You may also find the driver on the inst allati on media for the game in
question. Game Sprockets is still gaining popularity, so, for a time at least , the entire
distribution t ends t o come with every game that supports the Sprockets. Check the
CD for a driver that works with your joystick.
If you can't find a driver - either a game-based driver or a Sprocket driver check your controller's manual for substitutes. Sometimes a parti cular controller
is designed to emulate a more popular product by the same company or a wellknown controller from another company in the industry.

PC Compatibility
PC compatibility means three things: file exchange, expansion cards, and emulati on
software. You want your Mac to be capable of mounting PC disks and reading their
contents, you may want to run Windows application s using an add-in card, and you
may also be interest ed in getting DOS and Windows applicati ons running using a
software emulator o n your high-end PowerPC-based Mac.
As far as floppy and file-format compatibility, most of the problems you encounter
w ill be issues with configuration, although you'll run across th e occasional
preferences file that needs a stern talking to.
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Input device conflicts: Drivers and control panels
The Advanced Gravis Frequently Asked Questions site (www. g r a vi s . com) addresses a
couple of interesting problems that can affect how well your game controller integrates into
your system.
The first of these is a specific issue with the extension that Gravis uses for some of their Mac
devices, called the Firebird GA extension. (You should examine your System folder to see if
your game controller has a similar extension.) The extension works in the background,
polling the ADB bus, preventing the Energy Saver control panel from putting the Mac to
sleep and conserve energy. The solution is to disable the extension and load each game set
manually.
Another problem that some game controllers ca n have is a conflict with mouse-management software like Kensington Mouseworks, which can try to control every device on the
ADB bus. If you have trouble getting an input device to work correctly and you're using an
advanced mouse or trackball, check the mouse software for controls for excluding certain
ADB addresses or devices. (See Chapter 24 for more information on the Mouseworks control panel.)

The PC Compatibility Cards from Apple, Reply, Orange Micro, and Radius introd uce
a disturbing variable into th e configuration and troubleshooting of a MacintoshDOS and Windows. With these two somewhere near your system, you'll encounter a
few problems that are way, way outside the scope of t his text.
Instead, in this section we' ll focus on only two compatibility issues: Getting an lntelcompatible chip to work with the Mac's components and getting Windows and the
Mac OS to coexist peacefully enough that they can share peripherals and swap
data. These ar e no small tasks, but they're handled surprisingly well by the PC
Setup control panel that ships with many of these cards.

If you're not using one of the cards, but you are using a powerful Power Macintosh ,
you may be more interes ted in putting SoftWindows or VirtualPC to use in running
Windows and DOS applications. If this is t he case, a few unique issues should be
addressed in the configurati on and troubleshooting of these applications, as well.

Floppies and files
To mount a DOS-formatted d isk or removable medi a cartridge, your Mac needs to
be armed with th e appropriate drivers for the device and the PC Exchange control
panel. a Mac OS add-on that's responsible for most of the cross-platform disk
handling tasks. So. if you 're having trouble with aDOS-format ted disk-especially if
you' re getting a message th at says "Disk is unreadable" o r " Is not a Macintos h disk''
-check to make sure th e PC Exchange contro l panel is being properly loaded at
startup. If it doesn't appear in the Control Panels menu under the Apple menu,
check th e Extensi ons Manager to make sure PC Exchange is enabled.
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Note

................

I get so used to being able to use DOS-formatted disks that I'm sometimes surprised
it doesn't work when I restart with extensions off by holding down the Shift key as the
Mac starts up. If you stick a PC disk in when the PC Exchange control panel hasn't
been loaded, the Mac can't read the disk. The Finder then tries to entice you into formatting the disk, which will erase all the data on the disk. Don't do it. Restart so that
the PC Exchange extension can load.
PC Exchange won't w ork with M acs that don't include an Apple SuperDrive (the
M ac Plus and before, along w ith early rel eases of the Mac SE and the Mac II ) and
w ill only work with properly formatted 720K and 1.44MB DOS floppy disks. (In my
experi ence, you'll h av e m ore luck with 1.44MB floppies.) Appl e warns that you
shouldn' t try to verify or fix a DOS floppy with a Macintosh disk doctor progr am.
Take the disk to a DOS or Wind ows machine and r un a disk doct or program there,
instead .

Trouble with long filenames and removable media
If you're having a problem seeing th e Windows 95 long filen ames associat ed with
files on a DOS-formatted fl oppy, you need to make sure you've upgraded to PC
Exchange 2.2 or high er ( included with the Mac OS 8. 1 upgrade). Thi s is also true if
you're having t rouble with an Iomega Zip cartridge, whi ch i s better supported with
the 2.2 v er sion.
Dep ending on the v ersion of PC Exch ange you h ave, th e contro l panel has the builtin ability to mount many different types of DOS-formatted media, including m any
rem ovable drives and cartridge drives. You should b egin by inserting the media and
seeing if it appear s on th e desktop. Iomega Zip and Jaz drives, for instance, supp ort
the PC Exch ange control pan el natively, enabling DOS-form atted Zip and Jaz
cartridges to appear on the desktop seamlessly.
You may need to mount other removable dr ives manually. To do this:

I. Open the PC Exchange control panel and click the Option s button.
2. Wait for the M ac to locate any recognized SCSI devices th at are PC formatted .
3. Choose the drive. It should then mo unt on t h e desktop. Close the control
panel.
Your rem ovable dr ive m ay not appear for two reasons. First , it may have its own
updat e that will enable it to work more closely with the PC Exchange contro l panel look for updat ed drivers on th e manufacturer 's Web site. Second, it might not work
correctly b ecause PC Exch an ge is comparing the drive against an internal list of
drives it supports. If PC Exchange doesn't support the drive or media you're trying to
mount, you'll need to upgrade PC Exch ange or contact the manufacturer to see if a
workaround is available.
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Can't see more than 1GB
PC Exchange has a limitation, even in recent vers ions: It doesn't see DOS-formatted
media that's over 1GB in size if it's in the regular FAT (File Allocation Table) format
of pre-Windows 95 volumes. In Windows 95 OSR 2 (OEM Service Release #2) and in
Windows 98, the underlying file system has been upgraded to FAT32, which, like
HFS Plus for Macs, supports larger drives and smaller allocation blocks . Using PC
Exchange 2.2 or higher, you can see these drives.
Otherwise, the solution is to repartition the PC media so that only 1GB is formatted
to the regular FAT specification at once.

Freezes and crashes
If your Mac freezes or crashes when trying to work with a DOS-formatted floppy,
suspect an extens ion conflict. It's possible the PC Exchange extension is in
conflict with another extension on your system. You can try restarting with only
the Mac OS extensions ac tive, or troubleshoot the extension conflict as discussed
in Chapter 32.
Symptoms of a conflict also include the Mac not being able to read a DOS floppy
that you know is correctly formatted, the Mac crashing while mounting the d isk, or
the Mac crashing while reading the disk.

Loading PC files
If you're trying to load a PC document into a Macintosh program, PC Exchange will

attempt to help you with that as well. It does so by us ing a table of filename
extensions (the three letters in the DOS file name that are used to identify the type
of document) that corresponds to a Macintosh program designed to open that file.
Many Macintosh programs are able to directly open or import files created in their
Windows counterparts, or even in competing Windows applications.
If you double-click a PC file and a window appears asking you which application
should be used to load the file, pick the appropriate application from the list
provided.
If you double-click a PC file, and it doesn't give you a window of choices - but it

also doesn't load in the correct ap plication- you s hould head to the PC Exchange
control panel to change the association. Open the control panel and select that file
name extens ion's entry (for instance, .DOC for Microsoft Word for Windows files).
Now, click the Change button to change the association (using a standard Open
dialog box) to another Mac application. Find the Mac application in the dialog box
and click OK.
If the file attempts to load in the correct application but fails, this may be a sign

that the application isn't equipped to deal with this pa rtic ular type of documentat least, not directly. The file may need to be translated. For that, you'll want to
launc h the application, choose File c:> Open, and attempt to open the DOS document
from the Open dialog window.
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Why must you use the File •-:> Open command? Because the application now has
more complete control over th e process. Using the Open command from within the
program causes t he progr am to attempt t o import a foreign file format. In fact , in
some programs you can choose the type of file directly in the Open dialog box; if
it's a WordPerfec t for Windows document, for instance, you can pull d own the File
Type (or similar) menu and choose the WordPerfect for Windows entry. Now the
application knows how to translate the DOS/Windows doc ument.

If the document still won't open, and you have Mac OS 7.6 or higher on your Mac,
the problem may be solved by installing MacLinkPlus, which is included on th e Mac
OS CD-ROM. (You can also buy this utility separately or upgrade it with more
translators from DataViz, Inc., at v/1'1\v. data viz . com.) With this utility, the Mac
application will have additional translators at its disposal. With these translators
properly inst alled (make sure MacLinkPlus has been installed from the Mac OS
CD-ROM and that t he control panel is active), the application 's Open dialog should
have many more translation choices (see Figure 28-4). Selec t th e DOS file you're
trying to open, select the appropriate translator, and then click the Open button .
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Figure 28-4: MaclinkPius offers translators for a variety of Windows and DOS
applications.
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PC Cards
The DOS and PC Compatibility Cards (and the associated software) do a
surprisingly good j ob of integrating themselves into a Mac and functioning side by
side with the Mac's processor. In gener al, things should be as trouble-free as you
can expect from Windows and t he Mac OS, with the understanding that cr ashes on
one system have the potential t o affect the other syst em, and giv ing the PC
Compatibility Carel access to the Mac's peripherals can sometimes result in
unexpected consequences.
You can expect a few limitations regarding the t y pical PC Compatibility Carel:

+ The Apple, Reply, and Radius (along with some of the earlier Orange Micr o
cards) are not designed to run any OS other than DOS or Windows 3.1 , and
they can have some fits when running Windows 95. (The OS itself will usually
work fine; how ever, some important parts of it don't work correctly,
hampering compatibility. Specifically, most of these cards lack 32-bit device
drivers that enable Windows 95 to r un in a full-compatibility mode. Thi s limits
some of the applications that the PC Card is able to run in Windows 95,
especially multimedia titles and advan ced games.

+ PC Compatibility Cards are gener ally designed to use the Mac's serial ports
for serial communicati on (to modems, for instan ce). Unfortunately,
incompatibilities between typical PC serial ports and Mac serial ports t end t o
cause modem connecti ons to run ver y slowly for the PC Carel. Some cards
offer their own serial ports (many of the cards from Or ange Micro do, for
example), and Apple has offered a PCI-based seri al/ parallel card for PCCompatible Macs that allows you t o use lntel-compatible peripherals.

+ Printers and modems that rely heavily on the Mac OS to function often w on't
work when accessed from the PC environment. Specifically, GeoPort modems
and LaserWr iter Sel ect 300 and Personal LaserWriter printers aren't
supported , along with some other third-party models of both modems and
printers. You'll have better luck with hardware-only modems and PostScript
printers when trying to access them from DOS or Windows.

+ Most PC Compatibility Cards are desi gned t o share a video monitor with the
Mac, switching back and forth in r esponse to a hot-key sequence. This means
the PC Setup software needs to properly set up and use the video card w hile
in PC Compatibility mode. The PC Cards w ork best with very st andard,
multisync monitors, and, preferably, a second monitor that hooks directly into
the VGA port on the PC Card.

+ Working with removable media from the PC Compatibility environment can
sometimes create trouble, especially with disks such as the Iomega Zip that
tend to mount t hemselves on the Mac desktop.
The followin g troubleshooting issues are mor e or less applicable to the entire line
of PC Compatibility Cards. Some of them also affect th e older DOS Compatibili ty
card. If t he issue affects only OrangePC Car ds , I'll mention that specifically.

,

Note
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The first thing you should do is update the PC Setup software you're using with your
Apple-brand PC Compatibility Card if you haven't for a while. The exception is the
card in a Quadra 610- the last available upgrade for that machine is PC Setup 1.0.2.

PC doesn't start up
If you've installed the card and its software, and you can't get the card to start up

(either the options are grayed out in the PC Setup control panel or you get an error
message), you need to begin your troubleshooting by isolating a potential software
problem, and then move on to evaluating the hardware. To begin, follow these
steps:
1. Check that the control panel is properly installed and turned on. You may

need to restart after installing or moving the control panel.
2. Make sure you've chosen a valid DOS or Windows startup volume in the
control panel. On most of the cards, this can't be aDOS-formatted hard drive
in your Mac; it needs to be a disk container on a Mac-formatted drive. (You
can use the DOS-formatted hard drive as the 0 drive.)
3. Check to make sure you don't have an extension conflict. Try restarting with
only the basic Mac OS extensions and the extensions necessary for your PC
Compatibility Card.
4. Try throwing away your PC Setup, Detente (Reply), or OrangePCi preferences,
especially if you've recently upgraded the software. Restart and try again.
5. Restart and zap PRAM. Restore the settings in the PC Card's control panel and
try again.
6. Reinstall the PC Card's software. Look for a newer version on the
manufacturer's Web site.
7. Open the case and make sure the card is properly seated in its s lot. If it's a PC!
card, try changing the slot it's in. If you can put it in the bus master slot (the
one closest to the Mac's processor), go ahead and try that.
8. Hit the reset button on your logic board to reset the PCI bus.
If none of these work, you might try the card in anothe r Mac, or create a clean

install of the Mac OS and try installing the card and the software all over again. You
should also try the card with and without any additional RAM installed on the card.
Be careful not to confuse a monitor problem with a PC Card problem; if the monitor
switches to black but nothing happens, suspect the monitor and monitor
connection.

PC starts up black
This is probably a problem with the monitor settings, connection, or the moni tor
itself. If the monitor is the same one you use for your Mac (or you otherwise know
it to be in working order), you should troubleshoot the connection in the backmake sure all the cabling is as it should be-and troubleshoot the PC Setup (or
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Det ente or OrangePCi) control panel. Specifically, you want to make sure the
control is set for the correct monitor resolution and refresh r ate.
Apple lists a certain number of approved monitors for use with a PC Compatibility
Card; consult that list (in your manual or in Apple's Tech Info library) to m ake sure
your monitor is compatible. If your monitor has a VGA connector, you can also try
hooking the monitor directly to the PC Card t o make sure it isn't a problem with the
cabling you're using to connect t he Mac and PC to the sam e monitor.

Monitor trouble
Th e PC Card may not be properly sensing the monitor. You can fix this by setting
the monitor to a different setting other than the automati c one in the PC Card's
control panel. You should also consult your card 's manual for instruc tions
regarding specific monitors and video chipsets.
In many cases, you m ay get odd or high-end monitor options in Windows that your
monitor doesn't support, so be w ar y when changing resolutions and color depths.
You may find, for inst ance, that th e card gives y ou the choice of 24-bit col or or a
very high resolution. Gener ally 800x600 or 1,024x 768 and 16-bit colors are the
highest y ou' ll get from th e PC Card . (Earlier cards offer lower resolution and col or
depths.)

If th e scr een appears with a large black border around it, you've chosen a
resolution for the PC environment that's low er than the monitor is designed (or
adapted) to support. Either change the setting on your monitor's VGA-to-RGB
adapter or increase the r esolution in Windows.
Newer PC-compatibility cards from Apple and Reply feature an ATI chipset that
should be auto-sensed by Windows, which then chooses the appropr iat e driver.
During installation, Windows 95 will ask you t o choose the type of monitor you're
using-you should do so, telling it as closely as possible the model you have.

If you have a fixed-frequency monitor, you may experience some trouble with video
playback (running Video for Windows, and so on) in the Windows env ironment.
Some video games and multimedia titl es may be poorly synchronized between the
audio and video. The only answer is to upgr ade the monitor to a multisync model.

DOS won't boot
Make sure you have a valid DOS driver container selected in the DOS card's control
panel as the C drive. If you suspect that there's something wrong w ith the drive
container, you should be able to boot DOS by inserting a DOS system disk in the
floppy drive and starting up the PC.
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If DOS still won' t boot, but it's switching to a blank screen, it's possible that the DOS
card itself has cr ashed o r hung and needs to be physically reset. Usually you can do
this in the PC Card's control panel. If that still doesn't work (unlikely, but possible),
you may want to shut the Mac all the way down so t hat the PC Card no l onger gets
power. Try starting up again, and then test the card.
You should also test for extension conflicts and look for an updat e for the PC Card
software. If necessary, you can reinstall the PC Card softwar e and/ or create a new
drive container and attempt to install DOS and Windows in the new container. You
should also make sure the card is properly seated in its PCI slot . You might try the
card in a different sl ot (prefer ably t he bus master slot), especially if you've recently
installed another PC! card.

Modem setup
One of th e biggest headaches with a PC Compatibility Card is getting i t to function
correctly w ith a Mac modem when you need to connect the PC environment over
phone lines. Because of inconsistencies between the Mac's RS-422 serial por t and
the RS-232 serial ports that Windows expects to deal w ith, t he results will usually
be less than pleasing.
To use your Mac's modem in the PC environment, it needs to be a hardware-based
Hayes compatible modem- prefer ably one that's sim ilar to a PC model by the
same manufacturer and has simply been repurposed for Mac use, with nearly all
its functions implemented wi thin th e modem itself. You 'll have very little luck with
software-based modems (for example, some Global Village Tel eport and Apple
internal GeoPort modems) that rely heavily on a control panel and system
extension to work properly. And you'll have absolutely no luck with a GeoPort
Telecom Adapter, which simply isn't supported by PC Compatibility Cards.
The basic probl em you'll encounter when configuring your Mac modem in Windows
is you can't get hardware to handshake and flow control t o work from the PC
environment to the Mac modem. So, as discussed in Chapter 16, you 're severely
limited in the throughput you can expect between the modem and the computer at least, the throughput that the PC can manage without using hardware flow
cont r ol. In my experience, the bes t-case scenario is a true connection of 9.6 Kbps
and an overall (compressed , error correc ted) connec tion of perhaps 19.2 Kbps,
with 14.4 or 9.6 Kbps more likely.
To set up the modem , you should select t he following in the DOS o r Windows
environment:
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1. In the Mac environment, turn off any applications that might be using or
polling the modem port. This includes programs such as a fax program or a
PPP dialer.
2. In the PC Card's control panel, map the modem port to COM 1.
3. In Windows, go to the Control Panel folder and create a new modem profile.
Specify a "standard 9600" modem.
4. Change the options as follows: Choose not to use the FIFO UART, choose
Xon/Xoff flow control, and choose 19,200 bps as the modem's top speed.
Now you s hould be able to use the modem through Windows. Note that t his set up
is only necessary if you're us ing the Mac's serial port for modem communications;
if your OrangePC Card has its own serial ports or your Apple/Reply PC
Compatibility Card has been augmented by Apple's Serial/Parallel expansion card,
you should be able to set up an lntel-compatible modem with no trouble using the
PC serial port.
You may be able to get the modem to work and s till have software that won't use t he
Mac modem appropriately or at all. (I've had trouble with America Online in the past,
unless I connect over a TCP/IP connection to the service.) The basic problem is this:
Not all RS-232 signals are available to the PC Card when it's remapped to a Mac serial
port. Carrier Detect (CD), Data Set Ready (DSR), Request to Send (RTS), and Ring
Indicator (Rl) are all unavailable to the DOS or Windows program. If your application
or serial device requires these signals, you won't be able to get it to work.
But if your DOS/Windows program allows for some advanced modem configuration,
you may be able to implement a workaround. The first thing you can try is dig into
the program's preferences and tell it that the modem is a Hayes-compatible 9,600
bps modem, which usually will persuade the program to talk to the modem without
using th ese signals. If that's not the case, refer to Chapter 26 and your modem's
manual to help you dig into the AT command set and disable the modem's need to
detect a carrier and use hard flow control. If you can manage that, you can probably
use the modem at speeds between 9,600 and 19,200 bps.

Crashes and errors on the Mac
A crash of the PC can sometimes bring down the Mac, although more often you
should be able to hot-key back to the Mac environment and restart the PC from the
PC Card's control panel.
Crashes on the Mac itself can occur sometimes, especially with out-of-date PC
Setup software. If your Mac crashes on startup, it may be because it's trying to start
the PC as the Mac starts up-which is one option in the PC Setup control pane l. A
crash at this point could keep you from getting to the Mac OS to troubleshoot the
problem. The solution is to start up with extensions off, open the PC Setup control
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panel, and turn off the Auto-startup option. You can then restart the Mac with
regular extensions loading. Once the Mac has started up, you can troubleshoot the
problem with the PC Card from the Finder.

~·
Note

You can also encounter a problem if the PC Setup control panel is set to map a
serial port to a COM port and also has Auto-startup selected. In that case, you may
have a conflict with your Mac modem software that results in crashes, freezes , or
other errors from within your Mac's modem-oriented applications. It's best to set
the PC Setup control panel to not map any of the serial ports to COM ports until
you're ready to the use the PC and have turned off other modem-based Mac
programs and/or extensions.
Apple recommends that you not rebuild the desktop while auto-start is active. In fact,
it's probably a good idea (in my opinion) to leave auto-start off completely. It seems
to cause more trouble than it addresses, including overall system slowdowns and
occasional errors.
To avoid crashes on the Mac, your first step is to update to the latest version of PC
Setup that your Mac can handle. Many bug fixes and other issues are addressed
with the later releases of the PC Setup software.
The PC Setup preferences can become corrupted, resulting in error messages such
as "PC Setup, Unimplemented Trap" and some random crashing or freezing. If you
experience this, you can drag the PC Setup preferences file (in the Preferences
folder in the System Folder) to the desktop and restart the Mac. Run PC Setup to
see if the problem recurs. If it doesn't, you can throw away the preferences file.
Open Transport can cause compatibility issues with the PC Setup control panel.
Check the Read Me file that came with your PC Setup installation to determine
which version(s) of the Mac OS and Open Transport are required for proper
operation of your PC Compatibility Card. Remember also that the PC Card is a
complex component in your Mac and that new versions of the Mac OS will
sometimes require the card to be specifically supported with a software update.
That may take time to get from Apple, so check the Read Me file and installation
instructions before you upgrade to a major new version of the Mac OS.
RAM modules installed on some cards unde r s pecific circumstances can cause
crashes. Try booting the card without the RAM module installed to isolate the
problem. Of this doesn't work either, your problem lies elsewhere .) If the card
works while sharing memory with the Mac, upgrade to the latest version of PC
Setup and try installing the RAM module again. If it still doesn't work, the problem
may lie with the module itself.
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Crashes on the PC side
Many PC Compatibility Cards only support Windows 95 or 98 in the most
roundabout way, with real mode dr ivers required for some of the components
to work correctly. (Real mode is a backward-compatibl e mode in Windows 95
that enables it to work with driver programs designed for older versions of DOS
and Windows.) In day-to-day use, this may slow your work down slightly, but it
shouldn't affect m any Windows progr ams. However, it can keep you from wor king
with anything that requires a 32-bit clean Windows system (one that uses no real
mode drivers).
More often than not, it's Windows' high-end graphics and gaming technologies that
require 32-bit clean operation. That includes DirectX support as w ell as som e other
Windows multimedia technologies . You shouldn't attempt to install DirectX on an
Apple or Reply card ( newer Orange Micro card s have 32-bit drivers that support
these Windows technologies). If certain games, multimedia progr ams, or even the
Office Assistant in Microsoft Office for Windows cause crashes in your Windows
environment, try t o avoid using them, unless you'r e able to obtain 32-bit drivers for
the PC Card.
Although Appl e has expressed no interest in writing these drivers, th ere's
speculation at the tim e of writing that Orange Micro may make their drivers (which
are already available for their cards) availabl e for owners of other card brands.
(There's no guaran tee that this will happen, however.) Check vJWvl . o r angem i c r o .
com for details.

Software emulators
If you've got a fast Power Macintosh and have opted for SoftWindows or Virtual PC,
you'll probably find that you have slightly fewer problems than owners of PC
Compatibility Cards ; you shouldn't have too much t rouble getting Windows
software to work correctly, although the trade-off i s a pretty serious speed hit
compared to a physical DOS card.
Probably the biggest problem you'll encounter with these emulation programs is
when you don't (or can't) allocate them enough RAM to run properly. They tend
to be very hungry for RAM, w hich isn't too surprising; after all, they're emulat ing
either the Windows environment (SoftWindows) or an entire Intel-<:ompatible PC
(RealPC, Virtual PC), both of which r equire at least as much RAM as a typical Mac.
If you plan to use one of these progr ams extensively, I highly recommend you
double th e amount of RAM in your Mac so that you can dedicate a large chunk of
RAM to the emulation program while still being able to get things done in the Mac
env ironment.
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Printers and modems
Software emulators suffer from a few of the same problems PC Cards encounter,
including certain limitations with dealing with Mac modems and printing issues.
Fortunatel y, both of the major emulation companies offer some si gnificant
workarounds - after all, the emulation program is ultimately a Mac application, not
a Windows machine. If you have problems printing or using a modem, make sure
the software program supports the modem (check its documentation and Read Me
files). Next, make sure the program's special drivers are loaded in Windows to make
those Mac peripherals work with the Windows environment.
In some cases, you' ll find the most convenient way to fix an interface problem with
an emulator (a mouse, display, modem , printer, or something similar that once
worked and no longer does) is to restart the emulator with a new DOS drive
container image. On the CD used to install your emulator, you'lllikely find one of
these images that can be copied to your hard drive and used immediately to boot
the environment. You can then assign the older cont ainer to be the D orE drive, for
instance, and copy over any important documents. Unfortunately, th e way
Windows installs programs will likely require you to reinstall them for the new drive
container instead of simply dragging them over.

,

Note

To avoid this, though, it's recommended you change the Windows settings for
monitors, printers, modems, and other peripherals as rarely as possible. In many
cases, the installed environment is already optimized for working with your Mac
peripherals, and changing these sett ings can cause hours of headaches later. Work
closely with the software's documentation t o l earn what's best left alone.
GeoPort and software-based modems will often work with emulation programs, but
you may need to disable flow control and change some other settings, according to
the emulator's documentation.

Mice
It's important not to change the mouse driver in the Windows environment,
because the emulator needs to use a special driver to enable the Mac mouse to
work in both the Mac and Windows environments at the same time. When you
move into DOS (and perhaps some other operating systems , if your emulator
supports them) you may need to specifically l oad a DOS mouse driver t o get
things to work correc tly. In Windows 95, for instance, you can ty pe mouse and
press the Return key at a DOS window prompt to enable a DOS-based mouse
driver. You can also install this command in the Windows 95 autoexec.bat file
to load the driver automatically.

If your emulator doesn't feature a mouse driver for DOS, look for an update from
the software publisher.
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If you have a programmable mouse, you can probably program one of the mouse
buttons to mimic the right-click of a Windows mouse in the emulated environment.
For SoftWindows, the programmable key should emulate the equals(=) sign; in
VirtualPC, it should be programmed to emulate Shift-Tab.

CO-ROMs
Emulation environments can have some trouble wit h t hird-part y CD-ROM drives,
especially those that use t he FWB CD-ROM kit software. In most cases,
workarounds exist. Look for updates on th e publisher's Web sites. If you're having
trouble getting PC CD-ROMs to appear in the emulated environment, make sure the
IS09660 File Access option is checked in the CD-ROM Toolkit control panel and/or
that the IS09660 File Access extension appears in your Extensi ons folder and is
loaded at staJ·tup.
You should then make sure the CD-ROM Toolkit control panel is set up to enable
mounting of any ISO 9660 volumes of "dual-format" Apple HFS CD-ROMs. This
allows a hybrid CD to work with the DOS environment.
In other cases, you may find that access to FWB-based CD-ROM drives is very slow.
Turn off caching or accel eration in the CD-ROM Toolkit control panel to increase
performance in the Windows environment.

Summary
+ If you plan to use a lot of 3D applications or games, you' ll want your
accelerator in tip-top condition. Many recent Power Macs include 2D and 3D
accel eration, but they require the correct Qui ckDraw 3D drivers to make
t hings work well. Often thi s i s managed by system extensions, which you'll
want to load correctly for best performance.
+ With 3Dfx Voodoo cards, things can get even a bit more complicated, because
they're designed as add-ons for regular 2D cards. Make certain you have all
the cabling, setup and software drivers correct. Next, as with Qui ckDraw
3D, make sure your program or game supports the 3D technology you're
trying to use.
+Setting up game con trollers is a mess on the Mac. If you're lucky, both your
program and your controller support the Input Sprocket, which makes it a
piece of cake to select your particular controller from w ithin the game itself.
In other cases, you may need to configure the controller manually, choose a
game profile in the game controller's control panel or load a controller profile
into the particular game that you're using. For dedicated garners, this usually
means surfing the Web sites of t he controller manufacturer and game
developer to get the right match.
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+ Almost any modern Mac can deal directly with Windows and DOS floppies and
files, but you'll need to dig into the PC Exchange control panel to make sure
nothing is lost in the translation. If you've got a Wintel file you simply must
edit in a Mac program, there's probably a way to get that done easily.

+ If you 've got

a PC Compatibility Card, you've got a really powerful way to deal
with Windows documents and applications. However, things can break down a
bit when you use an unsupported OS or you try to access Mac peripherals. A
couple of workarounds make life a little easier, but the sad fact is everything
doesn't always work correctly.

+ for Windows and PC emulation software, the good news is some clever
programming has made these into great applications that can fool almost any
PC application into running on top of the Mac OS. The hit you take is with
some minor compatibility issues - and emulation is a lot slower than a new
PC Compatibility Card, at least, for now. Someday soon, high-speed G3 and G4
processors may help emulation programs take on the Pentium II chip and
beyond.

•

•

•
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tranger things have happened than a Power Book not
lighting up when you hit the Power key. Th e all-in-one
Pow erBooks are convenient, state-of-th e-art and, in some
ways, amazing; almost the same technology that can require a
minitower case for a desktop computer can Ht in the small
space that's taken up by a PowerBook. At the same time,
though, all these components- so close t ogether-can oHer
up a few special quirks, as can the software and hardware
required to tie all of them up in such a nice, neat little
package.
The PowerBooks have their own power m anagement
hardware and software that tend to di fferentiate them from
desktop Macs. They also have their own interfaces ty pesdocks, bays, and PC Card slots- that you don't find in
desktop model s. In the same way, th ey rely on LCD
technologies and batter ies for power, two things that aren't
much a part o f the desktop computing world at t his point.
So, PowerBooks have their own unique sets of problems aside
from those already touched on in earlier chapt ers. (For
instance, you can troubleshoot SCSI, serial port and ADB
problems on PowerBooks much the same way you do with
desktop Macs.) This chapter takes a look at troubleshooting
PowerBook-specific problems as well as offering workarounds
and solutions for a few known problems wi th various
PowerBook models.

Startup, Shutdown, and Power
As you may already know, Macs can be trouble to get started
up; that's because of the whol e Power key system that 's
designed to be functional, easy, and cool. With many Intel-
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Batteries and battery
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Other PowerBook
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compatible PC models (or wi t h a VCR or blender, for that matter) you push a
button or throw a switch -even if that swi tch is on the back of t he machine, way
down below the desk, behind the trash can, and around the corner from the eat's
scratching post.
Wi th Power Books, powering on can become even more complex. To turn the
PowerBook on, you need to have it in the correct mode, you need to have some
source of power (wi th a good charge in it) hooked up to the Mac, and you need to
have the screen ready to register t hat something is going on and there's a reason
for it to be awake. Because Power Book displays don't have an LED indicator to tell
you what's going on like most desktop monitors do, it can be tough to tell if a
PowerBook is even turned on, much l ess if the Mac OS is started up and everything
else is working properly.
If you're having t rouble getting starting wi th a PowerBook, you'll need to isolate the
problem. If t he trouble is getting your Power Book to turn on, check the items that
follow to see if you can solve or isolate the problem:

+ Check the batteries. On some Mac models, the batter ies feature an external
LED indi cator. On others, you need to remove t he bat ter y to see the indicator.
(Pre-3400 series PowerBooks don't have eit her.) If you suspect t hat the
battery i sn't full charged, plug in the power adapter. If you think t he battery is
charged, take it out and rep lace it to ensure it's properly connected. If you can
test the Power Book with a batter y you know is good (or if it fires up when you
use t he power adapter), t he battery may be dead; have a service cen ter check
it out.

+ Check the power adapter. Make sure t he power adapter i s properly attached to
the Power Book and that it's plugged into a working power outlet or surge
protector. The power adapter should get warm after a few minutes of being
plugged in. Check the power brick and its connection to the outlet cable these often come loose, even if t hey don't look loose from a distance. If you've
charged the batteries recently, your PowerBook st ill may not start up if the
power connector is only half-way plugged in or otherw ise fault y. Also, make
sure you're using the right power supply for your particular PowerBookthey are not all interchangeable.

+ Is the power outlet good? Don't forget to try different locations in your building
to make sure t here isn't something wrong with the power socket your
PowerBook is plugged into.

+ Is the SCSI cable plugged in? If you have t he SCSI Disk Mode cable plugged in,
shut the Mac down and unplug t he cable. If another SCSI cable is plugged in
but t he connection isn't properly terminat ed, you may have trouble starting
t he Power Book, or it may have crashed.

+ Is it asleep? Try tapping t he spacebar or another key to see if t he PowerBook
is in Sl eep mode and needs to be awakened.
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+ Is the screen brightness set wrong? It's possible that the PowerBook is turned
on, but you can't see the screen because its brightness setting is turned too
far down. Reset the brightness setting to a middle level, and then test to make
sure it's working, it's not in Sleep mode, and so on.
You may also have luck if you remove the battery (or batteries) from the
PowerBook for a few minutes, and then try to restart with only the power adapter. If
that works, plug the battery back in and make sure it's completely and properly
connected. Next, check your PowerBook utilities to make sure the battery i s
charging. (Depending on the Mac OS version and PowerBook you have, you should
see a menu bar icon or a control strip indicator that tells you the battery is being
recharged.)
It's also possible that the Mac has crashed while in Sleep mode. If you suspect this
is the case (and nothing else so far has worked), you can hit Ctrl-3€-Power to
perform a hard reset of the PowerBook. If that doesn't work, check the back of the
PowerBook for a Reset button and push that button to reset the PowerBook.
(Resetting is covered in the next section.)

Shutdown, sleep, and reset
If you suspect that your Mac has crashed or hung and you can't get it t o reset,
you have some options. Aside from Ctri-3€-Power, you can do a couple of different
things to reset PowerBooks, depending on the model. Earlier Mac models have
both a Reset and an Interrupt button. The Reset button is marked with a small
triangle, and it performs the same function as turning the PowerBook's power on
and off- that i s, it performs a hard reset, not just a typical restart. The Interrupt
button is marked with a small circle, generally used by programmers to get access
to the command-line debugger interface. (The key combination 3€-Power works
does this same thing on some PowerBook and Mac models.)
If you think your PowerBook has frozen or hung, don't forget to try the steps for
dealing with a frozen Mac outlined in Chapter 30 first. These include waiting, testing
external ADB connections, and forcing the current application to quit using the 3€0ption-Esc key sequence. If these attempts fail, though, you should reset your
PowerBook.
After you've reset it, you can troubleshoot the nature of the freeze as you would
with any Macintosh. The only difference is PowerBooks are more prone to freezes
while in Sleep mode.

Resetting
A hard reset, unlike the Mac OS's Restart command, will erase the conten ts of a
RAM disk, if one is present. A hard reset on some models can also return values in
PRAM to their defaults, requiring you to change settings in your control panels.
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The steps to follow to restart particular Mac models are listed below:

+ PowerBook 100. The PowerBook 100 has no Power button, so it usually
enables you to start the Mac by pressing any key on the keyboard. It does
have both Reset and Interrupt buttons, which are found on the left side of the
PowerBook (when you're facing the screen). The Reset button is the closer of
the two to the front of the machine.

+ PowerBook 100 series. The Power button is found on the back of the unit
inside the back panel. You'll need to open the back panel door to gain
access to the Power button. In most cases, you should be able t o perform
a hard reset on these PowerBooks by holding down the Power button for a
few seconds and waiting until the PowerBook shuts down completely.
(The Reset and Interrupt buttons are recessed into the back of t he case,
requiring a paper clip to use them.)

+ PowerBook Duo series. These machines have two power buttons-one on
the keyboard and one on the back of the PowerBook (if you're facing the
screen, reach your right hand around the back t o find it). To perform a hard
reset the PowerBook, hold down the Ctri-3€-Power keys. To hard reset, hold
down the rear power button for five seconds or so.

+ PowerBook 500 series. These Power Books feature a keyboard power button.
To reset power on these models, use the familiar keystrokes Ctrl-3€-Power for
a soft reset. If that doesn't work, you can use Ctri-Option-3€-Power for a hard
reset. If you have trouble starting up, you may have luck if you hold down the
Power key for a few seconds. (These key combinations work for the Duo 280
and 280c, too, incidentally.)

+ PowerBook 5300/190 series. These PowerBooks have two Power buttons-a
keyboard Power key and a button that 's behind the rear access panel below
the video connector. To reset these Macs, use the Ctri-3€-Power key sequence.
To shut the PowerBook down, press the Power button. If you have trouble
shutting the PowerBook down or starting it up, hold in th e Power button for a
few seconds. It can also be hard reset using the button on the back panel.

+ PowerBook 1400 series. This PowerBook has one Power key (on the
keyboard) and a Reset button, found behind the rear access panel between
the serial port and the ADB port. Try resetting with Ctr i-3€-Power, but if it
doesn't work, you can press the Reset button to restart the PowerBook.

+ PowerBook 3400/G3 3500 series. These PowerBooks have the typical
keyboard Power key and can be res et using the Ctri-3€-Power key sequence. If
that's not working, you can use the Reset button, located behind the rear
access panel next to the 1OBaseT Ethernet connec tor.

+ PowerBook G3 sea·ies. These units have a keyboard Power key and you can
perform a soft reset with the Ctri-3€-Power key sequence. For a hard reset, the
G3 series has its own unique key combination: Shift-Function-Ctrl-Power. The
Function key (Fn) is a new key with this series.
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Sleep problems
PowerBooks will occasionally crash or freeze when they go into Sleep mode or
when the screen dims. If this happens to you, use the following methods to isolate
the problem:
+Are you running a screen saver or background application? Third-party screen
savers and power management programs can affect the PowerBook while it's
in Sleep mode. Other programs, such as background virus checkers, harddrive integrity checkers and datebook alerts can also get confused by Sleep or
screen-dimming modes. Check for an update or workaround from the software
publisher.

+

Are you connected to an external monitor? Restart, disconnect the monitor,
put the PowerBook in Sleep mode, and see if the crash happens again. If the
crash doesn't happen, a program you're running may be incompati ble with
dual-monitor support while the PowerBook is in Sleep mode. If you're
connected to AC power, try disabling the Sleep mode.

+ Update your hard disk driver. Use Drive Setup or your hard-drive utility
program (Silverlining or FWB Dis k Tool Kit) to update the driver for
your hard disk.

+ Troubleshoot conflicts.

Find out if there's a known issue with the Sleep or
dimming features and the applications you regularly use. Also, troubleshoot
for an extensions conflict (see Cha pter 32 for more on conflict
troubleshooting).

If none of these seems to be the problem, you should try zapping PRAM and, if

necessary, deal with the Power Manager. Beyond that, these Sleep crashes may
happen when a System file is corrupt. See Chapters 30 and 33 for troubleshooting
tips and quick replacement advice for a corrupt System file.

Reset the Power Manager
Resetting the Power Manager is a pretty big deal in the PowerBook world- it's one
way you can get the PowerBook to work better when it's on battery power, when it
won't seem to start any other way (especially with PowerBook 5300 and 190
models) and when the PowerBook is exhibiting odd behavior. The Power Manager
is automatically reset when you zap PRAM on a PowerBook (which is done the
same way as with desktop Macs-see Chapter 30), but you may come across times
when it's best to reset it on its own, too.
Interestingly, Apple says that one of the most common reasons for a Power
Manager corruption results from plugging the AC adapter into the PowerBook first,
and then into the wall (the way you plug in most appliances and electronics). Apple
recommends instead that you plug the adapter into the wall socket or surge
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protector first , and then into the PowerBook's AC connector. You should also avoid
turning off the PowerBook without using the Shut Down command.
You can reset the Power Manager in response to a number of symptoms, including
the following:

+ Batter y power fails after a short time even after fully recharging the batt eries.

+ The PowerBook appears to be dead, even w ith AC power connected.
+ The battery displays bi zarre consumption patterns, fails to recharge, or

,

Note

recharges only after an inordinate amount of t ime (usually days).

+ When connected to AC power, the PowerBook starts itself up immediately
after accepting the Shut Down command and powering completely off.
Like zapping PRAM, resetting the Power Manager is both a fix for many different
issues and a fix of last resort. Although it may solve your problem (especially if the
problem seems to be power-related), you should exhaust all other troubleshooting
options first. Also, don't forget that resetting PRAM or th e Power Manager on a
PowerBook will delete data on a RAM disk.
Unfortunately, th e process is different for just about every PowerBook model,
because it tends to focus on the Reset switch. The following is a quick rundown of
how to reset th e Power Manager for different PowerBook models.

PowerBook 100
1. Unplug the AC adapter and remove the battery.
2. On the rear of the unit you'll find the battery contact switch. Flip it to t he
down position.
3. Let the PowerBook si t without any power for about five minutes.
4. Simultaneously press the Reset and Interrupt buttons (on the left side of t he
unit), holding them in for 15 seconds.
5. Reinstall th e batter y, reconnect the AC adapter (if you're using one), flip the
battery contact swit ch to the up position, and then start up the Power Book to
t est it.

PowerBook 140, 145, 145 8, and 170
I. Unplug the AC adapter and remove the battery.
2. Let the PowerBook sit wit hout any power for about five minutes.
3. Using two paper clips, simultaneously press the Reset and Interrupt buttons
(on the l eft side of t he unit), holding t hem in for 10 seconds.
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4. Reinstall the battery, reconnect the AC adapter (if you're using one), and start
up the PowerBook to test it.

PowerBook 160, 165, or 180
1. Unplug the AC adapter and remove the battery.

2. Let the PowerBook sit without any power for about five minutes.
3. Reinstall the battery, reconnect the AC adapter (if you're using one), and start
up the PowerBook to test it.
If this doesn't reset the Power Manager (that is , if the PowerBook seems to continue

experiencing the same troubles that you've previously identified as problems with
the Power Manager), follow the instructions for the PowerBook 140 series.

PowerBook 150
1. Unplug the AC adapter and remove the battery.

2. Press the Reset button (on the back of the PowerBook) and hold it in for 10
seconds.
3. Plug the AC adapter back into the wall socket or surge protector. Reconnect it
to the PowerBook.
4. Push the Reset button quickly. You'll hear a sound or pop from the speaker.
5. Push the main power button, on the back of the PowerBook. It should
power up.
If the power comes on, you can insert the battery. If the PowerBook doesn't start
after this, it may require service.

PowerBook 500 series
1. Unplug the AC adapter and remove the battery.

2. Let the PowerBook sit without any power for about five minutes.
3. Simultaneously press the Ctri-Option-3€-Power keys, holding them in for 10
seconds.
4. Reinstall the battery, reconnect the AC adapter (if you're using one), and start

up the PowerBook to test it.

PowerBook Duo Series
Duos work a little differently. You should be able to reset the Power Manager by
holding in the Duo's Power button (on the back of the machine) for about 45
seconds. If this doesn't solve the problem, remove the battery and AC adapter,
and then let the Duo sit without power for about ten minutes.
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Note

Apple notes in its Tech Info library that one way to reset the Power Manager in a Duo
is to remove the internal backup battery. The procedure is not recommended by
Apple and will void your warranty (if you happen to still have one). Take it to a service
center.

PowerBook 190/5300, 1400, 2400, 3400/ G3 (3500)
The only difference among these models is the location of the Reset button, which
is discussed in the section "Shut down, sleep, and reset."
1. If the computer is on, shut it down.

2. Hold down the Reset button for 20 seconds. The PowerBook should restart.
3. If the computer does not restart, repeat step 2 a few times.

PowerBook G3 Series
1. If the computer is on, shut it down.

2. Simultaneous ly press the Shift-Function-Ctrl-Power keys on the keyboard.
3. Press the Power key on the keyboard. The PowerBook should turn on.

PowerBook 5300 or 190 That Won't Power On
If you've got a 190/5300 series PowerBook that appears to be completely dead, this

might be a particular Power Manager issue. You need to do the following to
reanimate the PowerBook:
1. Unplug the AC adapter and remove the battery.

2. Press the Reset button on the back of the Powe rBook and hold it in for about
45 seconds.
3. Plug the AC Adapter into the wall outlet or a surge protector.
4. Reattach only the AC Adapter to the PowerBook. Don't install the battery.
5. Press the Reset button one more time, and the PowerBook should start up
after a brief pause.

Crash when Finder loads
If you've just reset the Power Manager and your PowerBook crashes as the Finder

loads, it may be because the Mac's Date and Time clock has been reset to its base
date , which is usually 1904 (some Macs and PowerBooks reset to 1956 or 1980). The
date gets reset as if the PRAM battery was removed when the Power Manager is
reset (at least, sometimes it does). This can conflict with some extens ions,
especially the Claris Instant Organizer extension used with Claris Organizer. Others
may also be affected.
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The answer is to force a quit (3€-Shift-Esc) to get the Finder to continue loading. If
this doesn 't work, restart the Mac with Extensions Off (hold down the Shift key as
the Mac starts up), and then reset the clock using the Time and Date control panel
once the Finder has loaded. Restart again to load extensions and avoid the crash.

Reset after zapping PRAM
Many newer Mac models can sometimes appear to go dead or into Sleep mode
immediately after you've zapped PRAM. Apple lists the PowerBook 190, 5300, and
1400, in its Tech Info Library, although this problem seems to affect the 3400/G3
3500 series as well. Zapping PRAM in these machines also resets the Power
Manager, so add itional steps must be taken to get the PowerBook to come up after
zapping PRAM.
Here are the augmented zap PRAM instructions for these PowerBook models:
1. Shut down the PowerBook (don't restart).

2. Power up the machine a nd hold down the 3€-0ption-P-R keys.
3. After one startup chime, the screen will go black and the green Sleep LED will
light up.
4. Press the PowerBook's Reset button (see previous section for location). After
what may be a brief wait, the PowerBook s hould come back on.
This might not be the last of it. If the PowerBook powers up but then s huts down
again, hit the Reset button. Now, if the PowerBook doesn't come on, try turning it
on from the Power key on the keyboard.

Batteries and Battery Life
The batte ries in Power Books have cha nged quite a bit over the past few years,
improving in both the amount of power they offer to the PowerBook and the length
of time that the PowerBook can remain working on a single charge of the battery.
The difference between the original PowerBook IOO's 16MHz 68000 processor and
the PowerPC 750 processors in the PowerBook G3 Series notebooks is astounding.
It's no small wonder that battery technology has had to play a little catch-up.
And that's not to mention the huge color displays, the CD-ROM and DVD-ROM
drives, and the large amounts of RAM and hard drive space that we ask today's
PowerBooks to deal with. In fact, this is where the real battery drain is; the minute
voltage required for a processor on its own is nothing compared to what power is
needed by a re movable media drive, color screen, or a hard disk.
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So, battery problems can really arise from two sources: First, there can be
something wrong with the battery itself or the way the batte ry is operating.
These range from trouble with "intelligent" batteries (batteries that have their own
diagnostic capabilities, like those in the PowerBook 500 series) to batteries
with a more chemically based memory-effect- the battery gets so used to being
recharged over and over again when it's only consumed half its power, that it
begins to think it's run out of juice when it's only half-d ischarged.

Battery types and issues
Each PowerBook form factor pretty much requires a slightly different type of
battery. Not only do the batteries come in different shapes, with specific types of
latches and closures, but they can also vary in the actual technology (usually the
chemical makeup) used to create the battery. Each of these batteries needs to be
treated a bit differently, and each has its own troubleshooting issues.
All PowerBook batteries require proper disposal when dead. You can't just throw
them away. Most of these batteries can be dangerous, explosive, or water-reactive
in the wrong circumstances, requiring them to be treated as hazardous waste.
Return the battery to an authorized Apple service center, which can then return the
battery to Apple or its third-party manufacturer, if appropriate. (Call ahead to the
service center to ensure they perform this service.)
Table 29-1 shows the different types of batteries, Apple model numbers, and the
PowerBooks that they work with.

Table 29-1
PowerBook Batteries
PowerBook

Battery Type

Part Number

Notes

100

Lead-acid

M3053

Works with no other Pow erBooks

140, 145, 145b, 2.5 amp Nickel150, 170
Cadmium
(Ni-Cad)

M5417

Works with 160, 165, 165c, 180,
180c, but not recommended due to
short battery life

160,180

2.8 amp Ni-Cad

M5653

Works with 140, 140b, 150, 160, 165,
165c, 170, 180c

165c, 180c

2.9 amp Ni-Cad

M5654

Works with all100 series except 100,
most life of all Ni-Cads

500 series

Nickel Metal
Hydride (NiMH)

M1908

Special "intelligent" battery
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PowerBook

Battery Type

Part Number

Notes

5500/190
series

NiMH

M3254

Can be recognized by 3400 and G3
(3500), but can't be swapped with
newer battery types

Duo 210/230

NiMH

M7782

Type I battery, works in all Duo
models, but offers low battery life in
others

Duo 250,
270c, 280

NiMH

M1499

Type II battery, twice the life of
Type I. Required new battery charger.
Works in any Duo; requires
PowerBook Duo Enabler 1.0 (or
System 7.5 or above)

Duo 280,
280c, 2300c

NiMH

M2780

Type Ill battery, more power, works in
any Duo; requires PowerBook Duo
Enable 2.0 or System 7.5; some Duo
battery chargers also need to be
updated to deal with these batteries

1400 series

30 watthour NiMH

M2538

2400 series

29 watt-hour
M5876
Lithium ton (Li lon)

3400 series

32 watthour Lilon

M5139

3400 supports 5300/190 battery, but
at decreased battery life

G3 (3500)

47 watthour Li lon

M4895

G3 supports 3400 and 5300/190
batteries, but at decreased battery life

G3 Series
(BTO)

Lilon

M6385

Lead Acid
The PowerBook 100 uses a lead-acid battery, which can' t be interchanged with
any other PowerBook battery. Th e l ead-acid batteries don't experience battery
memory-effect issues, but they should also be maintained at some l evel of a charge
for them to continue to be useful. After a certain amount of time between charges ,
the battery will lose its entire charge, and then it will begin a process called
sulfation. This is when the lead electrodes in the battery begin to convert to lead
sulfate, which ruins the battery. This can happen after as few as three months of
idl e t ime. The PowerBook 100 battery should never be fully discharged.
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The PowerBook 100 battery isn't actively marketed by Apple, although a number of
third-party manufacturers s till offer them. You should als o be able to get them from
an Apple authorized dealer.

Nickel-cadmium (NiCad)
These batteries a re used in all 100-series PowerBooks except the PowerBook 100
itself. The later vers ions of the NiCad batteries have the most battery life and can
be used in all compatible models. Battery model number M5654 should be used
with all color 100-series PowerBooks.
These batteries can experience memory-effect issues, causing the battery to hold a
smaller and smaller charge after each recharge. To counteract this effect, you can
fully discharge the battery by leaving the Power Book on until it shuts itself down
(or until it gets very close to quitting, complains strongly, and goes into Sleep
mode), and then recharge the battery overnight.
This may still not help, in which case, you can try using a third-party recharging
s tation that does a deep discharge (fully discharges the battery) before recharging
it. Software utilities are also designed to discharge the battery, and Apple service
cente rs can perform a deep discharge and reconditioning on many batteries. If your
storing these batteries, NiCad batteries should hold a charge for about 2 months
and should be able to take a recharge for 6 to 12 months, according to Apple.

Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)
These batteries are used in the Duo series, the 500 series, and the 5300/190 series
of PowerBooks. The batteries are interchangable within each PowerBook series, but
cannot be excha nged between series (for example, you can't use a Duo battery with
a 500 series PowerBook).
The Duo series used three different battery models: the Type I, Type II, and Type III.
Although any Duo running System 7.5 or higher (or the appropriate enabler) can
run with any of the batteries, the Type Ill is recommended for all of them , as it
offers the most battery life. The Duo's batteries can experience battery memoryeffect, which can be fixed with a manual reconditioning or with software
reconditioning.
To manually recondition the battery, fully discharge the battery by leaving the
PowerBook on until it quits (or until it gets very close to quitting, complains
strongly, and goes into Sleep mode), and then recharge the battery overnight.
If you'd prefer to use software, the Battery Tools 2.0 utility can be downloaded from
Apple's Support Web site (~M~I. a ppl e . com/s upp ort/).
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Certain Duo battery charger models from Apple are only designed to charge certain battery
types, while others need to be updated to work with Type Ill batteries. If you're getting a red
light when you pop your battery into a Duo charger from Apple, you either have the older
charger or your newer charger needs an update.
If the Apple Duo battery charger's model number is M7778, it will only charge Type I batteries. A recharger with a model number of M1812 will charge all three types of Duo batteries,
but may need to be updated to use a Type Ill battery. If your M 1812 battery charger needs
to be updated, Apple recommends the following steps:

1. Shut down the Duo and make sure a Type Ill battery has been installed. (If you're
running System 7.5.1, the Type Ill Battery extension must be installed.)

2. Plug the Duo's power adapter into an AC outlet. Snap the recharger onto the side of
the power adapter.

3. Plug the power adapter cable into the power adapter port on the back of the Duo
computer. Turn on the Duo to download the update to the charger.

The PowerBook 500 series uses its own "intelligent" batt eries, which are able to
report quite a bit of information to the PowerBook, including battery monitors ,
temperature settings, and other indicators on the Control Strip. These batteries can
experience memory-effect and should be reconditioned manually or using the
Intelligent Batter y Update available from Apple's Support Web site.
Th e 5300/ 190 series uses a NiMH batter y that w ill fit into the 3400 series and G3
(3500) series, but will offer those PowerBook models much lower battery life. The
5300/ 190 series can't be used with any other batteries, though, because t hey lack
th e technology to use the more advanced Lilon battery. The 5300/ 190 battery can
experi ence memory-effect and can be reconditioned manually or using software
that came with your PowerBook.

Lilon
Lithium Ion ( Lilon) batteri es are used in th e PowerBook 1400, 2400, 3400, G3 (3500)
and G3 (BTO) series of PowerBooks. Although you may be able to physically cram a
Lilon battery into a 5300/190 series PowerBook, don't do it - the 5300/ 190 series
isn't desi gned to work w ith these batteries.
You can identify a Lilon batter y by the four small LEDs on the battery (usually on
the part of th e batter y that's actually installed in the PowerBook, although the G3
BTO series batteries put the LEOs on th e outside). These four LEDs indicat e
percent ages of full-charge l eft, from 25 to 100 percen t .
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Lilon batteries are subject to memory-effect and can be manually reconditioned.
Fully discharge the battery by leaving the PowerBook on until it quits (or until it
gets very close to quitting, complains strongly, and goes into Sleep mode), and then
recharge the battery overnight.

Battery life
A number of different factors come together to affect your PowerBook's battery life,
including the age of the batteries, memory-effect, your charging habits and the
charger that you use. Although all of these are important (as are deep-discharging
tactics on all batteries but the lead-acid variety in the PowerBook 100), you can
more easily control other factors on a day-to-day basis that may, arguably, have a n
even more dramatic e ffect on your PowerBook's battery consumption habits.
Some items that can change the speed at which the battery's power is consumed
include the following:

+ The amount of RAM you have installed in the PowerBook.
+ The brightness setting for the PowerBook's display, as well as whet her or not
backlighting is turned on.

+ The amount of time spent accessing the hard disk, floppy, CD-ROM, or DVDROM drive.

+ Settings in the Energy Saver and/or PowerBook Settings control panels,
including the operating mode of the processor and the amount of idle time
before power management kicks in.

+ Peripherals, including internal modems, ADB devices, and PC cards.
Memory
Although you probably need the amount of RAM (or more) that you already have in
your system (especially if you're a designer or professional who needs a lot of
RAM), you may be able to get by without upgrading RAM, and in the meantime add
a little to the PowerBook's battery life, by conserving the RAM used by the
PowerBook; minimize the number of extra extensions and control panels you use
by paring them down in the Extensions Manager.
RAM is power hungry, but not as much as a hard drive or CD-ROM drive. So, having
a whole lot of RAM can be a good choice, too. For PowerBook owners, using a RAM
disk is certainly an intelligent option, especially if you know you'll be using certain
saved data a lot while on a plane trip or otherwise away from AC power. Place your
data files on the RAM disk and save them to the hard drive as infrequently as
possible (every 15 minutes or so).
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Be aware that you could lose the data on a RAM d is k lf you shut down the
PowerBook, zap PRAM, or reset the Power Manager. (You can do these things by
allowing the Mac's power levels to get very low, removing a battery for a length of
time or leaving the PowerBook in Sleep mode for a long time so that the batteries
drain and the PowerBook shuts down.) Otherwise , RAM disk da ta should survive a
regular restart.
Chapter 6 has more on RAM settings and RAM disk controls, both of which are just as
app licable for PowerBooks.

Settings and controls
Turn down the physical brightness control for your PowerBook's display to
conserve battery life. You should also turn the backlighting delay settings to
minimum accepted levels, so that the delay is very short befo re backlighting kicks
off. In bright light situations, you'll probably be able to compute without
backlighting.
Don't use screen savers wi th PowerBooks. The picture can only burn into a
PowerBook's LCD d isplay after months of being displayed, unchanged on the
screen. So, a screen saver isn't necessary for short-term screen protection.
Plus, a screen saver accesses the hard drive, uses processor cycles, leaves the
backlighting o n, and keeps the dimming contro ls from kicking off to conserve
power. Instead, set the screen to d im and blank after a few minutes. (fhese
contro ls are in the Po werBook, PowerBook Settings , o r Energy Saver control
panel. See Figure 29-1.)

Mac Evangelista tip: RAM disk for startup
You can really get into this battery saving thing, as Evangelista Garry Halliday, from
Sacramento, California, proves with his tip for getting the most out of battery life by using a
RAM Disk as your PowerBook's startup disk. Actually, it sounds like a great idea. Just
remember to save your actual documents and data to the hard drive occasionally, just in
case of catastrophe. You'll also need a decent amount of RAM, at least 32MB, for this plan
to work:
"Want to maximize your running time when operating off your battery? Create a RAM disk
large enough to hold a slimmed down System Folder and an application such as SimpleText
or TextEdit. I use a 20MB RAM disk, and have room to spare. Put these files on the RAM
disk, and restart by holding down 00-0ption-Shift-Delete. This will boot your PowerBook
from the RAM disk without having to change the Startup disk with the control panel each
time you restart. Select the RAM disk to save your work, and you can work easily twice as
long because your hard disk hardly ever gets accessed:'
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Here are some other recommendations for controls you'll find in t he PowerBook (or
Power Book Settings, or Energy Saver) control panel. You may need to click the
Custom button in the control panel (i f one exists) to see all these settings. Also, the
names of each conservation fun ction vary slightly between control panels, but they
should make sense:

+ Move the slider control toward Better Conservation to set automatic controls
designed to save battery life. Otherwise, choose Manual conservation
controls and change the following settings:
• Slide the System Sleeps control down to only a few minutes (two to four)
using the PowerBook control panel.
• Slide the Screen Dims setting to one minute. (PowerBooks recover very
quickly from a dim screen.)
• Slide the Hard Disk Spins Down settings to between one and four
minutes.
• Enable the Allow Processor Cycling option, if available. This option
slows the processor (causing it to draw l ess energy) when it's been idle
for a few minutes.
You should also use the Special ¢ Sleep command whenever you plan to stop using
the PowerBook for five minutes or more. You should shut the PowerBook all the
way down if you plan to stop using it for 30 minutes or more, unless you have a
RAM disk whose con tents need to be preserved.
You can get shareware utilities designed to automatically save and restore the contents of
a RAM disk, including AppDisk (Maverick Software), RAM Disk Backup (John Rethorst),
and ramBunctious (Elden Wood). Download the latest versions from
lv'IIW . down load . com.
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Random acts of conservation
There are a couple o f other thin gs you can do to conser ve power when w orking
with a PowerBook on batteries. They include the following:
+ Open the Chooser and turn off AppleTalk (if your PowerBook is not connected
to a network. (If it is connected to a network, you're likely in a place w ith an
AC socket available, so use it.) Accordin g t o Apple, this saves power and lets
the PowerBook wake up fas ter.
+ Turn off Virtual Memory, which uses the hard disk to allow your Power Book
to load more progr ams for multitasking, making it seem as if you have extra
RAM. Accessing the hard drive drains pow er. Likewise, don't use Connectix
RAMDoubler (or disable it fo r batter y sessions).
+ Use fewer feature-driven programs. Some programs are written specifically for
PowerBooks or are so slight in features that they don't often access the hard
drive. Use those. Or, if you can get away with it, write your memos in
SimpleText, and then translat e them to Word or ClarisWorks and spell-check
them once you're connect ed to AC power.
+ Avoid games and educati onal titl es that require the CD-ROM drive or pl ay a lot
of QuickTime movies, sounds, or other files that need to be l oaded from the
hard drive.
+Don't use extern al peripherals, internal modems or PC Card s while connected
to battery power. If you d o use them , use them quickly, and then disable t hem.
For PC card s, pop them out wh en done.
+ Don't use external ADB devices unless they're low-power ADB devices that are
designed for PowerBooks. Avoid external keyboards, j oysticks, game
controllers, and ADS-powered modems while on batter y power.
Don't forget to recondition your batter y when you can - either manually or using a
special charging station that r econditions batteries. Appl e recommends that you
perform one or the other of these procedures every 90 days or so.
Also, travel with spare, charged batteries on long trips . Some Pow erBook model s
still only last two hours on batter y power under th e best circumstances. Check
your Power Book manual t o see if you can swap batteries w hile t he Pow erBook is
in Sleep mode -nearly all Power Books support this feature. You usually only have
a few seconds to make the swap happen, though , so do it quickly to maintain the
information in RAM. (If your PowerBook supports two batteries , swap them one at
a time.)
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Battery not charging
There are a couple of different reasons a battery might not charge, including a
problem with the battery, the batteries age-old death, need for reconditioning, or
a Power Manager circuit problem. The first thing you should probably do is try
to deep discharge the battery and recharge it, to see if it's working. If you have a
battery reconditioning unit, you might use that, or take the battery in for service.
It's al so possible that a short on the logic board could cause this problem,
especially if you notice that the PowerBook will only run with the battery and AC
adapter connected, and that It dies quickly on battery power alone, even if the
battery seems fully charged. You should try resetting the Power Manager first, as
described earlier in this chapter. If that doesn't work, though, it's possible that the
Power Manager circuit inside the PowerBook has gone bad and needs to be
replaced- a reasonably inexpensive fix most of the time.

Other PowerBook Issues
Specific PowerBooks can suffer from specific problems, some of which are beyond
the scope of this chapter. Fortunately, PowerBook i ssues are easy to search for in
Apple's online Tech Info Library. Just call up http : I It i l . info . apple . com on the
Web and enter your Power Book model or the model seri es in the search engine
("PowerBook 140") or just do a more general search on PowerBook and the
problem area ("PowerBook, display'').
But some problems can generally be applied to a number of different PowerBook
model s (and one or two issues that are model-specific but interesting nonetheless).
Take a look at the following issues if you're having PowerBook troubl es.

Mac Expert tip: Parts is parts
PowerBooks have a lot of plastic on them, and some of that plastic (and a few other parts)
like to snap, bend, fold, or break. Rich Voelker, owner of Voelker Research
(~11v~J. voe l ke r . com) in Colorado Springs, Colorado, has compiled quite a list of little
annoyances, as well as what some of them will likely cost you when you stop by the Mac
shop to have them fixed- if it's something that can be fixed.
Allow me to step back and present his list of typical problems, prices, and fixes:
(continued)
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(continued)

+ PowerBook 100-lBOc. The AC adapter's insulator ring likes to break, requiring a $70
replacement for the whole adapter. (If you continue to use a fractured AC adapter,
you will be seeing your dealer later for the Power Manager circuit.) The Power
Manager circuit can go bad, resulting in repairs costing about $75 for parts and
labor. If the battery's voltage is less than 6.8vdc, you can try to recondition it.
(Voelker would do that for about $50.) If that doesn't work, you'll pay $70 for the
new battery. In many cases and under some circumstances replacement of the $2
AC adapter end plug may also work.

+ Trackball. If the button is broken, you'll pay about $75

in labor to have it fixed. If the
trackball isn't tracking properly it can be disassembled and cleaned for $50 or so of
labor. If the trackball assembly can't be fixed, it'll cost around $110 plus labor for a
new trackball assembly.

+ PowerBook 500 series. The Power Manager circuit can go, costing about $75 for
parts and labor. The display access cover seems to fall off a lot, especially if you
poke at it to see what's under there. It can be replaced for the cost of parts (about
$13) and labor ($25 on a good day), but be aware that this is rarely the problem if
you're having trouble with the display housing. The display housing screw posts are
often broken, causing the access cover to break off. If the whole display assembly
needs replacing, the kit from Apple will include a new access cover. The display latch
can also be snapped, requiring about $50 in labor and parts. (It's difficult to install
on a PowerBook 500.) If the intelligent battery needs reconditioning (using the
"Apple Confidential" method it'll cost a flat hour of labor.

+ PowerBook 5300. Warranty issues covered may include a loose AC jack, split bezel,
loose trackpad (not the button), PC Card-generated crashing, or broken display
hinge. If it's not under the warranty extension, the loose power port repair should
run about $75, with the cable reseating about a $50 shop charge.

+ PowerBook

1400cs. The passive matrix display can sometimes exhibit a horizontal
gray line, especially noticeable at lower brightness levels. This is, for the most part,
normal. Don't try to get anyone to fix it; it can't be fixed and is within legal
specifications for this type of display.

+ Plastic parts. In general, plastic parts are harder to get than the other stuff- because
someone has to reverse engineer (that is, figure out) the Apple naming scheme for
the parts. To complicate things even more, the costs on the parts are relatively low,
further discouraging a technician from searching out the part number. Most
PowerBook plastics are less than $50 and typically run between $10 and $25.
Display access covers are about $15 and 1/0 access doors are about $8 to $10. If
you've cracked or lost something, ask your Apple dealer- he or she should be able
to get the part for you from Apple.
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PC Card issues
PC Cards are generally pretty easy to work with using the Mac OS and PowerBooks.
Like most Mac things, they're visual, they give great sensory feedback, and it makes
no sense that you're actually supposed to drag them to the Trash can. (Yikes!) Still,
you can run into a little trouble:
+Size matters. Remember the types of PC Cards and the types you can use. The
types, by the way, refer only to the height of the card. Type I cards are very
thin (usually memory cards) and can be put in either PC Card s lot - two can
fit at one time. Type II cards are a lso thin, and two of them can fit at once. A
Type III card (often a miniature hard disk or a paging card) will fill both s lots,
although it plugs into the lower slot. So, you can't use any other cards if you
have a Type III card installed.

+ Eject problems. If a PC Card fails to eject when you drag it to the Trash can or

_,.
Note

highlight it in the Finder and choose File c:> Put Away, you can attempt to
physically eject the card. Straighten a paper clip and stick it in the ti ny hole
next to the PC Card slot to force the card to pop out of its s lot. If it still won't
come out, you can pull it out with needlenose pliers or your fingernails. Once
the card is out, try inserting the paper clip again and listen for the spring
mechanism to release. Check the card to make sure it's designed for a
PowerBook and fits the slot correctly. You'll sometimes find that the bottom
slot on your PowerBook is easier to use for oddly shaped cards.
PC Cards designed for data storage on the Newton OS platform are not compatible
with PowerBooks, although most modems and a few Ethernet cards can work
with both.

+ Modem not recognized. If you insert a PC Card and nothing happens, this
could be a sign you are us ing a PowerBook 500 series Powe rBook with an
add-on PC Card cage. In early releases of the PCMCIA Expansion Module,
modem cards didn't s how up on the desktop. You can check the Control
Strip for the PCMCIA Quick Eject component, which lets you know that the
PC Card is mounted. Otherwise, check your modem software to see if you
have an option to change the software's modem port setting to "upper card
slot" or "lower card s lot." If one of those options appears, your modem has
been recognized. (You may still need to choose the modem brand and other
settings.)

+ "PC Card in use" error message. PC Cards can sometimes get stuck during use,
giving you an error message when you try to eject them, even though no other
applications are running. If this happens to a modem card, open the modem
software you're using and make sure the modem is not set to auto-answer or
auto-dial. (If you mus t, you can use Chapter 26 as a guide for resetting the
modem using termina l program.) If the card is a storage card, try turning off
File Sharing, ejecting the card, and then turning it back on again. If ne ither
works, try restarting with Extensions Off, and then try ejecting the card again
in the Finder.
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Ports and Internals
PowerBooks have varying numbers of ports and support for external devices; even
the most modern PowerBooks have opted to include only a single serial port for
communicating with serial devices. (If you have an Apple portable computer that
includes USB ports-only a vague rumor at the time of writing-consult Chapter
10 for information on using USB.) This single serial port scenario can cause a few
headaches. (Basic PowerBook serial configuration tips are back in Chapter 20.)

Printer/Modem port
In most cases, an internal modem will simply work with your modem software.
The serial port on PowerBooks that only have one (a printer/modem combo port)
is a LocaiTalk-capable port, but it's usually mapped as a modem port. (At least,
as far as the Mac OS is concerned. In the Chooser and in control panels, you'll
usually see the name Printer/Modem port.) So, you should usually be able to use
an internal modem and print at the same time, to either a serial printer or a
LocaiTalk printer.
The exception is when you have a modem program that doesn't support the Apple
Communications Toolbox. In this case, you'll need to choose one of the following
options for your internal modem (through the PowerBook, PowerBook Setup,
PowerPort, or Express Modem control panel), depending on your model: Internal,
Compatible, or "Use internal modem instead of serial port." This reroutes the serial
port so that it uses the internal modem; the errant application believes it's using
the modem port, but it's really using the internal modem.
Unfortunately, this creates a situation where you can't use the serial port for any
other task while that setting remains the way it is - including printing through
that port to a serial printer. You won't be able to use a serial device until you
turn off that modem program and switch the port back to its default mode in
the PowerBook, Powe rBook Setup, PowerPort, or Express Modem control panel.
(The port can be used for LocalTalk connections , so you can print via a LocalTalk
printer, if you'd like. Set up the printer as directed in Chapter 15.)

Video port
You may encounter a few problems with the external video port. If you're not
getting a picture on the screen, check to make sure the cable is correctly
connected to the video-out port; if your PowerBook requires an adapter (most do),
make sure it's secure as well. It's best to put your PowerBook in Sleep mode or
s hut it down before switching the video adapter cable; that way, it can sync
correctly to the monitor. Most earlier PowerBook video adapters support an
RGB port, which requires an additional RGB-to-VGA adapter. The mos t recent
PowerBooks include a VGA port for video out.
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If you're only getting 640x400 or 640x480 resolution on the external monitor, it
could be because the monitor is set incorrectly. Check the Monitors or Monitors &
Sound control panel to set the second monitor's resolution. You may also have
video mirroring turned on (or your PowerBook may only have a video-mirroring
capability), in which case the image has to be the exact same on both screens. If
the PowerBook is the more limited display, the external monitor will default to the
lower resolution. If the external monitor Is more limited, then the PowerBook
screen will be forced to use a lower resolution. (The PowerBook screen will appear
with a border around it to make it take up less screen space.)

5300/190 repair extension
I'll mention one model-specific issue: The PowerBook 5300/190 is under an Apple
repair extension program that extends Apple's willingness to repair certain
components of the machines for seven years , under very specific circumstances.
(If your PowerBook 5300's serial number ends in the letters AA you probably don't
qualify.)
Here's how to tell if your PowerBook qualifies:

+ On either model, the AC power connector becomes loose or inoperative.
Affected serial numbers are xx605xxxxxx and below.

+ On either model, using a device in the expansion bay in combination with a
PC Card causes the Mac OS to freeze. (You can move the mouse, but clicking
has no effect.) Affected serial numbers are xx605xxxxxx and below.

+ On either model, the display bezel and hous ing cracks and/or separates at the
hinge. Affected serial numbers are xx622xxxxxx and below.

+ On either model, the bottom case plastics (including the palm rest, trackpad
button, cente r clutch cover, and CPU stiffe ner) can crack or develop faults.
Affected serial numbers are xx622xxxxxx and below.

+ On the Power Book 5300, it takes twice as long to boot from AC power as it
does from a battery only. Affected serial numbers are xx605xxxxxx and below.

+ On the 5300, devices drop off of a larger Loca!Talk network. Affected serial
numbers are xx622xxxxxx and below.
If one of these seems true, take your PowerBook to an authorized service center or

call Apple's customer service department (1-800-SOS-APPL) for instructions.
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Temperature
Power Books are s mall devices that can be somewhat s usceptible to temperature
shifts, both hot and cold. For this reason, never leave your PowerBook in a hot car,
in direct sunlight, or in other extreme temperature s ituations. If this does happen,
allow the Powe rBook to cool gradually to room tempe rature before turning it on.
Don't expose the PowerBook to extreme cold, either. If you leave the PowerBook in
the car or near an open window on a freezing or near-freezing night (or in similar
conditions in a car or elsewhe re during the day), allow the PowerBook to gr adually
warm to room temperature before turning it on. Whe n a PowerBook gets very cold,
its internals can seize, there by causing a catastrophic hard drive failure, for
instance, the moment you turn the PowerBook on.
Always use the PowerBook's feet when you're us ing the Powe rBook on a smooth
surface; the feet help to dissipa te heat through the bottom of the machine, which
keeps inte rnal components from overheating and caus ing crashes , freezes , or
internal damage.
When using a PowerBook with an external monitor, don't close the PowerBook
unless you've also turned the screen off; check your PowerBook's documentation
for details. With certain PowerBook models, you can s tart up the PowerBook using
an external keyboard and an external monitor while the PowerBook itself is still
closed. This will leave the PowerBook's screen turned off, and the PowerBook will
treat the main monitor as if it's the o nly monitor.
Othe rwise, don't close the screen while the PowerBook is active if you r model
doesn't support this feature. The screen can build up heat that can damage
components. If you do use the PowerBook with external components, at least keep
the screen open a few inches to allow heat to dissipate.

Cleaning
You can clean the outside s urfaces of the PowerBook itself (when it's completely
s hut down) with a clean, slightly damp cloth (not wet, just a tad damp). Use a
computer vacuum to clean the keys of the PowerBook and the edges around the
keyboard and screen. Use a clean, lint-free, nona brasive cloth and a mild glass
cleane r (applied to the cloth, not the screen) to clean the PowerBook's screen.
To clean a PowerBook's trackball, follow these s teps. (Note: Do not use any liquids
on the trackball components or elsewhere inside the PowerBook) :
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Mac Evangelista tip: Shipe!J•g concerns
Working as a Macintosh technician, Lisa Devlin learned quite a bit about properly packaging
and shipping a PowerBook- advice you can use whether you need to overnight your
PowerBook for service or just need to pack it for a move or flight overseas. Here are her
thoughts:
"Sturdy boxes (not too large) and packaging material are critical. So is insurance for the
shipment. Antistatic wrap should be used whenever possible as a precaution. Soft form-fitting foam (the stuff that's sold in rolls) is good to pack PowerBooks in, peanuts are too
unstable, and using newspaper as padding is just asking for trouble. Bubble wrap is okay if
the PowerBook is first put in some antistatic wrap or otherwise protected from static.
"Never, ever ship a PowerBook Duo inside a Duo Dock. Both units can be damaged by
rough handling or static. It's also best to remove PC Cards, cables, and so on when shipping
to avoid damage from jostling or static. Oh, and make sure the PowerBook is off, not in
Sleep mode. It's a good idea to back up data before shipment, just in case.
"It is also extremely important to inspect the box carefully upon receipt. If it appears damaged, even slightly, in any way, contact the shipping company before opening it. Make sure
the shipping company has a representative there when the box is opened if the box is visibly damaged. (I once repaired a machine that was damaged during shipping, and because
the shipping company was not present when the box was opened, they refused to pay for
the damage, which was considerable.)"

1. Remove the trackball's retaining ring by turning it counterclockwise about 1/4

of a turn. (You should be able to use your fingertips or fingernails.)
2. Remove the ring and the trackball.
3. Locate the rollers inside the trackball hous ing and wipe them with a lint-free
cloth, a cotton swap, or even your finger.
4. Clean the trackball with a dry towel.
5. Reinsert the trackball and its retaining ring.
With a trackpad , clean the surface only with a dry cloth or towel; don't allow water
near the trackpad or at the edges, where it could slip through at the seams.

Spills
Spilling liquid on your Mac's keyboard is one thing, but spilling something on your
PowerBook is quite another. After all, below that keyboard is the entire computer. If
you do spill something on your keyboard, you probably shouldn't wait to get the
PowerBook to a technician before you take some action. (If you do want to wait,
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though, at least turn the PowerBook over, s hake out the liquid, a nd try to carry it
upside down to the service center.)

,.
Note

At this point, th ere are no guarantees. Liquid will most often kill all or part of a
PowerBook, depending on how much was spilled, how corrosive the liquid is, and
how sticky things get.
It's a good idea to know exactly where your PowerBook's tools (Torx and Phillips
screwdrivers in the correct sizes) are at all times, as well as an antistatic, lint-free
towel. Your PowerBook's carry case would probably be an ideal spot for these things.
You should also familiarize yourself with these instructions and the instructions for
opening your PowerBook (in Chapter 20) before disaster strikes, just so that you have
an idea what to do the second liquid to uches your PowerBook.
Here are s ome quick steps to follow if you spill something on a PowerBook:
1. Immediately unplug the PowerBook and remove the batteries. (You can fret

over yo ur lost data la ter, unless the data is worth more than the Power Book,
in which case you can quickly hit 3€-S to save, and then pull the battery and
plug.)
2. Put the machine on its front s ide to drain liquid while you look for your
PowerBook tools (if you need tools). Hold it firmly and shake it to try and
release liquid. If you need to leave it for a moment, you might try standing the
PowerBook on the top edge of its screen and the bottom edge of its keyboard
casing, forming an upside-down V with the screen and keyboard facing down.
3. If you feel competent to do so, open the PowerBook's case (see Chapte r 20 for
step-by-step instructions on each different form factor), a t least to the point
that you have the keyboard popped out. Shake the keyboard clear of liquid
and blot it with a n antistatic, lint-free towel (not a paper towel or a dirty
towel). If you don't have such a towel, just s hake. You can a lso blot surfaces in
the PowerBook t hat have spills, but be very careful that you aren't just
moving liquid around or leaving towel resid ue on components. There is still a
c harge in the logic board (thanks to the backup battery, among other things),
so you should avoid moving liquid around on it.
Now it's decision time. If a local Apple authorized dealer is open and reasonably
close, keep the Powe rBook open and/or ups ide down and take it to that dealer.
Explain to them the problem and see if they can look at it on a n emergency basis.
If you can't get to a service center immediately, you might cons ider using a hair
dryer on a cool setting to dry things off as muc h as possible . If you're lucky, you'll

be able to concentrate your efforts on the keyboard; make sure you drain, s ponge,
and dry the keyboard complete ly. Don't get the hair dryer too close to components,
and don't use a hot setting.
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With these things accomplished, get to the service center as quickly as possible. Do
not turn the PowerBook on again, no matter how well you think you've cleaned it up.
The keyboard will likely be lost regardless of what you spilled on it. If it's water, it
might survive, but you need to get it out of the PowerBook and dried very quickly.
Other parts of the PowerBook might survive water, tea, or something similar. A soft
drink can be more troublesome, but a clever use of compressed air on a fully
disassembled PowerBook by a service technician might still save it, or parts of it.
Your best defense, however, is avoidance. Do what you can to avoid spilling
anything on your PowerBook. Be much more vigilant about this than you are about
spilling on a desktop keyboard. One spill can ruin a whole PowerBook, so take that
into consideration when you eat or drink around it.

Summary
+There are times when a PowerBook simply won't power on; this may even
happen more often than with desktop Macs because of the elusive Power
Manager that PowerBooks require. There are more ways to get power into a
PowerBook than a desktop Mac, so there are more problems associated with
power.
+ If you need to reset your PowerBook, there's a slightly different procedure for
each major PowerBook series. You can also do some specific things to
troubleshoot startup problems and crashing that happen right as the
PowerBook starts up.
+ Working with batteries is a big part of using a PowerBook. Aside from getting
the correct replacements, you s hould also troubleshoot your batteries to
make sure they' re really going bad before you decide to replace them.
PowerBook batteries do need to be replaced every few years, but there are
plenty of other problems that contribute to battery failure. You can also do
quite a bit to conserve battery power to keep your PowerBook running longer
when it's not plugged in.
+ PowerBooks can experience some odd little problems or habits that you can
try to break them of- issues such as problems with ports, video-out
capabilities , and PC Cards. Plus, certain models have their own issues,
including being part of an Apple Repair Extension program that might make
sense of some trouble you're having.
+ Finally, check out the emergency procedures for a PowerBook that has
encountered its worst enemy- liquid. Read them before it happens so you
know exactly what to do.
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I

f your problem is in the Mac's oper at ing system softwar e,
its solution will likely be found in these pages. Par t IV
introduces you to t he basic t echniques and speci fic problems
associated with t he Mac OS, including how to troubleshoot
crashing programs, freezes in the Finder, and speci fic error
messages. You'll also look at preventat ive measures you can
take to avoid system software problems, includ ing intelligent
approaches to managing your Syst em Folder and other parts
of t he Mac OS installation. Finally, if that inst allat ion needs a
compl ete refresher, you'll find strategi es for backing up your
Mac and starting all over again with a clean installation of (or
an upgrade t o) your Mac OS software.
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Chapter 32
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Systems

• • • •
In This Chapter
Dealing with error
messages

I

n Chapter 21 I introduce the varied world of Mac
troubleshooting by looking at the factors determining
whether problems on a Mac are software or hardware related.
Chapters 22 through 29 detail some of the basic hardware
problems that can strike your Mac- along with problems
generated by software interactions with that hardware.
In this chapter (and through to Lhe end of the book) I discuss
some software-only types of problems. These issues generally
aren't related to problems with a parti cular piece of hardware
or a hardware technology such as SCSI. Instead, these
problems happen almost exclusively in software, usually
manifesting themselves when you're just trying to get some
work done with the keyboard and mouse.
From this chapter, which identifies the basics of software
troubleshooting and shows you how t o get up and running
quickly, you can move on to th e other s in Part IV. Those other
chapter s focus on cleaning and maintaining your Mac,
resolving system conflic ts, and, when absolutely necessary,
reinstalling the Mac OS.

Software First Aid
Because software falls into two basic categoriesapplications and sys tem software- the software first ai d
you' ll perform focuses, in most cases, on the convergence of
these two types o f software. On one hand, your syst em
software is respons ible for all the input, output, and process
management that goes on in your Mac. On the other, the
application software is required for you, the human in this
equation, to get something done.

Fixing crashes
Freezes and hangs
Odd problems

• • • •
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In some cases, your troubles are caused by a specific problem with a specific
application. In most other cases, though, your pro blem is in the interaction
between an application (or applications) and the sys tem software. An applicat ion
may misbehave, the system software may misbehave, or something else may create
problems that cause a blip in th e communications between these two. That,
ultimately, is what leads to instability, resulting in crashes and freezes on your Mac.

First aid techniques
As discussed briefly in Chapter 21, you'll encounter three different, basic types of
problems that create trouble w ith your applications and system software:

+ Bugs. Bugs are problem areas in applications or the system software that do
things they shouldn't do. These often result in crashes or hangs, depending
on the bug, although they can sometimes just result in strange behavior or a
program not doing what it's supposed to do.

+ Conflicts . Conflicts occur between specific programs and system software
fragments. Generally, th ese problems are between system extensions and
applications, although a very common subset of these errors focuses on two
system extensions that don't get along. (These extension con flicts are
common enough to be covered by their own chapter, Chapter 32.) In either
case, they tend to cause crashes and hang-ups and can sometimes seem very
mysterious.

+ Corruption. Corruption occurs w hen an important file gets overwr itten with
either bad or nonsensical informati on. Thi s can also causes crashes, hangs
or other problems. Corruption can sometimes be avoided with proper
maintenance, as detailed in Chapter 31. However, corruption's also a small
fact of life when dealing with a computer; it will crop up, forcing you to do
a little first aid to see if you can solve the problem quickly. (Corruption is
usually the resul t of a bug in a program, although any crash has the
potential to result in corrupt files that can then crash the system again
at some later time.)
These are really the three different problems that can affect software. Each of
them generally has a solution, although you're likely to prefer that none of these
problems ever happen, as t hey can be a pain to troubleshoot and solve. Let's look
at those solutions quickly before getting into the actual diagnosis. Like any good
boy or girl scout, you should first learn the technique of first aid, and then how to
apply it to your victim.

Bugs
If the problem looks to be a so ftware bug, your bes t fix is to find an update on the
software publisher's customer service Web site. Many times bugs are actually
known issues that have been fixed, worked around, or otherwise dealt with by the
company in question. Check Apple's Tech Info Library for clues and read the Read
Me file that came with the program. You can also check Mac OS Web sites, chat
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groups, or mailing lists to see if others are encountering the same bug; if they are,
there's a chance the problem will become known to the software publisher and
fi xed more quickly.
Other than a programming fix, the only real first aid solution is to create your own
workarounds- don't download a Java applet if there's a bug in your Web browser
that makes the Java applets crash, for instance. Or, remember a certain procedure
for saving your documents when using a particular program or a particular order of
steps when printing to a problematic printer.

~
Note

After first aid, if you can reproduce the bug accurately and on demand (or fairly
closely so), come up with whatever diagnosis you can and report the bug to the
offending program's publisher. You 'lllikely find some mechanism for reporting bugs
on their Web site or through their customer service center. At the very least,
knowing that you can reproduce the bug will help you convince the customer
service folks that the problem exists and needs to be looked into.
It's usually important for your technical support representative to know quite a bit
about your computer to help you troubleshoot or report bugs. A program like Apple
System Profiler can be helpful. If you need to take a screenshot, you can usually use
3€-Shift-3 to take a PIG file of the screen that is then saved in the root folder of your
startup disk. The keystrokes 3€-Shift-4 in Mac OS 8.0 and above gives you little crosshairs that enable you to take a screen shot of any particular area of the screen. Just
drag from one corner to the other with the mouse.

Conflicts
Often overlooked is the Read Me file, a fairly standard addition to a typical software
inst aller or distribut ion disk. If you look at your progr am's disks or CD-ROM, you' ll
likely find a Read Me file that will help you determine some of the known conflicts
that have been reveal ed during the program's testing. Workarounds are usually
discussed, including common extensions and programs that should be disabled,
upgraded, or avoided when working with the problem application.

If you can't seem to find a known issue statement but still suspect a conflict, your
first aid solution i s to disable all possible offenders; use the Extensions Manager to
restart with only the Mac OS Base extensions enabled, for instance, or turn off
other possible conflic ts such as file sharing, background printing, Virtual Memory,
and some of the other typical Mac OS offenders. If your program still acts up, you' ll
need to decide if it's worthwhile to continue to use it in the short term. (You can try
to limp by until the company writes an update patch by saving your work
constantly or running the program without others in the background and restarting
the Mac often.)
After first aid, you should try to troubleshoot th e exact nature of the conflict as
discussed in Chapter 32. You should also look to update the software, if possible, or
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choose other extensions and/or programs that don't have a similar conflict. You
can also report the conflict to the software publisher, if it's reproducible, to see if
t hey can help you troubleshoot or create a workaround.

Corruption
Overwhelmingly, corru ption means a preferences file (in the Preferences folder) has
gone bad, but it can also refer to corruption in RAM, in PRAM, or in other files on
the hard drive. If you suspect corruption is crashing your program, the first aid
solution is to try throwing out its preferences file, and then restart and try the
program again. If you suspect disk corruption, load and save important data to a
different disk.

.,/
Note

Over the long term, you should look for the source of corrupti on. It could be a
problem application, a large crash that caused bad data to be written, or a more
insidious problem- even a computer virus. To properly root out corruption, see
specific crash and freeze descriptions later in this chapter and consult Chapter 31
for more on maintaining your system, properly uninstalling programs, and dealing
with viruses .
You'll see advice in this book and elsewhere that encourages you to sometimes trash
your preferences files when testing for corruption. This is almost never a fatal mistake; preferences files as a rule are to be rewritten by standard Mac programs if the
program can't find its preferences file. If you're wary, though, just drag the preferences file out onto the Mac's desktop or into another folder outside the System
Folder. You can then test to see if the file was corrupt. If the problem behavior goes
away once the file has been disabled, the file is corrupt, and it's safe to trash the file.
If the problem persists you can move the file back to the Preference folder.

Software symptoms
With a little t echnique under your belt, it's time to observe the symptoms of
software failures. The symptoms are generally pretty similar-crashes, freezes,
hangs, and bi zarre behavior. Sometimes you can get the Mac to start up or a
program to start up. Sometimes you can 't do something as simple as print from
your application.
The symptoms you'll likely encounter when working with programs are as follows:

+ Errors. You get an error message while working with the program that doesn't
force the program to quit or shut down. Generally, you receive these
messages in an alert dialog box (in Mac OS 8.0 and above these dialogs are
outlined in red), which tells you th at the last command you attempted could
not be completed because something went wrong.
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+ Crashes. In this situation, you get an error message that is accompanied by
the immediate shutdown of the program. Sometimes these error messages
offer explanations, other times the program has unexpectedly quit.

+ Freezes. The Mac locks up completely, not allowing you to type, move the
mouse, or issue commands of any kind. This often isn't accompanied by an
error message, and it leaves you no choice but to restart the Mac using the
Cntrl-00-Power restart sequence or a physical power switch on the Mac.

+ Hangs. This is like a freeze (symptomatically), but you can still use your
mouse to click things - it's just that nothing on screen responds. The first
thing to do is stop clicking things and wait. This behavior usually results from
the program getting itself into a logic loop that causes it to stop responding to
input from the mouse or keyboard. Overloading the input queue wi th clicks or
keystrokes won't help. If, after a reasonable interval, the program doesn't pop
back to life, you can use the 00-Shift-Esc key seq uence to attempt to force quit
the program.

+ Bizarre behavior. This can be almost anything, but it certainly includes the
screen becoming pixelated, program commands simply failing to work, or
issues such as files not being saved correctly, documents disappearing, or
windows behaving oddly.
Once you pin down the symptoms, you can quickly diagnose the basic problem bug, conflict, or corruption. you're then ready to put your learned technique to use
for your first aid fix.
To begin, take a look at some first aid steps you can take in diagnosing and tes ting
based on the symptoms.

Error Messages
Hopefully, the extent of the problems you'll have with your Mac are focused on
error messages. Error messages sometimes provide a decent idea of what
happened and why, at least giving you a fighting chance to figure out what's wrong.
Error messages that don't crash the application will usually have a reasonable
solution. Sometimes an error will point you to a hardware issue -perhaps the
Chooser or your modem is configured incorrectly. Often an error message will l et
you know that ther e isn't enough memory for a particular request or fun ction; in
this case, you usually try to increase memory for that application or quit other
applications that may be using that memory. Oth er errors have similar solutions.
Most of the error messages you see that don't resu l t in a crashed application
(crashes are covered in the next section) are pretty straightforward. You'll be asked
to replace a disk, troubleshoot a port, or pick a printer. .lust read your Mac's
complaint and consult the related chapter(s) in this book.
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However, some more generalized issues can crop up in the Finder and in
applications that might be caused by a vari ety of issues. Here are a few of those
very common errors and some solutions to try.

"Not enough memory" error message
This message will likely appear to most Mac user s at one time or another. Although
it may be a symptom of a bug or corruption, it's usually th e result of a conflic t;
specifically, the program has tried to use more RAM than it's been assigned.
Here's a quick checklist of the t hings y ou can do to combat an out-of-memory issue:

+ Check the st ate of RAM in the About This Computer dialog box.
+ Raise the applicati on RAM av ailable to the troubled program.
+ Res tart th e Mac.

+ Check for a program updat e or bug fix from t he application 's publisher.
You can check t he Mac's overall memory sit uati on by switching t o the Finder and
choos ing the About This Computer command from the Apple menu. In that window,
check to see how much of the Application's RAM is being used and what t he largest
unused block of memory is. If the application's RAM is nearly used (indicated by a
full bar, as shown in Figure 30-1) and there's still room in th e largest unused block,
it's likely that y our applicati on just needs more RAM assigned to it.

Figure 30- 1: The About This Computer dialog box
tells you how much RAM is being consumed by the
Mac OS and applications.

You can change the RAM settings for a particular application this way:

1. Shut down th e application.
2. Find the application's original icon. Highlight it and choose File r:::> Get In fo
from the Finder 's menu.
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3. In the Get Info box, enter higher values for Minimum Size and Preferred Size
under the Memory Requirements section.

,

Note

4. Close the Get Info box.
Now you can relaunch the program and see if the memory errors persist.
If you got the memory error and found that there was very little memory left in the
largest unused block, it's possible that you're using nearly all of the Mac's RAM for the
Mac OS and your running applications. In that case, you may need to shut down the
problem program, shut down some other applications that you're not currently using,
and relaunch the program to use it.
But what do you do if you're getting "out-of-memory" errors all over the p lace (or
you get the errors even when there seems to be plenty of memory available)? In
this case, there's a good chance that memory has become fragmented. When
memory fragmentation occurs, a form of corruption has set in; a number of
programs have been opened and closed on this Mac, and those programs, once
closed, haven't always done a stellar job of releasing all the RAM they were using.
After a while, these fragment s of leftover code become a problem, because the Mac
is trying to take notice of them and track them to keep them from causing trouble. If
memory gets fragmented enough, you'll get odd out-of-memor y errors that can only
be cured by restarting the Mac.
You could also have a bug in your application that causes it t o use memory
ineffi ciently, or leak memory, meaning it begins to take up all the available memory
because it's no t handling its assi gned memor y well. In either case, a recurring "Out
of Memory" error message will result because the program isn't working correctly,
not because of any problems on your end. If you suspect this is the case, surf the
publisher's Web site and check for an update or bug fix for the program in question.

Explore your memory settings
If you have repeated problems with "Out of Memory" error messages, your Mac may be
telling you something-add more memory. But if you need to squeeze that RAM a bit to
make things work in the short term, you might be able to get a little extra RAM from your
Mac to make that application run more cleanly.
The obvious place to start is to use as few extensions and control panels as you can. Try to
pare down your Extensions Manager so that you're only using the most important extensions
you need to run. You can also lower the requirements of some applications by managing your
fonts a bit If you have tons of different fonts in your Fonts folder, try moving all the nonessential ones to another folder (you could create a Fonts - Disabled folder in the System Folder or
use one of the shareware solutions on the included CD for font management).
(conh"nued)
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(continued)

The real savings, though, may come about in the Memory control panel. You can gain some
RAM back by lowering the amount used for disk cache or by doing away with a RAM disk,
although both of these solutions can decrease performance. One way to boost the amount
of RAM available to your Mac is to turn on or turn up the amount of Virtual Memory in the
Memory control panel. Virtual memory enables your Mac to use a portion of the hard drive
to swap data in and out of RAM, allowing you to work with more and larger applications at
one time. Of course, this is a trade-off, too, because it'll slow down your Mac's performance
quite a bit. When you can, buy more RAM to get the best of both worlds.

11

Disk is full" error message

This one usually crops up when, you guessed it, your disk is full. In gener al, it
happens when y ou're trying to copy or save a document to the drive in question,
or when you're otherwise transferring data (it could happen as you check for new
e-mail or surf the Web, for instance, because both sav e data to the hard drive while
you're working). Be especially wary when you're creating digital audio, video, or
working with high-end phot ographic images, all of which can require an enormous
amount of disk space.
The solution, in most cases, is to clean some of your stuff off the disk and try to
copy or save again .

If the disk isn't really full, though, you could have some disk damage or
fragmentation problems with the drive- both of w hich are solved with a
combination of Disk First Aid and a disk doctor program from a com pany like
Norton or Micromat. (Chapter 23 has a lot more on using these progr ams.)
Remember, there can be some inter esting culprits on your drive that are taking up
the space. Check your e-mail program's folder s, the "downloads" folder in the AOL
or Web browser 's folder, and your Web browser 's folder in the Preferences folder.
All of these can be storing untold hidden megabytes that can be eating up space on
your drive.
This error can also result from running a very old progr am Qikely one written
before the release of System 7.0) that incorrectly calculates available disk space. In
this case, y our best bet is to tr y and use a newer program or look for an updat e for
the current one.
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"File not found" or "File system error'' message
If you see either of these error messages, and after checking for the obvious (such
as the file not actually being where it should be or a network volume that suddenly
disappears) you still have problems, your Mac could be experiencing some sort of
file corruption or problem with the desktop database files. Because Macs are pretty
good at tracking files and disks, you'll usually get an error that says something like
"Please insert the disk _ _ " if you've managed to eject a floppy disk or removable
media disk that's currently in use.
So, getting a "File not found" error message means something fishy is going on. If
your Mac is part of a network, that's one thing to suspect; it's possible that an
application was expecting to find an active network connection and an important
file, but the network connection went down.
Much of the time, though, this error results from a disk or disk directory error. You
should try a few things. The immediate concern is to save any work that you have
open. Try to save or use the Save As command to save any open work you have.
You might consider trying to save the document(s) to another floppy disk or
removable disk if you're concerned that there's something wrong with your hard
drive.
You should next follow the basic storage media troubleshooting plan:

+ Rebuild the desktop using a tool such as Micromat's Techtool.

+ Reboot using a boot disk or a system CD (if the problem is with your startup
disk) and run Disk First Aid to diagnose the drive.

+ Run a disk doctor program such as Micromat Tech tool 2 or Norton Utilities.

Program Crashes
When a program crashes, you'll generally get an error message along with the
famous Mac bomb icon. The program has tried to do something that the operating
system feels is illegal. You'll also often get an error message or number that tells
you, for instance, that you have a Type 11 error. In many, many cases, these errors
are pretty much meaningless. It's tough to troubleshoot based on them, so I'll
discuss them more generally.
The error codes are really meant for programmers. Looking at a long list of these
codes tells you what each of them is supposed to mean, but they can mean some
very complicated and confusing things. They're also not really supposed to show
up in programs. When they do, they're usually the result of bugs.
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Are you really interested in the program codes? Check out the shareware resou rces Apple
Error Codes and Easy Errors, both located on the CD-ROM included with this book.
What follows is a more general discussion of what's going on with your Mac when it
crashes and what you can do about it. Th ere are really three basic types of crashes,
all of w hich usually offer the same result: a program disappears, sometimes l eaving
the system unstable and sometimes allowing you to continue computing. For the
most part, th e same software problems th at cause other problems cause crashes:
bugs, conflicts, and corrupti on. Th ere are a few clues to show you w hich is which,
but some of it is guesswork:

+ Error message or code.

This sor t of crash manages to pop up an alert box
( usually with a bomb in it) that t ells you something untoward has happened ,
so the Mac OS is making the progr am go aw ay. This is a controlled sort of
cr ash that usually sees your system r ecovering safely to the Finder. If you get
an error message, you can suspect any of the three types of problems,
although bugs and conflicts are more likely.

+ Unexpectedly quit.

This sort of crash usually leav es you wondering for a
moment- th e application just disappears into oblivion, followed by a
message in the Finder telli ng you th e program unexpectedly quit. It's abrupt ,
but the Finder almost always recovers. All three problems can cause this, but
if it's reproducible, suspect a bug in the program.

+ No message. In this case, the program just quits, disappear s, or other wise
becomes inaccessible. This sort of crash is a bit more rare and usually
accompanied by increased instability, although you may be able to work in
the Finder or other applications for a while. Thi s suggests a larger syst em
problem, poss ibly a conflict.
So what can you do about a cr ash? It's important to be able to isolate the crash by
t akin g a few different fact or s into play, including what you've done recently and
how per sistent the error is. Your first aid goal is to get past th e crash, save your
work, and restart your Mac; after any cr ash, the Mac may be too unstable for more
than a few minutes worth of work. Use the Speci al L:> Rest art command to get your
Mac back in fighting shape as soon as you've saved your critical data in other noncrashed applications.
The bigger issue, th ough, is isolating th e crash and figuring out why it happened.
You will eventually encounter a crash, and it's not always indicative of a larger
problem. Some crashes are just once-in-a-while sorts of problems. Here are some
basic things to look into:

+ Has your Mac been on for quite a while or have you been running many different
programs? If so, you can suspect memory fragmentation or corruption.
Eventually, ev ery Mac needs to be restarted just to cl ear out RAM and begin
anew. If you don't run many programs, your Mac may las t months wi thout a
restart, but crashing progr ams after a long workin g st int are one sign of a Mac
th at 's just , well , tired.
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+ Have you added anything recently? If you've recently installed something new,
such as a new hardware driver, a new extension, or a new application, it may
be the source of a conflict that's suddenly causing the crashing application to
have more trouble than it has in the past. Read the program's Read Me file
and go to the manufacture r's Web site to check for any known
incompatibilities, and then troubleshoot conflicts as o utlined in Chapter 32.

+ Have you upgraded the Mac OS recently? This may cause problems or
incompatibilities in programs that had been working well in the past. If there's
been a recent Mac OS release, check for bug fixes and updates on the software
program publisher's Web s ite or through their cus tomer service
representatives.
+Did anything precipitate the crash? Sometimes you can pinpoint the source of
new, consistent cras hes. For instance, say your Mac was hit with a power
surge or crashes spectacularly during a long file operation, a network
connection , or an Inte rnet session. Any crash like this- especially a freeze or
a hang - can cause corruption in the desktop files, Inte rnet preferences , or
elsewhere. This corruption can then cause cras hing.

+ Is the crashing consistent? If you r Mac cras hes every time you try to load a
QuickTime movie over the Internet in you r Web browser, you're well on
your way to pinpointing a bug, conflict, or corruption problem that has a
definite source. It may seem like an obvious example, but crashes can be
so frus trating that you forget to make a mental or written note of what was
happening when the crash occurred. A reproduc ible crash is much easie r
to fix.
Once you've done some work trying to isolate the crash, you're on your way to
fixing the situation. The key is to decide what sort of problem is likely - bug,
conflict, or corruption. You then can put your first aid techniques to work.
Aside from gene ral application crashes, there are some specific types of crashes with either particular characteristics or telltale error codes- that bear a little more
discussion.

Type 11 errors and "FPU not found" error messages
Although Jess and less frequent as the Mac OS ages, these error messages were
particularly prevalent du ring the transition to Power Macintosh computers and
then again to PCI-based Power Macs. The real trick to them is they don't mean
much of anything and were for a time used as catch-alls for other problems. Some
of them re lated to the transition from older 68000-based programs to PowerPCnative programs, but only barely.
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When you can't get rid of the error message
In an ideal world, the Mac would handle every application crash with aplomb, forcing the
errant program to quit with dignity and allowing you to move back to the Finder and save
anything that's open without too much hassle. But this is not yet a perfect world. (Rumor
has it that it will be a perfect world after Mac OS X is released, but, as of this writing. that
remains to be seen. It may be a better world, though, with protected memory and preemptive multitasking giving the Mac OS more control over misbehaving programs.)
Many of your programs, when they crash, will recover to the Finder. But sometimes you'll
find that trying to dismiss an error message alert box causes more problems, such as an
error alert box that keeps reappearing. In other cases, you'll find that trying to dismiss the
error causes or is followed by a worse error.
In these situations there are three things that can happen and two things you can do to try
and head them off:

A freeze. If the Mac freezes after an error message, you can try to troubleshoot the
freeze as discussed later in this chapter. You'll likely need to restart your Mac and
move on, though.
Force Quit If an application hangs on its own after an error (or otherwise becomes
erratic), you can try to force the program to quit. The keystrokes 3€-Shift-Esc will
bring up a Force Quit dialog box allowing you to manually "crash" the program and
recover to the Finder.

Endless alerts. If you can't seem to do anything about the alerts showing up over
and over again, you can try one desperate measure before throwing in the towel
and restarting- drop into the programmer's box. With the 3€-Power key sequence,
you can bring up the programmer's box. Type G F and hit Return. This might recover
the Mac to the Finder, which will be very unstable but may allow you to save your
work in other applications.
Whatever you do, your goal should be to save your work and restart the Mac. Any crash can
make your Mac too unstable to continue working. If you try to keep going on, you'll likely
encounter another crash or freeze within minutes.

Type 11 errors are really just "miscellaneous" errors, an error message that
occurred often when the Mac OS engineers were transitioning the Mac OS, but are
less common now that the kinks have been worked out of the PowerPC code and
any errors are mapped to other error messages. FPU error messages aren't really
accurate, at least on PowerPC machines; they usually just mean the Mac has
jumped to an invalid memory address and is trying to work with bad data. (On pr ePower PC machines, they usually are actually errors with the floati ng point unit.)
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If you're getting a lot of Typ e 11 o r FPU-type erro rs o n a Powe rPC machine, the
chances are good tha t a s imple Mac OS update will solve the bulk of these
pro blems. In Mac OS 7.6.1 and a bove, many of the crashes were eliminated o r given
e rror types that were more meaningfull y worded . They a lso don 't cause as m any
forced reboots, enabling the program to quit gracefully to the Finde r instead.

Type 41 errors and Finder or Bus error messages
These types of errors often occur as the Finder is loading or soon after it's been
loaded, but before you can ge t much work d o ne. They bas ica lly po int to a
corrupted Finder, Finder preferences, or (occas ionally) a corrupt System file on
your s tartup disk. Sometimes a quick restart will cause th e problem to go away
fo r a time, but it's often back with a vengeance.
The Finder can become corrupted as a result of a system crash , a problem with
an a pplication , or an overall maintenance iss ue. Over the lo nger term, you should
check your hard drive fo r errors and look into possible conflicts on your syste m.
You' ll occas iona lly find that trouble with your ha rd dis k driver will cause Finder
corruption.
The quick answer is a Mac OS reins tallation, or, if you have a draggable System
Folder (a comple te, curre nt Mac OS ins tallatio n on CD-ROM or another removable
media) , you can drag the corrupted Sys tem file to the Trash and copy a new System
file in its place.

Expert tip: System reinstal~ation

· ·

·

If it looks like the Finder and/or System are corrupt, sometimes the best thing you can do is
perform a shortcut reinstallation. A full clean install is probably the better choice, but this
shortcut is a great first aid tool that many professional Mac managers use when they need
to get their Macs up and running immediately. When you get a little down time, go back
and see if you can figure out what caused the System corruption in the first place. At that
time, you should especially consider using a disk doctor program and a clean reinstall.
But if you've got to get the Mac up quickly, try this advice from Glenn Schunemann,
Macintosh consultant for academic information technology services at the University of
Maryland, College Park:
"I've found a way to do a 'shortcut' clean system install, when an existing system is already
on the disk and the system is the cause of the problem. What I do is trash the Finder and
System file and then reinstall (not clean install) the system from CD. This way the installation has no choice but to replace the Finder and System file. This works most of the time,
and it beats the heck out of copying over all the third-party control panels and extensions!"
(See Chapter 33 for more on Mac OS installations.)
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Internet-related crashing
Did the cras h occur in your Web browser? This could be a s trong sign of
corruption, especially if the cras hes seem to be gaining freq uency and are not
necessarily reproducible. (Your first Web browser troubleshooting should pro bably
focus on multimedia plug-ins, which can be too soon on the market.) One symptom
of corrupt Inte rnet preferences is crashing in multiple Internet programs - Web
browser, e-mail, FTP, and so on.

~
Note

The Internet Preferences file takes a beating and Web browsers tend to crash a lot,
so the file seems to get its share of corruption. If you suspect this is the case, reach
into the Preferences folder and drag the Internet Preferences file onto the des ktop
or to the Trash. Restart your Mac and run your Internet tools again.
If the crashing seems focused on the browser, you can also consider trashing the
browser's preferences and history file, and resetting the browser cache. Some users
swear that trashing the Global History file in the Netscape directory can solve problems with both Netscape and Internet Explorer if both are on the system.
You may also be able to attribute Web browser crashes to multimedia plug-ins that
are sometimes brought to market very quickly and not completely tested. (Or, they
may crash when a poorly coded Web page is encountered.) In these cases, the error
should be fairly reproducible; it occurs when your browser attempts to load a particular type of multimedia data, a Java applet, or something similar. If this is happening
and you need to get browsing quickly, you should be able to change the browser's
preferences so that it ignores the offending sort of data. Later, you should check for
updated versions of the plug-in software.

Freezes and Hangs
Usually without so much as a little bit of happy help from the Mac OS (in the form of
an error message, perhaps), a freeze s imply locks up the screen so that nothing
moves; it resembles what happens to your TV when you've hit the Pause button on
your VCR. A true freeze will bring the mouse cursor to a screeching halt. No matter
what you do, you can't move the mouse and no activity can take place on the screen.
A s ubset of these freezes is something that's called an endless loop or a hang, a
program gets caught doing the same thing over and over again without giving much
control back to the computer or allowing you to move on to other things. That's
really just a crash, but it can have the symptoms of a freeze: The program just s its
there. The difference is you can usually move your mouse pointer around on the
screen, even if it doesn't move terribly smoothly.
A freeze can be caused by any of the three major software problems (a bug, a
conflict, or corruption) but a bug is far and away the most likely cause (especially
a bug that causes a conflict). You'll also find that the problem is often actually
triggered by a process that's running in the background-such as the Printer
Share software, HP background printing, AppleTalk, or other networking activity.
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Freezes are also often related to memory. If you have a program that regularly
causes freezing, one step to overcome this is to add more application RAM in its
Get Info box.
As far as first aid goes, though, there isn't too muc h you can do about a freeze; you
can try to recover from it, but it's unlikely. The real trick is to make sure you
actually know the Mac has completely frozen. Otherwise, you may be losing data
when you don't need to, if simply out of frustration.
When it seems your Mac has frozen, perform all the following steps to make sure
it's really a system freeze and not a ha ng, crash, or other problem:
1. Check your mouse, keyboard, and other ADB connections. A really good way

to emulate a freeze (and make you feel sheepis h at the same time) is to kick
your ADB cabling loose, resulting in a mouse pointer that won't move. If your
mouse or keyboard is unplugged, try plugging them back in to see if you regain
control. (Note: Apple recommends against adding ADB devices while the Mac
is powered on, although purely anecdotal evidence suggests that you probably
won't destroy anything if you occasionally have to rep lug an ADB device.)
2. Watch the screen carefully to make sure you're not seeing any activity. If
you have a menu bar clock, a visual keystroke indicator, or any icons that
generally flash but aren't, there's a chance that you really a re experiencing
a freeze or a hang.
3. Wait. This is especially true if you're working with high-end graphics,
animation, movies, a udio, the Internet, scanning. or anything that is talking
over a ne twork or to peripherals. In fact, anytime your Mac seems to have
crashed is a good time to get up and stretch or look into getting yourself a
refreshing beverage. Even the menu bar clock can stop updating while an
application struggles to get past something. And these apparent freezes can
last up to ten minutes or so. If you can help it, wait that long before trying to
quit the program or restart the Mac.
4. If you're absolutely convinced the program isn't responding, you should try
the keyboard . ~-. (period) and/ or the Esc key may convince the program to
stop what it's doing and move on. Try pressing ~-S to save your work. And try
~-Q to get the program to quit peacefully. If that doesn't work, try a fo rced
quit. Press the ~-Shift-Esc keys at the same time and a ttempt to bring up a
Force Quit alert box. If it appears, click the Force Quit button to attempt to
quit the application a bruptly a nd recover to the Finder.
5. Before giving up completely, hit ~-Power. If a dialog box appears with a small
prompt, enter G F (including the space) and hit Return. This may recover you
to the Finder, or it may freeze your Mac once and for all.
6. If those don't work, you may really be dealing with a freeze. It's time to restart
the machine. Using the keyboard, hit Ctrl-~-Power to force the Mac to restart
immediately. If this doesn't work, double-check that your keyboard is
connected. (This is a great time to find out that the problem is ADB after all,
because it won't notice the keystrokes and nothing will happen.) If all seems
correctly configured, use the Mac's hardware reset key or button to cycle the
Mac's power. (If your Mac has no reset button or key, turn it off and on again.
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In rare cases a freeze might actually force you to unplug the Mac and plug it
back in again.)

If the for ce quit or any of the other measures - beyond plugging in ADB or waiting is successful, immediately save your work and try to restart your Mac. Th e system is
li kely very unstable.
Once you've recovered from the freeze, it's time for your detective work. You can
troubleshoot a freeze much as you would a cr ash, but focus on RAM issues,
conflicts (especially background and extension conflicts), and corruption in the
application or process that was running during the freeze. For instance, delete
unfinished print j obs in the PrintMonitor Documents folder (in the System Folder),
delete Finder preferences, and delete Internet preferences or others that might
have been related to the programs that were running during the freeze.
Freezes are often hardware/software conflicts, too. Troubleshoot your printing
connections, network connec tions, SCSI connections, and other peri pheral s and
peripheral driver s with help from Chapters 21 through 29 in this book. Identify the
part of the system that seems active w hen th e bug or conflict occurs (if the freeze
i s reproducible), and then look to those particular applications or subsystems as
the likely cause.

Heat and internal problems cause freezes
Your Mac is designed to run under reasonably optimum conditions and w ith a minimum of
modification to the Mac's case and innards. A tightly packed minitower case might have
everything you need to get by, but it also might reduce the flow of air inside the case, leading to increased heat build-up. Similar problems can result from working with your Mac at
high alt it udes, above room temperature, or after a cold session in the basement or in the
trunk of your car.
You should always work with your Mac w ithin its ideal temperature range- usually
between about 40 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit A little hotter or cooler may not do much damage, depending on other factors. But if your Mac has been exposed to extreme cold or heat,
just turning it on without allowing it to return to room temperature can damage it severely.
Overheating, especially, causes freezes and crashes. Ru nning with a processor upgrade that
doesn't have proper heat dissipation (a heat sink or fan), leaving the case off your Mac for
extended periods, or running the Mac in a humid or hot room without decent ventilation
cou ld all lead up to seemingly random crashes and freezes. One sign that overheating could
be causing a problem is a Mac that computes well soon after being turned on, but begins
to have unexplained crashes or freezes after 30 minutes or so of work.
Freezes can also suggest something is wrong on your logic board or w ith another component in your Mac. If all else fails, consult Apple or your clone's manufacturer to see if there
are any known issues related to freezes on your particular Mac model or logic board. Make
note of the circumstances and any patterns to the freezes or crashing, to help th em better
troubleshoot the issue with you.
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Bizarre Behavior
Certain problems ar e a bit tougher to classify, even though they're not necessarily
impossible to track down and solve. Some of these are long-known issues, whereas
others can be symptoms o f larger problems.

Icons and aliases
The classic rebuild-your-desktop scenario is brought about when your Mac begins
to inexplicably lose its unique i cons or aliases begin to fail. Because of
fragmentation or other issues within the desktop database files, t he icons are no
longer associated with the correct programs and documents, resulting in their use
of more generic-looking icons. Similar ly, aliases tend t o lose their relationship wi th
the original document or program as damage creeps into the desktop database.
Other symptoms of desktop database problems include slow access in the Finder,
slow startups, and slow file oper ations in applications. Generic document icons can
also be a sign, although some applications don't necessarily have special icons for
their saved documents.
The answer? Rebuild the desktop. Ho ld down the :!€-Option keys as the Mac starts
up; usually you should ho ld down the keys all the way through the sequence until
you see a dialog box that asks you if you want to rebuild the desktop file (see
Figure 30-2).

Are you sure you want to rebuild lhe
desktop nre on the disk "Morlntosh HD"?

Figure 30-2: The Mac is responding to
a atl-Option startup request.

Choose OK and then be prepared to wait- in most cases, t he bigger your drive is,
the longer this process will take.
In Mac OS 7.5 and newer, App le recommends that you turn off most extensions in
the Extensions Manager, and then restart to rebuild the desktop. The one excepti on
to this is Macintosh Easy Open (or Mac OS Easy Open), which Apple recommends
you leave loaded in the Extensions Manager.

If your drive is heavily fragmented or you're experiencing problems outside of
r ebuilding the desktop, it's a good idea to run Disk First Aid and/or a disk doctor
program before relying completely on rebuilding the desktop. T he desktop
database files are likely t o become cor rupted again more quickly if the drive itself is
in bad shape. You should also run a disk doctor program if you find that rebuilding
the desktop doesn't fi x your generic i con issues.
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Another way to rebuild the desktop fil e- and arguably a better way- is to use
TechTool or Tech Tool Pro. TechTool preserves the comment field s in Get Info boxes
and completely del etes the desktop's files in a reasonably safe way, making for a
more reliable rebuild process.

Slow startup, crashes, or freezes while word
processing
Sometimes unexplained crashes and freezes can actually be attributed to corrupt
fonts. Problems that can be attributed to this issue include unexplained crashing on
startup, crashes after a clean install (if you've manually copied the contents of the
previous Fonts folder to the new Fonts folder), crashes that occur as an application
starts up, or crashes when choosing fonts in an application.

If you can manage to load and isolate the problem to particular fonts that crash
your system when you switch them in an application, try to restore those fonts
from installation disks or a backup. If you can't isolate the fonts, perform a clean
install or replace your entire font directory from a backup. You can also
troubleshoot fonts much the same way as you troubleshoot extensions, as
discussed in Chapter 32.

Slow disk, disappearing files, bad menus, beeps
If your Mac is constantly crunching the hard drive, files are disappearin g,
corruption seems rampant, or the system seems almost painfully sluggish,
you're probably dealing with a drive problem, drive fragmentati on, or, perhaps, a
computer virus.

Expert tip: The why of rebuilding
So what's going on with all the desktop rebuilding and funny looking icons? Reed Jackson,
Apple Computer system engineer, gives the scoop:
"The Mac stores a files creator and type record in an invisible area of the Get Info window.
When those values change, or are not present in the file, your file may appear in icon view
as a generic, dog-eared document icon.
"To remedy this ailment, first rebuild the desktop. This process examines all of the file and
creator settings and several other values and corrects any that are misadjusted.
"Also, you can launch the application that the file was created in, and then, using the File
c:> Open command, choose the file that is affected and open it. Now, save the fi le with a

new name, and verify that the new file has the correct custom document icon from that
application."
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The presence of a virus is also indicated by bizarre beeps, dialog boxes announcing
nontechnical sorts of things (such as "Merry Christmas" or "Don't panic"), and
problems with your menus, especially in programs such as the applications in
Microsoft Office.
If Norton or TechTool can't solve your problems, and you've been through the hard
drive troubleshooting tips discussed in Chapter 23, you might consider whether or
not you have a computer virus. Most Mac viruses (and there are relatively few of
them) prey on the desktop database and the file system, trying to create problems
with your folders and files.
See Chapter 31 for definitions, tips, and troubleshooting advice regarding viruses.

Summary
+ Before looking at the specific software problems you'll run up against, it's
important to get a little technique down, as with any first aid procedure. The
splints, tourniquets, and bandages of software first aid come into play when
you're dealing with bugs, conflicts, and corruption.

+ The different types of software issues you'll deal with include error messages,
crashes, freezes, and just plain strange behavior. Although all of these can be
caused by hardware issues, there are certain symptoms that suggest very
clearly that you have a software problem that needs to be addressed.

+ Error messages can be pretty straightforward, although error codes that
show up in those messages aren't always useful. Most of the codes are really
designed for programmers who are debugging their programs. Once the
program is released to the general public, the codes can be less useful. Still,
there are general things you can learn about the codes to help you
troubleshoot.

+ Crashes and freezes can be frustrating,

but you can deal with a lot of them
through some clever elimination. It's important to get to the source of the
problem, and then determine what sort of problem is causing the crash and
whether or not you can isolate and reproduce it. Of course, your first aid issue
might just be that you need to get the computer running again - there's a
right way to do that, as well.

+ The rest of the software problems you'll encounter can be a little odd at first,
but these quirks are facts of life on the Mac platform. If your Mac is acting a
little strange, there are a couple of symptoms you can look for that will help
you determine why.
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any problems you encounter can be solved by
regularly maintaining your system with hard-disk
tools, virus protection, and a backup plan. If you keep up with
these three things, you're likely to have fewer probl ems than i f
you simply use your Mac without regard for maintenance. The
process certainly doesn't need to be exhausting, although you
do need to be thorough. In fact, the bes t way to achieve
harmonic system maintenance l evels is to create a schedu le
and stick to it.
Obviously this chapter includes a little upgrading advice; you
need to get a disk doctor program such as Nor ton Utilities or
Micromat TechTool 2. Check to see whi ch is mos t compatible
with your syst em and the latest Mac OS upgrade. Each has its
own specialty, with Norto n focused on cr ash and filecorruption prevention , and TechTool focused on providing a
total solution for your Mac's troubleshooting tasks.
As you'll see by the end of this chapter, you need a good virus
checker. I make some recommendations later, but I want to
mention up front that a virus checker is a good idea,
especially if you use your Mac for business or education (and
losing your dat a would be costly) and/ or you spend a lot of
time on the Internet.

Regular Maintenance and Care
You should follow a pretty straightforward checklist to
maintain a happy, working Mac system. Aside from some of

• • • •
In This Chapter
Regular maintenance
and core
Spring cleaning your
system
Optimizing your
drives
Checki ng and
removing viruses

• • • •
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the tips elsewhere in the book (correct installations, avoiding conflicts, upgrading,
and working with the latest programs and software drivers), the most important
thing you can do to keep your Mac running flawlessly is to create a schedule of
maintenance and stick to that plan. In many cases , you might even be able to get
your software to do it for you (see Figure 31-1).
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Figure 31·1: Norton Utilities includes tools that
enable you to automate certain maintenance tasks.

Scheduled care
What are the things you s hould do? I'll discuss two types of maintenance: the da lly
stuff and the time-based Issues. Dally, you should do the following when yo u're
working with your Mac:

+ Turn the computer on and off no more than once a day. If you want to turn it on
In the morning and off In the evening, fine. Otherwise, you'll extend its life by
leaving it turne d on; just turn off the monitor (or set It to Sleep mode in the
Energy Saver control panel) to conserve energy.

+ When shutting down or restarting the computer, use the Special menu
commands. On many Macs you can use the Power key to shut down, too, but
the point Is this: Don't just kill the power, turn off your surge protector, or
throw the power switch. This keeps the Mac from s hutting down in an orderly
way, including writing some last-minute files and closing everything out before
restarting or shutting down.

+ Restart occasionally. If you use many different applications and documents In
one computing session, It's a good idea to restart your machine occasionally
to guard against memory fragmentation and subsequent crashes. If you
restart when you come back from lunch, for instance, or before switching
over to a marathon Web session, you might encounter fewer unexpected
crashes and restarts.
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+ Maintain files and check drive space.

It may seem silly, but it's actually a good
idea to make a point of deleting files, throughout the clay, instead of putting it
off until you can sit down and delet e in one sessi on. The reasoning here is it
helps to keep your drive from filling up, w hich can cause error s and cr ashes if
temporar y files and data documents suddenly can't be written t o a full disk.
It's also a bit easier to manage your Mac that way.

Just doing these things will help keep you up and running o n a regular basis, but
you can do mo re to ensure a relatively error-free computing existence. Each of t he
following tasks has a recommended frequency; you may not need to do them quite
as often, but it's certainly a good i dea. Indeed, you might fin d i t's useful to set a
cal endar program or alarm clock to remind yourself t o do t hese things-if your
di sk doctor program doesn't do it for you.
+A few times a week· Back up your hard drive(s) or your network accord ing
t o a preplanned rotation. (See Chapter 7 for more on backup planning.)

+ Every wee!?.· If you spend a lot of time downl oading files, transferring
documents, or working w ith fil es from th e Internet or an online serv ice, it's
a good idea t o run a v irus-checking progr am once a week. You should also
updat e the virus definit ions by downloading them ever y mont h t o ever y
three months from your virus-prot ection software publisher 's Web site.

+ Every month: Rebuild the desktop file. This will keep it from get ting out of
control and causing trouble that eventually requires a disk-fixing session or
worse.

+ Every three months: Check th e level of fragmentation on your hard drive and
defragment if necessary. Defragmenting not only optimizes the drive for
speed, it guards against pot ential problems. A heavily fragmen ted drive can
lead to file cor rupti on.

_,
Note

+Every three months: Do a little seasonal cleaning (or spring cl eaning) to your
drive, archiving and/or deleting files you don't need on the drive or don't
need at all. This includes preferences files and other sys tem-l evel stuff that
may just be taking up space. (Spring cleaning is discussed later in this
chapter.)
There's actually a product called Spring Cleaning, from Aladdin Systems
(wwvo~ . aladdin sy s . com/ ), which does this same sort of thing by helping you track
down superfluous preference files, uninstall unwanted programs, and generally give
your Mac the once-over to report on any files or configurations t hat coul d be cleaned
up on your Mac.

+ Every three months: Hold a special Web surfing sessi on during which you
check for updates to your favorite software by surfing the software
publisher's Web sites. This includes your virus defini t ion files if you have a
virus-pr otection program.
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+ Every six months: Perform a major hard-drive maintenance session, including
a complete check of the dis k (boot from another drive or a floppy), an update
to the Mac OS if it's available (and reportedly free of major bugs), and an
update to your hard-disk driver, if necessary.

+ Every one to two y ears: Perform a clean install of the Mac OS. If you have a
new version of the OS or you're installing a new hard drive, that's a gre at time
to clean install, es pecially because you may need to troubleshoot your
extensions anyway after installing a new version of the Mac OS. (This isn't
always true, but you should check the Read Me file and proceed with caution.)
Even if you're not upgrading, it's a good idea to reinstall every few years just
to clean things up a bit.
This checklist alone s hould keep your Mac out of trouble, most of the time. With a
solid maintenance schedule, you'll find that the only proble ms that crop up will be
hardware failures and problems that you expect, s uch as s light file corruption,
minor fragmentation, a nd the occasional virus. In any case, you're prepared and
ready to deal with these minor evils .

The other side of maintenance: Hardware
Most of the maintenance discussed in this chapter covers software. However, it's also a
good idea to adopt a maintenance routine for your hardware, too.
The items to concentrate on most are those that move - the keyboard, mouse, and perhaps
your printer. Your keyboard and mouse can probably use cleanings once a month or so; a
trackball can usually use a little more cleaning (at least pull the ball and blow out any dust
or dirt). See Chapter 24 for more on cleaning input devices. Obviously, you should clean
your monitor whenever it needs it. Use the special solutions described in Chapter 25.
The inside of your computer might be able to do with an occasional dusting-every six
months to a year depending on how clean the area is around your Mac. Although you
shouldn't blow compressed air directly on the circuit boards inside your Mac, you can use a
small vacuum cleaner designed for use around electronics. You should also try to clean out
the power supply fan (don't open the power supply - just vacuum the back of it) and clean
any dust away from ports on the back of the Mac.
In the same time frame, it's a good idea to dust or vacuum your scanner, printer's paper
tray, and the power supplies for external hard drives, and even run a commercial disk
cleaner through the floppy drive and make good use of a CD-ROM cleaner. And while
you're at it, you might as well do what you can to arrange that jumble of power cables and
connectors.
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Spring cleaning
Over time the Mac OS and its subsidiary files simply begin to bloat. Old
applications leave Read Me files , SimpleText versions, and preferences files littered
all over the drive. Programs install fonts you don't really want or need. Temporary
document files get left in your document directories. Even saved game documents
start to take up unwanted space.
Eventually, these small files will cause fragmentation and the sheer volume of them
will give you all sorts of headaches, including less room for your new stuff,
important temporary files, Virtual Memory, and other things that together can
cause a few crashes. You should take the time to run through your hard drive once
a season to see if you can't find some stuff that's worth deleting.

Duplicate applications
To begin your spring cleaning ritual, use the Find File command in the Finde r to
gather together duplicate files and see how many you can do away with. Different
programs tend to come with their own versions of some old standards, and you
may find you have a certa in number of the same files or applications inhabiting
your drive (see Figure 31-2).
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Figure 31-2 : Using Find File you can see how many
files or documents are wasting space on your hard drive.

Want to know some of the common culprits? Because many of these files a re
distribute d and installed by a number of manufacturers (as part of bundling
agreements and other a rrangements), I'd put even money on the likelihood that you
have the following dupli cate files on your drive:
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+ SimpleText
+ Stufflt Expander
+ DropStuff with Expander Enhancer
+ Internet Config
+ TeachText

+ MoviePlayer
+ Hypercard Player
+ QuickTime Plug-in for Web browsers
You may encounter other s. Th e point is you can probably do just fine with only one
copy of each of th ese progr ams. Using Find File and the Finder, check each file to
see which is the most recent copy (you can use the Fil e ·~ Get Info command to find
out what the version number of each is) and del ete the rest.

Preferences, fonts, and extensions
The next step is to comb through th e System Folder and look for duplicates or
leftovers that are ready to be trashed. One of the prime possibilities is the
Preferences folder, wh ere nearly ever y application you ever install and run on your
Mac will place one or more files. When you delete t he application, you may be
surprised to know that the preferences file will sti ck around forever-or at least
until you clean the folder manually.
Gathering preferences files for deleti on is an inexact science- ! generally run
through and delet e any files that I recognize and can absolutel y say that I won't be
using the associated applicat ion anymore. If I've deleted the application, the
preferences file can go, too.
Of course, if there's a file in there that doesn't l ook familiar or you think might be
necessary, by all means skip it. Deleting preferences files is really just a quick way
to get back some file-storage space and avoid a slight possibility of corruption due
to drive fragmentati on -leaving a few extra preferences files won't do any harm.
Once you've moved on from preferences, you can do t he same thing with your
Fonts folder and the Extensions (Disabled) and Con trol Panels (Disabled) folder. If
you see extensions in those folders that are no longer necessary ( for example, they
worked with an application that you've deleted or hardware you're not using
anymore) you can toss them , too, and save some more storage space. Fonts are a
special case; th e few er fonts you have in the Fonts folder, the faster your Mac will
boot and applicati ons that use the fonts will star t up. It's always a good idea to
clean out the Fonts folder of any fonts you never use. (You can also boot a little
fast er if you combine your existing fon ts into fewer font suitcases, as described in
Chapter 26.)
Want to see what the font looks like? In the Finder, you can double-click a font
suitcase to see a vi sual representation of the font, as shown in Figure 31-3.
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,.
Note

You should also consider organizing your fonts into suitcases, as described in Chapter
26, to keep things orderly and under control in the Font folder.

Evangelista tip: Don't trick your Mac out
Some of the best advice is the most simple. While you're going through this spring cleaning
process, you might also take careful inventory of your System Folder and decide what,
exactly, you need on your Mac to survive. A program such as lnformiNIT, on the CD-ROM
included with this book, might help.
Or, you can go to an extreme. How about using only Mac OS extensions? It's possible you
could get away with it, or something close. (That'll mean staying away from Global Village
products, Microsoft software, 3Dfx, PC networking, and non-Apple printers and hard drives,
among some other interesting programs.) Here's a tip direct from Evangelista Allan
Schwartz (w1~V1. concen tric . net/-Ams):
"Extension (init) conflicts can potentially waste a lot of your time. Should you ever use
third-party inits? My philosophy is if it's unlikely that Apple Quality Assurance has tested an
init as part of their release cycle QA, I don't want to use it- 1 don't want to have to test it
"Sometimes, I fix severe system problems by dragging the System Folder into the trash and
reinstalling from the 7.6 CD. It's helpful not to have too much investment in System Folder
customization:'
Sound good to you? If you're serious about it, you'll probably want to follow the Evangelista
tips in Chapter 32 that recommend using Labels to track file changes in your System Folder.
Then every few weeks, tool through your Extensions and Control Panels folders to make
sure no errant application has installed something new. If it has, you'll have to pull it and try
to do without the application at fault, or make an exception in this one case. (Remember,
some games and multimedia titles will drop in extensions, too. Maybe you can leave them
in until you're done with the game, and then toss 'em!)
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Temporary files
Applications on your Mac will often take advantage of a hidden folder, called
Temporary Items, that resides on your hard drive. It'll store in that folder
temporary files that are on as the Mac is being used and the application is open.
For the most part, there's really no point in mucking around in that directory.
However, sometimes those temporary files will escape and end up saved on your
hard drive, either in the Trash (as rescued items) or in your documents directory
as work files that got saved when the application experienced a crash or some
other oddity.
In any case, after awhile these files can start to pile up a bit. They're usually ripe for
deletion; you either needed to dig into the file or you didn't. If you didn't, and the
file has gotten on in age, maybe it's okay to delete it.
There's no particular standard for naming temporary files; you can try "temp,"
"work," and s imilar words in a Find File search. You should also comb through your
document folders (especially when you're getting ready to archive and delete them)
and look for temporary files that can be deleted so your compressed archives or
backups take up less storage space.

Attachments and downloads
Another place to look for potential spring cleaning victims is in any directory
that stores e-mail attachments or downloads you've received over the Inte rnet or
through an online service. (Check your e-mail program's folder, your Web browser's
folder, and online services' folders such as those for AOL and CompuServe.) You'll
find you've often already read , installed, used, or otherwise dealt with an
attachment, yet it lingers in a download or attachment folder on your hard drive for
quite some time- if not forever. Some e-mail programs are set to automatically
delete these downloads after a certain amount of time, but others might not have
any plans for these files.
In Find File, use "attach" or "download" as a keyword and search for files and/or
folders that have these files in them. Check the dates carefully and be sure you
don't delete anything important.
You should also travel individually to your e-mail program's storage folders; they
may be in the System Folder, in the application's folder, or even in the Preferences
folder. In those folders you may find extra files- attachments, cache files, old
mail- that are ready to be deleted. While you're busy doing these things, you
might want to stop by the Preferences or Options menu in your e-mail and online
programs to see if you can tell it to delete downloads after a certain amount of time.
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Deleting applications
Part of your spring cleaning might involve getting rid of any applications you no
longer need on the system. This might be an older version that you've upgraded or
a program that you've decided didn't suit your needs.
Deleting an application involves more than simply taking the application folder and
dragging it to the Trash. You'll want to think about a few other issues, too, including
the following:

+ Do you have any documents currently stored in the application's folder that
you'd like to keep? Make sure you don't have anything else important in that
folder or a subfolder, either.

+ Do you have some means of translating the documents you are keeping? If
you're deleting Microsoft Word, for instance, make sure your copy of
ClarisWorks (AppleWorks) or Nisus Writer can translate all those Word
documents you held onto.

+ Is there a Read Me file or a manual that tells you what files the program
installed on your system? Applications can install extra folders (such as the
Microsoft Office folder on many Macs), put stuff in the System Folder (such as
the Claris folder), or install extensions or control panels that work with the
application. Try to round all of these up when you're planning to throw away
the application.

+ Did the program have a preferences file? If so, grab it from the Preferences
folder.
One trick I recommend: If you're serious about deleting the application, create a
folder and place it on your desktop or on the main level of your hard drive. Call it
"Files to Delete" or whatever you like. Put all the files related to this application that
you're extracting from your drive into this folder. Now compute for a few days.
If things start to go nuts (and you haven't changed anything else), you may need to
replace one of the extensions, preferences, or other files you thought you were
supposed to delete; it may turn out it wasn't part of this application's installation
after all. Plus, this system gives you a week or so to use the application again if you
find a document hiding somewhere that requires it.
Otherwise, drag the Files to Delete folder to the Trash and choose Special¢ Empty
Trash to delete it!
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Defragmenting and optimizing
When y ou've used your hard drive for a number of weeks or months, it can begin to
get fragmented. This fragmentation is a result of the way the Mac stores files on a
hard drive. While it still can (that i s, whil e there's still free and open space on the
hard drive), the file will be written contiguously- the whole file will be written to
one section of the drive. But if there isn't a large enough area on the drive, the file
will have to be broken up into smaller pieces to be stored on the drive. The Mac
will keep track of the pieces so i t can find them again later.
This doesn't necessarily have to happen when the drive i s almost full. It can happen
on a drive that's only half full if the drive is fragmented enough. The fragmentation
is the result of files being saved to the drive, and then moved or deleted from that
drive. When the files are deleted, a new hol e is cr eated where that file used t o be.
To further illustrate, imagine yourself in a public library. Because librar y patrons
rarely take home entire shelves of books, they open up small holes on shelves all
around the library when they check out books. Even if the library gets to where it's
only half-full of books, the shelves are limited to the size of books (or number of
contiguous books, such as an entire seri es of encyclopedias) that would fit into a
particular opening.
Fragments of space are what make up the drive's fragmentation level. If the drive is
unfragmented , an entire file can load immediately after it's found by the hard
drive's read head. Fragmentation forces the hard drive read head to spin up and
seek out many different parts of the drive to load one particul ar fil e. As a result,
access slows down, sometimes considerably.

,/
Note

All of t his seeking and spinning also makes for more opportunities for an error t o
occur, which can result in file corruption or parts of a file being l ost because the
Mac's desktop database (where this data is stored) becomes too bloated , slow, or
fragmented itself.
As with any sort of hard disk maintenance, it's a good idea to disable file sharing and
print sharing on a particular Mac if you normally allow people to log into the computer. Network users are unlikely to do damage, but it's possible th ey could interfere
with the disk fixing or defragmentation problem.

Defragment the drive
You should regularly defragment your hard drive every three months or so. During
the process, a disk doct or application reads the fragmented parts of files, and then
writes them back t o th e drive in a more contiguous manner. It cycles through t he
entire drive, finding ways t o write the files and rewrite them so that t he puzzle
comes togeth er and most , if not all, of the files are written contiguously.
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Most defragmenting programs give you the opportunity t o choose how meticulous
you want the defragmentation process to be - t hat is, if you want it to be done
quickly for minimal r esults or if it should be an intensive session that results in
nearly 100 percent defragmentati on. Th e latter i s certainly recommended w hen you
have the time, although parti al defragmentati on is OK for maintenance purposes
(see Figure 31-4).
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Figure 31-4: Defragmenting a drive to speed it up and keep files
a little more secure

Most of these programs will enable you to ascertain the drive's level of
fragmentation before going through the optimi zation process; if the drive is heavily
fragmented, the program may al so r ecommend that you run the file saver or diskfixer portion of the program to make sure the fragmentation hasn't already created
errors. After the drive is fixed, you can defragment the drive and swear to maintain
it more closely.

,/
Note

If you have a drive that's been formatted using the Mac OS Extended (HFS Plus) format, you need to use a defragmentation tool that's been designed for that type of
drive. Older versions of Norton Utilities and other programs can damage these drives
if used on the newer format. Make sure you have an updated version of Norton
Utilities, TechTool Pro, or whatever other tool you use for defragmentation that specifically claims to be HFS Plus-compatible. Plus Optimizer, another tool from Alsoft
(\-JWW. a 1so ft . com/), is specifically designed to work w ith HFS Plus disks.
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Optimize the drive
If you have t ime this session, you can also choose to have your defragmentation
progr am optimize the drive, w hich i s sim ply an ext ension (a little more time
consuming) of the standard defragmenting process. When you choose to optimize
a hard drive, the program not only wri tes the files contiguously, it act ually
writes them in a special order, accordi ng to a speci al algorit hm created by the
progr ammer s. Thi s scheme for optimizing can even be geared toward a particular
type of applicati on to help you get t he most performance out of your drive
(see Figure 3 1-5).

Figure 31-5: Norton Utilities enables you to optimize the drive for a number of

different purposes and applications.
For inst ance, an optimization scheme might write all the documents in one secti on
of t he drive and all t he applications in another, or it might do a quick optimization
t hat simply creates a large contiguous space - perfect for multimedia files that
need to be digit ized from an audio or video source .

.Note/

If you have Norton Utilities or anoth er disk doctor program that can perform optimizations, look carefully at the different optimization schemes it offers. Some of them
can be very useful for a particular situation, such as optimizing the drive for CD-ROM
mastering or for software development. You can also choose more general uses for
every day optimization.
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Evangelistas and Experts: Optimizing
Although defragmenting is generally considered a good idea, people certainly don't always
agree on how to go about optimizing- or if one should do it at all. Rich Voelker of Voelker
Research thinks an optimization is of dubious value. In fact, he advises avoiding just about
any process that spends too much time rearranging important files on your hard drive.
Instead, he says, the best way to optimize or defragment a drive (although it may be somewhat impractical) is to back up the entire drive, format it, and then copy all your files back
from the backup media. That way the Mac can lay everything down in a defragmented
state, w ithout fear of data loss. And you don't even have to buy a special program.
Other tips have come in from Evangelistas around the world, w ith their own opinions on
defragmentation and optimization. In all cases, don't forget that a backup is a good idea:
"I use Turbo Disk from the Turbo Toolkit (FWB) to optimize my hard disk. With a cleaned up
System Folder, the Mac boots much quicker. For this optimization, it is necessary to run
Turbo Disk from a secondary boatable drive or volume. The manual explains how to copy
Turbo Toolkit to a secondary boatable device, and temporarily make the secondary device
the startup volume in the Startup Disk control panel. There's an easier way, however. As
you're booting, with the secondary device t urned on, press Shift-Option-3€-Delete. This
temporarily boots the Mac from an alternate startup disk, without the need to reset the
original boot disk. Once the Mac starts up from this alternate disk, press Shift. This turns all
extensions off, which is important because an extension can interfere with the optimization
process and freeze Turbo Disk. This results in a system halt and, most probably, the risk of
some files getting corrupted:' -George Pluimakers
"I'm a hard-drive crasher because of two things. First, I use the Internet constantly and second, I don't do enough disk repairs and defrags. Think of it t his way. Every tim e you write
and erase a fi le, you have a chance of messing up your hard drive. Internet usage is about
as heavy of a write/erase scenario as the normal user can come up with. So, I use a multitiered approach to minimize my crashes. The idea is this: If I mess up the file directory of
one hard disk partition, I don't lose the other partitions due to file directory problems.
"I've partitioned my hard drive into three partitions: One is my boot drive and application
drive. The second contains all my documents and work (which makes backing up critical
files a snap). The third has all my Internet software, downloads, and caches. I run Norton
Utilities now, and regularly fix the tiny problems that crop up. Because my drive is partitioned, I only have to do this regularly on my third partition. This saves a lot of time. Finally,
I use a RAM disk for my Web browsing cache. It's a bit faster than getting the info off of the
hard drive, but more importantly, if I do have a problem, I don't get phantom cache files
anymore that are half-written or half-deleted. I find that my regular Web pages are newsrelated and change regularly anyway, so I don't mind not having my cache on disk from
startup to startup.H -Jon Steltenpohl
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Viruses
Historically, the Mac has only had to deal with a relatively small percentage of
viruses compared to the number that have been created to infect Intel-compatible
computers. In fact, there's a certain line of thinking out there that says Mac users
are almost so statistically unlikely to encounter a virus that making a big deal out of
them is unimportant.
I'm not quite in that camp. For one thing, the fast and furious pace at which the
Internet is becoming a part of most Mac owners' computing experience makes for a
solid opportunity to distribute viruses. And the Mac isn't exactly impervious; the
lack of viruses is probably more the result of a lack of interest than it is in the
security of the operating system or some other inherent Mac advantage. There are
more viruses on the In tel-compatible PC platform because there are more
computers to infect, thereby allowing these virus a uthors to cause more trouble.
However, more viruses are appearing on the Macintosh- specifically, viruses that
are cross-platform. The Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications macro viruses
(probably the type you're most likely to encounter in the near future) can hop right
from a Windows-based PC onto a Macintosh running Microsoft Office. It's li kely that
other cross-platform viruses, perhaps written to exploit holes in Java (a technology
that allows programs to run on many different operating systems) or other crossplatform solutions will be just as capable of infecting the Mac as any other
computers.
So, the threat is real. My Mac has gotten only a few viruses that I'm aware of, and all
of them (again, all the viruses I've caught) were either Microsoft macro viruses or
viruses specific to a particular application (for instance, Hypercard-based viruses).
Other than that, I've been lucky. Still, surfing the Internet, sharing floppies,
swapping Zip disks, and s itting on a large computer network are all high-risk
activities that leave you more susceptible to viruses.

What is a virus?
First and foremost , a virus is a program, and its main goal is to replicate itself as
much as it possibly can. It wants to copy itself onto new hard drives, new
removable media, and new computers over networks . Viruses are often designed
to infect low-level operating system code so that they can self-replicate whenever
certain commands are invoked on the computer or when a particular event, such
as a new floppy disk being inserted or a new computer appearing on the network.
Viruses can be ma licious, but they don't have to be. Many viruses are relatively
harmless; they self-replicate and try to distribute themselves to more and more
computers, but then at some prescribed date and time, they pop up season's
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greetings or peace messages on screen. Still other viruses are designed to be
annoying by moving the cursor around the screen, popping up dialog boxes, or
affecting the display. Of course, these can still cause problems as there's a good
chance they'll crash an application or the entire system, potentially affecting data.
The worst viruses are those that attempt to destroy data and fil es on your Mac.
These viruses may try to infect the hard dis k driver software, the system software,
or even the desktop database. They erase files, mess up your folders, and attack
the disk's structure itself, introducing errors . In some cases, they can manage to
erase or mangle your entire hard drive. It's very rare that this happens, especially
on a Mac, but it can happen. (See Table 31-1 for a list of some Mac viruses.)

Table 31-1
Sample Macintosh Viruses
Virus

What It Does

Autostart 9805

Exploits a hole in QuickTime to copy itself to available disk volumes, and
then creates invisible files on the hard drive. Causes extensive disk or
network activity and can overwrite some files w ith bad data. (Technically a
worm, not a virus- see the sidebar "Non-viruses: Other malicious code.")

Code 252

Infects applications and some system files. Displays a message that says
"You have a virus. Ha Ha Ha. Now erasing all disks... [etc.]" before deleting
itself. Does no other damage on purpose, although it can crash the
machine and cause damage.

Jnit 17

Displays the message "From the depths of Cyberspace." It's been known
to do some damage, especially to 68000-based Macs.

Init 29

Infects all types of files and spreads rapidly on the system. May display the
following message when a disk is inserted in the floppy drive: "The disk
needs minor repairs. Do you want to repair it?" Can cause many
unintentional problems.

Init 1984

On Friday the 13th, the virus damages files by renaming them, changing
file dates and sometimes deleting files. Infects system extensions only.
(lnit-M is a similar virus.)

nVIR B

Infects applications and the System file, but does no significant damage.
Has a number of strains, including AIDS, CLAP, Hpat, Jude, nFiu. Will
sometimes beep or say "Don't panic" if speech is enabled.

MDEF

lhfects the System file, doing no intentional damage. Can cause crashes.
Has a number of strains, including Garfield, Top Cat, C, D.

T4

May keep extensions from loading or make the hard drive unbootable
(depending on the version number) . Strains include A, B, and C.

Zuc

Causes the mouse pointer to move around on the screen whenever the
mouse is held down and an infected application is running. Only infects
applications.
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Non-viruses: Other malicious code
Along with viruses, which are self-replicating programs that attach themselves to other programs, there are two other major types of problem programs- Trojan horses and worms. A
Trojan horse is rogue code that (probably) does something malicious, but is disguised as a
program that does something interesting. An example would be a program that says it will
get you free Internet access but actually erases your hard drive when executed.
Worms are even more like viruses- they're self-replicated, but they don't attach themselves
to programs. like viruses, they're sometimes malevolent and sometimes they don't do
much of anything. An example of a worm is the AutoStart 9805 worm, which has just been
discovered at the time of writing.
The AutoStart 9805 worm only affects Power Macintosh systems. Using the AutoStart feature in Quicklime 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0, the worm launches itself when an infected disk or other
media is mounted on the Mac's desktop. If that Mac isn't already infected, the worm copies
itself to the Extensions folder as a program called Desktop Printer Spooler. Now whenever
the Mac is restarted, this worm program is run.
After infecting all the drives it can, the worm looks for files ending with "data~ "cod", and
"csa". When a targeted file is found, it is damaged by the worm overwriting the data fork
with random data. The current workaround is to disable AutoStart in the Quicklime control
panel, although the major Mac virus detectors are capable of detecting and destroying
the worm.

What's not a virus?
There are a number of hoaxes out there that seem to be forever circulating on the
Internet. Some people compare them to "urban l egends": stories such as the one
about the little boy who wants post cards before he dies from leukemia or the
frantic warnings about body parts being farmed by prostitutes. These chain-mail
type ventures are ver y popular in e-mail.
Some of these e-mail hoaxes show up in the form of virus aler ts that have been
released by the U.S. government, Microsoft, a univer sity, or some other
organization that seems credible. Surprisingly, most of the alerts I've read have
glaring misspelling and grammatical errors that seem t o indicate that they 're
hoaxes, but that deter s few people.
When one of these notices arrives in your In box, don't forward it, and don't believe
it. Unless you've heard otherwise from a very reliable source, the following
statements will alw ays be true about viruses :

+ Regular, text e-mail messages cannot be infected with a virus.
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+ A virus is almost

always distributed by attaching itself to a program, which
can be an attachmen t to an e-mail message. The infected program must be
executed, however, before the v irus can infect anything.

+ Unless it's expl oiting a secur ity hol e in your Web browser, a virus can't be
executed simply by loading a particular Web page.

~
Note

You really shouldn't worry at all about the possibility that a virus is being
transmitted through an e-mail message. Instead, you should focus on being sure
that files you download from Internet sites and unsolici ted e-mail attachments don't
have viruses. (You can also suspect a floppy disk given to you by a colleague or
friend if v iral symptom s show up in your Mac.) Get a good virus-protection program
and scan files you think may be a problem before you launch them.
You'll hear many pundits say that a text e-mail can never be infected with a virus. And,
in the current state of technology, that's completely accurate. The problem I have with
this blanket statement, though, is it's always possible that some form of scripting or
macro language will be popularly instituted by e-mail programs, at which time a virus
infection - such as by the Word macro virus- may be possible. Javascript, for
instance, is a scripting language that consists of text com mands em bedded in Web
pages. These commands turn Web pages into running programs. As long as the host
applications themselves rema in secure (Web browsers won't allow anything but the
most innocuous data to be saved and executed on your Mac by a remote site), you
won't have any problems. But if an e-mail application comes along that processes
text-based scripting instructions and allows access to the user's hard drive (through a
bug or by mistake, as with Word Basic), e-mail messages could, ultimately, contain
viruses or Trojan horses.

Viral symptoms
Although virus aut hors tend to do their best to hide their vir uses (at leas t until they
want them to be found through a dialog box or fil e damage) , there are some
symptoms that you can associate with a virus , assuming you 've eliminated other
troubleshooting possibilities. Although you should always have a v irus checker
handy, especially to inves ti gate odd behavior, remember that it's far more likely
t hat your problem is related to an ext ension or hardware con flict , program bug, or
file corruption .
That said, here are some sympt oms that might suggest a v iral infection:
+You experience seemingly automated behavior on your Mac that can't
otherwise be expl ained (such as fil es moving on t heir own, the mouse pointer
being affected, di alog boxes appearing).

+ A launched program doesn't appear or appears after a significant and unusual
del ay.
+The system unexpec tedly r estarts after accepting a disk, running a program,
or mounting a removable media disk.
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+ Extens ive, unexplained disk activity occurs, es pecially when no programs are
running and/or when the Mac has been started with extensions off.

+ Files a nd folders become corrupted or disappear.
+ File sizes, creation dates, names, or other fil e details change automatically.
In general, these situations describe the action of viruses at the Mac OS level.
Program-level viruses do more specific things, usually messing with your ability to
use that program. Hypercard viruses infect Hypercard progra ms, for instance,
whereas Word Bas ic viruses affect your ability to use Microsoft Word correctly.

Detection and cleaning
If you're a high-risk, connected Mac user, you s hould consider getting yourself a
virus-protection program. These programs generally run in the background,
checking files as they appear on your hard drives or in a removable media device.
You can also program them to check for viruses at specific times during the day
and/or week. Popular antivirus programs include the following:

+ Symantec (vMvl. syma ntec. com), makers of Symantec Anti-Virus for Macintos h
+ Network Associates (wv11~. na i . com), makers of VirusScan for Macintosh

+ Dr. Solomon's (vl\'lvl. d rso 1om on. com), makers of Virex for Macintosh (Dr.
Solomon's has recently be bought by Network Associates, so this URL may
change at some point.)
When a virus-protection program detects an infected file, it will generally try to
isolate that file by letting you know it has a problem and, sometimes, giving you the
option of moving the file (perhaps to a folder of Infected flies to help you keep track
of them). You then have the option of s imply deleting the files and restoring them
from a backup (after testing the backup for viruses) or trying to clean the virus
from the infected file.
Cleaning is something you should worry about only if you absolutely must have the
file's contents - oth erwise, I'd recommend deleting and then restoring the file,
because most infected files are applications or system files that can be replaced. If
the infected fil e is a document, you might be desperate to get it clean. Run the virus
cleaner and see what happens.
Should you run the virus program all the time to check flies? If it annoys you, I
recommend you back off to scheduled virus sweeps that occur once or twice a
week, as long as they work logically within your backup schedule. (May sure you
rotate your backups so that viruses can be dealt with using backup copies of
documents and applications.) If you don't mind the additional protection, keep the
virus program running. It can't hurt.
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Th e only thing that can hurt is not updating your virus definitions. The major virusprotection publishers come out with updates every few months (sometimes every
month) that include more viru s definitions, better weapons, and protection from
new viruses. Stop by t he virus program publisher 's site and update frequently.

Word Basic viruses

,

Note

The Word Basic macro viruses are a strain that infect Word documents by
infiltrating the Normal template. Using Word's built-in customizat ion and macro
abili ties, these viruses subtly change Word's behavior, causing both minor and
major pr oblems. What's worse, you're only likely to discover this after the virus has
been in Word for a while, possibly even spreading the virus by d istr ibuting infected
documents.
Actually, these macros are often called Visual Basic for Applications macros because
they can affect a few different Microsoft applications, including Microsoft Excel.
Although the Word macro viruses are much more pervasive, you may find that an
occasional Excel document acts oddly. Check that document with a vi rus checker.
The regular Concept virus-the first one to really appear on the scene-forces
your documents to be saved as templates, which are difficult to work with. The
virus remains in the newly saved template fil e, infecting the next computer to which
the file is t r ansmitted.

,

Note

The solution is to download the Macro Virus Protection Tool from Microsoft's Web
site. (Try mi cros oft. com/rnao10rd and look for a link to the downloads.) Run the
tool according to the instructions that come with i t. This tool basically adds a
capability to Word that prohibits macros from automati cally running if they're in
new documents. Now, whenever a fil e comes up with a macro attached to it, a
di alog box will appear that allows you to save the file again, while Word strips the
macro from i t.
This capability is built into Word 98. By default, Word 98 will ask you if you want to
run macros embedded in a Word docu ment. If you don't know why the document
would have macros (or if the document is otherwise foreign to you), choose not to
load them.
Unfortunately, that solution doesn't work well for another strain, the CAP virus,
because it manages to infiltrate th e Normal t emplate itsel f, intercepting any
attempts to alter the t emplates attached to files- which m eans the M icrosoft vir us
protection tool can't even be loaded.
To get around this one, you'll need to be a little crea tive:

1. Close Word.
2. Find the Templates folder and move the Normal template to th e desktop.
3. Restart Word.
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4. Use the File c:> Open command to find the docu ment you want to load.
5. When you find the file, hold down the Shift key and click Open.
6. Keep the Shift key down as the file loads (this disables macros) .
7. Save the file with a new name.
8. Delete the file.
This works great when it works, but even newer strains seem to affect the Shift key
macro disabling, making it impossible to load a cleaned version of the file. The only
solution seems to be to drag out the Normal template, and then avoid loading the
infected files into Word. The next time you open Word, a clean Normal template will
be created, and you can go on about your business. Meanwhile, toss the infected
documents.
If you don't toss those documents, don't ever open the infected documents again in
Word 6.0. You'll also need to search your drive and find any documents that have
turned into Microsoft Word Template files (*.dot) instead of regular Microsoft Word
files (*.doc). Check the icon, which is slightly different for a template file.
If you absolutely must get the data out of the documents, you might try copying
and pasting the document's contents into a different application, and then cleaning
out the Normal template and going from there. Or, open the file through
ClarisWorks and let it (or MacLinksPlus) translate from Word's template file format.
Even if you can't open the file directly, you can try opening it as an RTF file. This
may allow you access to the text inside the file so you can copy and paste it into
another document. I stress, though, that you don't load the file at all back into
Word. It'll infect the Normal template again, and you'll have to start over.

You may have some luck with the very latest virus checkers - Symantec, Network
Associates, or one of the others that specifically treats Word Macro viruses.
Unfortunately, they probably can't wipe the virus from a particular file; they can
just help you determine that the file is infected. You should also have luck opening
most of these infected files if you upgrade to Word 98 or higher.
This sort of virus is particularly insidious, because you'Illikely end up tossing the
infected documents, and you may have been working with infected documents for
quite a while. Luckily, the problem is limited to the documents themselves - no
directories, applications, device drivers, or anything else will have been infected.
These macro viruses offer a great reason to keep a good backup of your documents.
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Summary
+ The best way to keep too many unexpected problems from cropping up is t o
have a schedule and a plan for maintaining your Mac. Thi s means both a daily
routine and a routine for doing various things at one week, one month, three
months, and other inter vals. A Mac is like a car in thi s respect ; aside from
some of them approaching car-like prices, they do need some regular
maintenance to behave well over a number of years of service.

+ Regular maintenance also means the occasional spring cleaning session and
regularly defragmenting your hard drive. Cleaning up your Mac's system files
generally r esults in more disk space, fewer fragmentation problems, and fewer
file corruption problems. The same is true of defragmenting and optimizing
your hard drive, except that you also enjoy the added benefit of a speedier
computer after an optimization.

+ Aside from r egular maintenance, you should also work to protect your Mac
from virus infections. They're not the most common problems you'll
encounter, but they can cause serious trauma in your daily computing life.
Having the right tools on hand to combat viruses is essential.

+ The most likely virus infestation you'll experience w ill not be with a typical
Mac OS virus; you're much more likely to get a Word Basic virus, but only if
you use Microsoft Word 6.0. If you do, be aware that a number of viral strains
exist that will force you to st op what you'r e doing and troubleshoot Word
when they hit. Many of the professional-l evel virus checkers can track these
viruses, so use them if you work with and share many Word documents.

+

+

+
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Resolve System
Folder Conflicts

.. .. .. ..
In This Chapter

Y

ou've t ruly graduated in the world of Mac
troubl eshooting when you finally undergo an important,
time-consuming, and extrem ely annoying rite of passage tr oubleshooting ext ension conflicts. Even though the rol e and
usage of extensions has changed and grown dramatically over
the past t en year s of Mac OS upgr ades, the basics have
remained remarkably the same. Some extensions conflict with
others, causing problems at startup and dur ing oth er times
you 're compu t ing.

Other times, extensi on conflict s with specific applications
cause known or unknown issues th at either th e applicati on
publisher or the extension author may or may not plan to do
anything about. In these cases it's important t o identify the
problem and move on w ith a solution or a w orkaround.
The ext ensions and control panels t hemselves can sometimes
be set in w ays th at upset progr ams and other ext ensions,
es pecially that troublemaking Memory control panel. In this
chapter, y ou'lllook specifically at t he Memory control panel
to see what settings t end t o pl ay well with other s.

Identify Extension Conflicts
Although I've been talking about extensions all throughout
t his t ext, t hey probably deser ve a reasonable straightforward
defi nition at this point. Extensions are small bits of code that
augment the Mac OS in some way, by ei t her adding hooks for a
full-fledged applicati on to work wi th o r by adding some
capability to th e Mac itself.

How conflicts occur
Finding extension
conflicts
Using extension
conflict software
Resolving the conflict
O ther System Folder
conflicts

.. ..

+
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Whafs an extension?
Actually, the definition of an extension is a bit more elusive than that, so being
completely accurate depends on how technical you want to get. The easy answer is
extensions are small bits of code that load as the Mac is starting up and patch the
Mac OS in a way that extends the Mac's capabilities. This is mostly true, although
that's really only one type of extension, called an /NIT. Other extensions, s uch as
RDEVs (Chooser devices) and s hared libraries, don't necessarily patch the Mac OS,
although they are part of the initialization process.
In fact, extensions don't even need to be stored in the Extensions folder. If a
particular extens ion needs a user interface, it'll most likely be stored in the Control
Panels folder, even if it has INIT qualities. This is an interesting point: all control
panels are not extensions, but those that need to talk to the user are generally
stored in the Control Panels folder.
The distinction isn't terribly important, however. What is important is that your
Mac looks at both the Extensions and the Control Panels folders as it starts up in an
attempt to read and activate all the items with !NIT resources stored in those
folders. It then tries to enable them all to do what they were created to do - extend
the Mac OS.
Most extensions do this by patching parts of the code that initially loads from the
Mac OS ROMs-the Read Only Memory chips situated on the logic board that help
the Startup Manager get the basic Mac OS up a nd running. In fact, the Mac OS on
your hard drive (in nearly all Mac models) is also designed to patch the code that's
loaded from those ROMs so that the software routines (called traps in program ming
lingo) are updated to the latest fixes and capabilit ies.
Most extensions also try to patch these traps, adding some interesting new
capability to the Mac OS in the process. I like to think of these as "But if..." patches.
The extension might patch a particular trap that's designed to do a specific task,
but if the application asks that trap to do something slightly different, then the
extension code is there to help out. (Of course, that's not always the case-some
extensions completely change the Mac OS behavior.)
The extensions then sit in RAM as part of the memory allocation known as the
system heap (which is the portion of memory called Mac OS in the About This
Computer dialog box). Whenever their services are required, they're asked to
perform their d uties using the RAM they've been allocated in the system heap.
They can also req uest additional RAM if they need to perform some quick function,
and then they release the additional RAM back to the Mac OS- ideally.
Extensions are loaded, in alphabetical order, as the Mac sta rts up (that's when
you'll see the icons on the startup screen). After all the !NITs in the Extens ions
folder load, the Control Panels folder comes next, fo llowed by a nything else that's
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in the main System Folder that needs to be loaded as an extension. If you need to,
though, you can change the order in which these files load. Within their own
folders, you can use special characters and name changes to alter the loading
order. Or, you can place control panels in the Extensions folder, if necessary, to get
th em to load early (assuming they have !NIT resources). If you want the contr ol
panel to maintain its place in the hierarchical Control Panels menu under the App le
menu, you can add an alias in the Control Panels folder found in the System Folder.
How do you know when an extension is patching the Mac OS? As the Mac starts up,
the system extension icons (and some of the Control Panel icons, if they have extension-like aspects to them) scoot across the bottom of the screen as each loads. You'll
notice that some of them offer animated feedback or some other indication that
everything has proceeded normally and looks fine. In other cases, you may be hit
with an extension icon with a big X through it. This indicates that the extension hasn't
loaded for some reason- perhaps due to a conflict, although it might also not load
because there isn't enough RAM or the extension can't find the hardware or software
it's supposed to be working with.

Whafs a conflict?
The system extension 's attempt to extend the Mac OS doesn't always work. When
this happens because another piece of software interferes (or if the extension fails
subsequently because it interacts poorly with another piece of software), it's called
a conflict.
In some cases, the extension may be conflicting with a part of the Mac OS,
especially if the Mac OS has been updated and t he extension attempts to do
something that's no longer allowed. It's also possible the Mac OS offer s a new
ability or a built-in fix that now conflicts with the extension or renders it
superflw;ms. These can be distressing conflicts, because it's usually a sign that
the extension's publisher needs to update the extension to deal with the Mac OS.
Apple will rarely accommodate an individual extension unless it breaks due to a
bug Apple introduces into the Mac OS. (And then that software publisher might
still be out of luck.)
In other cases, the extension might be in conflict with another extension that's
already trying to patch the same trap. This can lead to the second extension being
disabled or unable to load, an immediate crash, or an instability that will manifest
itself later in that computing session. In fact, the process by which extensions patch
the OS offers one interesting solution in these cases: Sometimes you can just
change the order in which an extension loads and thereby solve the conflict. This is
actually an important distinction, because it has ramifications for troubleshooting;
not only may you need to find two or more extensions in con flict, but you may even
need to determine if changing the order in which they load can fix the problem.
A third sort of conflict arises when a particular extension can 't be used at t he same
time as a particular application is being run (or vice-versa, depending on your point
of view). In these cases, you'll either have to hope the software publishers work out
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a solution that enables the two to coexist, or you'll end up pulling whichever one
you need to use less (or looking for an alternative).

Whafs not a conflict?
You may find that your problem isn't an extension conflict, but that you can't get an
extension to work correctly or to load when it's supposed to, even if it's in the
Extensions Manager.
If you don't appear to be enjoying the functions that a particular extension is

supposed to add to your Mac, you should look into the following before assuming
you have a conflict:

+ Have you restarted? You need to restart your Mac after making any changes in
the Extensions Manager so that the proper configuration can be loaded by the
Mac.

+ Did you disable extensions? I've done this before: I start up with the Shift key
to test one little item, and then I pretend to be all surprised when, 30 minutes
later, I try to print to my network printer. Make sure a full extensions set is
chosen in the Extensions Manager (preferably one of your own custom sets),
and restart the Mac.

+ Is the extension really there? It's possible for you or Extensions Manager to get
a bit confused. Open the Extensions folder itself to make sure the extension is
really there and that it's the only copy of the extension in that folder. If you
find duplicates, drag them to the Extensions (Disabled) folder or the Trash. If
you're concerned that Extensions Manager seems to be misreporting
extens ions, try throwing away the Extensions Manager preferences file.

+ Does the extension have a buddy? In some cases, more than one extension is
necessary to accomplish something, one extension needs to be loaded soon
after another extens ion, and/or they're all designed to work together. Check
the extension's documentation to see if it needs to be loaded with another.

+ Is the load order wrong? Try changing the load order for the extension by
altering its name slightly. (Extensions load in alpha betical order.) Add a space
in front of the name to move it toward the top of the load order; use a bullet
character (Option-8) to move it toward the bottom of the order. Experiment to
see if either help.

+ Is the file in the wrong folder? The Extensions Manager will report extensions
and control panels that are in the Extens ions, Control Panels, and System files
and some other parts of the System Folder. Although most extensions and
control panels try to correctly place themselves in the proper directory,
something may have changed. Check to make sure you have each type of
system software item in its respective folder and, more importantly, that you
don't have an important extension accidentally stashed away in the Eudora
folder, Claris folder, or one of the other unrelated folders that's been created
ins ide the Sys tem Folder.
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If you check all these things and the extension still doesn't load correctly or it
shows up with an X t hrough it, there are three possibilities: The first is a conflict
with another extension t hat isn't dramatic enough to cause a crash or error. Go
ahead and troubleshoot th e extension. The second possibility is corruption in the
extension; try replacing it from your installation media or from a backup. Thirdthe extension may not be intended for your Mac. Check your documentation, the
extension's documentation or a sharewar e extensions helper such as ln formiNIT
(see the "Conflict Resolution" section, l ater in this chapt er) to see if you really need
the ext ension at all.

Diagnosis: Conflict
Conflicts aren't always easy to diagnose, because they range from the very
strai ghtforward-a crash during extension loading or an X-ed out extension icon t o th e very subtle. Some extension conflicts only occur when certain applications
are active or when another conflict is present. In fact, some extension con fli cts can
occur based on when the troubled ext ensions are loaded; load A before B and you
get a crash, but load B before A and you have a happy, stable Mac. (Well, at l east as
far as ext ensions go.)
Although these symptoms could also be attributed to other problems, in many
cases the following are good indicators that you may hav e an ext ensi on conflict on
your hands:
+ A system crash occurs while the Mac is starting up, after the Mac OS spl ash
screen has appeared and extensions icons have begun to flash across the
screen.
+ An X appear s through one of the ext ension icons as the Mac is star ting up.
+ Problems occur shortly after inst alling a new application or utility program
that included its own extensions.
+ Probl ems occur shortly after installing a new versi on of the Mac OS or when
using a newly install ed application.
+An extension doesn't load (or an ext ension's functionality doesn't seem to
have been added to the Mac OS) even if no error s, crashes, or messages
appeared.
+ The trouble disappears when the Mac is started up wi th extensions off or
when you use only Mac OS system extensi ons sets in the Extensions Manager.

+

Consistent crashes o r er rors happen when t he extension might logically be
put to use - for instance, when a network user tr ies to print (using the
Printer Share extension) to your Mac's printer. This might also happen in
multiple applicati ons when they try to perform similar commands (such as
Open, Save, or Print, if you have extensi ons th at patch these commands).

+ Trouble occurs when an application that's associ ated with a particular
extension is launched (for instance, when a personal cal enda1· program
attempts to set off an appointment alarm that's handled by an ext ension) .
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+ You seem to be having trouble that can't be explained In another way. It's
especially true that extension conflicts between extensions and applications
are a major cause of trouble on Macs.
Conflicts can sometimes have a certain feel to them. Because they work very much
like software bugs (and can sometimes be attributed to bugs) conflicts are usually
easily reproducible-the same crash or error happens over and over again. It's
likely that the conflict will occur when you do the exact same thing in a problem
application, such as when choosing a particular command or following a series of
steps. When you think you've identified a possible pattern, do your best to verify
and document what you're doing and consider what may be causing it.
Extension conflicts can often be identified by what's not working; that is, if a
problem is occurring with printing or network access, it's likely to have something
to do with the networking or printing extensions you have on your Mac. (This is
especially true if you have add-ons that extend the Mac's native abilities for
performing certain tasks or accessing peripherals.)
If you suspect an extension conflict, one way to tell if an extension conflict is

the likely culprit is to start the Mac with extensions off. You can do this a number
of ways:

+ Hold down the Shift key while the Mac starts up until you see the "Extensions
Off" message in the Welcome to Mac OS message box. If you don't see this
message, make sure you're holding down the Shift key just after the Mac's
startup tone and before anything else happens.

+ In the Finder, open the Extensions Manager and turn off all extensions by
choosing the All Off set. Restart the Mac.

+ As the Mac starts up, hold down the spacebar. This will cause the Extensions
Manager to appear as the first few extensions are loading. You can then
choose the All Off option and click the Continue button to continue the
startup process with extensions off. (Note: in some cases, this will not turn
off all extensions, because one or two may load before the Extensions
Manager appears. If you're still getting crashes, try restarting and holding
down the Shift key.)
Hyou can start with extensions off, reproduce the circumstances that led to the
error, and the error doesn't manifest itself, you're a step closer to diagnosing a
conflict. (If the e rror does happen, it may be a bug in the particular application or
in the Mac OS.)
Your next step is to do the same thing with only the Mac OS Base and the Mac OS
All extension sets c hosen in the Extensions Manager. From the Finde r, choose the
Extensions Manager control pane l. In that control panel, choose the extension set
Mac OS Base, as shown in Figure 32-l. Now, restart and check for the error. If the
error reappears, you might be experiencing a conflict with an extension that's in the
Mac OS Base set. Move on to the Conflict Resolution section of this chapter.
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If the error is still gone, you should head to the Extensions Manager again and
choose the Mac OS All extension set. Restart the Mac and, once the Finder appears,
test again for the problem. If you encounter the error at this point, there's a chance
the conflict is with one of the Apple extensions. If you still can't re-create the
problem, there's a good chance that you've stumbled upon a conflict with a thirdparty extension.
Extensions Manager
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Figure 32-1: Use the Extensions Manager to load

only the extensions that ship with the Mac OS, and
then test for the error.
Another important way to determine whether or not you're dealing with an
extension conflict is by doing a little reading. Specifically, read the Read Me file
associated with anything that you've recently installed or the file that came with
the application that is exhibiting trouble. It's generally accepted that a Read Me file
that accompanies an application or utility (or Read Me First file, Release Notes , an
About file, or the program's main documentation) will include information on
known conflicts, especially as they relate to the Mac OS and/or extensions.
Also, don't forget the Apple-provided Read Me files, especially those that come with
your Mac OS system software upgrades, as well as any subsequent upgrades to
separate parts of the Mac OS installation (like updates to Open Transport or
QuickTime). Those Read Me files should point out known issues and conflicts with
both Apple-written software and many popular third-party products.
In Mac OS 7.6 and above installations, the Read Me files are even gathered together
in one place on your hard drive-in the Mac OS Read Me Files folder, located In the
root folder of your startup drive.
If the Read Me file isn't much help, or one Isn't available for the application in
question, you should try contacting the customer service department or Web site
for the application (or utility or extension add-on) that is causing your trouble.
Another good place to check for conflict information is at the Apple Support Web
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site (wvJ\v . a pp 1e . com/s uppo r t ). Common extension conflicts with popular
applications or utilities will often be discussed in the Mac media and on M acrelated Web sites, too.
I've recommend both before, but Ted Landau's MacFixlt site (vi\vVJ . rna c f i x i t . com/ )
is a wonderful resource for learning about conflicts and other OS issues. And, of
course, I'll track issues as they come up on the Mac-Upgrade site {v11vw . rn ac upgrade . com/ ).

Evangelista tip: Visualize the new guys
Here's a very cool (and popular among the Mac digerati) tip for managing the System
Folder. One of the main problems you'll run into in conflict troubleshooting is you don't
always know when an application decides to plunk its extensions down in the System
Folder. Sometimes you notice while you're installing the program and sometimes . . . well,
sometimes you have other things to do.
So the trick is, how can you keep track of the old extensions so you can tell immediately
what new ones have been added? Use one of the most basic Finder features that no one
has ever really found a good use for-labels! This one was submitted by a few folks, including Reed Jackson (Apple Computer), Wayne H. Deese, Martin Step (Kitchener, Ontario), and
Skillman Hunter (Acrobytes Software):
If you've just done a clean install, received a new Mac, or have a System Folder setup that is
working great right now, label your System Folder items. Open the System Folder and make
sure the view is set to As List in the menu bar. Option-dick all the right-facing arrows (this
opens up all the subfolders), and then use the Find c:> Select All command to select every
file in the System Folder and its subfolders. Now, use the File c:> Label command to set the
label for every single System Folder item to the color of your choice. When a new extension,
control panel, file, or font is added, you'll know about it, because the new item won't have
a label.
This works great for individual folders-for example, Extensions, Control Panels, Fontswithin the System Folder, too, if you'd prefer to track them separately.

Conflict Resolution
If you've turned off all extensions and the problem has gone away (or if it went
away with the Mac OS extensions on, but oth ers ofO, you've probably diagnosed an
extension conflic t. Congratulations . Now the real fun begins.
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There are several ways to resolve a conflict resolution. The easiest way is to
identify the conflict as a known issue and follow the advice of the software
publisher: Disable the extension, stop using the application, or apply whatever
upgrades, fixes, or workarounds the publisher or some other troubleshooting
expert recommends. But this won't always work, because you might not even be
sure which extensions and/or applications are in conflict.
So, you're limited to the three more work-intensive approaches to conflict
resolution, all of which somehow require you to constantly restart your computer
and fiddle with your settings-sometimes for weeks straight without food or water
and with very little sleep- until you find the extension that's creating the conflict.
Go ahead and choose whichever type of troubleshooting makes you feel good.
Quickly, the methods are as follows:

+ Identify the extension. There's a good chance that this approach will end in
frustration, but you can attempt to find the problem extension according to
its function, and then disable it to see if it's the cause. This is useful only when
you feel very sure that you know exactly what the conflict might be.

+ Conflict search. Using either the Extensions Manager or the Finder to conduct
your search, you logically pour through all the extensions, turning on one or
more at a time to test for the error or crash.

+ Conflict software. If you're like me, you might just opt for this solution. It's
much more fun to let a piece of software manage your conflict resolution for
you. The only problem: Some of these software programs have a steep
learning curve that can be considerably complicated.

Identify the extension
If you have a good Idea what the conflicting extension does, this might be the

quickest way to conflict resolution. You don't necessarily need to know the
extension's name. Instead, you need to have a notion of what the extension patches
or what sort of routines It affects or adds in the Mac OS.
From this deduction, you can dig Into the System Folder to figure out which
extension is responsible for the behavior you think Is part of the problem. For
Instance, you know it has something to do with your Open File dialog box, but
you're simply not sure which extension could be causing that problem.
For this, you can begin by using the Extensions Manager. Here's the drill:
I. Open the Extensions Manager from the Control Panels folder (or menu item

on the Apple menu) .
2. If you have an option at the bottom of the window labeled Show Item
Information, click the arrow next to that option.
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3. Now select the extension or control panel about which you 'd like to get
information. Th at extension's information shows up in t he small w indow at
the bottom of the Extensions Manager.
As you scroll through the extensions, you 'll find that some of them offer you some
i dea of what the extension is for, and others don' t quite give you as much
description as you'd like (see Figure 32-2). In either case, y ou might find out what
you need t o know about a particular extension.
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Figure 32-2: The Extensions Manager can give you
extra information about extensions and control panels.

If your Mac is crashing while trying to l oad an ext ension, you'll find that i t 's tougher
to troubleshoo t, because the Mac doesn't get all the w ay to the Finder for you to
access the Ext ensions Manager. In thi s case, you should start up your Mac and
watch carefully to see which extensions get loaded (from their icons across t he
bottom of the startup scr een) and which ext ensions appear right as the Mac
crashes. Consider that the problem could really be one of the extensions very near
the las t one you see on the screen; not every extension's icon appears on the
startup screen, and i t's likely that the extension causing the crash isn't getting an
opportunity to display its i con.
Now, start up w ith extensions off (hol d down the Shift key while restart ing) and
wait until t he Finder appears. Open the Extensions Manager and find the last
extension that appeared on the startup screen. (You may need to open the actual
Extensions folder t o see the full-sized icons of each extension to help you
determine which is the right one.) Once you find the ext ension, focus on testing the
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next few extensions that continue from the identified e xtension in alphabetically
order. Test those extensions according to the discussion in "Conduct a conflict
search" later in this chapter.

,

Nota

Once you've determined what the questionable extension does and you've decided
to assume it's your culprit, open Extensions Manager and click to remove the check
mark next to that extension's entry. Now restart the Mac and test for the error. If it
doesn't show up after diligent testing, you might have correctly identified the
conflict. Now you just need to ask around (or surf to the publisher's Web site) and
figure out why the conflict occurs.
Remember that the problem may be the result of your problem extension conflicting
with another one of the extensions that's usually loaded prior to the problem extension. You might want to conduct a conflict search beginning with your Mac's first
extension and going through all the others that lead up to your problem extension.
While you're testing those extensions, you should also be loading the extension that
you've identified as the problem. (That is, if I've identified extension F as a problem,
I'll load extensions A and F and test, and then I'll load A, B, and F and test, and so on
until I reproduce the error.) If you find that having another extension loaded makes
the problem appear, you may have completely isolated the conflict.

Shareware: Get more info
If the Extensions Manager doesn't give you enough information, you'll want to turn your
attention to a shareware solution. A number of them exist to help you figure out what the
various extensions do and how they may create a conflict.
Probably the most popular of these programs is lnformlnit (h ttp : / / caf e . ambr osi a sw . com/DE FI i nformi NIT. html ), a multi page document that lists an amazing number
of extensions from Apple and third-party software and hardware companies. lnform!NIT
includes a wealth of information, including discussions concerning which extensions are
Hofficially" compatible with certain versions of the Mac OS. It also has fairly extensive troubleshooting information, including incompatibilities, issues that deal with RAM allocation,
and suggestions for best use, sometimes from the authors of the extensions themselves.
Extension Overload (www. mi r. c om. my /-c mte ng) is a similar product designed to tell you
all about many of the extensions you might encounter in the Extensions folder. It's a little
easier on the eyes than lnformiNIT, making it a bit easier to find a particular extension.
Some other shareware solutions for conflict catching (both recommended by lnformiNIT's
Dan Frakes) include Macworld Installer Tracker (www5 . zdnet . com/ mac/down load .
html), which tracks application installations, creating a log of every file that's been added
to your Mac and SysCompare, a program that takes a snapshot of your System Folder, and
then compares it with the current state of the folder whenever you need to see what's been
added.
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Conduct a conflict search
If you're not sure what extension is causing the trouble, you can perform a conflict
search, the time-honored tradition of tes ting out each extension until the problem
extension loads and begins causing errors or crash es. Like any troubleshooting, the
point is to isolate the extension so you can pinpoint what's causing the trouble and
then do something about it.
The process by whi ch you isolate an extension, though, can work a couple of
different ways, include the one-at-a-time method, the few-at-a-time method, and t he
binary-tree search meth od. Each has its advantages (at leas t, in certain situations),
although all three can be very time consuming. There's a lot of restarting in conflic t
searches.
Remember throughout these searches that you need to test for the conflict by
doing whatever you've identified is the problem- working with an application,
copying files, accessing th e Internet, and so on. If you need a certain base of
extensions to make that task work, you should test those first for conflicts. Then,
load them every tim e as part of your base of ext ensions whil e you're t esting the
other extensions.

One-at-a-time method
With this method, the plan is to turn off all extensions (or turn off all non-Apple
extensions) and add each extension one at a time (in alphabetical order, in the
order of loading: extensions, control panels, System Folder files) in the Extensions
Manager. You then restart and test to see if the problem occurs. If it doesn't, you
add another extension .
Most of the time I w ould avoid this method like the plague, at least for starters,
because it can be incredibly t ime consuming. But I supposed it might be useful for
troubleshooting situations where you feel that a limited number of extensions may
be causing the problem, or that the problem is caused by two or more extensions
conflicting with one another.

Few-at-a-time method
In this one, the plan is to turn off all extensions (or turn off all non-Apple
extensions), and then re-enable them a few ext ensions at a time - between three
and five, let's say-in alphabetical order, in t he order in which they're loading:
extensions, control panels, and then System Folder files. Next, rest art the Mac and
test for a conflict. If the conflict doesn't happen, you can assume, for the moment,
that the problem isn't in th at particular group, so you add another set of extensions
to the mix. Restart again, test again.
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Once you're able to reproduce the error or crash, you' ll need to go back and
disable all the extensions you just added, and then re-enable them one at a time,
restarting and testing each . This will allow you to pinpoint the exact extension
that's causing trouble.
This type of troubleshooting is a little less annoying, and probably the best
approach if you have a reasonable number of extensions. If you can find the
problem in three or four restarts, at least you haven't yet lost the entire afternoon
to this process. (You still need to test and make sure that the conflict isn't between
an earlier extension and this problem extension.)

Binary-tree search
This one has a cool-sounding name that harkens back to the programming concept
from which it derives its logic. Fortunately, the name is really the only thing that's
complicated about this approach.
The basic point is to continue to divide all of your extensions in half until you
isolate the extension that's giving you trouble. By the way, for this one, you might
find it useful to bypass the Extensions Manager and head straight for the System
Folder, even though Apple recommends you away from it these days. Open the
Extensions folder and the Extensions (Disabled) folder. Use these two folders for
splitting the extensions in ha lves.
Here's the process:
1. Start by splitting all extensions into two groups (alphabetically is bes t).
Enable the first group in the Extensions Manager or by dragging those files
into the Extensions folder - or, conversely, by dragging the second group out
of the Extensions folder.
2. Restart and test for a confli ct. If you don't find the conflict, enable the other
group of extensions, restart and test those. Now the conflict should s how up
- if you s till don't find the conflict, you'll need to try another method,
because you have a conflict between two or more extensions .
3. Split the group that has the conflict into two groups, e nable one of those
groups , restart, and test for the conflict again. If you don't find the conflict,
switch to the other group, restart, and test. This othe r group should have the
conflict. If it does, split this group in two and repeat .
4. Continue the process until you're down to the s ingle extens ion that's causing
the problem.
If at any point you test both ha lves and find out that the problem is no longer
occurring, this means that the conflict is between two extensions that have just
been separated into different groups. At this point, take these two groups and put
them back togethe r again, and then use one of the first two methods to
troubleshoot the entire group.
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Confirmation
Even after you identify the extension that's causing the problem, you may not be
done troubleshooting. The problem is you need to make sure the extension is
causing the problem all by itself-and it's not in conflict with another extension.
Although the binary-tree search addresses this problem, the others don't do quite
as good of a job; if the conflict is between two extensions, you probably saw the
results of the conflict after you enabled the second extension.
To test whether or not the extension causes a conflict on its own, isolate it. In the
Extensions Manager, turn off all extensions except that one, and then restart and
test it. (If you can't test for the error or crash without other extensions, enable
those, too. Or, if you were already using the Mac OS base as your testing base,
enable the Mac OS base and the problem extension.) If it creates the problem, you
know the extension itself is causing the problem-or it's conflicting with your
necessary base of extensions. In either case, you should probably try to upgrade it,
switch it for a similar extension, or dump it, if you can.
If that extension doesn't cause the problem to appear, you're back to the races.
Now you've got to integrate this extension into your base of extensions (even if it's
the only one) and start to troubleshoot all the others again. (If you were enabling
your extensions in alphabetical order, you may only need to test against extensions
that came before the problem extension in order.) You've eliminated one, and
you've got at least one more to find following the same procedures.

Of course, you should cut yourself some slack. Once you've found one extension that
you know is part of the problem, head back to the sections "Diagnosis: Conflict" and
"Identify the extension" to see if you can reason out the problem with this extension
from an associated Read Me file or from the extension author's Web site. If you can't
find any additional material on this extension, use lnformiNIT or a similar product to
learn about it, see who wrote it, and research any potential conflicts.

Conflict management software
The Extensions Manager has been a welcome addition s ince its appearance in
System 7.5 and overhaul in Mac OS 7.6 and above, but it doesn't do everything.
Specifically, it doesn't do everything that Conflict Catcher, a commercial product
from Casady and Greene (www. cas adyg. com) does. Conflict Catcher is designed to
root out problem extensions by literally taking over your Mac and performing the
troubleshooting itself. You still need to be there, but Conflict Catcher can run you
through the mundane parts. (Bring a good book.)
Before installing Conflict Catcher, read its Read Me file and associated startup
documentation carefully; it's recommended that you turn off all extensions before
installing the product, and there are some incompatibilities you need to know
about, including some that occur with certain third-party keyboards (Conflict
Catcher makes use of the keyboard as you're starting up your Mac, much like
Extensions Manager.)
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Once you have it ins talled, the software looks something like the Extensions
Manager, but instead of checkmarking files to set them to load at s tartup, you
highlight them. Conflict Catcher will occasionally let you know when it feels
choosing a particular exte nsion for loading is a bad idea. You can manage your
extensions much as you would with the Extensions Manager, and Conflict Catc her
includes a few additional features, such as the ability to drag and drop an extens ion
to change its load order.
The real fun starts when you put Conflict Catcher to the test in tracking down
an extension conflict. You tell the program you have a problem by c licking the
Conflict Test button in the Conflict Catcher window. Next, Conflict Catcher asks
you a number of questions about the conflict you're having. Give the test a name,
choose the files you think may be causing the problem, and specify which
extensions shouldn't be turned off (because they're required to keep your
particular Mac running). Figure 32-3 shows Conflict Catcher's test mode.
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Figure 32-3: The step-by-step process tells Conflict Catcher how
to proceed with the test.

With all that set, things go into motion. Conflict Catcher begins after you restart
the computer. Only a few extensions load, and then you're asked to test for the
problem. If the problem occurs , you tell Conflict Catche r. If it doesn't occur, you tell
Conflict Catcher that, too, and you continue the process of restarting. In essence,
Conflict Catcher is performing the conflict search I described earlie r in this chapter.
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Conflict Catcher generally does a thorough j ob of looking for the conflict and will
often cat ch things you might not have. It helps to have some idea of wh at's going
wrong, and you may have to play with things a bit to get Conflict Catcher on th e
right track; for instance, you'll need to figure out exactly which extensions need to
be loaded as part of your t esting base so that the error can be testing for properly.
01 you think the error is with Printer Share, for instance, you're going to have to
have all the Ap pleTalk and networking extensions and control panel s active to test
Printer Share.)

~
Note

'-

If you want star tup management software to work well for you, there are two
importan t thin gs to remember when dealing w ith the software: First , install it
before you have a problem. Second, get to know it well, setting it up to manage your
different ext ension sets and allowing it to help you clean out your System Folder a
bit. If you get used to working wit h the program before disaster strikes, you 'll be
more ready to deal with it when the probl ems do set in.
Before using any startup manager other than the Mac's own Extensions Manager,
check the software publisher's Web site, the Mac news sites, and anywhere else you
can think of for news of conflicts between the management software and your version of the Mac OS, especially if a new version has recently been released. I would
have talked about Now Startup Manager (w1~v1 . qual comm . c om) as well as Conflict
Catcher, but as of this writing it still hasn't been updated for the latest OS releases.
Under those circumstances, it's important to avoid any startup manager, as they need
to be updated to understand changes in the Mac OS.

Solving the conflict
Hav ing identified the conflicting extension or extensions, you're ready to try to
solve the problem. As a first-aid solution, you'll want to disable the ext ension or
even isolate it from the System Folder completed to avoid accidentally re-enabling
it and starting the process over again at some point in the future. But you've got
some other options for dealing wi th the conflict, too:

+ Gather information.

Check the Read Me file, documentation, and Web sites for
all the software that's in conflict (ext ensions, control panels, applications).
See i f any of them acknowledge the problem or can point you in the right
direction. You might also check newsgroups or mailing lists to see if you can
find an answer to the issue. (See Appendix B for various online resources.)

+ Check for an update. Surf to the software publisher's Web site and see if the
extensi on has been updated for some reason. This includes drivers, utilities,
and other ext ensions designed to work with hardware from a particular
company. Often those companies will update their drivers and utilit ies when
it becomes clear that the latest Mac OS is not working correctly with their
software. If they don't have an update, register a bug report or complaint
and tell t hem as cl early as possible what the conflict is and how you are able
to reproduce it. If the conflict is wi th an application, check for an application
update as well .
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+ Checl? for corruption; replace

with backup. You may want to run any software
that's part of a conflict by your disk doctor program to see if it's corrupted or
if other disk problems are affecting it. (Note that many shared libraries and
some extensions will be reported by older disk doctors as broken w hen
they're not. Make sure you have the latest version of your disk doctor
software.) Even if you don't find corruption, you can try replacing the
conflicting ext ension with another clean copy fro m your installation media or
from a backup. You should also try all the standard r emedies - rebuild the
desktop, defragment the drive, and fix any errors on the drive with a disk
doctor program. If you're working with a control panel or application that has
a preferences file, try trashing that file, too.

+ Change the load order.

If you've identified a conflict between two differen t
extensions, you should try changing one of the extension's names so that it
loads in a different order than previously. If extension A was loading before
extension B, change B's name so that it now loads before extension A. You can
change the extension's name just as you would any file's: Click once on th e
name of the file and wait a few seconds until the name becomes highlighted.
To load the extension toward the beginning of the process, add a space to the
beginning of the name; to load toward the end, add a bullet point (Option-8) to
the beginning of the name. This solution may work if your conflict i s between
the extension and an application-just move the ext ension close t o the
beginning or the end of the load order and see if th at makes a difference.

+ Increase memory allocation. If the extension is a few years old, it may be
conflicting with new memory requirement in the Mac OS. Few extensions
enable you to change their memory allocation easily, but you can check to see
if the extension in question can have its allocation changed. To test for that,
select the extensi on and choose File¢ Get Info. If the Get Info dialog box
includes a Memory Requirements section, you can change the memory
allocation. (You may first need to disable the ext ension and restart.) Up the
extension's memory requirements slightly-sometimes only 15- t o 20KB will
work- t o see if that helps the conflict. You can also consider raising a
conflicting applicat ion's memory requirements slightly.
+Replace the software. If you've identified th e problem ext ension and can't
come up with an update, you might want to fish around for a replacement that
can do remarkably the same thing, especially if the extensi on is a shareware
add-on (or, if a sharew are equivalent is available). Check vJ\~w . dmvn 1oad . com
and vii'IW. macsoft\~ a r e . com for possible replacement candidates. If you can
replace an application that's in conflict with this particular exten sion, and th e
extension is mor e important, try working with the new application and see if
the problem can be avoided.

+ Manage the conflict.

If you use Extensions Manager or a similar extensions
management utility, you might be able to cr eate a new set of extensions
designed to avoid t he conflict; for instance, an extensi on that conflicts with
Microsoft Word could be disabled in a set of extensions you call Use Word,
and then re-enabled in another set you call General Use. When you need to
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switch back to General Use, you'll select th at set in the management software
and restart your Mac. It'll be a little painful and time consuming, but it'll work
around the problem (see Figure 32-4).
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Figure ll-4: Use unique extension sets to work
around conflicts between an extension and an
application.

+ Live without the software. If you can't come up with a more equi table solution,
your bes t plan may be to drag the extension to the Trash and empty the
Trash. This at least keeps the extension from accidentally being activated
again and causing more trouble or data l oss. And you may one day begin t o
forget that l oveable little extension. Time heal s.
Even if one of th e preceding solutions works, consider th at the extensi on may be a
troublemaker in the future, too, especially since the same popul ar extensions t end
to show up on the conflict radar screen over and over again. Why? Because they
do something that Appl e doesn't suppor t in every OS, or they patch the OS in a
very sophisticated way that's also a delicat e process- in fact, most of the tim e it's
against Apple's own guidelines. Although certainly worthy of your consideration,
Connectix's RAM Doubler and Speed Doubler extensions are examples of extensions
that are notorious for breaking with every new Mac OS update, because they patch
the system at such a low level. Fortunately, most companies that make a living
wr iting these patches are quick to update for every Mac OS version when
necessary.
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Other System Extension Issues
A couple of other factors in that System Folder - aside from extensions,
preferences, and the syst em files themselves- can cause a little trouble. These,
too, can create conflicts with extensions, control panels, applications, and utilities.
Specifically I'm talking about some standard Apple control panels that enable you
to set Mac OS parameters that may cause conflicts.
Control panels, software drivers for hardware peripherals, the networking control
panels, shared libraries and the Chooser can all cause their own sets of problems.
Fortunately, those are all covered in other sections of this book dedicated to the
specific area of trouble. What follows are software-only issues that haven't been
addressed elsewhere.

Memory control panel
The memory settings can aifect the Mac OS's stability in a number of different
ways. Depending on the Mac model and Mac OS version you're using, you may
have a few different options in that control panel that can affect system stability
(see Figure 32-5).
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If you'r e having trouble that has some of the symptoms of a software conflict but
can't be attributed to a particular extension or group extensions, the problem may
lie with the Memory control panel. Here are the settings you're likely to encounter
and some possible problems:

+ Disk cache. Mos t modern applications deal well w ith healthy disk caches
settings, although older Macs and older v ersions of the Mac OS (especially
pre-System 7.5) generally didn 't use the cache settings for optimum speed.
These days, th e cache should be set to about 32K for every MB of RAM your
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Mac has. Some applications (especially some programs in t he graphi cs, 30,
and mult imedia categories) will specify that you turn the cache settings down
to its lowest level because the program itself has its own cache scheme. This
may also be true of third-party caching programs and extensions like
Connectix Speed Doubler, which acts as a substitute for built-in cache.

+ RAM disk. A RAM disk enables you to treat a portion of RAM as a hard disk,
saving data as you would any oth er media, only considerably faster. The RAM
disk can survive a restart, but will be wiped clean if the Mac is shut down or
the power is l ost to the Mac. RAM disks don 't cause many conflicts aside from
increasing the size of the system heap memory allocation. The larger the RAM
disk, the less space you have for running applications .

+ Virtual memory. This one can cause con flicts, especially with some graphi cs,

~
Noto

animation, and multimedia applications that require only the use of fas t RAM
for optimal performance. Because v irtual memory uses hard drive space to
augment RAM, it's useful for Mac OS systems that are a little crunched for
space in memory. It usually causes few problems, but buying more physical
memory is always a better solution than relying on virtual memory, especially
for high-end creative tasks. On older Macs, virtual memory goes hand-in-hand
with 32-bit addressing, another Memory control panel option t hat enables an
older Mac see more physical memory than it was originally designed to work
with. It can cause occasional trouble with very old applications and control
panels, but is mostly harmless. (There's one special case worth noting: You
can't select an HFS Plus formatted hard drive for virtual memory usage on a
pre-PowerPC Macintosh.)
When setting the virtual memory size and disk, a good number to choose is a few
megabytes over the actual, physical amount of RAM you have in your Mac. {If you
have 32MB of RAM, choose 33MB of virtual memory or so.) This makes for a good
speed compromise. Also, make sure you choose a drive that has enough free memory, plus quite a bit to spare. A conflict can arise if you put the squeeze on the drive
by filling it completely with application and data files when virtual memory-or any
other important part of the Mac OS system software- is trying to use it.

+ Modern memory manager. An option on early

Power Macs running a pre-Mac
OS 7.6 ver sion of the software, the modern memory manager doesn't cause
too many conflicts, because it's now always on. In the early days of the
PowerPC transition, though, some 68000-based progr ams ran better with the
memory manager turned off.

Energy Saver
This panel can cause a little trouble-usually mys terious sleep times and a
propensity to dim the monitor when you don't feel like having it dimmed. If
you're suffering from something of the sort, here are a few strategies to follow
regarding the control panel:
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+Know your settings. If you've never taken a look at the Energy Saver control
panel, familiarize yourself with it. It might explain behavior you weren't
aware was being controlled - such as the monitor dimming or t he hard
drive spinning down so that it takes a moment to unfreeze the cursor as it
start s up again.

+ If you make changes, make sure the panel is active. If you change the sleep
settings, and then immediately disable the control panel from the Extensions
Manager, you might still experience t he older settings. Make sure to restart at
leas t once with the panel active and displaying the new settings.

+ Use the right Energy Saver. Ther e are two distinct versions of Energy Saverone for NuBus-based Macs and one for PCI-based Macs. The older v ersion
often gets lost when you upgrade the Mac 8.0 or higher. If you can't find
Energy Saver on your Mac (and your Mac is NuBus-based), try selectively
reinstalling it from your Mac's original System CD.

+ Check twice. Some versions of t he Energy Saver control panel won't always
save the Scheduled Shutdown settings correctly, causing your Mac to shut
down at unexpected times (or not at all). If you set the shutdown t ime, switch
back to the Sleep Settings before closing the control panel. That will save the
settings. Check the panel again to make sure.

+ Preferences, not PRAM.

If you feel the Energy Saver control panel is acting
wacky, and you suspect a settings corruption, there's no direct need to zap
PRAM; try throwing away the Energy Saver preferences file first, because this
is where all Energy Saver settings are stored. Some other issue in PRAM could
be interfering, but it's unlikely. Deleting the Energy Saver settings will cause
them to revert t o defaults, so you'll want to open the control panel after
deleting the preferences and restarting, and then set your Energy Saver
choi ces as usual.

+ Avoid other sleep utilities. Make sure you're not running other

utilitiesincluding screen savers, screen dimmers, and third-party sleep softwarethat might be interfering with Energy Saver.

+ Turn off Energy Saver whe n working with low-level utilities.

As a precaution, it's
a good idea t o turn o ff the Energy Saver control panel Oeave it active, but
disabl ed) when you plan to use Drive Setup, Norton Utilities, or any utility
that digs deep into your system. This keeps the Mac from t r y ing to sleep or
spin down the drive while things are being worked on. In my exper ience, some
Macs simply crash more often when trying to wake from a sleep, and this can
be a real problem w ith low-level utilities.
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Fonts
Although some font problems related to printing are covered in Chapter 26, it
should be noted that two basi c software-only problems can cause fonts to c onflic t
with other utilities and applications, potentially creating errors or crashing the OS.
Test for these if you suspect a font may be causing the trouble or if your extensions
conflict search comes up empty:

+ Too many fonts. If your Font folder is overl oaded, you may swamp
applications as they start up or cause them to grind to a halt. You may
also find that too many fonts will cause the application's memory allocation
to be quickly filled , resulting in out of memory errors in the application itself.
To avoid this, limit the number of fonts in the Fonts folder at a given time by
managing them with font management software or dragging them out
manually t o a Fonts (disabled) or similar folder.

+ Corrupt fonts. A corrupt font can crash either an application as it's loading,
cr ash the application while it's in use or, sometimes, crash the Mac OS as
it's starting up. If you suspect a parti cular font, try to isolate and test it by
choosing it in an application and using it for typing and printing. If the
program crashes, examine the font with a disk doctor program or replace it
with a fresh copy from your installation media or a backup.
As you might guess, the most obvious w ay to check for font corruption and a
subsequent conflict is to follow the same procedure as for extension conflictsdisable them all, and then start adding them back in a few at a time and testing.

If you have a reproducible error wh en starting Cl ari sWorks, for instance, start by
quitting all programs but the Finder. Next, mov e all the fonts but Geneva and
Chicago from the Fonts folder to an other folder, and then restart ClarisWorks and
test for conflicts. If those two fonts don't cause a conflict, quit to the Finder, move
in five more fonts, and tes t again.
Eventually you may be abl e to find which font in particula1· is causing the problem .
If you do, isolate it further by only loading it into the application. Test it with other
applications as well. If you can, replace it with a fresh copy of the font and test th at,
too. If not , see if a disk doctor program can identify the problem with the file.
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Summary
+ Extensions are small bits of Mac OS system software that extend the
operating system in some way, usually adding features that allow you to
do more with your Mac or allow the Mac to communicate directly with a
particular peripheraL These extensions are s tored in the System Folder in
the Extensions and Control Panels folders. (Some control panels are also
extensions, because they load low-level code into the OS at startup time.)

+ A conflict occurs when two extensions unsuccessfully try to patch the same
part of the OS, extending functionality in either two different directions or in a
way that overlaps and causes e rrors. These conflicts can be tough to isolate,
because they either cause a random error message, crash early in the startup,
or just create a slightly less stable system for regular computing. Extension
conflicts should be considered when other types of hardware and software
troubleshooting fail.

+ To test for a conflict, you usually turn off most of your extensions. and then
following a predetermined algorithm, turn on one or more extensions at a
time, resta rt, and test again. This process can be time consuming, which is
why many users opt for extensions management software that's above and
beyond the capabilities of Extensions Manage r. Some of this software can
actually do most of the troubleshooting for you, with a little guidance.

+ Once you have the conflict in your sights, you can do something about it. H
the conflict isn't already known by the manufacturers, make it known and see
if you can coax a response out of them. Also, take the time to research the
conflict and see if there's a viable solution. As an alternative, you can replace
the extensions or conflicting application with one known to cause fewer
headaches .
• Finally, you'll find that extensions aren't the only things in the System Folder
than can cause conflicts; aside from software drivers and control panels
discussed elsewhere in the text, a few choice software-only issues can crop
up and cause trouble.

•

•

•
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In This Chapter
Should you reinstall?
Types of installations

I

hear from too many reader s and other computer users that
they plan - soon after finding a problem-to erase their
hard drive and start over again . To me, t his is disturbing. I
want you to think of a reinstall as the last recourse, not the
first. That's why it's back here in the back, next to the pages
and pages of boring listings you'll fi nd in the appendixes. It's
even got an ominous chapter number-33-which suggests
foreboding and wariness. I didn't even pick 33 on purpose. It
was just t he next number available.
If you've gotten to this point, you either have a problem with
your Mac that is so irrevocably perplexing that you're ready to
give up, or, in a more rational moment, you've decided that
your Mac has been chugging along for a few years and might
be happy with a complete overhaul. There's an adage for th at
one (if it ain't broke, don't fix it), but I can't help but agree
that, under some circumstances, it's okay to reinstall for
maintenance purposes. ·
In fact, one good reason to reinst all th e Mac OS is because
you've decided to reformat your hard drive in the Mac OS
Extended format (called HFS Plus), which is discussed in
Chapter 27. This advanced file sys tem, introduced in Mac OS
8. 1, gives you access to a number of new features, not the
least of which is increased storage space. You should
approach HFS Plus with caut ion, but once the decision is
made, you'll probably need to reinstall the Mac OS. (Some
utilities can implement HFS Plus without a reinstallation, as
discussed in Chapt er 27, but if these utilities fail you'll need
both a backup plan and a reinstallation of the M ac OS.)

Suggestions for a
clean install

+

.. .. ..
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Note

Finally, if you plan to install a new versi on of the Mac OS, I'm certainly not going to
try to stop you. But you have an interesting decision to make in this regard , as w ell.
Should you perform a clean install? Instead of upgrading the files in your current
System Folder, a clean installation places the new version of the Mac OS in a new
System Folder. That l eaves all your old extensions, control panels, and fonts in the
old System Folder, but it also means you can move them to the new one at your
leisure. If you're lucky, this will do away with any nagging problems you have and
might increase stability. If you're unlucky, a clean install can be a big pain in the
backside.
Displaying wanton disregard for people to whom Apple doesn't send free Power
Macintosh computers for evaluation, I refer constantly to the use of the Mac OS Install
CD-ROM in this chapter. If you don't have a CD-ROM drive and are planning to use
Mac OS installation floppies, this chapter will still, basically, apply to you. Just keep a
Disk Tools floppy on hand for starting up your Mac, if necessary, and realize that you
may not have as many options as I discuss. If you don't have a CD-ROM drive and
want to use Mac OS 8 or above, contact Appl e. If your Mac is supported, they'll offer
you floppy disks at an additional cost. (It's conceivable that Mac OS 8.5 and above
won't offer a floppy option direct from Apple, because they'll be designed for
PowerPC processors only, and all Apple PowerPC machines have CD -ROM drives. If
your CD-ROM drive no longer works or you have some other need for floppy disks,
it's possible that Apple will make floppy disk images available on the Mac OS CD,
which you can then use to create floppy disks using Apple's Disk Copy program.)

Should You Reinstall?
Reinstalling the Mac OS isn't something you should take lightly. Although it may
seem like an easy fix for a tough problem- just pop in the CD and start installing the process is far more complicated than that.
For one thing, a reinstallation should never be seen as a first-aid solution to a
hardware or software problem. In almos t all cases it's important that you take the
t ime to troubleshoot your problem and isolate its cause, even if there's not much
you can do about it. At least you'll have a better idea of what may have caused the
problem you're experiencing. (H you don't have time at that moment because
you're trying t o get something import an t done, take the first aid approach and work
around the problem . When you do get a free moment, however, you should come
back t o the problem and try to find its root cause.) With any luck, you'll be able t o
fix the problem wit hout resorting to a new copy of the Mac OS.
And a reinst allation won 't necessarily guarantee success in solving the problem.
Although a clean install of t he Mac OS may solve some problems (for example,
preference-file corrupt ion or trouble with the Mac's basic fonts), it won't solve
larger issues (such as fragmentation, disk errors, or a bad hard disk driver).
Likewi se, installing the Mac OS over itself t o fix missing files or corr uption generally
won't work; the Mac OS installer won't overwrite newer files and can' t do much of
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anything about third-party extensions that may be causing probl ems for your Mac.
In addition, it won't overwrite or replace files already in the System Folder, no
matter how corrupted those existing files might be.
The Mac OS isn 't really as fragile as you might be led to believe, even with the
possibility of bugs, conflicts, and corruption. After many years of use, I'd say that
the Mac OS rarely needs to be reinstalled and only for the most drastic of reasons.
If you think you m ight be able t o avoid a reinstall, you probably can. Unless you
have a problem that sincerely r equires you to reformat your hard drive or replace it
wi th a new one, you can probably troubleshoot your cunent Mac OS system and
repair it so that it's stable again. Most of the time.

Don't reinstall
Before you consider rei nstallation, then, take a look at some of the main issues that
reinstallation doesn't address. In these cases, it's important to t roubleshoot first
and see if you can come to some conclusion as to why the error is occurring.
Reinstallation won't cure or solve th e following:

+ Trouble with your file system or hard drive. If you need to rebuild the desktop,
run Disk First Aid, mount drives, install hard-disk drivers, defragment, disk fix,
or recover deleted files, a reinstallation won't help (except insofar as newer
Mac OS Installers do a cursory check of the drive t o see if it has remarkable
file-system damage. This is not a substitute for disk fixing).

+

Virus infection. Viruses don't just attack the system files, they infect individual
files on your Mac outside the System Folder files (in most cases) . Some
viruses can also infect the desktop database, low-level portions of your hard
disk, or hidden files on the drive. In all of these cases, a reinstallation would
simply give the virus more fresh files to infect.

+ SCSI/rouble and most hardware issues. The only thing a reinstallation could do
to help with hardware trouble would be to include the installation o f an Applewritten extension or control panel designed to interact with hardware.
Otherwi se, SCSI voodoo, network cabling, printing, scanners, and input
devices all need to be examined directly w hen problems occur.
+System Folder conflicts. Reinstallation will rarely help you recover from a
System Folder conflict, because these sort of conflicts don't often arise
between two or more Apple-written extensions (which are the only extensions
reinstalled when the Mac OS is installed). Instead, conflic ts usually crop up
between third-party extensions and the Mac OS or between extensions and
applications, neither of which is addressed when you reinstall.

+ Bugs or file corruption.

If your Mac OS files have bugs, that's not going to
change when you reinstall unless you're installing an upgrade to the Mac OS.
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And bugs in other programs won't be affected by a reinstall. Unless you
perform a clean installation, a reinstall won't alter the effects of file
corruption, because the installation process won't overwrite corrupt files that
are already in the System Folder or elsewher e on the hard drive.
So, if you have one of these sor ts of problems, you have your work cut out for you.
Jump back into the troubleshooting chapters (Chapters 21 through 32) and see
what you can find out about your particular problem s. Reinstallation has its place,
but the first step is to thoroughly explore the troubleshooting and repair opt ions at
your disposal. If you get through them all and still can't fi gure out what's wrong,
then it's time to contemplate a reinstall.

Do reinstall
In a few cases reinstallation (or a clean installation) of the Mac OS makes sense.
Sometimes you can reinstall just a part of the Mac OS distribution and get good
results, too. Most of the time, though, it won't really be a good idea to reinstall until
you've exhausted most of your other opti ons. Then, in cases where you've
diagnosed a problem but can't fix it by moving files around, you may need to
reinstall the OS or portions of it.
In other cases, you may decide the drastic steps required to reinstall are worth
some goal beyond simple troubleshooting; it gives you a chance to start over, an
opportunity to work with a fresh sys tem, or it may help avoid problems caused by
upgrading over and over again. Here are some possible reasons to go ahead and
perform a r einstallation or clean installation of the Mac OS:

+Beyond repair. If your System Folder is shot-many files are missing, shared
libraries have been misplaced, extensi ons and control panels are ever ywhere
-you should probably consider a clean installation so you can start over
again with your Mac. This is especially true if, regardless of what you do, you
can't seem to get the start up disk to boot the Mac.

+ Clean start. If the Mac is causing so many headaches that it's worth it for
you to start over with a new System Folder - or if you've even considered
erasing the entire drive or just chucking the system out the window -maybe
a reinst all is \varranted. If you are considering such drastic steps, consider
how you're going to back up all your data, too.

+Formatting and partitioning. If you've decided t o format and/or partit ion your
hard drive, you'll likely need to reinstall the Mac OS after that's been
accomplished. This can be a really good idea if you plan to upgrade to
HFS Plus, t oo, because you get not only a better file system, but also a fresh
start with a clean installation and a chance to control what gets installed on
t he Mac.
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+Need a file. If you've deleted a file or a series of files that were written by
Apple and necessary for the System Folder, you'll pro bably need to reinstall
those from the Mac OS CD. In some cases you may be able to perform a
custom installation and add th e files you need. In other cases, the best plan
may be to perform a clean installation, and then drag files from that new
installation into the old System Folder.

+ System or Finder corrupt. In these cases, you may have no choice but to
reinstall the Mac OS if you can't get the machine booted because of
corruption in the most important files on your Mac. In such cases, it's best to
have a backup of these files, but not many people do.
These are valid reasons for wanting to reinstall the Mac OS. Of vital concern here,
though, is that you must r einstall correctly to bring about the desired effect . There
are di fferent ways to go about that and, i f your problems are severe, such
reinstallations can be time consuming.

Reinstalling Mac OS
If you've decided that a reinstallation of the Mac OS is a good pl an for your current
needs, you're ready to move forward . You'll want to take care that a number of
precaut ions are in place, because a reinstallation is a major undertaking that, while
not likely to cause damage, could create trouble with your Mac as you get it up and
running.

Pre-flight check
Although a reinstallation can take a few hours to completely accomplish, depending
on how you per form it, it could t ake a few weeks for you to shake out all th e issues
associated with the change over. Fortunately, most Mac applications are resilient to
this sort of change, as long as you take the appropriate precautions before forging
ahead.
Do these things before reinstalling:

+ Backup.

You should have a near ly complete backup of your hard drive before
proceeding wi th a clean installation or reinstallation. Although you won't
always need the backup, it's a good idea to have a saved r ecord of y our
current System Fol der and all its components. A lthough they may be causing
some trouble with bugs or corruption, at least you'll have the option of
examining the old System Fol der's structure to compare it to t he new System
Folder to troubleshoot problems.
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+ Gather all drivers.

You'll need driver s and installers for all your peripher als
and many of your software ad d-ons. If you perform a clean install, the best
way to complete the task is to reinstall ever y thin g -the Mac OS, your printer
drivers, scanner extensions, Claris and Micr osoft applications, utilit ies, and
anything else that might need to add something t o the System Folder. It 's
possible to simply drag those files over to th e new System Folder, but that
might defeat the purpose, because you could be dragging corrupt or bugriddled files.

+ Fix the dis!?. Before performing a r einstallation , do everything you can to
rebuild the desktop, fix the disk, and optimize it. Understandably, some
problems necessitating a reinstallation will make it difficult to perfor m t hese
tasks, but you'll be much more likely to enjoy long-t erm stability if you do
manage to complet e some basic disk maintenance.

+ Have startup alternatives. Be prepared for the possibility that your hard drive
won't be able to work as the startup disk at some point in the reinstallat ion
process. Also, be wary of booting from your most recent Mac OS installation
CD; you'll sometimes find that small incompatibilities in the ''universal System
Folder " used to make these COs bootable will affect your ability to get the Mac
started. As a backup, have on hand two items-a bootable disk ("Disk Tools"
should work) and the original Mac OS CD that came with your system, if you
had one. This is especially true for clone Mac models. If you have a non-Apple
CD-ROM that didn't come with your Mac, you should attempt t o make a boot
floppy that includes in its System Folder the driver for your CD-ROM drive.
Apple recommends that, before performing any sort of installati on, you open the
Extensions Manager and choose the Mac OS All set of extensions. This keeps your
third-party add-on extensions from interfering with th e installation process, which
is unlikely, but conceivable. Obviously, if your clone or upgraded Mac requires
certain extensions to operate beyond the Mac OS All, you should enable those, too.
You should al so pay careful attention to your Energy Saver settings, preferably
turning off Energy Saver for the duration of the installati on. (You should leave the
control panel active in the Extensi ons Manager, but set the control panel to Never
for sleeping and dimming the screen, and restart the Mac before installing.)
Although some recommend it, you probably don't need to boot from the
installation CD-ROM to install or update the OS. Instead , just make sure you have
the COs and/ or startup disks mentioned previously.

If you feel like being thorough, you should also restart and zap PRAM before
committing to a long installation. It isn't necessary, but might help in rare
circumstances.
With these things at the ready, it's time to forge ahead. Your next step w ill be t o
decide what type of installation you need to perform.
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.Note/

Although it's not official advice, don't forget to find any files you may need immediately- important files for work, your checkbook data, your tax papers in case of a surprise audit- and back them up to a removable cartridge or disk of some sort w here
you can get at them while you're undergoing this process. You may need to borrow
another Mac or run down to the copy store to get something done while yours is in
the throes of installation or to deal with any problems that crop up as a result.

Types of installation
Before you perform the installation, you should stop to consider exactly what
you're trying to accomplish and what sort of installation will be best for that goal.
You can take three different approaches.
A complete installation will install the Mac OS on a drive that hasn't had the Mac OS
on it previously. If you choose to perform a complete installation on a drive that
does already have a Mac installation present, the installer will either update the
current OS or it will add files that are missing from the current ver sion that's
installed on the hard drive.
A custom installation will enable you to choose specific installers that will launch
and install their wares on your drive. In fact, you can also selectively install files
from each of the individual installers. For instance, you can decide to launch just
the Text-to-Speech installer, or even install just some of the components (such as
the Speech Manager extension) that are a part of Text-to-Speech. Custom
installations are a good idea if you know that you've never added a particular
technology to your Macintosh or if you know that certain drivers and extensions
are giving you trouble, and you'd like to remove the originals fro m the System
Folder and install fresh copies. This wouldn't help in the case of a virus, but might
help with a problem such as file corruption.
A clean installation generally means you're installing a new System Folder and all i ts
(Apple-based) contents onto a drive that already has a valid System Folder. You can
do this for any number of reasons, but most of the tim e it's done for
troubleshooting purposes. The Mac OS installer program (in Mac OS 7.6 or higher)
offers an option that enables you to choose a clean install, making it a simple
matter to add a second System Folder to your drive instead of overwriting the
existing System Folder.
To do this, the installer disables the existing System Folder, renames it Previous
System Folder, but leaves it on your Mac's hard drive. This allows you to access it
once the new system is installed so that you can drag over extensions, fonts, and
other elements that you want to hold onto.
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After renaming the old System Folder, t he Installer t hen creat es a new System
Folder and inst alls a fresh version of the Mac OS. This becomes your main, startup
System Fol der, excluding any of the custom, third-party software, extra extensions,
software drivers, and fonts th at were in your original System Folder, as well as
starting over wit h new preferences files and settings in your control panels. This
is usually a basic Mac OS installation, but it could be customized to include
extensions and system files from more or fewer of the "extra" installers offered
when you choose a full installation, as discussed in the next section. As far as all
the third-party stuff goes, you'll need to install it on your own.

Regular installation
The Mac OS installer progr am went through a fairly si gnificant change in Mac OS
7.6, and has since transformed even furth er. The installation program itself d oes a
couple of significant things. First, it walks you through the installation process
more carefully than had Mac OS installers in the past. Second, it has really become
a basic launcher or star t ing point for a seri es of other inst allers that make up the
entire Mac OS installer CD-ROM. (Compare this to Mac OS 7.1 , which originally
came on seven disks!)
If you plan to do a full installation and don't need t he benefit of a clean install, you
can simply load the Mac OS installer and begin the process. This is ideal if you're
Installing on a new drive, installing on a newly formatted and part itioned drive, or i f
you' re installing over your old Mac OS because you or a disk-fix program has been
forced to throw out corrupted system fi les. (If you know what those files are, you
might want to custom inst all them-check the section, "Custom installation," later
in this chapter.)
When you run the Mac OS installer, one of the first things it does is check the hard
drive to make sure you have enough hard drive space for a standard installat ion. If
you don't, you'll be asked to choose another disk or delete files from the current
disk before moving on . If you plan to do a new installation or a clean installation,
you'll need to adhere to this warning. If you're planning a custom installation or
you're reinstalling t he Mac OS over it sel f, you can skip the w arning and click
Continue (see Figure 33-1).
Next, you'll be introduced to and asked to agree with the licensing agreement click the Continue and Agree or OK buttons if you agree with everything you read. If
not, don't install the OS.
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Figure 33·1: The Mac OS installer lets you know if it
thinks you're running a bit low on disk space.
The installer then shows you the basic installation screen, where you can choose
from among the extra installers you want to launch during this session. (fhese
installers have been identified as extra, because they don't a ppeal to every sort of
user. On the other hand, Open Transport and networking files are installed with all
ful l Mac OS installations because they're cons ide red standard.) You click to put an
"X" in the check box next to each of the installers that you'd like to launc h during
this ins tallation session.
At this point, you can also choose to customize the installation. In essence, this
gives you access to options that enable you to turn off the installe r for the Mac OS,
the Mac OS InfoCenter, Inte rnet Access, a nd Open Transport. (fhere may be newer
installers in future versions that can also be controlled by select ing the Customize
option.) Using this customizing control, you can select only the Mac OS for
installation, for instance, or select a few installers that install extra features,
wi thout bothering to install the basics.
You can also choose the Options button at this point to determine whether or not
you want the Mac OS ins taller to attempt to install a new Apple hard disk driver. If
you have reason to believe that you s houldn't- or if you have a Mac clone or
you're installing onto a non-Apple disk-click to remove the "X" next to this option.
Once you've chosen all the installers you want launched, click Start. The Installer
will then take a few moments to check your hard drive for e rrors (this is basically
the same procedure that Disk First Aid goes through). If all goes well, the first
ins tallation program in your series will pop up and begin installing things. The Mac
will work through the rest of its installers until it's installed everything (or
encounters an error). At the end, you click Continue to install more things or
Restart to begin your Mac using the new system software.
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,

Note

If you get an error message from the installer telling you that it can't update the version of the Mac OS that's on your hard drive, it's probably because the installed version is later than the version on the installation CD, for example, you're trying to
install Mac OS 7.5.5 over Mac OS 8.0. If that's the case, and you really want to install
the older version, you should probably perform a clean install, described later in this
chapter.

Custom installation
To customize your ins tallation, you can do one of two things. The first thing is to
head to the main Mac OS ins ta llation program and run it as discussed in the
previous sectio n, c hoos ing the Cus tomize button in the main installation window.
You can then choos e whethe r o r not you' ll ins tall the basic Mac OS along with the
Internet connectivity features and PPP software fo r Open Transport. Click Start and
the hard-drive checkin g and installation proces s begins.
Once the secondary insta llers open, however, you'll have another chance at
cus tomi zation . In each of these , you'll have the o pportunity to choose from three
different installatio n options:

+ Easy install. Installs all of the Apple-recommended files , usually so that you
have full capa bilities.

+ Custom install. Allows you to use the ins talle r to add only certain related
components. This is good if you'd like to reinstall drivers or extensions that
yo u've accidentally d eleted or that have become corrupted (see Figure 33-2) .

+ Custom remove. He lps you re move components controlled by this installer
that have already been ins talled o n your Mac. To uninstall a particular
component, c lick to place an "X" next to that item.
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Figure 33-2: Choosing Custom Install gives you
access to all the components controlled by this
installer.
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Using the Custom Install option, you're given the opportunity to choose exactly
which components controlled by that installer you'd like to add to your hard drive.
Click the check box next to each item that you'd like installed. Note also that you
can get information about what each item does by clicking the small information
("i") icon that floats way to the right next to each item.
Once you've chosen all the items you need, click the Install button. The installer
will copy the appropriate components to your System Folder, and then move on to
the next installer. If it's reached the last of the installers you asked to use, you'll be
asked to Continue (to access any installers you didn't choose the first time around)
or Restart the Mac.

Clean install
The idea with a clean install is to either update your Mac to a new version or
reinstall the Mac OS on your hard drive, but without disturbing a copy of the
System Folder that's already been installed on the drive. With a regular installation,
you'll install Mac OS files right into the existing System Folder, which might result in
the same problems you're trying to avoid if you've got corruption or conflicts in
your current System Folder.

Bypass the test: Quicker custom installation
If you know the exact component (and its associated installer) that you need to add to your
Mac to get everything working, you might prefer to bypass the hard drive check. It's nice
that Apple has built this into the installer in Mac OS 7.6 and higher, because very few people are diligent enough to check their drive before installing. But if you're planning a simple,
quick installation, waiting to test the entire drive can be frustrating. (This may also be necessary if you have a Mac that's been upgraded with a newer processor, a processor daughtercard, or a similar upgrade. Sometimes the installer will choke when it finds a processor
it's not familiar with. If so, try to bypass the main installer and go directly to the specific
installer you want to use.)
The answer is to dig around on your Mac OS Installation CD and find the specific installer
you're looking for. This bypasses the main Mac OS installer program, enabling you to
quickly add just the components in which you're interested.
In the CD's main root-level folder in the Finder, use the scrollbars to scroll down below the
visible icons. You should see a folder that says Install Pieces, Installer Programs, or something similar. Open that folder and you'll be presented with icons for all the various
installers available. These are the individual installers that the main Mac OS installer calls
once it's done checking your drive. Launch one of these installers and you'll bypass the
drive test, heading straight for the installation itself. (Note that the actual Mac OS installer is
available in here, too, just in case you really feel like cheating.) This may not be true in Mac
OS versions beyond Mac OS 8.1, although I hope it is.
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Instead, a clean ins tall disables the old System Folder and installs a brand new one.
This gives you a chance to start over again with a com pletely new installation.
Assuming your hard drive and other hardware items aren't giving you any trouble,
you may be able to quickly avoid problems that are currently plaguing you. Maybe.
(See the pros and cons of reinstalling the Mac OS earlier in this chapter for a full
discussion.)
So why not just format the drive and do a full installation? Because you only need
to format the drive if you're partitioning to create more virtual drives, formatting to
get past an extreme fragmentation problem, or if you've reformatted in HFS Plus
format. Otherwise, formatting the drive is overkill.
Keeping the old System Folder has three add itional advantages. First, it allows you
to see exactly how the old System Folder was arranged. This can be helpful when
something doesn't work with the new System Folder installation and you wonder
why. (For instance, you can easily answer questions s uch as the following: What
extensions were necessary for using my CO-Recordable drive? Just head for your
old System Folder a nd examine its contents to see what's missing.)
Second, having the old System Folder gives you something to go back to, if
necessary. This is especially true if you're not having trouble with the old system,
but you decide to perform a clean install as a precaution, in case an updated
version of the Mac OS is buggy or doesn't work well with your Mac. If either of
these is the case, you can disable the new System Folder, re-enable the old one, and
restart the Mac.
Third, keeping the o ld System Folder will allow you to move components - such
as third-party extens ions and drivers- directly to the new System Folder, without
requiring you to reinstall all that software. Again, this isn't the best idea if you we re
having a conflict or other trouble; in that case, reinstall everything from the original
media just to make sure you're solving the problem. But if you're just updating to
the new OS, you'll find it's easier to drag your third-party extensions to the new
System Folder than it is to scare up all those old installation disks and COs.
The easy way to effect a clean install is to allow the Mac OS installer to do it for
you. In Mac OS 7.6 or above, s imply check the Perform Clean Ins tallation option
that appears in the regular Mac OS Installer window (see Figure 33-3). Next,
proceed as usual with the installation.
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Figure 33-3: The easy way to perform a clean installation

If you don't have a Perform Clean Installation option in your installer, you're using
an o lder Mac OS version. That's OK, though- just hold down 00-Shift-K while the
installer window is open. This should pop up an option that enables you to choose
how the installation will be performed- by upda ting an existing System Folder or
installing a new System Folder (see Figure 33-4).
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Figure 33-4: In earlier OS versions you can perform
a clean install if you know the secret keystrokes.
If the keystrokes result in an error message telling you that you can't perform a
clean install, it's possible that you've attempted to perform a clean install from a
System CD that's only designed to upgrade an existing System Folder. These COs
are often distributed free ; Apple designs them so that they can't create a new
installation on their own. Instead, you'll need to create a clean install of the earlier
OS, and then use this upgrade CD to update that new, clean version.
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Unbless and -dean install
'
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If you'd like to perform without the aid of the Clean Install option in newer OS installers or
the :te-Shift-K sequence in older installers, you can do so fairly simply. You just need to unbless the old System Folder before launching the installer. This can be a little dangerous; if
you're forced to abort the installation or otherwise reboot your Mac, it won't be able to start
from the hard drive. Be sure you have boatable CDs and Disk Tools disks ready.
To unbless the System Folder, open it up and move the System file to the Extensions
(Disabled) folder. (You can choose another folder, such as the Fonts folder, or you can
move the System file to another folder outside of the System Folder, if you like.) Now close
the System Folder.
Rename the System Folder to something like Previous System Folder. Launch the installation program.
If it's unable to find a blessed System Folder, the installer should happily "Easy" or "Custom"
install the Mac OS onto the drive in a new folder called System Folder. This will be a clean
install of the OS.

Installation errors
You generally won't get errors when installing the Mac OS, especially if you've
followed the precautions of checking the drive with a disk fix utility and optimizing
i t - an important step - before performing a huge install ation session. If you
hav en't though, you may be flirtin g with error s. Of course, the errors could come
about for other reasons, too. Here's a quick look at potential errors and their
solutions.

+ Unable to quit all applications. The installer m ay have trouble quitting
applications that are running in the background when you begin the process.
In most cases, the installer quits ever y application, including the Finder, to
avoid potential conflicts while the installation is t aking place. To get around
this you should restart the Mac with only Mac OS extensions running and
nothing active in the Startup Items folder (you can manage that through t he
Extensions Manager) . Next, immediately run the installer after the res tart has
completed (don't run other applications first).

+ Dis!? errors.

If the installer stops, quits, or complains due to a disk write error
(or a disk full error) , you need to quit the installation and check the drive t o
make sure it has enough disk space for the installation. If that's not the
problem, restart and run a disk fix utility. You should also consider booting
from a CD-ROM, and then running the utility to get the full effect of the
fixes. Defragment the drive as w ell, and then try the installation again. If
you continue to get errors, you may need to back up your data and files,
and then test the drive for physical error s (using Drive Setup or your drive
management software) and reformat (see Chapter 27 for detail s on
formatting) .
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+ Read errors.

If the installer has trouble read ing something from its own media,
there could be a problem with the available RAM for t he installer (restart and
run only t he ins taller with only the Mac OS All Full extensions run ning.)
Although it's unlikely the problem, you can also give the installer more RAM in
its Get Info window. (You may need to copy the installer and its installation
files to your hard drive to get this setting to take.) More likely, there's
some thing physically wrong with your installation media. If you can isolate
the particular installer tha t's caus ing the problem (s uch as the OpenDoc or
QuickDraw 3D installer), try eliminating those in a custom installer, and then
ins tall again. If necessary, you can install those components from another Mac
OS CD or by downloading their latest installers from Apple's file library.

+ Conflicts,

crashes. Again, if the installer program crashes, you s hould try
restarting with only the Mac OS extens ions enabled and without any
other app lications running. If crashes pers ist, you may have a corrupt
Mac OS-related extension; troubleshoot the extens ion conflic t and/or try
restarting and ins talling with fewer or no extensions ena bled , followed by
a clean install to create a new System Folder.

Summary
+ Reinstalling the Mac OS should be an option of last resort, not first. If you
plan to reinstall the Mac OS because you're having trouble with your system
software, you should first try all the troubleshooting advice in earlier
chapters. Often, reinstalling the Mac OS won't solve corruption or confl ict
issues, especially if you ins tall it over an existing version.

+ You s hould reins tall the OS if you've forma tted the drive, are upgrading to
a newer vers ion of the OS, or have exhausted all other troubleshooting
possibilities. In this case, you have three different installation options: an
easy install, a custom install, or a clean ins tall.

+ Easy and custom installs enable you to install the Mac OS on a drive that
doesn't c urrently have a valid System Folder. If the System Folder does exist,
its contents will be updated and overwri tten by the installer.

+

A clean install will enable you to create a new System Folder on a hard drive
that already has a System Fo lder. For troubleshooting and as a precaution,
this has many advantages. You can continue to consult the o lder System
Folder, you can revert to it if necessary, and you can slowly move extensions
and drivers from the earlier System Folder to the new one without being
forced to reinstall all your utilities and drivers .
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T

his appendix list s the Macintosh peripher al vendors
discussed in this book, along with their contact
information. A Web site is often th e best way to get
information, which is why Web sites are included throughout
the text of the book wh en referring to a company. If you're
interes ted in gett ing in touch wi t h a particular company
through more tradit i onal m eans, though , here's the contact
info rmat ion you'll need .

Apple Computer, Inc.
Apple Computer, Inc. ( www. a pp 1e . com)
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino , CA 95014-2084
408-996-101 0
Type of Support

Number to Call

Standard - support for the first

800-500-7078

90 days you own an Apple product

Application- support for softwa re, such

5 12-873-4300

as QuickTime

Apple Support Line - paid support calls

888-APL-VALU

after 90 days

Professional - support for helpdesk

888-APL-VALU

professionals

Automated- general information and
frequently asked questions

800-SOS-APPL
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Online Shopping
APS Technologies (v1ww. apstech. com)
800-395-5871' 8 16-483-1600
6131 Deramus Street
Kansas City, MO 64 120
sa l es@a pstec h.com
Club Mac (1-I~M. cl ub - mac . com)
Custom er Service 800-258-2622
Fax 949-768-9354
Mo nday-Friday 6 a.m.-6 p.m. PST
7 Hammond Street
Irvine, CA 926 18
custsvc@c lub - mac . com
Cyberian Outpost (~il'lvl. cyb out. co m)
800-856-9800, 860-927-2050
Fax 860-927-8375
P.O. Box 636
Kent, CN 06757
sales@o utpost
MacConn ecti on (ww1·1. ma ccon nee t io n. com)
Customer Service De partment: 800-800-0018
PC Con nection
528 Route 13
Milford, NH 03055
Other Wo r ld Computing (w~11-1. rna cs a 1es . com)
800-275-4576
Monday- Friday 8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Saturday 10 a. m. -5 p.m.
224 West Judd Street
Woodstock, IL 60098
compsales@ao l . com

Adapters, Ports, Input cards
Belkin Components (~llv~l. be l kin . co m)
800-2-BELKIN
Fax 310-898-1 111
P.O. Box 5649
Compton , CA 90224-5649
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Griffin Technology (v1ww . na sh vi l l e . net!-g ri ffi n /)
615-255-0990
Fax 615-255-8040
820 Fesslers Pkwy, Suite 315
Nashville, TN 37210

griffin@tela l i nk.n et
lnfowave (v~Wvl. i nfowa ve . com)
800-663-6222, 604-473-3600
Fax 604-4 73-3699
lnfowave Wireless Messaging Inc.
Attention: Customer Service Group
4664 Lougheed Highway, Suite 188
Burnaby, British Columbia
Canada V5C 6B7
lnterex, Inc. (1~1vv1 . i nte rex . com)
800-513-9 744
844 7 E. 35th Street North
Wichita, Kansas 67226
Kernel Productions (wv1w. kernel . com)
302-456-3026
Tech support fax 302-456-3124
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-7 p.m. EST
Keys pan (1~vl\~ . keys pan . com)
510-222-0131
Fax 510-222-0323
3095 Richmond Parkway, #207
Richmond, CA USA 94806

info@keyspan . com
Momentum, Inc. (ww1~ . moment umi nc . net)
425-893-8100
Fax 425-893-8200

sal es@momentumi nc .n et
support@moment uminc.n e t
Proline Distribution (1~w1~. prolin e . com)
A division of CasaBlanca Works, Inc.
415-461-2227
Fax 415-461-2249
148 Bon Air Center
Greenbrae, CA 94904

info@pr oline . com
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TechCessories (vtwvt. techcessori es . com)
800-480-TECH (8324)
Fax 408-954-1984
2031 O-Toole Avenue
San Jose, CA 95 131
USR Systems (vt\v'vt. 3Com . com)
(US Robotics a nd 3Com have me rged)
800-NET-3Com, 800-638-3266, 408-764-5000
Fax 408-764-5001
3Com Corporation
5400 Bayfront Plaza
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8145

Utilities, Drive Maintenance, and Backup
Systems
Aladdin Systems, Inc. (1vvtW. a l addi nsy s . com)
408-761-6200
Fax 408-76 1-6206
165 Westridge Drive
Watsonville, CA 95076

se rvic e@a l addin sys . com
Alsoft Inc . (viW'vl. Als oft. com/)
800-ALSOFT1, 800-257-6381, 281-353-4090
Fax 281-353-9868
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:30p.m. CT
P.O. Box 927
Spring, TX 77383-0927

Tec h. Su pport@A lsoft. com
Dantz (wwvt. dantz . com)
925-253-3000
Fax 925-253-9099
4 Orinda Way, Building C
Orinda, CA 94563

customer_service@n t z . com
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MicroMat Computer Systems, Inc. (www . mi c rom at . com)
800-829-6227, 707-837-8012, 707-838-4231 (automated)
Fax 707-837-0209
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. PST
8868 Lakewood Drive
Windsor, CA 95492

info@mic r omat . com
Symantec Corporation ( 1-MI"I . symantec . com)
800-441-7234,541-334-6054
Fax 54 1-984-8020
175 West Broadway
Eugene, OR 97401

Software Applications
Adobe Systems Incorporated (w1~w. a do be. com)
800-833-6687, 408-536-6000
Fax 408-537-6000
345 Park Avenue
San Jose, California 95110-2704
FileMaker, lnc. (www. fi lema ker. com)
800-544-8554, 800-800-8954 (automated)
Monday-Friday 6 a.m.-6 p.m. PST
P.O. Box 58168
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8 168
Microsoft Corporation(1~ww. microsoft . com)
800-426-9400
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052

info@microsoft . com

Clone Vendors
APS Technologies (vlvl\v. a ps tec h. com)
816-483-1600
6131 Deramus Street
Kansas City, MO 64 120
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Mactell Corporation (wvJW . ma cte 11 . com)
888-MACTELL, 512-323-6000
Fax 512-323-6394
7000 Cameron Road
Austin, Texas 78752-2828
i nfo@macte11 . com
Motorola, Inc. (lvWI'I. mo t. com)
847-576-5000
1303 East Algonquin Road
Schaumburg, IL 60196 USA
Radius, Inc. (www. rad i us . com)
650-404-6000, 800-5-RADIUS
460 East Middlefield Road
Mountain View, CA 94043
s uppo rt@r ad i us . c om
UMAX Technologies, Inc. (w~11v . umax . c om)
800-562-0311' 510-651-4000
Fax 510-651-8834
BBS 510-651-2550
3561 Gateway Boulevard
Fremont, CAUSA 94538

Processor Upgrades
Mactell Corporation(w~1w . ma cte 11 . com)
888-MACTELL, 512-323-6000
Fax 512-323-6394
7000 Cameron Road
Aus tin, Texas 78752-2828
i nfo@mac t e 11 . com
MicroMac Technology (1vww . mi c r oma c . com)
714-362-1000
Fax 714-362-5428
27121 Aliso Creek Road, Suite 125
Alis o Viejo, CA 92656-3364
s a1es@mi cromac . com
Newer Technology, Inc. (-vMw . n e~1 e r tech . com)
800-678-DRAM (3726), 316-943-0222
Fax 316-943-4515
4848 W. Irving Street
Wichita, KS 67209 U.S.A.
in f o@newe r tec h . com
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PowerLogix (1~\>M. powerl ogi x . com)
512-795-2978
Fax 512-795-298 1
8760A Research Boulevard, Suite 240
Austin, TX 78758
info@powerlogix . com
Sonnet Technologies (www. so nn ettech . com)
800-786-6260, 714-26 1-2800
Fax 714-261-246 1
18004 Sky Pa rk Circle, MS 260
Irvine, CA 92614
sal es@son nettech . c om
XLR8 (ww1~. x l r 8 . com)
800-513-9744
8447 E. 35th Street N.
Wichita, KS 67226-1 344

Logic Boards
MilagroMac (www . mi l a g rom a c . com/upgrade s . htm l )
714-723-1056
Fax 714-673-7238
P.O. Box 5240
Newport Beach, CA 92662
mi lag ro@pa c bel l . n e t
NEXCOMP (ww1t1. nexcomp. co m)
888-GET-A-MAC, 281-469-4061
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. CT
Nexu s Comm unications
1111 5 Mills Road, Suite 11 2
Cypress, TX 77429
sa l es@nexco mp . co m
We Love Macs (ww~1. l o ve macs . com)
408-725-8046
Fax 408-744-0307
8 a.m.- 8 p.m. PST
P.O. Box 700063
San Jose, CA 95 170-0063
l ove macs@net - s h opping . com
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Storage Devices/SCSI
Adaptec, Inc. (wwvl. adap tec . com)
408-945-8600
Fax 408-262-2533
69 1 South Milpitas Boulevard
Milpitas, CA 95035

sa l es btc@co rp.ad aptec .c om
Drivesave rs (vMW . dri ve save r s . com)
800-440-1904' 415-382-2000
Fax 415-883-0780
400 Bel Marin Keys Boulevard
Novato, CA 94949

c us t ome r service@dri vesa ver s . com
Hitac hi (www. hi tach i. co . j p)
800-24 1-6558
Fax 770-279-5699
P.O. Box 4650
Norcross, GA 30091

we bma s te r@llit ac hi . co . j p
IBM North Ameri ca (\~vM. i bm. com)
800-I BM-4YOU, 770-863-1234
Fax 770-863-3030
11 33 Westc hes te r Avenue
White Plains, NY 10604
Initio Corporation (vMVJ. i n i t i o . com)
800-99-INITIO, 408-577-1919
Fax 408-577-0640
BBS 408-577-043 1
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. PST
2188-B Del Franco Street
San Jose, CA 95 131-1575

sal es@i ni t i o . com
Panasonic (VI\vvl. pana soni c . com)
201-348-7000, 800-PANASYS (automated)
1 Pa nasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

pcpc he l pdesk@panas oni c . com
Toshiba America, Inc.
(2 12) 596-0600
125 1 Sixth Avenue, Suite 4100
New York, NY 10020
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CD, DVD, Removable Drives
CasaBlanca Works (w1·1w . proline. com/c bvli nd ex . html )
415-461-2227
Fax 415-461-2249
148 Bon Air Center
Greenbr ae, CA 94904

i nfo@pro lin e . com
Castlewood Systems, Inc. (vMvJ. cas tl ev1oodsy stems . com)
510-224-9900
Fax 510-224-990 1
5000 Hopyard Road, Suite 330
Pleasanton, CA 94588

cast lewood@c ast lewoodsys tems . com
e4 (\vvl\'l . e4 . com)
408-441-6060
Fax 408441-6070
173 1 Techno logy Drive, Suite 800
San Jose, CA 95 11 0

i nf o@e4 . com
FWB Software LLC (viWVJ. f wb. com)
650-482-4800
Fax 650-482-4858
2750 El Camino Real
Redwood City, CA 94061-39 11

info@fwb . com
lmation (wv1w . i mat ion. com)
888-466-3456, 612-704-4000
Fax 800-537-4675
1 lmation Place
Oakdale, MN 55128-3414

info@imati on. com
Iomega (wwv1. i omega . com)
800-my-stuff, 801-778-1000
1821 West Iomega Way
Roy, UT 84067
NEC (www. nee . com)
800-338-9549, 800-366-0476 (automated)
Fax 630-775-7900
BBS 978-635-4706
1250 Arlington Heights Boulevard
ltasco, IL 60 143
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Philips (www . phi 1 i ps . c om)
800-326-6586,423-521-4316
Fax 423-52 1-4586
P.O. Box 148 10
1 Ph ilips Drive
Knoxville, TN 37914
Pinnacle Micro (wwv1. pi nn ac1 e mi cro. com)
800-553-7070 , 714-789-3000
Fax 71 4-789-3150
140 Techno logy Drive, Suite 500
Irvine, CA 92618
fastedd i e@cod e net .n e t
Pioneer (1~v1w. pioneer . com)
800421-1 404
Fax 3 10-952-2247
P.O. Box 1763
Long Beach , CA 90801
product. pse@p i on eerserv i ce . com
Plext or (wv11v . p 1 ex t or . com)
800-886-3935, 408-980-1838
Fax 408-986-101 0
BBS 408-986-1569/1 474
4255 Burto n Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054
info@p1extor . co m
Ricoh (vil'lw. ri co hco r p. com)
webmaster@ricoh corp. c om
San yo (1~wv1. sa ny o . co m)
8 18-998-7322
Fax 8 18-701-4170
21350 Lassen Street
Ch atswo rth, CA 9131 1
Software Architects (wwv1 . soft a r c h. com)
425-487-01 22
Fax 425-487-0467
19 102 Nor th Creek Parkway, #101
Both ell, Washin gto n 9801 1
sa 1es@sof t arc h . co m
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Syquest Technology, Inc.
510-226-4000
Fax 510-226-4100
BBS 510-656-0473
47071 Bayside Parkway
Fremont, CA 94538
s al es@syquest.com

(w~IW.

sy q ues t. co m)

Teac (wv1w. t ea c. com)
213-726-0303
Fax 213-727-7656
7733 Telegraph Road
Montebello, CA 90640
webmast e r@teac . com
Yamaha Corporation of America (wvM. ya ma ha . com)
714-522-901 1
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue
Buena Park, CA 90620
infostation@ya ma ha. c om

Input Devices
Adesso, Inc. (w1~w. ad essoi nc. com)
310-216-7777
Fax 310-216-7898
100 Corporate Pointe, Suite 230
Culver City, CA 90230
info@adessoinc.com
APS Technologies (vMvJ. a ps tech . com)
800-395-5871, 8 16-483-1600
613 1 Deramus Street
Kansas City, MO 64 120
s a l es@apstech . com
CalComp Technology, Inc. (v11vw. cal comp. com)
714-821-2000
Fax 714-821-2832
24 11 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92801-2689
Cirq ue (1vww. g l i de po i nt. com)
801-467-1100
Fax 801-467-0208
433 West Lawndale Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84115-29 16
i nfo@cirq ue . com
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Gere n Syste ms (~11-1..,1. gefen . com)
800-545-6900
Fax 8 18-884-31 08
6261 Variel Avenue, Suite C
Woodla nd Hills, CA 91367
gsinfo@gefen . co m
Kens ington (..,M..,I . kensi ngton . com)
800-280-83 18
Fax 650-572-9675
Attn: Cus tomer Servi ce or Sales
2855 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403
info@kens i ngton . com
MacAIIey (YII-IIV. ma ca 11 y . com)
626-338-8787
Fax 626-338-3585
Mace Group, Inc.
5 101 Comme rce Drive
Baldwin Park, CA 9 1706
i nf o@maca1 1y. co m
Mi crospeed (www . mi c ro s peed. com)
510-259-1 270
Fax 510-259-129 1
2495 Industrial Parkway West
Hayward , CA 94545-5007
info@rnicrospeed . co m
Qtronix (w..,lw. qt ron i x. com)
408-467-1888
Fax 408-467-1880
1746 Junction Avenue, Sui te E.
San .lose, CA 95 11 2
Wacom Techn ology Corporation (w\·M. 1~a com . com)
360-896-9833, 800-922-9348 (U.S. only)
Fax 360-896-9724
BBS 360-896-9714
1311 SE Cardinal Court
Vancouver, WA 98683
sa 1es@waco m. co m

Special Needs Input Devices
Alva Access Group (w\Jiw. aagi . com)
510-923-6280
Fax 510-923-6270
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tty 5 10-923-6286
5801 Christie Avenue, Suite 475
Emeryville, CA 94608

i nfo@aagi . com
Dragon System's PowerSecretary (1~~1v1 . dra go nsys . com)
617-965-5200
Fax 617-527-0372
320 Nevada Street
Newton, MA 02160 USA

i nfo@dragonsys . com
Duxbury Systems, Inc. (www. dux burysy st ems . com)
978-486-9766
Fax 978-486-97 12
435 King Street
P.O. Box 1504
Little ton, MA 01460 USA

info@duxsys . com
R.J. Cooper and Associates (www. r j c ooper . com)
800-RJCooper, 714-661-6904
Fax 714-240-9785
24843 Del Prado #283
Dana Point, CA 92629

rj @rjcoo pe r . com
Synapse Adaptive (www . sy na psea da pt i ve . com)
888-285-9988, 415-455-9700
Fax 415-455-9801
3095 Kerner Boulevard, Suite S
San Rafael, CA 94901

i nfo@sy napseada ptive . com

Touch Screens
ELO TouchSystems, Inc. (www. e 1otouc h. com)
800-55 7-1458, 510-608-3200
Fax 5 10-608-3277
6500 Kaiser Drive
Fremont, CA 94555

e1oinfo@e1otouch . com
Info rmation Display Systems (1vw1v . i dis p1ay . com)
302-764-8602

ids@idisp1ay . com
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KeyTec, Inc. c~M~I. mag i ct ouch . com)
800-MAGIC-89, 972-234-8617
Fax 972-234-8542
s ales@magictouc h . com
MouseTouch Technologies, Inc.
806-274-7296
Fax 806-274-7298
505 West lOth Street
Borger, TX 79007
sales@mousetouch . com

(w~11v. mous e t ouch.

Pixe!Touch (1~~11v. pixe l touc h . com)
909-923-6124
KDS Pixel Touch
1840 Carlos Street, Building 15 A
Ontario, CA 91761
Touch Screens Inc. (wv1w. t ouc hw i ndo\v . com)
800-753-2441, 770-921-8436
Fax 770-921-8494
5761 Four Winds Drive
Lilburn, GA 30247
i nfo@to uchwi ndo w. c om
Troll Touch (www. t ro l ltou ch. com)
805-257-1160
Fax 805-257-1161
25510 Stanford Ave nue, Suite 106
Valencia, CA 91355-1131
tr oll touch@eart hl i nk. net

Scanners
Agfa Division (1vvM. agfa . com)
201-440-2500
Fax 201-440-5733
100 Challenger Road
Ridgefield Pa1·k, NJ 07660

com)
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Caere (lvvl'vl. ca ere . com)
800-535-7226, 408-395-7000
BBS 408-395-163 1
100 Cooper Co urt
Los Gatos, CA 95032

ocr_sa l es@caere . com
Epson (wviiV. epson. com)
800-442-2007, 310-782-0770
20770 Madrona Avenue
Torrance, CA 90503
Hewlett-Pac kard (wviiV. hp. com)
650-857-1501
Fax 650-857-55 18
3000 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1185
La Cie Ltd. (vn~w. l ac i e . com)
503-844-4500
Fax 503-844-4508
22985 NW Evergreen Parkway
Hillsbo ro, OR 97 124

sa l es@cie. com
Linocolor (www. l i no co l or. com)
888-LJNOCOLOR
Fax 516-233-2166
8320 Old Corthaus Road, Suite 200
Vienna, VA 22182

in fo@linocolor.com
MicroTek (1vwv1. mi c r otek . com)
310-297-5000, 310-297-5101 (automated)
Fax 310-297-5050
Monday-Friday 7 a .m. - 5 p.m. PST
Polaroid Corporation (lvvHv. polaro id. com)
800-432-5355, 781-386-2000
549 Technology Square
Cambridge, MA 02130
UMAX Technologies, Inc. (1vv/\'l. umax. com)
510-651-4000, 800-286-6 186 (automated)
Fax 510-651-8834
BBS 510-65 1-2550
3561 Gateway Boulevard
Fremont, CA 94538
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Visioneer (wv1w. vis i oneer . com)
5 10-608-6300, 888-368-9633 (auto mated)
Fax 716-87 1-2 138
34800 Campus Drive
Fremont, CA 94555

Digital Cameras
Eas tman Koda k Co. (vl\vvl . kodak . com)
800-235-6325
Mo nday- Friday 9 a .m. - 8 p.m. EDT
343 State Street
Roches te r, NY 14650-0229
Oly mpus (vl\vvl. o 1ympus . com)
516-844-5000
Fax 516-844-5930
Two Corporate Center Drive
Melville, NY 11747-3157
Nikon, Inc. (www . n i kon . co m)
800-52-NIKON, 51 6-547-4200
Fax 516-547-0299
1300 Walt Whitma n Road
Melv ille, NY 11747-3064
Casio Computer Co., LTD. (vi\Vvl . ca si o . com)
800-962-2746
1-6-2 Honmachi
Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 15 1-8543, Japan

qv su pport@cas i o- usa . com
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Online
Resources
T

he Internet has quickly become the information source of
first resort when it comes to the Macintosh world. If
you're looking for information on troubleshooting, upgrading,
particular peripheral issues, or daily news bites to keep you
informed on Mac goings-on, fire up your Web browser and
check out these sites. (Actually, a few are ITP sites where you
can download files directly; you can use a Web browser for
these, too, or an FTP program such as Fetch for Macintosh.)

Apple Web Sites
These are all sites handled under the corporate banner of
Apple Computer, and they feature news, information, s upport,
and developer information. Apple's site is reasonably
complete, and you' ll often find what you want, although not
always by simply surfing. When in doubt, use the Search
text box to see if you can find what you're looking for.
www.apple.com/
This is the index page for the entire Apple USA Web site,
including links to the latest news ite ms, product information,
and support.
www.apple.com/hotnews/
This page gives you the latest on Apple technologies,
products, and tradeshow appearances, as well as the
occasional feature story on people who work at or with Apple.
It's a good place to find product, technology, and s ervice
announcements, as well as good news about Apple.
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www.apple.comjsupport/
This is the index page for A pple's support site, including links to the Technical
Information Library, t he Software Update Center and links t o oth ers support
resources such as the troubleshooting guide and the Apple Specificat ions database.

http://til.info.apple.com/
You can get to t his site from t he Support pages, but it's certainly a good idea t o
have the URL memorized , especially if Mac upgrade or repair is your liveli hood,
hobby, or specialty. Thousands of technical articles discuss problems and issues
that have been brought up by Apple engineers, t echnicians, and telephone support
staffer s. (See section l at er in this appendix.)

www.a pple .comjdeveloper/
These pages, intended for Mac OS programmer s and devel oper s, also offer good
information on how Apple's technology works and w hat the lat est additions are
through news items and press rel eases.

http://product.info.apple .comjproductinfojdatasheets/index.html
The AppleFacts Online Archive on Apple's main Web site is a great resource for
learning about past Mac models, including an in-depth look at capabilities and
specifications.

www.apple.com/slore/
This i s Apple's online store for configuration and purchasing Apple products.

International Apple Site Index Pages
Area

URL

Asia Pacific

www .asia .apple . com/
www. app l e . eom. au/
www.appl e . be/
www. app l e . eom.br/
v1ww . a ppl e . ca I
www . applech i le . cl/
11/v/lv . apple . cz/
W'vi\V . apple . dk/
www . eu ro .appl e . com/

Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile

Czech Republic
Denmark
Europe
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Area

URL

Finland

Hong Kong

www.ap ple .fi l
www. apple . frl
www.appl e .de/
\v~Jw. app l e . nl I
ht tp : l/applec lub.com.h kl

Hungary

W'IM .

Iceland

www.app l e.is/
www.ap ple.e o. jp/
www .lat inamer i ca .apple . com/

France
Germany
Holland

Japan
Latin America/
Caribbean

ap p l e . h u I

Spain

www . apple.eom .mx/
www. apple.eo.nz/
www . appl e . co . nol
www . apple.com .pll
www . apple.co.zal
www.appl e . es /

Sweden

~1ww.apple. se/

Switzerland

www . apple . ch/
www . apple . eom. tw/
www. bi lkom. eom.tr /
www. uk.euro . appl e . com/

Mexico
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
South Africa

Taiwan

Turkey
United Kingdom

Shopping
Various sites on the Web can help you shop for a new Mac, a used Mac, or an
upgrade peripheral that you'd like to install in your existing Mac. These sites are by
no means the only ways to shop online (nor am I necessarily endorsing any of them
if they are commercial sites), but they might help get you started on your quest for
cool new Mac stuff.
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www.amcoex.com/
Here you'll find American Computer Exchange's regular listings of used buying and
selling prices on the Web.

www.club-mac.com/
Club Mac really does feel like a club, of sorts, especially when you sign up for their
weekly e-mail sal es sheet. Plus, they often have great prices, discounts, and closeouts.

www.outpost.com/
Cyberian Outpost is a complete resource for software, books, accessories, Macs
and peripherals. Another good place to shop, Cyberian Outpost is known for its
"Coming Soon" lists which feature manufacturers' announcements for not-yetreleased products.

www.macsales.com/
This site has been improving its look and feel for quite a while now, but you often
can't beat Other World for great prices on Macs, PowerBooks, and other
equipment. It's a no-frills kind of Web site, but that's part of what makes it fun.

www.mac-deals.com/
This Web site keeps t rack of all sort of deals on Macs, upgrades, and peripherals on
other sites around the world. Includes searches, special reports (such as MacWorld
Expo price lists and where to find the best deals on parti cular upgrades), and even
some news and quality reports.

www.smalldog.com/
Small Dog Electronics is another favorite Mac, upgrade, and peri pher al vendor.

www.enproindia.com/macguide/
The Mac OS Buyer's guide is a Web site devoted to comparisons of retail prices on
Mac OS computer systems and peripherals.

http:/ fmac.computertown.com/
Here are the Mac-specific pages of ComputerTown, a popular store and info rmation
resource for Mac users, especially in the San Francisco Bay Area. They're an
authorized electronic reseller, though, which means they can sell Apple products
directly over the Web.
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Used Parts and Classified Sales Sites
Site Name

URL

Shreve Systems

www. s hr eve systems . com /
www . nexcomp. com/
www.mi l agromac . com/
www .l ovemacs . com/
www.in sanel y- great . com/cl ass . html
www. cl ass ma c . com/
www. mymac2u . com/thema ctradi ngpost/
~Miv . uni t us .ml . org /cmsal es/
www.powerd eal s . com/

NEXCOMP
MilagroMac
We Love Macs!
Insanely Great Classifieds
ClassMac
Mac Trading Post
Classic Macs
PowerDeals (PowerBook
classifieds)
Usenet- Macs for Sale
Usenet- Mac Systems
For Sale

,

Usenet- Mac Systems
Wanted

Note

comp . f orsal e . comp ut er s . mac
comp. sys .mac.for sa l e
comp . sys .ma c .want ed

Interested in visiting the Usenet classifieds boards? You may need a special program
to access Usenet. Cyberdog, Outlook Express, Netscape Communicator (in the
Messenger module), and Microsoft Mail and News can all access Usenet newsgroups.
Newswatcher from John Norstad is a great shareware choice for this task.

Mac News
Mac news Web sit es are incredibly popular and success ful, with m any different
players trying their hand at Web-based Mac journalism. Some of them pull it off
better than others (includin g those participants who actually are professional
journalists). But if you're interested in Mac news, y ou won't want for opportunities
to read some.
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www.macsurfer.com/
Features Mac-related headline news from the popular Mac-oriented Web sites and
other news organizations around the Web.

www.maccentral.com/
One of the premiere Mac news sites, with features and stories that change daily,
including popular columnists, consumer advocacy, and rumor-squashing reports.

www.macosrumors.com/
The much-her alded (and sometimes maligned) rumor source covering possibilit ies
and probabilities in the world of Macs and Apple Computer.

w\vw.macnn.com/
Mac-related headline news, updated many times a day. Hosts t he MacNN Reviews
and MacNN Reality, another rumor report.

www.webintosh.com/
Daily headlines, columns, and product reviews, includes a stock-watch report, news
on other sites, and product previews.

www.macaddict.com/
Online arm of the popular Mac magazine offers regular news, commentaries, and
special reports on its Web site.

www.macweek.com/
Once the Mac world's weekly professional tabloid j ournal, MacWeek is now only on
the Web, although its news is keeping pace wi th the rest. Articles featuring
professional insider stories and l eader's opinions change at least weekly, and often
more frequently.

www.macreport.com/
The new weekly magazine for Mac user s and professionals includes some online
news, but most of it comes in t he form of a free weekly PDF or text document. It
may, at some point, become a weekly print newspaper.

www.tidbits.com/
Adam Engst's venerable e-mail-based Mac newsletter has a large audience base of
happy readers. The list is distributed weekly and includes news, commentary, and
product revi ews and roundups.
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www.gcsf.com/
Home of MWJ, the weekly journal of Macintosh news and analysis. To get your
weekly dose of MWJ's analysis requires a monthly subscription, although you'll find
information about the newsletter and occasional free versions on the site.

www.ogrady.com/
O'Grady's PowerPage is a news, analysis, and reviews site dedicated to all things
PowerBook. Features info on specific PowerBook models, rumors regarding
upcoming models, and links to sites for more information about PowerBooks.

www.mactimes.com/soho/
SOHO Macintosh News and Tips features just what it says: news and tips for the
small office/home office Mac users.

Mac Advocacy
These sites focus on analyzing the news, rallying the troops, or responding to more
mainstream articles, columns, or criticisms of all things Mac. They may not be the
most reliable sites when it comes to product information or updated or unbiased
looks at Apple Computer, but they're sure to prove enjoyable and, occasionally,
more right than not.

www.evangelist.macaddict.com/
The official Web site of the Evangelist, a mailing list started by Guy Kawasaki to
spread good news among Mac users. The list also has a useful side; if you need to
formulate an argument, find a particular product, or encourage a company to write
a Mac version of their software, post your request to the Evangelist and you'll likely
be inundated with replies, strategems, and encouragement.

www.mackido.com/
Opinions on many things Mac-related and some things not. Mackido's specialty i s
focusing on the major media's v iew of Apple and what they get wrong in their
arguments.

www.macmarines.com/
The Mac Marines fight against injustice, misinformation, and general evilness in the
computing world-at l east, as they define it. The truth is, they don't seem to
update too often, although they do have a great links page.
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www.apple.com/whymac/
The Why Mac pages on Apple's site include feel-good information such as Apple's
advertising and benchmarks, al ong with reports, facts, and opinions that may help
you convince others to buy mor e Macs (or allow you to keep the Mac you have).

Upgrade and Troubleshoot
Here's the meat -- some of the best sites to find information about your Mac model,
new Mac upgrades, hardware problems, software issues, and the latest conflicts,
bugs, and other errors.

www.mac-upgrade.com/
The companion sit e for t his book, repos itor y for updates, news, information and
reviews of upgrades and hardware troubleshooting for Macs.

www.macfixit.com/
An excellent resource for regular updat es, news, and information on maintaining
your Mac and troubleshooting software and Mac OS problems. Ted Landau is
author of the highly regarded Sad Macs, Bombs, and Other Disasters.

www.everymac.com/
This site lists and discusses specifications and other tidbits about nearly every
Macintosh model ever made, especially including the many different clone vendors,
both large and small, that have made and sold Macs internationally.

www.xlr8yourmac.com/
News, reviews, and performance evaluations of various upgrades for the latest
Mac models, including upgr ade processor cards, RAM, graphics cards, and other
speed-ups.

http://junior.apk.net/ -J:jl/performa/
Problems and solutions focus specifically on Performa models and their owners,
offering advice for updates, workarounds, and other issues specific to Apple's
consumer models.
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www.micromac.com/
Aside from selling a wide vari ety of upgrading products, Micromac also offers an
excellent specifications search service on their Web site. Just choose your Mac
model from a menu, and the search will give you all the specifications for the model
including RAM types and possible upgr ades.

www.mactimes.com/lowend/
Low-End Mac offers news, insights, and special reports on the different upgrades
and updates you can add to aging Mac models to make them hum again.

http:/ fmsproul .rutgers.edu/macintosh/PCicards.html
PCI Cards for Macintosh is a resource compiled by Mark Sproul. It lists
manufacturers and model number s o f all the PCI card s for Mac Mark has found on
the Net and el sewhere.

www.powermacintosh.com/
The Power Macintosh Resource Page offers news, tips, problem workarounds, and
other information about PowerPC-based Macs.

Internet Services
These links lead vari ously to Mac-based Internet Service Providers, Web server
specialists, and other sites that can help you get the most out of an Internet
connection.

www.macconnect.com/
This national, Mac-only Internet Servi ce Provider offers expert help on getting your
Mac online as well as other servi ces, such as Web serving.

www.alternativemedia.com/index.html
Alternative Media is a small Web-hosting and Mac-based design firm.

www.digitalforest.net
Digital Forest offers Mac OS server colocation (they'll look after your Web server
computer for you) as well as FileMaker Pro database serving over the Web.
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www.kepler-solutions.com
Kepler Internet solutions also oHers colocation, Web serving, Web design, and other
ser v ices, all with a Mac-centric flare.

www.56k.com/
Find ISPs that specialize in high-speed Internet servi ce, including 56 Kbps modem
service, ISDN, ADSL, and other technologies.

www.xdsl.com/
The Telechoice xDSL report offers information on high-speed DSL technologi es,
adoption, and other news from around the U.S.

Software
Want Mac shareware, freeware, drivers, or other downloads? Look no further.
Included in this list are many, many ways to access the venerable lnfoMac FTP
collection on various mirror sites around the world. Either use Fetch, Anarchie, or a
similar FTP program-or just enter the FTP URL in your browser to access
hundreds of Mac-related files.

www.download.com/
This cross-platform shareware/freeware service will automatically sense that you
are using a Macintosh (depending on your Web browser) and show you the
Macintosh interface, enabling you to search or browse for downloadable software.

www.kagi.com/
This site is easily the most popular shareware payment system for Mac
programmers and users. Here you'll find listings for many, many different Mac
shareware authors, who allow you to use this interface to pay for and register their
products.

www.macdownload.com/
Macworld Magazine has created this Web site to catal og and chronicle the Mac
shareware world, including ratings and recommendations.

www.pht.com/info-mac/
This Web interface is a front-end and home page for the Info-Mac archive, the
popular and probably largest collection of Mac-related shareware, freeware, and
other types of downloadables. The Info-Mac FTP archive is mirrored to a number of
different FTP sites.
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Table B-3
lnfoMac FTP Mirrors
Location

URL

US: Apple

ft p: // mirror . app1e.com/mi rrors/
I nfo - Mac . Arc hiv e/
ftp : //mirrors . ao1 . com/pub/ i nfo - mac/
ftp : I /wua rchi ve . wus t 1 . edu/ sys terns /mac/
info mac/
ftp://ftp . amug . org/pub/mirror s/info ma c/

US: AOL
US: Washington University,
StLouis
US: Arizona Macintosh
Users Group
US: University of Hawaii
US: University of Delaware
Australia: Australian
National University
Austria: Vienna University
Canada: AGT Limited

ft p: I /ft p . hawai i . edu/mi r rors/ info -mac I
ft p: I I fies t a . t s c . ude 1 . ed uI pu b/mi r ro r s I
info -mac/
ftp : //suns ite . anu . edu . au/pub/mac/info - mac/
ftp://ft p . univie.ac.at/systems/mac/ i nfo -mac/
ftp : //ft p.a gt . net/ pub/info mac/

Colombia: University of
Los Andes

ftp : //ft ping.uniandes. edu . co/pub/I nfo -Ma c

Finland: Finnish Academic
and Research

ftp : //ftp . fu net . fi/pub/mac/info - mac/

France: FranceNet

ftp : //ftp . francenet . fr/pub/miro i rs / inf o-mac/

Germany: University of
Hannover

ftp : //ft p. rrzn . uni - ha nnove r. de/pub/info -mac/

Hong Kong: HK SuperNet

ftp : //ftp . hk . super . net/pub/mirror/info - mac/
ftp : //ftp.tech nion . ac . i1/pub/unsupported/
mac/info mac/
ftp : //cnuce - arch . enr .i t/pub/info -ma c/

Israel: Israel Institute of
Technology
Italy: CNUCE Institute of
CNR
Japan: Osaka University
Korea: Pohang University
of Science and Technology
Netherlands: EuroNet
Internet
New Zealand: Victoria
University of Wellington

ftp : //ftp . center . osaka - u. ac . jp/info -mac/
ftp : //hwarang . postech.ac . kr/pub/mac /
info mac/
ftp : //ftp . euro . net/Mac/info- mac/
ftp://ftp . vuw . ac . nz/info - mac/
(continued)
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Table B-3 (continued)
Location

URL

Norway: University of
Oslo

ft p : I I rna c . u i o. no I i nfo - rna c I

Singapore: National
University of Singapore

f t p: I I ftp . nus . s g I pub lma c I

South Africa: The Internet
Solution

ftp : I I f t p . i s . co . zal i nfo - macl

Spain: Universitat
Rovira i Virgili

ft p: ll ftp . urv . e s l pu bl mirror/info - ma c l

Sweden: Swedish
University Network

ftp : llftp . sunet . selpublrnaclinfo-macl

Switzerland: Swiss
Academic & Research
Network

ftp : lls uns i te . cnlab - swi tch . chlm ir rorl
in fo - ma cl

Taiwan: National Chiao
Tung University

ftp:llnctuccca . edu . twiMacintosh/info - macl

Turkey: Bilkent University
Preparatory School

f tp : llftp . bups.bilkent.edu.trl publin fo- rnacl

UK: Imperial College
Department of Computing

ftp : llsrc . doc . i c . ac . uklpackages/info-rnacl

Multimedia and Gaming
Digital video, MIDI, digital audio, 3D, and straight gaming news are all covered in
this section.
www.mac-dvr.com/DVI
The monthly scoop on the wor ld of creating digital video, including a catalog of
links to other sites that cover digital video with varying degrees of Mac, crossplatform, or other focus es.
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www.el-dorado.ea.us/-dmnews/
Digital Movie News is a site about creating digital movies and other content,
purporting to offer reviews, tips, and other tidbits about content creation software
and hardware.

www.computersandmusic.com/
It's a store for computer musical eq uipment, but it's also a great information source
regarding digital audio and MIDI. Its strong leanings toward Mac solutions don't
hurt, either.

www.sims.berkeley.edu/-jwangjcgi/av-faq/
Macintosh AV FAQ for tips on AV-style Macs.

www.3dfx.com/
3Dfx, Inc. maintains quite a bit of information about the Voodoo 30 acceleration
t echnologies, including news, companies, games, devel oper s, and other things th at
are affecting 30 gaming.

www.imgmagazine.com/
Web site for Inside Mac Games magazine, includes recent news, previ ews of the
current issue, and links to r ecently posted game demos.

www.macledge.com/
The Mac Gamer's Ledge is a full-fl edged e-zine dedicat ed to Mac gaming, including
news, revi ews, and an ext ensive download library of demos, shareware games, and
freeware add-ons.

www.tikabik.com/
Yet another garner s' site that includes industry news, 3-0 news, reviews, demos,
and other speci al features.

Searching the Tl L
I thought the Tech Info Library (TIL) deserved its own section. If you need
troubleshooting information directly from Apple, this is the best w ay to get it
without waiting on hold for their tech support people. (In fact, they might charge
you for the call, too, making the Web interface for the TIL an even better deal.)
Unfortunately, this means you'll need t o search the TIL, which can take a little
getting used to. Th e interface for searching the TIL may change at some point, but
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particular ar ticle. Remember that it takes a little patience, cleverness and tenacity
to get the right article to pop-up in the TIL. But if your Mac is experiencing a
common enough problem, and you've done a good job isolating it, you may have
luck finding a n answer in here.
Here's how to search the TIL:
1. Bring up htt p: I I t i l . i nfo . a ppl e . com/ in your Web browse r.

2. You'll see the search interface. Enter keywords in the text box, separating
each with a comma. (Words not separated by commas are treated as a single
phrase. H you search for "PowerBook 1400" you'll get articles that include the
two words "PowerBook" and "1400" right next to one another. If you search for
"PowerBook, 1400" you'll get articles that include any of the following: both
words, both words separated by other words, a nd a rticles that include one or
the other of the words.)
3. Choose the parts of the TIL articles that you'd like to search from the menu
above the keyword text box. (It's often a good idea to begin searching article
titles, because you're more likely to get the information you need from an
article that includes your keywords in the title. If that doesn't net you much
information, you can broaden the search by returning to this page and
choosing Search For:, which searches the text of all a rticles.)
4. You can limit your search to certain types of hardware or software in the pulldown menu.
5. Choose how you want the articles listed (by relevance is usually the best
choice).
6. With all these options selected, click the Search button.
A results page gene rated by the search e ngine will include a list of articles that may
or may not have the answer you're looking for. If you chose to have the articles
listed by releva nce, those that seem to have the best matc h for your keywords are
listed near the top. If not, you can hit the Back button in your browser to enter
different keywords or broaden your search.
I can offer a couple of other hints to help you find the article you need:

+ If you can't find an article using very particular keywords, try to back away
from those keywords and broaden the search. If keywords such as
"PowerBook 1400, modem, connection" don't get you the article you want , try
a search with just ''Powe rBook, modem" or even "PowerBook." You'll have
more articles to wade through, but this way you might find what you're
looking for.
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+ Try all known var iations of Apple's names for technologies if your keywords
don't find a par t icular article. Different people write the technical articles and
t hey don't all use the same style conventi ons. For instance, you can come up
with different articles by entering the keywords " HFS+," "HFS Plus," and "Mac
OS Extended format", even tho ugh t hose keywords refer to the same Apple
technology. Even knowing an Apple code name, such as "Rhapsody" or
"Copeland", will sometimes return results.

+ Try different spellings, words, or other keywords, even if th ey aren't Apple
technologies. For example, "specificati ons" might get more or different results
than " information," or "telephone" might get better or different results than
"phone." "Mo use" and " mice" return completely different r esults, as do
"notebook" and "laptop." In other words, experiment.
Most of all, you need to be persistent. If all else fai ls, drop back from the T IL and
search the entire Appl e Web si te. (fhere should be a search box on the main Apple
index page at vM'vl. a pp1e . com / .) This may not result in answers to specific
questions, but it will show you any Tech Notes articles (developer info), parts of
the Apple Web site, or news i tems that involve the product or technology that's
giving you trouble.

...
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What's on the

CD-ROM

I

ncluded with this book is a CD-ROM that contains a
number of demo, freeware, and sharewar e programs
available for your use and t esting. The CD-ROM is designed to
be as friendly as possibl e and offers a complete listing of its
contents. I've also included a listing here of some of the best
tools available on the disc, as well as some instruc tions for
accessing its contents.

How to Use the CD-ROM
The CD-ROM offers a few important files you can use to read
about the CD-ROM contents and how to access its files.
Files and fold ers on the main l evel of the CD-ROM include the
following:

+ Read Me. The Read Me file is a text file (you should be
able to view it using SimpleText, BBEdit Lite or any word
processor) that contains t he very latest information I
was able to include at the time the CD-ROM was created,
including infor mation that may have changed relative
t o this appendix. You should read the Read Me file for
information about any major changes that affect the
CD-ROM.

+ Contents. The contents fil e is a text file that includes a
listing of the CO-ROM's contents and the fol ders and
subfolders that contain the files. This file isn't as pretty
as the HTML interface but will be useful if you'd like to
manually l ocate and drag a particular archive to your
hard drive.

+

+

+

+
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+ Stufflt Expander. Aladdin System's archive expansion utility is available on

~
Note

the CD-ROM. If y ou don't already have a Stufflt Ex pander version on your hard
drive, you'll need to "unstuff" many of the other software distributions stored
on the CD-ROM in a compressed format. If you need Stufflt Expander, simply
drag the Stufflt Expander folder from the CD-ROM to your hard drive (or a
folder within your hard drive). You can then either double-click a Stufflt
archive (distinguished for its .SIT filename extension) or you can drag the
archive onto the Stufflt icon.
If you prefer, you may want to use the Stufflt installer, which is located in the Backup
Utilities folder on the CD-ROM. Double-click the installer to launch it and install Stufflt
Expander on your hard drive.

+ Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. If you don't already have a Web
browser installed on your Mac (or if you'd like to upgrade to one of the newer
versions included on this CD-ROM), pick either Netscape Navigator or
Internet Explorer from this CD-ROM. A Web browser will be necessary for
viewing the HTML documents used as contents pages on the CD-ROM.

+ index.html. This HTML document displays just like a Web page would in
either Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. (If you use some other Web
browser such as Cyberdog, Mosaic, or MacWeb, this page should work fine in
those browsers, too.)

+ html. This folder includes the other HTML files that make up the CO-ROM's
interface.

+ archives. This folder contains the subfolders and archives used to store the
freeware, shareware, and demo files.
To view the CO-ROM's contents, use the Filer.:> Open File command in Internet
Explorer or the File r.:> Open Page command in Netscape Navigator. This should
bring up an Open dialog box. In that dialog box, choose the CD-ROM, and select the
file index . h t ml. Click OK to load the file in the Web browser and begin viewing the
CO-ROM's contents .
Alternatively, you should be able to open the CD-ROM window and double-click the
i nde x . htm l document to have It load In your Web browser.
When viewing the HTML interface to the CD-ROM, the blue, underlined text
represents a hyperlink, which, when clicked, will take you to a new document.
(Notice that you may also be able to click folder icons and other icons to move
around.)
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You'll encounter four different types of links on the CD-ROM:

+ Local pages. These links take y ou to another HTML document that has been
created on the CD-ROM. The new page will t ell you more about the files st ored
on the CD-ROM.

+ Web

links. These hy per links will take y ou to a particular site on the World
Wide Web. To access them , you'll need an active connection t o the Internet
either throu gh your office network or through an Internet Servi ce Provider. If
you use a PPP connection, Ameri ca Online, or a similar dial-up solution, you'll
need t o have the connection active before accessing one of these links. (The
link should say clearly w hether or not it's a Web link.)

+ Mail links. Some of the links on t he CD-ROM (usually those that have a name
as the underlined text) are e-mail addresses. Click one of th ese and the
associated e-mail address will pop up in your e-mail progr am or in the
browser 's e-mail wind ow, if it has e-mail capability. Of this doesn 't happen,
you need to set th e e-mail preferences in your browser program and/or the email settings in the Internet Config file on your hard drive. If you have Mac OS
8.0 or above, you can use the Internet Assistant t o set your e-mail
preferences.)

+ Files. The last

,

Note

of the links you' ll encounter are links t o the actual files that are
stored on the CD-ROM. In most cases, when you click one of these links, you'll
be asked wher e y ou w ant to sav e the file. Choose a folder on your hard drive,
and click OK to save the file.

If you click a file link and things don't work the way you planned (you get an error, for
instance, inst ead of a Save dialog box), click and hold the mouse button while you're
pointed at the file link. This should bring up a menu in Netscape Navigator and
Internet Explorer that will provide you with the option Save This Link As (Navigator) or
Download Link to Disk (IE).
If you'd prefer t o forgo the HTML interface and just want to get at th e file archives
themselves, do uble-click th e arc hive s folder on the CD-ROM and double-cli ck a
subfolder to st art your ques t for the file in question.
Once you have the file on your hard dr ive, you may need to double-click the file o r
drag it to the Stufflt Expander icon t o get it to decompress and install itself on y our
hard drive. If after decompression a new installer file of some sort appears , doubleclick that file to install the software.
Once the software is properly inst alled , you can del ete the original ar chive without
fear ; it will remain on the CD-ROM if y ou need t o access it again.
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CD-ROM Contents
Each piece of software included on this CD-ROM has its own licensing agreement or
a s imilar document that you should read to completely understand how it's being
distributed and what you need to do (if anything) to continue to use the software in
good faith.

Types of Software
In general, there are three different types of software you'll encounter on this CD:

+ Freeware. With this sort of software, the au thor is allowing you to use the
program for as long as you need or want to use it without requiring payment.
It's made available freely, either for everyone or under certai n circumstances
Qike for non-profit use). In most cases this does not mean the software is
"public domain" software- that is , the author still controls rights to the
software and hasn't released the source code or any copyrights.

+ Shareware. Often called try-before-you-buy software, these programs are
freely available and distributed, but require a payment for continued use after
a certain amount of time has passed or a certain amount of use has been
noted by the program. Shareware programs, written by small companies or
individ uals and designed as an intermediate step between expensive
commercial software and freeware, are often reasonably priced. If you find
you enjoy using a program, I encourage you to register the program by paying
for it and thereby receiving a registration code that can be used to turn off
any shareware notices or turn on any additional features In the program. The
program's distribution s hould include instructions for registering, although
you'll also sometimes find instructions by choosing the About This option
from the Apple menu while the program is running in the foreground.

+ Demos. Demonstration software is usually a limited version of a comme rcial
ap plication that's available for you to try out for a few days. (Other
demonstration versions can be used as often as you like, but only have limited
features.) In either case, you can use the program for as long as it continues to
work or given certain limitations. If you like the program, you'll need to
purchase it and install the full version separately.

Programs on the CD-ROM
The following are the software programs Included on the CD-ROM. They're
arranged according to the categories used to catalog them.

,

Note
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Other softvvare programs are discussed on the CD-ROM, but if a particular program
isn't listed here, the file archive isn't on the CD-ROM. Instead, the descriptions on the
CD-ROM point you to the Web pages or download sites for some great programs that
I wasn't able to include on the CD-ROM itself.

Internet Utilities
Netscape Navigator
Author: Netscape, Inc.
The most popular Web browser includes Java, Javascript, multimedia, and support
for special Netscape commands.

Microsoft Internet Explorer
Author: Microsoft Corporation
Very popular browser now comes as the default browser for Mac OS installations.
Supports Java, multimedia, and special lE-only features such as Internet channels.

Backup Utilities
Drag'n'Back and Drag'n'Back Lite
Author: Enterprise Software
Back up your Mac's hard drive without complex setup; just drag folders and files
that need to be backed up and set the rotation schedule.

Stufflt Expander
Author: Aladdin Systems
This freeware utility enabl es you to expand compressed files and archives stored in
the popular Stufflt compressed file format. Just drag a compressed file onto the
Stufflt Expander icon to expand. (Works with other common Mac file formats. In
conjunction with the shareware version of DropStuff with Expander Enhancer,
Stufflt can expand many DOS and UNIX compression schemes, too.)

Ziplt
Author: Tom Brown
Ziplt is a Macintosh program that zips and unzips archives in a format fully
compatible with PKZip for the IBM and zip implementations on other systems.

Super Save
Author: Michael Kamprath, Claireware Software
Super Save is a data protection utility. It performs two functions that help you
preserve your work in case your system should accidentally shut down or crash.
First, it saves all the keystrokes you make to a convenient save fil e. Secondly, it will
per i odically tell the current application to save the document you are working on.
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Keeper
Author: Michael Hamel, AD!nstruments, LTD.
Keeper is an easy-to-use backup and archive application for the Macintosh.

Synk
Author: Randall Voth
Synk is a backup/synchronization program that can resolve aliases and archive
old files. It runs on all Macintosh computers except Mac Plus, Classic, and
PowerBook 100.
Keystroke Recorder
Author: Hal Gumbert
Keystroke Recorder is an extension that records each keystroke into a file fo r l ater
retri eval. It's a great last resort for recovering data after a syst em crash.

RAM Utilities
Memory Usage Monitor
Author: Stephen Becker
Most Mac crashes can be attributed to the way memory resources are handled.
Memory Usage Monitor was designed to help you address this issue by providing a
way to dynamically monitor memor y demands on your computer, and increase the
stability of your machine's configurations. You can use this program to track w hich
activities lead to memory configuration issues.
AppDisk
Author: Maverick Software
AppDisk is a RAM disk program that enables you to use extra RAM as a super-fast
hard disk. AppDisk RAM disks can be mounted and unmounted without restarting
your Mac, so it's easy to change the size and use different RAM disks for different
applications.
RAM Disk Backup
Author: John Rethorst
Automatically back up your RAM disk to a disk drive when you shut down your
Mac, and restore the RAM disk when you start up your Mac.
Memory Mapper
Author: Jintek, LLC
Memory Mapper determines the boundaries of objects in memory by examining
low-memory gl obal s, querying the Process Manager, and checking the page state of
each piece of memory (if Virtual Memory is on). Consequently, Memory Mapper
requires System 7.
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Startup and System Utilities
TechTool (freeware version)
Author: MicroMat Computer Systems
The freeware version of TechTool can be used to analyze your Mac and take a look
at the hardware and software configuration. It's also useful for some specific
housecleaning tasks such as rebu ilding the desktop and zapping PRAM completely
and effectively.

InformiNlT
Author: Dan Frakes
lnformlNlT is a DocMaker application t hat provides information on a mind-boggling
number of System Folder files -control panels, extensions, system folder contents,
and more -from both Apple and th ird-party developers. Information includes file
descriptions, who needs what, version numbers, RAM consumption, and helpful
tips (even a few "secrets"). Where appropriate, files th at are mainly used together
are organized into groups. Live URLs to information sources on the Web are
provided for files that require ext ensive discussion.

Confiict Catcher
Author: Casady & Green
Con flict Catcher offers detailed information on thousands of files as well as links
to individual vendor information, including Web addr ess, update address, e-mail
address, phone, fax, and physical address. It also provides powerful tools to
manage plug-ins and filter s as w ell as fonts, contr ol panels, startup files, and
extensions.

Mac Identifier
Author: Maurice Volashi, Flux Software
Mac Identifier was designed for Mac OS 7.5 (or later) users who can't stand the
thought of th eir Macintosh not knowing its own model designation or what it looks
like. It is also useful for network administrators who manage networks consisting of
any 7.5 (or greater) -based Macintoshes.

Extension Overload
Author: Teng Chou Ming
Extension Overload 2.5 r eviews 590 extensi ons and 223 cont rol panels commonly
found in the Extensions folder and Con trol Panel folder on ever y Mac. For those
who do not know much about extensions and contr ol panels , this program gives
you some insight so you can decide which ones are necessary for your computer
and which are not.
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Speed Tester
Author: Brian Bergstrand
Speed Tester is based on a program called CheckTicks. Thi s program makes 10,000
calls to GetNextEventQ, and then quits. Speed Tester expands on this idea. It l ets
you perform multiple runs of the tests (up to five) to obtain a true average, instead
of relyin g on one test run. It includes a GetNextEventO test, an integer test , a
floating-point test , and a graphics test. Also included is a small database of Macs to
compare your times to.
Tattle Tech
Author: Jolm Mancino, Decision Maller's Software
TattleTech is a Mac hardware and software profiler that reports over 850 distinct
items of information about the Mac on which it is running.
AutoBoot
Author: Karl Pattie
AutoBoot is a control panel/sys tem extension that will restart your Macintosh after
a system error (bomb) or a freeze-up has occurred. AutoBoot ensures maximal
availability of unattended Macs.
Keep It Up
Author : Karl Pattie
KJU watches certain applications and monitors if they are still running. If an
application no longer runs because it unexpectedly quit or because the user quit it,
KJU will attempt to relaunch this application (and open certain documents) or restart
the computer. This will ensure your application is always running and available.
Symbionts
Author : Nivel? Research
Symbion ts is an extension that monitors the startup process. It displays the name
and number of bytes of memory each syst em extension allocat es from the system
heap. The name and number appear beneath the extension's icon, and since the
name is usually truncated, Symbionts also displays it in the menu bar. Symbionts
even shows the icons for those extensions that don't normally reveal themselves.
Respond!
Author: Shawn Lee
Respond! i s a control panel that brings a limited form of preemptive multitasking to
the Macintosh right now. And i t runs on any Mac, 68k or PowerPC, with System 7.0
or lat er. No more waiting for Mac OS X. Even in Mac OS 8, if you hold down a menu
in the Finder, processes will not continue in the background. With Respond!, you
can be holding down a menu (particularly useful with Sticky Menus in Mac OS 8), or
clicking in a zoom or close box (or the WindowShade collapse box in Mac OS 8), or
dragging a window or the thumb of a scroll bar, and processes will continue in the
background .
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Snitch
Author: Nifty Neato Software
Snitch is a Finder enhancement that extends the Get Info command, allow ing you t o
view and edit a variety of different information about a file, alias, folder, or disk.
Snitch itself is also extendible, enabling other software developer s to create new
uses for i t.

Font and Text Utilities
Fontasee Deluxe
Author: WM Enterprises
A program that prints banners, headlines, and information about all the fonts in t he
fonts fol der.

Fonts Manager
Author: Edwin Hopll ins, /E oduantage
Fonts Manager is similar to the Mac OS Ex tensions Manager, but it manages fonts
instead of control panels and extensions. It allows the enabling and disabling of font
suitcases and printer fonts in sets. It supports the v iewing and printing of font
samples, exporting of set s, importing of saved sets, balloon help, and a tuto rial
topics system.

BBEdit Lite
Author : Bare Bones Software
The premiere Mac-based text ed iting progr am in a freeware version that has fewer
capabilities but is still very useful for text manipulation. Reads files larger th an
SimpleText, changes between DOS, Mac, and UNIX text formats, and offer s v ery
strong search-and-replace capabilities.

Copy Paste
Author: Script Software
This software features 100 extra clipboards, clipboard processing, saving clips
through restarts, application switching, clipboard archives, and Internet tools.

iSearch
Author : Script Software
!Sear ch l ets you perform Boolean and liter al t ext sear ches through files, folders,
disks, and COs. It has an accelerated search engine that can work equally fast in the
background while you carry on your work. It uses drag and d rop to define search
locati ons and remembers the most frequent locations used , listing t hem in a Search
in: drop-down menu.
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UltraFind
Author: UltraDesign
UltraFind is a fast and flexible text search and file management program for the
Macintosh. Its text search feature shows words in context (in their original
sentence), searches in both live or preindexed modes, and even includes a built-in
thesaurus; this allows you to find documents related to a particular topic on your
hard disks, in text indexes, on the World Wide Web, and in newsgroups.

UltraFind Text Indexer
Author: UftraDesign
Text Indexer 2.0 is a modern indexing engine for Mac and PowerPC that pre-indexes
your documents, making text searches not just fas t , but instant.

SmartKeys
Author: Maurice Vofashi, Flux Software
Helps you type in four ways. First, it automatically corrects typing that violates
convent ional typesetting rules, such as typing more than one consecutive space.
Second, it automatically correct s fast typing errors, which result in words that are
misspelled, such as "teh" for "the" and "THe" for "Th e". Third, it can requ ire
modifiers to engage the Caps Lock and the Help key, making them more difficult to
press inadvertently. Finally, in the event of a system crash, it can keep a log of what
was typed.

Multimedia Utilities
Sound Machine
Author: Rod Kennedy
Sound Machine plays many of the commonly found sound files on the Internet. It
can be used as a stand-alone player or as a helper application with your Web
browser.

Convert Machine
Author: Rod Kennedy
Convert Machine is a powerful sound file conversion program. Most audio files
dropped onto the application can be converted to AIFF, AU, WAVE, SDJI, or MooV
format in ei ther mono or stereo, with any of a number of compressions and
arbi trary sampling rates. It is ideal for converting audio files to formats commonly
used on the web.

iView
Author: Script Software
Powerful and easy-to-use tool for processing images, movies, QuickTimeVR,
animation, clip art, and sound; works with Canvas, QuarkXPress, Illustrato r, and
Freehand files; and also provides font cataloging and archiving.
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SoundApp
Author: Norman Franke
SoundApp can play and convert sound files in a l arge number of formats. It
supports MPEG, QuickTime, WAVE, AIFF, Psion, MOD/S3M , and many others. It can
use playlists to group favorite files for playback and is AppleScriptable.

SCSI and Disk Utilities
Mt. Everything
Author: Horst Pralow
Mt. Everything is a control panel to help you manage your SCSI-bus and the devices
connected to it.

CacheSaver
Author: St. Clair Software
CacheSaver periodically saves (or flushes) the disk cache, thus minimizing data
loss should your Macintosh crash while you are working. You can set CacheSaver to
flush the cache whenever your Mac is idle for more than a specific amount of time,
or it can do it automatically at regular intervals. CacheSaver also provides a hotkey
so you can flush the disk cache manually.
Disk Charmer
Author: Fabriz io Oddone
With Disk Charmer, you can er ase any kind of disk, even using foreign formats such
as MS-DOS. Set the minimum allocation block size with the Mac OS Extended format
to free up trapped disk space. Creat e over si ze disks by reducing catalog space (you
gain 8K on BOOK disks, 18K on 1.4M disks, 1.5M on Zip disks), init ialize floppy disks
in the background, copy floppy disks, verify floppy disk media, c reate DiskCopy
disk images from floppies, and recreate floppies from DiskCopy or DiskDup+ disk
images.

Drive Monitor
Author: Jude Giampaolo
Drive Monitor displays a window that lists the vitals for all of the currently
mounted drives. Drive Monitor 3.x is PowerPC only. Users of 68k-based machines
may be interes ted in one of the 2.x versions. Drive Monitor 3.x also requires MacOS
8.0 or newer.
DiskSurveyor
Author: Tom Luhrs, Twilight Software
DiskSurveyor shows you, graphi cally, what or who's hogging space on your hard
drive. And you can create DiskSummary files that list all the files found on CO-ROMs
or any other volume. No longer will you have to waste valuable time navigatin g
through folder after folder, trying to fi gure out which files need to be archived or
trashed to free up precious disk space.
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Alias Assistant
Author: Maurice Volashi, Flux Software
Enables your Macintosh to automatically delet e all the alias files associated with an
original file when t he original file is emptied from the Trash .

PowerBook Utilities
BatteryAmnesia
Author: Jeremy Kezer
BatteryAmnesia is a utility for any PowerBook that uses a nickel-cadmium (NiCad)
battery or nickel-hydride (NiMH) battery. Over time, these batteries are susceptible
to a memory effect, which can reduce their battery capacity. The memory effect
can be cured by fully discharging the battery before r echarging it.

LCD Screen Tester
Author: The Syzygy Cult
This is a small, useful application for people with active matrix PowerBooks who
would like to test their screen for stuck pixels. It floods your screen with red, green,
blue, white, and black to make the culprit stuck pixel (or subpixel) show its ugly
head. This is so you can show your Apple Dealer that there is a problem with your
screen and that it needs to be replaced. This will only be useful for people w ith
active matrix screens.

Networking and Security
IPNetRouter
Author: Sustainable Softworl?s
IPNetRouter provides IP multi homing and routing under Macintosh Open
Transport. With IPNetRouter, you can use multiple IP interfaces at the same time
(such as Ethernet and OT/PPP) and specify additional routes for communicating
with more than one IP gateway. The built-in IP Masquer ading feature allows an
entire network to simultaneously share a single Internet connection and end-user
account.

Sentry
Author: Quade Publishing
Sentry cdev 4.0.2 monitors your computer's usage.

The Block
Author: Marc Mennigmann
The block is a clever access protection utility for your Mac.
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Chooser User
Author: Maurice Volashi, Flux Software
Lets you control who can change the owner name of a Mac. It also a llows the owner
name to be changed a t s tartup, ei ther manually or automatically.
FCB Inspector
Author: Maurice Volashi, Flux Software
Allows users to peek a t a Macintos h's list of open files. It also provides information
about these files on demand and can close any that aren't crucial to system
operation.

Miscellaneous Utilities
Dvorak keyboard layout
Author: Joseph J. Strout
Gives you a Dvorak-like keyboard layout for use with the Mac OS. This one is
specifica lly designed for people who want to rearrange the keycaps on an existing
Mac keyboard.
Finder Killer
Author: Thomas J. Bovo
FinderKiller will kill the Finder (well, actually it just quits the Finder). It has no
dialog boxes, no user interface, and does not attem pt to relaunch the Finde r.
Finder Reset
Author: Thomas J. Bovo
FinderReset wi ll quit the Finder but then issue a relaunch command to the Finder
so it restarts immediately.
Apple Spec Data base
Author: Apple
Apple Spec Database contains the technical specifications for many Apple
computer models, and therefore provides a convenient reference for determining
your model's features to help you make critical upgrading decisions. Updates to the
database can be found at vl\v'd. ap pl e . com/su ppo r t/ .
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NUMBERS AND SYMBOLS
8€ -Option-A-V, resetting monitor with,
660
8€ -Option-Esc key sequence, quitting
current application with, 745
8€ -Power, resetting some PowerBooks
with, 745
8€ -Shift-3, taking screen shots of
documents with, 407
10Base2 Ethernet cabling
advantages of, 437-438
and connector, 438
10Base2 network, troubleshooting,
706-707
1OBaseT cabling
advantages of, 438-439
using Etherwave transceivers instead
of hubs with, 455
hub,438
10BaseT network, troubleshooting, 708
10BaseT port, 436
2D graphics, increasing speed of by
upgrading RAM, 68
20th Century Mac, 99
200-ohm SCSI terminator, 191
3D accelerator cards, 474-478
adapter and software for using PCoriented cards in Macs, 475
c hoosing a RAVE, 476-477
installing a RAVE video card, 477-4 78
installing the Power3D, 475-476
QuickDraw 3D accelerator
manufacturers, 477
QuickDraw 3D software, 721 - 722
steps for fixing problems with,
720-721
troubleshooting, 720-725

3D graphics
accelerating, 4 70-4 78
increasing speed of by upgrading
RAM, 68
3Dfx, Inc., Voodoo graphics hardware
and software by, 473- 474
3DMF (3-D MetaFile), as basis for VRML
2.0 binary file format, 472
32-bit clean Windows system, 738
680x0 series CPUs, Motorola, 27
75/25 rule, 6-7
8mm tape drives, 35
8.3 convention for filenames, 486
? (question mark) icon, troubleshooting
when it appears, 599-608

A
@Home network, Web site address for
cable modem service information ,
423
AAUI (Apple Attachment Unit Interface)
transceiver, 436
About command, checking software
version number with, 14, 15
AC-3 Dolby Surround Sound standard
support, 214
acceleration virtual e ngine, QuickDraw
3D RAVE as, 472-473
Adaptec, bridges by, 453
Adaptec Toast software, creating CD-R
discs with, 224
ADB bus (Apple Desktop Bus), 630-632
connections, 255-256
device limits, 630
maximum millamperes draw for
attached devices, 257, 630
numbering of devices, 257
(continued)
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ADB bus (continued)
troubleshooting, 631-632
typical chain length limitations, 630
versus SCSI, 254-255
ADB cables, 134
extensions for, 271
length limits of, 257
sources for, 257-258
troubleshooting, 632
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) ports
connecting 1/0 devices to, 43
connecting modems to for power, 256
for Mac II and Centris/Quadra models,
255
input devices available for, 257-258
pass-through ports for connecting
other devices, 256
Adesso, Inc., e rgonomic keyboards and
mice for Macs and PCs from, 257,
263
Adobe Photoshop. See Photoshop Lite
Edition (LE)
Adobe PostScript software, 370, 372-373
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), 389, 686
Agfa Web site address, 282
AJFF/AIFC, digital file format, 345
AirDock (Farallon) transceiver, 433
for integrating PowerBook into
network, 537
aliases, fixing bizarre behavior of, 787
allocation blocks, 619-621
calculating effect of HFS formatting
on,619-620
effect of creating virtual drives
(volumes), 620
size of HFS Plus, 620-621
Alps Desktop Glidepoint series
trackpads (Cirque), 263
AJsoft PlusMaximizer utility, for
upgrading to HFS Plus, 622
Alva Access Group, OutSpoken text-tospeech program by, 267

America Online Mac classified message
boards, 11
American Computer Exchange, Web site
address, 11
Anti-Virus for Macintosh (Symantec), 808
antivirus programs, 808
AppAdapter products (USR Systems),
Intel-compatible peripherals, 271
Appearance Manager, QuickDraw 3D, 470
Apple
add-on cards for serial and parallel
ports, 494
transition to PowerPC, 28-29
what's in a name, 98-105
Apple Computer Web site address, 334
Apple clones. See Mac clones
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB)
connections, 255-256
input devices available for, 257-258
maximum millamperes draw for
attached devices, 257
numbering of devices, 257
sources for peripherals, 257- 258
troubleshooting, 630-632
versus SCSI, 254-255
versus Universal Serial Bus (USB), 268
Apple Drive Setup utility, checking "no
drive icon" problems with, 605-606
Apple HD SC Setup utility, checking "no
drive icon" problems with, 605-606
Apple Extended Keyboard, power draw
of, 257
Apple Game Sprockets. See Game
Sprockets
Apple Imaging Web site address, 282
Apple IP Gateway software router, for
Internet access, 463
Apple Memory Guide PDF, downloading
from Apple's Support Web site, 529
Apple monitors, troubleshooting,
659-660
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Apple or Mac-only monitors, installing,
302
Apple PC-Compatibility Card, upgrading,
500-501
Apple Phone software, included with
GeoPort Telecom software, 410
Apple PlainTalk
add-ons to improve capabilities of,
359-360
microphone for e ntering data, 44
Apple Printer Share technology, 384-385
Apple Remote Access Multipart server,
460
Apple Re mote Access Personal server,
460
Apple Remote Access software
accessing networks remotely with,
459-461
components of, 460
Apple Standard Keyboard, power draw
of, 257
Apple System Profiler
accessing SCSI device information in,
238
Internet link for, 137
Apple Tech Info Library, Power
Computing information s ite, 106
Apple Text-to-Speech technology, 44
Apple Video Card, adding video-in
capability to older Macs with, 332
AppleFacts Online Archive, Web site
address for, 10
AppleShare lP server software, 44 7-448
AppleSingle PC text-encoding scheme,
491
AppleTalk, 56
activating services for a mac, 444
addresses, 443-444
file sharing, 445-447
Phase 2, 443

s igning on, 444-445
troubleshooting network problems,
708, 710-713
types of networks, 442-443
zones,444
AppleTalk-based network,
troubleshooting
file sharing problems, 712-713
how it should work, 711-712
AppleTalk control pane l, choosing
network topology in, 444-445
AppleVision monitors, troubleshooting,
659-660
applications
checking version number of, 14
improving reliability and speed of
system by upgrading, 13-14
APS Technologies
highe r capacity magneto-optical
drives by, 236
input devices available from , 257
SCSI cables and docks by, 546
archiving
files , 245
software for, 24 7
asynchronous bus, Apple Desktop Bus
as, 254
AT command set, for modems, 695-697
AT! Technologies, for PCl-based TV
tuners , 338
AU ((mu-law), digital audio file format,
345
audio editing, after mixing, 363-365
audio formats , usable with QuickTime,
345
audio 1/0 cards, for better audio,
361-362
a udio mixing, using a Mac, 362-365
audio patch cables, 134
audio software, 365-366
plug-ins for, 366
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audio, troubleshooting
bad sound, 666-667
CD audio, 665
checking control pane l settings, 665
no sound, 664-666
other sound interference, 665-666
setting the sound output quality, 667
Sound Monitoring Source setting, 665
sound recording, 668
audio/vis ual capabilities, checking
system for, 110
audio/visual oriented computers, 8
determining need for, 6
AudioShop (Opcode) audio software , 365
auto-injection of floppy disks, 38
AV Macs, 110
AV upgrades, 50
Aver Media, Web s ite address for, 334
AVI (Audio/Video Interleave) movie file
format, 325
Avid Technology, Web site address for,
334

B
background printing, troubleshooting
system freezes and crashes from ,
678
backside cache memory, 33
backup plan, system
generational system, 247-248
how to back up, 245-251
implementing, 243- 251
importance of, 248
what to back up, 244-245
backup software, 248-249
backup/storage devices, 227-252
importance of for increasing
productivity, 18
Iomega Jaz drive, 234
SyQuest EZFiyer, 234

SyQuest SyJet, 234-235
tape drives, 236-237
bandwidth, 404
Base64 PC text-encoding scheme, 491
batteries, PowerBook, 751-760
baud rate, for modems, 396
bays, PowerBook, 537-538
BeOS operating system, 109
Bernoulli removable media, 40
BinHex text-encoding scheme, 491
bis, meaning when referencing modems,
396
bitmapped images
display of on monitors, 294-295
black-and-white scans, 274
blessed System Folder, 599
blessing/reblessing the System Folder,
606- 608
blinking ? icon, troubleshooting, 599-608
booting system from Mac OS CD-ROM
or floppy disk, 602-605
possible fixes for, 601-605
typical causes for, 599-600
BNC cabling, Ethernet, 437
Bookendz port duplicator (Newer
Technology), using to dock
PowerBook, 536, 53 7
bookmarks, including in backup plan,
244
boot disk, creating, 604
bottlenecks, 61-73
finding, 65- 66
understanding, 63-65
BPS rates and modem standards, 397
Braille translation products (Duxbury
Systems), 267
bridges, 441
LocalTalk, 452-454
software only, 454
Brock Kyle, Mac OS model reference Web
site by, 105

----------------------------------------~ln~d=ex~+~B~-~c__ 903
bugs,560,561
possibility of fixes increasing system
speed, 13
Web sites for help with, 563
building-level Internet access, 462-463
security risks of, 463
bus topology, for networks, 432

c
cable modems, 55, 394
@Home network Web site for
information, 423
for high-speed data connections, 414,
422-423
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) Web site for
information, 423
Motorola CYBERSurfer, 423
cables and wiring, 134-135
ADB extension, 271
SCSI cables and connections, 188-190
sources for, 271
cabling schemes, for Mac networking
432
'
cache memory (RAM), 31-33, 176-177
backside, 33
cost of upgrading, 76
increasing to speed up system, 65,
69-70
locating sockets in case, 132, 133
types of, 32
CaiComp UltraSlate digitizer, 265
Caller ID modem add-on, 407
camcorders, getting video streams into a
mac with, 50
capacity
of floppy disk drives, 38
of hard drives, 36
carrier signal, modems, 404
Castlewood Orb removable drive
235-236
'

Cayman Systems, bridges by, 453
CD Mounter Plus (Software Architects)
224
'
CD-R (Compact Disc Recordable) drives,
34,39
software for creating discs, 224-225
technology for writing to, 212-213
CD-RW (Compact Disc-Rewriteable)
drives, 34, 39
CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only
Me mory) drives, 34, 39
adding to a mac, 19, 215-222
booting from an external, 215-216
choosing, 216-217
constant angular velocity, 210
constant linear velocity, 209
data transfer rates, 210-2 11
how they work, 208-210
identifying, 132
installing external, 217-218
installing internal, 218-222
pits and lands , 208
recordable,2 12-213
rewritable, 213
seek time, 210
speeds of, 210-211
troubleshooting PC emulation
software problems with, 740
CD-ROM in book
Adobe Acrobat PDF viewer, 389
Adobe Type Manager, 686
AppDisk (Maverick Software), 758
Apple Error Codes, 780
Drag 'n' Back/Drag 'n' Back Lite
shareware, 249
Dvorak keyboard layout, 259
Easy Errors shareware program, 780
FindKiller and FindReset programs
506
,
guidelines for downloading Apple
Spec Database, 388
(continued)
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CD-ROM in book (continued)
Internet link for d ownloading the
Apple System Profiler, 137, 199
Network Security Guard (MR Mac) ,
714
RAM Disk Backup (John Rethorst),
758
SCSIProbe utility, 610
SoundApp program, 346, 365
Stufflt Expander program on, 490
TechTool program for zapping PRAM
and saving and resto ring PRAM
settings, 583
Ziplt shareware progam, 490
CD-ROM Toolkit by FWB, 222-223
CO-ROMs
burning, 208-209
checking software vers ion number on,
14
related software, 222-225
CD utilities, 222-224
CDWorks (Casa Blanca Works) utility
software, 223
Central Processing Unit (CPU)
architecture, 27-29
cost of upgrading, 76
how it works, 26-29
individual system upgradeability,
149-153
locating in case, 132, 133
speed of, 27, 144-145
upgradeable ,, 145- 146
upgrade manufacturers, 146
upgrades, 160-161
upgrading to increase system speed,
16,66, 68,143
Centris/ Quadra, specifications for,
100- 101
CH Gamepad (CH Products) gamepad
controller, 483

CH Products Gamepad control panel,
configuring, 726-727
channel depth, digita l audio, 344
charge-coupled device (CCD) sensors
in digital cameras, 286
in scanners , 274
checksums, 398
Chooser, built-in Printer Sharing, 385
CHRP (Common Hardware Reference
Platform) s pecification, 107
CISC (Complex Instruction Set
Computing) arc hitecture, 27
Claris Emailer, translation of encoded file
attachments by, 491-492
ClarisWorks, vers ion to version RAM
requirements, 65
Clear to Send command, from computer
to modem , 400
clock chipping, 154
clock-multiplied processors, 144-145
clock speed, 27, 144-1 45
clones. See Mac clones
Club Mac, for equipment and upgrade
components , 12
coax cabling, Ethernet, 437
Coda Mus ic Technology, MIDI software
by, 367
codecs. See QuickTime video codecs
color depth
checking when purchasing digital
cameras, 287
for Macs, 310
color LaserWrite rs, maintenance of, 684
color monitors, versus grayscale, 52
colo r printers
inkj et, 371,
laser, 377
color proofin g printers, 379
color scanners, 274-275
ColorSync mon itors, troubleshooting,
659-660
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Common Hardware Reference Platform
(CHRP) specification, 107
communication, between computers,
54-56
communications slot (comm slot) port,
adding Ethernet with, 437
compact disc drives, 34, 38-40
Compact Pro (Cyclos) archive format ,
489
decompressing files with DropStuff
with Expander Enha ncer add-on,
491
Complex Instruction Set Computing
(CISC) architecture, 27
components, for upgrading Macs,
131-134
compression and codecs , QuickTime
video, 326- 328
compression scheme, checking when
purchasing digital cameras, 288
Configure: pull-down menu, TCP/IP
control panel, 425
Conflict Catcher (Casady and Greene),
826
conflict ma nagement software, 826-828
Conley SoftRAID softwa re, 205-206
Connect via: pull-down menu, TCP/ IP
control panel, 425
constant angula r ve locity, CD-ROM
drives, 210
constant linear velocity, CD-ROM drives,
209
ConversionPius (Davitz) tra nslation
program , 488
COPStalk software (COPS, Inc.)
a dding AppleTalk services to a
Windows 98/Windows 95 PC with,
458-459
LocaiTalk cards for PCs by, 459
copying from one disk to another,
increasing speed of, 14
Co: Writer and Write:Outloud (Don
Johnston), PlainTalk add-ons, 359

CPU. See Central Processing Unit (CPU)
Craig Issacs (Dantz Corporation),
backup tips from, 251
CRT (cathode ray tube), 295
versus Sony's Trinitron monitors, 52
Ctrl-3€ -Power, resetting your mac with,
745
cursor focusing option, programmable
mice, 264
Cyberian Outpost, for equipment and
upgrade components, 12

D
OAT (digital audio tape) drives, 35
as backup storage d evices, 237
Data Communication Equipment (DCE),
399-400
data-compression protocols , for
modems, 398-399
data mirroring (RAID level 1), 205
data rate, QuickTime, 329
data recovery, from damaged drives, 244
data storage on a mac, 33-41
reasons to add, 35-36
types of, 33-35
data striping (RAID level 0), 204
Data Terminal Equipment (DTE), 399-400
data transfer rates
CD-ROM drives, 210-211
DVD-ROM drives, 214
da ughtercards, 26
for backside cache memory, 33
types of upgrades, 148
upgrading, 161-164
DAVE (Thursby Software Systems), for
Mac Windows-like networking
services and protocols, 459
Davitz ConversionPlus translation
program , 488
Davitz MacLinkPius translator, 57-58
how it works, 488
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death chimes, troubleshooting, 577-578
defragmenting hard drives , 63, 800-801
degaussing computer monitors, 649
desktop, rebuilding to fix behavi or
problems, 787, 788
desktop printer
solutions for pr int problems, 680-682
t roubleshooting desktop icon creation
problems, 679- 680
desktop printing
fixing endless loop error, 682
troubleshooting and fixing problems
with, 680-682
desktop space, increasing, 71
Detente (Reply) control panel, for PCcompatibility expansion card, 500
device drivers
checking version number of, 14
improving reliability and speed by
upgrading, 13
DigiDesign
audio I/0 cards by, 361
high-end aud io/video workstations,

365
ProTools series of digital editing
wor ks tati ons, 365
SoundDesigner II audio softwar e, 365
digital audio
compression, 346- 34 7
d etermining disk space needed for
recordings, 344
disk space cons umed by stereo audio
samples, 344
file formats, 345
frequency, 343
hardware, 36 1-366
pro-level sound cards, 361
sampling, 343
digital audio tape (OAT) drives, 35, 230
as backup stor age devices, 237

digital cameras, 48-49, 273, 285-286
Apple QuickTake 200, 285
as input device, 42
as upgrade consideration, 5
availability of extra features for, 288
basic questions for comparing quality
and performance, 287-288
checkin g for pass-through video
capabilities, 289
desirable image file formats for highquality images, 288
desirable image transfer interface, 288
downloading images to a mac,

289- 291
how they w ork, 286
image storage in, 286
software for, 288- 289
shopping for, 287- 289
storage mechanisms, 288
using with a mac, 289- 291
digital ed iting workstations, 365
digital file format , AlFF/ AlFC, 345
digital linear tape (DLT) drives, as
backup storage devices, 237
digital modems, 55
digital movies, 324-325
compression an d codecs, 326-328
data rate needed for television quality,

325
file formats, 325-326
key frames and data rates, 329
optimizing for output medium , 325
Digital Performer (Mark of the Unicorn),
audio software, 366
digital recording studios, removable
drives used by, 235
digital sampli ng, frequency of, 343
digital subscribe line (DSL). See DSL
connections
digital versatile discs. See DVD-ROM
(Digital Versatile Disc-Read Only
Memor y) drives

Index

digital video, 319-338
basics, 320--329
basic necessities fo r creating quality,
322
cabling problems, 663
cameras, 49
common problems one may
encounte~663-664

factors that affect how well a movie
plays, 321
getting started with, 336-337
HDI-45 connector problems, 663
process,319-320
QuickTime software problems, 664
speed problems, 663
troubleshooting, 662-664
VRAM relationship problems, 663
what it's needed for, 320-322
digital video cameras, 49
digital video discs. See DVD-ROM (Digital
Versatile Disc-Read Only Memory)
drives
Digital Vision, We b s ite address for, 334
digitizers, 264-266
digitizing software, for creating quality
digital video, 322
DIMM (Dual Inline Memory Module), 30
DirectCD (Adaptec) software, 224, 225
DirectX graphics architecture,
incompatibility with PCcompatibility expans ion cards, 495,
738
Disk First Aid utility, 600
repairing "no drive icon" problems
with, 605-606
versus Norton Utilities, 625
Disk Fit Pro/Disk Fit Direct , backing up
individual Macs with , 248
disk fragmentation, 62-63
disk drives, 613- 615
advantages and disadvantages of
external hard drives, 192
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advantages and disadvantages of
internal hard drives, 193
deciding which hard drive to buy,
194-197
Drive Setup utility for managing
Apple-branded with IDE hard drive,
614
drivers and mounting, 615- 616
HD SC Setup utility for managing, 614
tes ting, 600-601, 616-617
utilities for managing third party
drives, 614
Disk First Aid, running to fix fragmented
disk, 787
Disk Tools software disk, booting system
from, 604
DiskSavers, recove ry of data from
damaged drives by, 628
DLT (digital linear tape) drives, as
backup s torage devices, 237
docks, PowerBook, 535-537
document back ups, as part of bac kup
p la n, 244
document loading, increasing speed of,
68
docume nts, taking screen shots of, 407
DOS and Windows emulation
files and floppi es, 56- 58
software, 58- 59
upgrading a mac fo r, 19
working with on a mac, 56- 60
DOS and Windows programs
run ning on a mac, 492- 505
sharing, 505-508
DOS-compatible cards, for Macs, 60
DOS-compatible Macs from Apple,
496-497
DOS file archives, 488-491
compress ion schemes used for,
488-49 1
DOS file formats, translating on Macs,
487-488
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DOS files, sharing on the Mac, 486
DOS media, reading on the Mac, 487
dot-matrix printers, 53
dot pitch, of monitors , 52, 299-300
dots per inch (dpi)
for printers, 370
importance of for monitors, 297-299
Dr. Solomon's Virex for Macintosh, 808
Drag 'n' Back/Drag 'n' Back Lite
shareware, us ing for system
backups, 248-249
Dragon System's PowerSecretary,
speech-to-text recognition systems,
267
DRAM (Dynamic Random Access
Memory), 30
drawing tablets, moving the mouse
pointer with, 46
DrawSprocket, Apple Game Sprocket,
479
drive container, for storing PC files on a
Mac, 500
Drive Setup utility, 610
checking "no drive icon" problems
with, 605-606
drive speed, 37-38
drives
8mm tape, 35
CD-R (Compact Disc-Recordable), 34,
39
CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only
Memory), 34, 39
CD-RW (Compact Disc-Rewritable), 34,
39
OAT (digital audio tape), 35
floppy disk, 38
hard disk, 36, 37, 110, 18 1-1 92
IDE (Integrated Drive Electronics), 37,
110
Iomega Jaz, 233-234
Iomega Zip, 35, 227-228, 229, 230-232
removable cartridge, 227-236

SCSI, 36, 110, 184-192
SuperDrive fl oppy disk, 38
SyQuest SyJet, 35
tape, 35
DriveSavers, data recovery by, 244
DropStuff with Expander Enhancer, using
with Stufflt Expander, 491
drum scanners, 276
DSL connections
different types of technologies, 420
getting more information about on the
Web, 422
high-speed data communications
with, 415
how to get service, 421-422
how they work, 420-421
DT&T Service
for replacement PowerBook logic
boarcls,514
PowerBook screen replacements and
service from, 535
DTE/DCE connections, 399-401,402
Duallnline Memory Module (DIMM), 30
Duo Dock docking s tation, 105, 535- 537
Duo Floppy Adapte r, for connecting
Duos to an HDl-20 interface, 537
Duo series portable computers, 105
Duxbury Systems, Braille translation
products by, 267
DVC format, transmitting digital images
between cameras and computers
with, 326
DVD-RAM (Digital Versatile Disc-Random
Access Memory) drives, 39
DVD-ROM (Digital Versatile Disc-Read
Only Memory) drives, 35, 39, 207
AC-3 Dolby Surround Sound standard
support, 214
c hoosing, 216-217
data transfer rates, 214
installing, 217-222
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MPEG-2 video compression standa1·d,
214
sources for, 215
technology, 213-215
upgrading a mac with , 19, 208
DV/DVCAM, advantages of. 335-336
Dvorak keyboard layout, 259- 260
dye sublimation printe rs , 379
dynamic range, of scanners, 278

E
e-mail attachments, trans lating between
PC and Mac formats, 491-492
e-mail files, including in backup plan, 245
e-mail server, in AppleShare IP package,
448
editing software, needed for c reating
qua lity digital video, 322
ELO TouchSystems, touc h screens by,
266
Emagic
audio 1/0 car ds by, 361
Logic Audio software, 366
Ene rgy Saver contro l pa nel, resolving
setting conflict problems wit h ,
832-833
Energy Sta r-complia nt monitors, control
panel for, 646
Epson America
We b site address, 282
Zip-compatible drives by, 233
ergonomic keyboards, 260
sourcesfo~257-258

ergonomic mice, 46
sources for, 257- 258
error correction sta nda rds, for mod ems,
398
error messages, trou bleshooting and
fixing, 777- 782
Ethernet cable, 134, 432, 437-439
installing printers with , 381-382

Etherne t hub, ins ta lling, 457-458
Ethernet networks, 56, 435-440
adding a PC to the Mac network,
458-459
determining cable needs for
installation, 455
Etherwave tra nsceivers for, 455
hooking a Mac into a PC network, 459
installing, 455-461
ins talling the hub, 457-458
options for major Mac models,
435-436
s peeds available, 435- 436
Etherwave transceive rs (Farallon), for
Ethernet networks, 455
EveryMac Web site, complete refe rence
for Mac Os models, 105
expansion bays , PowerBooks, 537- 538
expansion bus, de termining type of in
system, 109-110
expansion cards
diffe rences in, 136
for connecting 1/0 devices, 43
ide ntifying, 136
ins talling, 137
PDS (Processor Direct Slots), 87-88
types of upgrades, 147
upgrades, 156-1 58
video in, 332-334
Express Modem control panel, for
GeoPort modems, 412
Extens io n Overload s hareware,
identifying Syste m Folder extension
conflicts with, 823
exte nsions
conducting a conflic t search, 824-826
conflict management software,
826-828
conflict resolution, 820-823
defined, 814-815
diagnosing, 817-820
(continued)
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extensions (continued)
identifying conflicts, 813-820
solving the conflict, 828- 830
what's a conflict, 815-816
what's not a conflict, 816-817
Extensions Manager, conflict
management software
using to identify extension conflicts,
82 1-823
versus Conflict Catcher, 826-827
external modems, 395-396
installing, 413-414
troubleshooting, 690-691
external re movable media drives
installing, 238-241
testing, 240-241
EZ Flyer removable media, 41

F
Fast Ethernet local area networks , 56
Fast SCSI or Fast SCSI-2 transfer
protocol, 188
Fast/Wide SCSI or Fast/Wide SCSI-2
transfer protocol, 188
fax modems, 407-408
Fighter Stick (CH Products) joystick, 482
file server, in AppleShare IP package, 447
file sharing
over local area networks , 56, 445-447
possible problems with, 715
File Sharing control panel, 445-447
setting permission levels in, 714-715
file sharing security, 71 3-715
files, fixing fragmented , 62-63
FileSaver program (Norton Utilities),
activating to constantly monitor
a mac, 626
Finder, running system without to s peed
up Virtual PC sessions, 506
FireWire, 189
adding video-in capability with, 333
ports, 43

video-in interface, 330
firmware upgradeable, modems,
408-409
fixed-resolution monitors, versus
multiscan, 52
flash upgrad eable, modems, 405
FlashBack (Aladdin Systems), use of a
backup utility, 247
flatbed scanners, 47, 275
flight controller, determining need for, 6
floppy disk, c hecking software version
number on, 14
floppy disk drives, 38
for data storage on Macs, 34
identifying, 132
Font folder, cleaning up, 687
font management programs, 687
font suitcase, creating master, 687
font troubles, troubleshooting, 685-689
font d oesn't appear in menus, 686
jagged fontappearance,687-688
printed font is wrong, 689
wrong font is displayed, 688-689
font types
bitmapped, 685
PostScript, 685-686
TrueType, 686
fonts, testing for system conflicts caused
by,834
fragmentation. See disk fragmentation
fragmented files , 62-63
freezes and hangs, first aid for, 784-786
caused by heat and interna l problems,
786
frequency, of digital audio samples, 343
FTP server, AppleShare IP server
software, 442, 448
FujiFilm, Zip-compatible disks by, 233
FWB CD-ROM Toolkit, 222-223
FWB Hard Disk Toolkit, 610
checking "no drive icon" problems
with, 605-606
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G
G2 Macs. See PowerPC
G3 Macs. See PowerPC
game controllers, 480-484
c onfiguring, 727
flight (driving), 482-484
gamepads, 482
input device conflicts, 728
joysticks, 481-482
manufacturers, 481
troubleshooting, 725-727
Game Sprockets (Apple), 469, 479
DrawSprocket, 4 79
lnputSprocket, 480
missing driver problems, 726
NetSprocket , 479
SoundSprocket, 4 79
troubleshooting, 725-727
gaming and multimedia, 469-484
Gamepad (CH Products) control panel,
726-727
game pads,sources fo~ 25 7-25 8
games
including saved in backup plan, 245
increasing speed of by upgrading
RAM, 68
games-/home-oriented compute rs, 8- 9
gaming accessories
controllers for improved playing, 72
dete rmining need for, 6
Gefen Systems, ex•tend•it series of
stand-alone and rack-mounted
devices, 271
General MIDI, 349-350
instruments ta ble, 350- 355
generational backup system, 247-248
GeoPort modems
Express Modem control panel, 412
installing, 414

proble ms using with PC Compatibility
Cards, 735
Telecom adapter (pod) for, 86
using for modem communications,
409-411
Get Info comma nd, checking software
version number with, 14
Get Info dialog box, checking software
version number in, 14, 15
Global Village modems, 396
problems using with PC Compatibility
Cards, 735
Teleport software fo r, 412
graphics, determining system type for,
6-7
graphics oriented computers, 8
graphics tablets
as input devices, 42, 264-266
checking manufacturers Web s ites for
problems, 636
troubleshooting, 636-637
using with ADB, 265
grayscale monitors, versus color, 52
grayscale scanners, 274
Griffin Technologies, video card and
monitor adapters by, 3 14
grounding strap , importance of, 94

H
halftone images, printing, 370
handheld scanners, 47, 275
hard drives
adding, 192- 206
advantages and disadvantages of
different types , 192-1 94
allocation blocks, 619-621
capacity o f, 36
connecting, 203
cost of upgrading, 76
deciding which to buy, 194-197
(continued)
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hard drives (continued)
defragmenting and optimizing,
800-803
determining technology in systems,
110
drivers and mounting, 615- 616
effect of speed of on how digital video
plays, 321
first a id for bizarre behavior of,
788-789
fixing and file recovery, 624-628
for data storage on Mac, 33-34
formatting and partitioning, 619-624
formatting to optimize, 622
getting info off the older drive, 204
HFS and HFS Plus formatting for,
619-621
ide ntifying, 132
increasing system speed by
upgrading, 17, 66
optimizing, 802-803
partition tuning, 623-624
partitioning, 622-623
preliminaries before ins talling,
199-200
reasons for upgrading, 35-36, 180-181
removing old, 200-202
res ults of partitioning, 623
SCSI installation, 202-203
speed of, 37- 38
technologies , 36-37, 110, 181-192
testing for problems a fter backing up,
600-601,616-617
upgrade paths for major Mac OS
models, 195-196
upgrading and installing, 199-204
utilities for fixing and file recovery,
624- 628
working with new, 203-204
hardware handshake cables, for external
modems,395
hardware maintenance, 794

hardware problems, troubleshooting,
563-564
hardware versus software issues,
guidelines for determining, 12-15
Hewlett-Packard, Web site address, 283
HFS and HFS Plus formatting, for hard
drives, 619-621
HFS Plus-compatible drives,
defragmenting, 801
HFS Plus format
advantages of, 621
Alsoft Plus Optimizer utility for, 801
Alsoft PlusMaximizer utility for
upgrading to, 622
incompatibility of Norton Utilities
with, 625
reasons to avoid using, 62 1
high-speed Internet and online service
connections, 414-423
home-/games-oriented computers, 8-9
horizontal refresh rate, 296
hub. See network hub
hubs and switches, Ethernet, 439-440
HyperCard, version to version RAM
requirements, 65

IBM/Motorola PowerPC series CPUs, 28
icons, rebuilding the desktop to fix
problems with, 787
IDE Ontegrated Drive Electronics) drives,
37, 110
for Mac versus Intel-compatible
computers, 182-184
Mac s upport for installing additional
in system, 183
technology, 181-184
upgradeissues, 183-184
versus SCSI drives, 182
identify command support, IDE drives,
182

Index

IEEE 1394 technology. See FireWire
IMA/ADPCM, a udio-compressor
technology, 346
iMac, 86,98
support for external SCSI, 195
image-editing software, bundled with
photo scanners, 276
images, getting into your computer, 44
incremental backup system, 245
incremental updates, 249-250
Information Display Systems, LCD touch
screens by, 267
Jnformlnit s hareware, identifying System
Folder conflicts with, 823
Initio's Miles SCSI card, 205
inkjet printers, 53, 378- 379
advantage of for color proofs, 375
cost per page, 371-372
ink cartridge refill packages for, 378
s peed of versus laser printer, 5
input devices and scanners, 629-643
input/output devices, 42, 253- 271
increasing productivity by upgrading,
18
installing, 270- 271
programmable Kensington Turbo
Mouse, 253-254
sources for, 257-258
special need products, 267
input/output subsystem, 42-54
how it works, 24
InputSprocket, Apple Game Sprocket,
480
installing
Apple or Mac-only monitor, 302
DVD-ROM drives, 217- 222
Ethernet networks, 455-461
external modems, 413-414
external removable media drives,
238-241
GeoPort modems, 413-414
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internal modems, 412-413
internal remova ble media drives,
241-243
input devices, 270-271
I/0 devices, 43
LocaiTalk bridges, 452-455
LocalTalk hubs, 452
LocaiTa lk network, 450-452
LocaiTalk printer, 381
logic board, 158-160
monitors, 302-305
multisync monitor, 302
PC-compatibility expans ion cards,
498-500
PC emulation software for the Mac OS,
504-505
Power3D accelerator cards, 4 75-4 76
printers, 380-385
RAID, 204-206
RAM, 174-176
scanners,283- 285
SCSI expansion cards, 198-1 99
SCSI hard drives, 199- 204
two or more monitors, 315-316
VGA-compatible monitor on your Mac,
303- 305
video cards, 314-315
VRAM, 312
Intel-compatible peripherals, 271
Jnterex, SCSI cables and docks by, 546
interface types, video-in hardware,
329-331
internal modems, 395
installing, 412-412
troubleshooting, 691-692
internal removable media drives
installing, 241-243
Macs t hat can accept, 242
testing, 242
internal slots, PowerBooks, 529-531
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International Telecommunications Union
QTU), modem standards by, 396
Internet access
building level, 462-463
security issues, 464-465
setting up, 423-425
technology for, 424-427
through Internet gateways, 463-465
Internet and intranets, 46 1-466
Internet communication, between
computers, 54
Internet connection
determining system need for, 7
first aid for system crashes related to,
784
high speed, 414-423
increasing speed of with a modem
upgrade, 69
Internet e-mail feature, AppleShare IP
server software, 442
Internet gateways, Internet access
t hrough,463-465
Internet router manufacturers, 466
Internet Setup Assistant, Mac OS 8.0 or
above, 423
changing default mail and news
servers with, 717
interpolated resolution, for scanners,
278
intranets, use of TCP/IP protocol by, 424
Invision Interactive, MIDI software by,
367
1/0 devices
hooking up, 43
types of, 43-54
Iomega Jaz drives, 233-234
adding to increase data storage
capabilities, 35
compressing data for storage on
disks, 234
disks for data storage, 41, 230-234
versus EZFiyer and SyJet, 234

Iomega Zip drives, 35, 227-228, 229,
232-233
as part of system upgrade, 6
clear plastic section on disks, 233
clones of, 233
disks for data storage, 41, 229-234
formatting disks, 232
readability of PC-formatted disks on
Macs, 232
Iomega ZipPius drive, 232
invisible file, making visible with
ResEdit, 713
IP address information, TCP/ IP control
panel , 425
IPNetRouter (Sustainable Software), 464
IRTalk transceivers, 433
ISDN adapter, cost of upgrading to, 77
ISDN Qntegrated Services Digital
Network) connections, 55, 394
advantages over modems, 417
Basic Rate access, 417
getting the service, 41 8-419
high-speed communications with,
414-419
manufacturers of solutions for Macs,
419
Primary Rate access, 417
ixMicro, for PCI-based TV tuners, 338

J
JABRA earphone, 359
Jaz drives. See Iomega Jaz drives
joysticks, 481-482
adapters , 481
determining need for, 6
getting data into computer with, 44
manipulating the mouse pointer on
screen with, 46
sources fo~ 257-258
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Kensington
cleaning products for mice and
trackballs, 636
other input devices by, 258
Turbo Mouse by, 253- 254
key frames rate, QuickTime, 329
Keyboard control panel, changing
keyboard layout with, 259-260
keyboards
as input devices, 42, 44-45
changing layout for, 259-260
cleaning up after a spill, 637-638
compatibility between PCs and Macs,
44-45
considerations for upgrading, 5, 6
Dvoraklayout,259- 260
ergonomic, 257- 263
for users with special needs, 267
increasing productivity by upgrading,
18, 72
original for Mac Classic, 258
removing key caps from , 637, 638
sources for, 257-258
troubleshooting, 633, 637-638
typical for Macs, 45
with built-in trackpads, scanners, or
joystick-like pointers, 260-261
KeyTec, MagicTouch series touch
screens, add-ons, and monitors, 267
kilobytes (K), 31
kiosk presentations, using touch screens
for, 266-267
Kodak, Web site address, 283
Korg, audio 1/0 cards by, 361
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laser printers, 53, 374-377
advantages over other printers, 375
cost per page, 371-372
RAM use in, 375-376
speed of versus inkjet printers, 5
tips for shipping, 378
toner for, 376-377
typical RAM quantities for, 376
LaserWriter 8 printer driver, using with
non-Apple-branded printers,
682-683
LaserWrite r, printer problems, 682-683
lead acid batteries, PowerBook 100,
753-754
Level 1 cache memory, 32
Level 2 cache memory, 32
Level 3 cache memory, 32
Lilon (lithium ion) batteries , PowerBook,
755-756
lines per inch (!pi), effect on halftone
images, 370
LineShare, serial port sharing software,
461
Linocolor, Web site address, 283
local area networks (LANs)
communicating with other computers
over, 56
increasing speed of by upgrading, 66
LocalTalk network
architecture, 433-435
basic installation of transceiver a nd
cabling,451
bridges, 452-454
cabling a nd solutions manufacturers
451
cabling for small local area networks
56,432,433-434,452
connecting to Ethernet networks,
452-455
hardware and cabling needed for
installing, 450
hubs for, 452
(continued)
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LaCie Ltd. , Web site address, 283
LANs. See local area networks (LANs)
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LocalTalk network (con tinued)
increasing network s peed by
upgrading to Ethernet, 66
installing, 450-455
PhoneNet cabling, 433-434, 435
software set up for network access,
451
troubleshooting, 706-707
LocalTalk printer, ins talling, 381
Logic Audio Discovery (Emagic) audio
software, 365
logic board
cost of upgrading, 76
performing the ins tallation, 158-160
types of upgrades, 147
upgrades, 158-160
upgrading to increase system speed,
16, 143-161
Logical Block Addressing (LBA) support,
IDE drives , 182
lossy compression, 326
LS120 standard, for removable disk
drives, 227
Lucid Technologies, a udio 1/ 0 cards by,
361

M
Mac llfx, SCSI termination on, 191
Mac ADB peripherals, sources for,
257-258
Mac archive formats, 488- 491
Mac cases, opening
Centris 610/660AV, 119-1 20
Centris 630, 122
Centris 650, 118-119
G3 Desktop, 128-130
G3 Minitower, 130
LC, LC II, LC III, 118
LC and Performa 520, 550, 575, 580,
MacTV, 126-127
Mac II , llx, llfx, 115- 116

Mac llcx, llci, 116
Mac lls i, 116-117
Mac llvx, llvi, 118-119
Performa 400 series, 118
Performa 5200/5300 series, 127-128
Performa 600, 118-119
Performa 6110 series, 119-120
Performa 630, 6200, 6300 series, 122
Pe rforma 6400, 124-126
Power Macintosh 5200/ 5300 series,
127-128
Power Macintos h 6100, 119-120
Power Macintosh 6500, 124-126
Power Macintosh 7100, 118-119
Powe r Macintos h 7200, 7300, 7500,
128-130
Power Macintosh 8100, 123
Powe r Macintos h 8600 and 9600, 130
Powe r Mac intosh 9500, 123- 124
Quadra 605, 118
Quadra 610/660AV, 119-120
Quadra 630, 122
Quadra 650, 118-119
Quadra 700, 11 6
Quadra 800, 123
Quadra 840AV, 123
Quadra 900/950, 123-124
WGS 60, 119-120
WGS 7150, 118-119
WGS 7250/7350, 128-130
WGS 80, 123
WGS 8150, 123
WGS 90, 123-124
WGS 9150, 123-124
Workgroup Server (WGS) 70, 118-119
Mac Classics
opening Color and Color 11 mode l
cases, 114-115
opening form factor cases for
upgrading, 113-114
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Mac clones
determining upgradeability of, 10
Motorola, 107-108
Power Computing, 105-107
UMAX, 108-109
Mac Components Engineered, for
PowerBook replacement hard
drives, 534
Mac gaming, 4 78-484
Apple Game Sprockets for writing
games, 479
control devices for, 4 79
Mac model, determining, 97-98
Mac networking technologies, 432-449
cabling schemes, 432
protocols, 432
topology, 432-433
Mac OS
backward compatibility of, 27
daily care of, 792-793
deleting old versions of applications,
799
deleting unnecessary software, 797
deleting unnecessary temporary files,
798
finding and deleting duplicate
applications, 795-796
finding and removing duplicate
preferences, fonts , and extensions,
796--797
finding and removing old e-mail
attachments and downloads, 798
problems reinsta ll won't cure or solve,
839-840
reasons for doing new installation into
new System Folder, 838
reasons to reinstall, 838-839, 840-841
reinstalling, 841-851
schedule of regular maintenance a nd
care, 791-794
spring cleaning, 795-799

using Norton Utilities to automate
certain maintenance tasks, 792
Web site for model reference, 105
Mac Picasso 540 (Village Tronics)
accelerator card, 4 75
Mac Plus
mouse on, 261
SCSI termination on, 191
Zip drive recommendation for,
227-228
Mac Portable, 99
Mac Power3D accelerator card
(TechWorks), 473-475, 474
installing, 475-476
Mac printer technology, 369- 380
Adobe PostScript software, 370
QuickDraw software, 370
Mac SE, Zip drive recommendation for,
227-228
Mac TV, 99
Mac wiring and cables, 134-135
Macadapter, Web site address for, 314
MacAlley, Mac ADB peripherals available
from, 257
MacBinary text-encoding scheme, 491
MACE, audio-compressor technology,
346
MacComCenter (Smith Micro) telephony
management software, 429
MacFixlt (Tom Landau), Web site for
problem software bug fixes, 563
Macintosh, specifications for, 98-99
Macintosh 630 series , limitations of IDE
drive in, 182
Macintosh II, specifications for, 99-100
Macintosh LC, specifications for, 100
Macintosh Standard Gamma, 653
Macintosh Toolbox, software routines in,
470
MaciRC (Chris Bergmann), Internet Relay
Chat client, 360
Mackie mixing board, audio mixing with,
363
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MacLinkPlus (Davitz) translator, 57-58,

489
how it works, 488
Macro Virus Protection Tool,
downloading from Microsoft Web
site, 809
Macromedia
Deck II software, 366
SoundEdit 16 audio software, 365
Macs
and PC-compatibility cards, 496-501
audio capabilities of, 342-360
booting from Mac OS CD-ROM or a
floppy disk, 602-605
cables and wiring for, 134-135
categories of, 8-9
checking for A/V capability, 110
converting Windows and DOS file
formats for use on, 485
crashes and errors from PC
Compatiblity Card problems,
736-737
creating a boot disk, 604
cross-platform trans lation of
Microsoft Word files, 487-488
dealing with DOS and Windows PC,
485-508
determining cost of upgradi ng, 11
determining model of, 97-98
determining reasons for slow down,
61-67
determining upgradeability of, 10
disk fixing and file recovery, 624-628
DOS-compatible from Apple, 496-497
exploring inside of, 130- 139
exporting Mac files in a Windowscompatible format, 486
finding speed bottlenecks , 61- 73
first aid for ailing systems, 771-789
font types used by, 685-686
guidelines for opening cases, 111- 112

hardware versus software upgrade
needs, 12-15
hooking into PC networks, 459
how the subsystems work, 23-25
improving quality of, 70-73
improving sound quality on, 72
improving speed of, 67-70
ins ide of, 97-139
manufacturers of adapters for
insta lling cards and monitors, 314
marketability of old, 11
models with built-in AV capabilities,
331-332
networking, 431-466
networking technologies, 432-449
opening the case, 110-130
PC compatibility issues, 727-740
processing subsystem, 23-24
reading DOS files with long filenames,
486
reading DOS media, 487
reading PC files with, 56-58, 72, 485
running Windows programs in, 486
s haring DOS files on, 486
software first aid, 771-772
sound hardware and software,
360-368
sound, speech,andMIDI,341-368
speed versus quality, 67
speed ing up, 16-17
system reinstallation expert tip, 783
translating DOS file formats on,
487-488
troubleshooting network connection
problems, 702-706
upgrading versus buying new, 9-11
using In tel-compatible peripherals
with, 486
using while case is off, 112
vid eo circuitry, 305-316
wiring and cables, 134-134
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MacTCP control panel, replacement of
by the TCP/IP control panel, 462
Macworld Installer Tracker shareware,
823
Macworld Mac Secrets, 5th Edition (Pogue
& Schorr), 185
MacYack (Scantron Quality Computers),
PlainTalk add-on, 359
Magic Touch series (KeyTec)
touchscreens, add-ons, and
monitors, 267
magneto optical (M-0)
drives, 230, 236
removable media, 40, 230
magneto-resistive removable drive. See
Castlewood Orb
main circuit board. See logic board
main memory. See memory; RAM
(Random Access Memory)
managed hubs, for Ethernet networks,
439
Mark of the Unicorn
Digital Performer audio software by,
366
MIDI software by, 367
Master Console (Raritan Computer),
controlling multiple computers
with, 508
MasterJuggler (Alsoft), font management
program, 687
mechanical mice, 262
Media 100, Web site address for, 334
megabytes (MB), 31
MegaPhone (Bing Software) telephony
management software, 428
memory. See also DRAMs; RAM (Random
Access Memory)
cache,31-33
cost of upgrading, 76
increasing system speed by adding, 16
main for Macs, 29-31
sockets, 133

solutions to "out of memory"
problems, 777-778
upgrading, 164-177
video, 31
Memory Control Panel
changing RAM settings in, 64, 166
settings that can cause conflicts,
831-832
mice, 45-46. See also mousing
as input devices, 42
basic types of technology for creating,
262
cleaning, 634-635
doorbell syndrome, 633
from third-party companies, 262
software configuration problems, 635
sources for, 257-258
troubles hooting, 635-636
troubleshooting PC software emulator
problems with, 739-740
MicNotepad Lite (Nirvana Research),
PlainTalk add-on, 360
Micro Conversions
for PCI-based TV tuners, 338
Web site address for, 334
microBridge (Sonic Systems), for
connecting LocalTalk workgroups
to Ethernet networks, 453
MicroMac trackpad (Microspeed), 263
Micromat TechTool Pro. See TechTool
Pro
microphone
cost of upgrading, 77
PlainTalk, 44, 356, 358
PlainTalk versus others, 360
Microsoft Office, version to version RAM
requirements, 65
Microsoft Web site, for checking for
updates and other information, 57
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Microsoft Word files, cross-platform
translation of, 487-488
Micros peed
as source of trackpads , mice, and Mac
keyboards, 258
MicroMac trackpad, 263
MicroTek, Web site address, 283
MIDI-capable software (sequencers), 349
MIDI-capable synthesizer, 348-349
MIDI hardware
manufacturers, 367
trans lator (Opcode), 366
MIDI interface, 348
MIDI Manufacturers Association, 350
MIDI software, 367- 368
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface) sound d evices, 44, 54
an notation program, 348
audio capability in Macs, 342-343,
347- 356
components needed to connect
synthesizers to Mac, 348-349
cost of upgrading, 77
using computer keyboard for musical
input, 348
millampe res , maximum allowed draw for
ADB devices, 257
MIME-complia nt PC text-encoding
scheme, 491
MindVis ion VISE, for creating
professional installations for
programs and a pplications, 489
miniclocks, adapters for giving Duos
PowerBook style ports, 536
mirroring backup system, 245
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) Web s ite, for cable
modem information, 423
(Law (mu-law), audio-compressor
technology, 346
MNP-4 error-correction s tandard, 398
MNP-5 data compression standard , 398

MNP-10 cellular-modem error-correction
s tandard, 398
modem connections, troubleshooting,
692-698
AT command set, 695-697
busy signal, 698
dial tone, 697- 698
manual dial/answering, 698
modem settings, 693- 694
wiring and indicators, 692-693
modem problems, troubleshooting,
689-699
during call, 699
external modem doesn't work,
690-691
Global Village Teleport, 690, 691
internal modem doesn't work, 691- 692
third-party mode ms, 689
transmit/receive (TX/RX) lights , 693
modem speed, 396-397
modems
add-ons fo~406-407
and Internetaccess,393-429
bandwidth, 404
bps rates and modem standards, 397
cable , 394
carrier s ignal, 404
checking system for GeoPort, 411
choosing and connecting, 404-414
choosing flow control for, 401
communicating with other computers
with, 55
communications slot for internal, 406
compress ion and correction, 398- 399
connection negotiation, 403-404
connectors for, 395-396
cons iderations for upgrading, 5, 6
cost of upgrading, 77
digital, 55
disabling Call Waiting, 699
DTE/DCE connection, 399-401, 402
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external, 395, 405-406
faxing, 407-408
file download speed, 397
flash upgradeable, , 405, 408-409
flow control, 399-401
GeoPort, 409-414
Global Village Te le port, 396, 690
Hayes AT comma nd set standard , 694
high-speed connections as
alternatives to, 414-423
how they work, 394-404
importance of surge protecting, 689
increasing system speed by
upgrading, 17, 66
installing external and GeoPort
adapters,413-414
installing internal, 412-413
internal, 395, 405- 406
ISDN, 394
Mac-compatible manufacturers, 405
manual dialing and answering, 698
portspeeds,401-403
troubleshooting, 689- 699
troubleshooting PC Compatibility
Card setup problems, 735- 736
turning off dial tone checking, 698
turning sound off, 404
types of, 395-396
typical configuration string, 695
upgrading GeoPort style, 13
modem/serial cable, 134
monitors and monitor cards, 293- 316
adjusting brightness and contrast, 655
Apple monitors, 659- 660
Apple Studio Dis play, 295, 301
as output devices, 42
bitmapped images on, 294-295
blurred and faded color problems, 654
blurry picture problems, 650
buying tips for monitors, 302
cable compatibility requirement, 294

c hecking for cable problems, 647-648
cleaning monitors, 661-662
color depth, 310
color proble ms with, 651-656
considerations for upgrading, 5, 6
convergence factor, 650
cost of upgrading, 77
degaussing, 649
ele ments required to create an image,
294
Energy Saver control panel, 646, 659
energy saving and monitor burn in,
658-660
findin g a ntiglare screens for, 655
focus controls, 650
formula for figuring dimensions of
pixels for screen size, 298
gamma correction, 65 1-654
glare and postitioning problems,
655- 656
how Mac monitors work, 294-305
ideal resolutions and viewable areas
of monitors, 299
installing a monitor, 302- 305
interlacing, 295
isolating problems with, 64 7
LCD Qiquid crystal display), 295
magnetic problems with, 648- 649
monitor dot pitch, 299-300
multisync monitors and old Macs, 658
refresh rate, 295-295
resolution settings, 296- 299
setting RGB-to-VGA adapter properly,
657
sizes available, 52
sync problems with multisync
monitors, 656-657
troubleshooting, 645- 668
upgrading, 51-52, 70-71
upgrading to use two, 51, 71
using Intel-compatible with Macs, 297
(continued)
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monito rs and monitor cards (continued)
use of screen savers to e liminate
burn-in in older models, 658-659
using VGA-compatible multisync
monitors with Macs, 302
wavy or s plotchy picture problems,
648-649
Monitors/Monitors and Sound control
panel, 71
changing resolution for multisync
monitors in, 296-299
Motorola 680x0 series CPUs, 27
Motorola CYBERSurfer cable modem,

423
Motorola Mac clones
built-in resolutions and video
upgrades table, 309
ha rd drive upgrade paths for, 196
specifications for, 107-108
mouse. See also mice; mousing
increasing productivity by upgrading,
18, 72
mousing, 261-266
mo usepad, importance of regularly
cleaning and replacing, 635
MouseStick II (Advanced Gravis), game
controller, 480
MouseTouch, touch screens by, 267
MoviePiayer, playing a MIDI file , 356
MPEG
audio-compressor technology, 347
digital audio file format, 345
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group)
movie file format, 326, 345
MPEG-2 video compress ion standard, for
DVD-ROM drives, 214
MS Office. See Microsoft Office
MS Works documents, trans lation of on
Macs, 488
multimedia
and gaming, 469-484
upgrading your Mac for, 19

multimedia-oriented computers, 8
multimedia programs, increasing speed
of by upgrading RAM, 68
multimedia studios, re movable drives
used by, 235
multiscan monitors, versus fixed
resolution, 52
mu!tisync monitors, 295
installing, 302
multitas king, 14

N
Name server address information,
TCP/IP control panel, 425
Netopia, Internet routers by, 466
Netspeed, xDSL access from, 422
NetSprocket, Apple Game Sprocket, 479
NetWare for Mac, 449
network adapter, cost of upgrading, 77
Network Associates VirusScan for
Macintosh, 808
netwo rk hub, cost of upgrading, 77
network management tools, AppleShare
IP package, 448
network number, AppleTalk addresses ,
444
network transceiver, cost of upgrading,
77
networking, 431-466
choosing between LocaiTalk and
Ethernet,449-450
communicatio n with other computers,
54-56
hubs and s witches, 439-440
increasing productivity with, 18
increasing system speed by upgrading
ha rdware, 17
software needed for, 704
setting up the network, 449-461
networking protocols, choices of, 432
networks, accessing remotely, 459-461
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networks, troubleshooting, 701-702
10BaseT, 708
AppleTalk, 710-713
checking for physical breaks or
damage, 707
c hecking the hardware, 703, 705- 70G
checking the software, 704
dancing icon syndrome, 709
file sharing security, 713-715
LocalTalk and 10Base2, 706-707
network is down, 706-708
Novell and NT, 709
Open Transport, 709
software issues, 708-717
TCP/IP, 716-717
trouble connecting a Mac, 702-706
NewerTech , PowerBook upgrade cards
by,514
nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cad) batteries,
PowerBooks, 754
nickel metal hydride (NiMH) batteries,
PowerBooks, 754-755
node number, AppleTalk addresses, 444
Norton Utilities (Symantec)
checking disk problems with Disk
Doctor, 625-626
Disk Doctor, 62, 625
defragmenting hard drives with,
800- 801
FileSaver program, 626
for fixing disks and file recovery,
624-626
incompatibility with HFS Plus format ,
625
optimizing hard drives with, 802
versus Apple's Disk First Aid, 625
Novell NetWare/MaciPX, troubleshooting
problems with, 708, 709
NuBus slot cards, 88-89
for connecting 1/0 devices, 43
identifying, 136
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OMF (Open Media Framework) movie fil e
format, 326
Omniview (Belkin Components)
controlling multiple PCs from one
keyboard and monitor, 508
controlling a mix of PCs and Macs
with, 508
One World Systems, Internet routers by,
466
online services
high-speed connections for, 414-423
modems and Internet access for,
393-429
online sources, for computers and
upgrade components, 12
Opcode's
AudioShop audio software, 365
MIDI/Digital aud io studio, 368
MusicShop sequencing software, 368
Overture notation software, 368
StudioYision software, 366
Open Transport networking technology,
441-442
troubleshooting problems with , 708,
709-71 0
Open Transport PPP (OT/PPP) script,
adding to Modem Scripts folder,
427
OpenDML movie file format, 325
optical character recognition (OCR)
software, for scanners, 279, 281
optical mice, 262
optimizing hard drives, 802- 803
optomechanical mice, 262
Orange Micro
32-bit drivers for OrangePC line of
cards, 496
DOS-compatibility technology, 498
Orange PCi application for controlling
the PC environment, 500
PC-compatibility hardware by, 493
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Orb removable drive, 235-236
Other World Computing
as source for PowerBook replacement
hard drives, 534
shopping for equipment and upgrade
components, 12
Outbound 2030 portable computer, 104
output devices, 42- 54
for getting digital video out of your
Mac, 322
OutSpoken text-to-s peech program (Alva
Access Group), 267

p
packet writing technology, writing CD-R
discs with, 224
page-per-minute (ppm) rate, for printers,
370
page printers. See laser printers
page scanners, 4 7, 48
Parameter RAM (PRAM), 144
battery, 584-587
control panels one should c heck after
reset, 588
restoring settings after zapping
(reset), 588
troubleshooting, 581 - 588
zapping, 582-584
parity bit, 398
passive hubs, for Ethernet networks ,
439,440
Passport Designs, MIDI software by, 367
PC Card modems, 540
configuring software for, 542-543
PC Cards (PCMCIA), 539-543
add-on cage for, 538
eject problems in PowerBooks, 762
ejecting, 543
importance of Mac compatibility of,
540
modem not recognized problem, 762

Newton OS to PowerBook card
compatibility issues, 762
"PC Card in use'' error message, 762
plugging into slot, 541
reformatting a Mac-formatted into a
PC-compatible format, 542
troubleshooting issues with
PowerBook use, 762
vendors for Macintosh compatible,
541
PC Compatibility Cards (Orange Micro)
32-bit driver software for Windows
95/98 environment, 495
DirectX graphics architecture
incompatibility, 495
limitations of, 732
port technology built into, 494
problems with, 495
troubleshooting, 732-738
upgrading, 500- 501
PC compatibility cards, troubleshooting
c hecking for extension conflicts, 733
crashes and errors on the Mac,
736-737
crashes on the PC side, 738
DOS won't boot, 734-735
modem setup, 735-736
monitor trouble, 734
PC doesn 't start up, 733
PC starts up b lack, 733-734
PC compatibility expansion cards
adding PC functionality to certain Mac
models with,493
compatibility issues, 494-496
connecting cables to, 498-499
connecting the PC-to-RGB cable, 499
cross-platform clipboard support for
cut and paste commands, 500
importance of updating PC Setup
software, 733
installing, 498-499
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ins talling software for, 499- 500
modem use issues with, 494
troubleshooting, 732-738
upgrading,500-501
PC compatiblity problems,
troubleshooting, 727-727
can' t see DOS-formatted media over
1 GB in s ize, 730
cha nging file association so it will
load, 730- 731
floppies a nd files, 728-731
freezes and cras hes, 730
input device conflicts, 728
loading PC documents, 730-731
mounting re movable drives manua lly,
729
translating files with MacLinkPius , 731
trouble with long filenames and
removable media, 729
PC emulation software programs,
501-505
for running PC software on Macs, 493,
504
installing, 504-505
types of emulation, 502-504
PC Exchange control pane l, for
Super Drives
forma tting floppies in DOS forma t
with, 487
reading DOS/Windows floppies on
Macs with, 56-58, 487, 728-729
updated drivers in Mac OS 8.1 , 618
PC-formatted floppy disks, reading on
the Mac, 56-58
PC MACLAN (Miramar Systems), for
bidirectional support for
Window/Mac OS ne tworking, 459
PC printe rs, adapters available for us ing
with Macs, 389-390
PC Setup control panel
controlling the PC environment with,
499- 500

Open Tra nsport compatibility issues
with, 737
PC Setup software, resolving Mac
cras hes because of outdated,
736-737
PCI-based TV tuners, 338
PCI (Peripheral Component
Interconnect) cards, 89-91
for connecting I/0 devices, 43
identifying, 136
PCMCIA (PC Card) s lots, 536
PDS (Processor Direct Slots) expansion
card, 87-88
for connecting 1/0 devices, 43
identifying, 136
peer-to-peer networking, 442
pen-based input device, increasing
productivity with, 18
Performa, s pecifications for, 101-103
peripheral-s pecific ports, connecting 1/0
devices to, 43
peripherals, sharing on a network, 461
Personal File Sharing (peer-to-peer
networking), 442
turning on, 445-447
Personal LaserWrite r 300, ease of toner
cartridge cha nge, 377
PhoneMaker (Mic roMat) telephony
management software, 429
PhoneNet cabling, using with LocalTalk
networks, 433-434
PhonePro (Bing Software) tele phony
management software, 428
photo scanners, image-editing software
for, 276
PhotoScript Group, Mac to PC printer
software and devices from, 380
Photoshop Lite Edition (LE), versus
Photoshop regular edition for use
with scanne rs, 278
Pinnacle Micro, higher capacity
magneto-optical drives by, 236
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PIO mode 2 performance level, IDE
drives, 182
pixel (picture element), 295
PKZip (PKWARE, Inc.) arc hive format for
PCs, 489-491
decompressing files with DropStuff
with Expander Enhancer add on,
491
PlainTalk microphone
for entering data, 44
for speech recognition on AV
equipped Macs, 356
PlainTalk plug-ins page, links to speechrelated plug-ins for Web browsers,
359-360
pod. See GeoPort adapter (pod)
point, for measuring size of typefaces,
297
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). See PPP
(Point-to-Point Protocol)
Polaroid, Web site address, 283
polyphony, 349
port choice, increasing system speed
with, 66
port issues, when using PC-compatibility
expansion cards in Macs, 494
port speeds, modems, 401-403
portable computers, 104-105. See also
PowerBooks
porting, versus emulating an operating
system, 502
PostScript errors, when printing,
677-678
getting help from Adobe Web s ite, 678
PostScript printer, installing, 381
PostScript Printer Description (PPD) file,
682
PostScript quality output, upgrading
printers for, 72
PostScript software, 370, 372-373
versus QuickDraw, 373

Power Computing Corporation (PCC)
Mac clones, 105-107
Apple Tech Info Library for, 106
ATI-based 3D acceleration extension
files, 722
built-in resolutions and video
upgrades table, 308-309
hard drive upgrade paths for, 196
models list, 106
processor upgradeability, 152-153
Power Macintosh 5200/75 LC, limitations
of IDE drive in, 182
Power Macintosh line, specifications for,
103-104
Power Manager, resetting in PowerBooks
PowerBook 100, 748
PowerBook 140, 145, 145 B, and 170,
748-749
PowerBook 150, 749
PowerBook 160, 165, or 180, 749
PowerBook 190/5300, 1400, 2400,
3400/G3 (3500), 750
PowerBook 500 series, 749
PowerBook 5300 or 190 that won't
power on, 750
PowerBook Duo series, 749-750
PowerBook G3 series, 750
reasons for, 747-748
power-on problems, troubleshooting,
572-579
Power Secretary (Dragon Systems),
voice recognition PlainTalk add-on,
359
power supplies
ide ntifying for upgrading, 132
replacing, 574-577
Power3D accelerator card (TechWorks) ,
473-475, 474
installing, 475-4 76
PowerBook 100/100 series
battery, 752
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opening to upgrade, 515-51 6
rese tting, 746
rese tting Power Manager in, 748
typical problems, prices, and fixes,
761
PowerBook 140 form factor, opening to
upgra de, 516-517
PowerBook 140/ 145/145 B/170
battery, 752
resetting Power Manager in, 748-749
Powe rBook 150
battery, 752
limitations of IDE drive in, 182
resetting Power Manager in, 749
PowerBook 160/1 65/ 180
battery for 160 and 180, 752
batte ry for 165, 752
resetting Power Manager in, 749
typical problems, prices, and fixes for
180, 761
PowerBook 190/5300
batte ry, 753
reset after zapping PRAM, 751
resetting Power Manager in, 750
PowerBook 500 form factor, opening to
upgrade, 519-52 1
PowerBook 500 series
battery, 752
resetting, 746
resetting Power Manager in, 749
typical problems, prices, and fixes,
761
PowerBook 1400 form facto r
ope ning to upgrade, 522- 523
upgrade cards availa ble for, 529
upgrading RAM in, 527
PowerBook 1400 series
battery, 753
reset after zapping PRAM, 751
rese tting, 746
resetting Power Manager in, 750

typical problems , prices, and fixes fo r
1400cs, 761
PowerBook 2400 form factor
opening to upgrade, 523-525
use of SO DIMMS in, 529
PowerBook 2400
battery, 753
resetting Power Manager in, 750
PowerBook 3400 form facto r, opening to
upgrade, 525- 526
PowerBook 3400/ G3 3500 series
batteries for, 753
reset after zapping PRAM, 751
resetting, 746
resetting Power Manager in, 750
PowerBook 5300 fo rm factor, opening to
upgrad e, 52 1-522
PowerBook 5300/ 100 series
resetting, 746
typical problems, prices, a nd fixes for
5300, 761
PowerBook 5300/ 190
repair extension, 764
resetting Power Manager for machine
that won't turn on, 750
PowerBook ba tteries, troubleshooting,
751- 760
a djusting settings and controls to
conserve power, 757-758
battery life, 756-759
c harging problems, 760
lead acid , 753-754
Lilon, 755-756
memory conservation to slow power
loss, 756-757
nickel-cadmium (ni-cad), 754
nicke l-me tal hydride (NiMH), 754-755
types a nd issues ta ble, 752-753
using RAM dis k for startup to
conserve power, 757
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PowerBook Duo form factor, opening to
upgrade,517-5 19
PowerBook Duo series
battery charger updates, 755
battery for 210/230, 753
battery for 250/ 270c/ 280, 753
battery for 280/280c/2300c, 753
resetting, 746
resetting Power Manager in, 749-750
PowerBook G3 (BTO) form factor,
opening to upgrade, 526-527
PowerBook G3 series
battery, 753
resetting, 746
resetting Power Manager in, 750
upgrading the RAM in, 527
use of SO DIMMS in, 529
PowerBooks
adapter for connecting external
monitor to earlier models, 548- 549
adding a ha rd drive to, 533- 534
adding RAM, 512
additional s peed increases from
processor upgrades, 532
AirDock (Farallon) for integrating into
your network, 537
Apple-recommended screen upgrades,
535
battery conservation, 759
bays,536,537-539
Bookendz port duplicator for, 536, 537
checking for loose keyboard screws,
517
cleaning the outside s urfaces of, 765
cleaning the trackball, 765-766
docks,535-537
downloading Apple Memory Guide
PDF from Apple's Support Web site,
529
dual monitor s upport, 549
Duo Dock, 535

Duo Floppy Adapter for, 537
expansion bays, 537-538
exte rna l expansion ports chart, 544
external ports and peripherals,
543-550
G3 series, 514
inserting and removing expansion bay
devices, 538
installing a printer, 548
installing an external modem, 547
internal modems for, 529- 530
internal slots for upgrading, 529- 531
inte rna l upgrades, 512-514
Interrupt button on older models, 745
making modem connections in fore ign
countries, 543
modem/printer port, 54 7-548
opening to upgrade , 515-527
PC Card s lots for adding upgrades,
512, 536, 539-543
plastic parts replacement cost, 761
PowerPort Mercury 19.2 modem for
upgrading, 529
processor upgradable models, 532
processor upgrades for, 531-532
RAM upgrade chart, 528
replacement logic boards for, 514
Reset button on older models, 745
resetting, 745-747
resetting the Power Manager, 747-751
screen upgrades and replacements,
534-535
SCSI cable and dock suppliers, 546
SCSi connecto~ 545-547
SCSI disk mode, 545, 547, 550-552
SCSI Dock adapter for, 545
setting up video with the Monitors
and Sound control panel, 550
s hipping concerns, 766
slots, 536, 539
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software drivers for upgraded cards,
530
sources for replacement hard drives,
534
sources for screen replacements and
upgrades, 535
sources for used parts, 530
special cables from Apple for
attaching SCSI devices, 545
specifications for, 104-105
steps to follow after spilling liquid on,
766-768
typical problems, prices, and fixes
(Voelker Research), 760-761
upgrade cards for 1400 series , 514
upgrade cards for 3400 and 5300
series, 514
upgrading, 19,511-535
upgrading chart, 512-514
upgrading RAM, 527-529
using SCSI terminators with, 546
video ports, 548-550
PowerBooks, troubleshooting of systemspecific problems, 743-768
batteries and battery life, 744, 751-760
crashes when Finde r loads, 750-751
other issues, 760-761
PC Card issues, 762
power adapter, 744
power outlet, 744
printer/modem port, 763
res et after zapping PRAM, 751
SCSI cable , 744
Sleep mode, 744, 747
startup, shutdown, and power,
743-745
steps to take to resetting specific
models, 746
temperature issues, 765
video port, 763-764
wrong screen brightness settings, 745
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PowerMac. See PowerPC
PowerPC
ability to run older software versions
on, 13-14
Apple's transition to, 28-29
determining if system is, 109
processors used in Mac OS
computers, 28
upgrading to increase system speed,
69
PowerPC G3 processors, 103-104
PowerPC native software, 29
PowerPort internal modems, for
PowerBooks, 529-530
PowerPrint parallel-to-LocalTalk adapter,
for printing from Macs to PC
printers, 389-390
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol)
adding an Open Transport PPP
(OT/ PPP) script for, 427
control panel , 426
setting up for Internet access, 426-427
PRAM (Parameter RAM), 144
control panels one should check after
reset, 588
restoring settings after zapping
(rese tting), 588
troubleshooting, 581-588
zapping, 582-584
zapping to resolve blinking ? icon
problems, 601
PRAM battery, 584-58 7
importance of, 144
locating in case, 132, 134
removing and replacing, 586-587
typical sizes, 585
preference files
including in backup plan, 245
troubleshooting printe r crashes from
corrupt, 678-679
print resolutions, versus scanning and
screen resolutions, 279
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printer description language, PostScript
as,372-373
printer driver software
for LocalTalk printers, 382
for PostScript printers, 383
printer languages
PostScript, 372- 373
QuickDraw, 370, 373
printer maintenance, 683-684
printer problems, troubleshooting,
671-683
desktop printer solutions, 680-682
endless loop error, 682
font troubles, 685-689
freezes and crashes, 678-679
isolating desktop printing, 680
LaserWriter issues, 682-683
PostScript errors, 677-678
printer output, 684-685
printer port is in use, 675-677
printer can't be found , 673-675
problem creating desktop printer
icon, 679-680
printer server, in AppleShare IP package,
448
printer sharing, and printers, 369-390
printers
accessories, 386-388
add-ons and software, 386-390
and printer sharing, 369-390
Apple LaserWriter memory options,
387-388
as output devices, 42
cabling,381-382
choosing, 371-372
color proofing, 379
connecting with LocalTalk cable, 380
connecting with serial cable, 380
considerations for upgrading, 5, 52-53
cost of upgrading, 77
cost per page factors , 371

dot matrix, 379-380
dots per inch (dpi), 370
drivers for, 388-389
duplex printing add-ons, 386
dye sublimation, 379
Ethernet connection of, 380
increasing print speed by upgrading,
17, 18, 66,69, 71
Inkjet, 378-379
installing, 380-385
laser, 374-378
lines per inch (lpi), 370
mainte nance of, 683- 684
manufacturers of Mac compatible, 374
networking options, 386
paper handling add-ons, 386
PostScript, 372-373
RAM upgrades, 386, 388
resolution, 370
SCSI connection, 380
SCSI hard drive add-on, 386
sharing over local area networks, 56
solid-ink, 379
specialty, 380
speed measurement, 370
troubleshooting, 671-689
troubleshooting PC software emulator
problems with, 739
types of, 374-380
upgrading RAM to improve print
quality, 72
upgrading to color, 71-72
using PC with Macs, 389- 390
processing subsystem
CPU (Central Processing Unit) in,
26-29
how it works, 23-24
main memory in, 29-31
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processor. See also Central Processing
Unit (CPU)
e ffect of speed on how digital video
plays, 321
individual system upgradeability,
149-153
types of, 147-148
upgrade manufacturers, 146
productivity, increasing with equipment
upgrades, 5-6
program crashes, first a id for, 779-784
freezes and hangs, 784-786
Internet related, 784
Type 11 errors and "FPU not found"
error messages, 781-783
Type 41 errors and Finder or Bus
error messages, 783
programmable mice, 264
two button, 46
Proline Distribution, Web site address
for, 200
ProMax, Web site address for, 334

Q
Quadra/Centris, specifications for, 100
Quadra 650 and 800 specifications, 101
quantized sound sample, digital audio,
343-344
quartz clock crystal, 27
Quest drive, SyQuest, 235
QIC (quarter-inch cartridge) tape drives ,
as backup storage devices, 237
QuickCam videoconfe re ncing camera, 49
QuickDraw
built-in Mac programming routines,
294
printer software, 370
versus PostScript printers, 373
QuickDraw 3D, 470-473
3-D MetaFile (3DMF), 471, 472

acceleration issues, 722
accelerator manufacturers, 477
APis and file formats, 471-472
Appearance Manager software
routine, 470
as PowerPC-only application , 722
exte nsions needed for program to run ,
721
low system memory problems, 72 1,
723
RAVE (Render Acceleration Virtual
Engine), 472-473, 721 , 722
rendering 3D objects with, 469
QuickDraw printer, installing, 381
Quicken, version to version RAM
requirements, 65
QuickTake camera, 48
QuickTime General MIDI library,
MoviePlayer playing MIDI files on,

356
QuickTime Movie format, 322
QuickTime software, 322-329
applications and desktop accessories
capable of working with, 324
compression and codecs, 326-328
digital movies , 324-325
for e diting digital video, 319
for multimedia on your Mac, 50
movie file fo rmats , 325-326
problems associated with digital
video, 664
Video for Windows translation
capabilities of, 323
Web site address for downloading
latest version, 324
QuickTime video codecs, and
recommended uses, 328
QuickTime VR, creating 3D virtua l reality
panoramas with, 469
Qtronix, as source of mice, trackballs,
and unique keyboard solutions, 258
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Radius Corp.
PC-compatibility hardware by, 493
upgrading PC-compatibility cards,
500-501
Web site address for, 334
Radius/Reply
add-on cards for serial and parallel
ports, 494
PC-<:ompatibility cards, 497-498
upgrading PC-<:ompatibility cards,
500-501
RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive
Drives)
adding, 204-205
setting up, 205-206
RAM (Random Access Memory), 29-30
adding, 168-177
checking allocation of, 167
effect of adding additional on laser
printer speed, 375-376
effect of in digital video playback, 321
increasing system speed by adding,
14,16,67-70
installing, 174-176
interleaving, 174
measuring, 31
PC emulator software requirements
for, 738
software requirements from version to
version, 65
system bottlenecks caused by lack of
64,65
'
troubleshooting startup problems,
588-589
upgrade table, 169-173
working with, 167-168
RAM disk
creating, 166
shareware utilities for automatically
saving and restoring contents of
758
'

RAM modules, 30-31
RAM settings, checking, 165-167
RamDoubler (Connectix) utility,
increasing system speed with, 14
Ramp Networks, Internet routers by, 466
random access memory. See RAM
(Random Access Memory)
RAVE, QuickDraw 3D acceleration virtual
engine, 472-473
acceleration issues, 722
choosing a RAVE video card, 477-478
RCA video plugs, 329
Ready to Send command, from modem
to computer, 400
ReaiAudio codecs, 347
RealPC Onsignia Corporation), PC
emulation software, 57
reblessing the System Folder, 606-608
recordable CD-ROM discs, creating,
224-225
Reduced Instruction Set Computing
(RJSC) architecture, 28
Redundant Array of Inexpensive Drives
(RAID)
adding, 204-205
setting up, 205-206
refresh rate, for monitors, 295-296
changing to solve display movement
problems, 649
reinstalling Mac OS
clean install, 847-850
custom installation, 846-847
deciding on type of Installation,
843-844
installation errors, 850-851
pre-flight check, 841-843
regular installation, 844-846
tips for a quicker custom installation
847
'
unblessing the System Folder and
doing a clean install, 850

Index

removable media drives
adding an external, 238-241
adding an internal, 241-243
cost of upgrading, 77
explained, 228- 237
Iomega Zip , 227- 228
Iomega Drive Options management
control panel, 618
LS120standard,227, 232
media for, 40
performance of, 231- 232
special drivers for, 61 7
SuperDisk, 232
troubleshooting, 617-618
Remote Access Multipart server, Apple,
460
Remote Access Personal server, Apple,
460
Remote Access software, Apple, 459-461
repetitive stress injury (RSQ, ergonomic
keyboards for people with, 267
Reply/Radius
add-on cards for serial and parallel
ports , 494
PC-compatibility cards, 497-498
ResEdit, making invisible fil es vis ible
with, 713
Reset Serial Port program, 691
resolution
comparing when purchasing digital
cameras, 287
setting for monitors, 296-299
resolution sync, importance of in videoout devices, 335
Retrospect software (Dantz Corp.), for
system backups, 248
RGB-to-VGA adapter, us ing wit h VGAcompatible multisync monitors, 302
Rich Text Format (RTF) documents ,
trans lation of by Macs, 488
ring network topology. See Token Ring
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RlSC. See Red uced Instruction Set
Computing (RlSC) architecture
R. J. Cooper and Associates, special
needs products by, 267
RJ-11 phone jack, connecting modems to
phone lines with , 395
RJ-45 Ethernet cabling connector, 438
Router address information, TCP/IP
control panel, 425
routers, 441
a llowing networks to communicate
with one another, 444
manufacturers of, 466
RPMs (revolutions per minute), for
drives, 38

s
S-video
ports and adapter cables on early
Power Macs, 662
video-in interface connections, 330,
336- 337
Sad Mac icon, meaning of, 565
Sad Macs, troubleshooting, 578-579
common problem codes, 579
sampling, in digital audio, 343
satellite dishes
high-speed data connections with, 415
receiving Internet-related
transmissions with, 55
scan converter, for displaying video
output to a television or VCR, 334
scanner software, 278-281
scanners, 273-275
24-bit color, 278
36-bit color, 278
adding to increase productivity, 18
as input device, 42
as upgrade consideration, 5
checking availability of plug-ins
for, 279
(continued)
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scanners (continued)
checking for with SCSIProbe, 640
choosing, 281-283
compa ny Web s ite a ddresses, 282- 283
compa ring resolutions, 279
configuration, 640-642
cost of upgrading to, 77
dynamic ra nge, 278
ins talling and cleaning, 283- 285,
639- 640
inte rfaces for, 48
interpolated resolutio n, 278
optical c haracter recognition (OCR)
software for, 279
power and cabling pro blems , 641
q uality of, 277- 278
SCSI ID proble ms , 641
SCSI issues, 640, 641
serial problems, 643
softwa re, 278- 281
s oftwa re pro blems, 641, 642
suppo rt for TWAIN plug-ins, 279- 280
te rminating SCSI port whe n installing,
284
troubleshooting, 639-643
types of, 47-48, 275-277
scanni ng resolutions , vers us screen and
print resolutio ns , 279
ScanShare, s haring Ap ple-specific
scanners on networks with, 461
scree n resolutions , ve rsus scanning a nd
p rint resolutions, 279
scre en s haring, us ing Timbuktu p rogram
for, 507
screen swapping, us ing the same
keyboard and mo nitor to control
two or more compute rs, 508
screen upgrades and replacements, for
PowerBooks, 534- 535
SCSI bus, 185

SCSI cables, 134
and connections, 188-190
getting info about in Tech Info Libra ry,
189
SCSI controller, 185
ide ntifying, 132
SCSI Dis k Mode , Powe rBooks , 545, 547,
550-552
SCSI expans io n cards
determining need for, 197-198
installing, 198-199
SCSI (Small Compute r Sys tem Interface)
hard d isk technology, 36, 110,
184-192
b us speed , 187
common problems with, 609
connecting the drive, 203
getting info off the olde r drive, 204
ID numbe rs, 185, 186
ins talling the drive, 202- 204
terms and bas ics, 185
trans fer protocols , 187-188
troubleshooting, 602-605, 610-613
ty pes, 187-188
utilities, 610
vers us IDE drives, 18 1- 184
working with the new d rive, 203-204
SCSI port
connecting ext e rnal remova ble media
devices to, 238- 241
conne cting 1/0 devices to, 43
SCSI te rmination, 190-1 92
SCSI terminators
basic types of, 191
special need ed for Mac Ilfx, 612
SCSI-to-Ethernet adapter, adding
Ethernet with, 436
SCSI trans fer protocol, 187
SCSI Voodoo (SCSI trouble)
common configuration problem s , 609
Evangelista tips , 612-613
symptoms, 608-609
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SCSIProbe
checking "no drive icon" problems
with, 605-606
mounting and controlling SCSI devices
with, 610
SCSIShare, sharing non-Apple-specific
scanners on networks with, 461
.sea format, 246
seek time
CD-ROM drives, 40, 210-211
hard drives, 37
Select Hosts file button, TCP/IP control
panel, 425
self-extracting archive, creating for
System Folder, 246
selling used Macs, 11
sequencers (MIDI-capable software), 349
serial scanners, troubleshooting, 643
serial port scanners, 276
serial ports , 137-139
adding more, 139
connecting 1/0 devices to, 43
what to do when one needs a free,
138- 139
Serial SCSI, 189
serial/modem cable, 134
shareware utilities
for saving and restoring contents of
RAM disk, 758
Sharing Setup dialog box, setting
permission levels in, 446-447
sheetfed scanners, 275-276
short-term memory. See main memory;
memory; RAM (random access
memory)
ShrinkWrap (Aladdin Systems), creating
disk images of the System Folder
backups with, 246
Silverlining utility, 614
checking "no drive icon" problems
~th, 605-606,610

SIMM (Single Inline Memory Module),
30-31
locating sockets for, 132
SimpleText, having your Mac read
documents to you, 357, 358
slide scanners, 276, 277
small outline DIMMS (SO DIMMS),
upgrading PowerBooks with, 527,
529
snap to default settings, programmable
mice, 264
socket number, AppleTalk addresses , 444
SoftPC software, PC emulation program
for Macs, 501
SoftRAID software, 205-206
software
bugs, 560,561
CD utilities, 222-224
checking version number of, 14
cleaning and maintenance, 791-810
conflicts, 560, 561
corruption, 560-561, 562-563
first aid, 771-774
for creating CD-R, 224-225
for system backups, 248-249
printer drivers, 382-383
usua l sources of problems, 560
version to version RAM requirements,
65
software emulators, troubleshooting,
738-740
CO-ROMs, 740
memory problems, 738
mouse drivers, 739-740
printer and modem issues, 739
software problems, troubleshooting,
560-563
bizarre behavior, 775
bugs, 772-773
conflicts, 772, 773-774
corruption, 772, 774
(continued)
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software problems, troubleshooting
(continued)
crashes, 775
error messages, 774, 775-779
freezes, 775
hangs, 775
software upgrades and updates,
including in backup plan, 244
software versus hardware issues,
guidelines for determining, 12-15
SoftWindows 95 (Insigna Corporation),
for Macs, 59, 501, 502- 504
SOHO (small office, home office) routers,
forlnternet access,465-466
solid-ink printers, 379
Sonic Solutions digital audio products
by, 365
Sonic Systems, Internet route rs by, 466
Sony, Zip-compatible disks by, 233
Sony's Trinitron versus CRT monitors , 52
Sorensen codecs for video and audio,
QuickTime 3.0, 346
sound
getting into your computer, 44
hardware and software, 360-368
MIDI, 54
troubleshooting recording problems,
668
Sound Designer II, digital audio fil e
format, 345
sound interface, as output device, 42
SoundApp progam, 346
SoundSprocket, Apple Game Sprocket,
479
S/PDIF digital-audio inte rface, 362
Speakable Items folder, storing
AppleScripts in, 358
s peakerphone, modem add-on, 406
speakers, 53-54
cost of upgrading, 77
special needs input devices, 267
Speech control panel, 357

Speech Recognition extension, launching
programs with, 358
speech technologies, 356-360
PlainTalk microphone for, 356
Speech Manager software, 357
speech-to-text products, 267
speed
options, 69-70
vers us quality, 67
SpeedDoubler (Connectix) utility,
increasing copying speeds with, 14
spot color, adding to documents, 377
Spring Cleaning (Aladdin Systems), using
for system maintenance, 793
ST-4UX (Network Technologies)
switcher, contolling Macs, PCs, Sun
Workstations and other
microcomputers with , 508
Standard MIDI File (SMF) file format, 355
star topology for networks, 433
StarMax (Motorola), product numbers
and features, 108
Startup Disk control panel, checking if
blinking ? icon appears at startup,
601
startup key commands, 580-581
startup problems and issues, 598-608
jump-starting your Mac, 577
power on, 572-573
replacing the power s upply, 574-577
startup key commands, 580-581
troubleshooting death chimes,
577-578
troubleshooting when the X icon
appears, 598-599
static electricity problems, Evangelista
tip for solving, 258
static RAM, in digital cameras, 286
storage devices. See also backup/storage
devices
how they work, 24
sources for, 257-258
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troubleshooting, 597-628
types of, 33-41
Stufflt Expander
decompressing Stufflt archive files
with, 489
using optional DropStuff with
Expander Enhancer with, 491
Stufflt lnstallerMaker, for creating
professional installations for
programs and applications, 489
Stufflt Lite/Stufflt Deluxe (Aladdin
Systems)
creating self-extracting archives of
System Folder with, 246
data compression tool, 234, 489
StyleScript utility (1nfowave), 389
Subnet mask information, TCP/IP control
panel, 425
Suitcase (Symantec), font management
program, 687
SummaGraphics digitizers, 265
Super Save utility (Michael Kamprath),
247
SuperDisk, introduction of, 232
SuperDrive floppy disk drives, 38
reading DOS and Windows files on
Macs with, 56-58, 487
SuperMac (UMA.X), Mac OS compatible
models and features, 108-109
SurfTalk (Digital Dreams), PlainTalk addon,360
surge protectors, importance o f for
modem phone lines, 412
Sustainable Softworks, Internet routers
by, 466
switched hubs (switches), for Ethernet
networks, 440
SyJet removable media, 41
Symantec Anti-Virus for Macintosh, 808
Synapse Adaptive, special needs
products by, 267

SyQuest EZFlyer drives, 229
for system backups and data storage,
234
versus Jaz and SyJet drives, 234
SyQuest Quest drive, 235
SyQuest removable media (cartridges),
40, 229
SyQuest SyJet drives, 35
for system backups and data storage,
234-235
versus EZFlyer drives , 234
SysCompare shareware, 823
system backups
Evangelista and expert tips, 250-251
how to back up, 245-25 1
implementing a plan , 243-251
importance of to productivity, 18
shareware solutions, 248
what to back up, 244-245
System Folder
blessing and reblessing, 607-608
conflict resolution, 820-830
creating a self-extracti ng archive of,
246
identifying extension conflicts,
813-820
labeling items in, 820
resolving extension confli cts, 813-834
testing to solve "no drive icon"
problems, 606-608
System Folder conflicts
binary-tree conflict search, 825
conducting a confli ct search, 824-826
confirming the extension conflict, 826
conflict management software,
826-828
defined,814-815
diagnosing, 817-820
disk cache settings, 831-832
few-at-a-time conflict search method,
824-825
identifying, 813-820
(continued)
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System Folder conflicts (continued)
identifying the extension, 821-823
memory control panel setting, 831
modern memory manager, 832
one-at-a-time conflict search method,
824
RAM disk, 832
resolution of, 820-823
shareware for getting more
information, 823
solving, 828-830
virtual memory, 832
what's a conflict, 815-816
what's not a conflict, 816-817
system freezes and crashes, when
printing, 678- 679
system maintenance, 791-810
System Profiler. See Apple System
Profiler
system RAM. See also cache memory;
memory; RAM (random access
memory)
adding, 168-177
upgrading, 164-168
system speed, versus quality, 67
system startup problems,
troubleshooting, 579- 581

T
T-1 lines, for high-speed Ethernet data
communications, 415
T-3 lines, for high-speed data
communications, 415
tape drives, 35
pros and cons of, 236-237
TCP/ IP (Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol),
424-426
problem symptoms and potential
cures, 716-717
services for Macs, 461-462

troubleshooting, 716-717
using to build an intranet, 462
TCP/IP control panel, 424, 425
TechCessories, SCSI cables and docks
by,546
TechTool/TechTool Pro (Micromat)
deleting and rebuilding desktop files
with, 562, 788
disk fixing and file recovery with, 624,
626-627
support for HFS Plus, 626
Telechoice xDSL Report, Web site
address for, 422
telephony
hardware solutions, 427-428
software, 428-429
Yo Yo (Big Island Software) hardware,
427
telephony and Internet, add ing to system
for increasing productivity, 17
television
getting video streams into your Mac
with, 50
watching on your AV Mac, 337- 338
terminal adapter (TA) devices, for cable
and ISDN modems, 394
terminators, SCSI, 190-192
testing, external removable media drive
installation, 240-241
tethered cameras, 49
Text-to-Speech technology, 44, 343
products for, 267
The Apple Store, for equipment and
upgrade components, 12
thinnet cabling, for Ethernet, 437
thrashing, of hard drives, 62
three-generation backup system, 24 7
throughput, CD-ROM drives, 40
timbres, 349
Timbuktu (Farallon)
accessing a PC from a Mac with, 505
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screen sharing with, 507
Toast (Adaptec) software, c reating CD-R
discs with, 224
Token Ring
cabling scheme, 432
topology for networks, 432-433
toner cartridges
for Inkjet printers, 371-372,
for laser printe rs, 371-372, 376-377
tools
for performing upgrades, 155
for removing Mac Classic form factor
cases,1 13, 11 4
touch screens
manipulating the mouse pointer with,
46
sources for, 266-267
touchpads,sources fo~ 257-258
TouchWindows, touch screen and addons from, 267
trackballs and trackpads, 263
as input devices, 42, 46
sources for, 257-258
troubleshooting, 636
typical PowerBook problems, prices,
and fixes, 761
Tribestar IP (Zoom Telephonics),
switching hub between LocaiTalk
and Ethernet networks, 453
Trinitron versus CRT monitors, 52
Troll Touch, cross-platform CRTs, LCD
screens, and add-ons by, 267
troubleshooting
ADB bus, 630-632
ADB cable, 632
Apple monitors, 659-660
basics of, 557-569
blinking disk icon, 565
cache RAM, 590
case,594
completely dead system, 566

death chimes, 577-578
digital video a nd audio, 662- 668
disk drives, 600-601, 616-617
Evangelista tip for, 569
external removable med ia drive
insta llation proble ms , 241
getting help with, 568
graphics tablets, 636- 637
heat problems, 591, 593
input devices and scanners, 629- 643
1/ 0 port,cable, or controller, 567
keyboards,637-638
mice, 634-635
modems, 689- 699
monitors and video, 645-668
mouse pointer won't move, 565
networks, 701-717
no drive icon problems , 605- 606
other RAM problems, 589-590
parameter RAM (PRAM), 581-588
PC compatibility issues, 727-740
poor quality laser printer output,
684-685
ports, 591, 592
power s upply, 593
re movable media drives, 617-618
Sad Mac icon, 565
Sad Macs, 578-579
scanners, 639-643
SCSI cables, termination, and
hardwa re, 610-613
SCSI configuration problems, 609
software drive r, 568
startup key commands, 580-581
startup problems, 565, 571-588
startup RAM problems, 588-589
System Folder problems, 606-608
trackballs, 636
video isn't working properly, 565
when the ? appears, 599-608
(continued)
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troubleshooting (continued)
when the X icon a ppears, 598- 599
Troubleshooting Scientific Method
hardware pro blems, 563-564
hypothesize and experiment to verify
problem, 564-568
obse rvation: hardware vers us
software, 559-560
software problems, 560-563
steps in, 558-559
what to do next, 568-569
TrueVision , Web site address for, 334
TV (television)
getting video streams into your Mac
with, 50
PCI-based TV tuners, 338
watching on your AV Mac, 337-338
TWAIN plug-ins, checking scanner
support for, 279-280
twisted pair Ethernet cabling,
advantages of, 438-439
Type Manager, Adobe. See Adobe Type
Manager

u
Ultra SCSI or Ultra SCSI-3
connections for 2GB Jaz drives, 234
transfer protocol, 188
Ultra/Wide SCSI or Ultra/Wide SCSI-3
transfer protocol, 188
UMAX, Web site address, 283
UMAX Mac clones
built-in resolutions and video
upgrades ta ble, 309
hard drive upgrade paths for, 196
processor upgradeability list, 153
s pecifications for, 108-109
underscan capabilities, importance of in
video-out devices, 335
Universal Disc Format (UDF), 224
Universal Serial Bus (USB)

how it works, 268-269
hooking up devices, 269-2 70
vers us ADB standard, 268
UNIX users , sending encoded file
attachments to, 492
upgrade slot, identifying in Mac case,
132, 133
upgrading your Mac
adding a n external removable media
drive, 238-241
adding an inte rna l removable media
drive, 241-243
components for, 131-134
controlling static problems, 155
cost of, 76-77
CPU and memory, 143-178
deciding how to do it, 79-80
deciding to do it yourself, 91-95
determining need for, 3- 21
determining your needs and wants,
75- 91
exte rna l upgrades, 92
hard drive upgra de paths for major
models, 195- 196
hard drives, 179- 206
importance of grounding stra p, 94,
155
increasing s peed of, 16-1 7
identifying components in, 132
individual processor upgradeability
list, 149-153
issues to consider, S-6
logic board-level upgrad es, 92
PC-compatibility expansion card ,
500-501
performing the upgrade, 155-1 64
possible results and cost of, 76-77
processor and memory upgrades,
143- 178
sample upgrade list, 78
shopping for compone nts on the Web,
12

Index

slot upgrades, 92
slots and ports for major Mac OS
models, 81-85
special slots for special Macs, 91
specific upgrade paths, 80-86
speed versus quality, 67
the 75/25 rule, 6-7
the what and why of, 11-20
things to consider before, 155-156
tips for, 94-95
tools you'll need to do upgrades,
92-94
types of upgrades, 91-92 , 146-149
unofficial upgrades, 154
versus buying something new, 9-11
video-in expansion cards, 332-334
upgrading your PowerBook, 51 1-535
USB (Universal Serial Bus) ports, 43
versus Apple Desktop Bus (ADB), 268
used Macs, marketability of, 11
Users and Groups control panel, setting
up users and groups in, 44 7
USR Systems, Intel-compatible
pe ripherals by, 271
utilities
for saving and restoring the contents
of a RAM disk, 758
RamDoubler (Connectix), 14
SpeedDoubler (Connectix), 14
uuencoded/uudecoded attachments,
using Stufflt for handling, 492

v
V.42 error-correction standard, 398
V.42bis data compression standard, 398
VCRs, getting video streams into your
Mac with, 50
vertical refresh rate, 296
VGA-compatible multisync monitors,
using with Macs, 302
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Vicom Internet Gateway, for Internet
access,464
video accelerator, cost of upgrading, 77
video cables, Mac , 134
video card
adding VRAM to, 312-313
choosing, 313-314
cost of upgrading, 77
determining quality needed, 6
effect on how digital video plays, 321
increasing display speed by
upgrading, 17,66, 71
installing, 314-315
RAM on, 31 1
setting up two or more monitors,
315-316
video circ uitry, built-in resolutions and
video upgrades table, 305- 309
video codecs, QuickTime, 326-328
v ideo conferencing, as upgrade
consideration, 5
video-editing software, 319
video-editing workstations, highercapacity removable drives used by,
235
Video for Windows (VfW), QuickTime
translation capabilities for, 323
video-in hardware
additional hardware requirements for
meeting television standards, 331
expansion cards, 332- 334
Macs with built-in AV capabilities,
331-332
interface types, 329-331
video inputs, for creating quality digital
video, 322
video out capabilities, 334-335
video RAM, upgrading to improve color
display, 71
video resolution, improving with video
upgrade, 51
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----------~~------------------------------video response time , improving by
upgrading, 5 1
video upgrades, reasons for, 50-51
Video Wizard expa ns ion card, adding
video-in, video-out, and TV tuner
capabilities with, 333
videoconfe rencing cameras, 49
Virex for Macintos h (Dr. Solomon's), 808
virtual drives (volumes), formatting and
partitioning hard drives for, 620
Virtual Memory, 166
Virtual PC (Connectix) emulation
software for Macs, 57, 502-504
s peeding sess ions by running without
Finder, 506
viruses, 804-810
CAP, 809- 810
Concept, 809
detecting and cleaning, 808-809
Hypercard , 808
non-viruses/other ma licious code, 806
popular antivirus programs, 808
sample lis t of, 805
symptoms of, 807-808
what they are, 804-805
what's not a virus, 806-807
Word Basic, 809-81 0
VirusScan for Macintosh (Network
Associates), 808
Vis ioneer PaperPort scanner
example from, 274
Web s ite add ress for, 283
vis ually impaired users, input/output
devices for, 267
voice commands, entering da ta wit h, 44
voice recognition PlainTalk add-ons ,
Power Secre tary (Dragon Syste ms),
359
voicemail/answering machine modem
a dd-on, 407
volumes . See virtua l drives (volumes)
Voodoo 3D c hipset (3Dfx, Inc.), 473

Voodoo graphics accelerators
accele rator ca rds, 723-724
additional drivers required, 724
cable problems, 724
ha rdware a nd software requirements
for, 473-474
importance of games that support
Voodoo acceleration, 725
multisync monitor support, 723
software required to run, 724
troubleshooting, 724-725
Voxware codecs, 347
VRAM
a dding, 312-3 13
and Mac video, 660-661

w
Wacom ArtPad line, 266
WAV, digital file format, 345
We b server feature, AppleShare lP server
software, 442, 449
Web site addresses
Adobe, 678
Ameri can Computer Exchange
Apple Support, 529
AppleFacts Online Archive, 10
Griffin Technologies, 314
Macadapter, 314
Microsoft, 57
MIT (Massachusetts Ins titute o f
Technology), 423
scanner com panies, 282-283
Telechoice xDSL Report, 422
video-in and video-out add-on
manufactures, 334
We bRa mp M3t Internet router, for
Internet access, 465
Wide SCSI or Wide SCSI-2 transfer
protocol, 188

Index+ W-Z

Windows 95 applications, running on
your Mac, 19-20
Windows and DOS emulation
files and floppies, 56-58
software, 58- 59
upgrading your Mac for, 19
working with on your Mac, 56- 60
Windows and DOS programs, running on
your Mac, 492-505
wiring and cables, 134-135
word processing, fixing problems with
s low starting, crashes, or freezes,
788
WORM (write-once read-many)
technology, CD-R drives, 212
write caching, IDE drives, 182
Write:Outloud and Co:Writer (Don
Johnston), PlainTalk add-ons, 359
WTB (want to buy) messages, finding
Mac parts with, 406
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You
Get), 297

X
XDF 3D format , 472
xDSL modems, 55, 420-421. See also DSL
connections
Xon/Xoff protocol, 399

y
Yo Yo (Big Is land Software) telephony
software and hardware, 427-428

z
Zip-compati ble drives and media, 233
Zip disks, using as Startup disks, 246
Zip drives. See Iomega Zip drives
Zip Tools software, formatting Zip disks
with, 232
Ziplt s hareware (Tom Brown), 489-49 1
setting preferences in, 490-491
ZipPius drive. See Iomega ZipPlus drive
zones, AppleTalk, 444
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IDG BOOKS WORLDWIDE, INC.
END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
READ THIS. You should carefully read these te rms and conditions before
opening the software packet(s) included with this book ("Book"). This is a
license agreement ("Agreement") between you and lOG Books Worldwide,
Inc. ("lOGB"). By opening the accompanying software packet(s), you
acknowledge that you have read and accept the following terms and
conditions. If you do not agree and do not want to be bound by such terms
and conditions, promptly return the Book and the unopened software
packet(s) to the place you obtained them for a full refund .
l. License Grant. lOGB grants to you (either an individual or entity) a

nonexclusive license to use one copy of the enclosed software
program(s) (collectively, the "Software") solely for your own personal
or business purposes on a single computer (whether a standard
computer or a workstation component of a multiuser network). The
Software is in use on a computer when it is loaded into temporary
memory (RAM) or installed into permanent memory (hard disk,
CD-ROM, or other storage device). IDGB reserves all rights not
expressly granted herein.
2. Ownership. IDGB is the owner of all right, title, and interest, including
copyright, in and to the compilation of the Software recorded on the
disk(s) or CD-ROM ("Software Media"). Copyright to the individual
programs recorded on the Software Media is owned by the author or
other authorized copyright owner of each program. Ownership of the
Software and all proprietary rights relating thereto remain with lOGB
and its license rs.
3. Restrictions On Use and Transfer.
(a) You may only (i) make one copy of the Software for backup or
archival purposes, or (ii) transfer the Software to a single hard
disk, provided that you keep the original for backup or archival
purposes. You may not (i) rent or lease the Software, (ii) copy or
reproduce the Software through a LAN or other network system
or through any computer subscriber system or bulletin-board
system, or (iii) modify, adapt, or create derivative works based on
the Software.
(b) You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disasse mble the

Software. You may transfer the Software and user documentation
on a permanent basis, provided that the transferee agrees to
accept the terms and conditions of this Agreement and you retain
no copies. If the Software is an update or has been updated, any
transfer must include the most recent update and all prior
versions.

4. Restrictions On Use of Individual Pro2rams. You must follow the individual
requirements and restrictions detailed for each individual program in
Appendix C in this Book. These limitations are also contained in the
individual license agreements recorded on the Software Media. These
limitations may include a requirement that after us ing the program for a
specified period of time, the user must pay a registration fee or discontinue
use. By opening the Software packet(s), you will be agreeing to abide by the
licenses and restrictions for these individual programs that are detailed in
Appendix C and on the Software Media. None of the material on this Software
Media or listed in this Book may ever be redistributed, in original or modified
form, for commercial purposes.
5. Limited Warranty.

a) lOGB warrants that the Software and Software Media are free from
defects in materials and workmans hip under normal use for a period of
sixty (60) days from the date of purchase of this Book. If lOGB receives
notification within the warranty period of defects in materials or
workmanship, lOGB will replace the defective Software Media.
(b) IDGB AND THE AUTHOR OF THE BOOK DISCLAIM ALL OTHER

WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILI1Y AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WITH RESPECT TO THE
SOFTWARE, THE PROGRAMS, THE SOURCE CODE CONTAINED
THEREIN, AND/OR THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED IN THIS BOOK.
IDGB DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN
THE SOFTWARE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR THAT THE
OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE WILL BE ERROR FREE.
(c) This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have
other rights that vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
6. Remedies.

(a) lOGB's entire liability and your exclusive remedy for defects in
materials and workmanship shall be limited to replacement of the
Software Media, which may be returned to lOGB with a copy of your
receipt at the following address: Software Media Fulfillment Department,
Attn.: Macworld Mac Upgrade and Repair Bible, lOG Books Worldwide,
Inc., 7260 Shadeland Station, Ste. 100, Indianapolis, IN 46256, or call
1-800-762-2974. Please allow three to four weeks for delivery. This
Limited Warranty is void if failure of the Software Media has resulted
from accident, abuse, or misapplication. Any replacement Software
Media
will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or
thirty (30) days, whichever is longer.

(b) In no event shall lOGB or the author be liable for any damages

whatsoever (including without limitation damages for loss of business
profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or any other
pecuniary loss) arising from the use of or inability to use the Book or
the Software, even if lOGB has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.
(c) Because some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
lia bility for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation or
exclusion may not apply to you.
7. U.S. Government Restricted Ri~hts. Use, duplication, or disclosure of
the Software by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions stated in
paragraph (c)(l)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Compute r Software
clause of DFARS 252.227-7013, and in subparagraphs (a) through (d) of the
Commercial Computer-Restricted Rights clause at FAR 52.227-19, and in
similar clauses in the NASA FAR supplement, when a pplicable.
8. General. This Agreement constitutes the e ntire understanding of the parties
and revokes and supersedes all prior agreements, oral or written, between
them and may not be modified or amended except in a writing signed by both
parties hereto that specifically refers to this Agreement. This Agreement shall
take precedence over any other documents that may be in conflict herewith.
If any one or more provisions contained in this Agreement are held by any
court or tribunal to be invalid, illegal, or otherwise unenforceable, each and
every other provision s ha ll remain in full force and effect.
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my2cents.idgboo
Visit http://my2cents.idgbooks.com to register this book and we'll automatically
enter you in our fantastic monthly prize giveaway. It's also your opportunity to give
us feedback: let us know what you thought of this book and how you would like
to see other topics covered.

The IDG Books Online Web site is your online resource for tackling technology at home and at the office. Frequently updated, the IDG Books Online Web site
features e xclusive software, insider information, online books, and live events!

10 Productive & Career-EnhancingThingsYou Can Do at www.idgbooks.com
•

Nab source code for your own programming projects.

•

Download software.

•

Read Web exclusives: special articles and book excerpts by
IDG Books Worldwide authors.

•

Take advantage of resources to help you advance your
career as a Novell or Microsoft professional.

•

Buy IDG Books Worldwide titles or find a convenient
bookstore that carries them.

•

Register your book and win a prize.

•

Chat live online with authors.

•

Sign up for regular e-mail updates about our latest books.

•

Suggest a book you'd like to read or write.

•

Give us your 2¢ about our books and about our Web site.

You say you're not on the Web yet? It's easy to get started with IDG Books'
Discover the Internet, available at local retailers everywhere.

CD-ROM Installation Instructions
To view t he CO-ROM's contents, use the File c.'> Open File com mand in
Internet Explo rer or the File ¢ Open Page command in Netscape Navigator.
This should res ult in an Open di alog box. In that dial og box, choose th e
CD-ROM, and sel ect th e fi le index html. Click OK to load th e fi le in t he Web
browser and begin v iewing the CO-ROM 's contents.
Alternatively, open t he CD-ROM w indow and double-click the index. html
document t o have it load in your Web browser.
When viewing th e HTML interface to t he CD-ROM, th e blue, underlined text
represents a hyperli nk, w hich, when clicked, will take you to a new
document. (Notice t hat you may also be able to click folder icons and other
icons to move around.)
There are act ually four differ en t ty pes of links you'll encounter on the
CD-ROM:

+ Local pages. T hese links just

t ake you t o another HTML document that
has been creat ed on the CD-ROM. That new page will tell you mor e
about the files that are st ored on t he CD-ROM.

+ We b links. These hyperlin ks will take you somewhere on

the World
Wide Web. To access them, you'll need an active connecti on to the
Internet , either through your office network or t hrough an Internet
Service Provid er. If you use a PPP connection, Ameri ca Online, o r a
similar dial-up solution, you'll need to have the connection active
before accessing one of these links. (The link should say clearly
whether or not it's a Web link.)

+ Mail links. Some of the links on t he CD-ROM (usually

t hose that have a
name as the underli ned text) are e-mail addresses. Click one of these
and the associated e-mail address will pop up in your e-mail program or
in the browser's e-mail window, if it has e-mail capability. Of t his doesn't
happen, you need to set th e e-mail preferences in your browser
progr am and/or the e-mail settings in Internet Config fil e on your hard
drive. If you have M ac OS 8.0 or above, you can use t he Internet
Assist ant to set your e-mail preferences.)

+ Files. The last of t he links you'll encounter ar e links to the actual files
stored on t he CD-ROM. In most cases, you'll click one of t hese links, and
then you' ll be asked w here you want to save the fi le. Choose a fo lder on
your har d dr ive, and click OK to save t he file.

,

Note

If you click a file link and things don't work the way you planned (you get an
error, for instance, instead of a Save dialog box), click and hold the mouse button
wh ile you're pointed at the file link. This should bring up a menu in Netscape
Navigator and Internet Explorer that w ill present you w ith the option Save This
Link As (Navigator) or Dow nload Link to Disk (IE). This opens a Save dialog box,
wh ich enables you to save the file somewhere on your hard drive.
If you'd prefer to forgo the HTML interface and just want to get at the file arc hives
themselves, double-click the archives folder on the CD-ROM and then double-click
a subfol der t o star t your quest for th e fi le in ques ti on.
Once you have th e fi le on your hard drive, you may need to double-click the file or
drag it to th e Stufflt Expander icon to get it to decompress and install itself on your
hard drive. If after decom pression a new inst aller fi le of some sort results, doubleclick that file to install the software.
Once th e software i s properly installed, you can delete the original archive without
fear; it will remain on the CD-ROM if you need to access it again.
For more information about what is on the CD-ROM , see Appendix C.

Keep your Mac~~ smiling •••
Does your Mac crash a lot? Does it choke on big media files? Or limp along on the Web? Are you overdue
for an upgrade? If you answered yes to any of these questions, you've come to the right place. Now revised to
cover all of the latest Mac operating systems, models, and technologies - induding Mac OS 9, an overview of
Mac OS X, iMacs.., iBooks"', USB, FireWire , and DVD- this comprehensive do-it-yourself reference is iust wha•
you need to get a handle on problems, analyze annoyances, and implement the right repair or upgrade solution.

Inside, you'll find complete coverage of Mac repairs
and upgrades
•
•
•
•

Refurbish an old Mac II - or fine-tune the latest models
Identify the most common Mac problems - and what to do about them
Understand your Mac's innards, from chips and cards to slots and ports
Get hands-on advice for upgrading sound, networking, storage, and
other subsystems
• Get the scoop on 3Dgraphics, digital video editing, and other
cutting-edge upgrade options
• Troubleshoot problems and resolve Sad Mac and compatibility issues
manage the Mac OS, induding backups and reinstallation
IUS
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Change the size of
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Monitors control pa11

CD·ROM

, ___ In Flashback- and Shrinkwra p- demo versions
• BBEdlt- demo from Bare Bones Software, Inc.
• TechTool and h:tension Overload evaluation versions
• And more
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Speed up your
Mac by tweaki"!
the RAM-related
settings
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